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Introduction

THE ISSUES AND THE SOURCES

On Easter Monday, 1282,
1 the bells of Santo Spirito summoned

the faithful of Palermo to Vespers. But what began as a call to

worship ended in revolution for the Sicilians, victory for Aragon,
and the collapse of a vast coalition to restore Western rule over

Constantinople. Byzantium was saved from a second occupation

by the Latins,

This book examines the relations between Greeks and Latins,
2

Eastern and Western Christendom, during the reign of the Byzan-
tine Emperor Michael VIII Palaeologus ( 1258-1282) . The investi-

gation focuses on the career of the Emperor from the years im-

mediately preceding his recovery of Constantinople from the

Latins in 1261 to the climax of his struggle against the West in the

celebrated Sicilian Vespers of 1282, Virtually every facet of Byzan-
tine-Western relations in the later Middle Ages is reflected in Mi-

chael's reign, for, as will be seen, restoration of Greek rule after a

half-century of alien occupation did not arrest the penetration of

Latin influence within the Empire. And, externally, it excited the

hostility of an aggressive West, eager to reassert its authority in

Byzantium. Michael was therefore faced with a succession of di-

verse problems demanding almost immediate solution at his hands*

It was his ability to cope with these difficulties, when failure would

have resulted not only in Western political domination but, possi-

bly, even in realization of the basic Byzantine fear Latinization

1 On the date seo Chapter 14, note 101.
* The term "Latins" refers to the peoples of the West French, Germans, Cas-

tilians, Aragoncse, and above all Italians and Sicilians, as well as to persons of

Western origin residing in the Greek East*
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of the Greek people
3 that marks his reign as crucial for the

subsequent history of East and West.

Central to Michael's diplomacy was his aim of appeasing the

papacy, still near the pinnacle of its power, which alone could

save the Greek Empire from Western designs. Thus was signed
at Lyons the controversial ecclesiastical union with Rome, which

resulted in the establishment of a kind of papal protectorate over

Constantinople and, in effect, the tying of Byzantium to the West-

ern political system.
A vast array of issues confronted the Emperor: the continual

rivalry of Genoa and Venice for commercial supremacy in his ter-

ritories; the papal aim to subordinate the Greek church to Rome
and, with Greek aid, to launch a new crusade to the Holy Land;

the politics and ambitions of Manfred, Baldwin, Louis IX, and the

rulers of Castile, Aragon, Pisa, and Montferrat. Most consequen-
tial was the consuming ambition to conquer Byzantium of Mi-

chael's arch-foe Charles of Anjou, who at lust succeeded in

organizing a huge coalition not only of the Latin West but

of practically all die Slavic and Eastern states encircling Con-

stantinople. The dramatic duel between Charles and Michael,

to which the last part of the book is devoted, is one of the most

fascinating in all medieval history, and its delineation, it is hoped,
will help to fill the lacuna of a history of Charles's reign/

1

Still another problem of Empire was the Turkish peril in the

East, which, though outside the main scope of this book, has been

taken into consideration as it affected policy toward the West. As

is shown, the charge frequently levied against Michael of virtually

unqualified neglect of his Asiatic frontiers
5
mast, to a certain de-

*0n the fear of Latinization see especially Chapter 11, section 2, Culturally, it

may bo acted, Latin domination might have inhibited, if not prtwntcd, tin* dt'vrl-

opment of the so-called Palaeologan Renaissance of the thirteenth to fiftmith evn-

tury, so important in certain respects for its influence on the Kciuissawo of Italy.
* The important work of E. Jordan, Ley origfwut de la domination Angi'ttfw <*n

Italie (Paris, 1909), extends only to life enthronement and victory at Tttftiimwxxa
in 1268,

See P. Witlek, Das Furstentum Mentcsche (Istanbul, 1934) 18ffM JMff.; rf.

G. Arnakis, Ot Hpdroc 'Ofo/wol (Athens, 1947) 37E; G. Ostrogorsky, //<if0ry of
the Byzantine State, trans* J, Hussay (Cambridge, 1956) 438; and A* Vasittev*

History of the Byzantine Empire (1952) 509, 603.



INTRODUCTION

gree at least, be modified in the light of his bold plan of using
Latin crusading armies to restore Anatolia to Byzantine rule.

In view of the complexity of Michael's career, I have deemed
it advisable to follow a fairly regular chronological order rather

than to discuss relations with the Latins according to broad sub-

ject divisions covering his entire reign. Nonetheless, within each

chapter I have tried to preserve a certain topical arrangement ( e.g.,

ecclesiastical negotiations with Rome, political and economic re-

lations with Venice and Genoa, conflict in the Morea, etc. ) . Thus
the reader may at once see the interaction of each aspect of Mi-

chael's tortuous diplomacy within the total context of developing
events in the last analysis the only satisfactory way to judge the

success of a policy projected on such an ecumenical scale.

The long career of this soldier-Emperor possibly the most

subtle, Machiavellian diplomat ever produced by Byzantium
has been divided into three major sections. Part I deals with the

Nicene period of Michael's life, presenting an extensive account of

his early career leading to his usurpation of the Nicene throne and

subsequent victory at Pelagonia, and crowned by the capture of

Constantinople. Part II concerns the establishment and critical

early years of the restored Empire, with attention directed to the

questions immediately facing the Emperor, especially the threat

of Venetian reprisals and the treatment to be accorded Western

minorities residing within the capital. With the Greek restoration

the scope of the narrative is broadened to include the struggle be-

tween Manfred and the papacy, both engaged in negotiations with

the expelled Latin Emperor*
Part III constitutes the most challenging phase of Michael's

reign, the fifteen year conflict with Charles of Anjou, newly en-

throned as King of Sicily. Charles's ambition to conquer Byzan-
tium and the desperate resistance of Michael involved almost the

entire Mediterranean area as various powers aligned themselves

on either side* It was to save his state from the Angevin danger
that Michael committed the Greek people to ecclesiastical union.

Negotiations with successive popes, culminating in 1274 in the

agreement of Lyons and continuing until the rupture of union in
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1281, are discussed from the viewpoint of the Greek clergy and

people as well as Emperor and pope. The book concludes with the

collapse of Angevin designs in the famous but controversial Sicil-

ian Vespers, presenting for the first time a fully documented ac-

count of the role played by Michael Palaeologus. Though diplo-

matic negotiations and military encounters necessarily hold the

center of the stage, careful consideration has also been given
and insofar as possible without disturbing the flow of narrative

to social aspects of Greco-Latin relations, such as the reasons for

the Greek populace's refusal to accept religious union with Rome,
in spite of the fate apparently awaiting Constantinople if such an

accord were rejected.

Despite anti-Latin sentiment among the Greeks, Michael, as

will be shown, was able successfully to use Westerners in the im-

perial administration as interpreters, secret envoys, and command-
ers of fleets and armies. Some were even named to the imperial

nobility and, in a conflation of Latin and Greek feudal practice,

given jurisdiction over certain Byzantine territories. But the in-

tensification of Latin penetration during the period under dis-

cussion did not, it will be noted, lessen the feeling of the Greeks

that they were basically different from the Latins. This attitude

was shared by the West, whose memory of the continuing Greek

disavowal of the Lyons union was in no small measure to be re-

sponsible for subsequent Western failures to provide By'/antium
with effective aid against the Turks. It is this fundamental Greco-

Latin cleavage, a tragedy for Medieval Christendom and one in-

sufficiently studied from a combined East-West point of view,

that is the underlying theme of this book,

BIBUOGHAPHXCAL NOTE

There is no work in English on any Emperor of the Paiaoolo-

gan dynasty (1258-1453), and only a single, pioneer monograph,
that of C. Chapman, Michele faUologue restaurateur de Vampire

9 See Chapter 1, text and notes 23-34a; Chapter 2, notes 57 and 81; Chapter &
passim, Chapter 10, section 3; Chapter 11, section &

6
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byzantin (1261-1282) (Paris, 1926), exists on the reign of the

founder and most important representative of the house, Michael

VIII Palaeologus.
7 In spite of its lack of critical evaluation of

sources and analysis of events,
8
and, of course, inability to profit

by advances in Byzantine scholarship during the subsequent thirty

years,
9

Chapman's slim volume (177 pages of text) is of aid in

providing a basis for further investigation. Of greater usefulness

is W. Norden's valuable survey of Greco-papal relations, Das

Papsttum und Byzanz (Berlin, 1903), extending from 1054 to

1453. 10
I have re-examined the entire corpus of material on im-

perial-papal negotiations for the period under consideration, how-

ever, not only to verify the presentation of Norden but also to fill

in certain gaps in his work, e.g., the inadequacy of his treatment

of the opposition of the Greek people and clergy to union, his

neglect of Michael's project for a joint Greco-Latin crusade to re-

cover Asia Minor for the Greeks, the meagre discussion of the

period from Lyons to the disruption of union (1274-1281), and

especially his failure to examine the involvement of Michael and

the papacy in events leading to the Sicilian Vespers.
A third book, valuable primarily for its bibliographical data, is

the study of E. Dade, Versuche zur Wiedererrichtung der latein-

ischen Herrschaft in Konstantinopel (Jena, 1938). A r6sum6 of

Western diplomatic attempts to organize a crusade to reconquer

Constantinople from the Greeks, Dade's work makes useful con-

tributions but is all too brief (65 pages on Michael's reign) and

neglects such important considerations, indispensable for an un-

T In a recent review in Jl of Theol Studies, VI (1955) 310, J, Hussey refers to

"the badly needed book on the Palaeologus/'
*On Chapman's use of sources see L. Previale, **Un Panegyrico inedito per

Michele VIII Paleologo," By*. Zeit., XLII (1942) 3: "Chapman's bibliography is

far greater than that actually used by him/* (Previale finds it "incredible," for ex-

ample, that Chapman ignores Michael's important prostagma of 12 November
1272.) Cf. judgment of Vasiliev, History, 583: "brief and superficial"; also Ostro-

gorsky, Byzantine State (1958) 401, 429,
*
Including works of S. Borsari, G, Bratianu, P, Charanis, F. Dolger, R. Guil-

land, V. Laurent, J, Longnon, E, Lopez, G. Ostrogorsky, JL Wolff, D. Zakythinos,
eta (see Bibliography).

* For a detailed review, if unduly harsh, see J, Haller, in Hist, Zeit,, XCIX
(1907) Iff. But cf. Vasiliev's history, French ed (Paris, 1932): "tr& important";
and Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State, 405; ". . . excellent comments in Norden,"
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derstanding of Michael's policy, as the continuous Greco-Latin

campaigns in Achaia and the religious and social factors involved

in union. 11
Particularly helpful has been the unpublished thesis of

R, L. Wolff, "The Latin Empire of Constantinople" (Harvard,

1947). Though chiefly concerned, as the title indicates, with the

period preceding the present work, it has, nevertheless, been a

source of inspiration and exemplar of painstaking scholarship.

As to original sources for the period, relatively few Greek docu-

ments have survived, notably those edited by Tafcl and Thomas,

Miklosich and Miiller, and Troitskii, in addition to the hardly
used orations of Holobolos 12 and various polemics and encomia.

Of fundamental significance, of course, are the Greek historians:

among contemporaries, the Grand Logothetc George Acropolites
and the ecclesiastical officials George Pachymcres and (lesser in

importance) Theodore Scutariotes; in the fourteenth century,

Nikephoros Gregoras. Through the use of this material, in partic-

ular the voluminous account of Pachymercs (many passages of

which have been surprisingly overlooked or neglected by schol-

ars), I have attempted to revise or elaborate previous explanations

and, in a number of instances, to offer new interpretations.

A mass of Western sources is at the historian's disposal. To

begin with, there are available five large collections of documents

first, the papal registers edited by members of the fieoles frun-

cjaises cTAthenes ct de Rome, in addition to Mami, KaymiMus,
Mart&ne, Wadding, and, very recently, Tautu* Second, the reser-

voir of Hohcnstaufcn-Angevin diplomas and rescripts, the origi-

nals of which, now destroyed, arc accessible in editions of ( tapusso,

Minieri-Riecio, del Giudice, Carabellesc, Durrieu, DC Lellis, awl,

currently, in the reprinting of the Angevin corpus by the Noupoli*
tan archivist R* Filangieri (only a part of which has yet up-

11 See J. La Montc's review, Speculum, XIV (1939) 23fl-235: "Dad? treats ilu*

idea Fof a crusade] as if it occurred in something of a vacuum as far u,s tin? Kauvt

itself is concerned , , * the history of the Prankish states in Greece & aluuwt en-

tirely ignored; the effect of western politics te stressed, but the events in thr
arc virtually disregarded/'

ia
l am indebted to Professor F. Dolgcr for suggesting to nw th? w of

( sec Bibliography ) .

8
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peared).
13

Third, Venetian archival sources as edited by Tafel

and Thomas. Fourth, Genoese documents published by Manfroni,

Belgrano, Bertolotto, Bratianu, and Sauli. Fifth, material from the

Aragonese archives edited by Carini and Saint-Priest. There are

also the less important Tuscan documents in the collections of

Muller and Ferretto.14

Among the large number of Western narrative sources, of first

importance is the Istoria del Regno di Romania of the Venetian,

Marino Sanudo (Torsello). This work, composed in the early four-

teenth century on the basis of official documents and reports of

eyewitnesses, contains a wealth of information, much of it com-

pletely unused. The more important Latin or Western vernacular

accounts that I have utilized are the Genoese Annales Iantienses>

the Venetians Martino da Canale and Andrea Dandolo, the north

Italian Chronicon Marchiae, Tarvisinae, et Lombardiae ( otherwise

known as Annales S. Justtnae Patavini], the papal Saba Malaspina,
the Dominican Ptolemy of Lucca, the Franciscan Salinibene of

Parma, the Sicilian Bartolomeo of Neocastro, the Florentine Gio-

vanni Villani, and the Ghibelline Annales of Piacenza. I have also

drawn material from the French chronicles of the Primate, Join-

ville, and Guillaume de Nangis, as well as the Catalan accounts

of D'Esclot and Muntaner. Not to be overlooked, lastly, is the

fourteenth century Chronicle of Morea, particularly in its Greek

and French versions, which, however biased it may be, frequently

provides information of value.

It seems unnecessary at this point to provide a detailed analy-
sis and comparison of the literary accounts, since I have through-
out sought to note prejudices of the sources in connection with dis-

cussion of specific events and have in addition provided an an-

notated bibliography. It may be said, however, that the Western

writers, with the probable exception of Sanudo and Bartolomeo of

w Entitled I regtstri delta cancdleria angioirui (Naples, 1950fF,) this reprint-

ing is intended to include all available Angevin documents culled from earlier

.scattered editions. Thus I have thought it necessary to cite the Filangicri ed, only
in the relatively rare cases where new material is provided or a meaningful change
in text adopted*

" For all these sec Bibliography,

9
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Neocastro, are generally anti-Greek in sentiment, and the Greek,

correspondingly anti-Latin. As for the attitudes of the Byzantine
historians to Michael Palaeologus in particular, Acropolites is

markedly partisan, Pachymeres, our most important Greek source,

relatively free of bias ( except where the problem of union is im-

mediately concerned), and Gregoras on occasion critical of Pa-

laeologus.
In conclusion, I have appended to this volume six of a num-

ber of unpublished manuscripts and documents that I found

while working in European archives at various times during the

period 1951-1954. Two of the documents are directly concerned

with Greco-Latin relations during the period of the Byzantine
restoration (the material from one being incorporated into the

text in Chapter 4). Three illustrate Grcco-Latin-Jcwish relations*

in Venetian-dominated Crete. And the last consists of three Greek

epigrams addressed to the Etnperor Michael (or possibly his

grandson Michael IX), hitherto wrongly assumed to be an auto-

graph of the famous Byzantine scholar, Demetrios Triklinios,

With the source material so vast and diverse and yet at the

same time necessarily incomplete, one cannot hope to say the

final word on every aspect of a subject so complex as that under-

taken in these pages,
16
Thus, while essaying to delineate in broad

outline the drama of East and West, my more modest purpose has

been to provide a clearer portrayal of the man Michael Palueolo-

gus as he confronted the West, aspirant to, then occupant of, the

throne of a newly reconstituted Byzantium.
15 For these see Appendix B.
M Considerations of space prevent inclusion of a special chapter on tty/antwo

Latin cultural relations; I expect to publish the results of my research as a Mpurat<

study. Throughout this book, however, J have tried to stress th attitudes of

and Latins to each other*

10
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Prologue

THE BYZANTINE EAST AFTER THE FOURTH CRUSADE

(1204)

Any discussion of Byzantine-Western relations in the later

Middle Ages must take as its point of departure the Latin con-

quest of Constantinople in 1204. This event brought to a dramatic

climax the centuries-old antagonism between Greek and Latin

Christendom a gradually developing estrangement based not

only on political, ecclesiastical, and commercial rivalries but on di-

verse cultural traditions and mental attitudes. Nevertheless, de-

spite unmistakable indications of widening cleavage, such as

schism between the churches, the differences between East and

West before 1204 had not yet become insuperable. It was the

notorious assault on Constantinople by the Western armies of the

Fourth Crusade, with the ruthless sack of the capital, the carving

up of Byzantine territories, and the enforced conversion of the

Greek population to the Roman faith, that thereafter rendered

impossible any genuine Greco-Latin rapprochement.
After the Fourth Crusade the map of the Byzantine East was

entirely redrawn, Constantinople now became the seat of a Latin

Empire under the rule of Baldwin of Flanders, while Venice,

whoso fleet had been the mainstay of the crusaders' victory, ac-

quired three-eighths of the capital (including the cathedral of Ha-

gia Sophia) and such strategic, commercial points as Negropont
(Euboea), Crete >

1

Gallipoli, and islands of the Aegean Sea. The

territory around the city of Thessalonica was soon formed into a

Latin kingdom by Boniface of Montferrat, with the remainder of

what constitutes modern Greece divided into a number of small

1

Actually Crete was originally granted to Boniface of Montferrafc,

13
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Prankish states. Most important of these were the Duchy of

Athens-Thebes, under a Burgundian dynasty, and the principality

of Achaia or Morea (the ancient Peloponnese), which shortly af-

terwards passed to the suzerainty of the Villehardouin family.
2

Disintegration of the Byzantine Empire, however, did not

crush the Greek
spirit.

For alongside the more numerous Latin

possessions there emerged several political organisms which, as

virtual governments-in-exile, were able to cherish the aim of a

Greek recovery of the capital. Already in Trebizond, on the south-

east shore of the Black Sea, descendants of the famous Byzantine

dynasty of the Comnenoi had created an empire which was to

survive until past the middle of the fifteenth century. In western

Greece and modern Albania, and extending from Naupactus in

the south to Durazzo (Dyrrachium) in the north, the Despotatc
of Epirus was founded by Michael I, bastard son of the imperial

Angeloi family. Meantime, in northwest Asia Minor, an empire

centering around the famous city of Nicaca was established by
Theodore I Lascaris, son-in-law of the last reigning Byzantine

Emperor before the Latin conquest, who, in 1208, was crowned

"Basileus of the Romans/' Thus, apart from Trebr/ontl, which was

to remain outside the main course of events, two Greek centers of

resistance to Latin domination Epirus and Nicaea emerged
to preserve the continuity of the Byzantine tradition.

In the intense rivalry for recovery of the old capital posses-
sion of which alone could provide the seal of legitimacy it at

first appeared that the west Greeks would prevail Indeed, the

Despot Theodore I of Epirus, after acquiring Serres, Borrow, and
a number of other important towns, in 1224 seized Latin-held

Thessalonica and shortly thereafter had himself crowned Emperor,
But when, finally, he was in position to make an attempt on Con-

stantinople, a fatal blow was dealt to Epirot ambitions by the ris-

ing power of the Bulgars, themselves with aspirations to Con-

stantinople.

* On the division of Byzantine territories see ep. "Purtitio rgnl Gnu*d" in C.
Tafel and G. Thomas, Vrkundcn %ur iiltercn Mandch* und StaatownnhMitr dw
RepMik Vencdig (Vienna, 1853-1857) 1, 45&-501 (cite! hrmfter us TVTM.

14
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A more solid foundation was being laid in the East for the ul-

timate triumph of Nicaea. The son-in-law and successor of Theo-

dore Lascaris, John III Vatatzes, besides controlling almost all of

western Asia Minor, reconquered from the fragile Latin Empire the

Aegean islands of Samos, Chios, Lesbos, and Cos and exercised au-

thority over Rhodes. In precarious partnership with the Bulgars,
he even made a great assault on Constantinople (1236), but a

falling-out of the allies permitted longer life to the dismembered
Latin Empire.

Nonetheless, the Nicene state continued to gain strength, seiz-

ing Thessalonica from its Epirot prince in 1246 and a large part
of Macedonia from the Bulgars, and creating an alliance with the

neighboring Seldjuk Turks of Iconium (Asia Minor). The Despot
Michael II Angelos of Epirus was himself forced to recognize Ni-

cene suzerainty and had to cede various fortresses of Macedonia

and Albania. Under the wise leadership of Vatatzes, Nicaea thus

successfully assumed, for the Anatolian Greeks at least, the mantle

of the lost Byzantium, carrying on its old practices and providing
the main rallying point for hopes to expel the foreign usurper
from the capital A rich, prosperous, economically balanced state,

Nicaea had at last eliminated Epirus and the Bulgars from the con-

test for Empire and practically encircled Constantinople with its

territory. All that remained was the actual recovery of the Queen
City. This was to be the achievement of the Nicene Emperor Mi-

chael Palaeologus,
8 and it is to the early years of his life and ca-

reer that we now turn.

* As to the orthography of Greek names, in general I follow the original, except
whore such spellings would do undue violence to established English usage (e.g.,

Alexios and Angeloi, but Palaeologus instead of Palaiologos or the inconsistent

Palaeologos ) .

15



THE FORMATIVE YEARS OF

MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH

he early life of Michael Palaeologus, particularly his

childhood and youth, is very little known to us be-

cause of the meagerness of the sources* Sporadic remarks of the

Byzantine historians together with a few statements in Michael's

so-called Autobiography
l

provide virtually our only guide. Hut

however scanty and fragmentary this information may be, it de-

serves attention, for it offers glimpses into the character develop-
ment of a person who was to become a supreme opportunist and
a master of political intrigue.

1

Impcratoris Michaclis Patacologi dv vita auti upvftculwn wvruw regular

ipae monastcrio S. Dcmetrii prawcrtpsiit fragmenturn (St. Petersburg* 18H3). This

work, cited hereafter as Autobiography, is actually a fy/rffam or monastic rule,

written presumably by Michael himself for the* Comtantinopohtan monastery of

St. Dcmctrios, which he planned to endow. The first and principal section consists

of a recital of Michael's life and deeds: hence the title Autobiography, asMpAwi by
its editor J. Troitsk!!, who has published the Creek text with a Russian translation';

cf. the not always accurate French version of C* Chapman, in Mir/n7 JWtWugw
restaurateur dc I*umpire byzantin (Paris, 1926) 167n< For a few additional re-

marks on Michael's early life sec another typtkon> composed by the Knt|H*ror for

tho nionaijtory of St. Michael (published in A. Dmitrievskit, VtfotMle /tturgfrVt&l/i

rwfe)pic/, T, pt. 1, Tiwi/cd (Kiev, 18051 760-794). In the Twrtfam for S. Mfr/uK*!,
as in the Autobiography, Michael makes a kind of apologia lor his Uf<* and caw**r

a fact which must, of course, be kept in mind when one draws on the itifoxitm*

tion provided. See also F. Ddlger, Rtsg&ttcn dcr Katserurkvndtn dc$ Mtrumbrhim
Reiches, pt. 3, Series A, Corpus dcr giictihtechen Urkundcn dctt Mlttrhltm
dcr neuerenZcit (Munich-Berlin, 1932), nos* 2061 and 2065,
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FORMATIVE YEARS

Michael Dukas Angelos Comnenos Palaeologus, to cite his full

name,
2 was born in the year 1224 or 1225,

3

very probably in some

city of the Nicene Empire.
4
By birth he seemed destined for the

throne, as his lineage, which can be traced back to the eleventh

century, reveals descent from all three imperial houses which

ruled Byzantium before the Latin conquest of 1204. 5

Shortly be-

3 For Michael's imperial autograph with these names see documents listed

passim in Dolger, Regesten, and, for a specific document, T.-Th., Ill, 77. Each of

Palaeologus* names had special significance. Angelos denoted relationship to the

imperial family ruling immediately before the Latin conquest of 1204, and Ducas
referred to the dynasty of the latter half of the eleventh century. Most important
was Comnenos, indicating descent from the house whose period of rule (1081-
1185) was considered most glorious; thus George Acropolites in his Historia

(Opera, ed. A. Heisenberg [Leipzig, 1903] vol. I) 161, 1. 10, calls Michael simply
"Michael Comnenos." Palaeologus, finally, was his family name proper.

3 Calculated from Acxop., 98, 1. 16, who says that Michael was twenty-seven
years of age dunng his trial before Vatatzes (in 1252; see note 23); and George
Pachymeres, De Michaelc et Andronico Palaeologis, vol. I, ed. I. Bekkcr (Bonn,
1835) 531, 1. 19, who writes that he was fifty-eight when he died (1282). Cf.

George Sphrantzes [= Phrantzes, Bonn ed.], Chronicon (Bonn, 1838) 24, II. 8-9,

who records, evidently wrongly, that at Michael's death he was sixty-eight, and had
ruled for thirty-five years. On Michael's age see also A. Papadopulos, Versuch
cincr Gcncalogie der Palaiologen 12591453 (Munich, 1938) 3, and diagram at-

tached at end.
* The exact place is unclear from the sources, but as his family seems generally

to have been connected with the court, it was perhaps at Nicaca or possibly even
at Nymphacum, which in effect replaced Nicaca as capital of the Nicene Empire.
(The Emperor John III Vatatzes, during his reign, 1222-1254, transferred the

court to Nympliacum on account of its superior climate and location near the cities

of Smyrna, Magnesia, and Sardis Nicaea, however, being retained as patriarchal
scat and place of coronation.) Had Michael been born at Constantinople, he very

probably would have made use of this fact later in seeking to legitimize his usurpa-
tion of the throne. Cf. the encomium of Gregory of Cyprus, Laudatio Michaclte

Palacologi, in Migne, PC, vol. 142, col, 349 (and observations of L. Previale, "Un
panegyrico inedito per Michelc VIII Paleologo," Byz. Zeit,, XLII [19421 2, note

4), who, in vague rhetorical stylo, refers to Constantinople as Michael's homeland

(ryv <ri}v Treirptoa) , but a fow lines later, and evidently more accurately, terms Con-

stantinople his ancestral city (e^v I* -jrpoy6vtijv Tr^Xtv), Constantinople was, of course,

xmclcr Latin rule at the time of Michael's birth.
c On Michael's ancestry see Papadopulos, Genealogie, 1-2. More analytical is

V, Laurent, "La gc*ne*alogie des premiers Pale"ologues>" Byzantion, VIII (1933)
125ff., who dismisses the view that Michael was descended from a Serb family,
and especially the theory of particular interest for the picsont work of

Michael's alleged descent from an Italian family of the city of Viterbo, Italy, Evi-

dence I have found for the latter theory includes (1) a (spurious) letter (see

Dolger, nftge*ttcn> no* 1906) supposedly sent by Michael to Popo Urban IV in

1262
congratulating

him on his enthronement and referring to Michael's own
Viterban descent (for the letter see F. Btissi, htaria della dttb di Viterba, II

17
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fore the occupation his maternal grandmother Irene, eldest daugh-
ter of the then Emperor Alexios III Angelos, and her husband,

Alexios Palaeologus, had been designated for the imperial succes-

sion by the Emperor, who was without male issue. But the death

of Irene's husband prevented the realization of this design. Sub-

sequently, the couple's only daughter, Theodora, married another

Palaeologus, the Grand Domestic Andronikos, highest ranking

military official of Byzantium,
6 and it was from this union that

Michael was born. 7 Descended from Palaeologoi on both sides

of his family, Michael was aptly called Diplopalaiologos*
Michael's mother does not seem to have exercised a groat in-

fluence on his early life: at least there is no mention of her in the*

sources after the birth of Michael's youngest brother Constantino,

himself but a few years younger than Michael.* Moreover, wo

[Rome, J743I 409, no. 20); (2) a wall painting in the Pala/'/o Oommmle of

Vitcrbo purporting to be a portrait of the Empcior Michaol "VitcrbicnMs"; (ft)

the ( improbable ) derivation of the name Palaeologus (vaXaidf Xctyw) 1mm rctus

verbum (hence "Viterbo'*); and (4) a genealogical churl drawn xip Ity a Mxtmith

century Padwin monk who traces his own descent back to Michael and Viterbo.

For secondary works referring to Michael's purported Italian ancestry see W.
Miller, Cambridge Medieval History, IV (1936) 503; 0. Typaldos, *'<>'<

*

*, VIII (1923) 129fF. t esp. 1S6-157; and e.sp. the nwnt study of R
Rodriguez, "Origins, eronologia e succcssione degli impcratori Valeologi/* in

Rivteta di araldica c gencalogia* I (Naples, 1933) fuse, 4-5. Rodrteuey, *i*cn)K con-

vincingly to dispose of Michael's putative Italian descent by attriwitwg respon^i-

bility for the theory to Palacologan descendants of the Rwiuivianee perifnt tit Italy,

who, through claims to relationship with the Byrantinc Emperor, hoped t<^ |%ain

financial assistance from the Viterban and papal governments. Finally* rrtfuruing

Palaeologtis* connection with Viterho see Cfiiapnmn, who, in a ge,Ji*alo$c,tl tablo

on Michael and his family* P 178, lists "N. Pal^ologue dc Vitrbi t

"
but without

old butexplanation; and cf* the old but still useful work of C, !>ucan#<\ Familiar

Byzantiiwe (Venice, 1720) 188&
* On Byzantine military officials of the period w L. BrdhJer,

dc Vempire hyzantin (Paris* 1949) 306>*W7.
r On all these details see Acrop., 9; Nikephoms Grrgon*?*, nizantina htetnrta,

vol. I, cd, L. Schopen and I. Bekker (Bonn, 1830) 69; Typlhm /or Hi. Mtehticl>

787j SphrantKtiSt 8-7; and cf, Papadopulo Gciuraloeie
t
2,

1

Greg., 69, 11 ia-14; cf. Sphranto, 7, 1 2.
*

Papadopnlos, Gvneafaglt!, 4-6. The only significant information I can find

about Michael's mother Michael himself provides in hto Typikon far Ke. Michael,
787, where it 1$ related that just before her death (no datf given) she i^cftmct ft

nun under tho namo of Thocxiosla, Michael's father, too, before hi dwth in 1247,
became a monk, under the name Arsenics, Sec Papadopulos, Gcne<thle t 2, und
also (for a hitherto neglected source on Andronikos) S. C, Mcrcati, "Sttlk vita t*
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are told that Michael, for a time at any rate, was brought up by
his elder sister, Martha, wife of the Grand Domestic Nikephoros
Tarchaneiotes. 10 Another sister, Eulogia, evidently also had some

part in caring for him, for a curious story of Pachymeres relates

that when as a baby Michael could not be induced by his nurse to

sleep, Eulogia would quiet him by singing how he would someday
become Emperor and enter Constantinople through the Golden
Gate. 11 Authentic or not, such stories about his imperial destiny
were not uncommon 12 and suggest what might well have consti-

tuted the early fantasies of the child Michael

During his boyhood, as Michael himself informs us, he at-

tracted the attention of the great Emperor John III Vatatzes, who
called him to the palace and brought him up "as if he were his

son/* ia There is no evidence that the lad was educated with Va-

tatzcs* own son of almost the same age, Theodore Lascaris,
14 who

was to become one of the most learned of Byzantine emperors.
But whatever their association, it is certain that Michael, nurtured

in the culture of the Byzantine tradition, had at least the typical
education of a thirteenth century Nicene noble.15

Later when Michael was able to bear arms (so he writes in

sulle opere di Ciacomo di Bulgaria," Actcs du ZV congr&s international dcs dtudes

byzajitincs, IX (Sofia, 1935) 170-175.
w

Pttdi., 127, I. 17. According to the sources (see Papadopulos, Gcnealogic,
13 and 18 ) Michael's two sisters were only about ten and six years older than he.

Their original names were Maria and Irene, which were changed to Martha and

Eulogia on their assuming the monastic habit.
"
Poch., 128, 11. 10-15.

*
Cf., e.g. Pitch., 28, 11. 15-17.

11

Autobiography, 3: &prt ph y&p otfrrw xaQap&s rty ppt finely if^p^^ftop fauctav

*a,t ft* $ tfttdy ( twdwqr) iff rot* j&cufiXtlotr dveXl/MW* . . , &rtjueX#j tea teal atfroO

yvfttrtw $rpt*t* *<ti &yyc, Cf. Ttjpikon for St. Michael, 790.
w ln the large collection of his letters edited by N. Festa (Theodori Ducae

Lascarto Eptetulac CCXV1! [Florence, 1898] 130, L 71), Theodore (who later, as

w shall see, intensely disliked Michael) mentions Michael only once and then

merely obiter, Theodore's teachers were the celebrated Nikephoros Vlemmydes and,

later, the historian George Acropolites,
** Note the rhetorical excellence of the Autobiography; also the editor's opinion

{p, 44) on Michael's learning; and, finally, the remark of Michael's contemporary

George Metochttcs (Uisrtorto dogmatic^ in A. Mai, Patrwn nova bibtiotheca, VIII

[Home* 1871] Bk I, ch. 80, 106) that Michael, toward the end of his life, busied

himself with letters; rpf rou 9k r& ri\*vr&U rfa &wrfo irapa^riyp/ov* Mp
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his Autobiography, probably not without exaggeration), ho was

selected by Vatatzes in preference to older and more experienced
men and sent to command in the western campaigns of the Em-

pire, in Macedonia and Epirus.
16

It was at this time presumably
that he had his first taste of warfare with the Latins, against whom
almost his entire life was to be spent in conflict. Such wore his

early successes that they surpassed even the expectations of Va-

tatzes, who, we are told, came to look upon the youth with in-

creasing favor.
17

To this period may perhaps be assigned a provocative passage
in Michael's Autobiography which mentions forays against the

environs of Latin-held Constantinople. It reads:

I established camp on the Asiatic side opposite the city . . . every-
where I hindered their [the Latin

|
sorties, repulsed their attacks, and

cut their lines of supply. . . I cannot say that with God's help I did

not drive thorn to the last extremity. And this occurred \vhilr ho

[Vatatzes |
was still among the living awl we wore advancing from

glory to glory.
18

Now the only large-scale operations against Constantinople
recorded for the reign of Vatatzes arc those of the celebrated

Greco-Bulgar expedition of 1236.10 At the time, however, Michael

was still too young to command, being only eleven or twelve

years of ago. Nor could the passage refer to Michael's later assault

on Galata in 1260, since this was not launched from the Asiatic

shore and, in fact, did not even occur in the reign of Vatalxes. We

w
Autobiography, 4: /7<1> W w* tti

. Of, Typiktm jot &f, AftdW/r?, 790, where Mfrimt'l says he was

eighteen (rlv tar^cu^'Kara? xptWx) whfn he was first put in roimimml* of a Ian;**

army."
Autobiography, 4, iv.

111

Ibid., V; *al r^ 4mTr//>air r-ijt nr&\rw

<I>t Q$K tit raticrxarov dxoptat atSroiff fab Qt$
adrtSp- dpyw rif diro^dflr***, Kal r&t bpufa (ivacrrAXttp, , , , aXXd ravra #*ri

/jc?vof 3^ ^ roZt &<rt. Unl*ss otherwise specified* all translations <if passa^rs
in this book aw my own.

u On this iiit'gc sec especially A, Meliamkes, 'IvrQpi* rt tl<unX*/mf rr)f

cai roO Af<rror<trcv r^r 'llvc^Nw (Athene 189B) 271 273 ( {mwaftfT cl

Nicaea). The hurrying tactics against Constantinople of Vntatm itrul t!u; Bttlgar

John Asctn just before 1236 an; to bd considered pitrt of thi* satiif
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are forced therefore to believe that, if such attacks by Michael

on Constantinople or, more probably, its environs did indeed take

place, they were of minor importance, since they have escaped the

specific notice of both Greek and Western historians.
20

TRIAL FOR TREASON

Michael participated in other military campaigns during this

period,
21 but it is not until 1246 that he emerges more clearly into

the light of history as the youthful governor of the Thracian towns

of Mclnik and Serres under the command of his father, the Grand
Domestic Andronikos Palaeologus, whose headquarters were at

Thessalonica. 22
During Michael's governorship a remarkable in-

cident occurred which reveals the discipline of an already strong
character and which has become a locus classicus for the com-

parative study of Byzantine and Western legal institutions.

In the fall of 1253 Michael was accused before the Emperor
John Vatatzes of plotting against the throne. The charge was

based on a hearsay account of a rather vague, trivial conversation

between two citizens of Mclnik. They had been discussing the un-

seemly grief of their governor, Michael, on the death of Deme-
trios Tornikcs, private councilor to the Emperor and relative of

Michael/13
It was insinuated during the conversation that Mi-

ehaeFs grief was caused by political disappointment rather than

* For a possible reference to these operations mentioned in the Autobiography
see not** 44, last part,

**

Autobiography, 4, v.
n
Acrop,, HJJ and 84, 11 1-4. Thessalonica, captured in 1246 by Vatatzes, had

been placed under the governorship of Michael's rather, a famous general, who in

12&J Iwd conquered Rhodes. On Andronikos see Acrop*, 45-56, and Mercati,

"Ciaeomo di Bulgaria," 165-176, a lament on his death,
tf1

Aerop, 93; Greg,* 49, 11 7IF. Tornikes had married a first cousin of the Grand
Domestic and was therefore Michael's second cousin, Acrop., 93, 1. 20, says that ho

held the office of oteo^o* r&v KQW&V ( administrator of public afiairs), on which

office' *<<* C. Diehl, B. Guilland, etc., VRuwpe orientate do 10BI d 1453 (Paris,

1945) 11)0. On the date of the accusation against Michael see G, Czebe, "Studien

/urn Hochvurrutepro/ftitttc des M PaiUoIogos im Jahr 1252," Byzantintechneu~

OFlnhtedw MrWtar, VIH (1G$1) 59, who places it in 1252, as does A*

SiatoK, Mte Trotw/c* Mo? wrb MAX**^ n&wMyw pi Gtoxpurlw (Athens, 1938) 9.

But cf. Hcte<iul)crg's authoritative, careful edition of Acrop., 92ff., which includes

ft under the ytar 1253.
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genuine sorrow over the death of his kinsman. Moreover, mention

was also made that peace would be maintained in the area as

Michael (presumably without imperial consent) might wed the

daughter of their dangerous enemy, the Bulgar Lord Kalomanos, 2 '1

The tenor of this curious exchange with its hint of treason was

subsequently reported to an important official of Melnik, Mangla-
bites by name, who in turn carried the story to the Emperor.

25

The motives of those who betrayed the conversation arc not dis-

closed.

The Emperor John was sufficiently disturbed by the report

to arraign before him the two citizens and their governor. On

being questioned, both townsmen persisted in their stories, one

insisting that Michael was inculpated and the other equally main-

taining that he was not. In a manner apparently borrowed from

Western feudal usage,
20 a military trial by battle between the two

citizens was then arranged, and in the encounter the partisan of

Michael was defeated. Just before the vanquished combatant was

to be executed, he was re-interrogated, but, persisting once more

in his story, he was remanded to prison*
27

w
Acrop., 94, 11. 10-11. Implied, of course, arc secret negotiations between

Michael and the Bulgars. See below, note 41a,
35

Acrop., 94, 11. 15-16. A. Gardner, The Lascarids of Ntcaca (London, 1912)

189, suggests that perhaps Michael hud violated the conditions of a Golden Bui!

awarded previously to Melnik citizens (under the leadership of Mangiuhite$) in

return for the surrender to Vatatzcs of their city, then hold by the Bulgars* Cf,

Acrop., 77, II, 14-16.

^This is the thesis of Cz&bc, "Studien ztmi Hoehverratspro/.esse des M.

Palaologos," 88ft., who believes that the judicial duel was borrowed by lhe By-
zantines from the Franlcish Assizes of Jerusalem via Cyprus, where the Assi/es had
been

anonymously translated iu the 12th century into vulgar Greek, whence the

code was disseminated to the Greek East. Czebe, however, overlooks more obvious
means of transmission: the previous close contacts between Greeks and Latiui dur-

ing the late llth and 12th centuries (Anna Comnena, e.g., in her A/fxiw/f, exl B.

Leib, I [Paris, 1937] 98, even mentions witnessing a Western judicial due!) and
also the presence of the Latin mercenary troops, in Nicaea itself, which Palano-

logus himself commanded. On the Judicial duel and its probable Western pro-
venience see my study, "Greco-Latin Cultural Belations in the Mid-Thirteenth

Century: Ordeal by Fire and Judicial Duel/' Appendix A of my doctoral disserta-

tion, "The Emperor Michael VIII Palaeologos and the Latins; A Study in Greco-
Latin Relation?* (Harvard, 1963), various material* from which have Wen incor-

porated in revised form into the present book.
*
Acrop., 94, lllSE
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At this point, by order of the Emperor, Michael was informed
that to prove his innocence he himself would have to undergo the

ordeal of the red-hot iron a method of proof alien, of course, to

the principles of Byzantine (i.e., Roman) law, and of which the

provenience in this particular case though again probably West-
ern has been debated by scholars.28 Michael replied that if any-
one were to accuse him of a definite charge he would gladly meet
him in single combat, but that since no such accuser had appeared,
he failed to see the need for the ordeal

I am not such a one as to perform miracles ... [he asserted]. If a

red-hot iron should fall upon the hand of a living man, I do not doubt
that it would burn him, unless he be sculpted from stone by Phidias or

Praxiteles, or made of bronze.20

The Emperor, however, insisted that it was because of the very
lack of a specific charge that he would have to undergo the trial:

it would clear his reputation and reveal the truth. To this the

twenty-seven-ycar-old Michael replied with the astuteness that

was to characterize his later career as Emperor. Insisting that he

* Those who support the theory of the derivation of this practice from the

Latins include* H. C. Lea, Superstition and Force (Philadelphia, 1892) 299; Gard-

ner, Lascaridtii 192 ( "there is no doubt that in its developed form this ordeal was
introduced from the West and was despised on the same ground as other Western

institutions"); Mdiarakes, Nicaea, 406; also (apparently) Zacharia von Lingen-
thal, Gcachichte d&t grivchischc-rtimischcn Rechte (Berlin, 1892) 407, note 1500;
the rather popular article of A. Siatos, 3Vt/a wow/c^ dixy /card Mtxa^ IIa\aioX<57ov,

I* faQKpuritw (Athens, 1938) 29; and again Czebe, "Studien." On the other hand,
P. Koukoult'S, citing Sophocles, Antigone, w. 264-265, champions its provenience
from the ancient Greeks (Rufomv&v B/o* *aJ HoXtncr/Afo, III [Athens, 1949] 356-

357), while (1 Sttthas attempts (and fails) to show its derivation from Albanians

of Macedonia: La tradition hcllMque et la legends de Phidias de Praxit&le et de

la fiUc ffllipiMcratc au Mouen Ago (Paris, 1883) 23ff. Finally, L* Br6hier believes

that it was cmpruntee d 1 Occident ct aux pcuples barbares voisins do Byzance"
(tntftitutionit, 243). For a full discussion of the transmission of the ordeal by fire

and the reasons for its remarkable appearance at the trial of Palaeologus, see my
Harvard dissertation, pp, 380fL

*
Acrop., 95-96. For the curious mention of Phidias and Praxiteles see Sathas,

La tradition h<slteniqvc> 23ff. Sathas believes that Michael here was recalling a

popular Byssantine tradition according to which the two sculptors were super-

natural beings made of marble and bronze who could safely undergo any kind of

trial or ordeal. (Saihas' thesis has been sharply attacked by N. Polites, AaoT/xx^a

26wM<ra, II fAthens, 19213 7ff.) For the bearing of this story Und a similar one

current in medieval Rome) on this trial, see my dissertation, r"~
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was a sinful man and could not perform miracles, he said that if

the Holy Metropolitan Phokas of Philadelphia (who evidently
had seconded the proposal of the Emperor) would invest himself

with his ecclesiastical panoply, take with his own hands the hot

iron from the altar, and then place it into those of Michael, he

would gladly receive it in the faith that all his sins would be re-

moved and the truth revealed. But that worthy prelate declined

the honor, affirming:

This is not a part of our Roman institutions, nor even of our ecclesias-

tical tradition. . . The practice is barbarous and unknown to us, and
is performed only by imperial command.30

Michael thereupon added rather contemptuously that if he were

of barbarian race he would gladly be tried according to bar-

baric law, but as he was "a Roman born of Romans/' his trial should

be conducted in accordance with Roman law and written tradi-

tion.
31

According to the partisan testimony of Acropolites, the Em-

peror at this time was himself actively seeking condemnation of

Michael. But the lack of a definite charge, the resoluteness of

Michael's defense, and, not least, his great popularity with the

army, senate, and people all militated against conviction. 1*"
Indeed,

most of those present, including even the judges (of whom Acro-

polites was one), favored Michael's cause. Particularly partial to

Michael, it should be noted, were the Latin mercenary troops,

who, as Acropolites records, "are accustomed to speak more freely

[than the Greeks] to their lords/* In the face of such favorable

*
Acrop., 97-98. See also a similar passage in Demetrios Chomatianog, !ht near-

contemporary canonist of Epirus, in Analccta sacra Sfttcilcgio, td, J, Pitra, VI!

(Paris-Rome, 1891) cols* 389-390: "It [the practice! is entirely unknown not only
to ecclesiastical but to civil practice , . . it has come from a barbaric ptopK ancl

. . . it is not looked upon with a gopd eye/* Also cf. Sphrantzes, 9.
81

Acrop., 98,
"
Acrop., 99, 1. 10. Cf.

Greg,, 68, 11 lfc-13.
w
Acrop., 99, 11. 3-9. On the Latin mercenaries of Nictwa, si*e Chapter , netw

57. These were probably the same Latins Michael was later to command u Grand
Constable. According to Pach., 21, 11. 3-5, Michael already held that portion at

this time, but Pachymeres' chronology appears confused here,
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sentiment the charge was dropped. Nevertheless, Vatatzes took
the precaution of extracting from Michael a solemn oath of al-

legiance to the throne.34

The significance of this fascinating incident lies not only in its

revelation of the youthful Michael's self-assurance and resource-

fulness but also in the fact that it constitutes a striking commen-

tary on the differences between the medieval Greek and Latin

attitudes to law. Whereas Vatatzes, in order to determine the

truth through divine judgment, made appeal to such Western
methods of proof as trial by battle and ordeal by fire ( although the

latter, according to certain authorities, is not necessarily Western
in origin ),

a 'u
Michael, as a "Roman," could justifiably invoke his

right of a trial conducted according to the traditional judicial

processes of Byzantium.

Probably as a gesture of conciliation the Emperor then gave
to Michael in marriage Theodora, granddaughter of Vatatzes*

brother Isaac Dukas,35 A more exalted union had apparently been

contemplated by Vatatzes, who had previously intended to marry
Michael to his own grandchild, the daughter of his son Theodore.30

The alteration in plans may be evidence of lingering imperial sus-

picions, for a marriage to his own granddaughter would have

brought Michael uncomfortably close to the throne.

On the basis of the relatively meagre information before us,

how may we evaluate the charges of treasonable negotiations

brought against Palaeologus? While it would seem that the ac-

cusations should not be accepted in their entirety, the fact that

all the Greek historians, despite Michael's acquittal, emphasize

imperial mistrust of Michael and frequent demands for oaths of

loyalty;
17 the sudden and inadequately explained shift in Vatatzes*

attitude toward Michael, and, above all, the circumstance that

"Aerop., 100-101,m
Si-e note 28,

"Aorop., 101,116-10.
*
Autobiography* 4: rty a.trav<t\l/ik teal Iff* Qwyttrpl trrf>yo^vnv K*r<yyvlitf**

ipol. It is* noteworthy that in this work Michael mentions nothing of the ordeal nor

of Vatatws' change in attitude towards him. On the contrary, he probably exag-

gerates the Emperor'* regard for him (4, xv).
91
Sec, c*g,, first part of note 58,
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Michael actually did subsequently usurp the throne all sug-

gest that the suspicions of treason may well have had some basis

in fact.
38

FLIGHT TO THE TURKS

After his acquittal Michael recovered all of his former honors

except the governorship of Melnik and Serres.
39

Moreover, some-

time between the date of the trial (latter part of 1253) and No-

vember of 1254,
40 the Emperor appointed him Grand Constable,

that is, commander of the Latin mercenary troops of the Em-

pire.
41 In naming Michael to this office, Vatatzes perhaps con-

sidered it a means of keeping Michael near the court, thus re-

moving him from an exposed command near Epirus,
41a In any

case, it is noteworthy that the office of Grand Constable now for

the first time appeared in Byzantium, apparently borrowed by

John Vatatzes from the Normans of Sicily, with whose ruler, the

famous Hohenstaufen Frederick II, the Emperor was in close

relation,
42

The campaigns of Vatatzes against Epirus and the Bulgars

88 For further information on Michael's character see Acrop., 99, 1L 15-18, who
writes: "For to the young he was sweet and kind in speaking, joyful in words, and
skillful in practices; while lo the old men he seemed old in word and understand-

ing, and was
always

welcomed by them/* Also Sphrantr.es, 7, 11. 4-11: "Michael
stood out among tne other great nobles, being very pleasant in features, affable,

polite, elegant in manner, and generous to ouiers. Because of these virtues and

graces many loved him, and he easily attracted to himstklf all the general'*, lower

officers, plebs, and many of the Senate." Note Michael's own words (Autobiog-
raphy, 4, v, and Typikon for St. Michael^ 790), which stress the

jealousy
of the

noolcs toward him a factor which, though probably exaggerated by him, should
not be overlooked in attempting to explain the anti-Palacologan attitude of certain

nobles, and particularly of Theodore tt.

**His father had died in 1247, that is, before the trial (set*

Genealogie, 2, and Mercati, "Giacomo di Bulgaria/* 174-175)*
40 The date o Vatatzes' death,
41

Acrop., 134, 11 10-12, Cf . Pach,, 21, 11 4-5.
4U

According to Pachymeres' account of Michael's trial (which differs from that

of Acropolites, whom I nave in the main followed because he was present at the

proceedings), Michael was accused of treasonous negotiations with tho Despot of

Epirus, Michaelll (21, 11. 11-17).
44 On this sec Br&ier, Institution 397 and H. GuilJand, "Le Grand Connl*

table," Byzantion, XIX (1949) 104.
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continued, while he patiently awaited a favorable opportunity to

seize Constantinople* But this prized objective was never to be

realized, for suddenly the great Emperor had an epileptic attack,

and on 3 November 1254 he died. His untimely death after an

eventful reign of thirty-two years left Nicaea in flourishing condi-

tion, lacking only the city of Constantinople itself to complete the

capture of almost the entire Latin Empire.
43 This was to be the

task of his two successors,

Vatatzes was succeeded by his son Theodore II Lascaris,

whose reign was from the very beginning disturbed by external

difficulties. At the news of Vatatzes' death the Bulgars attacked

Thrace and Macedonia, while in the West the Epirots also pre-

pared to invade Nicene territory. Theodore personally marched

against the Bulgars, leaving behind as regent the Grand Domestic

George Muzalon, and appointing Michael Palaeologus to the im-

portant governorship of Nicaea.44 Theodore was able to secure a

temporary peace with Epirus by giving his daughter, Maria, in

marriage to Michael II's son, Nikephoros, upon whom Theodore

then bestowed the title of Despot.
45 But when in September of

1256 Nikephoros and his mother came to Thessalonica for the

wedding, Theodore treacherously seized them and, in exchange

** For encomiums on Vatatzes see Acropolites' tribute, Opera, II, 12; also Pach,,

39; Scutariotcs, 509,* and M. Andrecva, *A propos de I'tioge de I'empereur Jean
III Batat'/cs," Scrninarium Kondakovianvm, X (1938) 133&

"Acrop., 133-134; Grog,, 57, 1L 21-23. Cf, Pach., 24: roO tt<t\<uo\6vov els

K*$a\i)V Tiray&tvov Mctrolup/af teal atfrwy tirrift&rw , . . K&l r& rroXXd ar* *IraXir

7r/xrrovroj, The precise location of Mesothynia is not easily determinable, but it

would scorn to be the region to the north of Nicaea in Asia Minor. See the opinion
of PossiniLS, who did the glossary of Pach,, 581, placing it between the River

Acsopos and the Propontisj of T, Cantacuzene, Htetoria (Bonn) I, 341 t 11, lOff,,

locating it near Pelecanon, itself situated slightly south of Chalcedonj and the re-

mark of Pach,, 310, 1. 7, that the Paphlagonian military corps consisted mainly of

men of H&lyzon who were vulgarly called Mesothynians (the term Halyzon is de-

rived from Aleve> a city of Pontus). As Pach., 24, 1, 17, affirms that Michael ac-

complished much against the Italians while governor of Mesothynia, it is perhaps

possible that Michael's operations against Constantinople from Asia, as mentioned
in his Autobiography (see above, text for notes 18-20) , might instead have oc-

currcd at this time.
44
Aerop., 134, 11 S~8. Actually the marriage had been arranged seven years be-

fore by Vatatees* at which time Nicephoros had originally been named Despot.
See Acrop.> 88-89; Greg., 48-49,
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for their return, extorted from Michael II the cities of Dyrrachium
and Servia.

46

It was while the Emperor Theodore was at Thessalonica that

he received from his guards in Bithynia the disquieting news that

their governor Michael Palaeologus had fled to the Turks;17

Alarmed lest Palaeologus' flight might be for the purpose of secur-

ing Turkish aid to deprive him of his throne, Theodore sum-

moned the Grand Logothete George Acropolites and questioned
him as to his knowledge of Palaeologus' intentions.

48 The Logo-

thete, evidently already in Michael's confidence, explained that

Michael wished to escape the blinding and other punishments
that Theodore in the past had often threatened to inflict upon him

and therefore was now merely seeking guarantees for his personal

safety.
49

In truth Michael had been in an insecure, perhaps precarious

position. For Theodore, extremely excitable by nature, was be-

coming increasingly subject to epileptic fits
50 and unable to con-

trol his sudden impulses. Along with other nobles, consequently,

Michael, possibly from boyhood an object of Theodore's dislike

and perhaps still viewed with suspicion as a result of his trial, had

been repeatedly threatened with severe chastisements*

"Acrop., 133,11. 1-18.

"Acrop., 134, II. 13-14; and Greg,, 57, 31 19-2L Cf.
Sphrantzes, II, II. 15-30,

There were precedents for this flight. In 1190 Michael I of Epints, tax-collector in

Caria for the Emperor Alexios III, had deserted to the Sultan, under whom he sub-

sequently held a governorship; indeed, Alcxios III himself (who reigned during the

Fourth Crusade), after being released by his captor, the Latin Boniface, also lied

to the Sultan of Iconium. See Acrop., 14-15; of. R. L> Wolff, "The Latin Kwpire
of Constantinople" (unpublished Harvard Ph.D. thesis, 1047) 1079.

48

Acrop., 134. The Greek historians' accounts of Michael's flight to the Turks
differ in minor respects, Though biased, Acropohtes, us practically an eye-witness,
is probably most reliable. However, Paehymeres, who may have heard certain

oral reports (of. Czebe, "Stxidien," 68), again provides information unknown to

the others but probably worthy of belief, since it supplements and does not con-
tradict Acropolites.

40

Acropolites' outspokenness contrasts sharply with his reticenee a few years
before (on account of which he had been bastinadoed by Theodore) a fact sug-
gesting that Acropolites already was a confidant of Michael. Witness the, Grand
Logothete's reply to the Emperor when asked the motives for Michael's flight:

"observing his mentality and thoughts I know him to be a 'philo-Romfw'
"

( Acrnp.,
134, 11. 2S-84).

w See letter 48, pp. 64-85, of the Festa collection, and below, note 61. Michael**
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According to Pachymeres, Michael was warned of imminent

danger by a certain Kotys of the palace, who advised immediate

flight to the Turks. Recalling his difficulties with Vatatzes and
mindful in addition of the fate which had befallen one of his

uncles/"'
1 Michael followed the advice and with a few close friends

crossed the Sangarios River separating Nicaea from the Turkish

territory of Roum. After a hazardous journey he reached Iconium,
the Turkish capital of the Seldjuk Sultan, Izz al-Dm Kaika'us II,

who received him honorably.
52 The Sultan, threatened by a Mongol

invasion, had need of a capable general and therefore entrusted

to Michael the command of his numerous Christian mercenaries.

With these forces Michael subsequently distinguished himself in

combat against the Mongols.
53

In the meantime, not wishing to burn his bridges behind him,
Michael had dispatched letters to the troops formerly under his

command in Bithynia on the Turkish border. He exhorted them
to persevere in guarding the area, explaining that he had under-

taken flight only to avoid personal danger. As was probably in-

tended, the letters served to diminish Theodore's anxiety over Mi-

chael's motives. 154

Autobiography, 4 y v, attributes his flight to the enmity of Theodore's noble advisers.

See also Greg., 58; and Sphrantzes, 10.
fi> His uncle had been imprisoned for asserting that one destined to rule is

blameless for his acts (Pach,, 25, 11. 4ff.).
53
According to Acrop., 136ff.

( Michael first was captured by the Turcomans
(a nonmclie Turkish people), and only after they had stolen all his possessions was
ho able to escape* to Iconium. Also see Marino Sanudo (Torsello), Istoria del Regno
di Romania, 135, in C. Ilopf, Chroniques gtfoo-romanes (Berlin, 1873).

w
Acrop., 137, 11 llff.; Pach., 25: cwtalatf 0a<rt\tKai$ 7rap<tTadncvt>$, Greg., 58,

II. I9fF., and Sphrantzes, 11, 1L 7-11. Cf. Typikon for St. Michael, 791, where
Michael says that he led Turkish troops: ftolftav ftputv Heporwv (Turks wore often

termed Persians in the Byzantine accounts). That Michael led Christian troops for

the Turk* is not extraordinary, since the Seldjuk Sultans were often aided by Chris-

tian mercenaries, both Latin and Greek, attracted to their service by the high rate

of
pay,

Viucent of Beauvata, Speculum historiale, bk. XXX, ch, 144, in Bibliotheca

rnunai (Douai, 1624) IV, 1282, notes that in 1237 there were one thousand Latins

in
Selcljuk

service. He also informs us that the Emperor Vatatzes supplied troops

regularly to the Seldjuk armies. On this see C. Cahen, "Les Turcomans de Bum
uu moment de Tinvasion mongole," Byzantion, XIV (1939) 131ff.; G, Sorranzo,
II papato, FEuropa crtetiana e i Tartarl (Milan, 1930); and A. Vasiliev, "The
Foundation of the Empire of Trebizond," Speculum, XI (1936) 31 and note 3.

**

Acrop., 135, 11. 2uft., alone records this. However, as Acropolites notes, he was

with Theodore when the letters were received from Nicaea.
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Not long afterwards circumstances combined to bring about

Palaeologus' recall. In the first place he himself was doubtless

growing apprehensive over the situation at Iconium, which had

markedly deteriorated as a result of recent Turkish defeats at the

hands of the Mongols.
55

Moreover, the Emperor Theodore ap-

parently no longer opposed his return, either because he needed a

competent general for his western campaigns
n6 or because he

still feared collusion between Palaeologus and the Sultan. In any
event, when at the beginning of 1258 the Emperor went to Sardis

to confer with the Sultan about an alliance against the Mongols
now rapidly becoming a threat also to Nicaea 5Ca Michael's

recall was arranged through the mediation of the Greek Bishop of

Iconium.57 Before the fugitive was permitted to return, however,

he was required to take stringent oaths never to aspire to the

throne and always to be faithful to the Emperor and his young
son John. In exchange the Emperor guaranteed Michael's safely

with an oath of his own.58

In spite of Theodore's assurances, Michael, if we are to be-

lieve the testimony of Pachymeres, was once more to incur Theo-

dore's enmity.
50 On his return from Iconium, Michael was grudg-

ingly provided by Theodore with a few mediocre troops and dis-

w See Autobiography, 5, v, where Michael himself says that he was nostalgic
to return.

M
This reason is proposed hy Chapman, 28. Michael's Autobiography, 5, implies

that Theodore made the advances for Michael's return by appealing to his patri-
otism: rpis r6 yfaos teal rty tr&rptSct irct/>aa\oOvra.

* The Sultan received only a small force from Theodore but in exchange .sur-

rendered Laodieea and several other places. According to Scutarfotcs, 531, Laoeiimi
was soon afterwards recovered by the Turks. Also see Acrop., 144, 1L U)ff.

"Pach.,26,11.3-4.
Paeh., 28, i 5; Acrop., 144, 11. 20-23; Greg-, 59, 11. It M; ami Sphruntae*.

12, B, 2-9. Greg,, 59, 11, 24ff,, explicitly records that Michael was renamed Crime!

Constable at this time.
w
Pachymeres alone mentions this new incident* except for the Arab historian

Abtfl FaraJ (commonly called Bar Hebraeus): Chronography of Gregory AMI
Faraj, trans. E. Budge (Oxford, 1932) 427. Acropolites, while noting Nik-haft's

restored command in the west, says nothing of his disgrace, but Acropolitcg,
for at bast part of this time, was a prisoner ofMichael II in Bpirus. Yet it is diffi-

cult to believe that Acropolites did not soon learn of Michael's disgrace. Chapmun
(30, note 1) doubts that this affair involving Chadenos should be considered a
new incident.
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patched against Michael II. After defeating and killing a son of

the Despot, Palaeologus was able to advance to Dyrrachium on
the Adriatic coast, but the final result, owing especially to defeats

suffered by other Nicene generals, was the loss of most of western

Macedonia.60

For reasons not clearly set forth Pachymeres alone records

that because of the increasing severity of his illness, Theodore be-

gan to attribute his malady to evil spells cast upon him by various

persons, and especially by Palaeologus
61 the Emperor then

ordered Michael's arrest. Though evidently forewarned, Michael

did not this time attempt to flee, but instead surrendered to Cha-

clcnos, Count of the Imperial Horse, who had been sent to Thessa-

lonica to arrest him. Michael's tractability is attributed by Pachy-
meres to the influence of the Bishops of Dyrrachium and Thessa-

lonica, whom Michael had solicited for advice. Interpreting a mys-
terious prophecy pronounced during religious services as an in-

dication of divine favor and a prognostication of Michael's ele-

vation to the throne, the prelates counseled his surrender and re-

turn to Nymphaeum,
62

The question, nevertheless, remains why a person of Michael's

character, without more realistic assurances of safety, would per-
mit himself to be taken prisoner, possibly thereby to suffer death

at the hands of Theodore. How to reconcile such docility with the

resourcefulness of his flight to the Turks and his youthful bravado

before Vatatzes chiring his trial for treason? Expediency has been

* l

See Pach., 6, 11. 9ff., where Theodore, the slain son of the Despot, is called

Manuel, and Acrop., 145-149. The passage which follows in the text is drawn
from Pnchymcres.

** In a letter to the philosopher Nikcphoros Vlcmmydes (probably written

shortly before his death), Theodore discusses his malady: "The suffering I ex-

perience is insupportable (<crrKroi>) , . . and even worse is the torpor and im-

mobility; * , . tnc doctors do nothing and prate only nonsense (dyoi/rafoovcri)"

(Fcsta edL, tetter 48, p. 85), Regarding his suspicions of sorcery on Michael's

part, so<. Pach,, 35, I. 13, where another story is related about Michael's sister

Martha and her daughter, who, likewise accused of sorcery, was thrown nude
into a sack with some cats in order to induce a confession (Pach., 34, 11. 21ff.)

On other accused persons who purged themselves through the ordeal by hot-iron,

sue the interesting description in Pack, 33.

**Pach., 28, esp. L 16. This curious passage, among others, reveals Pach-

ymcres' belief in prophecies.
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suggested as the motive for his acquiescence.
63 And indeed it

would not be surprising if Michael, together with other discon-

tented nobles who realized the critical state of the Emperor's

malady, had organized a conspiracy against the throne. Flight

now, moreover, just after the loss of much of Macedonia, would

probably have put him in a bad light in the eyes of the people and

the army, whose good opinion he was always most careful to cul-

tivate,
64 Thus Michael may have reasoned that the time was ripe

for his return.

When Michael was brought before the Emperor, the familiar

scene was again enacted, but now for the last time. Michael was

cast into prison without trial or definite charges,
05 then freed after

taking the usual oath of fidelity. But this time Theodore, while in-

forming Michael that his escape from punishment was attribut-

able only to imperial grace (sijmpatheia} ,
commended his chil-

dren to the care of Michael.00 There can be little doubt that Theo-

dore's change of attitude was the result not of a suddenly benev-

olent feeling toward Michael, but of preoccupation over the

security of his children. The Emperor must have recognized that

with Michael's growing influence over the army, senate, and peo-

ple
7

it was only prudent to enlist his support for the peaceful
succession of his young son John in the event of his own death,

which now may have seemed imminent.

M
Gardner, Lascarids, 229.

Ci Pach , 29-30, relates that Michael evoked oven the solicitude awl respeet of

Chadenos.

*Pach.,31JI.MF.
w
Pach., 35,11 15-20.

w Notc particularly Greg., 68, 11. 12-14, who emphasi'/es Michael's efforts to

ingratiate himself with all ranks of the military, from generals down to Mwplr
soldiers. Cf. above, note 38.
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REVOLUTION AND USURPATION

(1258)

THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE PROTOVESTIARIOS GEORGE MUZALON

In
August of 1258, after a reign of less than four years,

the Emperor Theodore II Lascaris died. 1 One of Theo-

dore's final acts had been to draw up his testament, naming his

boyhood favorite, the Protovestiarios George Muzalon,
2

regent of

the Empire and guardian
3 of his eight-year-old son and heir, John

IV Lascaris.
4 This presumptuous disposition of the Empire, in

1 The Greek historians, despite unanimous praise for Theodore's intellectual

attainments, differ in their judgments of his character and reign. Acropolites,

though he was Theodore's boyhood teacher and later chief minister, slurs over his

accomplishments in comparison with those of Palaeologus. Pachymeres, too, is

ruthur unfavorable, while Scutariotes, a close friend to Theodore, praises him

lavishly (cf. J. Pappadopoulos, Thtiodore 11 Lascaris, Empereur Ae Nic6e [Paris

1908J, which is probably unduly favorable to Theodore). In
general, however,

Theodore, though precipitous in implementing his aims, seems to Save had Nicaea's

best interests at heart.
a
Note, in Theodori Ducae Lascarte Epistnlae CCXVII, ed. N, Festa (Florence,

1898) 214, no. 1, the extremely affectionate salutation of Theodore's letter to

George Muxalon: rXu/ctfrar^ pot Moi><Xwi>, irofawt /not vU, r&v 6<t>$a\fJiQif pov r&

yMKM. Cf. Greg., 82, II. 12-16,

"Pach., 39, 1. 13 and Acrop., 154, 11 15-16, Both Greg., 62, 11 19ff, and

Sphrantzies, 12, 11, 13-15, record tihat the Patriarch Arsenics was named with

Mu r/alon as guardian of John, This seems logical since the cloak of
religion

would
lend an air cf legitimacy to the regency. It is to be noted> however, that neither

Gregoras nor Sphrantzes is contemporary with these events.
*
Acrop., 154, 1. 13, says John was eight, but Greg., 62, L 22 and Sphrantzes,

12, 1, 17, record six; and Pach., 35, L 23, nine*
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particular the assignment of the regency to a man of humble

birth, was, of course, extremely unpopular with the great Nicene

nobles. But their attitude had already been anticipated by Theo-

dore, who, shortly before his death, had taken measures for the

confirmation of his testament by whatever nobles were on hand

at the time.5

The bitterness of the nobles toward Muzalon was to a con-

siderable extent based on antipathy toward Theodore himself.

For, following the policy of his father, John III Vatatzcs, but in

more ruthless fashion, Theodore had tried to curb the influence

of the hereditary Anatolian magnates whose power tended to di-

minish the authority of the central government. Thus in order to

counteract the influence of the nobility and at the same time to

establish a class of civil servants faithful to him personally, Theo-

dore had elevated and attached to himself many men of low birth,

but with tastes similar to his own. Chief among those raised to

high office were the brothers Muzalon,7 As Protovcstiarios, George,
the eldest, became Theodore's most powerful official and closest

confidant, while his two brothers were named Grand Domestic

and Protokynegos.
8 Under these circumstances it is easy to under-

stand how resentment and jealousy would have been aroused in

an ambitious young nobleman such as Michael Palacologus. De-

spite an illustrious descent as great-grand-son of Alcxios III Ange-
los-Comnenos, and notwithstanding a distinguished military ca-

reer, Michael was now inferior in rank not only to the low-horn

George Muzalon but even to his brother the Grand Domestic,

whose tenure of high army office seems to have added nothing to

the lustre of Byzantine military annals.

The Protovestiarios was particularly hated by the nobles be-

cause of his association with Theodore in the often arbitrary pun-
*
Acrop., 154, 1. 20, and Greg., 62, II. 1&-13.

*Acrop,, 124, 1. 10, expresses the nobles' attitude to Theodore** low-ltum *ip

pointces by calling them 'Tittle men not worth three obok" In a curious psut*Age

revealing his anti-Theodorian attitude, Acrop., 154, L 13, says that Theodore actu-

ally named Muzalon regent more for the latter'* benefit than for that of hi* own
son.

7

Greg*, 02, esp, i 4.
*
Acrop., 155, 11 16-19, and Greg., 66, li 1-8.
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ishment of many of them.9
It was even rumored that, having in-

duced the sickness and death of Theodore by sorcery, Muzalon
was planning to overthrow the Lascarid dynasty and seize the

throne for himself. 10 That Muzalon seriously contemplated usur-

pation is to be doubted, however, for according to our sources all

classes were antagonistic toward him and he would have had few

supporters in such an undertaking.
11

Besides the nobility, the clergy too were anti-Muzalon as a

result of Theodore's high-handed, independent manner towards

the Church. 12 And even the people, recalling the glory and pros-

perity of Vatatzes' recent reign, naturally supported the legitimate
heir whose rights they now believed threatened. Last, the mili-

tary forces scorned the Muzalons because of their lack of military

prestige, and on account of the Protovestiarios* identification with

Theodore in an unfavorable policy towards them. Of all these

classes, the support of the military was most important, and with-

out it any coup was doomed to failure.

With Nicaea surrounded by hostile forces and in need of a

strong and faithful army, Theodore had desired to adopt a revolu-

tionary military policy. He had, for perhaps the first time in By-
zantine history, sought to recruit the army exclusively from among
the Greeks,18 This meant, presumably, that Latin and other for-

eign troops were eventually to be dismissed and Greeks were to

replace them. The policy seems never to have been carefully im-

*See Acrop., JL54E, where the malcontents are listed* Among these is the

Grand Logothetc and historian George Acropolites, who, at Theodore's order, had
been flogged before his own troops for supposed impertinence. Acropolites at this

time was still the prisoner of the Despot Michael II of Epirus. This fact, together
with Acropolites' pro-Palaeologan bias, makes his account of the subsequent revo-

lution short.

11 On this see Pach., 5&-54j also Greg., 63, L 24, and 64, 11 3-4. Cf. the opin-
ion of Meliarakcs, Nicaea, 493.

**For an appraisal of Theodore's attitude to the Church, see Gardner, La$-

carids, 202 and 208.
11 On this plan sec, in Festa, Epistulae, 58, no. 44, a letter to Nikephoros

Vlemmydes, in which Theodore writes that he is amassing the country's gold to

build an army, not of Turkish, Italian, Bulgar, or Serb soldiers, but a Greek one,

which alone could be depended upon. Note the extraordinary use here one of

the very first in the Byzantine period of the word "&\\yvtK6v instead of
'

to apply to the Greeks.
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plemented, however, for we find Latin mercenary troops often

mentioned in the sources throughout his reign. Failure to adopt
the scheme was doubtless due to the scarcity of Greek troops as

well as to the common Greek aversion for war. Nevertheless, even

if the plan was not publicly enunciated (we know of it, in fact,

only through the letters of Theodore himself),
14 rumors of the

intention probably filtered through the military forces, and it may
well have been an important cause of the alienation of the Latin

troops. More concretely, it seems that Theodore and his minister

Muzalon had neglected to pay the Latin mercenaries their stipends
and donatives, despite a well-stocked treasury.

15 Thus the Latin

troops, "this blond and bellicose race," as Pachymeres calls them,

"were deeply resentful and ready to slaughter them
[
the Mir/a-

lons] if only someone might incite them to it.
n

1<l

Realizing the prccariousness of his position,
17 the Protovestia-

rios convoked an assembly of the senate, military commanders,
and nobility, including especially the Lascarid princes.

1H In an

eloquent peroration intended to dispel the fears of the nobles as

to his motives, he offered to resign the regency in favor of whom-
ever the assembly would select in his place.

10 To this offer, as

spokesman for the nobility, Michael Palaeologus responded with

a speech, which, according to Pachymeres, was subtly designed
to allay Muzalon's suspicions and at the same time to encourage
his opponents. Michael addressed Muzalon:

If you were honored by the Emperor, his friendship For you was not

for nothing; everyone is convinced of that On the contrary, these

honors are due to those inestimable qualities in which you are without

"ttrfd.

"Pach., 54, 11. 17-19 and 68, 11. 6-7. Also 54, 11 l*>-20, where hi* wyx tlw

Italians complained &r Karcuppovoiyro l<j>* oh tdtKatovv lavravt r*r*/KJ7<r$at,

"Pack., 85,11. 1-3.
w
Greg., 64, 11. 7-8. PacL, 54, 1. 9, writes that George Mu?.alon was not aware

of all this hatred. This, however, seems difficult to believe Of. Pat'}*., 40, II !7ff
M
Pach.> 41, 11. 5-8 and Greg., 64, 1, 11. Aeropaiites do*** not mention thw as-

sembly. Sphrantecs, 12, 11, 17-18, writes that Arsenics convoked mid addressed the
senate. Cr. Meliarakes, Nicaea, 404, note L

10
Padbu, 40-48, alone quotes the speech of Muzalon directly. Though probably

not an exact record of it, his account seems faithfully to represent what was sakt
Of. Greg., 64,
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equal. We all know your judgment and ability as administrator. Some-
one has to govern; we cannot all rule. Who is more worthy to do so

than you? Take the regency and affairs of the Roman state in your
hands, We will obey you,

20

This sentiment, so fulsome in praise, was applauded and ap-

proved by all the nobles "as if by agreement."
21 At their insistence

Muzalon was prevailed upon to continue the direction of state

affairs. But he took the precaution of insisting that all the nobles

take an oath of loyalty to himself as well as to the young Emper-
oo

or.~"

In the face of the almost universal resentment of the Protoves-

tiarios, the general acclamation of the nobles on this occasion can

be satisfactorily explained only by collusion. Indeed there are in-

dications that in the meantime a great conspiracy was being
formed with the aim of destroying Muzalon.23 In a plot of this

kind involving a large number of persons, there must, of course,

have been a leader, and the evidence, largely circumstantial to be

sure, points to Michael Palaeologus. Spokesman for the nobility
in a palpably deceitful speech, extremely popular and influential

with the clergy, common people, and especially the army, sus-

pected several times of treason toward the Lascarid dynasty (no
less than six times had he been required to swear loyalty to the

regime)
~4

and, finally, accused more or less outspokenly by the

testimony of the contemporary Pachymeres
25 Michael can

with reasonable certitude be termed the chief instigator of the

plot to murder the Protovestiarios and overthrow his regime.
Consideration of other sources discloses nothing to refute the

theory of Michael's responsibility: Acropolites, friend and later

chief minister of Michael, is understandably silent on the latter's

*' For the entire speech see Pach., 49-52. The summary quoted is taken from

Chapman, 31.
*l

Greg., 64, 11. 15-17. Pach,, 48-49, terms the nobles' approval of Muzalon

dissimulation.
*
Greg., 65, 11 1-5.

*
Grog,, 65, 11. 9-12, informs us that certain nobles incited the army to murder

Mir/alon, Cf, Pach., 55, 11 1-3.
81

See, Chapter I, text and notes 34, 37, 58, and 86.
** Sec note 29, below.
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part in the conspiracy, while both Gregoras and Sphrantzes, writ-

ers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries respectively, stress

only Michael's ambition and astute preparation for his selection

as regent.
20 As for the testimony of Michael himself as revealed by

his so-called Autobiography, there is, as might be expected, noth-

ing whatever said about his role. Michael simply and piously at-

tributes his elevation to supreme power to the will of God and the

people,
27

To carry out their plans Palaeologus and his fellow-conspira-
tors found the assassins they needed in the discontented forces of

the army, especially among the Latin troops, whose grievances
have already been noted and of whom Michael himself, as Grand

Constable, was commander.28 In this connection a statement of

Pachymeres is of considerable significance: "It was popular belief

that their commander . . . incited them [the Latin mercenaries
(

to commit the murders . , . when they would have the oppor-

tunity/*
20

It may be wondered how Latin mercenaries foreigners, in

many cases recent arrivals, and above all, members of a hated

race had the audacity to attempt the murder of one who, though
detested, was nevertheless the official head of the state. They
must, it would seem, have been impelled to their act by guar-
antees of immunity from punishment on the part of their own

commander, whose enmity coincided so well with their own,30

This suspicion is substantiated by the striking hut overlooked

fact that Palaeologus took no measures either as regent or later

as Emperor to punish the Latin assassin of the regent.
1' 1

* Sec Greg., 63-70 and Sphrantzes, 14, 11. 3ff.
871

Autobiography, 5-6: cbaXo^/^c/uat ffy /JoureX&i ro# erob Xam"> />& <rpt" , , %
<rov fywfft /*' teal Kvptoi wrlffryv r&v 5Xwx, 06 infocs diXXA Kttvfalr tea.1

.

Pach., 54, L 15 and Acrop., 1S4, 11. 10-12*

., 55, 11, 4-7: b r

rA d^Ktf<rr<t ^ lrot}wv fyt$i<r* rv ffoov

Pach., 55,1 8-11.
* Sec an unnoticed passage in Pach., 284, 11. 19-20, where this same assassin

(Charles) is mentioned a few years later, still alive and unpunished. Of, note 65,

below.
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THE MURDER OF MUZALON AND THE ACCESSION OF

MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS TO THE THRONE

The opportunity for destroying the Muzalon family soon ar-

rived. In early September, 1258, only a few days after Theodore's

death, members of the nobility, soldiery, and clergy assembled at

the church of the monastery of Sosandra in Magnesia to attend a

memorial service for the Emperor, who was buried there beside

his father.
32 On the arrival of the Muzalon brothers and their re-

tinue the rites of the service began.
33

Outside the church the soldiers, in particular the Latin con-

tingent, began to create a commotion by shouting for the young

Emperor John to appear.
34 At their repeated cries the guard sur-

rounding the boy brought him forth, whereupon the soldiers be-

gan to clamor even more loudly. The young Emperor, presum-

ably to quiet them, made a gesture with his hand, but the soldiers

(as Pachymeres relates) took it as a sign to authorize their action

and rushed toward the church, ostensibly to defend the boy's

honor, actually to carry out their murderous purpose. Joining them

was the rabble outside, easily swayed and eager for vengeance.
85

In the meantime the Muzalon family
36 was warned of danger

but failed to take precautions
37 other than to send a secretary of

the Protovestiarios named Theophylact to investigate the dis-

turbance. Mistaken for his master, Theophylact was killed im-

mediately by the rabble, who pierced him repeatedly with swords

until finally the error in identity was discovered from his black

shoes.88 Then the mob and the soldiers, the latter advancing with

** The sources differ on the exact date when the service occurred. On this see

Pach., 55; Acrop., 154; Greg., 65; Sphrantzes, 13. Cf. Meliarakes, Nicaea, 164,
** See Acrop., 154-155; Greg., 65; Pach., 55,
**
Pach,, 55, esp. L 21. Also C?reg., 65; Acrop., 154, 1. 23; Sphrantzes, 13.

*
Pach., 56, L 6, and 57, Also Acrop., 155, ft 10-14.

*
Acrop., 155, 11 16-19 and Greg., 65, II. 25ff., mention the three brothers,

Pach., 60, 11. 6-11, states that two Muzalons were present with their brother-in-

law*
"
Pach,, 11 3fc and 59, II. 7-8.

* Black shoes signified no particular rank, while those of the Protovestiarios

were green. See PL Koukoules, Bi^am*^? Bloi *eU R0Xm<r/*4s, IV (Athens, 1951)
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swords in hand, pressed into the church. The psalmody ceased. :jl)

Thereupon there ensued a scene somewhat suggestive of another

over two centuries later in 1478, when Lorenzo the Magnificent
and his brother were attacked by conspirators before the altar in

the cathedral of Florence. While the officiating Nicene clergy

quickly disappeared, the Muzalons fled to save themselves into

the dark recesses of the church. The Protovestiarios slipped under

the altar and hid himself by standing in a narrow opening be-

tween two columns. The Grand Domestic ran behind a door which

he drew tightly shut behind him, and the third brother concealed

himself in a corner near the imperial tomb.40

The crazed mob began to look for them in every corner of the

church, even in the most sacred places. A certain Charles,
41 one of

the Latin mercenaries, soon found the Protovestiarios. Searching
around the altar, he espied the protruding knees of his victim and

dragged him forth. Muzalon offered to purchase his life, but the

Latin, disregarding his entreaties, dispatched him with his sword.4 -

At once the mob pounced upon the body, treating it with the xit-

most brutality as many, muttering imprecations, stabbed it with

their swords. So great was the crowd's fury that the body was

hacked into pieces, which later had to be collected and thrown

into a sack for burial.
43 With this barbaric exhibition of cruelty,

respect for law and religion seems completely to have vanished.4 '1

The mob, its appetite still unsated, now rushed to sack the

402-404. Pack, 59, 11. 13E, records that Theophylact was his relative; thus Paehy-
meres probably had a personal interest in the event* Sincke his account of the
Muzalon murders and Michael's usurpation is the most voluminous, yet in agree-
ment with the others in all salient points, I have elected in the main to follow it.

*Pach., 60, 11. 3-5. CL Greg., 65, 11 22-23, who writes that Mumikm was
murdered at the altar while the hymnody still continued*

*
Pack, 60, 11. 6-14.

41
Pack, 61, 1. 8. A sinister prognostication of Palacologus' later conflict with

Charles of Anjou! (Cf. Pack, 284, 1. 20.)
48
Pack, 61, 11. 8, 14-16.

4*
Pach., 61, 11. 16-20 and Acrop., 156, JL 5-6.

4A See Greg., 65, 11. 12-15, who attributes the troubles of the state to the broken
oaths. Compare this desecration of a Greek altar with that occurring during the
Latin sack of Constantinople in 1204; see Niketas Choniates, lltetoria, ed, I. Bek-
ker (Bonn, 1835) 759.
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houses of its victims. The wife of the Protovestiarios, meanwhile,
ran to Palaeologus clamoring for her husband, but she was told by
him to be quiet lest she suffer a similar fate.

45 This circumstance

seems to reveal that Michael was near at hand during the uprising,

Probably he was at the church with the rest of the nobles and was

something more than a disinterested onlooker at the proceedings.
In all of this, however, he carefully managed to remain in the

background.
With Muzalon now out of the way, Michael's first aim was

to secure the guardianship of the young Emperor. But he had to

act warily, for other nobles, basing their claims on Lascarid kin-

ship or prestige, were striving for the same objective.
40

Probably

fearing a coup by another noble, Michael in his capacity as Grand

Constable directed his brothers John and Constantine to take the

young Emperor under their personal protection.
47 Such solicitude

permitted the Palaeologoi to pose as the defenders of the legiti-

mate heir.

So apprehensive did certain nobles become over the uprising
that they made provisions for their safety in the event the situation

should get completely out of hand; but the violence soon began to

diminish and order to prevail. That a strong man had to be ap-

pointed to guide "the ship of state"
4S was evident: otherwise the

Empire might fall an easy victim to its menacing external enemies,

the Mongols, the Latin Empire, and particularly the powerful
coalition of Sicily, Epirus, and Achaia, recently organized by
the Despot of Epirus for the conquest of Nicaea. 4t> In view of this

critical situation, a forceful leader was required who could com-

mand the allegiance of all classes in the state, and, above all, the

respect and devotion of the military forces.

At this juncture, records Acropolites, "the eyes of all turned to

"Pack, 63, H. 17-21.
44
Pack, 64, USE

47
Pack, 63, II. 19E

**The Byzantine historians habitually use this phrase, e.g., Acrop., 157, 1. 5

and Greg., 70, 1. 14,
** Michael II of Epirus is often referred to in the Greek sources as "the apos-

tate/' that is, as a Greek renegade from the Nicene Empire, whose people con-

sidered themselves the continuators of the old Roman Empire.
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Michael Comnenos [Palaeologus]."
50 An assembly of nobles was

convoked,
51

probably at the direction of the Patriarch Arsenios,

who had been summoned from Nicaea as the most important le-

gally-constituted authority remaining.
52 The assembly proceeded

to select Michael as regent and guardian of the young Emperor.
Because of his great prestige, nobility of birth, and variety of mili-

tary experience (as is once more emphasized by the sources),

Michael was best qualified for the position.
58 Before his selection,

however, a kind of referendum had been held to ascertain the

choice of the people and military forces.

First the Greeks had been asked their preference, all respond-

ing with one accord that they preferred Michael. Then the Latins

were interrogated and, in the words of Acropolites, "they needed

little time to reflect and asked forthwith for Michael Palaeologus
as leader of all."

54
Finally, the Cuman auxiliaries were questioned

and they, too, spoke out for Michael. 55
Allowing for Acropolites'

evident desire to justify Palaeologus' subsequent usurpation of

the throne, such consideration for the wishes of foreign mercen-

aries in selecting the head of the government seems remarkable,

Doubtless it reflects the importance of the Latin and Cuman troops
in the eyes of the Greeks, in particular the realization that at this

critical time the security of the state demanded unquestioned

loyalty on the part of the troops to any leader selected.

50

Acrop., 158, 11 7-8. Of. Greg., 70, 11. 16-17.
a
Accoiding to Pach., 66, 1. 7, the nobles alone seem to have been present.

53
Pach., 66, 1. 10. As mentioned above, Gregoras and Sphrant/.cs write that

Arsenics was co-guardian of the boy, John.
*
Pach., 66, II. ISff. and Greg., 70, 11. 8ff.

54

Acrop., 158, 1. 16- lie doubtless refers here to the Latin mercenary troops,
for, as will be noted, the next to be consulted were the Cuman troops, who of
course were mercenaries. Scutariotes, 538, makes a brief reference to this refer-

endum.
w On the Cumans, a Turkish people, called Scythians in many Greek sources,

see D. Rasovskii, "Poloytsy," Setninarium Kondakovfanvm, VII (1935) 245. and
later issues. It is of interest to note that Acrop., 158, I. 19, records that in this

referendum the Cumans responded in Greek. Very possibly the Latins replied in

Greek also, since as a group they had been in Byzantium for a long time* On the
other hand, replacements were constantly being recruited from the West, and thus

perhaps many did not know Greek, Cf, Codinus, De officiatibtts palatii Ccwtan-
tinopolitani et de officiis roagnoe ecdesiae liber, ed. L Bekker (Bonn, 1839) 57,
who notes that as late as the fourteenth century the Varangian troope (see below)
saluted every newly proclaimed Emperor in English.
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In order to invest the new regent with a title more befitting his

position, Palaeologus was named Megas Dukas (Grand Duke).
56

Moreover, the imperial treasury at Magnesia, a very substantial

one, was given over to his charge. Of this he soon made profitable
use for his own ends. The sums at Magnesia were guarded by
troops called by Pachymeres "axe-bearing Kelts," presumably
members of the famous Varangian guard which seems to have

been reconstituted at Nicaea after the Latin occupation of Con-

stantinople.
67
Though nominally master of the treasury, the re-

gent apparently first had to persuade its Latin guardians of the

50
Pach., 79, 11. 13-14. Though the Grand Duke nominally was commander of

the imperial naval forces, Michael does not seem to have exercised effective com-
mand of the fleet. See R. Guilland, "Etudes de Titulature et de Prosopographie
byzanlines," Byz. Zeit., 44 ( 1951) 231.

67 The custom of using Latins, especially Englishmen, as imperial guaids orig-
inated with Alexios I Comnenos. Duiing the great Norman threat to Constantinople
in the eleventh century, Alexios had entrusted to the Varangians, recently come
from England after the Norman Conquest, the safeguard of his person, family, and
treasure. The Kelts of Nicaea were perhaps also Varangians; at least, like the

Varangians in Alexios' era, they carried axes (Pach., 71, 1. 10: TrcXe/cu^cSpo^).

The only specific mention of the word "Varangians" that I am able to find in the

sources to confirm the thesis that the Varangian guard was re-established at Nicaea
after 1204 is one in the Greek Chron. of Morea, ed. Kalonaros (Athens, 1940) 1.

4319, which states that after the battle of Pelagonia (1259) the Varangians of

Michael Palaeologus took the Prince of Achaia away to prison ( ol R&payyoi . . .

rbv irptyKLwa , . . rbv &ta/S<cra<rty <rrrjy ^vXajcijv). R. Dawkins, "The Later History
of the Varangian Guard: Some Notes," Jl of Roman Studies, XXXVH (1947) 44,

while affirming that the guard was re-established at Nicaea after 1204, adduces no
evidence for this belief except the above passage. Quite possibly, however, the

Chronicle of Morea, written c. 1300, may have confused the later re-establishment

of the Varangian Guard at Constantinople with its presumed establishment earlier

at Nicaea. In this connection, in fact, the Chronicle mistakenly refers to Palaeologus
as already Emperor of Constantinople (1, 3104): crbv a<nX<fa els TJJV

Kw<rra)'rw6iro\u> . > . erbv Mtyay naXatoXd-yoj/.

A double mention of the term "Varangian" is also to be found in a prostagma
of Palaeologus, but this is dated November 1272, that is, after the Greek recapture
of Constantinople: see A. Heisenberg, "Aus der Geschichte und Literatur der

Palaiologenzeit, Sit&ungsb. d. bayerischen Akademie der Wis$.> Phil.-hist, K.L

(1920) no. 10, 39, L 30: tv* *xou p^p&yyovy and 1. 49: ol rQv &fi<j>ortyuv

iyicXwop&payyot. 1 have found a third use of the word Varangian in the "Testa-

mentunT of the Patriarch Arsenios, who died in 1273: Migne, PG 140, 956B,
dfXXorc Si pap&yyovx . . * dtrrtfcrmXtf <j>v\&Trwrfc pc. These three apparently unused

or overlooked references thus substantiate the view expressed by Dawkins and by
M* Dcndias ("Oi R&payyoL *cetl rb Bt/<brtoy," in Ae\rtov r^s T^ropt/c^j Kal

'E#?oX07iKq* 'Eraipctay r?)y 'EXX<toos, IX [1926] 193) that the Varangians as a group
were restored in Constantinople after 1261* However, whether the Latin troops, in

particular the axe-bearing Kelts serving in the Greek armies at the time of the
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legitimacy of his financial demands. 58 Michael soon succeeded,

albeit under false pretenses (
at least according to Pachymeres ) ,

in withdrawing large sums from the treasury, which he judicious-

ly distributed to those able to aid his ambitions to the army and

plebs, and to demagogues who could stir up the people to demand

higher office for him.59

His chief blandishments, however, Michael directed toward

the clergy. Realizing that in a matter of this kind he could secure

the most telling support from the prelates, he sent them numerous

gifts by night.
60

Thus, testifies Pachymeres, even the Patriarch

Arsenios, despite a rather suspicious nature, was impressed by
Michael's apparent respect for the Church, his generosity and mod-
est demeanor. When it was reported, for example, that the Patri-

arch was approaching, the Grand Duke Michael would rush to

meet Arsenios, and, in a performance probably inspired by Latin

practice (it is, indeed, strikingly reminiscent of the dramatic

meeting between the Western Emperor Frederick Barbarossa and

Pope Alexander III in Venice in 1177), grasp the bridle of his mule

and lead him personally to the palace.
01 So successful was Michael

Nicene Empire, are definitely to be regarded as forming a reconstituted Varangian
guard at Nicaea, is yet to be conclusively demonstrated.

08 As the imperial bodyguard was famous for its support of the legitimate ruler,

it may well be that this part of the Latin troops looked upon Michael as a threat

to the rights of young John.

Pach,, 72-73. It will be recalled that Theodore* II, in contrast, had neglected
the clergy.

., 72, 11. 13ff.: Kal $? a^rUa n&Q&v npb r&v <XX<^ avrdy tVavr^ ftaitp&&etf)

$ irarptApx'Q Kal iravri T< i*f>$ irX^pw^uart, irt%j} rt

rod Upt'us ^aXipofrs jcart'^wy f'ws Kal atfrw*' *Vri6t TWJ*

This performance of Palaeologus probably repre-
sents a conflation of two elements: (1) Christ's entrance on an ass into Jerusalem
on Palm Sunday and (2) the Western practice (first appearing in an interpolated

passage in the Donation of Constantino; according to which the Emperor, holding
the bridle of the papal mule, led it while the Pope rode. In the1

present case nt

Nicaea, however, the circumstances were not the same, Michael at the tim was

regent and not Emperor; moreover, Pachymeres* passage says nothing of Palm

Sunday, stating only that Michael made the gesture "when the Patriarch caime to

Nicaea/' Despite these differences it is quite possible that Palarologus, having
heard of the custom from the Latins at Nicaea or even from papal emissaries who
were sent there during the reign of Vatatzes, adopted the practice, hitherto un-
known in Byzantium, merely to flatter the Fatriarcn and secure his support, Sig-

nificantly, we hear nothing of such a performance on the part of Palaeologus after
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in cultivating clerical good will that it was the prelates themselves
who first proposed Michael's promotion to the high rank of Des-

pot.
62
They argued that this alone would insure tranquillity in the

state, that Michael would not be a complete stranger to the office

since his grandfather Alexios had been Despot before him, and,

finally, that the dignity of the state required the highest possible
rank after that of Emperor for one who had to receive foreign am-
bassadors.63

Despite the vigorous opposition of Lascarid relatives,

this proposal of the clergy was adopted with the aid of Michael's

friends, including the numerous malcontents of Theodore's reign.
04

Once named Despot, Michael was quick to reward his fol-

lowers, to punish his rivals, especially the Lascarid adherents,
65

and to lay the groundwork for his accession to the throne. Art-

fully stressing that without absolute power for Palaeologus the

Empire would disintegrate before John reached his majority, Mi-

chael's followers again won the support of Arsenics and the higher

clergy. Then, when it was felt that public opinion was appropriate-

ly influenced, Michael was raised aloft on a shield at Magnesia and

proclaimed Emperor.
00

Finally, a few weeks subsequent to this

bis accession to the thioue. On the practice in general see E. Kantorowicz, "The

'King's Advent' and the Enigmatic Panels in the doors of Santa Sabina," Art Bul-

letin, XXVI (1944) 207ff., 230; and esp. G, Ostrogorsky, "Zum Stratordienst der

Hemchers in der byzantinisch-slavischen Welt," Seminarium Kondakovianum,
VII (1935) 193ff.

08
Pach,, 74, 11, 6ff.

08

According to Pach., 75, 11. 1-3, Alexios, while holding this rank, had defeated

the Italians.
* See Pach., 79; Acrop., 154, Greg., 72.

05 In particular the Tzamantouroi, as Pach., 80, 1. 16, records. It should be
noted that according to Acrop., 159, 11, 19-24, Karyamtes, the Protovestiarites,

was responsible for the murder of the Muzalons. He was thrown into prison by
Michael, and later escaped to the Turks. Smce this is mentioned by no other source,

and since Acropolites is generally partisan to Michael, one cannot avoid the sus-

picion that Michael (or possibly Acropolites in his history) might have made

Karyanites the scapegoat for the murders.
tw

Acrop., 159, 11 15-17 and Pach., 81, 11. 16-18. According to Greg., 78E,
the nobles raised Michael on a shield at Magnesia on the Kalends of December
and proclaimed him Emperor. Thereupon the Patriarch Arsenios threatened to ex-

communicate those involved, but later judged it best to crown Michael after secur-

ing oaths from him that he would abdicate when young John reached his majority.
Cf. the similar account of Sphrantzes, 16, As has been mentioned, Michael's Auto-

biography, 5, 1. 25, attributes his accession to the will of God, not to his own
actions; but this insistence that he secured the throne through no efforts of his own
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event, probably at Christmas (1258), he was crowned Emperor
at Nicaea,67

At the coronation ceremony the Latin soldiers doubtless the

Varangians once again played an important role on his behalf.

When several of the prelates, especially the Bishop of Thessalo

nica, bitterly contested the plan to crown Palaeologus first and

young John Lascaris afterwards or perhaps not at all, the sight of

the Latin soldiery brandishing their battle-axes quickly silenced

all opposition.
68

Thereupon Michael and his wife Theodora were

crowned first, with imperial diadems of precious stones, while

John, too young probably to realize exactly what was happening,
had to content himself with a narrow band of pearls.

There are numerous discrepancies in the sources concerning
the details of Michael's accession to the throne and his coronation,

especially with respect to the attitude of the Patriarch Arscnios,

who, though protector of young Lascaris, seems at first to have

been almost completely taken in by Michael Whatever the minor

differences in the accounts as regards the steps of his ascent, the

significant fact is that within the remarkably short lime of less

than four months Michael advanced from the dignity of Grand
Constable to the supreme rank of Basileus. With the attainment

of the Empire, there now remained for Michael the important
task of legitimizing his usurpation, an objective which could most

effectively be accomplished by recovering from the Latins the

ancient capital of Constantinople.

is somewhat suspect Acrop,, 159, II. 10-11, reflects Michael's scntixnent, saying
that Michael, willy-nilly, was forced by the nobles to become Emperor.w

Dblger, Regesten, III, 30 (see also his "Die dynastische FamilienpoHtik des
Kaisers Michael Palaiologos," Festschrift E. Eichmann [Paderborn, 19403 180),

following Greg., 78, says Michael was raised on the shield on 1 December 1258
and that his first coronation (the second taking place later at Constantinople) oc-
curred at the end of December of that year (quite probably at Christmas). Of.
V. Laurent, "La date du premier couronnement do Michd VIU PaWologue,""
Echo* d'Ortent, XXXVI (1937) 167, however, who follows Padhu, 81 and 98, and

supports 1 January 1259 as the date of his accession* Concerning this disputed
question Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State (1956) 397, note 2* summarizes: 'The exact
date of Michael's accession to the imperial throne cannot be conclusively deter-

mined" (rf.iWL, 516),
w On the ceremony and tihte Latin soldiery, see Pach., 101-104,
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(1259)

THE ANTI-NICENE COALITION OF MICHAEL OF EPIRUS,

MANFRED OF SICILY, AND WILLIAM OF ACHAIA

In
the period immediately preceding the Nicene recon-

quest of Constantinople in 1261 no event was of greater

importance than Michael Palaeologus' victory at Pelagonia in the

middle or perhaps latter part of 1259. This battle crushed the

powerful triple coalition organized against Palaeologus by his

arch-rival the Despot Michael II of Epirus and the latter's Latin

allies, King Manfred of Sicily and Prince William of Achaia. It

thereby enabled Palaeologus, now freed from the menace of a

Western attack, to devote all his energies to the recovery of the

imperial city, possession of which was essential for any real claim

to the mantle of the Byzantine Empire.
As we have seen, Nicaea and Epirus, rival Greek states es-

tablished after the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204, were

both striving to recover Constantinople. While the Nicene Em-

perors John III Vatatzes and Theodore II Lascaris had stripped
the Latin Empire of most of its Asiatic and European possessions,
Michael of Epirus, by 1258, had occupied former European
territories of the Byzantine Empire which today constitute west-

ern Greece and Albania. The stage was thus set for a decisive en-

counter,
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The Despot's Latin allies, Manfred, whose Norman ancestors

had nourished designs against Byzantium, and William, whose

family had played a leading role in the conquest of 1204 and who
himself now aimed at conquering the rest of Byzantine Greece,

were rulers of states long antagonistic to Epirus, What forces had

now brought all three rulers together in this unnatural Latin-

Epirot alliance? x
It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss, first,

the political and diplomatic factors conducing to the formation of

the alliance and, secondly, the circumstances which led to its col-

lapse at the battle of Pelagonia.
To understand these developments it is necessary briefly to

describe prior circumstances. In opposition to papal interests,

Frederick II (d. 1250), Western Emperor and father of Man-

fred, and the Emperor John Vatatzes of Nicaea had formed an

alliance, which was sealed by the marriage of Vatatzes to the

daughter of Frederick.- Despite the fact that no important mili-

tary aid seems to have been exchanged;* the moral and political

value of the association was considerable and did not fail to

evoke papal fulminations against its two heretical opponents.'*

With the accession and brief reign of Frederick's son and suc-

cessor Conrad (1250-1254), there was apparently no significant

change in Nicene-Hohenstaufen relations, despite Conrad's dis-

X K. Hopf, Geschichto Griecherilands im Mittelalter und in dcr Neuzcit, II

(Leipzig, 1867) 283, calls it an "unnaturhche Bundesbrudersehaft."
a For this marriage of the sexagenarian Vatatzes with the young Constancy

called Anna by the Greeks, see Acrop., 110; Greg,, 45; SculurioUis, 405; and
Matthew Paris, CJironica Majora, ed. II. Luard (London, 1877) Rolls Scries, IV,

299, 357. Also cf. Norden, 321-329; Gardner, Lascarids, 168ff,; MeliamkeK,
Nicaea, 359ff., and recently S. Borsari, "Federieo II e TOnentc bizuntino," Kit'.

stor. it., LXLIL (1951) 279E
3 See N. Festa, "Le lettere grechc di Federigo II," Arch. stor. it., XHI (1894)

18, where the aid of Pergamene soldiers for Frederick is mentioned. Ako Annalcs
Placentini Gibdlini, MGlt SS, XVIII (1863) 479, where troops sent by Vatat'/es

are mentioned as participating in the siege of Brescia in 12-38,

*C. H6fel6-Leclercq, Histoire des conciles, V 1
(Paris, 1913) 1078; Matthew

Paris, Chronica Majora, 453. See also the Greek letters of Frederick to Vatatascw

extolling the Greek church for its "happy" immunity from papal interference

(Festa ed,, 1-34, and A. Huillard-Bre'holles, Wstoria diptomatica Frklcritf Seatndi,
VI, pt II [Paris, 1861] 684-686). Borsari, 284, notes that Vatatzes sent financial
aid to Frederick, evidence for which is P. Collenuccio, Compendia dc te Utork*
del Rcgno di NapoU, ed. Saviotti, I (Bari, 1929) 141.
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patch of an envoy to Vatatzes in 1253 to protest the granting of

asylum to relatives of his brother Manfred, his vicar in Sicily.
5

Meanwhile Nicaea, following the reigns of Vatatzes and Theo-
dore II, was undergoing the revolution of 1258 which brought
Michael Palaeologus to the throne. This event, so disturbing

internally, afforded an opportunity for Michael II to seize the

European provinces of Nicaea and to extend Epirot territory
almost to Thessalonica.6 But the Despot knew that Palaeologus
was a resourceful opponent, who would seek reprisals once his

power was established.7
Eager to crush Palaeologus before he

could consolidate his position, the Despot accordingly sought to

create a powerful alliance with states sharing similar aims against
Nicaea. 8

For this he looked to the rulers of Sicily and Achaia. Man-

fred, after the death of Conrad, had completed his hegemony
over Sicily in defiance of papal wishes. Soon thereafter, prob-

ably at the beginning of 1258, while Michael of Epirus was

battling the Nicene troops in Macedonia, Manfred took a step
which was to have far-reaching effects on the relations between

Latins and Byzantines in Greece: he took possession of certain

former Norman possessions of Epirus along the Adriatic coast.

Evidence for this is a Greek notarial document of Dyrrachium

(the modern Durazzo) dated 23 February 1258, attesting that

it was already Manfred's first year of seigneury over territories

surrounding Dyrrachium and Avlona,9

c On this see my article "Greco-Latin Relations on the Eve of the Byzantine
Restoration: The Battle of Pelagonia" (hereafter cited as Geanakoplos, "Pela-

gonia"), Dumbarton Oaks Papers No. 7 (Cambridge, Mass., 1953) 102, note 6.

I.e., up to the Vardar River. See Paeh., 82, 1. 1; Greg,, 71, 1. 10; and Acrop.,
139-150. Michael II's success was in part due to the favorable disposition of the

European Greek population which was partial to Epirus and looked upon Asiatic

Nicuca as an interloper. On this see Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 103, note 7.
*

Acrop., 145. Pach, 21, describes accusations made against Palaeologus some

years before for allegedly intriguing with the same Despot.
"Meliarakes, Nicaea, 510, and E. Bertaux, "Les Frangais d'outrc mer au temps

des Hohenstaufen d'ltalic" Revue historique, LXXXV (1904) 240.
g Document in F. Miklosich and J. Miiller, Acta et diplomata res graccas ita~

lasque ittu$trantto> III (Vienna, 1805) 239E (hereafter M.-M.). For text and other

editions see Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 103, note 11. The territories mentioned in

the document arc Dyrrachium, Bellegrada, Avlona, the Sphinariza mountains, and
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On 2 June 1259,
10 at the time of the marriage of Manfred to

Michael of Epirus* daughter Helen, it appears that the Despot
not only legitimized this occupation of his lands but even made

grants of additional territories as well. Lacking adequate data,

we can only speculate on reasons for this action. It would seem

justifiable, however, to assume that Michael II, contemplating
an offensive against Nicaea and observing that Manfred already

possessed the territories by right of conquest, turned a fait ac-

compli to his own ends by officially granting to Manfred these

territories along with others as the dowry of Helen. 11 In this

manner the Despot could avoid hostilities and at the same time

gain a useful ally.

In view of the former alliance between Vatatzes and Frederick

II, the reversal of Sicilian policy toward Nicaea seems at first

glance surprising.
12 One must consider, however, that conquest

of the Byzantine Empire had been a traditional Norman aim for

almost two centuries,
13 and that Manfred was now in a strong

enough position in Italy to discard his father's alliance and to

look to anyone who could assist him in his ambitions for Balkan

domination.

The sources afford meagre detail with respect to the creation

of the Sicilian-Epirot alliance.
14 Both Greek and Latin writers

the surrounding area. On this see J. Buchon, Recherches historiques $ur la princi-

paut frangaise de Mor6e et ces hautes baronnies, I (Paris, 1845) 103-104; and

esp. M. Dendias,
"
'EX^r? 'AyyeXiva Aotfjccuya paaiXtcrora 2i/cX/ar teal N*a?r4Xt (*>*,"

llTmpwn/cA Xpovwii, I (1926) 223 (hereafter cited as Helen). For a point of

Dendias' on which the writer disagrees see Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 103, note

* On tliis date see note 14,
u For documentation of this controversial problem of dating Helen's dowry,

and especially its connection with the creation of the alliance, sec Geanakoplos,
"Pelagonia," 104, note 13,

* On this see F. Schneider, "Eine Ouelle fur Manfreds Orientpolitik," Qucllan
vnd Forschungen aus italientechen Archiven und Bibliotheken, XXIV (1932-33)
112. Cf, E. Jordan, Les orizines de la domination angevine en Italic (Paris* 1909)
381.

* Robert Guiscard, Bohemond, Roger II, and Henrv VI had all pursued such
a policy; and in 1185 William II had actually sacked Thcssaloniea,

M The source for the date and place of the marriage is the chronicle of the

contemporary Anonymous of Trani, Discovered by F. Davaiw&ti, it was first pub"
lished in his Dissertazione $uUa seconda moglie dd re Manftedi e *w* loro figUuolt
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provide hardly more than the simple facts of Manfred's marriage
to Helen, eldest daughter of the Despot.

15 Yet it would be of

interest to know who took the initiative in promoting the mar-

riage alliance, and, more important, whether Manfred's Epirot

possessions were secured from Michael of Epirus actually as a

result of conquest or as a dowry. For these questions there is no

definite evidence, and we must content ourselves with hypoth-
eses based on the few hints the sources offer concerning the

motives and ambitions of each member of the coalition.

THE MOTIVES OF MICHAEL OF EPIRUS

If one examines the dotal territories of Manfred, both those

whose previous possession was now confirmed and those added

by Michael II,
10

it is obvious that they constituted certain of the

most strategic areas of the Despotate of Epirus, a kind of exten-

sion of the Kingdom of Sicily on the Albanian coast. Clearly the

master of these would be in position to begin the conquest of

the Balkan peninsula.
17 For such concessions it is logical to as-

sume that Michael II expected to draw substantial profit from

the alliance. Now the only territories surpassing these in value

(Naples, 1791) llff Though J. Ficker, "Manfreds zweite Heirath und der Anony-
mus von Trani," Mitteil. des ln$t. -fur oesterreichische Geschichtsf., Ill (1882)
358-368, considers the chronicle a forgery of Davanzati, it is regarded as authentic

by others including Dendias, del Giudice, Meliarakes, and the present writer. For
an answer to Picker's argument, see Dendias, Helen, 237ff.

"Manfred's marriage seems to have preceded that of William of Achaia to

Anna, another daughter of Michael II. See Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 105*
M For evidence that Michael II added other territories to the dowry see my

article, "Pelagonia/* 105, note 18. The fundamental question here, however, is:

why should Michael II relinquish to Manfred, ruler of a realm traditionally inimical

to Epirus, lands which were obviously among the most important parts of his

possessions (i.e,, Corfu, Dyrrachium, Avlona, Butrinto, Kanina)? The most reason-

able answer, I believe, is that he needed Manfred's aid in order to carry out his

designs against Nicaca and Constantinople. If one admits that the Despot added
further territories to the dowry, it seems clear that one must also concede that

Manfred already possessed areas in Epirus before his marriage.w
Dyrrachium ( the medieval name for Durazso ) was the key to the Byzantine

Empire in the west, for that city and Avlona were the Adriatic termini of the

Via Egnatia which led directly to Thcssalonica* On Norman policy to gain control

of this route see G. Tafel, De vfa Romanorum militari Egnatia (Tuebingen, 1842)

passim.
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were Thessalonica and Constantinople, and there is good reason

to believe that the Despot hoped, with the help of his allies, to

carry out designs against these cities. Direct reference to this is

Pachymeres' statement that it was the plan of the Despot

to gather together as many troops as possible to attack and try to cap-
ture it [Constantinople], and then to be proclaimed Emperor of the

Romans, for there was no one [thought the Despot], cither of Lascarid

or any other family, worthier of the Empire than the Angeloi.
18

Pachymeres re-emphasizes this point with the remark that

Michael II,

after assembling the men of his allies and as many of his own men as he

could, planned first to attack the generals of Nicaea and then ... to

assault Thessalonica and overrun the west, after which to make an at-

tempt on Constantinople itself.
10

If Michael of Epirus' ultimate aim was the capture of Con-

stantinople, a more immediate one was Thessalonica, western

center of the Nicene Empire. This was a realizable and legitimate

objective, as Epirot territory now extended to its very gates, and

especially since Thessalonica had been the capital of an ephem-
eral Empire established in 1224-1225 by the Despot's uncle, the

self-styled Emperor Theodore Dukas Angelos.
20
Supported by his

allies and fortified by claims to his uncle's inheritance, the Despot,
then, had reason to believe that Thessalonica would soon be his.

Particularly important in Michael II's plans for conquest was

the military aid of William of Aclmia's Frarikish chivalry, the

fame of whose prowess had spread even to France/* 1 But how

18
Pach., 82,1116-20,

tt
Pach., 83, 11. 14-19. Sec u probable reference to the same objectives in

Acrop., 164, 1. 7, who notes that the Epirot "meditated grandiose ideas awl talked

of excessive gains/' For another, modern view of the Despot's aims see (Vann-

koplos, "Pelagonia," 106.
* Theodore had captured Thessalonica from the Latins in 1224, a date ypuw*

ally cited wrongly as 1222 or 1223. See J. Longnon, "La reprise de, Saloniqnc par
les Grecs en 1224," Actv$ du VI* congrte intern, d'frudes byz., I (Paris, 1950)
141ff. and B. Sinogowitz, "Zur Eroberung Thessalonikes im Herbst 1224," %s.
Ze&, XLV (1952) 28.

41 On the prestige of the Achaian knighthood in general, ,w* W, Miller, Thv
Latins in the Levant (London, 1908) 109.
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Michael intended to rid himself of this formidable ally after reap-

ing the benefits of his aid is not disclosed.

THE MOTIVES OF MANFRED

As noted, Manfred possessed almost the entire littoral of

Albanian Epirus even before his marriage. One indication of his

keen interest in this territory and his desire to play a larger role

in Balkan affairs is a document of 17 June 1258, revealing that

he had sent a strong fleet of one hundred galleys under his

Admiral Chinardo "ad partes Romaniae ... ad provinciam
Macedoniae" to support Michael of Epirus against the Nicenes.22

Although no evidence survives to prove that a battle occurred at

this time, it is nevertheless clear that an expedition of this sort

would have accorded well with Manfred's Balkan aspirations.
23

The suggestion is to be questioned that Manfred, content

with his Epirot fortresses, furnished aid to his father-in-law

merely at the request of his wife.24 It seems more realistic to

suppose that, in imitation of his Norman predecessors, Manfred

contemplated using Epirus as a springboard for further conquest.

Thus, according to Gregoras, the objective of Manfred and Wil-

liam was the seizure "of all Greek territories from the Ionian Sea

to Constantinople without effort/'
25

Norden, in fact, supposes
that Manfred was seeking a kingdom on the Adriatic, in return

for which he would have permitted his father-in-law to have

Constantinople;
20 and in this connection Buchon and Dendias

believe that Manfred expected and was promised Epirot territory

for his aid,
27

Still another theory is offered by Dendias, who sug-

'"B. Capasso, Historic diplomatica regni Siciliae (Naples, 1874) 145-146.
** For a denial that such an elaborate expedition took place, see F. Schneider,

"Eine Quellc fur Manfreds Orientpolitik," Quellen und Forschungen, XXIV (1932-

$3) 112-123. For further discussion see Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 107-108.
w
Dendias, Helen, 224,

85
Greg., 72,115-6.

**
Norden, 333-334. CL G. Valenti, "Vestigia di Manfredi di Hohenstaufen Re

<li Stciliu e Signorc di 'Romania,*
"
Numismatica (1939) 65, who cites as evidence

of Manfred's aspirations to Byzantine territory two coins inscribed "Manfridus R.

Siciliae . , , et Doxnfxms Romaniac."

Dendias, Helen, 277; J. Buchon, Recherches historiques sur la principauU
u de Mor6e (Paris, 1845) 279. On this point the sources are not specific.
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gests that Manfred sought the Epirot territories of his dowry as

a refuge in case of defeat by the Pope. But Manfred's ascendancy
in Italy at this time renders this view improbable.

28

The aims of Manfred, at least for the present, very probably
included aid for Michael II in capturing Constantinople, or per-

haps even a joint occupation of that city. According to Pachy-

meres, its capture on land would be rendered easier by the use

of Manfred's excellent German troops, eager to combat papal
forces as previously they had done under his father Frederick.

29

Evidence that Hohenstaufen naval aid was contemplated is lack-

ing, but in view of the importance of the Venetian fleet for the

defense of Constantinople, it seems certain that the Sicilian ma-

rine must have loomed large in any plans of Manfred for con-

quest in the Balkans.

It is important, finally, that consideration of Manfred's motives

in entering the coalition be related to his basic and permanent
aims papal recognition of his Sicilian hegemony and Hohen-

staufen domination of all Italy. Unquestionably a successful

Greek policy on his part could exert considerable influence on

Italian affairs, and particularly on the papacy, the real protector
of the Latin states of Greece.30

THE MOTIVES OF WKLLIAM OF ACHAIA. THE ROLE OF THE
LATIN EMPEROR BALDWIN

Reasons for adherence to the coalition are more complex and

hypothetical in the case of the third confederate, William II

Villehardouin, Prince of Achaia. 31

Only one statement, in fact, is

88
Helen, 235. Manfred, moreover, was not such a defeatist as to be expecting

expulsion from Italy. Only fairly recently has the true character of Manfred, that

of a bold, handsome, extremely capable ruler, been rehabilitated from the calumny
cast upon it by his fanatical Guelf opponents. See Dendias, Helen, 229ff.> and

Cambridge Medieval History, VI (1929) 184. For Manfred's career in general see
A. Karst, Geschichte Manfreds (Berlin, 1897); F. Schimnacher, Die tetzten Hohcn*
siaufen (Gdttingen, 1871) 69-298; K. Hampe, Urban IV. und Manfred (Heidel-

berg, 1905), and the same author's Ceschicnte Konradins Don Hohenstaufen. 3rd
ed. (Leipzig, 1942).

28
Pach., 83, 11. 19E

*
Norden, 333-334.

41
William's uncle had helped to found the principality of Achak shortly after
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to be found in the contemporary historians regarding his aims,

namely that of Acropolites, who writes vaguely that William
could expect to gain considerably from the alliance.

32
It is likely

that William supposed that with Michael IFs support he could

completely surround and subdue the recalcitrant Prankish barons
of Middle Greece.33 At the very least he could strengthen the

allegiance of his Greek archons of Achaia
( as in fact was mani-

fested by their willing cooperation at the subsequent battle of

Pelagonia), since they would naturally favor an alliance with

fellow-Greeks of Epirus.
34

Further, he could gain important allies

against Palaeologus, whose intention, it was becoming increas-

ingly clear, was the restoration of former Byzantine territories

at the expense of Prankish Greece.35

Marino Sanudo, the fourteenth-century Venetian chronicler,

while emphasizing the Prince's aspirations ("Who can judge the

limits of this Villehardouin's ambition?''), believes that he wished

to conquer Constantinople on land and to displace the Venetians

of that city in revenge for their support of the rebellious triarchs

of Negropont
30 Norden accepts this statement with the addi-

tional implication that William planned to become high suzerain

the Latin conquest in 1204. On the terms "Peloponnesus/' "Morea," and "Achaia,"
used apparently interchangeably in the sources, see my article, "Pelagonia," 109,
note 44.

w 165: teal TtoXXd &K ro&rov irpo<Fyey^ffecr0cn, atfry 7rpoer5o/cwv.
**

Hopf, Geschichte, 280. For William's conflicts with the Dulces of Athens and
the triarchs of Negropont over his claim to part of that island see J. B. Bury, "The
Lombards and Venetians in Euboia (1205-1303)," Jl of Hellenic Studies, VII

(1888) 309ff. Worth noting is a statement of J. Longnon, UEmpire latin de Con-

stantinople (Paris, 1049) 221, who cites a passage from Andrea Dandolo, HISS,
XII ( 1941 ) 363-364, as signifying the existence already of an accord between Wil-

liam and Michael II (which wrongly
reads Michael Palaeologus in Dandolo, says

Longnon) against the Venetian lords of Negropont.
^Miller, Latin* in Levant, 109.
** Sec Pach,, 87-88 and 206, L 18* Note the Chronicon Marchiae Tarvisinae et

Lombardiac, HISS, VIII (1916) pt. 3, 47 ( = Annales S. Justinae Patavini, UGH
SS, XIX [1868] 181), which records that Michael Palaeologus believed "Constan-

tinopoli accmisita, omnes maris insulas et civitates in terra firma constitute, a

Latinis ct venctls maxime iure belli possessas, se breviter habiturum."
*
Sanudo, l&oria del Regno di Romania (hereafter Istoria), in K. Hopf,

Chtoniques greco-<romane$ (Berlin, 1873) 107, esp.: "credo andasse per assaltar

li Venezlani che erano ivi [in Constantinople], e vendicarsi di loro, che li tenivan

Negroponte."
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over all of Latin Greece.37 But the latter assumption seems un-

likely, as William would first have had to dispossess the Latin

Emperor of Constantinople, Baldwin, whose vassal he was.38 Such

a demarche, of course, would also involve William in serious

difficulties with Baldwin's protector, the papacy. Besides this,

William was apparently not on unfriendly terms with Baldwin, as

is revealed by their association on the crusade to Damietta in

1250.39 In sum, though Sanudo may be correct in reporting that

William wished to harass, perhaps even to dispossess, his hated

rivals the Venetians, it seems unwarranted to accept the view that

William planned to replace Baldwin on the throne of Constan-

tinople.
40

A much more feasible objective on William's part would have

been the acquisition of Thessalonica. An ephemeral Lombard

Kingdom had been established at Thessalonica during the Latin

conquest, and William may well have aspired to revive that realm

with himself as its ruler.
41

Since, in the final analysis, the fate of Constantinople was

involved in the alliance against Nicaea, one wonders what role

(if any) the Latin Emperor Baldwin may have played in the

affairs under discussion. No source, it is true, mentions his partic-

ipation in the coalition, but it would appear unlikely that the

allies failed to consider the advantages to be gained ( especially

w
Noxden,832.

38
Sanudo, Istoria, 107: "potria csser, die andassc per servir all* Imporutor

Latino, a cui era obbligato di Fedelta e dal cnial roeonoscea le 'IVrrc dolla Morca
die aveva." Hopf, Geschichte, 282, finds it difficult to beKovc that William planned
to dispossess Baldwin.

30

Geoffrey Villehardoum, William's brother, had dispatched aid to Latin Con-

stantinople in 1236 at the time it was besieged by Vatatzes and Asm, the Bulgar
ruler. See Philippe Mouskes, Chronique rimde, cd. de Ueiffenbcrg (Brussels, 18$6-

1838) II, 620. On the crusade to Damietta see Jomville, Uiatoirc de Saint Louin,
ed. N. de Waffly (Paris, 1874) no* 427,

40
Sanudo's Venetian bias might, of course, have caused him to attribute exag-

gerated designs to her enemy.
41 On William's aspirations to Thessalonica see the Greek Chronicle of MUTM,

ed. Kalonaros (Athens, 1940) 1. 3653, which records that William and the Despot
planned vk ktrfywp.ev rk ^pfj ^aXo^k^s. Cf the Aragonesc version, Libro Ac to
Fechos, ed. A. Morel-Patio (Geneva, 1885) par. 250; and Miller, Latins in Levant,
109.
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of having a closer base for attacking Nicaea)
42

if Baldwin could
be drawn to their side. Indeed, del Giudice suggests, but without

adding evidence, that at the time of William's marriage to

Anna,
13

sister to Helen and second daughter of Michael of Epirus,
an alliance was probably signed by Manfred, William, Michael II,

and Baldwin.41

Such a statement seems rather improbable. In the first place,
for Baldwin to admit the allied army into his territory might have

endangered his already enfeebled position
45 and permitted the

coalition forces, if they so desired, to take his possessions without

undue effort. Moreover, even granted an allied conquest of Con-

stantinople, it would have been difficult for the allies to agree
on a satisfactory division of Baldwin's territories.

In view of these considerations which could not but have
been apparent to Baldwin it would seem that his best course of

action would be to remain aloof, or at least benevolently neutral,

with respect to coalition affairs. In the meantime Baldwin him-

self could take advantage of the unfavorable situation of Michael

Palacologus (
Michael's external problems were then complicated

by internal disturbances
)

t(t

to seek concessions from Nicaea.

Thus, according to Acropolites, Baldwin dispatched ambassadors

to Michael demanding the return of certain territories. The en-

voys asked successively for the areas extending from Thessalonica,

Serres, and Voleros eastward to Constantinople, each time re-

ducing their demands. Palaeologus, however, boldly refused all,

**

Constantinople was only some forty miles distant from Nicaea.
48 For a detailed discussion of the dotal territories received from Michael II by

William on his marriage to Anna, see Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 111-112 and notes

thereto.
" G. dd Giudice, "La famiglia di re Manfredi," Arch. star. prov. nap>> III

(1878) 17 (second edition unavailable to me).
40 With Baldwin's Empire reduced practically to the city of Constantinople and

surrounding territory, he had to make frequent journeys to the West to seek aid

personally and even to raise funds by selling the lead from the roofs of pakces of

Constantinople* On this see Marino Sanudo's so-called Fragmentvm, in Hopf,

Chroniquctt grdco-romanes, 170: "vendidit et distribuit quasi totum quod habebat

in Constantinopoli, discoperiendo palatia plumbca et vendendo." (For a new ed.

of the Fragmentwn see Cnapter 5, note 10, ;

** The supporters of young John Lascaris, whose imperial rights Michael had

usurped, were & constant menace to him. See Chapter 5, note 8*
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even countering with a demand for half the customs duties of

Constantinople plus half the revenue from the gold mint.47 This

embassy of Baldwin has been termed strange, even absurd,
48

by some scholars, but in the context in which we have placed it,

it would appear to be only a logical attempt on the part of Bald-

win to take advantage of Palaeologus' situation and perhaps

thereby to establish a buffer area between Constantinople and

the territory of the coalition.
49

Besides the differences already noted among the allies, there

were others, less obvious but of underlying importance. All three

rulers were of different religious faiths.
50 All three belonged, so

to speak, to different races, and all, finally, were products of

entirely different milieux: Michael of Epirus was an astute, cal-

culating Byzantine; William, the brave and crafty epitome of

French chivalry transplanted to Greek soil;
51 and Manfred, a

product of the Sicilian kingdom's melange of diverse cultures,
52

Such considerations must have been in the mind of Gregoras
when he wrote that "it would not be difficult to plant discord

among the three allies since William and Manfred were different

in race from Michael Angelos."
3

*7

Acrop,, 161-163, For the location of these towns see Geanakoplos, "Pela-

gonia," 114, notes 70-71.
**

Acropolites himself, 162, 1. 1, terms the demands absurd and exaggerated,
but he may have exaggerated his account in order to display his hero, Palaeologus,
in a good fight. Cf. Gardner, Lascarids, 246: "The story has a bombastic ring to it/'

Guilland, in Diehl et al t L'Europe orientate de 1081 d 1453 (Paris, 1945) 1&3,
observes that Baldwin made his demands "dans sa naivet6." So also W. Miller, in

Cambridge Medieval History, IV, 509.
**

Chapman, 39, dates this embassy of Baldwin after the battle of PclagonJa,
But I see no reason to change the order of Acropolites, who introduces it just
before that battle and along with Palaeologus* embassies to Manfred, Michael H r

and Villehardouin (see below, notes 56-59). See my article, "Pelagonia," 114,
note 75, for discussion of a possible secret alliance between Baldwin and Manfred
directed against the Despot and William.

60 William belonged to the Roman church, the Despot to the Crook Patriarchate

of Ochrida (not Nicaea), and Manfred was excommunicated from the Koman
Church.

81
William, born in the Morea, spoke Greek. See the Greek Chron. of M0r<?0

L 4130. Frederick II had spoken fluent Greek, which he learned in Sicily, and the
same is probably true of his son Manfred.

51
1.e., Norman, Arabic, and Greek.

"Greg., 74, 1L 4-7*
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Considering the differences in race and character, and par-

ticularly the conflict in aims over Constantinople and Thessa-

lonica, it is remarkable that the three rulers could have overcome
their mutual suspicions to achieve even a temporary agreement.

Perhaps the explanation lies in a statement of Gregoras that the

allies, certain of victory but presumably unable to agree on a

division of future
spoils, drew lots for their share of the loot even

before undertaking their campaign.
54

The foregoing analysis,
55

lengthy as it may be, is vital for

its indication that the ambitions of the coalition members were

from the very outset sharply conflicting, indeed almost irrec-

oncilable. This fact is admirably revealed by the sources them-

selves, whose very discrepancies regarding the ambitions of the

protagonists serve to emphasize even more sharply the frailty

of the alliance. The conclusions that have been reached, though
in part hypothetical, seem reasonable, given the condition of

the sources. It now remains to consider how long this coalition,

beset by such fundamental differences in race, character, and

ambition, could survive.

THE BATTLE AND VICTORY OF MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

AT PELAGONIA

Michael Palaeologus, having only recently attained the im-

perial rank by a coup cP&at, was, understandably, not eager to

risk his throne on the battlefield against this powerful alliance.

Accordingly, soon after his coronation (probably 25 December

1258) ho made a calculated attempt to dissolve the coalition by
the dispatch of an embassy to each of the principals, offering

*
Greg,, 72, 11. 6-8. The phrase "to draw lots" is probably figurative, since

there is no evidence that Manfred was in Greece at this time. On the other hand,
it should be noted that Gregoras wrongly reported that Manfred participated in

person at the battle of Pelagonia, Cf. with this passage Nicetas Choniates, Htetoria

(Bonn, 1835) 787, 11, 1048, relating that the Latin conquerors, after Constan-

tinople's conquest in 1204, cast lots for territories, some not yet in their possession.* For an extensive discussion of the hypothesis of a secret agreement between
Michael II and Manfred against William of Achaia, see my article, "Pelagonia/'
110-118-
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concessions and presumably playing upon their conflicting aims.

To Manfred he sent Nikephoros Alyattes,
56

probably to propose
renewal of the old Nicene-Sicilian alliance, perhaps together
with the release of Manfred's sister Constance, widow of Vatatzes,

at that time held practically a prisoner in Nicaea. But Manfred,

as we are told, "persuaded by the fantasy of greater gain/' re-

jected the overtures and cast the envoy into prison where he was

to remain for two years,
57

Equally futile was the embassy to Achaia, since the ambitious

William also anticipated benefits from the alliance.
58 As for

Michael II, we learn from Acropolites that he replied insultingly

and "talked of immoderate things" to the blind envoy, Theodore

Philes, when the latter offered territorial concessions.50

Palaeologus* most skillful move was the dispatch of an em-

bassy to the Papacy, perhaps the only power then able to prevent
the destruction of his Empire. Not only did the Holy Sec wield

vast moral and political power as protector of the Latin states of

Greece; it was the implacable enemy of the Hohcnstuufcn as

well, and thus would not hesitate to restrain Manfred from ox-

tending his hegemony, particularly over Thessalonica and Con-

stantinople. It is likely> moreover, that Palaeologus nurtured

M
Acrop,, 165, 11. 4-6, For the disputed date of Michael VIII's coxonatinn, and

the embassies, see Dolgcr, Rcgestcn, nos. 1857 and 1861-1864; and see Chapter
2, note 67.

w
Acrop., 165, 11. 6-7. Alyattes (whom Hopf, Gricctwnbtful, 282, erroneously

calls Manuel) had had his tongue removed by Theodore II as punishment for some
unknown transgression. Imprisoned by Manfred, he was released, it seems reason-

able to bohcvo, sometime after Constantinople's recapture in July of 1201, when
Palaeologus returned Constance to Manfred in exchange for the captured Alexios

Strategopulos, This would be about two years after Alyattes' original imprisonment
and would correspond, therefore, to Acropolites' statement that he remained in

prison for two years,*
Acrop,, 165, 1 10. Cf. Dendias, Helen, 225.

M
Acrop., 163, 1. 18. The "insulting and immoderate things" wens no doubt,

threats to punish Palaeologus for his claim to, and usurpation of, tlu* Imperial
throne. Acropoliles, it may be noted, is the only historian (bmcU'H Seutariotes,
who followed his account) to mention Palaeologus' embassies to the allies, As for

Philes, he too, for some unknown reason, had been blinded by Theodore II.

Though it is difficult to judge Palaeologus* motives in sending maimed envoys to

the allies, understanding as we do the realistic temper of Palacologus* character,
we may assume that his use of them was deliberate.
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still another design with regard to the Papacy. By offering to the

Curia union of the Greek and Latin churches (thus renewing
the nearly consummated negotiations of some years before be-

tween John Vatatzes and Pope Innocent IV
) ,

co he could demand

recognition of his usurpation of the Nicene throne. Success in this

would be an achievement indeed, as besides menacing with papal
censure any Western aggressor of his own Empire, it could hasten

the collapse of the Latin Empire now tottering slowly to its ruin.

The Registers of Alexander IV contain no papal reply to

Michael's embassy. It is permissible therefore to infer that, unless

documents have been lost, the Curia considered the price of

union too high. It was well aware that recognition of Michael's

claims to the Nicene throne ( that is, to hegemony of the Roman

Empire as styled by the Asiatic Greeks) would mean virtual

abandonment of the claims of Baldwin and probable restoration

of Constantinople to the Greeks. Furthermore, with the rapid

change in Nicene political conditions, it was perhaps too soon to

gauge accurately the motives of the usurper and the strength of

his ascendancy in Nicaea. Finally, it must have been obvious that

Michael's offer of union was based exclusively on fear of Nicene

destruction by the coalition. Union based on such flimsy founda-

tions, as 1204 and subsequent events had amply demonstrated,

would bo lacking sincerity and doomed to failure. On this basis

it would be better, the Curia may have felt, not to follow up the

proposal but to adopt a policy of watchful waiting/
11

""See F. Schilbmm, "Zur byzantinisehcn Politik Alexandcis IV>" Rornische

()uurttilschrift t XXII (1908) 108 Cf. Wolff, "The Latin Empire of Constan-

tinople" cmtf.
M
Tlu* basis for the belief that such an embassy took place is a letter sent by

Puluoologm to Pone Clement IV. Dated
Jamiary

or February 1267, it contains a

passage reading:
* When I took in my bands the helm of the Empire, I immediately

sont ait embassy to Pope Alexander of blessed memory in order to discuss the union
with him" ( printed in N. Fosta, "Lettera incdita dell' irnperatore Michelc Pulcologo
at Pontefiee Gle.mente IV," Bessarione, VI flB99-1900J 48ff.; and of. in the same

volume, 50ff., "Auccxru la lettera di Miebele Paleologo a Clemente IV"). Both
letter and embassy have been the subject of controversy Festa, forgetting Palae-

ologuK* first coronation at Nicaea, mistakenly believes Michael's statement to refer

to cv<wts subsequent to the, capture of Constantinople in 1261, that is to two years

after Pelugonuu Nordcn, $82, and apparently Dolger, Regente*^ no. 1864, accept
th letter w genuine* and applicable to events occurring before the battle of Pela-
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Despite the abortiveness of his attempt to secure papal inter-

vention, Michael's embassy was of signal importance. For it marks

the first appearance of the pattern of diplomacy that he was to

follow during his entire reign, namely, the offer to submit the

Greek church to Rome, in exchange for papal interference in

designs of Latin princes coveting Greek territory.

Michael was not disheartened by his diplomatic failure. In-

deed he seized the military offensive in order to crush Michael

of Epirus before aid could be mobilized by his allies.
02 At once

Palaeologus dispatched word to his army already wintering in

Macedonia (the troops evidently had left Nicaea soon after 21

September 1258 ),
03

ordering the commanders, his brother John,

now promoted to the rank of Sebastokrator, and the Grand Do-

mestic Alexios Strategopoulos to open a sudden attack on the

Despot.
04
Palaeologus himself remained in Nicaea.

Augmented by the garrison forces of Thrace and Macedonia,

gonia. They do not, however, fully analyze its significance. Most other authorities

overlook the letter completely, as for example Gardner, Lascarids, and Chapman.
Despite the fact that the Byzantine sources mention no such embassy at this time,

I believe that the passage in question indicates that an embassy actually was sent

to the papacy, because (1) Michael was too able a diplomat to
neglect

an appeal
to the pope at this critical time; (2) a unionist proposal was nothing new; and

(3) contrary to the belief of some historians, the letter itself is not unique since

other correspondence had passed between Michael and the papacy before Con-

stantinople's recapture in July of 1261* For example, a papal letter of 28 April
1261 requests Michael to set free two merchants of Lucca that had been se&ed
at Adramyllion in Asia Minor. They were subsequently released, as wo are in-

formed by tho Liber jurium reipubticae genvensis, I, in Utetoriac patriac monu~
menta, VII (Turin, 1854) cols. 1345 and 1397.

08

Chapman, 35, believes that by dispatching legates to the allies Palaeologus
sought to gain lime to reorganize his army* If the Chronicle of Morca is correct

in reporting that he sent messengers to request the aid of Germans, Hungarians,
and Serbs, time, of course, would nave been an important factor. Sec Creek version,
II 3591-3599; and French version, ed. Longnon (Paris, 1911) par. 268 and 270,

w And probably not 1259, as shown by D. Nicol, "The Date of the Battle of

Pelagonia, Byz. Zeit., XLIX (1956) 69, based on Greg., 72: ^c*/>A*> perk r/>ordi

Qepwfa and &pn rd 3<rrori*p irepttftiHrfifoo? d#w/*a. On the date of the subsequent
battle itself at Pelagonia, no definite conclusions can be derived from the sources,
but Nicol, on the basis of certain rather persuasive indications in Acrop. and Paeh,

(see below, note 69), dates it "perhaps in early summer (?July) of 1259," rather
than in the fall or possibly even late fall of that year, as I had determined in

"Pelagonia," 120, note 98, in agreement with Ddlger, Regesten, no. 1882, Buchon,
Hopf, Romanes, Dendias, etc,

"
Acrop,, 161 and 165, 11 17-19.
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the Nicene army, inarching with remarkable swiftness along the

Via Egnatia, soon reached Ochrida and Deavolis.65
Then, moving

quickly north by the pass of Vodena, it altogether surprised
Michael II and his army, encamped at Kastoria in Macedonia.
The Epirot forces, caught off guard, retreated so hastily that many
men were killed at night in the precipitous passes.

66 The Despot
himself withdrew behind the Pyrenaea (Pindus) mountains 67

and encamped near Avlona, then in the possession of Manfred.

From there he dispatched envoys to summon aid from his two
allies.

68
Meanwhile, in the course of a spring campaign (1259),

the forces of John Palaeologus captured Ochrida and Deavolis

and in lightning succession took many other cities in Macedonia
and Epirus. The Despot had now lost a major part of his terri-

tories.
60

But aid for Michael II soon came, and with it his allies sought
to implement the plans of conquest meditated since the forma-

tion of the coalition.
70 Manfred's aid consisted of a picked force

of four hundred superbly mounted and completely armed Ger-

man cavalry.
71

Gregoras and Matteo Spinelli, a contemporary
w The Via Egnatia (the old Roman road extending from Avlona-Dyrrachium

through Thcssalonica to Constantinople) is not explicitly mentioned in the sources,

but it was undoubtedly used by both armies, since almost all the toponymies men-
tioned are situated on or near it.

** Acrop., 165-166. On the topography see K. Miller, Itin&raria Romano. ( Stutt-

gart, 1916) 521.
w On these terms and

topography
see also my "Pdagonia/' 121, note 101; and

J. von Ilahn, Albancsische Stmien (Jena, 1854), esp. map, 347.
** According to Greg., 73, 11 9-1 1> the Despot fled to Epirus, where he be-

sieged the lofty citadel of Bcllcgrada (modern Berat) with the intention of rush-

ing down from its heights to attack the Nicenes. But Bellegrada seems then to have

boon in the possession of Manfred, the
ally

of Michael II, See Meliarakes, Nicaea,

526, and cf. Nicol, "The Date of the Battle of Pelagonia," 70.

**Acrop., 167, 11, 23-24. Cf. Michael's Autobiography, 6, vn. See also Nicol,

"Tho Date of the Battle of Pelagonia," 69.

Greg., 72, 11. 2-6: "They came not so much to aid the Despot as to enlarge
their own territories and occupy alien cities. For they hoped that all the Roman
fNiccnel territory

from the Ionian [Adriatic] directly to Byzantium would fall to

them withoxit effort/' Similarly, Palaeologus writes in his Autobiography, 4, vn:

"They carrw to aid not because of the alliance, but to enrich themselves and

become masters, so they believed, of our country." On certain discrepancies in

the sources at this point see my "Pclagonia," note 104.
n
Acrop., 168 and Scutarioles, 545. Cf. Pach., 83, I 4, who writes of 3,000

German cavalry* Sanudo, lytorfa, 107, says that Manfred sent 400 German men-at-
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Italian chronicler, would have us believe that Manfred came

personally to lead his troops,
72 but this statement has been dis-

proved by modern scholarship.
73

Unlike Manfred, who was occupied with a campaign against
the Guelphs in the Italian Romagna, Prince William came himself

to aid the Despot with an army which included a large number of

Franks and Greeks of Achaia. A general feudal levy seems to have

been imposed in March 1259 73a on all his vassals, for in the

French and Greek versions of the Chronicle of Morea and the

Autobiography of Michael Palaeologus we read that William's

forces included troops from Negropont, the Archipelago, and

Athens, and that many feudal lords personally accompanied him,

including those of Salona, Boudonitza, Naxos, and Athens.71

Along with Michael II and his Epirot troops came two of

his sons, Nikephoros the elder, and the bastard son John. The

latter, as Pachymcres and Sanudo inform us, commanded nu-

merous forces of Vlachs from Great Vlachia in Thessaly, the

daughter of whose chieftain, Taron, he had married.70

arms: "avuti dal Re Manfredi 400 huomini d'armi Tedeschi." Palaeologus* Auto-

biography, 6, mentions Gennan and Sicilian troops as if they wore separate units.
7a

Greg., 75: i> 5 rijs 23tfcXlar pfy^ SttSpa \aOuv crbv 6\lyoi? TT&VV rw*> iat'rof',

Spinclli, Diurnali (ed- G. Del Re, Cronisti e scnttori stincwni napoktani, II

[Naples, 1868]) 641: *'Lo Seltcmbrc detto anno, Re Manfredo andao in Ro-

magma." This passage is listed under the year 1260 in tht 1

Vigo-Dura edition

(Annali di Matico Sptndlo \sir,\ da Ciovcnazzo [Naples, 18721), which Dcndias
sec next note apparently did not use.
78

By M. Dcndios, "Le Roi Manfred do Sidle el la battaile <lr 1Vlagonii\
M

U6langcs Charles DiM, I (Paris, 1930) 55ff. This article and K, Darko, Rtfiuintin*

isch~ungari$chc ftczichungttn in der zwcitcn flalfte dc$ /& Jalwhundcrts (We^wnur,

1933) lOfT., include a discussion of the battle proper. While Darko focniscNS mainly
on the presence and importance of Hungarian troops*, IVndias i.s coneertiwl ex-

clusively with tlic absence of Manfred and does not touch upon the* many prob-
lems concerning the battle and its background. For a discussion of Dowlias

1

vj<w
and those of other sources pertinent to the problem of Manfred's presence at

Polagonia sec my "Pclagonia," note 108.
7011 Greek Chron. Morva, II. 3515-3516 and 3BI-3610.
T4

Acrop., 168, 11. 10-16. Pack, 83, 11 5~6j cf. Greg,, 7i L 20. Also Gwk
Chron. Motea, 1L 3625 and 3632ff.; French Chron., par, 262. (If. Autobiography,
VII, 4.

n
Acrop., 168, 1. 4, and Greg., 7L

76
Paclj., 83, 11. 6-9. Pachymores is the only Byzantine* source specifically to

mention the troop contingent of the Bastard. Sanudo, Utoiia, 107, corroborates

Pachymercs: "era Signor do la Parte [NcopatrasJ d'Odrich [Lidorichit c final*
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Meanwhile the Nicene army was advancing to meet the allied

troops. It is difficult to ascertain the size and composition of the

imperial forces, since the Greek sources are not specific and the

statements of the Chronicle of Morea are often exaggerated,

obviously seeking to excuse the ensuing Prankish defeat by over-

emphasizing the strength of the enemy. According to the Greek
and French versions of the Chronicle, the Nicene army included

Hungarian and German mercenaries from the West, and Serb and

Bulgar horsemen,
77

in addition to Turkish and Cuman cavalry and
Greek archers.

78 This was, of course, aside from the garrison forces

of Macedonia and Thrace. It is noteworthy that no contemporary
source mentions regular Latin troops fighting on the Nicene side

probably an omission, as they had been prominent in the armies

of Palaeologus' Nicene predecessors and there is no reason to

believe that he had discharged them.

Despite the lack of accurate information,
80 one gets a distinct

impression from the sources that the allied forces surpassed those

of Nicaea in size.
81

Hence, it is plain that if the numerically in-

monte clella Blachia [Grand Vlachial." On the places of assembly for the allies see

my "Pelagonia," note 115.
77 The eiaet figures are 300 German, 1500 Hungarian, 600 Serb, and a detach-

ment of Bulgar cavalry (soe Greek Cftron., 11. 3591fL, 3706E, and 3608 with note;
also French CAron,, par. 270, 279), For a detailed analysis, with documentation,
of the problem of the aid of foreign troops for Michael at Pelagonia see Geana-

koplos, "IVlagonia," 124-125, notes 116-117.
78 The presence of Cumans is verified by all the Greek sources. On the Cumans

see D. Kasovskii, "Polovtsy," Scminarium Kondakovianum, VII (1935) 245-262,
and later Issues. Like the Nicenes, the Latins too had an alliance with the Cumans,
which dated fiom 1237. It is interesting that at Pelagonia both sides at least

according to the Chronicle of Morea employed Turkish soldiers.
79 See PacL, 54ff. Tho Greek Chron,, 11. 4319-4321, is the only source to men-

tion Latin (Varangian) troops in any respect. It relates that when William was cap-
tured at Pelagonia, ho was taken before Palaeologus at Constantinople. (Actually

Palaeologus had not yet taken that city, though K. Dawkins, "The Later History
of the Varangian Guard/' JL of Roman Studies, XXXVII [1947] 44, quotes this

account as correct, forgetting the falseness of the chronology. ) William defied his

conqueror, whereupon the Emperor ordered the Varangians to return him to prison.
**

According to the Greek Chron., 1. 3711, the Nicene army included
twenty-

seven attangia. The exact size of an allangton, a detachment of troops nominally

of the imperial bodyguard, is unknown. Of. Acrop., 122, 1. 3, and Greek Chron., 11.

3696-5711,
w
Acrop., 168, says of the allied forces: jra/trX^* <rrpari&, Michael Palaeologus

wrote in his Autobiography, VII, 5: &v iroXfc fa ri w\%$ot Ml Kpetrrov
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ferior Nicenes were to achieve victory, they would have to forego

hope of a purely military success and employ strategy aimed at

weak links in the allied organization. Significant among such

weaknesses would be any disunity resulting from a divided com-

mand, the heterogeneity of troops, and especially the antagonism
of the Greek and Latin contingents to a lesser degree, of Man-
fred's Germans and the Franks as well. The attitude of the Greeks

toward the Latins was still strongly affected by the hatred in-

duced by the conquest of 1204, and by the racial and especially

religious discrimination which they had endured during the years
of occupation.

82 As in antiquity, the Greeks still considered them-

selves superior to the Latins, and on the whole tended to look

upon the latter as supercilious, contemptible, and heretical. 83

Latin opinion of the Greeks, on the other hand, was even less

complimentary. In general the Greeks were regarded as devoid

of moral scruples, cowards, and schismatics.
84 An alliance be-

tween members of two groups so mutually antagonistic would

s. French Chron., par. 273-274: "Si amassa toute sa gent de la Mor6e"; and
*'tant de gent que c'estoit merveilles a veoir." For actual size of certain allied

troops see Aragonese Chron. Morea, par. 256: William had 20,000 armed men and
Michael II, 26,000.

88 See Chapter 6, text and note 30a; Chapter 11, text and notes 54-58; and my
article, "Pelagouia," note 121.

88 Latin superciliousness was the quality most detested by the Greeks, to judge
from the freqency with which it is mentioned in the sources. Grog., 96, speaks of

T^IV Aarwic^ 6<ppvv. Michael Palaeologus, in his Typikon for St. Michael, 794,
mentions "the stubborn and unbending neck" of the Latins: rbv <n<typow atfrw* *ai

d/ca/wri} rp&x^w> Manuel Holobolos, Orationes (Pojsdam, 1906) 39, refers to the

Latin nobles as r^jv 6<f>pvv yvpotivres . . , Trepuf>pov<>6vT& rfa vyv* The acme in Greek

vituperation was readied by an anonymous author in describing the Latin conquest
of 1204, when he called the Latins "excrement of mucous" (A* Mai, Scriptorcs
Veterum Nova Collectio, II [Rome, 1826] p. xxxv). And Matthew Panar<tos, a

contemporary of Palaeologus, wrote of the "evil dogma of the Latins** (in A.

Demetracopoulos, Graecia orthodoxa [Athens, 1872] 50),
w The Chronicon Uarchiae Tarvisinae et Lombardiae, 48 ( SB Annales S. Jtw-

tinae Patavinl, 182), says of the Greeks: "morum probitate , . denudati." A
letter of Pope Clement IV dated 9 June 1267 refers to the frauds and lies of the
Greeks: "eorum . * , fraudibus et mendaciis" (in T. Ripoll, Bullarium Praedlca*

torum, I [Rome, 1729] 485), The Primate, a French monk writing shortly after

Pekgonia, calls the Greeks "mouk de leur nature et paourcus avcc" (Bouquet,
Recueil des historiens des Gcules etdela Prance, XXIII [Paris, 1878] 73). Finally,
the "Annales Parmenses Maiores/' in MGH, SS, XVIII (Hanover, 1863), refer to

"certis articulis fidei, in quibus errabant"
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hardly be firmly cemented. Such a situation was ripe for the

manipulations of Michael Palaeologus.
The sources differ with regard to the outset of the battle. Ac-

cording to Acropolites Michael Palaeologus had advised his brother

John (presumably by dispatch) to avoid a head-on collision with

the enemy and by frequent and unexpected skirmishes to attempt
to exploit their lack of unity.

85 In accordance with this instruction.,

John, as he approached the enemy troops in western Macedonia,

skillfully distributed his forces. To his heavy-armed troops

(cataphracts) he assigned the task of occupying the strong posi-
tions in the surrounding hills, while he deployed his lighter-armed
and more mobile Cuman, Turk, and Greek archers in harassing
the enemy on the plains with sudden attacks and withdrawals.

The vanguards of both armies met at a place called Vorilla

Longos. According to plan, the light-armed Nicene troops skir-

mished continually with the enemy, allowing no respite by day
or night. They attacked their foes* horses while they were being
watered and plundered their supply trains. Thus the confederate

cavalry, constantly assailed on terrain with which it was unfa-

miliar, was gradually decimated, and allied supplies began

rapidly to diminish. The army of Michael of Epirus in particular
lost its morale entirely and fled, eventually to reach Prilap.

86

It was just before the flight of Michael II, according to

Gregoras, that John Palaeologus made an attempt to cause a

rupture among the allies. Encamping near the enemy, he secretly

sent to Michael II at night a man pretending to be a deserter

(a&nJ/zoXos Sfjfav). The man informed the Despot that his allies

had made secret representations to the Nicene commander to

betray the Despot for certain sums of money, and that the latter's

only hope of salvation lay in flight. Persuaded, the Despot fled

before dawn with as many of his troops as could immediately
be mustered. The rest of his men drifted away during the night

*
Acropn 168, L 19. Cf. the orations of Holobolos (Manuelis Holoboli Orationes,

ed M, Treu fPotsdam, 1906] 40), which state that the Emperor sent dispatches to

his brother before the battle; 5A ypawdruv . . . 86ppov$ ^rr/^TrX^*, Also Hop
Geschichtf, 283.

"Acrop,, 16&469,
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after learning of his departure. In the morning the Latins of Man-
fred and William, discovering his flight and believing themselves

betrayed, also sought to flee, but not before the Nicenes had sud-

dently fallen upon them. Most of the Latins were killed; the

remainder were captured except for a few who managed to

escape.
87

The account of Acropolites differs in that it makes no men-

tion of treason. It records simply that the allied army was so

decimated by the Nicene tactics that it lost all hope of victory,

and that Michael II and Nikephoros, despairing, fled at night
with the Epirot army. Thereupon the remaining Greek forces of

the allies, with their leaders and the Bastard John, went over to

the enemy and took an oath of allegiance to the Nicene Emperor.

Acropolites says that Manfred's four hundred Germans sur-

rendered to only four Nicenes, an unlikely story unless one of

the four, as in fact was the case, was a top-ranking officer, the

Grand Domestic Alexios Strategopoulos.
88 William and his troops

scattered, but the Prince was captured at Kastoria, hidden under

a pile of hay and recognized only by his protruding front teeth.

Ansel de Toucy, Geoffrey of Karitana, and the other Frankish

barons, totaling about thirty,
80 were taken nearby. They were

all bound and then led to the Emperor at Lampsakos.
00

Strikingly different is the version of Pachymeres. He writes

of discord arising among the allies before the battle and compares
it to that which sprang up among the three goddesses contending
for the golden apple.

01 In the present case, dissension arose as

a result of erotic glances cast at the beautiful Vlach wife of John

OT

Greg., 74, 11. 3-7. Cf. Hopf, Geschichte, 283.

^Acrop., 170, II, -8 and 19-23. Cf. Dendias, "Le Roi Manfred dc Sidle/' 56.
89 The figure thirty is drawn from the hitherto overlooked contemporary source,

the encomium cited of Manuel Holobolos, 42: TQVTUV vplyKvf/ teal ol Xotwol

o-rparyyol Kal Pap&ve? . . . &%pt, Kal rpidtcovra dptO/AotfAwot. The figure SCCmS rea-

sonable, since we know that all or practically all the Frankish lords were cap-
tured; cf. Aragonese Chron* Morea> par. 256, mentioning 20 nobles, also prelates,
etc.

90

Acrop., 170, Cf . Palaeologus' Autobiography, 6, which says that all without

exception were captured.
91

Pachymeres, a great archaizer, often interpolates Homeric stories arid gram-
matical forms.
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the Bastard by knights from the army of Prince William of Achaia.

Indignant at the insult to his honor, John threatened revenge;

whereupon, in the words of the historian, "matters were inflamed

to war and those summoned to fight as allies were drawn up
against each other/' The strife soon came to the attention of Wil-
liam. Angered and unable (or perhaps unwilling) to punish his

own men, he taunted the Bastard for his illegitimacy, reproach-

ing him that he was not of free birth like his brother Nikephoros,
but "Txiseborn like a slave/'

2

Furious at the insult, John plotted revenge. Like another

Achilles, says Pachymeres, he would emphasize his importance to

the allied army by showing that whichever side he supported
would prevail. Thereupon dispatching a secret communication at

night to John Palaeologus, he informed the latter that he would
desert the coalition and join in an assault on the "stupid and

effeminate Italians" and "especially on the men of the Prince

... if only an attack would be made upon them."

At the request of the Bastard, however, John Palaeologus

solemnly pledged that no harm would befall his father the Despot
or his brother Nikephoros, Accordingly, just before the battle the

Bastard persuaded them to withdraw. Then suddenly the Nicene

troops fell upon the Latins, attacking from the front while the

forces of John the Bastard assaulted them from the rear. Great

carnage resulted.03 Realizing their predicament, the Latins at-

tempted flight but were unable to escape, and many were killed

or captured by the swift Cumans and Turks. William himself,

discovered hiding behind a shrub, was taken prisoner.
04

Strangely
M
Pach., 84-85, esp,: els yfros &s v60os, \lw Xa/tirpws 6vct8l<rat t Cf. C, Lebeau,

Histoire du Bos-Empire, XVIII (Paris, 1835) 67, who mistakenly asserts that it

was the Despot who taunted his own son John with these words.

*Pach., 85, 11 6-22. What gives Pachymeres* story credibility is: (1) the

uniqueness of the story, which makes it difficult to believe it a fabrication; and (2)
the retreat of John the Bastard with John Palaeologus after the battle, a fact con-

firmed by all the Greek sources. If some such insult had not taken place, there

would have been no motive for the Bastard to abandon his father. From the

Bastard's subsequent desertion of John Palaeologus and return to bis father, it is

evident that his original defection was only a temporary expedient to take revenge
on William.

w Pack, 85, Cf. Acrop., 170> 1. 10, according to whom William was found under
a pile of hay.
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enough, Pachymeres does not recount the fate of Manfred's

forces, which, by his own testimony, totaled three thousand men.

A contemporary Byzantine source for the battle, hitherto

neglected, is the speeches of Manuel Holobolos, court orator to

Michael Palaeologus. Though highly rhetorical and therefore to

be used with caution, the orations provide vivid expression of

Nicene exultation at the humbling of the Epirot and especially

the Latin adversaries. In bold colors Holobolos describes the scene

of the bloody battlefield littered with thousands of Latin corpses,

and skillfully depicts the plight of the thirty once haughty Latin

nobles as they are marched in chains to Thessalonica.95

Space prevents presentation of the various versions of the

Chronicle of Morea which agree in the main with the accounts

described but differ in certain details. Critics often discount the

Chronicle of Morea as a historical source, regarding it as mere

fantasy.
06 But if its material can be controlled by Byzantine or

Latin sources especially in the case of the Morea itself, about

whose affairs the authors were presumably well-informed, there

seems no valid reason to disregard its information.

The testimony of another source, already mentioned, must at

this point be considered that of the Istoria del Regno di

Romania of Marino Sanudo. Though doubtless Venetian in view-

point, it is regarded as more accurate than the Chronicle of

Morea. Sanudo's account is of particular significance because it

confirms Pachymeres
7

story of a Latin insult to the Bastard before

the battle, an offense, according to the Istoria, leading directly

to the Greek betrayal of the Latins.
07

05
Orationes, 39 and 41-42; Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," notes 148-150, gives the

Greek quotations.w For a comparison of the versions see my "Pelagonia," 130-131. On the trust-

worthiness of the Chronicle see Longnon ed. Chronique de Mordct p. xixj also

Hopf, Geschichtc, 228, note 95, who remarks that though events in the Chronicle
are often false, they are "doch nicht ohne Geschick ttnd einen Anstrich vou
WahrschcinKchkeit."

w
Sanudo, Istoria, 107: "li Greci lo tradirono, e tra li altri suo Cognate Sevasto

Cratora per offesa, che avea riceputo da Latini/' (Although John the Bastard is

here called Sebastokrator, he actually was given this rank later by Palacologus. )

On the relative accuracy of the Istoria and Chronicle of Morea se Longnon ed.,

Chron. Mor^ xix.
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In view of the differences of the various accounts, a com-

parison must be made in order to establish the real cause of the

collapse of the coalition. All sources without exception report the

use of a stratagem by the imperial army to deceive its enemies.

Both Greek and French versions of the Chronicle of Morea agree
with Gregoras that a spy, sent to the Epirot leader, brought about

his desertion by persuading him of the numerical superiority of

the imperial forces or the supposed perfidy of his allies. Acrop-
olites, however, who seems here less informed,

98 writes merely
that the Despot's army, decimated by the Nicene tactics, fled, and
that the Greek forces meaning probably the remaining Epirots
and the Bastard deserted to the enemy." None of these ac-

counts in any important respect contradicts the version of Pachy-
meres; they are merely less complete. Acropolites, who is of

course anti-Latin and an apologist for Michael Palaeologus as

well, may have sought to exalt the victory of his Emperor and

homeland without sullying it by the mention of treachery.
100 On

the other hand, it seems strange that the Despot should apparently
have been so easily duped by the Nicene commander and induced

to flee. The motives for his flight are not difficult to understand,

however, if we combine the account of Gregoras with that of

Pachymeres, whose version is corroborated by Sanudo. Suspicious
of his allies from the beginning and fearing the loss of his own

territory,, the Despot probably became even more distrustful

when he saw the arrival of the many powerful Frankish troops

commanded by William. Even with the aid of Manfred's German

forces (if the thesis is correct that the Despot and Manfred had

made a secret agreement), plus the Vlach contingents of his son

John, it was not certain that he could control the forces of William

in case of a falling out.
301 A serious conflict had in fact now arisen

w
Acropolites at this time was a prisoner of the Despot at Arta in Epirus, and

was therefore not present at the battle. See Acrop., 164.

"Acrop.,170,ll.5-am For other examples of Acropolitan bias see Chapter 2, text and notes 26-27;

and Chapter 4, text for notes 18-19.m That the Despot's army was weaker than that of his allies seems evident

from Greg., 71, 11 20-2L
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between his bastard son John and William, which did not portend
at all well for allied success. Moreover, even if the allies should

win the battle, it would not be difficult for William, with the aid

of the Prankish lords accompanying him (and possibly also of

Baldwin), to deprive him of the spoils of victory and to strip him

even of Epirus. On the other hand, should the allies be defeated,

as was quite possible after the defection of the Bastard's forces

to Palaeologus, he knew very well what his fate would be. He
could not cope with William now, and the antipathy of the Latin

and Greek troops, already overtly expressed, made questionable
the gaining of further advantages from the association. It would

be more judicious therefore to flee, to carry on the struggle

against Nicaea from his own territories, and, if possible, to secure

additional aid from Manfred.

Thus Michael II withdrew at night with Nikephoros and as

many Epirot troops as could be aroused without stirring the

Latins. But with the fall to the Nicene forces even of Arta, the

heart of his Despotate, Michael with his family eventually had

to retreat to the Ionian isle of Leukas, and then to that of

Kephalonia.
102

The morning after his escape, the combined attack of John

Palaeologus and the Bastard crushed Prince William and the

remaining Latins. Afterwards the Bastard, remaining on the side

of the Nicenes, inarched with them to the sack of Latin Thebes.

But there, repentant, he once again deserted, to return to his

father Michael II 103 The arrival of his son remvigorated the dis-

heartened Despot, and with the Bastard's help, the unyielding sup-

port of the loyal population of his homeland Old Epirus, and re-

newed military aid from Manfred, he quickly began to recoup his

shattered fortunes, now fallen to their lowest point. As for Man-

fred, whether he was angered at the Despot for his betrayal of

SM
Acrop., 172, 11. 10-11. Situated off the coast of old Epirus, Leukas (Santa

Maura) was still port of the Despotate, while Kephalonia belonged to the Orsini

Counts, relatives of the Despot and vassals of Manfred. Sec

AWfrrw Aev/c<i8oy, trans, from the Gorman of K. Hopf by T* Romanos (Corfu,
1870) 143.

"
Acrop., 172, 11 2-5. Cf* Palaeologus, Autobiography, 8, viL
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the allied cause and the loss of the Sicilian troops is not recorded.

But if so, it was not for long, for not once but twice more within

approximately a year and a half Manfred provided him with

troops. Thus the two maintained their alliance and their aspira-
tions.

104

On the basis of the above analysis it is clear that the immediate
cause of the allied debacle at Pelagonia was the defection of

Michael II and John the Bastard. The underlying cause, however,
which rendered a rupture almost inevitable, was, it would appear,
the mistrust and suspicion existing between the Greek and Latin

leaders, manifested in a Latin insult to the Bastard and in the

Despot's willingness to believe that his Latin allies were about

to play him false. Vivid evidence of Greco-Latin antipathy at

this time is provided by Michael Palaeologus himself, who, in

describing the battle, declares: ". . . greater than the number

[of the Latins] was their insolence and audacious disdain, but

surpassing even this was their hostility and hatred for us."*
105

In view of such pronounced antagonism, it is little wonder that

the coalition collapsed!

Pelagonia was one of the most important battles of the thir-

teenth century, possibly of the entire period of later Byzantine

history.
100 Had the Latins and west Greeks been victorious and

maintained their coalition, it could easily have meant the end

of Nicaea, and thus a long postponement of a Greek recovery of

Constantinople. William and the Frankish feudatories could pre-

sumably have turned successfully on the weaker Michael of

Epirus and defeated him. They might then have taken Con-

m
Pach,, 89, 11 9-11 and 137. See del Giudice, "La famiglia di re Manfredi/'

34, For a discussion of further aid of Manfred to the Despot, involving testimony
of the disputed Annali of SpinelK (whose authenticity I support) and the subse-

quent victory of Michael II and Manfred's troops over forces of Michael Palae-

ologus at Trikorypho,s (1260), see Geanakoplos, 'Pelagonia/* note 165.
1C*

Autobiography, 5, vw.
s<*

Gardner, Lascarids, 248, writes, "It is the
larger

result of the battle that

entitles it to rank as a decisive one in the history of Western Europe/* See also

Chronicon Marchtoe Tarvteinae et Lombardiae, 47 (
ss Annales S. Justinae Pata-

vini, 181); Sanudo, Xstoria, 114; and Odoricus Raynaldus, Annales ecclesiastici,

III, a. 1260, S LIV (Lucca, 1748) 68.
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stantinople from Baldwin, or, as is more likely, have supported
him and thereby breathed new life into the Latin Empire. But

the unnaturalness of the alliance and the deep-seated antipathy
between Greek and Latin did not permit this. Instead at the cru-

cial moment these feelings came to the fore and the Greeks de-

serted their rivals.

The resulting defeat of the allies had grave consequences for

Greco-Latin relations. It marked the beginning of the decline

of Latin supremacy in Greece, by giving Nicaea a firm foothold

in the Morea. 107
It brought to the brink of ruin Epirus, Nicaea's

bitter rival for hegemony over the Greeks. Most important, Pela-

gonia paved the way for a Nicene restoration of the Byzantine

Empire by removing the menace of a Latin attack from the west,

thus helping to free the hands of Michael Palaeologus for the

task of recovering Constantinople.

107 See Chapter 7, notes 72-77, for discussion of the settlement after Pclagonia.
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MILITARY AND DIPLOMATIC PREPARATIONS
FOR THE RECOVERY OF CONSTANTINOPLE

(1260-1261)

THE SIEGE OF GALATA

michael
at Pelagonia had won a brilliant victory,

but he realized that in the eyes o the Greeks

only one event could remove the stigma of usurpation and estab-

lish him firmly on the imperial throne the recovery of Constan-

tinople itself. To this end he now directed his diplomatic and

military efforts.

Michael's strategy, already mapped out by his two Nicene

predecessors, was to complete the isolation of the capital by con-

quering the surrounding territory and forming alliances with its

neighbors.
1 As a result of this policy of encirclement the Latin

Empire had been steadily declining in strength, So serious had
its position become, both financial and military, that the Latin

Emperor Baldwin II of Courtenay was forced to make frequent

journeys to the West to appeal personally for aid.
2 But the West-

ern powers, absorbed in their own problems, were unable to pro-

1 On Michael's policy see Pack, 110, 11* 3-5. Vatatzes and Theodore II had

already conquered most of Thrace, Macedonia, and the territory on both sides of

the Hellespont,
* On Baldwin's journeys to, and long absences in, the West, see R. L. Wolff,

"The Latin Empire of Constantinople," 560*
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vide effective assistance,
8 The papacy in particular was engaged

in conflict with the Italian Ghibellines. And even Baldwin's part-

ner and the mainstay of the Latin Empire, Venice, locked in bitter

struggle with Genoa, could not devote full attention to her en-

dangered colony.
4

Spurred by the Latin Empire's weakened condition, Michael

in the early part of 1260 determined to make an attempt on

Constantinople.
5

According to Acropolites this was not to be a

full-scale investiture, as he lacked sufficient troops, siege engines,

and especially a fleet.
6 A large force was unnecessary, moreover,

because he hoped to take the city through the treachery of a

Latin noble, known to us from Acropolites simply as "Asel," who,

captured at Pelagonia, had been granted his freedom in exchange
for his promise to open a gate of the city to the army of Palaeo-

logus.
7

Entering Thrace, Michael first seized Selymbria, then oc-

cupied the remaining approaches to the capital except for the

strong fort of Aphameia, situated outside the Golden Gate. 8 In

order to dispel Latin suspicions of collusion with "Asel," continues

Acropolites, Michael encamped near the suburb of Galata and

pretended to lay siege to it. In the meantime he secretly sent

word to "AseF that he was awaiting the implementation of the

8 France especially, homeland of most barons of the Latin Empire, focused its

interest, under Louis IX, on a crusade to the Holy Land, Furthermore, Louis
himself was not disposed to combat Christians, not even Creole schismatics. See
E. Dade, Versuche zur Wiedcrerricktung der lateinischen Herrschaft in Konstanti~

nopd (Jena, 1938) 11-12, and E. Jordan, Lcs
engines

dc la domination angtisinc
en Italie, 376. As for Manfred of Sicily, he regarded the Latin Empire as an in-

strument of the Papacy, with which he was, needless to say, on the worst of terms.

*See W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce du Levant au Moycn Ag#, I (Leipzig,
1885) 344-351; and R. Lopez, Storia delle colonie genovesi wT Mcditerraneo

(Bologna, 1938) 194ff. Note especially a remark in die Fragmentum of Marino
Sanudo (Chroniques gr^co-romanes> ed. Hopf), 170, that the Venetians were
hard put to sustain Constantinople. Quoted below, Chapter 5, note 10.

*On the date see Acrop., 173: fapoy iiriKdnfavroy. Cf. Soutariotcs, 546: lv

Acrop., 174: o$W 7&/ $wv d&l/Aaxo? ffrpwrtkv elt
7 On the probable identification of "Asel" with Ansel do Toucy, see Gcanakoplos,

"Pelagonia," Appendix B, 137-141, "Ansel de Touey or Ansel de Cayeux? An
Attempt to Identify Acropolites' Disputed *AselV

8
Pach>, 110, 11. 8-10. Selymbria was sixty kilometres west of Constantinople*
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latter's promise. "Asel," however, kept delaying his answer. At

length Michael ordered his men, under cover of night, to ap-

proach the walls near "AselV house and to question him regard-

ing his pledge. But the Latin declared that he could not carry
out the agreement because the ruler of the city (presumably
Baldwin) had become suspicious and taken from him the keys
to the gate.

9

Although Acropolites emphasizes at this point that Michael
was duped (exepatemenos) by the Latin,

10 there is reason to

believe that Michael, perhaps questioning the dependability of

"Asel," had come prepared with an alternative plan. If "Asel"

could not, or would not, carry out his promise, Michael would

attempt to seize Galata, situated directly across the Golden Horn
from Constantinople.

Evidence for such a theory is the account of Pachymeres. His

recital, agreeing in general outline with that of Gregoras,
11

differs

so much from that of Acropolites that it has even been considered

to refer to a second attempt on Galata.12
According to Pachymeres,

Michael, in the express hope of taking Constantinople, marshaled

a great number of troops and siege engines for a full-scale assault

on Galata. The Emperor himself watched the operation from

an elevation, taking care to be easily observable to the enemy,
whom (we are told) he wished to alarm by the sight of him. In-

vesting the settlement, his troops began to sap the wall, assisted

by expert Bithynian archers who shot at any Latin appearing on

the ramparts. The situation seemed well in hand when succor

arrived for the besieged: young Constantinopolitan Latins crossed

the Golden Horn daily in fishing boats and penetrated the sea-

"Acrop., 174-175, CSp.: Jtai rb idv Goieetv rb roO TaXara fydxero <f>potipwv t

M
Acrop,,174,i5.

"Greg., 81, 11. 3~8fL describes it as a real siege and adds that the Latins

were driven to such straits that they had to destroy the best homes of Constan-

tinople to secure firewood.

"E.g., by Meliarakes, Nicaea, 552 and 563-564. S. Romanin, Storia docu-

mcntata di Vcnezia, II (Venice, 1925) 268, spealcs of an "assalto" on Galata.

Chapman, 40, Gardner, Lascartds, 251ff., and R. Guilland, in L'Europc orientate,

184, all combine the two incidents, utilizing much of Acropolites' information but

disregarding most of Pachymeres' account.
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gate of the suburb to join forces with the Galatans. Thus en-

couraged, and fortified by the realization that they were fighting

for their homes, the Galatans put up strong opposition. Their

resistance, together with a rumor that reinforcements were ap-

proaching,
13

finally induced Palaeologus to withdraw. 14
(It should

be noted that in the version of Acropolites Michael's withdrawal

was preceded by the signing of a truce of one year between

Michael and Baldwin, to last until August of 1261. 15

Since no other contemporary sources Western or Greek

confirm the report of a siege of Galata at this time,
16
Pachymeres

might be suspected of exaggeration or even fabrication. But West-

ern sources for the period are inadequate,
17 and no convincing mo-

tive for falsification can be ascribed to Pachymeres. More proba-

bly, therefore, it is Acropolites who has presented a distorted ver-

sion. As an active propagandist on Michael's behalf, seeking al-

ways to portray the Emperor in a favorable light, he might well,

through deliberate omission, have concealed the circumstances of

Michael's rebuff.
18 The strategic position of Galata, situated direct-

ly across the narrow Horn from Constantinople, is of course read-

ily apparent to a military eye, and it seems highly improbable that

Palaeologus would not have made at least one attempt to take

Constantinople through an attack upon it.
10 Thus we may believe

18
Pach., 124: /cal #/xa Qriws StaxtOtteris &y &; dTrocrroX^j tVtorr^a'af &\\QL irXeurrot

ical foxvpol The Bonn ed. (1835), translates dirocrro\i)$ as "from the papacy/'u For the entire passage on the assault see Pack, 118, II. 3-6; 119, ll 8-11; and
122-124.

M
Acrop., 175, 11. 16-19; but Pach., 124, 1. 11, says Michael departed without

making peace terms. Guilland, in UEuropa orientate, 184, assorts that the treaty
was for two years.M A contemporary Italian chronicler, Thomas Tuscus (Gesta Xmperatorum ct

Pontificum, MGH S3, XXII [Hanover, 18721 518), however, mentions that Con-

stantinople was captured through the treachery of a certain Anselm: "proclitionc
cuiusdam nobilis Gallic! nomine Anselmi/' But his account has apparently con-

fused "Asel's" projected treason with the actual capture of the city later by Palae-

ologus. On this see my article, "Pelagonia/' 141, note 32.
17 The principal Western sources for the period end about 124L
M On Acropolites' prejudice in behalf of Michael, see Chapter 3, note 100*
w See Greg,, 80, 1. 24, who says that possession of Galata would enable

Michael easily to take Constantinople* On Galata's fortifications see A* M. Schneider
and M, Is. Nomides, Calata topographisch-archSologischcr Plan (Istanbul, 1944)

passim*
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that both versions regarding Galata, that of Pachymeres-Gregoras
on the one hand, and that of Acropolites on the other, are probably
concerned with the same event. But the details expounded by the

former are dismissed by Acropolites, who presents the entire mat-

ter as incidental to a major plan focused on "Asel." In this way
Acropolites is able to preserve the reputation of his Emperor's

invincibility while rendering Michael's failure with "Asel" ex-

cusable through emphasis on Latin duplicity.

LATIN PREPARATIONS FOR CONSTANTINOPLE S DEFENSE AND THE
STRATEGY OF PALAEOLOGUS

While Michael proceeded to concentrate on diplomatic meas-

ures that might prove more effective in capturing the capital, the

Latin Emperor Baldwin and the Constantinopolitan Venetians

were also not idle. Aware that the ring around them was being
drawn tighter, and doubtless aroused by Palaeologus' siege of

Galata, they made greater efforts to strengthen the capital's de-

fenses. The principal drawback was a lack of trained soldiers to

garrison the massive lines of land walls.
20 To Baldwin, upon whom

devolved the responsibility for paying such guards, the cost was

almost prohibitive. Indeed he had now fallen into such desperate
financial straits that to raise money he had to strip the lead from

the city palaces and even to mortgage his son Philip to a Venetian

firm.
21 Further complicating the problem of defense was the ap-

*>The land walls, built mainly bv Theodosios H back in the fifth century,
were an enormous triple row of fortifications extending from the Sea of Marmora
to the Golden Horn* They were flanked by 192 towers, each about 175 feet apart
and requiring a considerable number of troops as guards. See A. Van Millingen,

Byzantine Constantinople; The Walk of the City and Adjoining Historical Sites

(London, 1899) 40E
^On Baldwin's penury see a document published (in part) in Romanin,

Storia di Venezia, II, 454, no. 16, a record of a loan made to Baldwin and his son

in 1258 by St. Louis. Also Sanudo, htoria, 115 and note 1; and Sanudo, Frag-
mentwn (ed. Hopf) 171. For a recent article on how Baldwin had even to put

up his own son Philip as security for loans (and for the entire document above

cited of Romanin), see R L. Woltf, "Mortgage and Redemption of an Emperor's
Son: Castile and the Latin Empire of Constantinople/* Speculum, XXIX (1954)
45ff.
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parent reluctance of Venice to interest herself in anything but

her fleet. The only records we have of Venetian solicitude at this

time concern a few loans she ordered her Podesta to float in Con-

stantinople for the Empire's defense.22 One of these consists of an

unpublished document recounting the episode of a Venetian who
lent money to the government and twice later tried unsuccessful-

ly to collect it23

Venice's apparent lack of deep concern over the fate of so im-

portant a colony is difficult to explain adequately. It may perhaps
be attributed to the recent Venetian triumph over her rival Genoa

and to her alliance with Pisa,
24

developments which may have

lulled her into complacency. Or it may have been due, as a mod-
ern scholar believes, to a sharp decline in Venetian trade in Con-

stantinople during the last years of the Empire,
25 a condition re-

sulting in great part from the Nicene encirclement of the city. At

any rate, whether the siege of Galata or other considerations were

responsible, Venice seems at last to have realized the necessity

of taking a more active interest in the capital's defense. Thus she

appears to have persuaded the proud and independent lords of

Prankish Greece that their fortunes were tied to Constantinople
and that its fall to the Greeks would gravely jeopardize their own

position. In May of 1260, therefore, the Doge of Venice author-

ized the Bailli of Negropont next to the Podest& of Constanti-

nople the principal Venetian official in Greece to make agree-
ments with the Latin barons of Achaia, Crete, Negropont, Lem-

nos, the Archipelago, Athens, and Kephalonia, with the aim of

providing, at common cost, a permanent garrison of one thousand

22 Sec T,~Th. Urkunden, III, 24, no, 338, dated 1259: "cornittimus, . .

Potestati Constantinopoli. . . potcstatem. . . accipiendi. . . usque ad illam quan-
titatem peeunie, quo ascendat ad suxnmaxn trium millium ypcrperorum, pro ncgociis
nostri communis (et) utiliter in dictis partibus."

23 For the document, discovered by the author in the Venetian archives, sco

Appendix B, document no. 1, at end of this work.
3i On the Pisan alliance see Hcyd, Histoire, I, 346 and 349ff.
25 See Wolff, "The Latin Empire of Constantinople," 562 and note L By com-

paring some twenty-five surviving commercial documents for the period of th

Latin Empire and noting that almost all belong to the period preceding the* final

years of its existence, Wolff deduces a sharp decline in Venetian trade during the

Empire's last miserable years,
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men for the defense of Constantinople.
26

Despite the logic of this

plan, there is no record that it was ever carried out. Nevertheless,
the scheme had real merit, as it marked a new and considered

policy in which for the first time all the Latin lords of Greece were
to cooperate in the capital's defense.

Various diplomatic measures were being taken in the mean-
time by Palaeologus. In the first place, during December of 1260

he sent his Grand Logothete Acropolites on a secret mission to

Constantine Tich, Tsar of the Bulgars, in order to secure his friend-

ly neutrality. Even though Michael had recently deprived the

Tsar's wife's young brother, John IV Lascaris, of his imperial

rights, it would seem that Acropolites was at least partly success-

ful in his mission.27

To render his Asiatic frontiers safe while he pursued his de-

signs, Michael also gave refuge to the Seldjuk Sultan of Iconium,

Kaika'us II, who a short time previously had fled to Nicaea be-

fore the Mongol menace. Simultaneously, Michael, in typical By-
zantine fashion, secretly reached an agreement with the advanc-

ing Mongols, according to which he promised, in exchange for

Mongol neutrality, to "retain" the Seldjuk Sultan at his court.
28

GRECO-GENOESE NEGOTIATIONS PRECEDING THE

TREATY OF NYMPHAEUM

Assured of peace on both Bulgar and Anatolian frontiers, Pa-

laeologus now contemplated a much more significant step, the

creation of an alliance with a Latin naval power. Such a measure

>M Document contained in the unpublished Venetian Pacta Ferrariae, I, 62, and

undated, though Norden's dating of May, 1260 seems logical. Printed in W. Nor-

dcn, 7to Papstiwn und Byzanz (Berlin, 1903), appendix no. 13, 759, the docu-

ment reads in part: "potestatcm. * * tractandi, faciendi, et firmandi. . * societa-

Icm. . . pro manutenimcnto totius imperil ad hoc ut, . . mille homines ponantur
in Coxitftantinopoli et retineantur ibidem continuo per totum tempus." Despite its

importance the document ( cited by Hopf, Geschichte, 256-257; Romanin, Storia di

Vcrwzia, II, 208; and Wolff, "Latin Empire," 655) has been overlooked by Chap-
man, Lorignon (L'Empire Latin) 9 and others.

07 On the embassy sec Acrop., 175, 11 26E; also cf. Gardner, Lascarids, 253,

and Guilland, L'Kurope orientate, 184,
*
PaeL, 129-136 and Greg., 81, 1L 14ff. On the Sultan see Encyclopedia of
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was necessitated by the fact that Constantinople, surrounded by
water on three sides and a massive system of fortifications on the

fourth, was almost impregnable on land. Proof of this was the

failure of the great assault in 1236 by 100,000 troops of the allied

rulers John Vatatzes and the Bulgar John Asen, and, of course,

Michael's own recent siege of Galata, on either of which occasions

possession of a strong fleet might have spelled the difference be-

tween victory and defeat.
29

The Emperor John III Vatatzes, to be sure, had already at-

tempted to develop a fleet, as is evidenced by Acropolites* men-

tion of a Nicene flotilla dispatched against Rhodes in 1249.30 But

Vatatzes* naval aspirations, as well as those of his son Theodore,

seem never to have materialized. 31 Thus what Palaeologus now
needed was the aid of a fleet strong enough to match the power
of Venice.31a And since the decline of Pisa and Amalfi only one

state possessed such a navy Venice's great rival, Genoa,

The seeds of Veneto-Genoese rivalry had been sown at least

as early as the year 1204, with the establishment of Venetian com-

mercial supremacy in Constantinople. More recently, the rivalry

between the two powers had erupted into a fierce colonial war
over the lucrative trade of Syria, which in 1258 resulted in the

expulsion of the Genoese from Acre. 32
It was only natural, there-

Islam, IV (Leyden, 1934) 211. Michael's friendship with the Turks dated from
his flight to the same Sultan a few years before (Acrop,, 134fF.) Note that Michael

permitted the Sultan to assume the imperial prerogative of wearing purple buskins

(Pach., 132). Cf. now V, Laurent, "Une famillc turquc au service de Byzancc:
Les Me*likes," Byz. Zeit., XLIX (1956) 349

*
Guilland, L'Europe orientate, 157, attributes the failure in 1238 to 'Tt'nergique

intervention de la flotte latine."
80 See Acrop,, 36, 11 9-12 and 87, II. 14ff. Nikephoros Blemmydcs, Curriculum

vitae et carmina, ed. Heisenberg (Leipzig, 1896), 62, 11. 1&-19, also mentions a

fleet of Vatatzes.
41
Vatatzes seems especially to have lacked capable admirals. Sec L, Brhi<*r,

Les institutions de I'empire byzantin (Paris, 1949) 425*
SU A Venetian fleet seems to have been stationed at Constantinople since at

least 1258, See Andrea Dandolo, Chronica, in HISS, XII (Bologna, 1939) 309;

"pro tutela Constantinopolitani imperil, Latinorum viribus debilitatis dux lacobum

Quirino suarum galearum capitaneus mictens."
M On Veneto-Genoese relations in Syria see Heyd, Histoire, 344fF. and Lopez,

Storia delle colonle genovesi, 194ft On Genoa's role in 1204 sec T. Fotheringhatn,
"Genoa and the Fourth Crusade/' Eng, Hist, Review, XXV (1910) 20-57.
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fore, that the humiliated Genoese should look for support to Pa-

laeologus, now coveting Constantinople, the heart of Venetian
commercial interests in the East33 And if Genoa could be of use
to the Emperor, would it not be reasonable to assume that she

would acquire the Venetian monopoly of Constantinopolitan
trade? What revenge could be sweeter and more profitable!

The grave risk to be assumed by Genoa, of course, would be

papal excommunication. For as protector of the Latin Empire,
the Holy See would justifiably feel that an attack on Constanti-

nople would be a direct blow at its own prestige. A Greek restora-

tion would, in addition, impede papal attempts to bring about

ecclesiastical union, since Constantinople, the Holy See's chief

bargaining point, would then be lost. Finally, Genoa would be

violating the convention of 1258 which explicitly forbade an al-

liance between Genoa or Venice and the Greeks except by mutual

consent of the two Italian powers.
84

Some scholars are of the opinion that Palaeologus* greater need

led him to take the initiative in establishing an alliance with Gen-

oa.
35 Re-examination of the sources, however, reveals that more

likely the reverse is true. Michael's position, despite his recent

rebuff at Galata, was certainly not critical. He had already

stripped the Latin Empire of much of its territory and thus to a

considerable extent isolated Constantinople. The internal situa-

tion of Genoa, on the other hand, was much more serious. The
Commune's defeats in Syria, plus its decreasing portion of Con-

stantinopolitan trade, were severely damaging to its economic life

and prestige.
30 Nor was there any Western power to which Genoa

88 In 1225 Venice had apparently even considered moving her seat of govern-
ment to Constantinople. See Romanin, Storia di Venezia, II, 208, and L, Sauli,

Delia colonia del Genovesi in Galata (Turin, 1831) I, 40.

**Ann. Ian., Ill, 42, and Chronicon Marchiae Tarvisinae et Lombardiae, 48

(w Annali S, Ivtfinae Patavini> 182)* See also R. Caddeo, Storia marittima dell'

Italia, 1 (Milan, 1942)431.

Chapman, 42, seems to imply this, as does Gardner, Lascarids, 254-255: "It

was a most important achievement on the part of Palaeologus to secure the alliance

and the active help of Genoa for the Greelcs." G. Serra, La storia delta antica

Lteuria e di Geneva (Turin, 1834) II, 122, writes: "Allora Michele Paleologo
ricorse a* GenovesL" See also J. Longnon, L'Empire Latin, 226: "(Pateologue)

envoye a cet effet It G&ncs des ambassadeurs,"

*See G. Caro, G0nua und die Machte am Mittelmeer (Halle, 1895) I, 66-76.
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could turn for aid against Venice: Sicily under Manfred was care-

fully neutral; Pisa had declined in strength; and the papacy, of

course, could be of little help.
37 Thus Nicaea alone remained.

An alliance with the Greeks, moreover, would not be a com-

pletely new departure for Genoese policy. Already in the twelfth

century the Commune had secured an accord with the Emperors
Manuel I and John II Comnenos, who had granted it commercial

privileges and a quarter in Constantinople.
38 There were even

precedents for pourparlers with Nicaea. Some years before (
1231

and 1239), on die initiative of Genoa, negotiations had been con-

ducted by the Emperor Vatatzes and the commune with a view

to signing a treaty against Venice.39 But the attempts at alliance

had failed, probably owing to Genoese enmity toward Vatatzes'

ally Frederick II of Sicily, as well as to Vatatzes* own opposition
to Latin commercial competition in his Empire.

40

Since then, however, Genoa's position with respect to Venice

had become intolerable. Without assistance she might in fact be

reduced to a second-rate power. And with the deaths of both

Frederick and Vatatzes there seemed no longer any obstacle to an

alliance with Nicaea.41 Thus cooperation with Palaeologus had

become almost inevitable.
42

With regard to the opening of negotiations the chief Genoese

source, the Annales Ianuen$es> records:

The Genoese, recalling the injuries inflicted upon them by the Vene-
tians and their allies in the areas beyond the seas, turned their atten-

87 See C. Manfroni, Storia della marina italiana dalle inva&ioni barbarichc al

trattato di Ninfeo (Livorno, 1899) 440.
38 On the Genoese quarter see C. Desimoni, "I Genovesi ed 1 lore quarlieri in

CostantJnopok nel secolo XIII," Giornale ligutfico, III (1876) 217$, Also th<

outdated but still valuable work of L Sauli, Delia colonia del Genovest in Gaktv
(Turin, 1831 ) II, 181ft,, who prints a number of important documents unavailable*
elsewhere.

30 Ann. Ian., Ill, 57.
40 See C. Manfroni, "Le relazioni fra Genova, Timpero bizantino e I Turchi,"

Atti soc. ligufe 9t. patria, XXVIII (1898) 654. Greg., 43, L 20, speaks of Vatataws'
"nationalistic" attitude in proscribing cloth woven by Italian hands (x?pcf 'IraXfl*).
Cf. Meliarakes, Nicaea, 284, and Heyd, Histoire, I, 306.

tt

Lopez, Coknie, 207.
49 See G. Bratianu, Recherches sur te commerce g6note dans la Met Noire au

XIW siecle (Paris, 1929) 81, and Manfroni, "Relazioni," 655-656.
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tion to any way in which they could inflict injury upon them. There-

fore, after due deliberation, a solemn embassy was ordered to be sent

to the most serene lord Palaeologus, Emperor of the Greeks, who was
at war with the Venetians, in order to create an alliance with him

against the Venetians.43

Astonishingly enough, the chief contemporary Greek sources

Acropolites, Scutariotes, and Pachymeres make no reference

whatever to the formation of the alliance (very probably to avoid

reducing the credit due their Nicene countrymen for recovering

Constantinople).
44 But two other contemporary sources, one West-

ern and one Greek, provide material on the creation of the pact.
The chronicle of the Venetian Martino da Canale reports that,

the Genoese . . . driven to revenge themselves against Venice, which
had inflicted such great damage upon them . . , sent their envoys to

Romania to a man called Messer Palaeologus . . . who was an enemy
of the Venetians. 45

The other source, an encomium by the Byzantine orator Manuel

Holobolos, affirms that "Genoese nobles crossed the wide seas and

sought out the Emperor,"
40 To be sure, both writers may be

biased: Canale, anti-Genoese, and Holobolos, interested in glori-

fying his Emperor, as was the duty of a court encomiast. Yet it

is significant that three completely unrelated sources, Genoese,

Venetian, and Greek, record that the Genoese made the initial

overtures for creating the alliance.

Negotiations on the part of Genoa seem to have been under-

taken on the sole responsibility of Guglielmo Boccanegra, Captain
of the People and virtual dictator of the Commune.47

Very prob-
* Ann. Ian., IV, 41-42.
4* For a survey of all sources mentioning the alliance see Meliarakes, Nicaea,

654ff, As might be expected, Michael's Autobiography fails to mention the alliance.

"Cronique des Veniciens, Arch. $t it., VIII (1845) 480: "II envoierent leur

mosaics en Romanic a xm prudome que Ten apeloit Mesire Palialog." Canale (d.

ea. 1275), though probably not Venetian by birth, was one by choice. He lived for

a long time in Venice, working for the Dogana Marittima and his chronicle was

written in French according to the custom of the time. See Encyclopedia italiana,

VIII (Milan, 1930) 664.
**

"Mavoi/^X *OXo^Xov, ''&VK&IJLIW ets Mt^a^X H' Ita\ato\&yov," ed. Siderides,

JZirfnwrt* <Kr, Bvfami'&y 2irov80i', III (1926) 186*
*T C. Imperialc, Jacopo d'Oria e i $uoi Annali (Venice, 1930), 92; Lopez,

Cotorde, 208.
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ably in the last months of 1260 he secretly sent two envoys to Pa-

laeologus, Guglielmo Visconti and Guarnerio Giudice.48 The fruit

of the negotiations was a convention signed on 13 March 1261 at

Nymphaeum,
49 the then Nicene capital where Palaeologus was

apparently spending part of the winter. On April 28, an appendix
to the treaty was also signed in which Michael granted full powers
to three legates he was about to send to Genoa, authorizing them

to act in his behalf, and if necessary to borrow money from the

Genoese, which he himself pledged to repay.
50

Important and

trusted officials, the envoys were Isaac Dukas Murtzuphlos, uncle

and Parakoimomenos to the Emperor; Theodore Kriviziotes, the

Pansevastos; and Leo, Archdeacon of Hagia Sophia.
51

About two and one-half months later, on 10 July 1261, the

treaty, with certain minor changes initiated by the Greek envoys,
was solemnly ratified in Genoa by a representative assembly of

the Genoese citizenry.
52
Immediately thereafter the Genoese gov-

ernment dispatched to Palaeologus a fleet of sixteen galleys under

the command of Marino Boccanegra, brother of the Captain of

the People. With these ships sailed the Greek envoys except for

Dukas, who had died during the negotiations and was buried in

the Genoese cathedral of San Lorenzo.53

The speed with which the flotilla was prepared indicates that

48
Manfroni, "Rekziom," 656, note 1, dates the instructions for this embassy

in the last part of 1260 (despite the Annales, which date it 1261), because the

name of the podesta cited is antenor to 1261. (See Lope/-, Colonir, 208, and of.

Heyd, Histoire, I, 428). For the full names of the envoys see the
treaty

in Man-
froni, "Relazioni," 792. In the meantime, to lull Venetian suspicions Boccttnegra

signed an accord with Venice to end the Syrian war and exchange prisoners* See

Lopez, Colonie, 208.
*
Manfroni, "Relazioni," 801. On the date see preceding note (48), Also Sorra,

Storia delta antica Liguria, II, 127.
80
Manfroni, "Relazioni/' 802, and Liber jurium reipublicac gcnuenste, I, nos*

1345-1346. Michael promised to pay "secundum formam et traetatum atque onll-

namentum lucri sortis et termini quod cum ipsis nostris nunciis sive ipsorum altero

pactum fecerint/'
w On the envoys, see Dolger, Regesten, no, 1892. For Isaac Ducas in particular

see Acrop,, 92, 1. 5, where he is named as an envoy of Vatat'/es in 1252-1253, and
for Krivitziotes see F. Dolger, "Chronologteches und Prosopographisdutf zur byzan-
tinischen Geschichte des 13. Jahrhunderts," By*. 2M.> XXVII (1927) 310,

M Ann. Ian., IV, 42. Also Manfroni, "Relaziom," 802*
" Ann. Jan., IV, 42-43.
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it was probably readied beforehand. More noteworthy is the fact

that it numbered only sixteen vessels, not the maximum of fifty
authorized by the treaty. The reason for this, according to one

scholar, is that Palaeologus could ill afford a greater number,

obligated as he was by the treaty to pay for the equipment of the

vessels and wages of the mariners.54 That Michael was troubled

financially may, of course, be true, but one cannot but recall

the large sums amassed by Vatatzes and Theodore II, to which
Michael had recently fallen heir.

55 A supplementary explanation,
therefore, may also be offered - that Michael and Genoa did not

at the moment wish to arouse Venetian suspicions so as to alarm

the Doge into sending a greater fleet to protect Constantinople.
It is even possible that in the view of the allies sixteen Genoese

vessels, together with those at Michael's disposal, were considered

sufficient to cope with the Venetian galleys then under command
of the Podesta at Constantinople.

PROVISIONS OF THE NYMPHAEXJM CONVENTION

The important articles of this celebrated treaty, which opened
a new chapter in East-West relations, are the following:

56

(1) A permanent alliance was signed by the Emperor and

Genoa for the purpose of making war on Venice. (2) A Genoese

squadron of up to fifty ships was to be put at the disposition of

Palaeologus, to be dispatched at the Emperor's request and pro-

visioned at his expense. (3) Genoese merchants were granted the

right to trade, free of duty, in all parts of the Byzantine Empire,
57

M
Semi, Stoiia ddla antica Liguria, II, 132.

88 $<e Pach., 71, IL 15-20.
w The articles of this treaty have been carefully studied by C, Manfroni,

"Relaasiemi/
11

G58ff. and 79J-809, and thus only a few pertinent comments or addi-

tions will bo made here. Abo sec Db'lger, Rege$ten, no. 1890; and the article of

. Skr&nskafa, "The Genoese in Constantinople in the 14th Century" (in Rus-

sian), Vizantiskii Vremennik, I (XXVI) (1947) 221& A faulty edition of the

treaty of Nymphaeum is printed in the Liber farium, I, 284, Two Latin versions,

dated 1267 and 1285, survive, but no Greek one.

"Manfroni, "Relazioni," 792, esp.: "ianuenses sint franchi liberi et immunes in

toto predicto imperio/' According to Skrfcinskaia, "Genoese in Constantinople/*

221JL, Michael hero seems to have renounced the imperial grain monopoly. The
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such territories to include those already in Michael's possession as

well as those to be conquered in the future. In return, Greek mer-

chants in Genoa would be exempt from duties.
57*

(4) A loggia,

palazzo, church, bath, and houses were to be assigned to Genoese

merchants in Constantinople, Thessalonica, Aenos, Cassandria,

Smyrna, Adramyttion, and the islands of Crete, Negropont, Chios,

and Lesbos.58 In each locality the Genoese would be governed by
their own consuls with administrative and judicial authority, civil

as well as criminal.59 These officials would guarantee that traitors

to Palaeologus would undergo the same punishment as those un-

faithful to Genoa. (5) Michael was to exclude from Greeks waters

and markets (including the Black Sea) the warships and mer-

chants of Genoese enemies, except for the Pisans, "the faithful

subjects of our imperial majesty/'
00

(6) Once Constantinople
was taken, the Genoese were to receive back all their former pos-
sessions in the city, in addition to such Venetian property as the

church of Santa Maria, loggias, cemetery, and the Venetian forti-

fied palace. But this provision regarding Venetian possessions was

to be implemented only on condition that Genoa provide im-

mediate aid in taking the capital.
01

(7) The Greek city of Smyrna
would be handed over to the Genoese in absolute possession with

the proviso that the rights of its ecclesiastics and nobles be re-

spected.
62

(8) Genoa pledged to permit the export to the Greeks

Genoese were also required to register all merchandise transferred by them from
non-Genoese territories,

Wtt A minor concession since Greek trade there was apparently negligible.w Note the mention of Constantinople and even of Venetian-held Crete and

Negropont.
^This concession of living quarters In the various cite is' similar lo those

already granted to the Italian commercial colonies in the Holy Land (hiring the

twelfth and thirteenth cenluncs,
00 An important article, because its full implementation would have completely

destroyed Venetian commerce in the Greek Empire. Evidently the Pisaus, tradi-

tional enemies of Genoa and here named "fidelos nostri imperil," were already
on friendly terms (even probably allied) with Palae.ologus. See 8, Borsuri, "I rap-

porti tea Pisa e gli stati di Romania nel Duecento," flic. $t. it, 9 LXVII (1955) 488.
01 "Si dictum comune instanter ot efficaciter ad dictani eivitatem capiendam

succursum miserit galearum" (Manfroni, "Relazioni," 795).
"Ibid., 795, esp,: "salvis juribus episcopates ct ecclesiarum ipsius civitatis ct

eorum rnilitum qui sunt privilegiati . . in hereditate ab imperio nostro." Of, Ann.
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of arms and horses; to prevent the arming of warships against Mi-
chael in Genoese waters; to allow Genoese to enter Greek military
service (for which the Commune would supply arms and horses

and the Emperor the pay); to instruct Genoese subjects resident

in Greek territories to aid in defending such areas in case of at-

tack; and, finally, to require the captains of Genoese vessels in

Greek waters during wartime to place themselves under imperial
orders.03 (9) Michael would present an annual donative of 500

hyperpyra and a pallium to the Archbishop of Genoa.64
(10) It

was forbidden for a Genoese to become a Greek subject.
65

A glance at the above articles, numerous as they are, is suf-

ficient to reveal that the benefits were heavily weighted on the

side of Genoa. The only real advantage to Palaeologus was the

pledge of a Genoese flotilla of fifty ships, even the expenses of

which had to be borne by him. Considering the fact that Genoa
was already involved in conflict with Venice and that the ships

could, in effect, be used only against that power, even this con-

cession appears small. The privilege accorded to the Genoese of

complete exemption from duties (thus favoring them above Greek

merchants, who were themselves required to pay certain im-

posts ) , the grant of what practically amounted to extraterritoriali-

ty in Constantinople and other key cities, the bestowal of virtually

absolute possession of the important port of Smyrna, and the clos-

ing of the Black Sea to all foreigners except Genoa and Pisa

how can these vast concessions on the part of Palaeologus be ex-

plained?
Manfroni attributes Palaeologus' generosity to the fact that

Genoa had to distribute her naval forces in such far-flung areas as

the waters of Italy, Syria, and Egypt, in addition to providing ves-

., IV, 42, which says that Michael bestowed Smyrna on Genoa so that the

Commune's merchants and mariners would have a port which they could consider

their own*
w On the pay to be received by Genoese in Michael's service see Manfroni,

Storia delta marina italiana, 442,
* The encomium of Holobolos cited in note 46 refers to the practice of be-

stowing a pallium*w This nad occasionally occurred in the past; see Manfroni, "Relazioni," 659.
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sels for neutralizing the Venetian fleet during Constantinople's

projected recapture. He believes, moreover, that papal attempts
to mediate between Venice and Genoa also induced Michael to

grant huge concessions in order that the Veneto-Genoese hostili-

ty might be perpetuated.
66 Valid though Manfroni's reasoning

may in part be, a more penetrating analysis seems to be that of

Imperiale, in whose opinion the concessions are to be explained

chiefly through an understanding of the internal situation at

Genoa.

At this time the position of Guglielmo Boccanegra, the Ghi-

belline Captain of the People, brought to power in Genoa by a

veritable popular revolution against the nobility, was not secure.

There was sharp opposition to him and his Greek policy from the

nobles, bankers, and merchant class in brief from the pro-papal

Guelph party, which could readily oppose an alliance with the

schismatic Palaeologus by the cogent argument of papal excom-

munication. Moreover, the Guelphs could contend that an ad-

verse outcome of the projected alliance would destroy the remain-

ing Genoese markets in Syria and Asia Minor, increase the oppo-
sition of the merchants and bankers of the Holy Land ( who would

see in the alliance only a risky war ruinous to their present profits ) ,

and, worst of all, so intensify the conflict with Venice that it might
well last for years at enormous cost in both men and capital^

7

This line of argument, according to Imperiale, was carefully ex-

plained to the Emperor by Boccanegra's emissaries, and Palaeolo-

gus must then have realized that to overcome such opposition he

would have to make his concessions as far-reaching and attractive

as possible.

Granted the plausibility of this reasoning as well, a simpler ex-

planation, more in keeping with the character of Palaeologus, may
also be offered. Michael may have calculated that once he had
recovered Constantinople, at whatever the immediate eost, it

would kter be possible, in view of the pressures that would be

**
Manfroni, "Helazioni," 665, On the papal efforts at mediation set* the docu-

ment published in Sauli, Delia colonia dei Genovesi in Gal&ta, II, 190-204,
e7

Imperial^ Jacopo d'Oria, 92-93.
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exerted on Genoa to secede from the alliance, to rid himself of his

ally or even to play her off against Venice. As we shall see, this is

precisely what happened only two years later, when, with the ex-

cuse afforded by the suspected treason of a Genoese official at

Constantinople, Michael dismissed the Genoese fleet, practically

abrogated the alliance, and turned instead to Venice.68

08 Ann. Ian., IV, 65, and Impenale, Jacopo d'Oria, 126. See Chapter 8, section 2.
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THE GREEK RECOVERY OF CONSTANTINOPLE

AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE LATIN EMPIRE

(1261)

THE EXPEDITION OF THE CAESAR ALEXIOS STRATEGOPOULOS

he great event, so long awaited by the Byzantine
world ( and for which the way had been carefully pre-

pared by Michael's Nicene predecessors), at last took place on 25

July 1261, with the fall of Constantinople into Greek hands after

fifty-seven years of alien occupation. Certain sources for the pe-

riod, Western as well as Byzantine, which cast further light or

provide additional detail on the event but have been overlooked

or inadequately examined by scholars * are utilized in the account

which follows.

In the early part of 1261 the Despot Michael II of Epirus, now
recovered from his crushing defeat at Pelagonia, was once again

encroaching on the European territory of Nicaea. To counter this

threat Michael Palaeologus sent an army to his endangered west-

ern possessions under the command of his brother, the Despot
John. At the same time the Emperor entrusted about eight hun-

dred Greek and Cuman troops
a
to another high-ranking officer,

x See R. Guilland, in Diehl, et al, VEurope orientate, 186, note 107, who
explains the historians' neglect of the Western sources: "Quant au recit dc sources

occidentals, il n'est pas tr&? clair." Unused Greek sources (and one Arabic) are

noted below.
8
According to Dark6, Byzantinisch-ungarische Beziehungen, lff. these Cu-
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the Caesar Alexios Strategopoulos, instructing him to advance to

Thrace to quiet the Bulgars and, on the way, to approach Latin

held Constantinople "in order to terrify the Latins by shaking the

sword at them." Alexios was to attempt nothing more. So run the

accounts of Pachymeres and Gregoras.
3

In substantial agreement is Acropolites, whose version states

simply that Alexios, dispatched to the west against enemies of the

Empire, was "on the way to rush upon Constantinople and ap-

proach its gates so that the Latins within would be seized by ter-

ror."
4 All three accounts, it may be observed, agree that Alexios'

march to Constantinople was to be only incidental, and that the

purpose of the diversion was not to make an attempt on the city
but merely to alarm or harass the Latins.5

mans were mercenary troops from Hungary, which had been sent to Michael two

years before by his ally the King of Hungary and had already greatly aided
Michael at Pelagoma in 1259. This view, however, has been subject to criticism.

See Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State, 398, note 1; my article, "Pelagoma," 124, note

116, and P. Charanis, "On the Ethnic Composition of Byzantine Asia Minor,"
irpoo-0op& els EriXTTwya Kvpiaicidiiv ( Thessalonica, 1953) 144f., who shows that

Cumans had already settled in Byzantium as soldiers.
3 For tins whole passage see Pach., 137-138; also Greg., 83, 11. 18-19, esp.:

fUKpbv uTrep rote 6KTa,Koffovs. While Pachymeres specifies no date for dispatch of

these troops, Mcharakes, Nicaea, 589, surmises the beginning of 1261, while Guil-

land, L'Europe orientate, 186, gives June of that year. The troops had to march
from Nicaea to the straits, cross to Galhpoli by boat, and thence move by land

to Constantinople.

*Acrop., 181, 31. 6-9, esp.: tyo86v nva . . . TroMJe-curflat, which Allatius, in an
earlier edition of Acropohtes (Bonn, 1837) 190, translates as "in earn irnimpere,"

Acropolites, Michael's closest political confidant, reached the capital in Palae-

ologus* company shortly after its conquest. See Acrop., 185-189, and cf. preface
to Heiscnbcrg ed., p. XL

5 There is a similar interpretation in another contemporary but unused source,

the orations of Manuel Holobolos, Michael's official court orator; see Manuelis

Holoboli Orationes, 66: yp&wa, dk <rbv /3a<nXeO, . . , rotfrois tri9ei rk roO <r/co7roO

Kal Ppo-x^ fdv ir&p&ffcu r& Trpds fafffjidsj r$v dk T5.uvffra.vrLvov irefne\Qeiv Kat, rols v

a#r# 5tljjL6v re (f>6pov re Kal Qpwv zlQv&lus vTrofiaXelv. These lengthy and encomiastic

orations were delivered by Holobolos before the imperial court on 25 December

1261, according to F. Dolger, "Die dynastische Famifienpolitak des Kaisers Michael

Palaiologos," Festschrift E, Eichmann (Paderborn, 1940) 187, in the express

purpose of eulogizing Michael and Constantinople. I thank Professor Dolger for

drawing my attention to the importance of these orations and for permitting me
the use of his own copy. (On the orations see also Previale, "Un panegyrico inedito

per Michelo VIII Paleologo," Iff.; and Siderides, "Mai/oi^X '0\op6\w 'EY<CC*/UO?

efc Mtjc^X H' naXeoX<$7oj>," 168ff., which deals mainly with Michael's relations

with Genoa.)
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It has been suggested, nonetheless, that Palaeologus may ac-

tually have intended at this time to attack Constantinople.
5* Such

a hypothesis of course gives rise to the question why he dispatched
so few troops with Alexios.

6 In answer it might be argued that Pa-

laeologus did not wish unduly to arouse Latin suspicions of his

motives, since, were the Caesar to appear before the walls of the

capital with a large army, it would have been the surest way to

mobilize its entire defenses, secure more effective aid from the

West, and thereby jeopardize the success of any subsequent at-

tempt.
Leo Allatius, the seventeenth century Greek bibliothecarius

of the Vatican library, maintains, however, that had Michael se-

cretly intended to seize Constantinople, he would have gone per-

sonally to capitalize on the glory of its recovery.
7
And, indeed,

there can be little doubt that as a result of such a success the usurp-
er's position on the throne would have been immeasurably en-

hanced in the eyes of his subjects. For, as one who had only re-

cently attained the throne through demagoguery and murder, he

must have been deeply concerned about the legitimacy of his rule

and the establishment of an imperial dynasty,
8

811 See Gardner, Lascarids, 255' "How far the result was due to fortune and
how far to skillful prearrangement is difficult to say/' Also see rny Harvard dis-

sertation, "Emperor Michael VIII Palaeologos and the Latins," ch. 5, where I tried

to prove that the city's fall was the result of a clever stratagem on Michael's part.
6 On the size of Alexios' forces see Pach,, 137, esp. 1* 20: rb StvOiKbv irapctfofcy

cbv oti TroXXots tfXXots, Acrop., 184, 11. 18-19, cites no specific figure, though he re-

ports Michael himself as saying that he sent few troops against Constantinople.
See also the Orationes of Holobolos, 67, who describes the army of Alexios as

errpdrcvfia ppaxb t&v %v. Cf., however, a contemporary letter of Pope Urban IV ( Lc$

registres d'Urbain IV, ed. J, Guiraud, II [Paris, 1901] no. 131, p. 47A), who writes

(not surprisingly) that Michael's army was very numerous: "excrcitu copioso,"
(On Holobolos see further A. Heisenberg, "Aus der Geschichte und Literatur der

Palaiologeixzeit/' Sitzungsb, d. bayerischen Akad, der Wissens, zu Munchen, 10.

Abhandlung [1920] 112ff.)
7 See notes to Acropolites* history, entitled Anndes (Bonn, 1837) 274.
* On this see Pach., 188, L 20, who says that Michael lavishly bestowed

gifts

upon many Greeks because he could not otherwise retain the power he nad

usurped. Also see the important article of Ddlger, "Die dynastlsche Familien-

politik des. . . Palaiologos," 179& Dtflger shows that for Palaeologus the atti-

tude of the Greeks toward his usurpation was a cause of real anxiety, and that at

his coronation in Hagia Sophia very shortly after the conquest, Michael sought to
found a dynasty by crowning his little son, Andronikos, co-emperor in violation
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During this period the environs of Constantinople, from the

Propontis to the Black Sea, were inhabited by a people, Greek in

origin, called by Pachymeres "Voluntaries" (Thelematarioi) ,

9

whose name was derived from a propensity to shift allegiance at

will to either Greeks or Latins. Actually their friendship was cul-

tivated by both sides. The Latins indulged them because Constan-

tinople's provisioning depended largely upon their cultivation of

fields inside and outside the walls 10 and because the shortage of

manpower necessitated their help in the defense of the ramparts.

("To expel them," says Pachymeres, "would have brought the

risk of destitution/') The Nicenes, on the other hand, apart from
a community of race with the Voluntaries, fostered their friend-

ship because the Voluntaries' daily communication with Constan-

tinople would provide accurate information on conditions within

the city.
11

Regarding the origin of the Voluntaries, it has been suggested
that they were sons of soldiers of the Byzantine armies dissolved

after the Latin conquest of 1204.12
Quite possibly they may have

been, at least in part, Greek cultivators deprived of their lands by
the Partitio Romanie of 1204,

13 who once again, by purchase or ap-

of the rights of the boy-Emperor, John IV Lascaris. It might be noted that not

long afterwards, following Palaeologus* blinding of John IV, a violent pro-Lascarid
revolt broke out in Nicaea (see Pach., 192-201),

'Pach., 110,1. 17.
10

According to the so-called Fragmentwn attributed to Marino Sanudo (Tor-

sello) (in Hopf, Chroniques f>r6cQ-fomane$9 171), the Venetians were hard put
to provision Constantinople: 'gravati in plurimis expensis ad substinendum civi-

tatom Constantinopolitanam," Cf. the new edition of the Fragmentum, of R. L.

Wolff, "HopFs So-Called Tragmentum' of Marino Sanudo Torsello," The Joshua

Starr Memorial Volume (New York, 1953) 149ff. Wolff shows that the docu-

ment, most probably written by Sanudo (as Hopf had conjectured), is not a

jra&mentum mxt complete in itself and was actually composed as a supplement to

VilYe-hardoum's Conqu&te de Constantinople*
w For the entire passage see Pach., 110, 1L 3ff. Cf. a similar use of the word

toXi^ardpot [sic] in the Greek Chronicle of Morea> ed. P. Kalonaros (Athens,

1940) and ed, T. Schmitt (London, 1904) 11. 604 and 6935, which refer, however,

to Prankish and German troops. Schmitt, 608, translates the word as "wilful, un-

disciplined/'

^N. Kalomenopoulos in MryAXi? 'EXX^i/c^ 'T&vKVKhoir&Ma, XII (Athens, 1931)
487.

" For the Partitio Romanie see T.-Th., 1, 464ff,
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propriation, had recovered their possessions, abandoned by the

Latins on account of the Greek and Bulgar threats to the capital.

In any event, it is of signal importance that, despite their osten-

sible neutrality, the Voluntaries were sympathetic to the Greeks

of Nicaea.

The existence of Greeks living on the doorstep of Constanti-

nople who were permitted to pass in and out of the city at will

a kind of Trojan horse, as it were 14 could hardly have been

overlooked by Palaeologus, who was diligently seeking a means of

penetrating the city. Since his capture of Selymbria and of all

territory extending from Rhegium to Constantinople ( except for

Aphameia), there no longer remained a barrier of any kind be-

tween his forces and the Voluntaries. For the first time they were

in direct contact, and, we are told, they associated with each other

on good terms, "treating one another with affection, neither side

taking advantage of the other/' 15

Aside from the Voluntaries, there were, of course, numerous

other Greeks living in the capital, most of whom were undoubtedly

pro-Greek in sentiment. Nevertheless, some for one reason or an-

other were collaborating with the Latins, certain ones even being
in the employ of the Latin Emperor Baldwin II.

1 c

There is an extraordinary and apparently completely neglected

passage in Pachymeres describing an embassy sent by the Em-

peror Baldwin to Michael Palaeologus sometime before the ex-

pedition of the Caesar. The ambassadors, significantly enough,
were Greeks from Constantinople. Receiving them warmly,, Pa-

chymeres informs us, Michael was able to learn of conditions in

the capital (doubtless the state of the walls, garrison, and fleet)

M The contemporary Chronicon Marchiac Tarvisinae et Lomharditte> 48 (
.- An-

nales S. Justinae Patavini, 182) compares these events before Michael's conquest
of Constantinople to those of Troy: "sicut patrcs corum famosisslmum Troitun

. . . succenderunt/*

*>Pach,, 110, 11. 19-20 and 111, 11 3-5.
10 For example, John Phylax (on whom sec below, tcxt and note 62, awl ?uch. f

147, 11). Even the father of Aeropolites had at one time been in the employ of

the Latins j however, he had sent his young son George (born 3217) at un early

age to the court of the Greek Emperor, John III Vatat7.es, at Nicaea* See Acrop,,

46, 11. 12-14.
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and even succeeded in winning them to his side, promising them
"whatever they would desire to have in Constantinople if he should

take the city/* Michael's pledges were formally guaranteed by the

grant of golden bulls inscribed with his concessions.17

The importance of this incident, to be sure, may easily be ex-

aggerated. Yet even if there is no indication of collusion for the

betrayal of the city at a specific time,
18 the incident plainly dem-

onstrates that Michael had now succeeded in establishing contact

with sympathetic elements within Constantinople who might well

cooperate should an opportune moment present itself to take the

city.

THE VENETIAN EXPEDITION TO DAPHNUSIA

The hypothesis that Michael planned the capture of Con-

stantinople at this particular time would seem strengthened by
the fact that at the very moment of Alexios* appearance before

the walls, the Venetian fleet, the chief protection of the Latin Em-

pire, was away besieging Daphnusia, a small island in the Black

Sea. 10 Now not only was Daphnusia Nicene territory (a fact stu-

dents of the period tend to forget), but an expedition against it

would be a violation of the not yet terminated treaty of one year
concluded in September of 1260 between Michael and the Latin

Emperor Baldwin,20

17
Pach., 106: pij&b %xvy & r

fl w^X ^ro^vrtav &Sl8ov el 3?, teal

18

Pachymeres gives no specific date for this incident involving the envoys,

noting only that it occurred after Palaeologus* coronation at Nicaea. On the coro-

nation date (25 December 1258, or 1 January 1259), see Dolger, Regesten, no.

1860, Cf. Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State (1956) 397, note 2.
Ja

Acrop. 182E; Pach., 139, 11. 1-2; Greg., 85, 11. 5-8. Daphnusia, situated

about seventy miles east of the mouth of the Bosporus, was actually a town
located on a little island. Deserted today, it is called Kefhen Adassi, according to

W. Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor (London, 1890) 182. See also

Greg., 89, U. 7-8.
M On the treaty see Acrop,, 175, 11 16-19* Also cf . Dade, Vemtche, 5, who

says that the Latin commander, Marco Gradenigo, attacked Daphnusia confident

that the truce still had a month to run. C C. Ducange, Histoire de Tempire de

Constantinople,
ed. Buchon (Paris, 1826) 346, who believes it improbable the

Latins would then have broken a treaty with the Greeks by besieging a place

belonging to them.
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Several theories have been offered in explanation of the Latin

expedition to Daphnusia, a campaign which stripped Constanti-

nople of its defenses by removing the entire fleet of thirty Vene-
tian ships (and one Sicilian), together with practically all the

city's able-bodied fighting men.
21

According to Acropolites, it was
the aim of the expedition's commander, the fairly recently ap-

pointed Venetian Podest, Marco Gradenigo, to encourage the

Constantinopolitan Latins by a more vigorous policy against the

Greeks.22 A modern historian, on the other hand, believes that

Venice sought to capture the island because it controlled the

mouth of the Black Sea and was the only harbor from the Bos-

porus to Pontic Heraclea.23
Still another scholar suggests that Ven-

ice coveted Daphnusia as a port of refuge for Venetian ships

pursued by Genoese and cut off by adverse winds from entering
the Bosporus.

24

Although each of these theories may contain an element of

truth, another explanation, according with the theory of premedi-
tation, may also be adduced: that Baldwin and Gradenigo were

lured by Palaeologus himself into attacking Daphnusia as a di-

version to Alexios' attack on Constantinople. In the so-called Frag-
mentum attributed to Marino Sanudo Torsello it is stated that

the Podestk of the Venetians, Lord Marco Gradenigo by name, had
left the place [Constantinople] with a fleet of galleys in order to go and
inflict damage on the enemy Greeks and to accept a certain territory
which had been promised to be given to him; however, he found him-

self deceived because, whereas the said Podest was a very upright
man, traitors who were in Constantinople, finding it opportune that the

ai
According to Acrop., 181, 11. 22ff., only women, children, the wall guards,

and Baldwin's bodyguard remained (ice^vtarai o$v % ir6\ts Avtipwv)* The wretched

state of Constantinople at this time is indicated by Greg., 81, 11. 8fE., who writes

that the Latins were driven to such need that they had to destroy the city's best

homes to secure firewood. For evidence also that the Latins stripped the capital's

pakces and churches see Chapter 3, note 45, and esp. Chapter 6, note 26.
**
Acrop., 181, 11. 13-22. For evidence of Gradenigo's experience in the Greek

East as Bail of Negropont see T.-Th., Ill, 1-16, Additional bibliographical material

on him is given in R. L. Wolff, *'A New Document from the Period of the Latin

Empire of Constantinople; The Oath of the Venetian Podesta," Annuaire in$t.

phil et d'hist. or,-$L (M6L Grigotre), XII (1952) 564, note 2.
*
Meliarakes, Nicaea, 592, note 1.

* G. Finlay, History of Greece (Oxford, 1877) III, pt 2, 342,
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city was emptied of men, handed over the place to the Emperor Kyr
Michael Palaeologus.

25

This passage of the famous fourteenth century Venetian diplomat
and crusader propagandist is of considerable importance, not only
because it has been generally overlooked, but because Sanudo

was on the whole remarkably well-informed on Greek affairs. Liv-

ing at various times in Negropont ( Euboea ) and in Constantinople

itself, he may well have heard oral reports concerning this event

or possibly even have had access to documents now lost.
26

Careful scrutiny of the source, however, discloses that, tempt- .

ing as it would be to attribute to Michael the offer of Daphnusia

("a certain territory promised to be given to him") and directly

to relate this to the traitorous conduct of Constantinopolitan

Greeks, no such causal connection is here actually made. Indeed,

as it stands, the Fragmentum indicates only that, as a result of the

absence of the Latin forces, an opportunity was thereupon afforded

for a betrayal of the capital.
26 *1

Providing even less ground for a theory of premeditation of this

kind is another passage, from the same author's famous Istoria del

regno di Romania^ which reads that

Marco Gradenigo . . . , who had gone to Constantinople as Podest&

of the Venetians, decided to undertake a naval expedition against terri-

tory of the Greeks, his enemies, and when he was absent from Constan-

36

Fragmentum (ed. Hopf, in Chron. grco-rom., 172): "Potestas vero Vene-

torum, nomine dominus Marcus Gradonico, egressus erat terram cum exercitu

galearum ut iret et dampnificaret inimicos Grecos et acciperet quamdam lerram

que ei fuerat promissa dari; verurn se invenit deceptum; quia cum dictus Potestas

esset vir probissixnus, proditorcs qui erant in Constantinopoli dextnim habentes

quomodo teira erat evacuata gentibus, dederunt ipsam terram impcratori Chyer
Micali Palealogo. . .

"
Cf. Wolff ed. (in his article, *Hopfs So-Called Txag-

xnentum,'
"
151), which, in this particular passage, differs only in minor spellings,

Cf. above, note 10,
* On Sanudo see esp. Hopf, Chron. gr.-rom., p. xix; Wolff, op, cit, t 149ff.;

Encyclopedia italiana, XXX (1936) 801-802; and above all A. Magnocavalb,
Marin Sanudo il Vecchio e il suo projetto di crociata (Bergamo, 1901) esp. 24,
36, Finally, see Sanudo's friendly letters to Michael's son and successor, the Em-
peror Andronikos II, in Epistulae, nos. 7, 11, and 12, published in J. Bongars,
Gesta Dei per Francos (Hanover, 1611) II, 299, 302, 303,

** One may, of course, raise the question why Sanudo is so defensive regarding
Gradenigo's integrity. Was the Podesti suspected of collusion with the Greeks?
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tinople with this armada, the Emperor Sir Michael Palaeologus negoti-
ated with some citizens of Constantinople so that they might open the

gates and hand over the territory, and thus he was received.27

A third (unused) source must also be considered in this con-

nectionBar Hebraeus (Abul Faraj), the contemporary Arab

Bishop and historian of Melitene in Asia Minor,
28 who writes:

And Michael himself perpetrated another fraud, and he told one of his

men who was the commander of a fortress, to show signs of rebellion

and send a message to Bodwin [sic] saying that he must send an army
and that he would transfer that fortress to him. And the captain of the

fortress did so, and he flattered Bodwin and led him into error. And
when Bodwin sent the little army which he had with him, Michael

swiftly made ready and went and encamped against it. And Michael
himself also flattered certain of the citizens and one night they opened
to him an old gate which had never been opened since the time of Con-
stantine the Conqueror.

29

Now while it is true that Bar Hebraeus (the provenience of whose

information it would be very interesting to know)
30
might seem

87
Istoria del Regno di Romania, in Hopf, Chron. gr.-rom., 114: "Al Miser

Marco Gradonico . . . ch' era andato Podest & Costantinopoli per i Veneziani

parse far un* Armata di Galee c Navilii per corsizar contra la Terra de Greci in-

imici suoi, ed cssendosi esso partito de Costantinopoli con questa Armata, Umpera-
tor Sir Michiel Paleologo tratto con alquanti Borghesi di Costantinopoli che li

dovessero aprir le Porte, e darli la Terra, e cosi fu ricevuto." Sanudo's Istoria,

it should be emphasized, survives only in a late Italian version and this text may
possibly be altered from that of Sanudo's original Latin. As for Sanudo's major
work, Sccreta fideUum crucis (in Bongars, Gesta, II, Iff.), it contains nothing

significant on the Greek recovery of Constantinople.* On Bar, note the opinion of his editor, Budge, Chronography> I, xlviii: "[Bar

Hebraeus] was tolerant in his religious opinions and ... on the whole a fair-

minded and truthful historian." Cf. T. Noldeke, Sketches from Eastern History,
trans. J. Black (London, 1892) 255: "Bar Hebraeus' history . , . contains much
that is not to be found elsewhere, and is an important authority for the author's

own period," Also the very full account of B. Spuler, Die Mongolen in Iran

(Leipzig, 1939) 12, who describes him as "einer der wichtigisten und interessant-

esten Gewahrsmanner, die war fur diese Zeit besitzen/'
*
Chronography> 1, 428.

*His source might well have been Michael's illegitimate daughter Despoina

Maria, who in 1265 was married to Abagha, Khan of the Mongols. Bar teas us

that he (Bar) obtained from Maria the services of a Greek painter brought by
her from Constantinople, and we know that Bar made frequent visits to the Mongol
court at Tabriz (see Budge, Chronography, I, xxiii-xxvii). Actually, Maria was

originally to have married Abagha's father Hulagu, with whom Michael had

formed an alliance. See Pack, 174-175; cf. Ddlger, Regesten, III, nos. 1900,
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more explicitly than Samido to corroborate the possibility of Mi-

chael's diversion of the Venetian fleet, there is, once again, no

express mention made of a pre-arranged plan to open a city gate

during the absence of the fleet at Daphnusia. Moreover, it must

also be noted that Hebraeus even errs in placing Michael person-

ally at the capture of the capital.
301

That Michael, on the other hand, actually did carry on secret

negotiations with Greeks within the city, whether Voluntaries or

otherwise, is emphatically adduced by an important Western ac-

count, the Chronicon Marchiae Tarvisinae et Lorribardiae (also

known as Annales S. Justinae Patavini). A contemporary work

most probably composed by a resident of Verona or Padua ( cities

both situated near Venice),
31

its precision in the details it pro-
vides leads to the belief that its author has not falsified the general
tenor of his story. What lends the account particular credibility

is the circumstance, hitherto unappreciated, that its information

was very probably drawn from Venetian refugees who escaped
from Constantinople to the West at the very time of the capital's

fall.
32

It reads:

Through suitable persons, by means of money and fraudulent prom-
ises, Palaeologus corrupted certain impious men living in Constan-

tinople, who firmly promised to betray the city to him at an opportune

1901, and 1932; and for a good summary, Spuler, Mongokn, 65j also Budge, p.
xxvii. It is noteworthy that the Mongols were tolerant to Christianity. Thus

Despoina could continue to practice the Greek faith, and even Abagha is said

lo have been baptized at the time of his marriage. See Nbldeke, Sketches, 252; and
cf. Spuler, Mongolen, 181, note 8. Also, "The History of the Nation of the Archers

(The Mongols)," by Grigor of Akank, trans. R, Blaie and R. Frye, in Harvard JL

of Asiatic Studies, XII (1949) 341,
8011 And yet Hebraeus (Chronography, I, 427) records certain striking informa-

tion, e.g., that Michael, in his
youth,

was returned in chains to Constantinople
by a certain Chadenos (omitted by Acrop. and Greg, but mentioned in almost
identical detail by Pach., 29-31), Hebraeus, 428, also reports that in 1258 Michael
had incited Frankish mercenaries to murder the Nicene regent (omitted again by
Acrop., but cf. Pach,, 54-55), It seems unlikely that Bar Hebraeus (d. 1286)

copied the work of Pachymeres (d. ca. 1310;, especially since, according to

Noldeke, Sketches, 227, Hebraeus had no knowledge of Greek. Cf. Budge, Chron~

ography, I, xlvi,
n See the commentary to the most recent and best edition of this work, that

of L, Botteghi, in HISS, VIII, pt 8 (1916) pp, x~xiv* Ci previous edition in

MGH SS, XIX (1866) 148ft> entitled Annales S. Justinae Patavlni.
M On these refugees see below, text and notes 75, 76*
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time. And when all this had been secretly arranged between Palae-

ologus and the traitors, the Podest& of the Venetians with imperial
consent ascended his warships with a great number of soldiers and
sailed to the Black Sea to inflict damage on the enemy. Then the very
heartless betrayers of their country, seeing their opportunity about the

middle of the night on the seventh day before the end of July, after

killing the guards of a gate, provided an entrance to the glorious city
for the soldiers of Palaeologus.

33

To complete the evidence from pertinent sources recounting
this event, we may take note of still another contemporary work,

that of the Venetian chronicler Martino da Canale, which states

that because of inadequate guarding, a Greek . . . with a great

company of Greeks stole at night into Constantinople when the

Podestd. had gone to the east with a large force of Venetians." 34

And, in conclusion, we may cite the Greek and French versions of

33
". . . per idoneas personas mediante pecunia et promissionibus fraudolentis

corrupuit quosdam impios homines in urbe constantmopolitana habitantes; qui
firmiter promiserunt ei tempore opportune tradere civitatem. Cum igitur hec omnia
essent inter Paleologum at proditores secretissime ordinata, potestas Venetorum de

imperatorio consensu cum multitudine bellatorum bellicas naves ascendit, et ad
damnificandum hostes versus Mare ponticum navigavit. Tune patrie crudelissimi

proditores, videntes urbem defensoribus spoliatam, habita opportunitate, circa

mediam noctem die septuno exeunte iulio unius porte occisis custodibus, militibus

Paleologi gloriose urbis aditum prebuerunt . . . (ed. Botteghi, HISS, VIII, 47).
Less explicit regarding Michael's actions but still clearly supporting the thesis of

treachery is a passage from a letter of Pope Urban IV: "[Paleologus,] congregate
. . . exercitu copioso, et civitatis Constantinopolitane finibus appropinquans, civi-

tatem eandem cum non posset illam violenter capere, proditionaliter occupavit"
(from ed. J. Guiraud, Le$ registres de Urbain IV, II [Paris, 1901] no. 131, p. 47A;
it is undated, but Dolger, Regesten, no. 1895, assigns it to May, 1262). Urban first

heard the news of Constantinople's fall (according to Andrea Dandolo, Chronica,
in HISS, XII, 311), from Venetian envoys, who should have had pretty accurate

knowledge of the event. Cf. also a curious passage in the chronicle of another con-

temporary, Thomas Tuscus, Gesta Imperatontm et Pontificum, 518, who says that

Michael took Constantinople through the treachery of a Franldsh noble named
Anselm. Tuscus has probably confused this event with Michael's previously at-

tempted collusion with Ansel de Toucy, on which see Chapter 4, text and notes

7-10, esp, appendix listed in note 7. No attempt is made here to list all the

Western sources which make brief, general mention of Constantinople's fall to the

Greeks.
w

", . . por mavese garde, . . , un Gres ... a grant cornpagnie de Gres,

enblerent par nuit Costantinople, lors quant la Poestes estoit ales en ost, et avoit

aveuc lui grant compagnie des Veneciens" (Chronique des Venldens, in Arch*

stor, it., VIII [1845] 480). Canale (d. ca. 1275) was employed in Venice's Dogana
Marittima and may well have had access to official sources; see Encic. ital., VIII

(1936) 664*
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the Chronicle of Morea (early fourteenth century) . Though affirm-

ing correctly that Palaeologus' troops entered the city as a

result of collusion with its Greek inhabitants, their value is limited

not only because of a confused chronology but because of an all

too obvious partiality for the Latins which leads one naturally to

expect an accusation of Greek perfidy.
35

In the light of the evidence and reasoning presented, it would

appear, then, that the absence of the Latin naval and military

forces at the very moment of Alexios' appearance before the walls

of the capital was sheer accident coincidence and that it was

in fact the "lucky" absence of the fleet which spurred Alexios to

attempt the city's capture. One must therefore abandon, however

reluctantly, the hypothesis of premeditation so compatible with

the characteristic resourcefulness exhibited by Michael through-
out his entire career. Which is not, of course, to say that Michael,

in the meantime, had overlooked the possibility of taking the city

by ruse, as mention of his collusion with "Asel" and the negotia-
tions described by Pachymeres and Western writers plainly at-

test.
86 Even if none of the sources seems clearly to support the

theory of the fleet's diversion to Daphnusia, the usual interpreta-
tion of the fortuitous circumstances attending the event must at

least be modified to take greater cognizance of the calculations

of Michael Palaeologus and his intrigues with the Greek popula-
tion of Constantinople.

THE PENETRATION OF THE WALLS

The three principal Greek sources are in essential agreement
on the preliminaries leading to the entrance of the Niccnc troops

through the walls and into the city. According to Acropolitos
Alexios learned about the condition of the city's defenses from

80 Greek Chronicle, ed. Kalonaros, 11. 1293-1294: ol Tw/*atoc foov 3\<ro.v tb r^y
ir6\w fovftptpdwritfai' /teri rbv Tla\a,ioX6yav. French version, ed. Lottgnon, par. 84:
"li Grec qui estoient habite* dedens la cite* ... si s'accorderent avec Tcmpcreur
grec, et le firent entrer dedens la citeY* For bias in these versions seo Longnon e<L

pp.xliiiff.* See Chapter 4, text and notes 7-10, and this chapter, text and notes 17, 25, 27.
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certain men of the city [the Voluntaries] who informed him of an open-
ing in the walls through which an armed man could pass into the city.

Immediately then he began his task. One man entered, then another,
until fifteen and more had made their way inside . . . Some of the sol-

diers climbed the walls, seized the guards, and threw them outside

the city. Others with their axes smashed the bolts of the gates, thus

providing an entrance ... for the troops. In this manner the Caesar
and his Greek and Cuman forces . . . entered the capital.

37

The account of Gregoras, in substantial agreement, records that

the Caesar, while encamped at Rhegium ("through inscrutable

providence which does not operate through armies"), came upon
some men of the market place, Greeks from Constantinople, who
labored in the fields outside the city. From them he learned of the

weakness of the city's defenses and the absence of the fleet at

Daphnusia. These men, tired of Latin domination, made an agree-
ment with Alexios to betray the city in exchange for valuable

gifts. They declared that aided by their friends they could easily

admit the army into the capital, since they knew of a secret sub-

terranean passage close to the gate opposite the Church of the

Monastery of the Fountain through which fifty men easily might
enter. A few days later, just before dawn, the Caesar entered the

city.
38

The third version, that of Pachymeres, is far more detailed.

He recounts that Alexios, reconnoitering the area to ascertain the

state of the defenses and contact the Voluntaries "about what he

had in mind regarding the city/' was able to learn (from the

Voluntaries) of the absence of the Venetian fleet. Whereupon,

wishing to take advantage of the favorable situation, he offered

them liberal rewards if they would cooperate in seizing the city.
39

Significantly, Alexios himself became wary when he considered

the magnitude of the task and the failure of far greater forces to

succeed in the past. Discussing the matter in council, however, he

87

Acrop., 182, 11. 8-21, esp.: 6v^v rwa efrcw irepl ri rei^os. This opening is con-

strued by W. Miller, Cambridge Med* Hist*, IV, 592, to be an underground aque-
duct*

38

Greg., 83, 1. 19 to 85, L 20, and esp. 85: TaXtufo rts

138: irirorclwif Kdieetvois &7r/8aj, cf ffwcpyoiw, T&J
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was encouraged by his nephew, Alexios Koutrizakes by name, the

most important of the Voluntary leaders, who demonstrated his

support by forming the Voluntaries into a company to aid the

Caesar.

The particulars of the plan agreed upon were as follows. On
the night selected, the Caesar and his troops were to conceal

themselves at the Monastery of the Fountain, located a short dis-

tance outside the walls. At the same time, within the city, the Vol-

untaries were to apply ladders to a section of the wall opposite the

Monastery that is, at the Gate of the Fountain and, after as-

cending, were to kill whatever guards were on duty there. During
the operation the surrounding area was to be carefully guarded
lest the Latin sentries detect anything unusual, for, as the his-

torian emphasizes, "the Voluntaries, too, would incur a great
risk if they should be caught."

40

The operation began. Within the city the Voluntaries applied
their ladders, climbed up, and approached the sleeping guards

("They were, of course, Italians!" says Pachymeres scornfully),
41

whom they dispatched and threw over the walls. Certain of the

sentries, however, hearing the commotion, took to flight and had
to be overtaken and slain. Then the Voluntaries, hurrying to the

Gate of the Fountain, smashed it with rocks (it had been walled

up for security, evidently because of the shortage of guards)
42

and opened it to admit die waiting forces of the Caesar. Alexios

himself, who had been growing apprehensive, even suspicious of

Koutrizakes because of the time that had elapsed,
43

immediately
rushed with his troops from the monastery to the gate at the first

sound of the signal agreed upon, the proclamation of the Em-
* For this entire passage see Pach., 138, L 17 to 141, L 6.
*
Pach,, 142,11.1-2.

^Opinion of P. D&hier, Monumenta Hvngariae Historica, XXI, pt 1 (Buda-
pest, n.d. ) 535. On the Monastery of the Fountain see M. Nomides, 'H 7MMxvt
ItijY/i (Istanbul, 1937) passim and esp, 166. This monastery, still in existence, is

situated about 500 metres from the Gate of the Fountain. This Gate is located be-
tween the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh towers north of the Golden Gate. Sec
also B, Meyer-Plath and A. M. Schneider, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopcl
(Berlin, 1943 ); and B. Janin, Constantinople byzantine (Paris, 1950) 257.

48
Pach., 141, L 11. Alexios was perhaps afraid that the Voluntaries might be-

tray him and he would be trapped by a Latin army approaching from the outside*
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peror's name from the battlements. The signal, it so happened,
was given by a Greek priest, a Voluntary named Lakeras.44

No less than six Byzantine sources provide information on the

penetration of the walls. But which account is most worthy of

credence? A comparison of the six reveals that five, those of

Acropolites, Scutariotes, Gregoras, an Anonymous Poem of the

fourteenth century,
45 and the fifteenth century Sphrantzes

46 are

very similar, and that one only, that of Pachymeres, differs to any
appreciable extent. But this general concurrence is not surprising
when we consider that Scutariotes' version is based directly on

Acropolites, and that Gregoras (who wrote almost a century later)

is likewise considered to have drawn the material for this part of

his work from Acropolites.
47

It is clear, then, from this chain of

dependence that only the accounts of Acropolites and Pachymeres
are worthy of serious consideration. ( Both historians were living
at the time of this event, Acropolites being already a mature per-
son and Pachymeres who actually wrote several decades after-

wards a young man of nineteen. )

48

Examining the two more closely we see that the chief differ-

ence, aside from Pachymeres* voluminousness, is Acropolites'

greater stress on the providential and fortuitous. For this there is

44
Pach., 142, 1. 12 to 143, 1 4. Note Pachymeres' amusing account of Lakeras*

terror as he climbed the wall.
** Which provides no new information except (1. 571) the fact that the Volun-

taries assembled by Koutrizakes to aid Alexios numbered five hundred men. Pub-
lished by J.

Miiller in "Byzantinische Analekten," Sitz.-Ber. Akad. Wien. Phil-hist.

KL, IX (1852) 366-389. Earlier ed. in J, Buchon, Ncuvettes recherches historiques
sur la principaut francaise de More~e, II (Paris, 1845) 335ff. Also see P. Charanis,

"An Important Short Chronicle of the Fourteenth Century," Byzantion, XIII

(1938) 337, note 1.
46

Sphrantzes, Chronicon (Bonn) 18, says that an old man led the army in

through an underground aqueduct he had often used in the past. (For important
criticism on the authenticity of Sphrantzes* [or Phrantzes'] historical work see

esp. R. Loenertz, "Autour du Chronicon Mams attribue" & Georges Phrantzes,*'

Misc. G. Mercati, III [1946] 273ff.) Cf. the similar account of T. Spandugnino,
De la crigine degli imperatori ottcmani, ordini de la corte, etc*? in C. Sathas,

Documents in6dit$ relatifs a Yhistoire de la Grece au Moyen Age, IX (Paris, 1890)

141 : "uno luoco aperto nelle mura."
*r G. Moravcsik, Byzantincturdca; Die byzantinischen Qttellen der Geschichte

der Ttirkvdlker (Budapest, 1942) II, 330, 276.
44 See K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur (Munich, 1897)

288.
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probably good reason: Acropolites, former teacher, Grand Lo-

gothete (prime minister), and even relative of Michael, was, as

already observed, the Emperor's devoted partisan.
49 Like Michael

himself he must have been deeply concerned with the task of

legitimizing Michael's recent usurpation.
50 How effectively it

would silence the partisans of Lascarid legitimacy were it to ap-

pear that Divine Power had gratuitously granted Constantinople
to Palaeologus! That he was probably thinking along these lines

or may at least have sought to exaggerate what might indeed have

appeared to him an indication of God's favor can be observed

from his emphasis on, and repetition of, such phrases as "the event

occurred through the operation of Divine Providence"; "Constan-

tinople again fell under the sceptre of the Roman Emperor

through the Providence of God"; and "Christ granted you [Pa-

laeologus] Constantinople."
51

On the other hand, Pachymeres, no apologist for Michael

he was, in fact, later to oppose Michael's policy of religious union

with Rome 52
may well have left us a less biased picture. He

describes, for example, in considerable detail Michael's prepara-
tions and diplomatic maneuvers before the capture, considera-

tions, it must be noted, almost completely omitted by Acropolites.
With all but the two fundamental accounts eliminated, one

may justifiably inquire which is more worthy of belief as to the

method of penetrating the city that of Acropolites-Gregoras
about an underground passage,

62* or that of Pachymeres, which

*On this see Heisenberg's edition of Acropolites, introduction, p. xiv. Also
S. KougeaSj "'O recfyrytos 'A/cpOTroMrijs Kr^rwp roO Itapurwoft KaxJu/cos roO 2<ovf8a/

p

Byzantina Metabyzantina, I ( 1949 ) 71-73, who shows conclusively that Acropolites
was related through marriage lo the Emperor.

60 See Acrop., 188, 11. 25fE., where Acropolites writes thai shortly after the city's

recovery he urged Michael to proclaim his little son co-Emperor and thus to found
a dynasty.

81

Acrop., 181, L 9; 183, 11. 3, 18-19; 184, 1 13; 186, 1. 3.
M For Michael's unionist policy see esp. D. Geanakoplos, "Michael VIII Palae-

ologus and the Union of Lyons (1274)," Harvard Theological Review, XLVI
(1953) 79ff.

^The Anonymous Poem, L 550, also mentions a water conduit (Itc rw 3pa-

7ary<?w;> l$icj). The fourteenth century chronographer, Ephraem, Ghronographia
(Bonn, 1840) 1L 9494-9495, mentions a hole in the wall Both, howevcr> follow

Acropolites.
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describes the application of ladders to the city walls from within.

At first glance, the recital of Pachymeres seems more credible,
since it contains nothing extraordinary, no suddenly discovered

secret passages. It states simply that the Voluntaries, having made
an agreement with Alexios to betray the city, at an opportune time

put up ladders from inside, killed the guards, and opened the

gate. Moreover, in support of Pachymeres, it may be observed

that none of the Western sources mentions an entrance into the

city via a subterranean passage. Nevertheless, it must not be over-

looked that an account such as that of Acropolites is not unique
in the annals of Byzantine history. There may be cited, for ex-

ample, Procopios* famous passage on the Greek capture of Naples
in 536 by the troops of Belisarius, who penetrated the city by
means of an underground passage.

53 The chronicles of Theophanes
and Nikephoros afford additional instances of such entrance into

Constantinople itself by Emperor Justinian II in 704.54
Finally,

the Strategemata of Polyaenus, a second century A.D. manual of

warfare, tells how troops took the fortified town of Sestos by creep-

ing through water-conduits of the city.
55 In view of these prece-

Procopii Caesariensis Opera Omnia, De Bello Gothico, ed. J. Haury, II (Leip-

zig, 1905) 50-53.
*<
Theophanis Chronographia, ed. de Boor (Leipzig, 1883) 374; and Nicephori

Archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani Opuscula Historica, ed. de Boor (Leipzig, 1880)
42. Perhaps further corroboration for Acropolites* account is the existence still

today in Constantinople of an old underground passage, which begins on the

grounds of the Monastery of the Fountain (about one hundred yards from the

monastery building) and extends toward the city walls. This was shown to me in

the summer of 1951 by the Abbot of the Monastery. In a stooped position I was
able to advance into the passage for perhaps one hundred yards until I came to a

point where the passage was blocked by water. I was assured, however, by the

monks that the passage extended much further under the walls, indeed as far as

Hagia Sophia itself. The importance of this discovery, of course, can easily be

overemphasized because of the uncertainty over the length of the passage and
its date of origin. Nevertheless, its existence might possibly lend a certain support
to the theory that at least some of Palaeologus' men entered by means of an

underground passage. In this connection, finafly, see the twelfth century account

of the French monk Odo of Deuil, De profectiane Ludovici VIZ in Orientem,

ed. V. Berry (New York, 1948) 64-65, who says that "from the outside of Con-

stantinople underground conduits flow in bringing the city an abundance of

sweet water" ("a foris subterranei conductus influunt, qui aquas dulces civitati

largitertribuunt").
"Ed. I. Melber (Leipzig, 1887) 38.
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dents the possibility must not be overlooked that Acropolites (and

through him those who based their works on his) might deliber-

ately have imitated these accounts in the belief that such an en-

trance would further stress the supernatural action of Divine

Providence.56

Thus the question whether the Nicene troops entered by
means of an underground passage or simply through the opened
Gate of the Fountain cannot be determined with finality. At any
rate, neither interpretation vitiates the thesis established of col-

lusion between Michael Palaeologus and the Greek inhabitants

of the capital.

THE FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE

With the passing of the Greek troops through the walls, the

problem was to secure control of the city before the return of the

Latin fleet. An experienced soldier but prone to anxieties, Alexios

decided to advance cautiously until the coming of day would per-
mit a more accurate appraisal of enemy strength. Once during
his march through the streets he almost retreated at the appear-
ance of armed Latins who seemed eager to defend the city; but

he was supported by the Voluntaries who rushed quickly to his

aid. Fearful of their fate should Alexios* attempt fail, the Volun-

taries joined actively in street fights and aided the Greek troops to

put to flight whatever Latins were encountered.57

The tumult, in the meantime, had awakened the Latin Emper-
or Baldwin, asleep in the Blachernae Palace at the other end of

the Golden Horn. Baldwin is depicted by Pachymeres as so panic-
stricken that he could think only of flight.

58
Gregoras, on the other

w
Michael's Autobiography (written near the end of his life), 5-6, omits

any
mention of the means of penetrating the city and attributes its recovery to God $

aid (0
p

faun . , . dtf6rros Owv), The Typikon for St. Michael, 771, expresses the

same sentiment, as do several other encomia: see S. G, Mercati, '\xiambi di

ringraziamento per la conquista di Costantinopqli (1261)," Byz> Zeit., XXXVI
(1936) 289ff.; and Gregory of Cyprus in Migne, ?G, vol. 142, col 377* On these

see Previale, "Un panegyrico ineaito per Michele VIII Palcologo/' 1-3*

"Pach., 144,11.4-11,

^Pach., 144, 11. 11-13. Cf, an unused rhetorical passage from Holobolos (ed.

Treu, 68) describing how "Baldwin, now a pitiful little fellow (Mp&ptfo n #><*-
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hand, relates that Baldwin at once sought to assemble his body-
guard, but soon, concluding that resistance was impossible, de-

cided to entrust his safety to the protection of the sea.
59 In the

hope of finding a boat he ran to the Great Palace, situated next

to the Harbor of the Bukoleon on the Sea of Marmora. So precipi-
tous was his flight that he left behind both crown and sword, the

symbols of his rule.60 These were soon found by Greek soldiers

who came seeking him and who probably did not hesitate to show
them to Baldwin's subjects in order to impress upon them the

futility of further resistance.

What the Caesar most feared now happened the return of

the Venetian fleet. News of the Caesar's coup had been carried

on the same day to the Podesta and his fleet at Daphnusia, and
the Latins, immediately lifting the siege, hurried homeward.61

At the same time the Caesar, in apprehension of their return and
fearful of the result of a battle between his little army and the

Latin forces, adopted the shrewd advice of John Phylax, a Greek

in the service of Baldwin,62
It was Phylax* plan to set fire to the

houses of the Latins situated along the shore (presumably along
the Golden Horn ) , first to those of the Venetians 6S and then of

the other Western peoples. In this manner the returning Latins

would forget the enemy, preoccupied as they would be with sav-

v), though formerly very
swollen with pride and exalted in his high im-

perial rank, fled like a sorry knave, a thief fleeing in the shackles of slaves, a

fugitive so to speak from the club and skin of Heracles."

Greg., 86, 11. 5-10.

"Pach., 144, 11. 13-18; Greg., 86, 11. 10-13, Acrop., 183, 11. 15-17; 185, 11. 25-

28; 186, 11, 1-2, Although the harbor of the Bukoleon is not specified in the Greek

sources* Baldwin must have fled there because it was situated next to the Great

Palace, See French Chron. Mor., par. 84: "Bauduin . , . reduisi dedens le viel

palais . . . dou Lion." Cf. A. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople (London,

1899) 269. Gregoras* statement, 85, 1. 24, that the Monastery of the Pantocrator

was the palace of the Latins probably does not refer to Baldwin's residence, but

to the headquarters of the Venetians. Cf. T.-TL, II, 284.
01
Acrop., 182, 1. 28 and 183, 11. 1-6, says that the Latin fleet, unsuccessful in

its mission, was returning to the capital when Alexios entered. But Pach., 145,

1L 8-13 and Greg., 186, 1. 14, say they were still besieging Daphnusia,
*
Pach., 146, 1. L Meliarakes, Nicaea, 595, note 1, believes Phylax to be a

descriptive rather than a proper name.
**
Acrop., 183, L 12, who calls them K^TTOVS, a name still used in Venice to

refer to the city squares*
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ing their wives and children. The proposal, once implemented, re-

sulted exactly as foreseen. On arrival the Latins saw their homes

burning and their families standing on the quay imploring suc-

cor.
64
Hastening at once to save their loved ones, they had to fore-

go all thought of a counter-attack. Thus the Greek troops were

able to maintain their position in the city.
65

In spite of the success of this tactic, Alexios was still appre-
hensive over a possible action of the Latin forces. He appealed
for assistance, therefore, to the Greek inhabitants of the city,

many of whom must have been eager to aid their compatriots.
06

Genoese residents, imbued with hatred for the rival Venetians,

may also have come to his support, although it is not certain that

they had yet learned of the Nymphaeum pact, secretly signed
some weeks before by their home city and Palaeologus.

67

The rapid crossing of the Nicene troops through the entire

expanse of the city, from the Gate of the Fountain to the Golden

Horn and Bosporus, seems at first glance rather remarkable. But

it is less surprising when it is recalled that many areas of the

capital, deserted for many years, had become desolate during the

Latin occupation.
The scenes of excitement and destruction, of terror and burn-

ing which now took place, are vividly described in the Greek

accounts. Even Acropolites, abandoning for a moment the usual

stark simplicity of his style, eloquently relates how the Latin

inhabitants, terror-stricken by the unexpectedness of the event,

sought to save themselves, some fleeing to monasteries and adopt-
M
Pack, 146, 11. 12-17. But according to Greg., 85, 1. 22 and Sphrantzcs, 18,

1. 19, the Greeks set fire to the city shortly after entering, that is, some time before
the return of the Latin fleet. Cf, Chronicon Marchiae Tarvisinae ct Lombardiae,
48: "urbem regiam protinus succenderunt."

w
According to Pach., 147, 1. 1, the Latins were aided by the crew of a huge

Sicilian ship lying in the harbor. This ship was large enough to hold all the Latins

wishing to flee. Cf. note 74.
00
Pach., 145, 1. 19. These Greeks at the same time probably feared Latin re*

prisals if the coup failed.
*r

Lopez, Colonie, 210, argues convincingly that had Gradenigo known of the

Nymphaeum pact, he would not have attacked Daphnusia, leaving Constantinople
without defenders. In any event, only about two week had elapsed between tho
official Genoese ratification of the pact, and the capital's fall on July 25, too brief
a time for the news to have arrived in Constantinople from Genoa.
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ing monkish garb, others hiding in the recesses of walls, in dark

stoas, or, if we may believe the neglected encomium of Manuel
Holobolos, even concealing themselves in sewers.68 To these

descriptions Pachymeres adds in his rhetorical manner that

women and children ("modest women and young maidens

scantily clad as they were or wearing only a torn chiton") ran

out of their burning houses like smoked-out bees and stood on
the shore tearfully stretching out their hands for rescue to their

menfolk on the ships.
69

In view of the dramatization of the sources, it seems surprising
that nothing is mentioned of a massacre of the Latins or at least

reprisals against them by the Greek population.
70

Indeed, accord-

ing to one account, the Latins could not have been pressed too

hard, for they even managed to carry away part of their wealth

with them.71 That the Latins realized they might never return is

suggested by Gregoras, who writes rhetorically that as they sailed

away in the morning they voiced a long farewell to their adopted

country.
72

It would be instructive to know the number of the Latin

refugees. According to the Chronicle of Morea there were three

thousand,
73 a figure which may be fairly accurate, since pre-

sumably all thirty Venetian ships, including a huge Sicilian vessel

at anchor in the harbor, were used in the evacuation.74
Moreover,

we are told that the ships were so crowded that many of the

w
Acrop., 182, 11. 21-27. For Holobolos* encomium see above, note 5- In the

same passage (Treu ed., 67) Holobolos also describes the "half-barbarian cries"

of the Latins: ris /uoj3o/>/3(i/>oi;s o<s . . . T&S h \nrop6fJLois a&rQv KaraftJ<re
08
Pach., 146-148.

70 The occasional statements of Greek and Latin writers about bloodshed during
the capture are to be attributed only to the relatively minor street clashes which

occurred when the troops entered. The Greek attitude toward the Latins seems well

expressed by Pach,, 148, 1. 3, who says that the latter paid the penalty for their

treatment of the Greeks in 1204,
71
Pach., 147, 1. 14: tfi/^a /cai rots 7re/Hofl<rt TrpdyfAcurw. G. Finlay, History of

Greece, III, pt. 2, 344, believes that a truce was probably concluded to permit the

Latins to depart.
78
Greg., 86, 11. 20-21.

73 Greek version, 1. 1305, French version, par. 85.
w Holobolos (ed, Treu, 67) probably refers to the Sicilian ship with these

words: <5 [the Latin vessels] pta, ttol faty r&s /eocr6/>oi/s, rep&rri^y n
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Latins men, women and children died of hunger before

reaching their destination, the Latin-held Aegean island of

Negropont.
75
Noteworthy is the fact that some of the most prom-

inent refugees and their families settled in Venice, where, as

members of the Grand Council,
76
they were able to exert pressure

on the government for the reconquest of their former homeland.

To return to the Emperor Baldwin, whom we left at the

harbor of the Bukoleon: wounded in one arm and on the point
of being captured,

77 he was taken aboard a Venetian vessel.
78

Together with the Podest Marco Gradenigo, numerous Vene-

tians and other Latins, he then sailed to Negropont,
79 from which

he was subsequently to begin his long and unremitting search

for Western afiies to aid in the recovery of his lost Empire.

Thus, with the departure of the Latin Emperor and the spec-

tacular occupation of the capital by Greek troops on 25 July 1261,

Michael VIII Palaeologus was at last in a position to realize his

most cherished ambition, that of being crowned Basileus in Hagia

Chronicon Marchiae Tarvisinae, etc.> 48: "multi utnusque sexiis oppress! dire

famis angustia, in navibus antequam partum attinguerent, perierunt." Cf. Sanudo,

Fragmenutm (ed. Hopf), 172: "Balduinus . , . fuit egressus . . . cum multo

populo tarn Vcneto quam aliis gentium gcneratiombus masculis, feminis, et parvulis,

qui cum eo se reduxerunt in navigiis Venetorum" (ed. Wolff, "Hopfs So-Called

'Fragmentum/"151).
See S. Romanin, Storia documentata di Venezia, II, 270, who cites the

chronicle of Stefano Magno, but evidently had access to documents other than those

included in "Estratti degli Annali Vcneti di Stefano Magno" (in Hopf, Chron.

grgco-rom., 179& ) .

77
Sanudo, Istoria* 115: "fu ferito in una mano." Acrop., 183, 11. 16-17: iv xp$

rys faypelas yev6/MWov.
78
According to Hopfs ed. of Sanudo, Fragmentum, 172, Baldwin was rescued

and sailed away on ships belonging
to the Venetian firm of Ca Pesaro ("Baldui-

nus . . . fuit egressus cum navibus de Ca-Pesaro civitatis Venetiarum"). Cf. Wolff
ed., 151, which makes only general mention of Venetian ships ("egressxis, cum
navibus comunitatis Venetiarum").

"Ftagmentum (ed. Hopf, 172; Wolf, 151): "[Balduinusl qui venit do Con-

stantinopoli Nigrepontem/* Also see sentence quoted in note 75. Cf, Sanudo,
Istoria, 115: "a Negroponte." The Latin Patriarch Pantaleone Giustiniani also

escaped, though evidently not with Baldwin* On Giustiniani see L. Santifaller,

Beitrage z<ur Geschichte de$ lateinischen Patriarchate von Konstantinopel (Weimar,
1938) 42-45; L. de Mas-Latrie, "Patriarches latins de Constantinople/' Revue de
FOrient latin, III (1895) 435-436; and more recently, R, L, WoM, "Politics in

tho Latin Patriarchate of Constantinople," Dumbarton Oa'ks Papers No. S (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1954) 294.
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Sophia. And for the accomplishment of this aim he was ready to

seize upon every advantage that the "Divine gift" of the Queen

City could bestow, for he realized only too clearly that in Byzan-
tium a usurper must legitimize his position or perish.
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THE "NEW CONSTANTINE" AND HIS CAPITAL

THE ENTRANCE OF MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS INTO THE CITY

ews of Constantinople's recovery came quickly to

Meteorion where the Emperor was encamped.
1

First to hear of it was his sister, Eulogia, who at dawn awakened
the sleeping Michael. According to the sources, Michael was un-

convinced of the truth of the report until the arrival of a mes-

senger from the Caesar bearing the captured crown and sword
of the Latin Emperor.

2

If this was in fact Michael's attitude, it would of course seem
irreconcilable with the concept of prior planning on his part.

Indeed, the account of Acropolites and the more highly dramatized

and precious recital of Pachymeres take great pains to stress the

absence of Michael's hand in the capture, emphasizing instead

the intervention of God. Thus Eulogia., supposedly unwilling to

shock her sleeping brother by a sudden revelation of the great

event, is portrayed as tickling his toes in order to awaken him

gently*
8 "Oh Emperor/' she said, "you are master of Constanti-

nople.** "How can I be/* he replied, "when I am in Meteorion?"

Then changing her tone she affirmed, "Christ has granted you
1
Acrop., 183, 1. 24. Pach., 149, 1. 20, says Michael was at Nymphaeum;

86, 1 22, says he -was at Nicaea. Acropolites is probably correct, however, since he
was evidently with the Emperor at the time, or certainly shortly thereafter when
they entered the capital.

*
Pach., 152, 11. 15-19. Acrop., 185, 11, 25ff . Cf, Greg., 86-87.

Pach,, 150-151.
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Constantinople/' Whereupon, piously throwing his arms toward

heaven, Michael exclaimed, "Now ... I accept it!"
4

As after the murder of Muzalon, the Emperor's first act was to

address an assembly of his people. It was his intention to draw

personal profit from the capital's recovery by picturing it as a

miraculous expression of divine favor toward his reign a favor

which also inspired the hope of recovering the lost provinces of

the Empire. This was a prognostication of the policy he was to

follow toward the Latins throughout the entire period of his rule.

According to Pachymeres he said to the assemblage:

Although many attempts have hitherto been made to retake Constan-

tinople, none has succeeded. If we have just retaken the city in spite
of the resistance of those who defended it, and if we have maintained

it despite the efforts of the Latins ... it is only as a result of the Di-

vine Power which, on the one hand, renders impregnable ( when it so

desires) those cities which seem the most feeble, and which, on the

other, enfeebles those which appear the most invincible. We have un-

dergone so many failures to take Constantinople with no result (al-

though we were greater in number than the defenders) because God
wished us to know that the possession of this city was a grace depen-
dent upon his bounty. He has reserved for our reign this grace, which

obliges us to eternal appreciation, and in accoroing it to us he has

given us hope to retake the provinces which we lost with it.
5

While Palaeologus was making plans for his entrance into

Constantinople, the Caesar Alexios was assiduously preparing the

capital to receive him. In view of the continuing danger of a Latin

naval attack, the Caesar's task was rendered difficult by the few-

ness of his troops, He could, to be sure, depend upon the support
of the Greek population, but he had constantly to be on guard

against treachery or an uprising of the remaining Latins- The

*Acrop*, 184. See the similar (unused) account of the imperial rhetor Manuel
Holobolos, in ManueUs Holoboli Orationes, 68-69, esp. 69, 11 17-22, whore

Michael, significantly, says to Eulogia, "If you think this achievement [recovering

Constantinople] is me product of my mind and hand, you are far from the truth

and my purpose. This indeed is my excuse, that I did not try to accomplish it, for

how could I have conquered it myself so quickly such a great and celebrated

achievement as this?*'
6 See PacL, 153, 1 9, to 155, 1. 12, who alone records his words or at least the

substance of his remarks. The passages quoted are only part of the long speech.
*Pachu, 158-1599 esp, 159: Tw/utfotf fjAv irurrrfw, 'IraXofcy V
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Caesar therefore forbade gatherings during the day and ordered
the streets and public places to be guarded at night lest the

expelled Latins enter through the breaches in the walls still every-
where unrepaired.

7

Three weeks later, on 15 August 1261, Michael VIII Palaeo-

logus, the "New Constantine" 8 and second founder of Constan-

tinople, as he styled himself, entered the capital. Realizing the

enormous moral significance of the occasion for the Greeks,
Michael proposed to make the event one of thanksgiving to God.

Accordingly, he made his entrance not as a triumphant conqueror
but as a suppliant.

9

Ceremoniously entering the Golden Gate, he
and his entourage paused to hear prayers of thanksgiving com-

posed by the Grand Logothete, George Acropolites.
10
Then, trav-

ersing the entire breadth of the city on foot, with Constantinople's

palladium, the holy icon of the Virgin Hodegetria at the head/
1

the procession finally reached Hagia Sophia, where divine serv-

ices were held. Shortly thereafter Michael and his wife Theodora

were crowned Basileis; and his baby son, Andronikos, was pro-
claimed heir-presumptive to the throne, in complete disregard of

the rights of the legitimate Emperor, young John IV Lascaris,

7
Pach., 159, 11. 9

8 See the Genoese source, Annali Genovesi di Caffaro e de? suoi continuatori

(= Annales lanuenses), ed. C. Imperiale and L. Belgrano (Genoa-Rome, 1890-

1929), IV, 45: "ab eo tempore citra idem imperator se appellavit . . . novus Con-
stantinus." Also T.-Th., Ill, 134. Michael seems to have used this title in documents
for home consumption and when addressing the Genoese and Venetians, but ap-

parently not in letters to the papacy. It appears surprising that Michael did not

immediately rush to the capital, but evidently he wanted to make a permanent
move with much of his entourage.

9
Acrop., 186,11.6-12.

10

Acrop., 11. 13E
M On the Hodegetria, an ancient, miracle-working icon of the Virgin, painted,

according to tradition, by St. Luke, and kept usually in the Constantinopolitan

Monastery of the Hodegon, see R. L. Wolff, Footnote to an Incident of the Latin

Occupation of Constantinople: The Church and the Icon of the Hodegetria," Trar

ditto, VI (1948) 319; and, more recently, R. Janin, La gfographie eccUsiastique de

?empire byzantin, pt. 1, vol. Ill: Les 6gli$e$ et les monast&res (Paris, 1953) 208-

216. The Caesar Alexios was, for his services, given a tnumph, and Michael or-

dered that his name be mentioned, along with his own, in the public prayers for

one year (Greg,, 89, 11, 3-13). Pach., 173, 11. 19ff. mentions the prayers but not

the triumph.
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who had been left behind in Asia Minor.12 The goal for which

Michael had long and carefully labored was now attained.

The Emperor chose as his residence the Great Palace on the

Bosporus. The newer palace of the Blachernae overlooking the

Golden Horn, though occupied by the Angeloi and more recently

by the Latin emperors, was deemed unsuitable because, as

Pachymeres scornfully informs us, "it was filled with thick smoke

and Italian fire, which the servants of the uncouth Baldwin had

allowed to permeate the palace."
13

The celebration for the recovery of the capital lasted through-
out the day and night. All Constantinople rang with joy as jubi-

lant throngs went to give thanks in the churches once again be-

come Greek. So elated were the monks and nuns, we are told,

that groups moved from place to place festively adorning the

monasteries and convents. 14 The Emperor himself, however, had
little time to share in the festivities, for he was at once confronted

by a number of pressing problems (which have not as yet been

subjected to full scrutiny by scholars )
.
Ha Most important of these

were the defense of Constantinople from an expected Latin at-

tack, the restoration and repopulation of the semi-ruined capital,

and the disposition of the Latins remaining in the city.
15

THE RESTORATION OF CONSTANTINOPLE: ^POPULATION
AND RECONSTRUCTION

The removal of the court from Nicaea to Constantinople was
not a simple matter. Unlike smaller ambulatory Western courts,

"On Andronikos (about whom the sources are not clear) see Acrop., 188-189;
Pach., 167, 11. 3-7, and 173, 11. 15-19; also Greg., 87, 11. 11-14, Cf. esp. F. Ddlger,
"Die dynastische Familienpolitik des Kaisers Michael Palaiologos," Fc$t*chrift E.
Eichmann (Paderborn, 1940) 179ff.

M
Pach., 161, 11. 7-11. Cf. Greg., 87, 11. 20-23,

M
Typikon for St. Michael, 771: <reftma Kal dcr/c'jjrijpia ftovafartav /cai ptopafovo'wv

TreptKoor/xoOert x<?po Cf. also Pach., 161, 11. 13-14, and 162, 11 1-3.
M*

Except for the discussion of Constantinople's population in 1261 in P.

Charanis, A note on the Population and Cities of the Byzantine Empire in the

Thirteenth Century/* /. Starr Memorial Volume (1953) 140.
*
Pach., 162, 11. 5-9; 163, 11 18&; and Greg., 88-89, A fourth task was the heal-

ing of the schism which had arisen in the church over Arsenics' refusal to perform
his patriarchal duties following Michael's usurpation. Michael later prevailed upon
Arsenics to return to his throne. See Pach., 165, and Greg., &8, 11. 16tt.
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that of Byzantium was stationary and needed considerable space
to house its officials and nobility, all of whom were encouraged
by the Emperor to move to the Bosporus.

16
During the three week

period prior to his own arrival, Michael repeatedly dispatched

messengers to the Caesar with instructions to select residences

for the nobles and courtiers in accordance with their rank.17

Wherever possible, the noble families were to be permitted to

resume possession of their ancestral homes. It must have been

difficult, however, to carry out this order, since fire and the pass-

ing of fifty-seven years had resulted in the destruction or altera-

tion of many dwellings.
18

Indeed, large areas of the city had been

almost completely devastated. Thus Gregoras (doubtless with a

certain exaggeration) writes that

Constantinople was then an enormous desolate city, full of ruins and

stones, of houses razed to the ground, and of the few remains of the

great fire. . . Enslaved it had received no care from the Latins, ex-

cept destruction of every kind day and night.
19

Undaunted, the Greeks set about eagerly to repair their be-

loved capital. But in order to restore its previous proud condi-

tion, Michael had first to look to its repopulation, as only a small

number of its former residents remained.20 Thus he recalled the

Greek inhabitants who had fled during the occupation to dwell

along the Bosporus.
21 At this time or shortly thereafter he also

brought in Tzakones, Greeks from the southeastern part of the

Morea, newly taken (as we shall see) from Prince William of

Achaia. To these colonists Michael assigned as residence a special

section of the city.
22

Most of the property within Constantinople, whether Greek

"Pach,, 160,11. 8-4.
w
Pach., 158, See also S. Kougeas, "'0 Mpvios 'A/cpotroX/rijs Knjrwp roO

HapiffwoQ K<6$uos roO EovtSa" Byzantina Metabyzantina, I (1949) 61ff.
rt See Greg., 81, 11 8ff., who says that some of the best homes were used for

firewood during the latter part of Baldwin's reign. The fires of 1204 and 1261

doubtless destroyed many others.
**
Greg., 87, 1 23 and 88, 1L 1-7,

"
Greg., 88, 11. 12-16.

*
Pach.> 163, 11. 18-19 and 164, 1. 1.

*
Pach,, 188, 11 2-8 and 164, 1L 9-10.
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or Latin, was arrogated by right of conquest to the imperial

government for disposition.
23

Solely excepted was that of the

nobles, which was returned to them because Palaeologus feared

their power and needed their cooperation.
24

It is significant that

some of the best lands both within and outside the walls were

awarded to the Voluntaries, who had played such an important
role in the reconquest.

25

From the beginning Michael devoted special attention to the

condition of the churches. They had fared badly under the Latins,

who had stripped the lead from their roofs in order to provide

money for the defense of the city and expenses of the court.26

As has not hitherto been noticed, the Greek historian Scutariotes

remarks that during the occupation the Emperor John Vatatzes

of Nicaea had even sent money to the Latins to "buy them

ofT (exonesamenos) from despoiling the Constantinopolitan
churches 27 an extraordinary gesture probably reflecting his

hope of soon recovering the capital.

Many churches were repaired or rebuilt at this time.
88 For

some Michael provided roofs, and others, particularly Hagia

Sophia, he adorned with magnificent treasures, including much-

needed holy vessels for their sanctuaries.20 No less care was

lavished on the monasteries, which Michael sought to restore to

their previous condition by the award of financial aid and fertile

11
Pach., 891,11 3-5.

*
Pach., 158, 11. 13-17 and 164, II. 1-2.

85
Pack,, 164, 11. 2-5, This is evidently conclusive proof of Voluntary collusion

with Michael's forces in taking the capital.M
Scutariotes, 508-500: rwv r6rt atir7}y &px6vrwv *lra,\u>v TroXXas rwv iv atfrj?

ijdcXiifft&v j80vXv<raju&><>;p Karacrrptyai rrpbs fapairtlav TTJS eyoiVtyt Mtltts atiroti. Also

Wolff, "Politics/* 278, text and note 142, who cites a letter of Pope Honorhis III,

saying specifically that the Latin Patriarch Matthaeus had stripped the capital's
churches. See also above, Chapter 3, note 45, for mention, in Stinudo's so-called

Fragmentum, of Baldwin's stripping of lead from the palace roofs. On the basis of

these various passages from Sanudo, Scutariotes, and rope Honoxius, it may well

be that a division is suggested here: Latin laymen stripped secular buildings, ec-

clesiastics, the churches.

^Scutariotes, 509: atfrds xpfaacrw tywviiff&ftcyos, a-^ovf St&fUwMr Treptciroofaaro,
88

Greg., 88, 11. 14-15, and Gregory of Cyprus, Laudatio Michaelte Palaeologl,

Migne, PG, vol 142, col. 377: falwv va,Qv <&7rapraxo0 TT}J "Pw/talw
*
Pack, 172, 1L 17-19, and 173, 11, 1-3.
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lands within and outside the city.
30 Such attention to the welfare

of ecclesiastical establishments helped to win clerical support for

imperial policies and, needless to say, to heighten still further the

patriotism of the Greek people, for whom the most meaningful
evidence of the restoration was reestablishment of the Greek
church. So bitterly had the Greeks resented the enforced Latin-

ization of their church during the occupation that they had been
accustomed to purify their altars and rebaptize their children

after each performance of the Latin rite.
31

Michael's program of reconstruction was ambitious. With
labor provided by his light-armed troops he constructed or re-

built many public buildings: agoras, stoas, law-courts, theaters,

even homes for the aged.
32

Finally, and in commemoration of the

city's recovery, the Emperor erected, on a column before the

Church of the Holy Apostles, a bronze statue of his namesake,
the Archangel Michael. At the foot of the statue stood another

figure, representing the Emperor himself, holding in his hands a

likeness of the city which he offered to the Archangel.
33

It would

be difficult indeed for the Greeks to forget that divine favor had

sanctioned the reign of Michael Palaeologus!

THE BUILDING OF A FLEET

Most pressing of the problems facing the Emperor was, of

course, defense of the city against an expected attack of the

Venetian fleet. Realizing his lack of a strong navy, Palaeologus
chose to insure Genoese assistance by scrupulously implementing
the provisions of the Nymphaeum pact, despite the hitherto

., 164, U. 5-12.
81 See the canon on this of the Fourth Lateran Council (1215), in H6fel6~

Leclercq, Histoire de$ candles (Paris, 1914) V, pt. 2, 1333.

"Pack, 188, 11. 2-16. Also see Holobolos' encomium (ed. Treu), 58, perhaps
the finest remaining testimony (though perhaps exaggerated) to Michael's restora-

tion oC Constantinople: <&/>aI<r/*o . . . tii)fio<rt<i)y /carew/eevwp" iinr65po/ioi, 0aG/ia I'
TrX^Oovcra,' Otarpa' tofcacrnjf/utt* crrewrrol* Jc^XX?; crrowv" &<f>dovla \ovrpu>v

iravraxoQ. Cf. Gregory of Cyprus, Laudatio, 377: &<*v K

ifjL&etaty faQevQv ZarpeZcu, etc.

g^ 202, 11. 10-13 and Pach,, vol II, 234, 11 16-22.
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merely nominal aid of his ally.
34 In accordance with the terms of

the treaty, one of his first acts was to transfer to the Genoese the

former palace of the Venetians in Constantinople.
35

But Michael did not rely entirely on the Genoese. He knew the

precariousness of a Latin alliance the pressures that would be

brought to bear on Genoa to abandon him and the instability of

the attitudes of the Genoese and Greeks toward each other.

Therefore, while utilizing the naval power of Genoa, he at the

same time set about to develop his own strength by constructing
a strong imperial fleet as well as by reinforcing the city walls,

especially those on the seaward side. Michael's high opinion of

naval power is emphasized by Pachymeres, who quotes him as

saying that the Greeks could never hope to hold Constantinople
without complete control of the surrounding seas.

36

It was mainly to provide the manpower for his new fleet that

the Emperor, through the distribution of largesses, transported to

Constantinople a colony of Tzakones and their families from La-

conia and the area around Monemvasia.37 Thus the territories of

the Tzakones 38 and Monemvasiotes (formally ceded to Michael in

1262 by the Prince of Achaia ) soon became of cardinal importance
as a military recruiting ground. In this respect they partially re-

placed Asia Minor, much of which had fallen under Turkish

domination, and the inhabitants of which were in great part still

loyal to the Lascarid dynasty.
39

The Tzakones were used in the navy as light-armed troops
40

34

Greg., 97,11 20-21.
85 Ann. Ian,, IV, 45. Cf. below, Chapter 7, text and note 49,

309-310: otf 7&/> fa dcr^aXws KaWx**' r^v ir6\w robs

., 309, 11. 16-19, and 188, 11 2-8. Pachymeres' use of Tzakones and
Monemvasiotes is not always clearly differentiated.

88 On the much-debated etymology of the word "Tzakones" see C, Sathas,
Documents intctits, IV, pp. boc-Ixxii. For the most recent and convincing theory

(that the word is deriveof from I|w A^jcwm) see K. Amantos, "SdXwya-TordKww,
'

'EXX^/c<i, X (Athens, 1938) 21L Also cf. C. Lehman-Haupt, "TfAww," Bfr

iwlipniv 2J7rv/>ftw* Adfwrpov (Athens, 1935) 353, who thinks that the word derives

directly from A.&KWVCS.

SeePach.,194r-20L
*
Pach^ 188, 11 2-8. Greg., 98, L 11, calls them a naval army: <rrparAt iv r*l*

8r\ois faXdrrior. Cf. Pach., 309, 11. 2-^5. Also see an implicit reference to them in
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along with Gasmuloi of the capital, who also served as rowers,41

Offspring of Latin fathers and Greek mothers, the Gasmuloi,
42

according to popular belief, combined the prudence and discipline
of the Greeks with the daring and courage of the Italians.43 Though
the sources are not very informative as to how many Gasniuloi

resided in the
city, one may believe that their number was con-

siderable; Westerners had lived there almost continuously since

at least the eleventh or twelfth centuries, and inter-marriage be-

tween Greeks and Latins, even during the recent occupation, was
not uncommon.44

That the construction of a strong Greek navy was not the

work of a day is evident from the fact that only in 1263 do we
hear of a campaign undertaken by the imperial fleet.

45 There-

after, however, the Greek marine was to play a vital role in

Michael's relations with the West.

PalaeologUS* Autobiography, 7: Kal ret \efyapa, iretew rfy 0&\a<r<rav d?eX&-0ai ds
olKtw The Greek Chronicle of Morea, 11. 4571ff., informs us that a short time later

Michael issued to his generals imperial bulls with spaces left blank for inserting
the names of Tzakones, who, in exchange for military service, would frequently
receive the noble title of Sebastos.

tt
Pach., 188, 11. 8-11, and 164, 11. 15-16. Greg., 98, 11. 6-8.

48
Pach., 309: &K *$<>>[j,alw yvvaiK&v yevvi}0vres Tols 'IraXots. Cf. Greg., 98, 11.

8-10. Clear proof of fraternization and intermarriage between Greeks and Latins

during the occupation. On the word "Gasniuloi" see Sathas, Documents intdits,

IV, p. Ixxff., and especially D. Kambourouglou, TLpaKrutk rys 'AKafyfitas 'Aftjwj',

IV (Athens, 1929) 24, who is of the opinion that jSaovtoCXoy (more correct, he be-

lieves, would be ycurpofaos) is derived (as is bdtard) from bdt (a stupid person)
and from /*oO\os, which in Moreot Greek meant bastard. Cf. Br^hier, Institutions*

425 and csp. W. Barthold, Zwolf Vorlesungen uber die Geschichte der turken Mit-

telasiens (Berlin, 1935), who says the name is derived from Bosmigli, a mixed
Turkish people of Central Asia. Barthold, however, does not explain the transmis-

sion of the term to the Greeks and Latins.
48
Pach., 188, 11. 11-12, and Greg., 98, 11. 8-10.

**

According to O, Tafrali, Thessalonique au quatorzi&me $ide (Paris, 1913)

44, in the early fourteenth century the Gasmuloi, though essentially Greek in feel-

ing, would pass as Latins if it suited their interest at the moment.
*
Greg., 98, 11. 13-17; Pach., 209, 11 5-12. Also cf. Chronicon Marchiae Tarvi-

sinae et Lorribardiae, 48, which records (with a certain bias) that the Venetian

fleet was so strong that, had it not been for Genoese aid, Palaeologus would have

lost all Greek territory in die Ionian and Aegean seas to Venice: "tamen tanta erat

tune in man potentia Venetorum, quod, nisi lanuenses Grecis auxilium prebuissent,
non sine magno tremore in mare lonio vel Egeo Venetorum exercitui tota Grecia

occurrisset" See also Br^hier, Institutions, 425-426.
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THE NEW CONSTANTINE AND HIS CAPITAL

THE RESTORATION OF THE WALLS

Special attention was also directed to the city's fortifications.
46

Although Michael took care to repair the land walls/
7
his chief

concern was improvement of those along the sea, which, after

long subjection to earthquakes and exposure to the corrosion of

moisture and storms, were then in a very unsatisfactory condi-

tion.
48 From the Byzantine Acropolis (the Turkish Seraglio Point)

to the south end of the land walls on the Sea of Marmora, the

seaward fortifications constituted a single, five mile stretch of

wall, reinforced by a great number of towers 49 and built close to

the shore so that invading troops could be landed only with dif-

ficulty. It may be recalled that during the invasion of 1204, Latin

ships, bypassing this area to sail through the Bosporus and into

the Golden Horn, had there, from their high towers, deposited

troops directly onto the walls.50
Fearing a repetition of this tactic,

Michael at this time or shortly afterwards took care to increase

the height of the fortifications on the Horn. Since lime and stone

were difficult to secure, he was at first content to erect on the

summit of the walls great wooden screens seven feet high, which

were covered with hides to make them fire-proof.
61 But some

years later (probably in 1269-1270, under the threat of invasion

by Charles of Anjou), he had the sea walls, somewhat like those

on land, made into a double line of fortresses. The capital was

thus completely surrounded with fortifications.
52

46 See Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 188.
47
Pach., 186, 11. 11-12, and 159, 11. 12-13. On the land walls see esp. B. Meyer-

Plath and A. Schneider, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopel (Berlin, 1943).
*
Pach., 186, 11. 5ff. (Note that Pachymeres stresses the Greek fear of a surprise

Latin sea attack: Stos yfy M &<t>w&s faiOoivro, tfnws 8% <t>v\ax6Glii 'P/*a/ots). See also

Van Millingen, 188,
** On the history of these walls see Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople,

178-188, 248. Also the review of C. Mango of recent Turkish works on the city's

walls, in Speculum, XXX (1955) 271.

^NiketasChoniates (Bonn) 753-754.
<*
Pach., 186, 11. 15-16; 187, 11. 15-17; 188, 1. 1.

M
Pach., 364, 11. 17-19: &t$i^ov . . . rd ir/>ds $&\a.<r<rav. Greg., 124, 11. 12-14:

vcpttyparr* 7ravra%<50> rty pwtXetiovffw. See Van Millingen, Byzantine Constan-

tinople, 189, note 2, for his opinion on the statement of A. Paspates, BvavTtvk

'Av&KTopa (Athens, 1885) 208-209, that the land walls of what is today the

Seraglio enclosure were the work of Michael.
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Light-armed soldiers, mainly Tzakones, were employed to

defend the walls.
53 For the sustenance of these troops and the

population in case of siege, huge quantities of provisions were

gathered in storehouses. Large herds of cows were pastured
within the city, and great amounts of salted meat, cheese, and

hay for horses were set aside. Finally, to render Constantinople
as self-sufficient as possible, Michael ordered the cultivation of

arable lands within the city,
54

The walls on the Bosporus and Golden Horn were more vul-

nerable than those on the Sea of Marmora, as a fleet attacking
from the south would be confronted by dangerous currents.

55 For

this reason Michael transferred the principal dockyard of his

navy from the less defensible Blachernae area to the Kontoscalion

on the Sea of Marmora.50 Some years later, again under threat

of Western attack, Palaeologus dredged and deepened the Kontos-

calion harbor and surrounded it with immense blocks enclosed

with iron gates and protected by a mole.57 And to complete his

sea defenses, he may well have reinstalled the chain stretching
from the Tower of Galata to the wall of the Acropolis in Con-

stantinople. This chain, which served to close off to enemy fleets

the entrance to the Golden Horn, had been broken by the Vene-

tians during the Latin conquest.
58

58
Pach., 187, 11. 1-3, and 188, 11. 2-4* On the reputation of the Tzakones as

guards in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, see D. Zakythmos, "La popula-
tion de la Mor^e byzantine," L'UelUnisme contemporain, III (1949) 24.

w
Pach., 1ST, 11 6-14.

M Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, 178-180. Cf* Ville-hardouin, Con*

qv&ede Constantinople (ed. N. de Wailly) 138, according to which the Marmora
currents in 1204 deterred the Venetian fleet from attacking in that area.

w Pachv 365, 11. 4ff. Van Milhngen, Byzantine Constantinople^ 313, says tliat

the Kontoscalion was located in front of today's Kourn Kapoussi. Cf* Paeh,, 365;
rd TT/J&S rbv BXtty/ca KofrTocr/crfXioy, and Greg., vol. II, 854, 11 8-9, The latest and
best wdrk on this is R, Guilland, "Les ports de Byzance sur la Propontide," Byzan-
tion, XXIII (1953) 196&; 227ff.

07 See Pach., 365-366, who reports in an obscure passage, that Michael inserted

liquid silver (quicksilver?) into the area: &pyvpov ftyp&v xvrkv ^iet\6vra. Soe
editor's note, in Pach,, 660, Also cf. Guilland, "Les ports dc Byasance," 228.

68 See Ville-hardouin, 88. Niketas Choniates, Htetoria (Bonn, 1835) 268, IL 1&~

23, relates that in the 12th century Manuel I, in order to close the Bosporus from
the south, planned to suspend another chain across the straits, to extend from Ghrys-

opolis (Asia) to the Monastery of Mangana (Europe). There Is no evidence,
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IMPERIAL POLICY TOWARD THE LATIN

POPULATION OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Another task facing the Emperor was the formulation of policy
toward the Latins who had remained and those who would in-

evitably come to the city for purposes of trade. Here the Emperor
was confronted by a dilemma. It was clear that Constantinople,

grand entrepot that it was, could not truly flourish without the

presence of Latin merchants. They were more enterprising than

the Greeks, who were more rooted in antiquated methods of busi-

ness; and all too frequently the Latins had at their disposal larger
amounts of liquid capital.

59 On the other hand, Palaeologus had

good reason to be wary of their superior commercial talents. As in

the past, Westerners could readily provide severe competition for

his own people,
60

and, even worse, Latin inhabitants might at a

favorable opportunity be tempted to betray the capital in much
the same manner the Greeks had recently done. There was also, of

course, the sentiment of the Greek population itself to consider.

Years of occupation had sharpened their antipathy toward the

Latins,
61
who, in the words of Pachymeres, "had in their stupidity

become puffed up with vain conceit and contempt for the

Greeks." 62 Factors which probably somewhat mitigated the an-

howevcr, that the scheme was ever carried out. Perhaps the engineering problems
were too difficult. If it were possible to achieve, it seems probable that Michael

would have executed the plan, as in his time the danger of attack by sea was ex-

treme. Cf. R. Guilland's recent "La chalne de la Come d'Or," 'BTT. 'Er. Bi/f.

2awaw,XV(1955) 102.
w See G. Ostrogorsky, "Agrarian conditions in the Byzantine Empire in the

Middle Ages," Cambridge Economic History, I (1941) 204; S. Runciman, "By-
zantine Trade and Industry," ibid., II, 117, 97. Constantinople had contained a

large, principally merchant, population of Latins for several centuries, Cf. the

well known statement of William of Tyre that in his day (last half of the twelfth

century) there were 20,000 Venetians in Constantinople, and that of his near-con-

temporary, Eustathius of Thessabnica, that in his time the city had 60,000 Latins.

See Manfroni, "Relazioni," 624.
w See Lopez, Colonie, 207,
91
Pach., 163, L 9, says that now the Greeks particularly reviled the Genoese.

Cf, Typikon for St. Michael, 790, on the haughtiness of the Latin masters of Con-

stantinople: rofrj TT)J Kwvffravrtvov KaTarvpavvcvvras tyatxevas Aarlvovs. See also

Gregory of Cyprus, Laudatio Michaelis Palaeokgi, Migne, PG vol. 142, col. 377.
*
Pack, 161, 119.
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tagonism of the two races, however, were the influx of new inhabi-

tants into the city, the departure of many Venetians, hitherto the

most hated of the Westerners,
63 and the intermarriage of Latins

and Greeks, of which Gasmuloi were the offspring. For Michael

to alienate the Gasmuloi who manned his ships by exiling their

fathers or other Latin relatives would be to strike a blow at sub-

jects whose loyalty might otherwise be encouraged. What, further-

more, would be the criterion for determining the degree of con-

sanguinity constituting Latinity? The whole problem was a thorny
one.

A solution of ejecting all the remaining Latins and henceforth

permitting no others to enter the city would probably not even

have met the approval of all Greeks. For despite the development
of a more intense patriotism, anti-Latin sentiment, once Con-

stantinople was recovered, does not seem to have reached exces-

sive lengths. We hear, for example, no report of a massacre or

mass transfer of the Latin population. There is, it is true, a ref-

erence to the imprisonment of a Latin cleric of Hagia Sophia,
04

but this seems to have been an isolated case and was in all likeli-

hood the result of personal transgression against the Orthodox

religion, to which the Greeks were extremely sensitive. Somewhat

surprising at first glance is the fact that the populace apparently

indulged in no reprisals against Greek collaborators, even the

most flagrant. Michael seems, in fact, to have adopted a lenient,

almost benevolent attitude toward collaborators, making use of

them for his own purposes. Thus he retained in his service two

undersecretaries of Baldwin, Nikephoritzes and Alubardes, both

of whom, soon after the reconquest, he sent on an embassy to the

papacy.
60

w Ann. lan. 9 IV, 42 (which of course may exaggerate) says, regarding the

Nymphaeum negotiations, that Palaeologus "Venetos intimo cordis exosos habebat"

Heyd, Histoire, I, 431, note 1, says that the Venetian officials and great merchants
had fled and that only their petty merchants and laborers remained.

"Le$ registres d'Urbain IV, ed. J. Guiraud, (Paris, 1904) HI, 230, no, 1564,
on the cleric Rainaldo, who, after Constantinople's recovery, was held by the

Greeks in prison for a time.

^Pach., 168, 11. 1&-18. Nikepnoritzes is presumably a diminutive form, and
Alubardes is probably Italian, perhaps from "Lombard" with the addition of a
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The policy adopted by Michael toward the Latin population

may be described as generous but nonetheless realistic. In gen-
eral he permitted all who had stayed behind particularly

Genoese, Pisans, and the now relatively few Venetians to re-

side in the capital and even to take possession of their old quarters
on the Golden Horn.66 With these three peoples the Emperor
sought to secure an understanding on the grounds that their ex-

ample "would quiet the others even if the latter did not wish to

remain tranquil/' (Pachymeres notes that he spent a whole day

negotiating with the three groups, skillfully drawing them away
from their compatriots "by a liberal application of favors and

promises.")
67 Other Latins, of considerably lesser number in Con-

stantinople at this time,
68
very likely included Amalfitans ( among

the first Westerners to carry on an extensive trade in Byzantium ),
69

Anconitans,
70

Catalans,
71 and possibly even a few Provengals

and Germans.72

The specific provisions of Michael's settlement with the Con-

stantinopolitan Latins, according to Pachymeres, were as follows:

(1) Each Latin people would be permitted to live undisturbed

in a strictly defined area of the city. (2) Each Latin colony would

be subject to its own laws and customs under an officer dispatched

prosthetic "a." Though Alubardes is called Greek, he may have been a Gasmule.
C. Dolger, Regesten, no. 1899, and below, Chapter 7, note 7.

00
Pach., 162-163; Greg., 97, 11. lOff.

07 See Pach., 162: &v afcuv {jTroiroL-qtevTuv . . robs &\\ov$ ical ^ &&OVTCLS

ype/jieiv and also: rcks 6p/xay <r<f><ri <ro<^c5y rcus ^dptcnv itirertyveTO.
08 A fact evident from Pachymeres' statement, 162, 11. 7-10, that Michael's

consultations with the leaders of the Italian peoples (rots &>KoO<n TUP 'IraKiK&v

yewv) i.e., Genoese, Venetians, and Pisans "would influence the others,

willy-nilly, to remain quiet." On the Latins of Constantinople see also R. Janin,
"Les sanctuaircs des colonies latines a Constantinople," Revue des Studes "hymn-
tines, IV (1946) 163ff., who discusses the Latin churches in the capital in this

period,
w

Ibid., 166; Hevd, Histoire, I, 100E and 475.
70 Their colony had probably first been established under Manuel I Comnenos.

See Janin, op* cit., 176.
71 C. Marinesco, "Notes sur les Catalans dans 1'Empire Byzantin," Melanges

F. Lot (Paris, 1925) 502. Marinesco believes that Catalan merchants frequented

Constantinople from at least 1261. For an interesting document concerning a man
from Perpignan (southern France) in Michael's service, see below, Chapter 9,

note 83.
79

Janin, "Les sanctuaires des colonies latines," 175-176,
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by the home city,
78 the chief Genoese official being termed po-

desta, the Pisan, consul, and the Venetian, bailli.
74

(3) Genoese

and even Venetian merchants were to pay no duties and would

be permitted to continue their commercial activities in accordance

with their former practices.
75

With respect to the Venetians in particular, it appears that

Michael, while shutting his eyes to the presence of petty mer-

chants and laborers, forbade the influx of the greater Venetian

merchants and officials.
76

Moreover, though the treaty of Nym-
phaeum expressly stipulated the exclusion of all Genoese enemies

from Greek harbors and markets,
77 Michael does not seem to

have strictly implemented this provision in the case of Venice.

The Pisans, specifically exempted from the restriction by the same

pact,
78
undoubtedly had little trouble coming to the city. But the

most numerous of the Latin newcomers were the Genoese, who at

once flocked in great numbers to the Bosporus in order to take

advantage of the very liberal provisions of the Nymphaeum
treaty.

79

Ostensibly seeking good relations with all the Latins, Michael

nevertheless did not cease to distrust them. By taking pains to

reach a separate accord with each people and by establishing
contacts with the home governments (we are told that he sent

gifts to various officials in Italy) he hoped to prevent a union of

78
Pach., 162: al $' vj<rav & /caXy Te rys 7r6\ews KaroiKelv dp^p, r6ffov rov

Xa<5j>ras. Also see Heyd, Histoire, 430, note 3, and Pach., 162, 11. 18-19.
w
Greg., 97, 11. 22-24, and Pach., 163, 11. 1-5. Before 1261 the Venetian gov-

ernor had been called podesta ( e.g., Gradenigo; see Chapter 5, text and notes

22ff.). Certainly by
1265 at the latest, the Venetian official, by (Greco-Venetian)

treaty and evidently at the insistence of Michael, was renamed bailli (see T.-Th,,

III, 83). We have an important example in 1264 of the Genoese, Guercio, being
called podestd, (see below, Chanter 8, text and notes 31-41). In the Greek texts

bailli is written ircuoCXos; consul, Mrpoiros; and podesta, #ovcria<r'n}y (see Pach,,

163).
75
Pach., 162, i 19, and 163, 11. 1-2.

70

Heyd, Histoire, 1, 431, note 1. Cf, Ann, Jan., IV, 47.
77 See Manfroni, "Relazioni," 794.
78 In the treaty the Pisans were called "fideles nostri imperil" by Michael. See

Chapter 4, note 60 for the probable existence of a Greco-Pisan alliance at this

time.
n See note 82.
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all, and in particular the formation of an anti-Byzantine alliance

with Baldwin.80

It may be argued in retrospect that Palaeologus* conciliatory
attitude toward the Latins, especially the Venetians, was in cer-

tain respects fraught with grave danger. To grant to recent ene-

mies, indeed forces of occupation, not only the privilege of residing
within the city under their own governor and laws but also ex-

emption from imperial taxation, was no doubt a tremendous con-

cession. 81 Yet it seems probable that, in the Emperor's view, with

the maintenance of vigilant control and with careful separation
of the Latin peoples, he would in the end see his liberality re-

warded. Constantinople needed the trade of the Latins, who, at

this difficult time in Greek affairs, could also be used as contacts

with, or sources of information on, Byzantium's Western enemies.

Moreover, it is very probable that in granting concessions even to

the Venetians (and to a lesser extent the Pisans), Michael en-

visaged their use as a counterpoise to the Genoese, toward whom
his mistrust increased as their influence rapidly began to grow to

major proportions.
82

Michael's work of reconstruction, though in many respects

rapid and fruitful, did not succeed in restoring Constantinople
to its former appearance. The ravages of two terrible fires and

Latin neglect were obstacles too great for even so energetic a

ruler to overcome in a brief period. A few years later Gregoras,

commenting on Michael's difficulty in resisting attack from the

West, could still affirm, however rhetorically: "Constantinople
in many places was yet in ruins, barely rebuilt and, so to say,

restored to life from death only a short time before." Elsewhere

the same historian notes "the weakened condition of the city,

80
Pach., 163, 1. 10 (rb 5' otv duupelv r& y^vrj) and 11. 11-13.

81 Note that there was a certain precedent for this in the concessions granted
to individual Latin peoples already in the twelfth century.

84
Pach*, 163, 1. 9 and 1. 6: irXfyv rols plv Tevvoutrcus O$K ?% trurrefaw forks

7T/H//cXei<jy^ws ro0 &rro$, TroXXoty ye oiVi. The otherwise excellent survey of Man-

froni, "Relazioni," 667fL, makes no mention whatever of these dispositions of

Palaeologus immediately after the city's recovery. Nor has any other work discussed

them with any thoroughness.
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torn in many places and broken and in need of much time to be

rebuilt/'
83

The repair and construction of churches, public buildings,

palaces, sea walls, a navy, and, not least, the distribution of

largesses to the Tzakones and even to Latins ( especially church-

men) in far-off Italy required the expenditure of enormous sums.84

The treasury amassed so diligently by Vatatzes and Theodore II

Lascaris, lavishly spent by Michael after his usurpation at Nicaea

and now further depleted by financial excesses, was not sufficient

for all needs.85 In order to increase his revenues, therefore, Palaeo-

logus took advantage of the favorable Greek sentiment toward his

regime to order a systematic recoinage of gold currency, which

resulted in a depreciation of the Byzantine hyperpyron** Some

pieces in particular were struck which in verso represented the

Virgin protecting the walls of the reconquered capital.
87

Although Constantinople was, to quote Gregoras once again,

'little more than a shadow of its former self/'
8S

it was in the eyes
of its people still their incomparable capital. Something of this

Greek feeling is expressed in an encomium by the contemporary

Gregory of Cyprus, containing an apostrophe addressed by the

city itself to Palaeologus:

83

Greg , 126, 11. 21-23; also 123, 11. 18-20.
84
Pach, 190: aTr&rreXAe 6% K&1 irpbs rofa &iri,d6ov$ TT}S 'Ira\la$ ical /xaXXov TO&J TTJS

e/c/cXijcr/as, <j>t\ov$ eKetvovs Kal fjt,a,Kp60v KrA/tevos. Cf. Pach., vol. II, 494, 11. 3-4.
85

According to Pach., 188, 11. 2Qff., Michael was forced by necessity to bo so

liberal; otherwise he could not have retained the power he had usurped. On the

status of the treasury under Vatatzes and Theodore see Chapter 2, text and notes

57-59.
80 The gold content of the hyperpyron in Michael's reign was 15 carats, % of its

nominal value, according to Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State, 38 and 430. On Michael's

policy see esp. Pach., vol. II, 494; and cf. G. Bratianu, "L'hyperpere byzantin et

la monnaie a or des re*publiques italicnnes," Melanges C, Diehl, I (Paris, 1930)
43; also cf. F. Ddlger, Byz. Zeit., XLIX (1956) 429. It should be noted, however,
that an inflationary policy had already been instituted at Nicaea by Vatatzes. See

Pach., II, 493-494. Also D. Zakythinos, "Crise mon&aire et crise e"conomique a

Byzance du XIIP au XV" siecle, L'HelUnisme contemporain, I (1947) 8fL
87 On other coins issued by Palaeologus depicting himself holding young John

Lascaris in his arms, see Sanudo, l$toria> 114; u Liperi [kyperpyra] aoro se batte*
vano con la sua effige con il Puttino in brazzo/' Also cf. T, Berteld, Uimperatore
alato nella numismatica bizantina (Rome, 1951) 47-51,

68

Greg., 126, 11. 19&
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Because of you I am once again a city, since I have taken on a more

joyous appearance than that which I lost, and have had restored to

my head the crown which time and the hands of the evil-doers had
hurled to earth.89

And Michael himself could write exultantly about the restoration

and disdainfully of the Latins:

Then Constantinople, the Megalopolis, the Queen City, . . . the new

Jerusalem, could be seen, glorious and proud as of old ... no longer

hearing the confused tongue of a half-barbarian people, but that of

the Greek population, now spoken correctly by all.
90

89
Laudatio, Migne, PG, vol. 142, col 377.

90

Typikon for St. Michael, 771.
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PALAEOLOGAN DIPLOMACY

(1261-1263)

CHARACTERISTICS OF PALAEOLOGAN DIPLOMACY

While Michael's entrance into Constantinople
served to legitimize his reign for the mass of

Greek subjects, it resulted at the same time in intensifying the

enmity of the West, whose objective it now became to restore

the Latin Empire. Michael's weapon against Western designs
*

except for military campaigns, to which he generally had re-

course only when all else failed was diplomacy. Indeed the

finesse of his statecraft, though verging frequently on sheer

intrigue, is remarkable even in the annals of Byzantine history.

Hence, a word about his aims and methods may be useful.

Michael's fundamental objectives were, first and foremost,

preservation of his throne and newly conquered capital, and,

second, restoration of the Byzantine boundaries as they existed

before 1204.2 From these goals his diplomacy never deviated.

But however firm his basic aims, the execution of policy imple-
x For a brief summary of Latin diplomacy from 1261-1282, see E. Dade,

Versuche %ur Wiedererrichtung der lateintecken Herrschaft in Konstantinopel im
Rahmen der abendldndischen Politik (Jena, 1938). Cf. Norden, 387fr% which
focuses, however, on Greco-papal relations,

"See Pach., 206, 1. 18, and 207, 11. 12-13; "[The Emperor] was not content
with ruling part of the island [the Peloponnese] but wanted all of it/* Cf. Canale,
488, the speech of a Genoese admiral to Palaeologus, which undoubtedly reflects

the imperial attitude: "or est venus li terme que vos poes estre sire de Romanic et

de tot fenpire."
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menting them had to be highly flexible, conditioned by the

capabilities of numerous opponents and a constantly shifting

political scene. Characteristic of his technique, in particular, was
a keen sensitivity to change in the realities of each situation,

every new pressure from the Latin side being met by a corres-

ponding counterpoise. Thus his policy may in brief be described

as a perpetual effort to maintain a favorable balance of power
against a diversity of enemies.

To keep abreast of Western developments Michael had at his

disposal an efficient intelligence service. Whether this was for-

mally organized into an office of state cannot be affirmed with

certainty. But it is clear that a vital role in securing and disseminat-

ing information was played by Latin agents, residents of Con-

stantinople (especially Galata) or of the West itself, who not

infrequently served in the capacity of trusted imperial envoys.
3

As Michael for the most part had only Genoa as a Western

ally, it would seem that a combination of Latin states with

powerful fleets and armies at its command could have seized

Constantinople with not too great difficulty. Michael, however,

knew how to extract every advantage from the rivalries of the

Latins and thereby to prevent the achievement of that prepon-
derance of power which could have numbered the days of his

Empire. It is to "his relations with the more important of the

Western states the papacy and Sicily, Venice and Genoa and

his attempts to manipulate their differences that we must now
direct our attention.

POPE URBAN IV, KING MANFRED OF SICILY,

AND THE EMPEROR MICHAEL

When Pope Urban IV heard of Constantinople's capture
4 he

4

E.g., see Ann. Ian., IV, 45, where the Genoese are informed of Constan-

tinople's fall by a Florentine dispatched by Palaeologus; L. Belgrano, "Cinque
document! genovesi-orientali," AUi $oc. lig.

$t. pat., XVII (1885) 227, the Em-

peror sends as envoys to Genoa what probably are a Latin and Greek respectively,

Obertus Doceanus and John Rominos; and Canale, 496, the Venetian Henxy
Trevisano is sent by Palaeologus as ambassador to his homeland.

4 The city fell during a papal interregnum, Urban being proclaimed Pope on 29
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was, to quote the sources, "stupefied" by the news.5 His immediate

concern was preservation of the remaining Latin possessions in

Achaia, Negropont, and the Greek islands.
6 At the same time he

also began to consider means of detaching Genoese support from

Palaeologus.
With the fall of Constantinople, the papacy suffered not only

a loss of political prestige but severe damage to its spiritual au-

thority as well. For the Greeks had now effectively reasserted

their right to a church divorced from Rome. Thus it became the

task of each of the six successive popes of Michael's reign to ac-

complish the return of the schismatics to the Roman fold. Never-

theless Urban IV, well aware that the union imposed by the

crusade of 1204 had proved a complete failure, was receptive to

any convincing suggestion of peaceful reconciliation emanating
from the Emperor.

On his part Michael, realizing that any influence on papal

policy, whether achieved through spiritual or political means,
would enable him to exert pressure on Western politics, took

care to maintain cordial relations with the Curia. As he had

done after his usurpation at Nicaea, now again after the capture
of Constantinople he at once dispatched an embassy to the Holy
See. The ambassadors were Greeks, Nikephoritzes and Alubardes,

former sub-secretaries of the Latin Emperor Baldwin. The envoys
carried gifts with which to propitiate the expected papal wrath.

But their reception was far worse than they anticipated. Upon
their arrival in Italy they were seized by Italians angered over

the loss of Constantinople. Nikephoritzes, if we may believe

August 1261. See Chapter 1, note 5, for the probably spurious letter of Palaeologus
congratulating Urban on his enthronement and mentioning that his own ancestors

had come from Italy many centuries before.
B See Raynaldus, a. 1262, 40, Urban's letter to St Louis of 5 Tune 1261:

"stupidos sensimus sensus nostros," Cf. J. Guiraud, Les registres aUrkain JV
(Pans, 1901-1904) II, 75, no. 187. According to Dandolo, XII (1941) 311, Urban
(who heard the news from Venetian envoys) was "merore stupefactus."

See "La Complainte de Constantinople/* Onze po&mes de Ruteb&if, ed, Bastin

and Faral (Paris, 1946) 36, where the French troubador Rutebeuf probably re-

flects Western fears in prophesying that with Constantinople's fall the Morea too
would soon be lost.
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Pachymeres, was flayed alive, while Alubardes succeeded in

making his escape.
7

Corroboration of Michael's dispatch of an embassy of good
will to the papacy is provided by a passage in a letter contained

in the Registers of Urban IV. Addressed to Palaeologus and dated

18 July 1263, the message mentions certain epistles transmitted

by Michael to the Pope immediately after Constantinople's fall.
8

Referring also to a subsequent embassy of Michael's to the papacy,
it enumerates among the imperial envoys one "Maximus Alufar-

dus" (sic), who is probably to be identified with the escaped

companion of Nikephoritzes.
9 There is no evidence to indicate

that Michael at this time broached to Urban the subject of reli-

gious union. No doubt it was too soon after the fall of the Latin

Empire for the pope to be influenced by Greeks bearing gifts!

And Michael perhaps reasoned that for the present a policy of

waiting and a mild courting of the Pope, along with gifts of gold
to the Curia, would suffice.

10

During the first year of his pontificate Urban took many steps

to secure Western aid for Baldwin. The latter, whose career as

titular Emperor was, till his death in 1273, to be occupied by

long and unsuccessful peregrinations throughout the West to

obtain aid for his lost Empire, finally came to the papal court.

Already after his flight from Constantinople he had briefly visited

Negropont, Monemvasia, Athens, Bari, and Venice, the last named
of which now sent its ambassadors to accompany Baldwin to the

Curia.13 Their combined pleas at length influenced Urban, who
* For this incident see Pach., 168-169. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, no. 1899, who says

the embassy did not reach its goal But S. Borsari, "La politica bizantina di Carlo

d'Angio dal 1266 al 1271," Arch. st. prov. nap., n.s. XXXV (1956) 324, says
Urban received the embassy. Cf. also M. Roncaglia, Le$ fr&res mineurs et l'glise

grecque (1231-1274) (Cairo, 1954) 121ff., esp. 122, note 3, who says the cir-

cumstances in question are impossible to prove.
8
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 295, 135: "statim capta Constantinopolitana

urbe, alias nobis epistolares litteras miseris" (A. Tautu, Acta Urbani ZV, etc.

[Vatican, 1953] no. 6, 15).
9 Cf, Dolger, Regesten, nos. 1899 and 1911,

"Sec Pach., 190, U. 13-15 (quoted above, Chapter 6, note 84). Cf. Nordcn,

392,
11 On these visits see Canale, 502; Sanudo, Fragmentum, 172-173; Dandolo,

311; Capasso, op. cit,, 233-234; Corpus chronicontm Bononensium, ed. A. Sorbelli,
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instituted a series of measures to aid them. Besides commanding
the preaching of a crusade for Constantinople's recovery in

France, Poland, and Aragon,
12 Urban wrote to Louis IX of France

for support, insisting to the pious king that if the Greeks seized

all of Romania, the way to Jerusalem would be barred. Further-

more, he decreed a three-year tax on all members of the clergy
not already resident in their lands for at least six months. For

this purpose he dispatched collectors to France, Castile, and

England.
13 The taxes of the French clergy in particular were

permitted to be distributed to nobles who would promise to

undertake the crusade, and the Latin bishops of Greece were

authorized to provide ecclesiastical revenues for the defense of

Romania. 14
Lastly, at the insistence of Venice (who guaranteed

free passage for the crusaders),
10 Urban struck directly at Michael

by ordering the Archbishop of Genoa to demand from the Com-

mune, under pain of excommunication and interdiction, the with-

drawal within one month of naval aid to the Greek Emperor.
10

Despite these vigorous measures, papal efforts to aid Baldwin

remained largely ineffectual. Actually the mood of the West at

this time was unfavorable for an expedition against Byzantium.

King Louis IX of France (who, it may be recalled, had not

especially aided the Latin Empire even during its ephemeral exist-

ence) would make no binding promises despite personal sympathy
for Baldwin. He was still not disposed to fight a Christian Em-

peror, not even a schismatic, and believed that all military efforts

should be directed against the Muslims of the Holy Land. 17

Germany, on her part, was undergoing an interregnum;
18

Eng-

in KISS (1913) II, 1, p. 159; and K. Hopf Griechenland, 261.
13
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 131. Cf. Norden, 403.

w
Guiraud, II, nos. 131, 133-135, 231, pp. 46-49, 103.

"
Ibid., nos. 131-137, 46-49. Norden, 403.

"'Canale, 502; Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no, 131, 47B, and Raynaldus, a.

1262, 37-43. Cf. Norden, 404,
10
Guiraud, op. cit.> no. 182, 72-73; nos. 228-230, 98-102; nos, 719-721, 341-

343 (Tautu, Ada, no. 3, 3 etc.). Cf. Ann. Ian., IV, 44, Pachymeres does not

specifically mention these
papal

efforts to aid Baldwin.
17

Chapman, 52, R. Sternfeld, Ludwigs des Heiligen Rreuzzvg nach Tunis 1270
(Berlin, 1896) 308. Cf. Dade, 11.

18

Following the death of Frederick II in 1250.
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land was too distant; and the ambitions of Aragon seemed to

extend only to Sicily. More important, the crusading zeal of the

twelfth century seems generally to have diminished. Even the

Catholic clergy of the Western lands displayed no more enthu-

siasm than laymen in contributing to the success of the under-

taking, as is evidenced by the frequent dispatch of papal direc-

tives prodding them for delays in the raising of revenues.19

But the principal deterrent to a Constantinopolitan crusade

was the preoccupation of the papacy itself with its struggle

against the Hohenstaufen Manfred of Sicily. At bottom this con-

flict was the real determinant of all important papal policy,
20

and it did not fail vitally to affect papal relations with Palaeologus.
A papal conflict with Michael without the aid of Manfred might
well lead to no decisive result, since the naval power of Venice

would be offset by that of Genoa. It must have been evident,

therefore, that the addition of Manfred's strength to that of the

papacy and Venice would almost guarantee victory over Byzan-
tium and Genoa. But Urban, inheriting the animus of Innocent

IV toward the Hohenstaufen, did not wish under any circum-

stances to owe to that dynasty the return of Roman Catholicism

to Constantinople. Furthermore, the development of a situation

which might leave the Greek ruler defenseless before Manfred

and his allies could be even more dangerous for the papacy, since

Manfred himself, as we have seen, had ambitions with respect
to Byzantium.

21 This was the dilemma confronting the papacy.
The advantages of Hohenstaufen aid to the Holy See were

certainly apparent to Manfred, who thought that in exchange for

aid he could achieve his primary aim, papal recognition o his

Sicilian crown. Accordingly Manfred, together with Baldwin

(who was, of course, no less eager to recover his own throne),

exerted every effort to bring about a rapprochement between the

papacy and Sicily. But though Baldwin went personally to the

*
E.g., see Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 187, 74-76, letter of 25 January 1263

to the French Archbishop of Berry, complaining that he is late with his suhsidy
and does not lament Constantinople's fall.

90
Norden, 431.

81 See Chapter 3, text and notes 22-30.
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Curia for the purpose of mediation, Urban refused even to con-

sider the proposition.
22 Baldwin then wrote a letter (2 July 1263)

to Manfred, strongly urging an appeal to the influential King
Louis IX of France.23 Baldwin's dispatch, however, was inter-

cepted and handed over to Urban, who became so incensed at

this evidence of intrigue on Manfred's behalf that in a subsequent
letter to Louis he referred sharply to Baldwin as fautor Manfredi,

the most execrable epithet possible for the Curia to employ at

the time.24 With the failure of this attempt at mediation, Baldwin,

and the cause of the Latin Empire, fell temporarily from

papal grace.

The possibility of a papal-Hohenstaufen alliance of course

greatly affected Michael Palaeologus. Since before the battle of

Pelagonia he had tried unsuccessfully to counter the Sicilian drive

to the East by seeking an accord with Manfred. Now, however,

in the belief that the similarity of their present positions in papal

eyes might serve to draw them together, Michael adopted new
tactics. Manfred's sister, Anna, widow of the Greek Emperor John
III Vatatzes,

25 was living at the Greek court in semi-captivity.

In the hope no doubt that a marriage with the attractive young
Anna would be the prelude to a political alliance with Manfred,

Michael, in the summer of 1262, offered to divorce his wife Theo-

dora and marry Anna. Pachymeres would have us believe that

23 The only important source for negotiations between Manfred and the papacy
seems to be Canale, 498ff. Cf. Sanudo, Fragmentum, 172. Also see Dade, 8, and

esp. R. L. Wolff, "Mortgage and Redemption of an Emperor's Son: Castile and the
Latin Empire of Constantinople/* Speculum, XXIX (1954) 65-68.

23 E. Martene and U. Durand, Thesaurus novus anecdotorum, II (Paris, 1717)
col. 25B.

**See ibid., col. 354f., no. 312, another letter of Pope Clement IV (dated May
or June 1266) to Baldwin referring to Baldwin's relations with Manfred as "cum
hosle pestifero." On all this cf. J. Haller's (overly severe) criticism of Norden in

Hist, Zcit., XCIX (1907) 12-13; and Wolff, "Mortgage and Redemption/' 67.
25
Pack, 181, 11. 9flE. On Anna (called Constance by the Latins) see C. Matin-

csco, "Du nouveau sur Constance de Hohenstaufen/* Byzantion, 1 (1924) 45lff,;
G. Schlumberger, "Le tombeau d'une imperatricc byzantine & Valence en Espagne,"
Byzance et croisades (Paris, 1927) 57tt.; J. Miret y Sans, "La princesa Grfrga
Lascaris/' Revue hispanique, X (1903) 455fF.; and, by the same author, "Tres

princesas griegas," ibid., XV (1906) 668ff.; and "Nuevos documentos dc la tres

princesas Griegas/' ibid., XIX (1908) 112ff. Also C. Diehl, Figures byzantines
(Paris, 1908) II, 207ff.
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Michael's proposal was motivated by "burning love and especially
the fact that he had been spurned by Anna." 26 But this seems to

be an exaggeration, for no such sentiment is even vaguely sug-

gested by Gregoras. Nor indeed do the sources elsewhere provide
evidence of romantic inclinations on the part of Michael.27

What militates most strongly against Pachymeres* statement,

however, is the question why Michael, merely for love of Anna,
would be willing to risk almost certain excommunication by the

Patriarch Arsenios without the gaining of an important political
benefit. (Arsenios, it is to be noted, was already deeply incensed

over Michael's brutal treatment of his young ward, John IV

Lascaris, whom Michael, soon after entering Constantinople, had

caused to be blinded.
)
27a Such a benefit in this case could be only

an alliance with Manfred.28 But this was not to be realized. For

in the face of Anna's refusal to marry him, the anger of his own
wife Theodora, and the threat of ecclesiastical censure by
Arsenios,

29 Michael dropped the proposal. Instead he sent Anna
back to her brother with a magnificent equipage, presumably in

the belief that Manfred's ill-will might thereby be lessened. In

exchange for Anna, Michael secured the release of the Caesar

Alexios Strategopoulos, who had been captured by the Despot
Michael of Epirus and handed over to Manfred at the latter's

request.
30

Failure to secure a Sicilian alliance did not frustrate Palaeo-

logus. Instead the Emperor agilely turned to Manfred's opponent,

80
Pach., 183: %iret6e *yctp i> &KKat(>)v K/JWS, /cai ;aaAXor irapa, rfjs

27
It is true that Michael had two illegitimate daughters, but aside from a bare

statement to this effect no account provides any information on extra-marital

affairs. In view of the violent opposition to him after the Council of Lyons, such

irregularities might well have been mentioned.
** On 25 December 1261. See Pach., 191-192; Greg., 93.
88 Further support for our theory is the remark in Pach., 183, 11. 3JBF., regarding

the grave danger then threatening Constantinople from all sides "and especially
from the relatives of Anna" (K&K\W yovv r&v ixQp&v vap&KivovfUvwit . . . Idtus 5k

faSi&at Kal robs rfjs a<ri\#os "Avvys olicetovs). It is notable also that even Arsenios

was surprised at Michael's proposal, "having believed him incapable of such con-

duct" (a6r6j rotoOroi M votu6jjLevos Trp6repov) (Pach., 184).
*

Pach., 184
90

Pach., 185, 1L 1-5. Of, Greg., 91, II 22ff., and 92, 1L 1-11.
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the papacy. It is probably to the period immediately following

the affair with Anna that another embassy from Michael to the

Curia should be assigned. Imperial ambassadors, arriving in the

summer of 1262, bore a skillfully worded letter, the theme of

which was Christian charity.
31
Speaking of the love which should

inspire all Christians, both Greek and Latin, Michael inquired

why the Pope sought to hinder an accord between Greeks and

Genoese by excommunication of the latter. In his epistle the

Emperor skirted the problem of union and carefully avoided

definite mention of dogma and rites, declaring that such ques-
tions could easily be settled once secular peace was established.

32

He closed, significantly, with a cryptic reference to the papal
conflict with Manfred, affirming that if the Greek Emperor re-

turned to church unity, no prince would dare to defy the Pope.

Urban, who saw in the letter at once the possibility of a re-

turn of Constantinople to Catholicism and a potential counter-

weight against Manfred, was very pleased. Particularly gratify-

ing was Michael's indication that all cases of dispute between

himself and the Latins should be submitted to papal judgment.
33

Urban's approval, nonetheless, was not unmixed with distrust, as

he realized that Michael had not in the meantime ceased his

aggressions in Latin Greece.84

Following up Michael's bid, the Pope in the summer of 1262 35

dispatched a reply, addressing him as "Michael Palaeologus,
Illustrious Emperor of the Greeks/* 8e This was in sharp contrast

81 The letter is summarized in Urban's reply of 18 July 1263. See Guiraud,

Keg. Urbain, II, no. 295, 135 (Tautu, Acta, no. 6, 14). Cf. Norden, 411.
83
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, no. 295, 135: "de dogmatibus fidei ... et ...

ritibus ecclesiasticis nullum."

**lbid., 140, esp.: "habere, . . Imperium cum Latinis, nullum alium judicem
nisi solura Romanum pontificem."

^Ibid., 136: "rumores . . de persecutionibus. . .Villarduino . . . ejusque
terns et insulis ac Latinis morantibus in eisdem."

85
Norden, 412 (also A, Potthast, Regesta, no, 18399), dates this letter July-

August of 1262 (quoted in L. Wadding, Annales Minorum, IV, 203-204; omitted
from Guiraud), Cnapman, 59, note 1, dating it 1263, evidently has confused it

with letter of 18 July 1263 (no. 295 of Guiraud).
86

Wadding, Ann. Min>, IV, 203: "Paleologo imperatori Graecorum illustri."

The title of Emperor of Constantinople or Romania was reserved by the Pope for

Baldwin, On the date of this letter cf. Haller, Hist. Zeit,, XCIX (1907) 12.
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to previous communications to Latin princes in which Michael
had been characterized as "the usurper who calls himself Em-

peror of the Greeks/' 37
Later, in an ably worded letter of 18 July

1263, Urban proceeded to express his happiness that Michael had

anticipated him in requesting union. He revealed his readiness to

render justice to Michael and his Empire, to send envoys to Con-

stantinople as soon as possible, and even to recognize Michael

as legitimate Emperor.
38

Expatiating on the advantages of reli-

gious unity, he emphasized matters of special concern to illegit-

imate rulers such as the effectiveness of papal mediation between
Catholic monarchs and the protection that could be afforded

minor heirs from the designs of their enemies. In like manner,
he wrote pointedly, the church would defend the heirs of Mi-

chael.80 One condition only Urban imposed, that Michael mean-

while "conduct himself in such a manner as to be praiseworthy
in the sight of Divine Majesty and in the eyes of men." *

This, of

course, meant that Michael should abstain from attacking the

Latins in Greece. Urban's offer to Michael was attractive, but the

price union and the abandonment of imperial aims on Latin

Romania was high.

VENICE, GENOA, AND MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

Of all the Western powers, Venice suffered most from the

Greek restoration,
41 and it was her diplomacy therefore that served

to bind together Latin projects to retake the capital.
42 Particu-

larly humiliating was Michael's scrupulous implementation of

the treaty of Nymphaeum.
48 Besides forfeiting to Genoa the

87

"Qui Grecorum imperatorem vocari se facit
w
Guiraud, II, no. 131, 46.

88 How this would affect Baldwin's claim to Constantinople is not explained.
w
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 295, 138: "statim eadem ecclesia in medias

. . * prosiHens . . . per auctoritatem . . . gerit regimen et tutelam; eorum

hereditates et regna ... in tua tuorumque heredum defensione."
*
Wadding, IV, no. 182, 204.

At

Except of course for Baldwin.
43 For Greco-Venetian relations after 1261 the chief source is the chronicle of

the Venetian Martino da Canale, who wrote in French, in the custom of the time.
48
Canale, 480: "mout fu corocies Monsignor li Dus de cele aventure et de cele
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monopoly of Constantinopolitan and Black Sea trade, Venice now
also incurred the danger of losing to the Greco-Genoese alliance

her possessions of Crete, Negropont, the Cyclades, Cyprus, and

even Coron and Modon.44

Immediately after the fall of the Latin Empire, Venice began
a feverish diplomatic activity. She set herself two tasks: to obtain

Western aid and to split the Genoese from the Greeks by the

threat of papal excommunication. As was to be expected, she

formed an alliance with Baldwin,
45 whose past weakness she had

reason to remember, but whose imperial title could still be of

use to her.

Nor was Genoa in the meantime inactive.
46

According to the

Annales lanuenses, news of Constantinople's fall was received

at Genoa only on 5 May 1262.47 But this evidently refers to

Genoa's first official notification of the event from Michael Palaeo-

logus. For the same passage relates that the bearer of the news

(a Florentine who arrived on a ship belonging to the Genoese

Ansaldo d'Oria) had been sent by the Greek Emperor,
48 The

envoy reported that the Emperor had transferred to the Genoese

inhabitants of Constantinople the great palace formerly in Vene-

tian possession. He further described (as the Annales note with

obvious satisfaction) how the palace had immediately been torn

down to the sound of musical instruments and how stones from

parte." Cf. Sanudo, Fragmentwm, 173: "Dux et commune Venetiarum . , . dolu-
erunt multum et vehementer habiti sunt"

"
Manfrom, Marina italiana, I, 4.

45 See Ann. Ian., IV, 50, where the papal excommunication against Genoa is

mentioned, launched "ad peticioncm ambaxatorum Veneciarum et imperatoris
Balduini." Note that the Annales call Baldwin "the former Emperor," an indication

of a deliberate Genoese effort to avoid terminology recognizing the legitimacy of
Latin sovereignty over Constantinople, Accordingly, Palaeologus is termed "illus-

trissimus imperator Grecorum" (Ann. Jan., IV, 107, etc.).

*The chief source for Greco-Genoese relations is, of course, the Annales

lanuenses, anonymously written up to the year 1265, at which time they were con-
tinued by a commission named by the podesta, Genoese and Venetian state

archives for the period are scanty, though many notarial documents still await

reading.a Ann. Ian., IV, 45: "Die quinta madii , , . nova venenmt quod dictus im-

perator civitatem Constantinopolitanam a Venetis et Lalinis abstulerat"
48

Ibid., IV, 45: "quedam navis Ansaldi Aurie in qua detullit quendam nuncium
dicti imperatoris natione Florentinum."
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the building were being transported to Genoa as symbols of the

Venetian disgrace.
49

Already in 1261 Urban ordered the Genoese to send envoys
forthwith to the papal court at Viterbo to answer charges of

allying with Michael "to the prejudice of Christianity and the

Roman church/' The envoys were dispatched, but their adamant
adherence to Palaeologus drew down upon the Genoese papal
excommunication and interdiction of their city.

50 An interesting

commentary on the Western attitude of the time is the fact that

not a single contemporary chronicler lamented the sentence im-

posed!

Meanwhile, surprisingly enough, from July of 1261 to the

summer of 1262 neither Venice nor Genoa took any decisive ac-

tion. Venice made no attempt on Constantinople, nor did Genoa
make effective use of her initial advantage of surprise to attack

Venetian possessions. At the news of Constantinople's fall, Venice,

to be sure, had at once dispatched eighteen ships to the East

under Marco Michele.51 The relative inactivity of this fleet, how-

ever, requires some explanation. Possibly Venice had too much

respect for Palaeologus' resourcefulness and believed that the

Greek population, now swept by an outburst of patriotism, would

fanatically resist attack. Or, more probably, Venice considered

these ships too few C2
for an assault on Constantinople, since the

Genoese fleet then in Byzantine waters seems to have consisted

of at least forty-six vessels.
53

It is more than likely that Venice

49
Ibid., 45. The Venetian palace, which the Venetians had used as their head-

quarters, was actually the old Byzantine monastery of the Pantokrator, and was
now handed over in accordance with the Nymphaeum treaty. Some of the stones

taken to Genoa were later incorporated in die famous Bank of St. George. See 11

banco di San Giorgio (Genoa, 1911) 294 and 328 (as cited in Ann. Ian., IV, 45,

note 2).
00 Ann. Jan., IV, 44.
Bl
Canale, 480: "Dus envoia por garder Romanic. . . Mesire Marc Michel, et li

dona 18 galics bien armees." Michael's instructions, according to Canale, were not

to make an attempt on Constantinople, but only to defend Venetian possessions

(also Dandolo, 311). Cf. Manfroni, Marina italiana, II, 444.

^See Dandolo, 311, who says that the Podesta Gradenigo, Emperor Baldwin,

Giustiniani, and the fleet already in Constantinople, had sailed to Negropont after

the
city's

fall.
M
Canale, 480; "Et a celui tens meesmes, s'en ala 30 galies des lenoes en Cous-
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believed Urban's excommunication of Genoa would soon mobilize

Christian Europe to her aid, while in the meantime she could

gather her own strength. Unfortunately, the evidence is too

meagre to permit definition of Venetian motivations with any

degree of certainty.

As for Genoa, on the other hand, it would seem that by unit-

ing her forces to those of the Greeks, she might have taken Vene-

tian territory in the Levant. Yet there is no important encounter

between Venice and Genoa in the East recorded for 1261. For

this inactivity Genoa's internal condition was probably a basic

cause. Interior ferment is, in fact, revealed by the expulsion, in

May of 1261, of Guglielmo Boccanegra, Genoese Captain of the

People, who had been responsible for the recent diplomatic

triumph over Venice. In his place a coalition of disaffected Guelph
and certain Ghibelline nobles, opposed to Boccanegra's dictatorial

methods and frightened by papal fulminations, proceeded to re-

establish the old government, headed by a podest& and council

of nobles.
54 Even after Boccanegra's removal, however, relations

with Palaeologus were not broken: the financial profits were too

great, and apparently more than counterbalanced the disad-

vantages of excommunication. To recast a famous phrase, Con-

stantinople was indeed worth more than a mass!

The new Genoese government in 1262 also replaced Gugli-
elmo's brother, Marino Boccanegra, as commander of the fleet

dispatched to Constantinople just prior to the fall of the city. The
command was finally entrusted to six admirals, each the repre-
sentative of a group of nobles.55 This division of authority with

tantinople," Those 30 were in addition to the 16 Genoese vessels sent East after

signing of the Nymphaeum Treaty. See Chapter 4, text and note 53.

"Ann, Jan., IV, 45-47. Cf. Lopez, Colonie, 212.

"See Ann. Ian., IV, 47, note 4. The editor, Imperialc, cites an unpublished
document dated 17 May 1262 referring to Marino's recall: "ordinavertmt dominum
Ottonem Ventum presentem et recipientem armiratum et dominum tocius exercitus

lanuensis qui nunc est in partibus Romanie ... in servitio sacri imperii Crccorum
. . , et ipsum Marimun a dicta armiragia removent" See also Lopez, Colonie,

213, and C. Manfroni, "Sulla battaglia del Sette Pozzi e le sue consequent/'
Rivista rrutrittima (Rome, 1900), 232, and note 3, in which Manfroni says that a

marginal note of the Annales (perhaps a later revision) mentions Genoese
galleys

sent to the East. Whether this refers to new ones or those already dispatched is

not clear.
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the attendant rivalries that it provoked was, as we shall see, to

prove disastrous.

Genoese inertia was particularly evident in the summer of

1262. At that time Venice ordered thirty-seven galleys under

Giacopo Dolfin to Romania "to search for Genoese ships . . .

which had gone to that area in large numbers at the expense of

Messer Palaeologus, Signer of the Greeks." In the waters around
Thessalonica Dolfin came upon a Greco-Genoese fleet of sixty
vessels.

56

According to Canale's somewhat obscure description,
the Genoese vessels were shielded by a barricade of four large

ships on which parapets had been constructed and which,

evidently, had been pulled into position by small boats. Although
scholars are not in agreement on all aspects of the encounter,

57

the significant fact is that, protected by their barricade, the Geno-
ese refused battle and no action took place.

68

While the Veneto-Genoese war dragged on without important
results, the Lombard nobles of Negropont, on 15-16 May 1262,

joined in an alliance with their former enemy, Venice, against
the common danger, Palaeologus.

59 The Negropontine lords fitted

out three pirate vessels which proceeded to roam the Aegean and

the Sea of Marmora and advanced boldly even to Constantinople.
But there the corsairs encountered a Greco-Genoese fleet, and,

after a sharp struggle, were forced to surrender.
60 This was not to

be the last marauding venture of the island nobles against the

Emperor.

M
Canale, 480-482: "il estoient a Salonic LX galies mult bien arrnees de lenoes

ct de Gres." Cf. Manfroni, Marina italiana, I, 6, note 2.
57
Canale, 482: "IIII grans nes armees des lenoies, que avoient faites les ber-

tresches de sor les nes, et les liches en eive tres devant lor galies." See Manfroni,

"Battaglia dei Sette Pozzi," 233, who believes that the Venetian fleet was larger

than the allied. Manfroni claims that a scribe may have mistaken the figure of XL
ships in Canale for LX. But note Dandolo, 311 (under the year 1261, however)
who reports that 37 Venetian vessels encountered 60 Greco-Genoese ships off

Thessalonica and that "Veneti nichil dampni inferre potuerunt" Unfortunately
medieval accounts too often use figures very loosely.

58
Canale, 482: "li lenoes estoient ensi ceres de gros fust, que nul domaie ne lor

poroient doner."
88 See T.-Th,, HI, 46-55. Also for alliance of William and Venice see C/won-

icon Marchiae Tarvisinae, 48.
M
Canale, 484.
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The island of Negropont, strategically located off the coast

of the Duchy of Athens-Thebes, possessed great value in the eyes
of the Curia, as is attested by papal letters. More than once when

Pope Urban wrote to Genoa ordering the recall of her ships from

Romania he added, "especially those from Negropont." And he

specifically admonished the Genoese against providing further

transit to the island for Greek troops.
61

That Genoa, however, continued to be active in Romanian
waters is indicated by a letter received in 1263 from Palaeologus.
In this message he requested the Genoese to spy on Venetian

movements in order to provide him with information, and, in

accordance with their pact, constantly to maintain the Genoese

fleet in Romania on a parity with that of Venice. Reinforcements

were to be dispatched only at such times as the Venetian fleet

was increased.
62

Although no major naval engagements had thus far taken

place between the two great Italian rivals, isolated encounters

between merchantmen and individual warships did, of course,

occur. The Venetian historian Andrea Dandolo reports, for ex-

ample, that in 1261 three Venetian galleys sailed from Negropont
to the region near Constantinople, where their crews did much

damage and killed many Greeks. When subsequently the ships
were apprehended by a superior Genoese force, many of the

Venetians were put to death, the rest being haled before Palaeo-

logus, at whose order their eyes were plucked out.
03

Dandolo's recital should be compared with two other ac-

counts. The first, the Annales lanuenses, relates that a Venetian

merchant ship and three galleys, carrying Venetian merchants

who were in the Black Sea area at the time of Constantinople's

capture, were seized by a Greco-Genoese squadron. The Vene-

tians aboard were handed over to the Emperor, who blinded

and cut off the noses of all "except certain ones who were spared
at the request of the Genoese" !

6* A second passage, from the

61 See Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, no. 228, 101A, dated 7 May 1263.
w
Belgrano, "Cinque document!,

w
228-229.

M
Dandolo, 311. Of. Canale, 484.

M
Ann, Ian., IV, 48-49. Cf. Heyd, Histoire, II, 156.
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chronicle of another Venetian, Martino da Canale, recounts that

fifty captured Venetians (termed by the Genoese "robbers of the

sea") were brought before Palaeologus, who blinded them with
hot irons.

65 In spite of the bias probably pervading these three

accounts (the last two of which may refer to the same incident),

they are important for their clear indication of the bitterness

existing between Venetians and Greeks in the years immediately

following the Greek restoration.

The relative calm prevailing in the naval war between Venice

and the allied powers was abruptly broken by the important
battle of Settepozzi. Between May and July of 1263 66 a Genoese
fleet moving southward along the eastern Peloponnesian coast-

line towards the Greek-held port of Monemvasia encountered,
near the little island of Settepozzi (Spetsai), a Venetian fleet

sailing north to Negropont
67 The allied fleet of thirty-eight galleys

and ten saettie (cutters), commanded by three Genoese and a

Greek admiral,
68

opposed a numerically inferior Venetian fleet

of thirty-two galleys under a single admiral, Guiberto Dandolo.

According to the Annales lanuenses, when the Genoese ships were

ordered to attack, only fourteen obeyed, the others remaining
inert then suddenly fleeing.

69 The account of the Venetian Canale

seems to indicate, on the other hand, that it was the Venetian

fleet which attacked first, while the Genoese were engaged in an

attempt to ambush their opponents. In any event, a battle this

time ensued in which many Genoese, including an admiral, were

killed before the allied fleet could make its escape.
70

08
Canale, 486: "quant Palialog oi ce que lenoes distrent que il estoient robeors

de mcr, si les fist gaster as fers chaus les siaus."
00 On the date see Manfroni, "Battaglia dei Sette Pozzi," 237, the sole article

to deal with this battle.

Ann. Ian., IV, 51: "navigarent ad Malvaxiam ex precepto imperatoris . . .

ad insulam. . . Septem Puteos." On the location of the battle see also D. Zaky-

thinos, Le Despotat grec de More (Paris, 1932) I, 32 and note 3, who says the

battle took place in the gulf of Naupha near the island of Hydra. Cf. Canale, 732,

note 202.
68 Ann. Ian., IV, 51, Cf. Canale, 488 and 490, who reports 39. Also Lopez,

Colonie, 213-214.
* Ann. Ian., IV, 51.
70
Canale, 490-492. He notes, exaggeratedly perhaps, that 1,000 Genoese were
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The material loss to Genoa was not great, but her failure at

Settepozzi, as we shall observe, gravely damaged her prestige
in the eyes of Palaeologus. As for the cause of the defeat, the

chief factor was without doubt the disunity resulting from a

divided command. This in turn was contingent on the fact that

the Genoese squadron was not eager to incur losses for its capi-

talist masters, who had a great financial stake involved. (For

though according to the terms of Nymphaeum it was the Em-

peror's responsibility to provide wages for the ships' crews, Geno-

ese citizens themselves had to bear the expense of the ships, their

rigging, and arms.) And it was unfortunately these capitalists

whose money was involved who controlled the naming of the

admirals. Thus the defeat of the Genoese at Settepozzi may in

the last analysis be attributed to the self-aggrandizement of the

Genoese noble and capitalist class, which was in sharp contrast

to the civic solidarity of the commercial aristocracy that governed
Venice.71

THE WAR IN ACHAIA AND THE ARCHIPELAGO: THE BYZANTINE

REVIVAL IN GREECE
(
1261-1263

)

In accordance with Michael's intention of re-establishing the

old Byzantine frontiers, he had also, during most of this period,
been waging almost continuous war against Prince William in the

Morea and the Despot Michael II in Epirus and northern Greece.

It was, in fact, the capture of William at Pelagonia (1259) that

became the means of restoring Greek rule in the Morea. In ex-

change for the cession of Achaia, Michael offered William his

liberty and money with which to buy substitute territories in

France. The Emperor's proposal at that time was peremptorily
refused, and it was only after Michael's recovery of Constanti-

nople and three years of captivity
T2

that the weary Prince ac-

cepted a modified demand for the cession of the Moreot for-

lolled or captured, compared to only 420 Venetian casualties, and that one of the
admirals who fled was a Greek ("un des Amirail quc s'en ala fuiant, u gres").

71 See C. Imperiale di Sant' Angelo, Jacopo aOria e i stioi Annali (Venice,
1930) 119-120, and Manfroni, "Battaglia dei Sette Pom," 240.

w French Chron. Uorea, par. 326.
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tresses of Monemvasia, Mistra, Maina, Geraki, and the district

of Kinsterna.73

With the ratification of this settlement in 1262,
74 William

was released. But before gaming his freedom he and Michael
took solemn oaths of alliance (each according to the custom of

his people, says Pachymeres) never again to wage war against
each other. This agreement was sealed by a Greek baptismal

ceremony in which William became godfather to a son of

Michael.75
Michael, finally, in a combination of Byzantine prac-

tice and Latin feudal usage, bestowed upon the Prince the Byzan-
tine rank of Grand Domestic as symbol of vassalage to the

Empire.
76

The establishment of a Byzantine province in the southeast

part of the Morea, based on the ceded territories, was a severe

blow to Prankish domination. Each of the forts was important,

especially the almost impregnable Mistra, situated near ancient

Sparta, and Monemvasia, which provided a good naval base and

port of debarkation for imperial troops operating in the Morea.

With the loss of these fortresses the decline of Latin power and

the revival of Byzantine authority in Greece may be said to have

begun.
77

78 For a careful analysis of the treaty of Constantinople see D. Zakythinos,

Despotat, I, 15-25. Zakythinos shows that despite the omission of Kinsterna in the

Chronicle of Morea and other accounts, Pach., 88, correctly includes it.

7
*By the so-called "Ladies* Parliament" of Nikli in Achaia. Almost all the

great Prankish lords had been captured or slain.
75 A source (evidently overlooked by Zakythinos) corroborating Pachymeres*

statement of hearing on good authority that William baptized a son of Palaeologus
is to be found (out of context) in the Greek Chron. Morea, 1. 5542, where a Greek

prisoner tells William ical <n5j>rewop crk Ziroiicev vk. o-repcw^ ij <f>i\ia eras. In modern
Greek fftvreKvov may signify a relative through baptism. A curious remark of

Pachymeres, 87, 11 14-19, also reveals that both men fortified their oaths "by the

Italian custom of extinguishing lighted tapers, which they held before them as
thev^

tittered imprecations against anyone who would be guilty of breaking his oath."

(This, however, was also a
liturgical practice of the Greek church in anathemati-

zation.) It was probably Michaels second son, Constantine, born shortly after 1260

(see A. Papadopulos, Genealogi^ chart at end), who was baptized at this time.
M
Pactu, 88: SoOXov Ke/cX^cr^ai TW/AO^. Also ft6yas &o;-t&m/cos 'Pwjuai//as. This

title, according to Zakythinos, Despotat:, I, 18, corresponds to that of Grand

Seneschal of Romania, which William had borne during the existence of the

Latin Empire.
77
Pack, 20-21.
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Despite the solemn promises exchanged by Michael and Wil-

liam, it could not seriously be expected that they would remain

at peace with each other. It was, as noted, the Emperor's avowed

objective to recover all of Latin Greece,
78 while William, who

fully realized the import of the Greek foothold in the Morea,

could hardly remain aloof from Western efforts to retake Con-

stantinople.

Upon whom the chief responsibility should rest for the out-

break of hostilities in the Morea is not clear from the sources.

Even if the blame should be attributed to Michael, as asserted

by both the Chronicle of Morea 79 and Sanudo,
80 his actions do

not seem altogether unjustified in the light of the menacing dip-
lomatic measures adopted by the Latins. On 16 May 1262, the

signing of a treaty at Thebes between William and the Venetians

of Negropont marked the start of collaboration against the

Greeks.81 Then in July of the same year, at a meeting held at

Viterbo, Pope Urban IV, the Emperor Baldwin, Venice, and the

Moreot barons and prelates decided to undertake joint, active

measures against Michael. The Pope not only released William

from his pledges to the "Greek schismatics/
782 but sent letters

to France and England appealing for aid and a circular directive

to the Moreot prelates ordering them to assist William's military

preparations by gifts of ecclesiastical revenues,83

78 Note the remark of the captured imperial general Kaballarios to William:
"The Morea ... is the rightful heritage [droit herttaiges] of the holy Emperor"
(Longnon, French Chron. Morea, par. 382).

79 Note the conversation between Kaballarios and William over responsibility
for the Moreot war. See French Chron., par. 382-384 and Greek Chron., 11 5489JB:.,

and 1. 5577, where, however, the blame is laid on the Monemvasiotes. Cf, a letter

of Pope Urban (edL Guiraud, II, no. 231, 103), implying that Michael first at-

tacked William: "terram hostiliter impetere . . . presumsit."
80
Sanudo, Istoria, 116: "Imperator comminci6 a molestar la Morea con Gentc

e con Turchi."
81 See T.-Th., HI, 46-55; and Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, 47-48. See Zaky-

thinos, Despotat, 1, 27-28.
M

Ibid.; Guiraud, loc. oit., and cf. 292-293; Dandolo, 306 (out of context).
Pach., 88, says that Urban was pushed to this action by the "King" (Baldwin?):
irapotweels . . . irpk* roO ^7<5j. It should be noted that Urban's relations with
Baldwin had not yet been strained as a result of Baldwin's adherence to Manfred.
See above, text and note 24.

**Flore$ Hi&oriartun (ed. Luard, London, 1891) 478-479; Guiraud, Heg.
Ufbain, II, no. 231, 102-103, dated 27 April 1263.
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Finally, on 18 July 1263, Urban dispatched an epistle to the

Greek Emperor himself, complaining that rumors had reached
his ears of the latter's "persecution and oppression of William

Villehardouin, Prince of Achaia, devoted son of the mother church
and of the lands, islands, and Latins living there." 84 In effect, he
asked Michael to refrain from attacking Achaia as the price of

papal good will. This letter was in response to another previously

dispatched by Michael in the summer of 1262 (already mentioned

above), in which the Emperor had offered to submit all differ-

ences between himself and the Latins to papal arbitration.841

Whether or not the imperial communication followed on the

failure of Michael's first attempt to take Achaia is difficult to say
with certitude. But whatever the case, Palaeologus probably
calculated that in the event of a Greek defeat in the Morea the

Pope would protect him against reprisals. On the other hand, if

the imperial forces triumphed, the Pope might well be prevailed

upon, for the concession of church union, to restore to him the

remainder of Latin Greece. 85 After all, had not Popes Innocent IV
and Alexander IV been willing for the sake of union to deliver

Constantinople itself to the Emperor John Vatatzes while it was

still in Latin possession?
85a

The hostilities in the Morea to which the Pope referred had

broken out shortly after William's return from captivity. Probably
toward the end of 1262 William had gone to Laconia at the head

of a detachment, ostensibly to visit his territories.
86 The Byzan-

tines of nearby Mistra, however, observing his movements with

suspicion, notified the imperial governor, Michael Cantacuzene,

at Monemvasia, who in turn informed the Emperor of the situa-

tion and requested immediate aid.
87 With extraordinary celerity

84
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 295, 136.

Wa See above, text and note 33.
85 Cf. Chapman, 66.
** See P. Schillman, "Zur byzantinischen Politik Alexanders IV," Romische

Quartakchrift, XXII (1908) 108ff.
w French Chron. Morea, par. 329, and Greek Chron., II. 4515-4524. Chapman,

59, inaccurately states that William visited Mistra, a fortress which actually now

belonged to Palaeologus.
87 Greek Chron., 11. 4527ff., and French Chron., pars. 330-331, which notes

that Michael believed William false to his oaths: "li princes eust faussS son sere-

ment/*
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the Emperor organized an expedition under his brother, the

Sebastokrator Constantine, with the Parakoimomenos Makrenos

and the Grand Domestic Alexios Philes as subordinate com-

manders.88

In the early part of 1263 the imperial army, composed of

Turkish mercenaries and Greeks from Asia Minor (but without

Latin troops which Michael deemed it advisable to send to Epirus

instead),
89 was transported by Genoese ships to Monemvasia.00

Simultaneously, in a supporting action, the newly constructed

Greek fleet under the Protostrator Philanthropenos, after sacking
the Aegean isles of Paros, Naxos, and Cos, and the Negropontine
towns of Karystos and Oreos, sailed to the Peloponnese and seized

the southern coast of Laconia.91

The Sebastokrator Constantine, having first brought to sub-

mission the Slavic population of Mount Taygetos, built fortresses

at strong points and then laid siege to Lacedaemon.92 While the

Byzantine commander was ravaging the country, William went

to Corinth to seek aid from other Prankish barons of Greece. He
was handicapped, however, by the refusal of several lords to aid

him, and also, it is interesting to observe, by the disloyalty of

many of his Greek subjects who deserted to their fellow country-
men.93 William's predicament proved advantageous to his op-

ponent, Constantine, who now lifted the siege of Lacedaemon
and marched directly on the Achaian capital of Andravida in the

northwestern part of the Morea.94 The capture of all Achaia

seemed imminent, when suddenly the fortunes of both sides were

reversed.

While Prince William was at Corinth, he had left behind as

88 The accounts disagree here on details, but Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 33, note
3, believes PacL, 205-206 to be most credible. Cf. Zakythinos, II, 337, note 6,
for evidence supporting a somewhat later date for Makrenos' arrival in the Morea,

*Pach., 205: rb y&f> IraXt/cdy w bp^ov vpbf y^-^v 'IraX^y. These were

probably the Varangians.
* The usual procedure. Cf. Canale, 494; "doner vitaille a Malveisie."
n See Pach., 205, 11. 2-5; 206, L 4; and 209, 11. 6-12.
*
Called La Cr&nonie by the Franks.

w On all this see Sanudo, tetoria, 116; and Greek Chron. Morea, II 4675-4677.
M French Chron. Morea, par, 337; Greek Chron., 11. 4664&, and Sanudo,

Istoria, 116.
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bailli at Andravida John Katavas, a valiant man but old and

suffering from the gout.
95 At the sudden approach of the imperial

army of fifteen thousand men, Katavas
(
so runs the remarkable

account of the Chronicle of Morea} assembled his tiny force of

some three hundred Franks and marched to a narrow defile called

Agridi Kounoupitza.
96

Learning that the Greek army was un-

prepared for an attack scouts reported that the Greeks were

playing, eating and drinking
97 Katavas delivered a ringing ex-

hortation to his men, then ordered a surprise onslaught. In the

encounter the Greek troops were badly mauled; many were

massacred, the survivors fleeing with difficulty to the forests

nearby.
98 The Sebastokrator Constantine himself was barely able

to escape to Mistra. While Katavas and his little army prudently
retired, Constantine remained idle at Mistra, torn between fear

of brotherly censure and apprehension of even sterner reproaches
in the event of another defeat.

99 That this astounding debacle of

vastly superior Greek forces at Prinitza as the battle is gen-

erally referred to actually occurred is confirmed by the historian

Marino Sanudo.100 But the details of the encounter as provided by
the Chronicle of Morea have been sharply questioned by modern
authorities.

101

The period of approximately two years between the recapture
of Constantinople and the battle of Settepozzi, so auspiciously

begun for Michael with the restoration of the Empire, ended with

decisive imperial defeats on both land and sea. While Settepozzi

broke Genoese naval power for several years, Prinitza set back

the Emperor's timetable for the conquest of the Morea. But events

were to demonstrate that Michael's diplomacy especially his

" French Chron. Morea, 338B; Greek, 11. 4689ff,
80 Greek Chron., L 4709; ci French Chron., par. 338C.
w
Reported only by the Aragonese Chron. Morea (Libro de lo$ Fechos, ed.

Morel-Fatio [Geneva, 18851 78-79), but accepted by Zakythinos, Despotat, I,

36, note 3, because the ensuing French triumph is otherwise impossible to explain.
w On die entire battle see Greek Chron., 11. 4706-4855. Also French Chron.,

pars. 338D-G.
Cf. Chapman, 61.
m

Istoria, 118ff.; he terms it "Brenizza."
w
Esp by Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 37-38.
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manipulation of the papal-Sicilian and Veneto-Genoese rivalries

could enable him successfully to recuperate from his military
setbacks.
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SETTEPOZZI TO BENEVENTO

(1263-1266)

RELATIONS OF MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS WITH GENOA, THE

PAPACY, MANFRED, AND VENICE

he disastrous outcome of the battle of Settepozzi indi-

cated to Michael that he was mistaken in tying his

fortune so closely to Genoa. With the aid of the Genoese he had,
to be sure, successfully maintained Constantinople against the

threat of Latin invasion, and in the face of what must have been
a considerable Greek protest he had faithfully implemented his

obligations of the Nymphaeum pact. But instead of reaping the

rewards he expected, he was now gradually draining his treasury
to meet the expense of Genoese galleys that coursed far and wide

but engaged in no battles of consequence before Settepozzi.
1

The Basileus had other causes for grievance.
2 Genoese ad-

mirals were often loath to attack Venetian war-ships, and refused
l ln agreement with Norden, 414 (cf. G. Caro, Genua und die Mdchte am

Mittelmeer [Halle, 1895] I, 129), I see evidence of Michael's desire to attack the

Venetian fleet, as well as dissatisfaction with Genoese tactics, attested in his

letter of 1262 to Genoa: see L. Belgrano, "Cinque document! genovesi-orientali,"
Atti soc. lig. $t. pat., XVII (1885) 228-229: De venetis vero sperat imperium
meum in Deo quod in brevi bona nova denunciet vobis. . . Si vero predicti
veneti non debent armare sufficientes sunt presentes galee . . . illos impugnare et

vincere et non alias preparare et consumere thesaturos nostros in vanum/"

*Caro, Genoa, I, 137, believes that Michael's anger against the Genoese
stemmed from their refusal to combat William of Achaia. But note that the

Nymphaeum treaty explicitly exempted Genoa from warring against William. See

Madroni, "Relazioni," 803.
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or inadequately carried out imperial orders for the provisioning
of the Moreot port of Monemvasia,

3

wasting their time instead

in preying on Venetian merchant shipping. This was for the

Genoese a less dangerous activity and at the same time provided
valuable booty. For Palaeologus, however, it brought no bene-

fits and only exhausted his finances.
4

Most vexatious perhaps to the Greeks was the increasingly

important position of the Genoese population in the capital. With
the expulsion of most of the Venetians and the vastly enlarged

opportunities offered for trade and imperial service, Genoese

were flocking in great numbers to the Byzantine Empire. They
became masters of the Black Sea and not only far surpassed the

Venetians in commercial activities but, what was more serious,

they almost completely eliminated Greek merchants from com-

mercial competition. Even Constantinople itself was to a great
extent dependent on Genoese shipping for its subsistence. The

pride and arrogance of the Genoese grew in accordance with

their increased power, and thus they soon aroused the jealousy
and enmity not only of the Greeks but of the Latins as well5

Little wonder that Palaeologus was eager to rid himself of an

embarrassing ally!

The differences between Michael and the Genoese are set

forth in the Annales lanuenses. They note that in the year 1263,

just after Settepozzi, Michael dismissed from his service about

sixty Genoese galleys and ordered them to return home.6 Their

discharge is attributed by the Annales to ''the great number of

admirals and other inconveniences/* and to the fact that the Em-

peror, "after many and various conferences, was not able to ac-

cord with them nor they with him." 7
Significant too is the

8
Canale, 494: "il devoient doner vitaille a Malveisie. . . II ne le dona pas."

4
Canale, 494: "[lenoes] porterent il li CXX mariniers que il pristrent es

tarites," and 496: "[Palialog] pensa . . . que il n'osent neis regarder les Veneciens
en mi lors vis, il despendroit trestos son avoir, et ne gaagnera nule riens."

6 See Pach., 167, II. 15-19, and Greg., 97, 11. lOE On the growth of Genoese

power see Bratianu, Recherches, 61-155, and Heyd, Histoire, I, 427F.
9
Technically the Emperor was within his rights, as he was not obliged to make

use of the ships*
7 Ann, Ian., IV, 52: "propter multitudinem armiragiorum et propter alia iaa-

convenientia que gerebant, idem imperator post multos et varies tractatus habitos
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s account of the board of inquiry established by the

Genoese to fix responsibility for the defeat at Settepozzi.
8 As a

result of the investigation, the admirals, pilots, and counsellors

who had participated in the battle were condemned and fined "for

their excesses . . . and malfeasance in the areas of Romania/' 9

Regrettable as is our ignorance of the precise reference of "in-

conveniences," "expenses," and "malfeasance/* it is nevertheless

a significant indication of guilt that such terms could be used

by the more or less official chronicle of the Commune.

Although Michael's dismissal of the Genoese fleet was un-

expected, the Genoese could not have been altogether unaware
of his dissatisfaction. An incident recorded by the Venetian

chronicler Martino da Canale, though perhaps somewhat colored

for effect, provides a revealing glimpse into the Emperor's atti-

tude. Summoning the "Sire*
7

of the Genoese in Constantinople

(probably the Podesta), Michael pointed to his treasury and

angrily exclaimed: "You promised to give me all of Romania

easily and to eject the Venetians. I have spent a mountain of money
such as this but gained nothing at all from you/' Canale then

attributes an imprecation to the Emperor: "May God confound

your prowess and your arrogance!"
10 Further evidence of Mi-

chael's concern over the mounting cost of the alliance is an

imperial letter to the Commune, dated as early as 1262, in which

its citizens were warned "not to prepare other vessels and to con-

sume our treasure in vain/' 1X

Still, Palaeologus* abrupt dismissal of the Genoese fleet did

cum eisdem, nee cum eo poterant vel ipse cum eis concordat!; idem imperator
exercitum predictum galearum que erant numero LX vel circa, Ucenciavit eas."

8 One of the examiners was Ansaldus d'Oria, whom Michael had sent as his

envoy to Genoa (see Ann. Jan., 45, 53); d'Oria's knowledge of Greek affairs in-

sured a thorough inquiry.

*lbid., 53: "pro suis excessibus"; and 52-53: "omnia malefacta ... in partibus
Romanic." For the Venetian attitude toward the Greco-Genoese naval defeats, see

a poem of the Venetian troubadour, Bertolome Zorzi, in G. Bertoni, I trovatori

d'ltaUa (Modena, 1915) 447.
w
Canale, 496.

* See note 1, last part. For criticism of Belgrano's textual editions see E.

Byrne, Genoese Shipping in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries (Cambridge,

1930) 3.
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not constitute a complete rupture. More probably it was a dra-

matic gesture to emphasize his discontent with their services, for

soon afterwards he accepted new galleys which the Genoese had

just dispatched. Nevertheless, he now seemed reluctant to pay
their crews punctually, and the Genoese, on their side, were un-

easy before him, as he appeared so explicitly to mistrust them.12

It seems likely, to judge from a document of 21 September 1263

for the raising of a loan in Genoa "super negociis Romanic," that

the Genoese had in any case finally learned a lesson and, to some

extent, realized that in the future they would have to exert them-

selves further and bear a greater share of the expenses of the

war in Romania.13

Michael's dissatisfaction with the alliance must have been

aggravated by the political situation in Italy, which was mean-

while becoming more favorable for the Greeks. By the latter half

of 1263, the confusion and instability of the earlier half century
were gradually coming to an end, and the shifting forces of the

Italian political scene had begun to align themselves into two

sharply opposed camps that of the Ghibellines, championed
by the Hohenstaufen Manfred of Sicily, and that of the Guelphs,
headed by Pope Urban IV (and later, as we shall see, by Charles

of Anjou).
1* While adherents of both parties were to be found at

Venice as well as Genoa, it was the Ghibellines who finally

triumphed at Genoa and the Guelphs at Venice.15

Michael, well-informed as always regarding Italian politics,

did not hesitate to profit from this situation. Perceiving Pope
Urban's intense absorption in his conflict with Manfred actually
a bitter struggle for the control of Italy inherited from the days
of Emperor Frederick II, he considered it an opportune time to

extract concessions. By offering to the papacy ecclesiastical un-

w
Lopez, Colonie, 214. By contrast Michael, in 1262, had addressed the Com-

mune as "dilectam fratemitatem imperil mei" (Belgrano, "Cinque documenti,"
228).

M See Belgrano, op. dt,9 229.
u Urban had announced already in 1262 that Charles of Anjou would replace

Manfred on the Sicilian throne. See Ravnaldus, III, a. 1262, 20.
30 See E. Jordan, Les origines de la domination Angevlne en Itdlie (Paris,

1909) passim; and Chapman, 64-65.
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ion and perhaps the suggestion of an alliance against the detested

Hohenstaufen, Michael might hope to recover the remainder of

Latin Greece.

Similar thoughts were coursing through the mind of Pope
Urban, who did not underestimate the advantages at this crit-

ical time of a successful unionist policy. Besides increasing the

Holy See's prestige in Italy, it could enable him to use against
Manfred the preparations hitherto made by Western Europe to

aid Latin Greece. 16
Moreover, it would free the papacy once and

for all from the chimera of a Hohenstaufen on the Bosporus, able

to mobilize the resources of Byzantium as well as Sicily.
17 Once

relieved of cares with respect to the East, Urban could devote

all his energies to the Ghibellines in Italy, whose power had now
become a matter of immense concern.18

Urban was anxious not only over the fate of Latin Greece

proper but also over the Greco-Genoese threat to the Latin-held

Greek islands, especially Negropont, Crete, and Cyprus. This is

particularly manifest in the case of Cyprus, from a letter he ad-

dressed to its bailli and barons warning them against the "in-

sidious" plots of Palaeologus to take the island by intriguing with

its "unsuspecting" officials.
19

In a letter to Michael of 18 July 1263 (in which the Greek

Empire was termed "a noble member of the church
7

*),
20

Urban,
in response to a communication from Michael, promised at once

to send nuncios to effect the union.20a As envoys he proposed to

dispatch four Minorites selected by the famous Franciscan

16 See above, note 14, papal letter of 1262 proclaiming that Manfred's re-

placement by Charles would rescue Latin Romania (cf. Norden, 417).
17

According to Norden, 411, Manfred believed himself strong enough to van-

quish both Rome and Constantinople simultaneously.
18
Norden, 420. Manfred was intriguing in the towns of the Patrimony, even

in Rome itself. See Jordan, Origines, 456-458.
M See

Raynaldus, III, a. 1263, 18 (summarized in Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II,

no. 188, 76): "caverent a Paleologi insidiis, ne illis se irretiri atque occupari

paterentur."*
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 295, 137B. Cf. Wadding, Annales Minowm,

IV, 225.
* a Cf. on the chronology S, Borsari, **La politica bizantina di Carlo d'Angio

dal 1266 al 1271," Arch, st, prov. nap., n.s. XXXV (1956) 825, and F. Dolger, in

Byz.Zeit. (1955)474.
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Minister-general Bonaventura. Certain special instructions issued

to the envoys for their voyage to Constantinople are worthy of

note: the nuncios were empowered to absolve from excommunica-

tion the people of Greek territories who wished to return to unity,
and to restore clerical privileges to Greek ecclesiastics who

publicly declared their obedience to the papacy.
21

In August of the same year Urban wrote a letter to William

of Achaia informing him, somewhat disparagingly, of the forth-

coming papal attempt "to lead to unity, if possible, Michael

Palaeologus, who considers himself Emperor of the Greeks." Ap-

prising William of the envoys he had chosen, the Pope requested

him, meanwhile, to cease hostilities against Michael, as he had

likewise requested the Emperor to desist from attacking Achaia,

Urban hastened to assure William that in this aflFair Achaia's

interests would remain paramount.
22 Letters asking safe conduct

for the papal envoys were also sent to the Doge of Venice and,

strikingly enough, to the Greek Despot of Epirus, both of whom
were in turn assured that their interests would not be forgotten.

23

Assembled and instructed, the four Franciscan envoys finally

set out for Constantinople in August of 1263.24
Though Palaeo-

logus* letters fail to disclose mention of their arrival even by the

spring of 1264,
25 their departure from the Curia is corroborated

in Urban's reply to Michael's letter, dated 22 June 1263. Affirm-

ing that his envoys had set out long before, Urban notes that he

has not yet heard of their arrival at the Byzantine court.26

Poor communications, the cause of many a misunderstanding
in the Middle Ages, now complicated matters. Believing that

21
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 322, 150.

**Tbid, 9 II, no. 325, 151, esp.: "similiter . . . interim ab ipsius Paleologi im-

pugnatione desistas."
88 See ibid., II, no. 326, 151; and letter of 28 July 1263, printed in J. Sbaralea,

Bullarivm Franciscanvm (Rome, 1759) II, 495, in which Michael II is addressed
as "princeps Thessalonicensis." Cf, Norden, 425.

* See Norden, 426.
88

Hopf, Gesckichte, 297, provides no basis for his statement that they arrived

in Constantinople at the end of 1263. Cf. Norden, 426, note 3, The journey from

Italy to Constantinople was long and arduous, usually extending down the Adriatic

to Epirus, and thence across Greece to Constantinople.
*Cf. Norden, 426, note 3.
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Urban had rejected his overtures or was perhaps deliberately

being difficult, Michael reopened hostilities in the Morea. On his

part, the Pope, thinking Michael faithless, began once again to

stir up the West against Palaeologus. Thus on 20 October 1263

Urban angrily wrote to Genoa's Archbishop Turritano directing
him to inform the Commune that if within six months it did not

withdraw from the alliance with Michael and recall all its ves-

sels and troops from Greek territories, it would be deprived of its

archbishopric and denounced to the nations of Europe as an

enemy of Christendom. Moreover, both its citizens and goods,
wherever they might be found, would be subject to seizure.

27

This was the severest of a number of papal letters hitherto di-

rected to Genoa, all of which sought to dissolve the alliance with

the "schismatic" Greek Emperor.
28

But the Genoese, still garnering abundant profit, did not find

it to their interest to sever their connection with Michael, and

therefore responded evasively to the Pope.
29

Suddenly, however,
with the unexpected return of the Genoese fleet from the East,

it seemed as if the Greco-Genoese alliance was broken, and for

this Urban believed his own fulminations responsible. Thus, on

11 February 1263, he wrote to the Archbishop of Genoa:

They [the Genoese], after receiving our letter and reading it and also

hearing the warnings of our dear brother, the Archbishop Turritano

. . . (although they did not show with words that they would obey
our precepts in this respect) . . . afterwards revealed [their obedi-

ence] more clearly by deeds . , . , since they are said to have recalled

all their galleys and ships from the service of the tyrant. For this we
have decided that they, their industry, and circumspection deserve

worthy praises in the Lord, [and] the sentence of interdict pronounced

against the city . . . we take care to relax.80

27
Giraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 719, 341, dated 20 October 1263: "denuntia-

bimus ac personas et bona eorumdem civium, ubicumque inventa fuerint, expone-
mus libere ipsis aliisque Christi fidelibus occupanda."

88 In an earlier letter, ibid., II, no. 228, 98 and esp. 101, dated 7 May 1263,
Genoa had been ordered specifically to recall her vessels from Negropont,w For example, ibid., no. 228, 100: "[The Genoese] dixerunt quod, cum nichil

de talibus fuisset eis a vobis [the Pope] injunction."

**lbid., II, no. 756, 361-362, esp.; "omnes galeas et naves ipsorum, que in

predicti tyrampni servitiis morabantur, ad prefatam civitatem revocasse dicantur."
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Little did Urban realize at the time that not he but the Greek

Emperor was responsible for his newly found satisfaction with

the Genoese. Despite Urban's expressions of good will toward

Genoa, the Commune still refused to break completely with

Michael. Its loyalty, however, was soon to prove useless.

THE PLOT OF THE GENOESE PODESTA GUERCIO TO BETRAY

CONSTANTINOPLE TO MANFRED (1264)

What finally persuaded Michael to rid himself completely of

his turbulent ally was his discovery, shortly after the fleet's dis-

missal, of an alleged plot on the part of the Genoese Podesta,

Guglielmo Guercio, to betray Constantinople to King Manfred of

Sicily.
31 Details of the conspiracy are lacking; mention of it is

made only in the Annales lanuenses (under the year 1264), while

both Greek and Venetian sources overlook it entirely.
312 Nor is

anything definite known of the role of Manfred, in particular
how the city was to be handed over to him. It may be that Guercio

intended to foment a sudden revolt of the numerous Genoese

and possibly other Latins within Constantinople, who were to

seize the capital for the King of Sicily. But while Manfred may
have intended to keep the city for himself, it seems a more

plausible assumption, in view of the increasing severity of his

conflict with the papacy and Baldwin's unsuccessful attempts
at mediation ( Urban by now had almost completed negotiations
with Charles of Anjou for the latter's invasion of Italy to de-

throne Manfred),
83 that once Manfred had gained possession of

the city, he would ostentatiously offer it to the Pope as a restora-

tion of the Latin Empire.
34 For this great service to Christendom

* Ann. lan*y IV, 65: "Guillermus Guercius . . . accusatus fuit ipsi imperatori
quod civitatem Constantinopolim traditurus erat in manibus Latinorum, et quod
habuerat de hoc tractatum cum nunciis domini Manfred!/'

83
Cf. Canale, 496, who attributes the rupture to Genoese malfeasance. See

above, notes 3 and 4. Cf., however, Pach., 167f., who may possibly bo making
vague reference to the plot.

83 See Jordan, Origne$> 459,

**A precedent for such an act could have been the example of his father,
Frederick II, who, though excommunicated, had restored Jerusalem to Christendom
in the hope of overcoming papal hostility.
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Manfred might well force Urban (who unequivocally refused

to have anything to do with him) to relax the papal excommunica-
tion and recognize him as King of

Sicily. After all, had not Urban

already promised the indulgences of a crusade to all who would

support Baldwin in his efforts to restore the Latin Empire?
35

Even more speculative are the motivations of Guercio. In his

capacity of supreme Genoese official in Romania, it might rea-

sonably be assumed that he was acting under superior orders.

And indeed the Genoese government, seeing the handwriting on
the wall and anticipating abrogation of the Greek alliance, might
well have reached an agreement with Manfred to assign political
control to Sicily and retain commercial supremacy for itself.

36

Unfortunately, there is not the slightest bit of testimony to sup-

port such a theory, plausible as it may be. In fact, the sole evi-

dence that might suggest Genoese foreknowledge of Guercio's

conduct is the circumstance that after the collapse of the con-

spiracy Guercio, though he had gravely jeopardized Genoese

interests in the East, was merely banished from Genoa and thus

was able to go quietly to Achaia.37

As for Michael Palaeologus, he believed, or professed to be-

lieve, that without the connivance of the Genoese government,
Guercio would not have dared to become involved in such a

^Imperiale, Jacopo d'Oria, 124. See also Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 577,
293. Manfroni, Marina italiana, pt. I, 12, believes that Manfred may have in-

tended, through Guercio, to help the Despot of Epirus to depose Palaeologus. (On
the possibility of a continuing alliance between Manfred and the Despot see

Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," 116-117.)
80 Not only was there a strong Ghibelline party at Genoa, but it is known also

that Manfred and Genoa, until the first months or Guglielmo Boccanegra's govern-
ment, were allied in a pact of friendship and commerce against Venice. See Lopez,
Colonie, 215. By no means to be overlooked, however, is the possibility of a role

in the Guercio affair for Baldwin, since, as late as July 1263, he had been in

close contact with Manfred. See above, Chapter 7, notes 22-24.
87 Ann. Ian., IV, 66, and see diploma of Charles of Anjou, dated 1276, in F.

Carabellese, Carlo d'Angid nei rapporti politid e commerciali con Venezia e

Wriente (Ban, 1911) 30, note 3, referring to "Guillelminum Guercium amiratum

G. principis Achaye," A possible reference to the treasonous conduct of Guercio

may also be found in the subsequent treaty of 1275 between Genoa and Palae-

ologus, in which the latter insisted that Genoa henceforth appoint as podesta
"homo talis juxta temporis qualitatem talis qua sit honor domini Imperatoris et

comunis lanue" ( G, Bertolotto, "Nuova serie di document! sulle relazioni di Genova

colTimpero bizantino," Am. soc. lig.
$t. pat., XXVIII [1898] 502).
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serious conspiracy.
38 As soon as he had discovered the plot (how

is not told us), Michael summoned Guercio and, in the presence
of Genoese and others, confronted him with the evidence. Ac-

cording to the Annales, Guercio made no effort to deny the ac-

cusation, but confessed "with his own tongue."
39 Michael then

made a protocol of the affair and dispatched it to the Commune.40

Whereupon, as the same source informs us, he '^banished all of

the Genoese and the rest of the Latins from the imperial city of

Constantinople."
41

That all Westerners were at this time actually ejected from

the capital seems doubtful. Some were, of course, married to

Greek women, and others had become Greek subjects by taking
an oath of allegiance to the Emperor.

42 Nor do the Byzantine
sources report expulsion of the non-Genoese Latins. Pachymeres,
in fact, informs us only that the Genoese, the largest group in

Constantinople,
43 were relegated by the Emperor to Thracian

Heraclea, situated some forty miles west of the capital on the Sea

of Marmora.44 Details of the Genoese establishment at Heraclea

are unknown to us, however, for not a single Latin or Greek docu-

ment casts light on that period of exile.

Realizing the damage they had suffered in the banishment

of their colony, the Genoese dispatched two embassies in quick
succession to Palaeologus, the first consisting of Egidio de Nigro
and the second of Benedetto Zaccaria and Symoneto de Camilla.45

88

Lopez, Colonie, 216, believes that Guercio had secured Genoese approval.
Cf. Caro, Genua, I, 167, who suggests that he may have been seeking, through
the conspiracy, to secure the return of family properties taken from him by
Michael (ibid., 167, note 2, where it is shown that Guercio was descended from a

"liege-man" of Manuel I Comnenos).
38 Ann, Ian., IV, 65: "fuit propria lingua confessus/'
40
Ibid., according to which the Emperor sent the protocol to Genoa "in order

to retain their friendship" ("comunis lanue amiciciam retinere"),
41
Ibid.: "fuerunt omnes lanuenses et ceteri Latini licenciati . > . de imperial*

civitate Constantinopolis." Cf. also PacL, 167, 1L 15E, and Greg., 97, 11 10ft
**
See, e.g., Sanudo, Istoria, 146; "e dando [Michael] ad alcuni di loro Moglie

delle sue Donne Greche/' Also see below, Chapter 9, text and notes 7 Iff. But cf

the Nymphaeum treaty, Chapter 4, text and note 65.
48
Pack, 167, 11. 16-17, and 168, L 5.

"
Pach,, 168, 1. 2, and Ann. Ian., IV, 65.

48 On Zaccaria, who was later to perform valuable service for Palacologus, see
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The envoys asked the return of the Genoese colony to Constanti-

nople or at least permission for its settlement in Pera (another
name for Galata), across the Golden Horn from the capital.

46 But

despite persistent Genoese requests, Michael was inflexible. He
had in mind, it appears, plans for an alliance with another power.

47

Thus the events under discussion almost dissolved the Greco-

Genoese alliance, They did not lead to a permanent rupture, for

both parties still had use for each other.
48

THE WAR IN ACHAIA (1263-1266)

During these involvements with Genoa, Michael, believing
that the Pope had failed to respond to his advances, resumed

the war in Achaia. His brother Constantine had carried on no

hostilities during the winter following the battle of Prinitza, pre-

ferring to remain idle at Mistra. But Prince William was able to

draw from the victory of his bailli, Katavas, a double advantage:

assembling his feudatories, he organized the defense of Andra-

vida, and at the beginning of 1264 he received subsidies from

Pope Urban.49 That Urban could dispatch aid despite his own
needs vis--vis Manfred is evidence both of a lack of trust in

Michael's unionist proposals and of the importance of the Morea
in the eyes of the papacy.

50

In 1264, with the return of spring, operations were resumed.

The Sebastokrator Constantine, reassembling his troops on the

plain of Sapikos, now pressed forward, still intending to conquer
the principality by seizing its capital, Andravida, Accordingly,
he marched through enemy territory to Sergiana, finally encamp-

ing with his large army at a place called St. Nicholas of Mesikli.
61

R. Lopez, Genova marinara nel duecento: Benedetto Zaccaria (Messina-Milan,

1933) 11,

""Ann. Ian., IV, 66; "vel saltim in quodam loco nomine Peyro."
*T See below, text and notes 88ff.
48 Note esp. Ann. Jan., IV, 65: "imperator volens comunis lanue amiciciam

retinere."
* See T.-Th,, III, 57; Chapman, 70.
50 Cf. above, Chapter 7, section 2, and Chapter 8, text and notes 22-30.
* Greek Chron. Morea, 11, 5016-5052; Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 38,
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Meanwhile, William, advised of the Sebastokrator's approach,

appeared in the area with his troops drawn up in battle array.

Only a skirmish took place, but the Latins succeeded in killing
the Grand Constable, Michael Cantacuzene, perhaps the bravest

of the Greek officers.
52 At the unexpected slaughter of his lieu-

tenant, Constantine became disheartened and withdrew with his

troops to Nikli, to which he then laid siege.
53

It was during the investment of Nikli that a grave event oc-

curred which led to a pulverizing defeat of the Byzantine forces.

The mercenary Turkish troops of the Sebastokrator had not been

paid for six months, and their chieftains Melik and Salik pro-
tested to the Greek commander. On receiving an unfavorable

response from the Sebastokrator, who was both short of funds

and irritated that he had profited little from their services, the

Turkish leaders became angry, and deserted to the Prince of

Achaia at Andravida with most if not all of their troops.
5*
William,

of course, was at first suspicious of his new allies and charged his

kinsman Ansel de Toucy (whom we last saw as a prisoner of

Palaeologus after the battle of Pelagonia) to negotiate with the

Turks.55
Satisfied finally as to their motives, the Prince engaged

them in his service. Then, strengthened by the addition of these

troops, William decided to take the offensive.

The desertion of the Turks deeply affected the morale of the

Byzantine army. It was perhaps on this account that the Sebas-

tokrator lifted the siege of NiWi (his excuse being sickness) and

departed for Constantinople, entrusting the command to the

Grand Domestic Philes and the Parakoimomenos Makrenos.56 As

52 Of the various versions describing Cantacuzene's death, Zakythinos, Despo-
tat, I, 39, prefers that of the Aragonese Chronick, 76. It states that the Constable's

horse stumbled during a reconnaissance before the Latin troops, who promptly
killed him. Cf. French Chron., par. 343.

53 French Chron., par. 345; Greek, 11. 5084-5098.
u Greek Chron., 11. 5117ff,, and French Chron., esp. par. 360. Cf. Sanudo,

Istoria, 118, who places this incident before the battle of Prinitza (i.e., Agridi

Kounoupitza).
65 On Toucy see Geanakoplos, "Pelagonia," Appendix B, 137-141.
M
Pach., 207, 11. 17-18. According to the Aragonese version of the Chron.

Morea, par. 372, Constantine remained in the Morea, for in the ensuing battle

he was captured by the Turks. Cf. T.-Th., IH, 231-232; and Sanudo, Istoria, 118.
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for William, with an army superior to that of his enemy, he now

prepared to launch an attack on the Byzantine possessions in the

southern Peloponnese. Over its difficult mountainous terrain, the

expert aid of his newly acquired troops would be invaluable.

Sure enough, the Turks, under the command of Ansel de Toucy,
succeeded in drawing the Greek troops to Makryplagi, a hazardous

pass probably situated between Messinia and the central Pelo-

ponnese. In the first encounter the Greeks prevailed, but ultimate

victory rested with Toucy and his Turks, before whose fierce at-

tacks the terrified Greeks completely gave way.
57

After this overwhelming victory William returned to Veligosti,

where he found a great number of Greek prisoners, including the

generals Makrenos, Philes, and Kaballarios, in addition to many
archontes (members of the Byzantine nobility).

58 At this time an

interesting conversation, indicative of the Greek and Latin atti-

tudes toward aggression in the Morea, occurred between the

imperial general Alexios Philes and William. To the claim of

the Prince that "God has finally punished Palaeologus for vio-

lating his oaths," Philes audaciously replied: "The Morea belongs
to the Empire of Romania and is the proper heritage of the

Emperor. It is instead you who have broken your oath to your
lord."

59

William's next move was to send an army to surprise the

fortress of Mistra, the defense of which was considerably weak-

Also see Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 39-43, and esp. II, 337, note 6, where a new
source (Manuelis Philae carmine, ed. E. Miller [Paris, 1855] 123) is adduced,
with additional comments of Zakythinos.

67 The main source for this battle of Makryplagi is the Chron Morea ( Greek,
U. 5372ff., and French, pars. 364ff.), though Pack, 208, also attests to a Byzan-
tine defeat at this time.

68 Greek Chron., 11. 5457-5465; French Chron., pars. 378-380. Philes died in

prison, Kaballarios was apparently liberated, and Makrenos was exchanged for a
Latin prisoner, probably Philip de Toucy. On his return to Constantinople, however,
Makrenos was accused of treason and blinded as a result of the accusations of

Eulogia, sister to the Emperor and mother-in-law of Philes. She charged Makrenos
with favoring a Greek defeat at Makryplagi in the hope of securing a rapproche-
ment with the Latins so that he could marry Eudocia, daughter of Theodore II

Lascaris and widow of the Latin Mathieu de Walincourt (Eudocia was then living
in the Morea). See Pach., 208-209 and Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 40.

68 Greek Chron,, 11. 5498-5531; French Chron., pars. 380-384.
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ened by the capture of the Greek generals. The maneuver failed,

however, and the Prankish troops, after pillaging the surround-

ing Byzantine territory as far as the walls of Monemvasia, with-

drew to Nikli.60

From the enfeebled military position to which William was
reduced after his return from captivity,

61 he had experienced
such a reversal of fortune that he was now able to carry the war
to the Greek fortresses in the southern Morea. But in the mean-
time his own principality was undergoing serious hardship: the

war, continuous for a long period, had attained such intensity
and bitterness that the Morea was gradually becoming depop-
ulated and the fields completely devastated. If we can believe

Sanudo, one woman (whether Greek or Latin is not told us) lost

seven successive husbands on the battlefields!
62

Because of the severity of the conflict, hostilities were sus-

pended for a time, while negotiations were conducted to end

the war through the marriage of William's daughter and heir,

Isabella, to the eldest son of Palaeologus, Andronikos. The plan,
in the opinion of Sanudo, was broached by the Greeks as a means
of securing the entire Morea, which was to pass in dowry to

Andronikos at the death of William. But the proposal was aban-

doned, apparently owing less to the opposition of Prince William

than to the violent objections of his own Latin vassal barons, who

feared, probably justifiably, dispossession of their Moreot fiefs,
63

UNIONIST NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN PALAEOLOGUS AND POPE X3BBAN IV

His disastrous defeat at Makryplagi and the realization that

the entire Moreot campaign had been a fiasco induced Michael to
60 Greek Chron., 11. 5607ff. and 5621.
61 See Sanudo, Istoria, 118: "era quasi per soccomber del tutto a Greci."
63
Ibid, See also, on the Achaian war, a vehement letter of Urban IV (unused

by Zakythinos) in Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 577, 293: "So much did they [the

Greeks] exhaust those who are left by the aforesaid and other afflictions that

scarcely any confidence or hope remains.
'

68
Sanudo, Istoria, 118: "che'l Principe tolesse presso di se il Primogenito dell'

Imperator Greco e li dasse per Moglie sua Fighola, il qual morto il Principe, avesse

a succedere nel Principato. . . Li Baroni aaunque Greci e Conseglieri dell* Im-

peradore Greco, vedendo che non potevano cazzar li Latini fuori della Morea . . .

mi li Baroni Latini non assentirono." No doubt Latin pride also played a role!
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renew unionist efforts with the papacy. But now, in addition to a

religious accord, he offered Pope Urban aid for a crusade to the

Holy Land. This was an astute maneuver, since Urban was him-

self then promoting the preaching of a crusade against the Greeks.

On 13 May 1264, the Pope had written to the Bishop of Utrecht

(Holland):

We have turned our attention to the restoration of the Constantino-

politan Empire . . . and we promise to all who personally go to its

aid ... remission of sins . . . , that immunity . . . which is granted
in general council to those aiding the Holy Land.64

By thus officially stamping the Achaian war a crusade, Urban was

able to bring to bear against Michael the most effective weapon
of the papal arsenal.

To counter this tactic was no easy matter. Michael had to

persuade the Pope not only that he was interested primarily in

ecclesiastical union, but that he was sincere in offering aid for

a crusade to the Holy Land and, by implication, in asking for

favorable papal intercession in the Morea. Michael's carefully

worded epistle deserves quotation:
65

To the venerable father of fathers, most blessed Pope of old Rome,
father of our Majesty, Lord Urban, sacrosanct and supreme pontiff of

the Apostolic See. . . In the past legates and nuncios were often sent

back and forth to bring about peace . . . but these nuncios [papal

^Guiraud, Reg. Vrbain, II, no. 577, 292-293, esp.: "peccaminum . . . veniam

indulgemus
n
Cf. no. 578, 293, a similar directive to the Bishop of Coron. Also a

letter of the same date to Hugh IV, Duke of Burgundy, no. 579, 293, granting him
absolution from his sins for taking the Cross to aid Achaia. Baldwin, after failing
in his attempts to secure aid from the great princes

of the West, now turned to
lesser lords, among them the Duke of Burgundy. Thus in January of 1266 Baldwin
and Hugh IV of Burgundy signed

a treaty ceding to the Duke, among other things,
the rights to the Kingdom of Thessalonica, formerly in the possession of Boniface
of Montferrat. Document in Ducange (Buchon ed.) Histoire de Constantinople,
1, 455; on the date cf. Dade, 18, and see Norden, 428.

* In Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 748, 356, undated. Cf. S. Borsari, "La
politica bizantina di Carlo I d'Angid dal 1266 al 1271," Arch. st. prov. nap.,
XXXV (1956) 325, who dates it in 1263; while Dolger, Regesten, no. 1923,

assigns it to 1264. Cf. Dolger, Byz. Zeit.9 XLVTII (1955) 474, with date 1263
and also P. Sambin, II vescovo Cotronese Niccold da Durazzo e un inventario di

suoi codici latini e
greet (1276) (Rome, 1954) 9-10 (inaccessible to me). But cf.

A. Tautu, Acta UrSani IV, dementis IV, Gregorii X, etc. (Vatican, 1953)
no. lOa, who also dates the letter 1264.
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as well as Greek] in the first place did not know how to speak to each

other, and, since they conversed through interpreters (who were in-

sufficiently versed ... or unable to understand the minds of both
sides and could not correctly explain the dogmas of both churches
. . .), they seldom arrived at the real truth and precepts of the true

faith. Thus a constantly increasing hatred between brothers, an ex-

tinction of love . . .
, and a covering over of the true faith [devel-

oped. . . But] a voice from the West . . . adorned with the dogmas
of both churches touched our heart . . . [and] there betook himself to

our Empire, Nicholas, the venerable Bishop of Croton, ... to whom,
in the third year of our reign we addressed a letter . . . asking him
... to come secretly to our presence, in order that we might hear di-

rectly from his mouth the truth of the faith which the holy and catholic

Roman church of God confesses. . ,
66 And he revealed to us all things,

one after another, of the true faith. . . We found the holy Roman
church of God not different from ours in the divine dogma of its faith,

but feeling and chanting these things almost with us.

We therefore venerate, believe in, and hold the sacraments of this

Roman church. . ,
67 We ask you, holy Father, as head of all priests

and universal head of all doctors of the Catholic church, that hence-

forth you may persistently and urgently strive for the reunion of the

church. . . To the mother of our church in all things ... all peoples,

patriarchal sees . . . , and all nations in devotion, obedience, and love

of this church shall be subjected by the power of our Serene Highness.
68

Therefore we send to your holy Reverend Paternity this Bishop with

the present letter of our Catholic faith, not insincere but arising from

good conscience and mind, which have been imbued with the love of

God, . . We beseech you to return him to us with other discreet and

holy men, legates of your holiness and the Apostolic church . . . , who
. . . may be able to carry out the infallible work of reuniting the

06 On the Bishop of Croton see A. Dondaine, "Nicolas de Cotrone et les

sources du 'Contra errores Graecorum* de Saint Thomas,*' Dfous Thomas, XXVIII

(1950) 313-340 (unavailable to me). Cf. Byz. Zeit., XLIII (1950) 457. Also J.

Draseke, "Theodores Laskaris," Byz. Zeit., Ill (1894) 511. Cf. letter in Registres
de Innocent IV, dated 4 September 1254, mentioning the Bishop. Both the Em-

perors John III Vatatzes and Theodore II Lascaris had had contacts with the

Bishop (Theodore in fact dedicated to him a treatise on the procession of the

Holy Spirit). On the same prelate, finally, see below, Chapter 11, note 38a.
07
Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, 356: "invenimus sanctam Dei ecclesiam romanani

non alienatam a nobis in divinis sue fidei dogmatibus, sed ea fere nobiscum senti-

entem et concantantem . . . nee non et omnia sacramenta ejusdem Ecclesie

Romane veneramur."
68

Ibid., 357, esp.: "Ipsimatri nostre ecclesie . . . omnes gentes et patriarchales
sedes . . . ac omnes nationes ad devotionem, obedientiam, et amorem ejusdem
ecclesie nostri tranquilli Imperil potentia subjugabitur."
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church. . . Let, therefore, this whole matter remain at the discretion

of your most pious Serenity so that no accusation may be directed at

Our Majesty in the sight of God.69

This letter, though essentially a confession of faith, reveals

the degree of Michael's finesse. While emphasizing spiritual con-

siderations and obedience to the Pope in all things, Michael in-

dicates his readiness to subject all the Eastern patriarchates to

Rome. In view of this attitude, rather vaguely expressed, it is

true, it seems reasonable to assume that in exchange he would

expect favorable papal intervention in the Moreot war. Such a

letter could hardly fail to receive a cordial reception. But its

success should not be entirely attributed to its skillful wording,
to its appeal to Urban's vanity, or even to what was probably
an oblique allusion to the Holy Land.70 No less important, it

should once more be emphasized, was the uncertainty of the

papal struggle against Manfred. For with Hohenstaufen strength

increasing even in the papal territories, there can be little doubt

that Urban believed that peace in the East would aid his cause

in the West. To defend himself Urban had been compelled to

declare a crusade against Manfred and had appealed to Charles

of Anjou quickly to accept the offer of Manfred's Sicilian throne.71

And Urban's apprehensions may have been further heightened by
reports of the Hohenstaufen-Guercio conspiracy to seize Con-

stantinople, the success of which might have opened the way to

Rome itself.
72

As requested in Palaeologus* letter, Urban promptly sent back

to Constantinople the Bishop of Croton with other legates to

carry out the union and to put an end to the Moreot war. Thus
he wrote to Michael on 23 May 1264:

"ibid.
70

Ibid., esp. "patriarchates sedes." Urban had formerly been Latin Patriarch of

Jerusalem. Cf. comments of Chapman, 72.
71 But Charles, supported by his brother King Louis IX of France, did not press

himself to accept the papal conditions. See Jordan, Origines, 482-485.
73 In a manifesto to the people of Rome, dated 24 Ma^ 1265, Manfred boasted

of his Balkan territories as the greater part of Romania ( "maiori parti Romanic" ) .

See B. Capasso, Historia diplomatica Regni Siciliae 1250-1266 (Naples, 1874) no.
274.
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To Palaeologus, Illustrious Emperor [!] of the Greeks. . . The

epistle of Your Imperial Excellency, which our venerable brother Nich-

olas, Bishop of Croton, presented to us ... was received and read
. . . and we were filled with great joy. . . For we see that you . . . ,

humbly recognizing us with filial reverence, have called us, unworthy
as we are and small in merit . . . , father of fathers and highest pon-
tiff of the Apostolic throne. . .

In response to imperial expressions of this sort, Urban expatiated
on the growth of malice, hate, and schism, the clash of arms and

outpouring of blood, which were all due to the misunderstanding
of the dogma of each church, fostered in turn by the inadequacy
of interpreters. Then he added:

The Bishop [of Croton] revealed to you and yours all the precepts of

the true faith. . . You have found the Holy Roman Church of God not

different from yours in its divine dogmas of the faith, but feeling almost

with you toward them. . . You confess in your letter that you have
undertaken this matter with very sincere faith, that you honor, be-

lieve, and hold . . . the sacraments of this Roman Church.73

Urban's letter included a long paean of rejoicing that "the

Emperor of such a power and so great an Empire declares that

he is ready to offer himself for the propagation of the Catholic

faith."
74 Urban stated further that although he had previously

sent to Palaeologus four Franciscan brothers, he was now, at

Michael's request, dispatching the Bishop of Croton, together
with the Franciscans, Gerard of Prato and Raynerius of Sens. It

was Urban's instruction that the previous papal apocrisiarii, if

still in Constantinople, should participate in the negotiations for

union. As a final word, the Pope advised Michael to complete the

union as quickly as possible "since delay is always harmful to

those prepared and because in any case such an important work

ought not to be deferred." 75

The papal embassy arrived at the Golden Horn in the summer

^Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 848, 405-408, esp.: "in ipsa epistola con-

fitendo, quod ea fide sincerissima suscipis, honoras, crecGs, et tenes; et . . . sacra-

menta ejusdem Romane ecclesie, veneraris."

""Ibid.: "Imperator tantae potentie et qui tarn magni imperil moderate,
habenas, promptum se exponit et offert ad fidem catholicam propagandam."

IWA,4Q8.
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of 1264. The most important result of the ensuing negotiations

(known from a letter sent to Michael by Urban's successor,

Clement IV)
76 was an agreement for the convocation of a council

to settle the temporal and ecclesiastical questions at issue. This,

a major concession on the part of Urban, clearly reveals how

dangerous politically the papal position must have been. But be-

fore further progress could be made, Urban died, on 2 October,

1264.

Even had Urban lived, however, a successful consummation

of union at the time would have been unlikely. To both sides

union was simply an instrument: for Michael it was only a means

of warding off the danger of a Latin attack and providing a res-

pite from his Moreot defeats; to Urban it was primarily a way
of preventing the realization of his gravest fear a Hohenstaufen

Constantinople. Clearly, religious accord was secondary in im-

portance to political aims.

PAIAEOLOGUS AND THE BALKANS.

IMPERIAL NEGOTIATIONS WITH VENICE

As Michael expected, the warm papal-Byzantine exchanges
had repercussions in other spheres. In the first place William of

Achaia now seems to have agreed to a truce with Michael.77

Unionist negotiations, moreover, led, indirectly at least, to the

amelioration of conditions in Epirus, which had again become a

source of disquietude for Palaeologus. The Despot Michael II,

deprived of further military support from his preoccupied son-

in-law Manfred,
78 was forced to sue for peace, and at a meeting

with the Emperor's brother, John Palaeologus, the Despot took

oaths of obedience and submission to the Basileus.79
This, how-

70 See Wadding, Ann. Min., IV, 302: "Ceterum Fratres ipsi aliquandim in tua
Curia commorati, . . . volentes tandem obtinere quod poterant, in quandam
tecum . . . convenere scripturam, certos articulos continentem" (cited wrongly in

Norden, 432, note 2). Cf. new ed., Tautu, Acta, 63.
77
It was apparently at this time that the proposal was made for the union of

the Palaeologan and Villehardouin houses through marriage. See above, note 63.

^Pach., 215: ret, iroXXi irpb rov r$ 'IraXucQ <rr/)arct5jitart <f>pvarr6fjLevos' dt& . . .

rbv Ma/i0p^ . . . d(pels rb &r* tKetvots Bappelv.

"Pach., 215, 11. 6-14.
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ever, was the only bright spot in an otherwise precarious Balkan

situation.

Stephen Uros I, ruler of Serbia, for some time had been mak-

ing incursions into Greek territory, while far more serious trouble

was being stirred up by the Bulgar Tsar Constantine Tich.80 At

the instigation of the latter's Tsarina, Irene, who had never for-

gotten Michael's blinding of her young brother John Lascaris,
81

Tich within a four-year period had twice invaded the Greek

Empire. However, he had lost certain towns to Michael, including
the Black Sea ports of Mesembria and Anchialos.82 In order to

recover these territories Tich negotiated for aid both with the

Sultan of Iconium lzz-al-Din, a disaffected refugee living at the

court in Constantinople,
83 and with Mangu, Khan of the Tatars

of south Russia.

In the spring of 1265 Mangu sent to the Bulgar Tsar a large
force under the command of his general Nogai, who proceeded
to ravage Thrace as he marched toward Constantinople. It was

precisely at this juncture that Michael Palaeologus, returning with

only a few troops from Thessaly to Thrace, was ambushed by the

savage Tatars and Bulgars (the latter having been informed of

Michael's movements by the Sultan). The situation was of the

utmost gravity. Not only had Palaeologus just dismissed most of

his troops because of the cessation of hostilities in western Greece,

but the barbarian armies were only one half day's march from the

capital itself. Even Michael's own officers deserted, Pachymeres
relates, each rushing away to save himself, when confronted by
the approach of the dreaded Tatars and Bulgars.

84
Michael,

almost alone,
85 was able to escape only by crossing the Ganos

80 On this see C. Jirecek, Geschichte der Bulgaren (Prague, 1876) 271.
81
Greg., 99, 11. 21ff.

82
Pach., 211, 1. 1. Cf. also G. Balaschev, The Emperor Michael VIII Palae-

ologus and the Establishment of the Turk-Oguz on the Black Sea, Rumanian tran.

from Russian by N. Banescu (Jassi, 1940) (inaccessible to me).
88 See Pach., 229, 1.18.
** Most were apprehended and slaughtered by the Tatars. On this entire cam-

paign see Pach., 22&-2S4, and Greg., 99-100.
85
According to Greg., 100, 1. 18, he was completely alone. Cf. Pach., 285, 11.

4-11.
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mountains and reaching the Marmora coast, where by extreme

good fortune he came upon two Latin vessels. Quickly embarking,
he arrived the second day afterwards at Constantinople.

86 Fortu-

nately, the Bulgaro-Tatar armies did not then choose to attack

the capital, now almost denuded of troops.
87 Thus did Michael

survive one of the narrowest escapes of his career.

Soon after expelling the Genoese from Constantinople, Michael

entered a new phase in his diplomacy: he opened negotiations

with his old enemy Venice with a view to an accord. No doubt

the Genoese naval defeats at the hands of the Venetians made
him realize that Genoa was now of less use to him than before,

and that he should instead seek a rapprochement with the power
whose enmity he had chief cause to dread. Of Michael's fear of

an attack by sea there can be no doubt. Nor was the possibility

of an alliance between Venice and Charles, should the latter

prove victorious over Manfred, to be cast aside lightly.

In order to inform the Doge of his desire to negotiate, Michael

secretly sent to Venice Arrigo Trevisano, a noble Venetian who
had been languishing in a Byzantine prison. The then Doge
Rainerio Zeno subsequently returned Trevisano to Constantinople
with Benedetto Grillone.

88 These two envoys were themselves re-

placed by Jacopo Delphino and Jacopo Contareno, and on 18

June 1265 a treaty more accurately a truce to hostilities was
drawn up between the two powers. The principal stipulations
follow: 89

( 1 ) Quarters were promised to Venetian colonists in Constan-

tinople, Thessalonica, and other important centers of the Greek

Empire, with the chief official of the colonists to be called

bajulus (baiUi)?* (2) Venetian merchants were to be immune
88

Greg., 100, 11. 2Qff. : rprfpeffLv evirvx* Mo Aartyi/cats. The ships were perhaps
Genoese, since Heraclea was not far away.

87 See Pach., 236ff.
88 See Canale (who seems to date this 1264), 496-498.
89
Canale, 582-584 and T.-Th,, III, 78. For the

treaty
in both Latin and Greek

versions see T.-Th., Ill, 66-89 and, in Greek, F. Miklosich and J. Muller, Acta
et diplamata, III, 76-84. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, no. 1934, who carefully discusses
the treaty's date.

90 Name changed therefore (evidently al Michael's insistence) from podesta.
Bajulus is Latin, bailli the French form often used in English.
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from duties in Byzantium.
91

(3) The Genoese were to be expelled
from the Empire, and Michael promised to conclude no treaty
with Genoa except with the consent of Venice.92

(4) The Vene-

tians pledged to remain at peace with Michael even should a

power friendly to Venice attack Constantinople. Those named as

potential enemies of Palaeologus were the papacy, France, Sicily,

Castile, Aragon, England, Charles of Anjou, Pisa, and Ancona.93

(5) In the event of a Genoese attack on Constantinople, Venice

was to aid Michael with ships equal in number to the Genoese.

(6) Venice was to retain possession of Modon, Coron (the Re-

public's "two eyes" in southern Greece), and Crete. (7) Michael

was to be permitted to attack the Latin lords of Negropont, and

the Venetians on the island (whose position was guaranteed)
were forbidden to aid the lords with provisions. (8) To Michael

would be surrendered the Latin possessions in the Aegean Sea

belonging to the Greek Empire at the time of the Latin conquest,
and those enfeoffed to the Prince of Achaia.94

The above stipulations, though not nearly so one-sided as in

the case of Nymphaeum, nevertheless awarded to Venice sub-

stantial concessions; indeed, she would secure almost the same

commercial position in Constantinople that she had had before

1261. In spite of this, the Doge did not ratify the document. Per-

haps the overtures of Michael seemed evidence of weakness on his

part. Moreover, although the convention expressly guaranteed

01 From two later documents in T.-Th., Ill, 144 and 171, it would appear that

Michael at this time opened up the Black Sea to Venetian merchants.
92
T.-Th., Ill, 71 and 82. Although Michael had already made the Genoese

move from Constantinople to Heraclea, he was still exchanging ambassadors with

the Commune, as is seen from the anonymous account o the squire o the Genoese

envoy, Frexone Malocello, sent to Constantinople "propter ardua negotia comunis

lane et imperatoris Constantmopolitani." While in the capital the squire stole a

Greek reHc and carried it to Genoa! (Note that the embassy is dated "verso

1265.") On this incident see P. Riant, Exuviae Sacrae Constantinopolitanae, II

(Geneva, 1878) 671.
83 Note especially the inclusion of Charles of Anjou, the papacy, and even of

Pisa (T.-Th., Ill, 67 and 79). Probably Michael was already uneasy at the pros-

pect of a war with Charles.
**
T.-Th., Ill, 68-69 and 80-81. For an analysis of the term "scala" mentioned

in the treaty see H. Kahane, "Italo-byzantinische Etymologien, Scala," Byz.-neu-

griedhlsdhe Jahrb., XVI (1939-40) 42ff.
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Venetian island possessions, Michael's intentions against Negro-

pont and the Archipelago isles were too obvious for a mere treaty

to insure his disinterest.
95

Hardly three years before, in 1262,

Michael had in fact sent an expedition to Crete, which, with the

cooperation of the island's Greek population, had nearly wrested

it from Venetian control96
Very possibly, also, the recent expulsion

of the Genoese from Constantinople may have been a warning of a

similar fate awaiting a Venetian restoration under Greek tutelage.

But the chief reason for Venice's failure to ratify the docu-

ment (besides the possibility of securing even more favorable

concessions from Michael) was no doubt the hope of regaining
her old predominance in Byzantium under Latin auspices. It is

not impossible that Venice might already have entered into

negotiations with Charles (he was then on his way to Naples)
for Angevin cooperation to restore the Latin Empire.

87
Support

for such a theory may perhaps be found in the inclusion in the

rejected treaty of Charles's name among potential Greek enemies,

and especially in Pope Urban's announcement that Charles, after

the defeat of Manfred, would aid in the re-establishment of the

Latin Empire.
98 A further reason for avoiding commitment must

95 In the treaty (T.-Th., 68 and 80), e.g., Michael referred to the Latin islands

"quae erant Imperil mei, et Principatus, quando Latini eas tenebant a Constantino-

poli . . . quod sint Imperil mei." Michael promised to Venice territory in Halmyros
on the mainland of Greece opposite Negropont, but he was to retain the wharf so

that the Venetians would be unable to provision Negropont (ibid., 80). Cf. Norden,
439 and notes 1 and 2, who believes that by the treaty terms Venice in effect

would give up Negropont to the Emperor.
96 On the Cretan struggle see S, Xanthoudides, 'H 'Evero/cpar/a kv K/n}rfl Kal

ol /cari r&v 'Ewrwz> ayQves rQv K/MJTO)? (Athens, 1939) 45-48. As early as 1262
Michael had sent to Crete a Greek agent named Stengos who began to arouse
the Greek population. After capturing a fortress, Stengos sought to persuade the
Greeks of the island to eject their Venetian masters. Though the Greek population
was eager to join Stengos, the Greek archons (including the famous Alexios

Kallerges) demanded additional aid before granting overt support. After four

years of inconclusive conflict, an agreement was reached in 1265 between the
Greeks and Venetians of the island. See T.-Th., Ill, 80, for the projected treaty
between Michael and Venice in 1265, by which Michael agreed to remove from
Crete all of his men to be found there: "omnes homines mei Imperii, qui reperientur
ibidem, meum Imperium debeat accipere."

97 See Manfroni, Marina italiana, 18, note 2.
98 See above, notes 14 and 16. In the treaty here under discussion Michael in-

sisted that all the crusaders to the Holy Land using Venetian ships take an oath
not to move against his Empire. See T.-Th., HE, 68 and 79.
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have been the uncertainty over the coming struggle, so vital for

all Italy, between the forces of Charles and Manfred.

In the light of these considerations we may understand the

Doge's refusal to approve the pact, which in effect would have

required Venice to negate her previous policy, to bar an alliance

with Charles for an attack on Byzantium, and even to recognize
Michael as de jure Emperor of Constantinople. From the Doge's

standpoint it was more advisable to maintain the status quo, while

awaiting the outcome of the impending struggle in Sicily. Thus,

in the failure of the negotiations between Michael and Venice,

the real beneficiaries were the Genoese, who escaped the peril

of being completely ousted from the Byzantine Empire.
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CHARLES OF ANJOU AND MICHAEL
PALAEOLOGUS

(1266-1270)

CHARACTERS OF CHARLES AND MICHAEL

elations between Michael Palaeologus and the Latin

est entered a new and more critical phase with

the defeat of Manfred at the famous battle of Benevento (26 Feb-

ruary 1266 J
1 and the subsequent enthronement of the victor,

Charles of Anjou, as King of Sicily. Under this dynamic new

antagonist of Michael a formidable coalition was soon to be

organized a coalition not only of the Balkan powers surround-

ing Constantinople but of all the hitherto disunited elements of

Michael's Latin opposition, including, at last, even the papacy
and Venice. In consequence, from 1266 until shortly before his

death in 1282 Michael was constrained to devote almost com-

1
According to the Annales Caesenates, HISS, XIV (1729) 1103, at Benevento

Greeks and Cumans fought on the side of Manfred: "capta est maxima multitude

Saracenorum, Comorum, et Graecorum." This is only one example of the interest-

ing fact that in this period we see Greek troops fighting on Italian soil under Latin
commanders. See above, Chapter 3, notes 3-4, for mention of Greek forces sent

by John III Vatatzes to aid the Western Emperor Frederick II. Also see below,
for mention of Mqreot troops (Franks and probably at least a few Greeks) fighting
at the famous battle of Tagliacozzo (1268), the scene of Conradin's defeat by
Charles. Note especially the Chron. of Morea (Greek, 11. 629 Iff., and French, pars.

477ff.; also cf. Villani, I, 353), which attributes that victory to the counsel of

Prince William of Achaia, who advised Charles to use cunning "after the fashion

of the Greeks and Turks."
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plete attention to the defeat of Charles, the fulfillment of whose

ambition would have brought about the destruction of the Byzan-
tine Empire and reimposition of Latin rule in Constantinople.

In the grand conflict between the two rulers, not only were the

entire resources of each state thrown into the balance, but almost

the whole Mediterranean area in one way or another was involved,

from Castile and Aragon in the West to Egypt and Mongol terri-

tories in the East.

As the characters of Michael and Charles exerted a decisive

influence on their diplomatic and military activities, a comparison,
albeit brief, seems in order. Of the sources, only Gregoras has

attempted directly to contrast the two men. His analysis, valuable

at the same time for its insight into the Greek attitude to their

struggle, reads:

Charles, motivated not by small but great ambitions, implanted in his

mind like a seed the resolution of taking Constantinople. He dreamed
that if he could become master of it, he would restore the entire mon-

archy, so to speak, of Julius Caesar and Augustus.
2 He was very able

not only in planning what he wished to do but in easily translating his

thoughts into action. Clearly he far surpassed all his predecessors in

the strength of his nature and intelligence. . . Nevertheless, neither

his actions against the Greeks nor those of Michael Palaeologus against
the Latins could be brought to a successful conclusion. For the strength
of both was for a long time so evenly matched that it was well said

(this was the opinion of discerning people) that if at that time such
an Emperor had not been directing Greek affairs, the Empire would

easily have succumbed to Charles, the King of Italy [sic] ; and, con-

versely, if such a King had not then been at the helm of Italian affairs,

the hegemony of Italy would with little difficulty have passed to Mi-
chael Palaeologus. . . During his entire life Charles never ceased to

nourish plans and to carry out belligerent acts against the Greeks. But
he was unsuccessful since he was checked by the counter-measures and

neutralizing acts of the Emperor.
3

*Cf. similar remarks of Sanudo, Istoria, 138: "aspirava alia Monarchia del

Mondo," and of Thomas Tuscus, Gesta imperatorum et pontificwrn, MGH SS, XXII,
519, who quotes Charles himself as saying: "uni enim valenti viro non sufficeret

totus monctus" (cf. ibid., 524). Jordan, Origines, 407, terms Charles's ambition
chimerical.

a For this entire quotation (culled from three passages) see Greg., 123, 11. 8-15;
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As a parallel to this passage it would be instructive to quote
a Latin source. But while Western accounts abound in descrip-
tions of Charles, they have only summarily dealt with the char-

acter of Michael, limiting themselves to the usual accusations of

Greek perfidy and ecclesiastical apostasy. An exception is the

Venetian (or at least north Italian) Chronicon Marchiae Tar-

visinae et Lombardiae, which, in a brief but telling phrase, terms

Michael "a crafty and astute man, who knows that the labor of

an able person conquers all and especially that all things obey

money."
4 As for Charles, most of the Latin sources, like Gregoras,

stress the vastness of his ambition, a veritable megalomania for

carving out a Mediterranean Empire of both East and West by

seizing Constantinople.
5

They emphasize too his restless activity,

vehemence, and impatience to carry out his plans
6

qualities

clearly reflected in Charles's Sicilian rescripts, which almost in-

variably demand of his officials immediate action and infallible

execution.7 Of these characteristics, sovereign ambition and ability

to act swiftly and decisively were possessed to a high degree, as

we have seen, by Michael Palaeologus also. If we add to these a

ruthlessness on the part of Michael that would hesitate at almost

nothing, and equal talent on the part of both rulers for diplomacy
and intrigue, we can readily understand the scope and intensity

of their conflict, which in the end was to prove catastrophic for

the Kingdom of Sicily and utterly exhausting to the Byzantine

Empire.

144, 11. 16fL; and 145, 11. 16-20. Gregoras, of course, refers to the Greeks as

Romans.
*RISS (ed. Botteghi), VIII, 47: "sciens vir callidus et astutus quia labor probi

omnia vincit, pariterque cognoscens quod pucunie obediunt omnia." Cf. Sanudo,

Istoria, 135, who compares Palaeologus to the famous fourteenth century Ghibellrne

of Lucca, Castruccio Castracani.
6
Cf. Jordan, Origines, 408: Vest la grande pensee de son r&gne."
Cf. G. Villani, Cronica (ed. Moutier-Dragomanni) I, 320: "[Carlo] in fare

ogni grande impresa sicuro, . . . covidoso d'acquistare terra e signoria . . . usava

di dire, che dormendo, tanto tempo si perdea/'
7 For example, in F. Carabellese, Carlo ffAngid net rapporti politici e commer-

dali con Venezia e Wriente (Bari, 1911) hereafter cited as Carabellese

52, note 1: "negotium Achaye . . . dilationem non patitur."
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FIRST ANGEVIN ADVANCES TOWARD THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

When it was that Charles first contemplated the conquest of

Byzantium cannot precisely be determined, though it seems cer-

tain that his ambition was affected by the geographic position of

his new realm and by the Eastern aspirations of his Norman and

Hohenstaufen predecessors.
8 If we are to believe the Greek his-

torians, it was not long after the battle of Benevento (26 February

1266) that Charles began to make preparations for an attack on

Constantinople.
9 That he could occupy himself with such plans

even before the consolidation of his position in the Regno seems

remarkable.10 At any rate, his first overt act in the direction of

the Greek East was an attempt to seize the Ionian coast opposite

Italy, to which legitimate access was afforded by his claim to the

possessions of Manfred in Corfu and Epirus.
These territories originally, as we have seen, the dowry of

Michael of Epirus* daughter Helen remained, after Manfred's

death at Benevento, in the hands of the Hohenstaufen governor
of Corfu, Philip Chinardo. Subsequently their original grantor,
Michael II, attempted to regain them. The Despot, it seems, had

requested or at least seconded the mediation of the pope for the

creation of an alliance against Palaeologus, to be cemented by the

marriage of his widowed daughter Helen (now the prisoner of

Charles)
11

to the rich adventurer and Angevin supporter Prince

8 The papacy apparently feared his ambition from the start, for in the covenant
of 28 June 1265 granting Sicily to Charles, the latter was explicitly forbidden to

make an alliance with anyone (even the Greeks!) against the Church: "nullam
etiam confoederationem . . . cum aliquo . . . Christiano vel Graeco . . . contra

Romanam Ecclesiam." See del Giudice, Cod. dipl., I, 25, and cf. E. Leonard, Les

Angevins de Naples (Paris, 1954) 103. Jordan, Origines, 419, believes the conven-
tion of 1264 even implied a prohibition to become Greek Emperor.

9 See Greg., 123-124, and Pach., 317. Cf. Ptolemy of Lucca, Historia ecclesi-

astica, R1SS, XI, 1162: "Anno Domini 1269 Ecclesia Romana vacante, et Imperio
similiter . . . Rex Carolus . . . incipit versus Orientem suam potentiam dilatare."

Also del Giudice, Cod. dipl., I, 300, note 1, who believes Charles began prepara-
tions to conquer the Orient after vanquishing the Saracens of Lucera (1269).

10
(The term "Regno," of course, refers to the Kingdom of Sicily.) Charles still

had to overcome the opposition of certain Sicilian Ghibelline barons and repel an
invasion in 1268 by the Hohenstaufen Conradin, King of Germany and nephew of

Manfred.
11 On Helen's subsequent fate see del Giudice, Cod. dipl., I, 123, note 2, and

Dendias, Helen, passim, esp. 272.
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Henry of Castile. Evidence for this is two letters from Pope
Clement IV to Charles and Henry himself, urging such a union

as of potential benefit for the restoration of the Latin Empire.
12

It was the papal hope that Henry, younger brother of King Alfonso

X of Castile, would in exchange for Corfu place his arms and vast

wealth at the disposal of the Emperor Baldwin, in much the same
manner in which Henry had helped to finance Charles's conquest
of Sicily.

13

Like Charles of Anjou, Clement IV was a Frenchman. But, as

seemed inevitable to wearers of the tiara, once ensconced on the

papal throne and imbued with ideals of the Petrine tradition,

Clement began to grow apprehensive over Angevin ambitions,

fearing in fact lest the King covet the Epirot territories for him-

self. Indeed, Charles, realizing that possession of these territories

would provide a key to the Greek Empire, could not, or more

likely would not, persuade his prisoner Helen to marry Henry of

Castile.14 And as if to add substance to the fears of Clement, his

suzerain for Sicily, Charles had been secretly negotiating with the

governor of the territories, Philip Chinardo.15
Meanwhile, to com-

plicate the situation further, Michael II offered Chinardo the hand
of his sister-in-law. The offer was accepted and the marriage per-

formed, but soon afterwards Chinardo was murdered, probably

"E. Jordan, Les registres de Clement IV (Paris, 1893) I, 398, nos. 1164, 1165;
Martene and Durand, Thesaurus novus anecdotorum (Paris, 1717) II, 437-438,
nos. 422, 423, esp.: "huiusmodi matrimonium si consummatum fuerit . . . im-

peratori Constantinopolitano . . . plurimum credimus fructuosum.'*
18 On the relations o Charles and Henry of Castile, see the Catalan Chronicle

o Bernat D'Esclot, in J. Buchon, Chroniques &rangeres relatives aux expeditions

fran$ai$es pendant le XIIl" siecle (Paris, 1875) 607ff. (cf. F. Critchlow trans, of

D'Esclot [Princeton, 1934] 167ff.); and a letter of Charles to Henry in del Giudice,
Cod. dipl, I, 193ff. (

= I, 29, no. 15, of R. Filangieri, I registri della cancelleria

angioina [Naples, 1950-1951], Testi e document*, di storia napoletana hereafter,

Filangieri). Cf. Dendias, Helen, 273ff. and del Giudice, Don Arrigo Infante di

Castiglia (Naples, 1875) (unavailable to me). Finally, for a recent account of

the Henry of Castile episode see R. L. Wolff, "Mortgage," 76-78.
u
According to Dendias, Helen, 271, Clement, Charles, Henry, and Michael II

all agreed to the marriage, but Helen alone refused. Dade, 27, believes, with prob-

ably greater justification, that it was Charles's refusal that caused the plan to fail

Cf. a letter of Clement (ed. Jordan, IV, 392, no. 1131), indicating that the Pope
saw through a plan of Charles to seize Corfu for himself by means of an alliance

with the sons of Chinardo, Manfred's governor of Corfu.

See Martene and Durand, The$. not?., II, coL 382.
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by agents of Michael II.
16

Enraged over the crime, the son of

Philip, Gazo Chinardo, now handed over the territories to Charles

of Anjou, who on 16 January 1267 appointed Gazo himself captain-

general of Corfu.17 Thus in the end both Michael II and the Pope
were outmaneuvered by Charles, and Henry of Castile had to

indemnify himself elsewhere. 18

Following the battle of Benevento, the Emperor Baldwin

who had fallen from papal grace because of his alliance with

Manfred lost little time in joining the side of the victor. After

reconciling himself with the Pope, to whom he declared his

great joy over Benevento,
19 Baldwin then approached Charles.

The latter, fully cognizant of the value of Baldwin's imperial title,

eagerly welcomed him and his son, Philip of Courtenay, both of

whom subsequently settled at the Angevin court and received

annual pensions from the Sicilian treasury.
20

In order to strengthen his position further with respect to

Constantinople, Charles at this time also established close rela-

tions with Prince William of Achaia. According to the Chronicle

of Morea it was Charles's victory over Manfred
(
"a tribute to the

race of Franks of which he too was one") that first attracted

M On Philip Chinardo see Pach., 508 and del Giudice, "La famiglia di Re
Manfred!/' Arch. st. prov. nap., IV (1879) 77ff. Also P. Alexander, "A Chrysobull
of the Emperor Andronicus II Palaeologus in Favor of the See of Kanina in

Albania," Byzantion, XV (1940-1941) 199f.
17
Pach., 508ff. and del Giudice, Cod. dipt., I, no, 90, 278 (

=
Filangieri, I, 50,

no. 97). Charles soon replaced Gazo with Garnerio Alemanno, ordering all "tarn

Latinis quam Grecis," to obey him (Cod. dipl, I, 298; Filangieri, I, 78, no. 206).
See also Charles's conciliatory letter of March 23-24 1267 instructing Alemanno
to readmit to Corfu all Greeks who had fled except those responsible for the murder
of Philip Chinardo (Cod. dipl, I, 307-308; Filangieri, I, 82, no. 224).

18

Angered, Henry thereupon offered his aid to the Ghibelline opponents of

Charles. But he was subsequently captured at Tagliacozzo by Charles, who had
him enclosed and carried around in an iron cage. See del Giudice, Cod. dipl.9 II,

285ff.; Saba Malaspina, Historia (ed. Del Re), in Cronisti . . . napoletani, II,

280ff.
30 See the papal response in Martene and Durand, Thes* not;., II, no. 9698,

col. 354E, and another letter in del Giudice, Cod. dipl., I, 194. On Baldwin's pre-
vious relations with Manfred see R. L. Wolff, "Mortgage and Redemption," 65ff.

*See J. Buchon, Nouvelles recherches . . . de Morte (Paris, 1845) II, 214.

On the amount of Baldwin's pension see C. Minieri-Riccio, II regno di Carlo I di

Angid negli anni 1271-1272 (Naples, 1875) 87; and CarabeUese, 8-9.
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William's attention to him. Thereupon William, who from a prac-
tical point of view must have realized the futility of hoping to

eject Michael Palaeologus from the Morea without external aid,

proposed a marriage alliance between his daughter Isabella and
Charles's young son Philip. The offer was accepted and William

and his daughter sailed to Naples, where the marriage was per-
formed.21 Some months later the new allies journeyed together
to the papal court at Viterbo, where, probably from 25 April 1267

on, pourparlers took place among Charles, William, and the titular

Emperor Baldwin over the fate of Achaia and the Latin Empire.
22

These negotiations resulted in the signing of two treaties, both of

the greatest importance for relations between Byzantium and

the Latins. Before analyzing these documents it wiU be necessary

briefly to review the interim actions of the Greek Emperor.

PALAEOLOGUS AND THE LATINS TO THE TREATIES OF VITERBO

The prospect of a destructive war between Charles and Man-

fred, which would rend Italy and keep it too occupied for an

expedition to succor Latin Romania, had been understandably
welcome to Palaeologus, Thus the Emperor profited from the

respite afforded by the year 1265, when the storm clouds were

gathering over Sicily, to perfect the defenses of his capital,

strengthen his fleet, and attend to the various internal problems
of his Empire. Chief among the latter was the prolonged schism

within the Greek church, which had arisen in 1261 over Palaeo-

logus' callous blinding of the rightful Emperor, young John IV

Lascaris,
23 whose presence had become more and more embar-

21 Greek Chron., 11. 6265ff. (esp. 6270), 6285, 6346, and 6377-6468ff.
22 The date is given in C. Minieri-Riccio, Itinerario di Carlo I. di Angid (Naples,

1872) 2, and P. Durrieu, Les archives angevines de Naples, II, 167. F, Cerone,
"La sovranita napoletana sulla Morea e sulle isole vicine," Arch. st. prov. nap., XLI
(1916) 21, and Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 45-46, believe that William did not per-

sonally appear at Viterbo. But Longnon has recently discovered a document re-

vealing the contrary to be true. See oelow, text for note 27.
88 On the blincung of John see Pach., 190ff. John was then imprisoned in the

fortress of Dacibyza in Bitihynia. Palaeologus meanwhile also disposed of John's
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rassing to Michael in his climb to sole power in the state.

The year 1265 witnessed no further exchanges for union be-

tween Constantinople and the papacy. With Urban's death and

the crystallization of the Hohenstaufen-Angevin conflict, Michael's

need for papal aid had diminished. Nevertheless, the lull did not

deceive him, for he was aware that once the breach in the West

was closed, his Latin opponents would all too quickly redirect

their attention to Constantinople. Anticipating, therefore, that the

papacy could still be of use to him, Michael retained at his court

in a position of honor the Bishop of Croton, whom Pope Urban

had dispatched to the Bosporus just before his death. Permitting
the prelate to dress in the manner of Greek bishops, Michael even

arranged to give him a bishopric in the East. But, as Pachymeres
relates, the Bishop soon rendered himself obnoxious and as a re-

sult was banished to Heraclea in Pontus.24 The specific reason for

his exile is unknown possibly his bearing as a hybrid Greco-

Latin ecclesiastic from south Italy was too arrogant for the Byzan-
tine clergy, or he may perhaps have insisted prematurely on the

implementation of union. Whatever the cause, his name hence-

forth disappears from papal-imperial correspondence,
25 and he

seems to have played no further role in unionist negotiations.
What must once more have aroused Michael's anxieties was

Charles's occupation of Corfu, situated uncomfortably close to

imperial possessions in Macedonia and the Morea. Although it

was for Michael the first tangible evidence of Angevin aggressive

designs, it could not have been an unmitigated surprise, since Ur-

ban had already proclaimed that Charles's victory over Manfred
would lead to re-establishment of the Latin Empire.

26

sisters, the Lascarid princesses, by marrying them off to Latins: the eldest to

Matthieu de Walincourt, a Franldsh baron ofthe Morea; the second to the Count
of Ventimiglia (Ventimiglia is situated near Genoa); and the third to a Bulgar
prince. On these marriages see Pach., 180-181, and Greg., 92-93.

*Pach.,360,lI. lOff.
*
Except for a letter of Michael to Clement in which is mentioned the old

embassy of the Bishop of Croton. See below, note 40. Cf. Norden, 449, note 2. On
the Bishop see also above, Chapter 8, text and notes 66-75.

88A papal register of 28 March 1265, states that Charles "subsidium . , . im-

peril Romanie . , . dabit" (Jordan, Reg. CUtn., no. 224, 62).
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THE TREATIES OF VTTERBO (1267)

A key event affecting Michael's relations with the West was
the signing in May of 1267, at the papal residence of Viterbo, of

two treaties of which the aim was restoration of the Latin Empire
of Romania. Of the two documents the second is the more impor-
tant, but its companion-piece, signed three days before (on May
24), is of interest because of its revelation that the suzerainty
secured by Charles over the Morea was to be preceded by the

actual transfer of that principality. The chief provisions under

which the cession was to be made are as follows:

(1) Prince William of Achaia's daughter and heiress, Isabella,

was to marry Philip of Anjou, son of Charles. (2) William would
retain the usufruct of Achaia during his lifetime, subject to cer-

tain restrictions regarding donations and infeudations. (3) At

the death of William, the principality was to pass to Philip of

Anjou or the latter's children. Failing such successors, it would

go to Charles himself.27

The significance of the second Viterbo treaty, dated May 27,

lies in the fact that it was in essence a blueprint for conquest of the

Byzantine Empire. Bringing together Charles, Baldwin, William,

and the Pope (except for Venice, all the Western powers from

which Michael had most to fear), it defined the exact terms under

which Charles would undertake to restore the Latin Empire. The

general objective was enunciated in an introduction:

Michael Palaeologus, the schismatic, having usurped the name of Em-

peror . . . has seized the imperial city of Constantinople and the

whole Empire, expelled the Emperor Baldwin and the Latins residing

there, and now only a part of the principality of Achaia and Morea

remains, of which he has also subjugated a considerable area . . .

We, therefore, are ready with God's aid to undertake the pious task of

restoring the noble limb severed by the schismatics from the body of

our common mother, the Holy Roman Church.28

w For the treaty and an analysis of it see J. Longnon, "Le rattachement de la

principaut< de Mor<e au royaume de Sicile en 1267," /Z. des savants (1942)
134ff. It had hitherto been believed that William's chancellor, Leonard of Veroli,

represented the absent Prince at the Viterbo negotiations (ibid., 140).

^Treaty printed in del Giudice, Cod. dipl, II, SQff. (for the passage quoted
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Following are the notable provisions embodied in the con-

vention: (1) Charles pledged that he or his heirs would provide,
within a period of six or a maximum of seven years, 2,000 cav-

alrymen to fight for one year in Romania.29
(2) In return for

military aid, the Latin Emperor Baldwin would cede to Charles

suzerainty over the principality of Achaia. (3) The territories

formerly constituting the dowry of Helen of Epirus were to be

ceded to Charles but with bonds of vassalage to Baldwin.30
(4)

All islands lying outside the bay of Abydos were to be granted
to Charles except for Mytilene, Samos, Kos, and Chios, all four

of which would remain in the possession of Baldwin and his

heirs.
31

(5) One-third of the expected conquests in Romania

would be assigned to Charles in full sovereignty; the other two-

thirds, including Constantinople and the four islands, would con-

stitute the share of Baldwin. Any investitures to be granted by
Baldwin would have to come from his own portion. (6) From
the territory to be conquered Charles could select any part as

his share. Expressly named were the Despotate of Epirus, Albania,

and Serbia. (7) Charles could add to his third the Kingdom of

Thessalonica if the persons to whom Baldwin had already granted
it as fief should fail to fulfill their obligations.

32
(8) In the event

that Baldwin and his son Philip died without legal heirs the

imperial throne would devolve upon Charles and the House of

Anjou. (9) Venice was guaranteed all her former rights in the

Latin Empire.
33

(10) Finally, to cement the alliance between

see 31-33); Ducange, Histoire de Constantinople, I, 455ff.; and Filangieri, I,

94ff., no. 3.
29 Del Guidice, II, 33. Included in this number would be the military con-

tribution of William of Achaia.
80 Del Giudice, II, 36. The cession of these territories (which included Corfu

and the Epirot coast between Butrinto and Avlona) was only the regularization
of a fact. See Longnon, "Rattachement," 137.

81 Del Giudice, II, 37. In the document Kos is named Angos, though it was
then generally called Langos, on which see Dade, 29, note 156. Note omission
of the small isle of Nikaria (Greek, Ikaria), listed in the treaty of 1204 as a

possession of Baldwin. (Cf. T.-Th., I, 476ff.) The great islands named were at

this time in Greek possession.
82 Del Giudice, II, 37-38; cf. Norden, 312; and see above, Chapter 8, note 64.
88 Del Giudice, II, 43. This clause was inserted in the hope of securing the
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Baldwin and Charles, Philip of Courtenay would espouse Charles's

daughter, Beatrice of Anjou, when she reached marriageable

age.
33a

It is obvious from the provisions cited that implementation
of the treaty would in effect make Charles master of the Byzan-
tine Empire. For a bare promise of aid to Baldwin, Charles would
secure immediate, tangible results. His acquisition of suzerainty

over, and eventual possession of, Achaia would extend his in-

fluence to the Aegean and furnish a base from which he could

move by sea directly on Constantinople. Moreover, his claim to

Helen's dowry, now legalized, would provide a firm foothold in

the Balkans from which he could launch a land assault against
the capital. This was of particular importance because the Angevin
fleet was as yet incapable of attacking Constantinople success-

fully.

A striking negative feature of the treaty, however, was
Charles's failure to secure for himself an immediate claim to the

imperial title. It has been suggested that Baldwin, weak in char-

acter and impecunious as always, could not have resisted Charles's

desire for the crown, had it not been for the intervention of Pope
Clement.34 But it does not seem likely that Baldwin, after under-

going long years of mendicancy in Western Europe for the sake

of his Empire, would have relinquished his rights at the first

glimmer of hope for the recovery of his throne. Undoubtedly
Clement himself had reason to fortify Baldwin's resolution, since

for the papacy it would have been a disaster, a revival of the

Hohenstaufen menace, if Charles were to become Emperor of

Constantinople as well as King of Sicily. In such a position

Charles, as the most powerful monarch in Christendom, could

easily challenge papal authority in Italy.

naval aid of Venice, which at the moment was apparently negotiating with

Palaeologus.
8811 Del Giudice, II, 40-41. Charles's rescripts may well reflect a change in his

attitude to Byzantium. In a pre-Viterban diploma (of 21 March 1267) granting
safe-conduct to Greek envoys, Palaeologus is termed "Magnificus princeps Palle-

ologus Imperator Grecorum." After Viterbo, however, Michael is generally re-

ferred to simply as "Palaeologus."
"Dade,32.
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The role of the Pope at Viterbo deserves elaboration. By his

sponsorship of the treaties Clement certainly seemed to participate
in Latin designs against Constantinople. Yet, on the other hand,

since 1266 he had been conducting negotiations with Michael

for a religious entente. Despite this seeming contradiction,
35
papal

objectives remained essentially the same as under Urban: to pre-

vent the emergence of a Latin power capable of challenging papal

temporal authority in Italy, and to restore the Greek East to

obedience through the achievement of religious union. With the

menace of the projected invasion of Italy by another Hohen-

staufen, Conradin of Swabia, nephew of Manfred, Clement would

need the protective aid of Charles. But at the same time he did

not wish unduly to increase Angevin power to the point that it

could not be controlled. Hence he furthered unionist negotiations
with Palaeologus. These Greek exchanges had the dual purpose of

demonstrating papal independence of Charles and of bringing
about the submission of the Greeks to Rome. In brief, it was

Clement's policy to hasten the subordination of the Greek church

by playing up the ambitions of Charles, and, at the same time,

through union to bar Charles from Constantinople.
36

UNIONIST NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN POPE CLEMENT IV

AND MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

Although following the death of Urban IV in 1264 Michael

had suspended negotiations for union, news of Charles's resound-

ing victory over Manfred at Benevento induced him to resume

pourparlers. Thus in the spring of 1266 he sent an embassy to

Pope Clement, headed by Theodore Meliteniotes, Archdeacon of

the court clergy.
87
Clement, on his part, showed himself receptive

85 There is a divergence of opinion on Clement's policy. R. Sternfeld, Ludwigs
des Heiligen Kreuzzug nach Tunis 1270 und die Politik Karls I. von Sizilien

(Berlin, 1896) 35 and 56, calk it contradictory, but Norden, 445, and esp. Dade,
32, believe it consistent and well-considered. Cf. J. Haller, Hist. Zeit.f XCIX
(1907) 29.

*
Cf. Norden, 448.

87 That Michael opened negotiations is assumed from Clement's letter to him
dated 4 March 1267: "nostros Apocrisarios . . . novissime ad te missos . , . nobis
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to advances, though in the meantime he openly declared that a

Guelph victory over Manfred would be advantageous to Achaia

in its struggle with the Greek Emperor.
38 Michael's first ambas-

sadors to Clement seem to have been not official Greek envoys but

trusted Italian agents, most likely monks. Men of the cloth were
less vulnerable to seizure on the long and hazardous journey to

the papal court, which normally traversed many miles of Angevin

territory.
39

After an initial exchange of messages, Michael sent a letter

to Clement modeled apparently on an original draft by the famous

Greek scholar Manuel Holobolos.40
Stressing the political ad-

vantages of union, Michael appealed to the Pope to prevent a

war between Greeks and Latins on the grounds that it would

benefit only the infidel. Victory, he wrote, would be impossible
for the paynim before a union of Greeks and Latins, both of whom

worship the same Christ. The Greeks, he continued, honor the

Pope as spiritual father and chief of all priests, and are therefore

eager for reconciliation of the churches. Indeed, with Constanti-

nople once again in Greek hands there should be nothing to

hinder union: it was in fact the Pope's duty to further it. Michael

closed by declaring, in accordance with traditional Greek belief,

that negotiations for union should take place in a general council

to be convoked in a Greek city.
41 As evidence of clerical support

misisti aliquid verbo, vel scripto" (in Wadding, Ann. Min., IV, 304). See also an

Angevin safe-conduct of 21 March 1267, in favor of Theodore Meliteniotes and
the imperial envoys returning from the Holy See, which directs Charles's men to

vent the envoys from coming into contact with Angevin enemies (del Giudice,

See a papal letter of 8 March 1266 to the Archbishop of Narbonne, in

Martene, Thes. not) , II, col. 288: "levatur Achaia."

^Pach., 359. The journey usually extended on land from Constantinople to

Avlona, by boat to Brindisi, and thence again overland to Viterbo or Rome.

*Norden, 449, note 2, has reconstructed the main points of this letter from
three sources: a passage of Pach., 359; the beginning of Clement's subsequent

reply to Palaeologus, dated 4 March 1267 (Wadding, Ann. Uin., IV, 301); and,

mainly, a draft or Holobolos' letter, which Michael's epistle closely followed. See

N. Festa, "Lettera inedita dell' Imperatore Michele VIII Paleologo al Clemente

IV," Bessarione, VI (1899) 42J0F., and also "Ancora la lettera . . . ," Bessarione,

VI, 529ff. Worth noting is Holobolos' reference (ibid., 50) to the Greeks as TpaiKot,

who, in the usual Greek chancery style, were designated as Romans.
41 From Clement's response in Wadding, Ann. Min. 9 IV, 306: "concilium in
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for his policy, Michael attached to his communication a letter

from the patriarch.
42

It may be observed that the conditions suggested by Michael

for union were substantially the same as those agreed upon some

years before between himself and the legates of Urban. But Pope
Clement, more authoritarian than his predecessor, now found the

proposals, in particular those regarding a council, definitely un-

acceptable.
48 In an uncompromising reply to the Emperor, dated

4 March 1267,
44 Clement set forth his own requisites for union.

He insisted in the first place that the confession of faith, enclosed

in his epistle, be accepted without discussion, and refused Mi-

chael's request for negotiations to take place at a general council.

This meant that the Greeks must automatically accept the Latin

doctrine of the filioque (procession of the Holy Spirit from the

Son as well as the Father), the Latin usage of unleavened instead

of leavened bread ("azyma"), and, most important, papal primacy
in matters of ecclesiastical jurisdiction in brief, it meant relin-

quishment without debate of all the crucial dogmatic, liturgical,

and jurisdictional points of difference between the two churches.45

Part of Clement's epistle is worth citing for the manner in which

the papal position is set forth:

terra tua convocari petieris." In the draft of Holobolos' letter (ed. Festa, 54) no

places are specified for the council.
42

Wadding, Ann. Mm., IV, 269. The Patriarch was Germanos, as Arsenios had
heen deposed in 1267. (See below, Chapter 11, note 62.) On the patriarchal letter

see Raynaldus, a. 1267, 80, letter of Clement to the Greek patriarch: "tua epis-
tola dicit"

See Raynaldus, a. 1267, 72.

"Ibid., 79.
45 For an analysis of the confession of faith included in Clement's letter (upon

which the subsequent Union of Lyons was to be based), see
J. Karmires, H

dTTodido^yvf els rbv Mi^o^X H' JIa\a,Lo\6yov AaTivurij &po\oyla irtffreus roO 1274,"
'Apxctov 'JKK\Tj<ria<rTiicov Kal KCLVOVLKOV Aifcofov, II (1947) 127ff. Karmires believes
that the confession is completely Latin, lacks any Greek elements, and is based
on a confession embodied in an epistle of Pope Leo IX sent in 1053 to the patri-
arch of Antioch. Cf. Norden, 420, note 4, who believes ( 1 ) that Clement's symbol
was based on the forgeries of Dominicans of Romania (who supposedly actually
falsely based their work on the Greek fathers) and (2) that Thomas Aquinas'
Contra Graecos was based on the work of these Dominicans. But see now also
A. Dondaine, "'Contra Graecos/ Premiers Merits pol&niques des Dominicains
d'Orient," Archlvum patrwn praedicatorum, XXI (1951) 320ff.
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To Palaeologus, Illustrious Emperor of the Greeks. . . Although you
seek to have a council assembled in your land, we cannot agree to

convoke such a council for the discussion or definition of the faith.

Not that we fear the appearance of any particular persons or that the

Greeks may take precedence over the sacred Roman church, but be-

cause it would be absolutely improper indeed it cannot be permitted,
since the purity of the faith cannot be cast into doubt. We have [in-

stead] considered sending to you nuncios expert in the law of God
with whom you, your clergy, and people may confer about these mat-
ters. . . If you have any doubts or fears about professing anything
in the enclosed confession of faith, send us some of your expert clergy
or people and we ... will be ready in faith and hope to explain what-
ever they may inquire about. . . Prepare yourself so that at the arrival

of our nuncios you, your clergy, and people may humbly accept and

devoutly profess the truth of lie faith in order that with the help of

God progress may be facilitated. After you, your clergy, and people
have accepted the true faith . . . , [then] you may request the convo-

cation of a council by this See at a place most suitable to this See . . .
,

a council to be strengthened by a perpetual treaty between Latins

and Greeks. . . With the opportunity afforded by this letter, we pro-
claim that neither are we wanting in justice (as we should not be) to

those who complain that they are oppressed by your Magnificence, nor

shall we desist from pursuing this matter in other ways which the Lord

may provide for the salvation of souls.46

Clement's demand that, prior to the convocation of a gen-
eral council, the Emperor, clergy, and people all accept the posi-

tion of Rome in matters of faith and primacy would of course

have been extremely difficult to carry out. Even more disturbing
for Michael must have been the concluding sentence of the letter,

a veiled threat that if union were not speedily accepted under the

conditions imposed, Clement would unleash the Angevin against

Constantinople. Substance was given to the threat by Clement's

public pronouncements on Angevin aspirations; and papal in-

fluence over Charles had been manifested by the latter's grant
40 Letter listed though unquoted in Jordan, Reg. Clem , no. 585, 199. Cited in

full in Raynaldus, a. 1267, 72-79; and Tautu, Actat no. 23, 61-69. See esp. 67:

"Nos tamen nullo modo proponimus concilium ad discussionem seu definitionem

hujusmodi convocare . . . indecens foret, immo nee licet, nee expedit in dubium
revocari praemissam verae fidei puritatem." Also 68, esp.: "concilium per Sedem

ipsam aoT locum qui ad hoc eidem Sedi videatur idoneus, convocari petieritis, ad

caritatis vinculum inter Latinos et Graecos foedere perpetuo roborandum."
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of safe-conducts to Greek envoys returning to Constantinople
from the Curia,47

The Emperor replied immediately to the Pope. But he care-

fully circumvented the issue of ecclesiastical primacy, offering
instead to participate in a crusade to the Holy Land. As with

Urban, so now in the case of Clement, this proposal produced its

effect, especially since Michael promised to enlist the aid of the

King of Armenia, whose realm was strategically situated with re-

spect to the Holy Land. As Michael pointed out, if the Greeks and

Latins, attacking from both sides, were joined by the King of

Armenia, the defeat of Egypt would be assured. Michael took

the precaution, however, of insisting that in the absence of the

Greek army in the Holy Land, the Pope should guarantee im-

perial territories against Latin attack.
48

Still vivid in the minds of

the Greeks was the crusade of 1204!

To this message, Clement replied on 17 May 1267, but a few

days before the signing of the anti-Palaeologan treaties at Viterbo.

The papal response ran:

That you feel sympathy for the oppressions suffered by the Holy Land,
and that you deplore the injuries undergone by our dear son in Christ,

the illustrious King of Armenia . . . we would more readily believe

... if your actions would correspond to your love. . . Our very dear

brother in Christ, the Illustrious King of France, . . . has assumed
the Cross . . . and if he wars on the Agarenes [the Muslims] from one
side and you from the other, the enemies of the Cross and the faith

may expect the ruin of their destructive sect. You say that you fear

an incursion of the Latins because your land would be left naked and al-

most completely defenseless during your absence and that of your
army. For this the answer is obvious: to remove your fear by its roots,

return to the unity of the Roman church. . . What you have written

47 See del Giudice, Cod. dipl, I, 299, and C. Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti rigu-
ardanti Carlo I. di Angid, 1252-1270 (Naples, 1874) 24, for an Angevin diploma
of 21 March 1267 ordering a ship to be readied for an embassy returning to

Constantinople from the Curia. According to del Giudice, I, 299, note 1, this safe-

conduct is significant because the necessity for its issuance reveals open hostility
on the part of Charles toward Michael even before the Viterbo treaties.

*
Pdaeologus' letter is not preserved, but its contents are easily deducible

from the response of Clement IV, dated 17 May 1267 (summarized in Jordan,

Reg. CUm., no. 1201, 404; quoted in Tautu, Acta, no. 25, 71, and 72)* (The
Armenia referred to above is, of course, Lesser Armenia in Citicia.)
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cannot serve as an excuse, namely that your prelates and clergy should
be blamed for opposing the union and not you or your people. . .

Certainly you . . . , as is proper, possess by far the greater authority;
therefore, you should not allow the existence of an error of this kind
which is contrary to God and all justice. If you cannot coerce them,
shun them as schismatics.49

Although it is evident that both Michael and Clement 50 had

good reason to desire union, circumstances beyond their control

brought about another delay.
51 Michael's need for protection

sharply diminished when the ill-fated Conradin of Hohenstaufen,
Duke of Swabia and young son of King Conrad IV of Germany,

prepared to cross the Alps to recover his Sicilian patrimony. At

this juncture Charles, threatened by invasion, could of course

harbor few thoughts of aggression against Byzantium. As matters

stood, therefore, Michael was only too pleased to postpone union-

ist negotiations. But the battle of Tagliacozzo (23 August 1268 ),
52

in which Charles was victorious for the second time over the

Hohenstaufen and which established undisputed Angevin hegem-

ony over Sicily, once more made Michael eager for papal pro-
tection. Before the Emperor could resume relations with Clement,

however, the Pope died (28 November 1268 ).
53 Clement's de-

parture from the scene, following closely upon the outcome of

**Mart&ne, Thes nov., II, par. 476, 1715, esp.: "Quod si dicis te timere

Latinorum incursus, si terrain quam possides ducto tecum exercitu, nudam reli-

queres et quasi penitus immunitam, non est longe quaerenda responsio. Nam in te

est terrorem hujusmodi a radice praecidere, si ad Romanae Ecclesiae rediens uni-

tatem. . ."
50 For insight into the Pope's personal attitude toward the Greeks, see letter

of 9 June 1267, in Jordan, Reg. Clem., no. 1209, 406; quoted in Tautu, Ada, no.

26, 72-73, esp.: "et eorum iactanfaam, quorum scientia multum est tenuis, aequani-
miter tollerare. . ." Cf. the same letter, Tautu, 73, in which Clement writes that

if the Greeks failed to return to unity their blood would not stain his hands, since

he had performed his duty.
81 In a passage which may refer to Clement, Pachymeres (who evidently was

not too familiar with the situation in the West at this time) notes (360) that the

Pope was moved by Michael's entreaties and prevented an Angevin attack: etfoSa

ret rys Tr/ods rbv ir&irav Z/cere/as KaOiffra KO! 6 KApouXos e/cwXtfero.
62 On Conradin and Charles see esp. K. Hampe, Geschichte Konradins von

Hohenstaufen (Leipzig, 1942) passim.
68

Pope Gregory X later (1272) wrote to Michael that it was only Clement's

death and the difficulty of assembling proper apocrisiarii that had prevented Clem-
ent from dispatching further envoys (Guiraud, Reg. GrSg., no. 194, 72).
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Tagliacozzo, was a disaster for Michael. For Charles, free of

Hohenstaufen interference and in a position to block the election

of a new pope, was now able to exercise a completely free hand

against Constantinople.

THE GENOESE SETTLEMENT AT GALATA ( 1267)

The emergence of Charles of Anjou as a factor in Greco-Latin

affairs altered the precarious political balance that Michael had

striven so hard to maintain. In order to contain this new threat

Michael now felt even more impelled to establish a firm alliance

with Venice or Genoa,
54

if not both. Impatient, however, over the

failure of the Venetian Doge to ratify the convention of 1265,

Michael turned anew to the Genoese. 55

Probably in the summer of 1267, Michael dispatched an

embassy to Genoa "pro quibusdam aliis arduis negotiis." The

Genoese responded at once and sent as their envoy to Constanti-

nople Franceschino de Camilla. Negotiations between de Camilla

and Michael resulted in a treaty, of which the principal stipula-

tion was the return of the Genoese colonists from Heraclea and

the cession to them of Galata ( across the Golden Horn from Con-

stantinople) as a place of residence.56 An important complement
M
Genoa, racked by internal dissension and defeated by the Venetian fleet at

Trapani (23 June 1266), was now less of a threat to Venice.

^Sanudo, Istoria, 146, relates that Michael first made efforts to secure the

aid of individual Venetians, but "non potendo averlo, si volt6 a Genovesi, e fece

con loro amicitia e Confederazione
"
In the same year ( 1267 ) peace was effected

between Genoa and Venice through the combined efforts of Pope Clement, Charles,
and King Louis. On this see Raynaldus, a. 1267, 48; and Canale, 536ff. and

536-538, who notes that Clement threatened to excommunicate Venice and Genoa
if they did not make peace. See also R. Cessi, "La tregua fra Venezia e Geneva
nella seconda meta del sec. XIII," Archivio veneto-tridentino, TV (1923) Iff.,

which contains hitherto unpublished documents.
50 Ann. Jan., IV, 107-108, Pack, 167-168. (The exact date of the treaty is

unknown.) Cf. Canale, 637-642, who gives the credit for acquiring Galata to an-
other Genoese legation, that of Malocello (see above, Chapter 8, note 92). C. Desi-

moni, *1 Genovesi ed i loro quartieri in Costantinopoli,
*

Giornale ligustico, III

(1876) 235; Manfroni, "Relazioni," 671; and Bratianu, Recherches, 88, all affirm,

however, that the honor belongs to de Camilla. Greg., 97, II. 10-16, seems mis-'

takenly to place the Genoese settlement at Galata immediately after the Greek

recovery of Constantinople in 1261. Cf. A. Paspates, EvgavTwal MeA^reu (Con-

stantinople, 1877) 207, placing it in the year 1268.
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to the convention of Nymphaeura, this pact
57 marks the beginning

of a new period of Genoese commercial predominance in Byzan-
tium, which was to last until after 1453.

The settlement of the Genoese at Galata (termed Pera in the

Latin documents),
58 rather than in their former quarter within

Constantinople, is to be attributed primarily to Michael's desire

to avoid the possibility of another conspiracy such as that of

Guercio. More numerous than other Constantinopolitan Latins,
59

the Genoese might well be tempted to cooperate with a potential
Western aggressor. Relegation of them to an area immediately
outside the capital proper obviated this danger,

60 while simul-

taneously reducing the Greco-Genoese and Veneto-Genoese fric-

tion within the city.
61 To a certain extent, moreover, Michael's solu-

tion would tend to guarantee Genoese aid in the capital's de-

fense, as the colonists of the suburb would naturally be concerned

over the fate of the adjacent metropolis.
62

In the choice of Galata the Genoese themselves may have
57
Caro, Genua, I, 195, is probably wrong in claiming that Genoa's new Greek

alliance of 1267 brought an interdict upon her in that year. The cause of the inter-

dict (which was lifted the same year) was rather differences between the Genoese

podesta and archbishop. Cf. A. Ferretto, "Codice diplomatic delle relazioni fra

la Liguna, la Toscana, e la Lunigiana ai tempi di Dante," Atti delta soc. lig.,

XXI (1901) 103.
68 For theories regarding the origin of the names Galata and Pera, see Ducange,

Histoire de Constantinople (ed. Buchon) I, 362 and 364; A. Belin, Histoire de la

Iatinit6 de Constantinople (Paris, 1894) 124^125; and C. Desimoni, "I Genovesi
ed i loro quartieri," 247-248. While the Greek sources generally use the name
Galata, the Latin prefer the term Pera (spelled Peira in Genoese documents).
On Genoese usage see G. Bratianu, Actes des notaires genois de Pera et de Caffa
de la fin du XIII9

siecle (Bucharest, 1927) passim.
Pach., 168, notes that Venetians and Pisans were fewer than Genoese:

Beyeri/cota $ Kal Ht<r<raous, rb Kara ir\f]9os 6\tyov.

^Pach., 168: &vrbs p&eiv rfjs 7n5Xes otiie &yvuKei ffV{JL$4pov . . . ticrrepov 8k Karav-

TLKpi) TTjs Trepatas irapa fj,6vov rb rov FaXara <ppovpiov dff<pa\s edo/clyua^e /caroi/cl^et?.

Also 167, 11, 5ff., and Greg., 97: ofl/c dcr0aXis o$8t Trpbs elp'fivtiv . . . elffouctfav rfo

TnSXews Cf. Vilkni, I, 291, who says of Michael's grant of Pera to the Genoese:

"non fidandosi ch'eglino, ne altri Latini avessono fortezza in Costantinopoli."

^Pach., 167: Tevvovtras . . . Svffxepeis . . . viroK\tveff0<u fotitws Tw^a^ous . . .

V7rep6(j>pvs Kal crofiapovs.
w
Cf. Lopez, Colonie, 217, who suggests that since Galata had in the past

served as a residence for Jews (Ville-hardouin, ConquSte de Constantinople, ed.

de Wailly, 88), Michael may have intended to humble the Genoese by relegating
them to a kind of ghetto. Were this true, however, Michael would have an-

tagonized many important Genoese in imperial service.
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influenced the decision of the Emperor. Not only had a number of

Genoese lived there during the days of the Latin Empire,
63

but,

according to the Annales lanuenses, ahready in 1264 the Genoese

government had sought permission to transfer its colony thither

from Heraclea.64 Another reason for the settlement at Galata is

suggested by a modern historian, A. Paspates, who believes that

the Genoese could not resume possession of their old quarter
within the capital simply because the area was now occupied by
the new sea walls.

65

The possibility of Genoese aggression against Constantinople
even from Galata was evidently not overlooked by Michael. For

before the establishment of the Genoese in the area, he took the

precaution of destroying all of its fortifications, especially the

wall along the sea.
66
Moreover, to impress upon the Genoese their

allegiance to him, Michael directed that their chief official, the

Podesta, when received in audience, should kneel and kiss the

hands and feet of the Emperor.
67 Such obeisance, it may be noted,

was not required of the Venetian bailli or the Pisan consul, whose

nationals, fewer in number than the Genoese, were permitted to

reside in their old, but separate, quarters within the city.
68 As a

further mark of deference, Michael ordered that all Genoese

vessels sailing past the imperial palace of the Blachernae on the

Golden Horn render an official salute to the Emperor.
69

In the light of the burgeoning power of Galata in the suc-

83
Bratianu, Recherches, 89-90.

w Ann. Ian , IV, 66. Indeed, the Genoese seem to have had their eyes on Galata

early. The Liber farium reiptiblicae genuensis, I, ed. E. Ricotti (Turin, 1854)
col. 185, records that in 1155 the Genoese instructed their legates to request from
the Emperor an "embolum in Cqnstantinopoli . . . et si ibi non ... in Pera."

65
Paspates, 'Bv^avnval MeX^rcu, 208. See Manfrom's objections to Paspates'

theory, "Relazioni," 672. But Bratianu, Recherches, 88, does not seem particularly
to oppose Paspates' view.

66 Michael himself had been repulsed before this wall. See above, Chapter 4,
section 1. The disposition of the great chain (stretching from Constantinople to

Galata), so important in case of a naval attack, is not mentioned, but Michael
doubtless kept it in the hands of his own men.

^Codinus, De officiis (Bonn) 75, and Ducange, Histoire de Constantinople
(ed. Buchon) I, 361-364, who says this indicated liege-homage."

168: "Beirerucoiis 8k ical Uiffo-atovs, r6 itarcfc irXyOos 6\fyov, ptvew

"Pach., 421,11. 5-7.
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ceeding century,
70

it may be argued that Michael failed fully to

foresee, or perhaps even to concern himself with, the ultimate

peril to Constantinople of a Galata in Genoese possession. Valid

as this may seem with the advantage of hindsight, it cannot be

denied that during his own reign, at least, Michael took every
reasonable precaution to render the Constantinopolitan Genoese

as powerless as possible.

WESTERN INDIVIDUALS IN IMPERIAL SERVICE: THE ZACCARIA

BROTHERS AND THE LATIN CORSAIRS. FEUDALISM

AND LATINS IN BYZANTIUM

In his contest with the Latins Michael did not restrict himself

to alliances with powerful states, but sought to attract to his

cause the services of able individuals as well. Among these were

Latin adventurers, some disaffected with home conditions, others

seeking in the Byzantine Empire an opportunity for acquiring

easy profits. In return for military and diplomatic services Michael

awarded them valuable commercial concessions, permitted them

to become subjects of his Empire, or even bestowed upon them

titles of nobility.
71 This naming of Latins to the Byzantine aris-

tocracy was not an innovation of Michael's, but the renewal on a

larger scale of a policy followed in the preceding century by the

Comnenoi and Angeloi emperors.
72

It was Michael's first aim, according to Sanudo, to secure the

aid of individual Venetians, upon whom he intended to bestow

lavish gifts and noble Greek wives/* Failing in this, the Emperor

70 See esp. John Cantacuzene, Historic, III (Bonn) 212ff.
n See Pach., 366, 11 3-8, describing how Palaeologus insured the fidelity of

the Genoese at Galata "by making them his own men (as they would say, 'liege-

men* ) through granting them honors" ( Kal l$tov$ &rofet [Xvf/ous elnev &v rt$ &Kelvwv\

rats c&fMvelats) . Cf. the Treaty of Nymphaeum, Manfroni, "Relazioni," 659, 794,

which forbade Genoese from becoming Greek subjects. The very fact, however,
that such a stipulation had to be made implies that such cases were not unusual.

See, e.g., that of a relative of the Podesta Guglielmo Guercio (see Caro, Genua, I,

167, note 2) and the Zaccaria brothers (Pach., vol. II, bk. VI, ch. 34).
78 See L. Halphen, "Le r61e des 'Latins' dans 1'histoire int&ieure de Constan-

tinople a la fin du XII* stecle," Melanges C. Diehl, I (Paris, 1930) 141F.
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then turned to Genoese citizens, with whom he had notable suc-

cess. Among the most important of such allies were two nobles,

the brothers Benedetto and Manuele Zaccaria.73 For their services

(we shall see Benedetto, for example, acting as imperial envoy
to the West at critical moments),

74 the Zaccaria, in 1275 or per-

haps a few years earlier,
75 were granted as imperial fief the Ana-

tolian port of Phocaea, situated at the entrance to the gulf of

Smyrna and important for its production of alum.76 The liberality

of this concession, which brought colossal profits to the Zaccaria,

requires explanation. It may well be, as Lopez suggests, that Mi-

chael intended a Latin Phocaea under a vague Greek suzerainty

to be a kind of imperial outpost against the Latin-held islands

of the Aegean and against potential Turkish attacks from Ana-

tolia.
77 In actual fact, to protect their alum trade from predatory

Venetian and even Genoese corsairs of the Aegean, the Zaccaria

did have to build a strong flotilla.
78 Some indication of their

powers of resistance may be the fact that Phocaea, under hegem-
73 On Michael's policy see Sanudo, Istoria, 146: "facendo larghi present! e

dando ad alcuni di loro [Venetians] Moglie delle sue Donne Greche, e non potendo
averlo, si voltd a Genovesi, e fece con loro amicitia e Confederazione e ad alcuni

di loro don6 gran present! e massime a due Fratelli ower Cugini Germani, uno
detto Miser Benettino Zacaria e 1'altro Miser Manuel." Cf. Pach., 366, 11. 7-8.

T*An early mention of Benedetto's relations with Michael is that of his mis-
sion as Genoese envoy to Constantinople in 1269 to secure return of the Genoese

colony from Heraclea to the capital. See also below, Chapter 14, for Benedetto's

important role in the Sicilian Vespers. On the brothers in general, see esp. Lopez,
Benedetto Zaccaria, passim.w

Lopez, ibid., 12, pushes back the date for this concession to 1267; but W.
Miller, Essays on the Latin Orient (Cambridge, 1921) 284-285, dates the con-
cession in 1275, and to Manuele alone. (Pach., 420, here is probably chronologi-

cally confused. Cf. also Pach., II, 558.) Sanudo, Istoria, 146, also seems to assign
the concession to 1275, that is, right after the failure of Michael's Venetian, and
the success of his Genoese, negotiations. See finally K. Hopf, "Giustiniani," in

Ersck ttnd Gruber Encycl, LXVTII, 310.
76 Alum was needed for the dyeing of cloth. On Phocaea, see Lopez, Benedetto

Zaccaria, 26-27, and Heyd, Histoire, I, 438, note 1. It may be recalled that by the

Treaty of Nymphaeum Genoa had secured complete jurisdiction over the nearby
port of Smyrna.

77 Benedetto Zaccaria, 12-13. If correct, this would help to mitigate the charge
often made against Michael Palaeologus of completely neglecting his Asiatic

frontiers in order to concentrate on his conflict with the Latins.
78

According to Sanudo, Istoria, 146, within a short time 2,000 corsairs were
killed by the Zaccaria ("morti ben do millia"). The pirate headquarters were gen-
erally at Negropont.
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ony of the Zaccaria family, was one of the last regions o Asia

Minor to succumb to the Ottoman advance.79

The almost continual state of war in the Morea and the

Archipelago filled the Aegean with corsairs, relatively few of

whom, however, were inimical to the Greeks. Many Latin free-

booters, in fact, joined the Greek cause, attracted by imperial

protection for their piratical acts or even the promise of an

imperial dignity. By sanctioning their activities Michael was en-

abled not only to secure firmer control of the Aegean but to re-

duce the expense of maintaining a large navy. Thus the Latin

corsairs, preying on Latin fleets and merchant shipping and in

some cases even sharing their profits with the Emperor, played
a not inconsiderable part in the success of Michael's struggle with

the West.80

Among such allies we may mention in particular the notorious

Genoese, Giovanni de lo Cavo, whose plunderous exploits against
fellow-Latins petty lords of the Archipelago or merchants

were rewarded by the Emperor, around the year 1278, with the

signoria of the islands of Nanfio and Rhodes.81 Lo Cavo, like his

predecessor Licario, the first to be thus honored, was subsequently
named Megasdukas (Grand Duke), commander of the Greek

fleet,
82

after the death of the Greek admiral Alexios Philanthro-

penos. Command of Latin mercenaries by Greeks was of course

common in the imperial army (witness the office of Grand Con-

stable), but the appointment of Latins to direct the Greek fleet

seems to have been a genuine innovation of Michael's reign.
83

79 See Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, ch, 8. Lopez also shows that the name
"Zaccaria" is not to be identified with "Licario," the Lombard feudatory of

Michael for Negropont; nor did Benedetto marry a sister of Michael (12-13 and

10).
80 On piracy at this time see P. Charanis, "Piracy in the Aegean during the

reign of Michael VIII Palaeologus," Annuaire de Unstitut de philologie et d'his-

toire orientales et slaves, X (1950) 127ff. Also see T.-Th., HI, 159-281, and

Sanudo, Istoria, 146-147.
81 See Sanudo, Istoria, 132 and 146. Also A. Ferretto, "Codice diplomatico,"

Atti soc. lig.
st. pat., XXXI

a
, 146: "loannes de Cavo Genuensis Namphi et Rhodi

insulae dominus (1278)/' Cf, Lopez, Colanie, 218.
82 See Sanudo, Istoria, 132: "Zuan da Cavo, suo Armiraglio [of Michael]/'

On Licario see below, Chapter 10, section 2.
88 For another example, that of the Genoese Andrea Gaffore, see K. Hopf,
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A few words are necessary here on feudalism in Byzantium
under Michael as it relates to the Latins. As Ostrogorsky has so

well clarified in his recent book on Byzantine feudalism, since at

least the llth and 12th centuries the highly centralized Byzantine
state had been gradually undergoing a process of decentraliza-

tion, evidenced by the granting of pronoiai (equivalent to the

Latin fiefs, except that only in Michael's reign did some of these

become hereditary )
83a with their concomitant military obliga-

tions and increasing immunities from central control. Therefore,

when the Latins in 1204 occupied Greek territories, they found

already developed a system similar in many ways to their own,

the most important difference being the absence of subinfeuda-

tion with its accompanying feudal hierarchy so characteristic of

the West. But a fundamentally feudal relationship between the

Emperor and those granted a pranoia was now already crystal-

lized.
84

Thus Michael, in return for certain benefits or services, found

it expedient to assign to Latins, as fiefs, various territories of the

Empire. Important examples not all exactly similar, it is true

are the bestowal of the Morea on Prince William of Achaia

(1262), the grant of Negropont to Licario, and the concession of

Phocaea to the Zaccaria brothers.85 While the unwilling "vassal"

William, as we have seen, immediately repudiated all obligation,

Licario faithfully performed military service for the Emperor.
86

"Urkunden und Zusatze zur Geschichte von Andros," Site. Wiener Akad., phil-
hist. Kl, XXI (1856) 246ff. Cf. also a later Angevin diploma of 18

July 1273, on
the case of a man of Perpignan, who with his family, 400 men, and two galleys,
abandoned Michael's service for that of Charles of Anjou (Arch. st. it., XXII,
244).

8811 See G. Ostrogorsky, Pour Vhistoire de la jtodaliti tyzantine, trans. H.

Gregoire (Brussels, 1954), esp. 93fF. Cf. above, Chapter 4, note 62, for example.
** For feudal development see Ostrogorsky, op. tit., passim. Also the penetrat-

ing articles of P. Charanis, "Monastic Properties and title State," Dumbarton Oaks

Papers No. 4 (1948) 89, 91, and "On the Social Structure and Economic Organiza-
tion of the Byzantine Empire in the Thirteenth Century and Later/" Byzantino-
slavica, XII (1951) 94-153.

85 See Chapter 7, section 4; Chapter 12, section 4; and Chapter 9, notes 75-76.
Also Chapter 13, note 72, for Michael's use of the term "liege-homage" when
referring to certain Greek subjects; and Pach., 366, 11. 3-8.

86

Chapter 10, notes 27-35; Chapter 12, section 4.
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The case of the Zaccaria in Phocaea is rather ambiguous, as the

territory, evidently under the more or less complete jurisdiction
of that family, seems to have provided no direct military service

to Michael.87
Nevertheless, the Zaccaria's numerous diplomatic

missions may well have been regarded not only as partial repay-
ment for the concession of Phocaea but as a kind of fulfillment, at

least in the Western sense, of the obligation of feudal service. All

these considerations, then the naming of Latins to command

imperial fleets and armies, the grant to them of territories in fief

(pronoia), and even their acceptance into the Byzantine nobility
show the great degree of penetration of Western influences in

Byzantium during Michael's reign. One may be sure, however,
that the fusion of Byzantine and Latin feudal usage, fostered by
Michael mainly as a means of drawing Westerners into imperial

service, had as its underlying aim the preservation of the Greek

Empire from Western aggression.

THE GKECO-VENETIAN TREATY OF 1268 AND FURTHER

DIPLOMATIC AND MILITARY ACTIVITY OF

CHARLES AGAINST PALAEOLOGUS

The descent of Conradin of Hohenstaufen into Italy to re-

cover his inheritance from Charles once more aroused the entire

peninsula as it awaited the outcome of their conflict.
88 Venice was

particularly affected, as the new struggle over Sicily made im-

possible for the present a restoration of the Latin Empire with

papal and perhaps Angevin aid. Of even greater concern to

Venice, however, were several other considerations. The state of

semi-war existing between the Commune and Palaeologus had

reduced Venetian commercial activity in the East to a minimum, a

fact for which corsairs were to a considerable extent responsible.
89

87
According to Miller, Essays on the Latin Orient, 285, Manuele paid an an-

nual rent to Michael for the alum mines of Phocaea. See Pach., II, 558.
88
Rome, the Tuscan Ghibellines, and even the Sicilian barons had declared

themselves for Conradin. See esp. Hampe, Geschichte Konradins von Hohen-

staufen, 169ff.
89
Cf. document dated 1278, in T.-Th., Ill, 159&, dealing with the severe

damages to Venetian trade by corsairs during the preceding years of peace. Dam-
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Venice, moreover, had become increasingly alarmed by the Ange-
vin occupation of Corfu and designs on Epirus, possession of

which could challenge her sphere of influence in the Adriatic

and threaten even to block her outlet to the Mediterranean. As

a result the Venetians, almost in spite of themselves, were veer-

ing toward the idea of an accord with Palaeologus.
It was the Doge Raynerio Zeno who took the initiative. On

1 November 1267, he sent to the Bosporus Marco Bembo and

Pietro Zeno with full powers to conclude a treaty "until such

time and as may seem best to them." 90
Unfortunately for Venice,

however, Michael had now abandoned the idea of an exclusive

accord with the Serenissima and instead sought to reach agree-
ments with both Venice and Genoa. Consequently, though the

Venetian envoys finally succeeded in arranging a treaty (signed
in Constantinople on 4 April 1268), its terms were not all that

the proud Commune expected. Certain provisions of the pact of

1265 were again incorporated, it is true, but clauses considerably
less advantageous to Venice were also included. The important

stipulations follow:
91

(1) A truce of five years, to take effect on 4 April 1268, was

declared between the two signatories. Venice promised not to

ally with any power against "the Empire of Romania/* 92
(2) The

ages, by analogy, were probably as great if not greater in 1266-1267, a period of

undeclared war between Venice and Byzantium.M
T.-Th., Ill, 89: "usque ad illud tempus, et sicut eis videbitur." Canale, 584,

says that the two envoys went to Constantinople with a Greek archbishop ("aveuc
li Arcevesque des Gres") and another messenger. Cf. Dandolo, 313: "dux, videns

quod Balduinus a principibus Occidenfas nichil favoris poterat optinere, petite

treugue consensum prebuit."
91
T.-Th., Ill, 93-100. Ratified in Venice 30 June. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, no.

1960, and Cantacuzene, III (Bonn) 189. Note how necessity may have modified
the Venetian attitude toward Michael, as exemplified by the titles bestowed upon
him in Venetian documents of 1265 and 1268 respectively: "fidelis imperator et

moderator Graecorum" (T.-Th., 88), but then, "fidelis imperator et moderator
Romanorum" (T.-Th., 93).

08
T.-Th., 94, esp.: "Romaniae suo Imperio." This provision obviated the possi-

bility of a Venetian alliance with Charles against Palaeologus. At Michaefs in-

sistence a clause was inserted that Venice would not transport troops to battle

against him (T.-Th., 95: "non naulizabimus nee naulizari feciemus . . . aliquam
personam, etc."). Note that Michael swore to observe the truce with Venice

"super vera et veneranda cruce secundum morem Graecorum'* (T.-Th., 95).
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Venetians (as prescribed in the convention of 1265) would be
admitted to all areas of the Empire and exempted from the pay-
ment of duties.93

(3) Any Venetian accused of an offense against
a Greek would be brought before the Venetian bailli or rector.

In the case that a Venetian killed a Greek or Venetian within the

city of Constantinople, he would be judged by the Emperor. But
if a Venetian killed another Venetian outside the capital, he
would be tried by the Venetian bailli or rector. (4) The Genoese

(in contrast to the agreement of 1265), were not to be expelled
from the Empire. But Venetians and Genoese were expressly for-

bidden to attack each other in the straits or the Black Sea. (5) No

permanent commercial establishments were to be assigned to the

Venetians in the Empire. For such facilities the Venetian mer-

chants were now obliged to pay rental. (6) The Emperor pledged
not to attack the Venetian possessions of Coron, Modon, Crete,

and the Archipelago islands. (7) Michael promised to observe the

pact signed between Venice and Prince William of Achaia re-

garding Negropont.
94

(8) Restitution would be made to the

Emperor for damages suffered at the hands of Venetian corsairs.

The Venetians promised in addition that their possessions would

provide neither aid nor haven to corsairs attacking imperial terri-

tory.
95

The situation was now reversed. Venice was in the position

of petitioner, and Michael could press his advantage against the

former masters of his Empire. Having concluded treaties with

both Genoa and Venice, Michael could for the moment be satis-

fied, though he must have realized that a truce with Venice did

not guarantee Venetian abandonment of the hope of recovering
her old position in Constantinople by other means.

On 30 June the Doge Zeno ratified the treaty, but only a few

days later he died. Fortunately for Michael, the Greek ambassa-

98
T,-Th., 97; and for remaining provisions, 97-100.

*

By that
treaty,

concluded 15 May 1262, Venice granted to William suzerainty
over the Lombard triarchs of Negropont in exchange for commercial monopoly.
See T.-Th., 46ff.

w
T.-Th*, 99. Note that damages suffered by Venice from Greek corsairs are

not mentioned.
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dors, George Tzimiskes and George Kalodukas, were able to se-

cure reconfirmation from his successor, Lorenzo Tiepolo, who
considered himself bound by the pact.

96 This was a great boon

to Michael, as Charles of Anjou had in the meantime triumphed
over Conradin at the battle of Tagliacozzo in 1268,

97 and was thus

finally disencumbered of the Hohenstaufen.

With the removal of the Hohenstaufen threat, Angevin prep-
arations against Constantinople became more ominous than ever.

Of advantage to Charles at this time was the death, on 28 No-

vember 1268, of Clement IV, since papal propensity for union

could no longer be used by Michael as a block to Angevin plans.

Had Charles possessed sufficient strength, it is likely that he

would immediately have launched an attack against Byzantium,
but his military and financial resources were still inadequate for

such an undertaking. Thus, in order to open an easier and less

costly road to Constantinople, he spent the entire year 1269

seeking alliances with states surrounding the Greek Empire.
On 15 September 1269, Charles signed a treaty with the

Hungarian King Bela IV, by the terms of which each guaranteed
aid against mutual enemies "outside the faith of the church." 9S

A double marriage between the two royal houses was also ar-

ranged.
99 Such close relations could be viewed only with sus-

picion by Venice, traditional enemy of Hungary,
100 and likewise

by Palaeologus, Hungary being the most powerful state north

of his possessions. Charles also contracted alliances with Stephen
Uro I of Serbia and with Tsar Constantine Tich of Bulgaria, who

96
T.-Th., 101-102.

67 The Greek Chron. Mor., ed. Kalonaros, 11. 6946ff., attributes Charles's vic-

tory to William of Achaia, a fact unconfirmed by Villani, I, 353. Cf. Cerone, "La
sovranita," 27, and Leonard, Les Angevins de Naples, 69. William's appearance
in Italy was made possible by a one year truce with Palaeologus. See Hopf,
Griechenland, 290, and French Chron., pars. 228-235.

88 "Conventiones amicitie . . . cum Stephano . . . Rege Ungarie . . . contra

omnes . . . existentes extra fidem Ecclesie" (del Giudice, Cod. dipL9 III, 138).

Actually Stephen V did not become King until the following year, when his father,
Bela IV, died.

"Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti, 55, 68, 69, and 71 (Filangieri, V, 7, 14, 24, 54,

75). Note that the documents of the Filangieri ed. as yet extend only to 1272. Also
cf. Saba Malaspina, Historia (ed. Del Re) 298.

380 See Sternfeld, Lvdwigs des Heiligen Kreuzzug, 160-161.
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was still excited against Palaeologus by the hatred of his wife, the

sister of young John Lascaris.101 And, in the aim of outflanking the

Greek Empire from the East, Charles sought to form an alliance

with the Khan of the distant Tatars of Persia.
102

In order to provide some stamp of legality to his enterprise
Charles may even have attempted to draw to his court the de-

throned Greek Emperor, the blinded and imprisoned youth John
IV Lascaris. 103

According to Angevin documents John actually
arrived at the Angevin court and was granted a pension in order

to establish residence there. But evidence of a directly contra-

dictory nature is provided by the Greek historians Pachymeres
and Gregoras, who record that sometime after the death of

Michael in 1282 his son and successor Andronikos visited John
in the prison at Dacybyza (Asia Minor), to which Michael had

committed him.104 In the face of this directly opposing testi-

mony,
105 one wonders which version expresses the truth. If cre-

dence is to be given to the Angevin documents, how did Charles

explain to Baldwin and young John, rival claimants for the same

throne, his support of both candidates? Again, tentatively ac-

cepting the validity of the Angevin evidence, why are the Greek

sources silent on John's supposed escape from prison, about which

Lascarid supporters in Byzantium would certainly have created a

101
Pach., 210, 1. 4. Cf. Sternfeld, op. dt, 161.

102 On Charles's negotiations with the Turks, Saracens, Mongols, and Armenians,
see Cerone, "La sovranita," 201, note 2; del Giudice, Cod. dipt, III, 23, note 1;

Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti, 53; and Leonard, Les Angevins de Naples, 105,
103

Cf. the somewhat analogous case of Robert Guiscard (1080), who pro-
duced a Greek ui south Italy claiming to be the dethroned Greek Emperor Michael

VII, escaped from his imprisonment in Constantinople. See F. Chalandon, Essai

stir le r$gne d'Alexis Z
er Comn^ne (Paris, 1900) 63.

104 See Arch. st. it., XXII, 32, Charles's rescript of 9 May 1273, saying he has

heard of John's escape and inviting him to his court (on the pension Buchon,
Nouvelles recherches, I [1845] 215). Cf. Pach., vol. II, 103-104: [Andronikos]

irpoo"pd\\et r% rCav NticrjTidruv rys Aa/ctj9t5^y 0poupiV, *ai r$ rv<f>\$ 'Itadvvy <TVjJLfJLlas.

Also Greg., 173-174: fl/ce Trapct rbv Tv<f>\w9&Ta . . . 'Iw&vvijv rbv Atioveapiv, %v nvi
"

Chapman, 85; Dade, 41; and Sternfeld, Ludwigs des Heiligen Kreuzzug,
187-188, all accept the story of young John's escape to the Angevin court but

overlook the testimony of Pachymeres and Gregoras. Sternfeld believes that the

success of John's presumed escape may perhaps be attributed to his sister, the

Tsarina of the Bulgars.
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great stir? Finally and most important, why is there nothing
whatever mentioned of Charles's use of John during the prepara-
tions for his Greek undertaking? In view of this reasoning, one is

strongly tempted not only to prefer the testimony of the Greek his-

torians but to believe that the rescripts of Charles have more value

as propaganda than as actual truth. Quite possibly they may refer

to a false John produced by Charles to attract the support of the

legitimist, pro-Lascarid Greeks of the Byzantine Empire,
106 as

well as to sway the anti-Angevin sentiment of the still surviving
Greek population of Charles's own territories of southern Italy

and Sicily.
107

Charles, in the meantime, had succeeded in crushing the last

remaining opposition to his rule that of the Saracens of Lucera

in south Italy. Having disposed of this final pocket of resistance,

he was free to draw upon Sicily's entire resources for his Greek

expedition.
108 At the same time, however, he hoped to secure the

naval support of both Venice and Genoa. The accord signed in

1267 between Michael and Genoa had apparently entailed no

restriction against a commercial treaty between Genoa and

Charles, for we find that on 12 August 1269 Charles availed him-

self of the cordial relations existing between his brother, King
Louis of France, and Genoa to sign a treaty regulating trade be-

tween Genoa and the Regno.
109

Charles's ally, the Latin Emperor Baldwin, was, in the interim,

106
It will be recalled that Asia Minor, especially the area around Nicaea, was

still pro-Lascarid and had even revolted in John's favor. See Pach., 193-201, and
cf. Gardner, Lascarids, 260-261, for discusison of a "false" John who stirred up
Asia Minor against Michael.
w On the Greek element remaining in the Regno see esp. R. Weiss, "The

Greek Culture of South Italy in the Later Middle Ages," Proceedings of the British

Academy, XXXVII (London, 1951) 28-29. Also Sanudo, Istoria, 143, and M.
Scaduto, 11 monachismo basiliano nella Sicilia medievale (Rome, 1947) passim.
See below, Chapter 14, note 86.

108 Del Giudice, Cod. dipl, III, 127, note 1, and Saba Malaspina, Historic

(ed.DelRe) 291-292.m See Ann, Jan., IV, 113ff. Cf. Caro, Genua, I, 227ff., and L. Belgrano, Docu-
menti inediti riguardanti le due crodate di san Ludovico IX (Genoa, 1859) 378F.

According to W. Cohn, "Storia della flotta siciliana sotto. . . . Carlo I d'Angid,"
Arch. stor. sic. or., XXV (1930) 365, ten Genoese ships were lent to Charles
for three months.
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continuing his own quest for allies against Michael. In March of

1269 he signed a treaty with the King of Navarre, Count Theo-

bald of Champagne, by which Theobald, in exchange for military

aid, was to be invested with one-quarter of the future conquests
of the Empire of Romania.110 The agreement, however, was in

no way to prejudice the rights of Baldwin himself or agreements

already made with Charles of Anjou, Hugh of Burgundy, or the

Venetians m an interesting proviso, for, with disposition of so

much territory, it would seem that more areas had been allocated

than actually had existed in the old Latin Empire. It seems likely

that, in order to implement all the promises made, Greek terri-

tories of Asia Minor were also taken into consideration.112

Efforts on the part of Baldwin's wife, the Empress Marie of

Brienne, to secure aid from her cousin, King Alfonso X of Castile,

for the recovery of Constantinople failed, despite an early at-

tempt of Marie to arrange a marriage between her son Philip and

a Castilian princess.
113

Negotiations, however, of Baldwin with

Ferrante Sancho, natural son of King James I of Aragon, were

"T.-Th., Ill, 90: "quartam partem terre dominii et honoris totius Imperil
nostri Romanic." On the calculation of this date, cited ibid., see Dade, 37, note

205.m
By the Treaty of Viterbo, it may be recalled, Charles was promised an in-

dependent seigneury in Romania, plus one-third of its conquests; Venice, her

three-eighths share of the Latin Empire; Hugh of Burgundy (by special treaty
with Baldwin [above, Chapter 8, note 64, and Chapter 9, text and note 32] ) the

Kingdom of Thessalonica; and Baldwin, Constantinople with the four great Aegean
islands.

** Cf . Dade, 38.
** On this see Sanudo, Fragmentum, 172-173, and Canale 502, Cf. Dade, 40;

and see esp. the article of R. L. Wolff, "Mortgage and Redemption of an Emperor's
Son/' which shows that sometime between June 1258 and May 1261, when
Marie of Brienne was visiting Castile in order to secure financial aid to redeem her

son Philip (held by Venetian merchants as surety for a loan to Baldwin), she at

the same time negotiated with Alfonso to marry Philip to a daughter of Alfonso,

hoping thereby to secure Castilian aid for her husband's tottering Latin Empire.
The negotiations, however, which seem stall to have been alive in 1266 (ibid., 70),
were nullified by the Treaty of Viterbo (1267), by the terms of which Philip in

1273 married Beatrice, daughter of Charles of Anjou. Subsequently, with Beatrice's

death and a shift in the political scene, the negotiations for Philip's union with a

Castilian princess were revived, in 1281, only to collapse again and lead to no
result. On all this see Wolffs article, passim, esp. 64, 71-75, and, for bibliography
on Alfonso, notes 23 and 60, For the relations between Alfonso and Michael

Palaeologus in particular see below, Chapters 12-14.
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somewhat more successful, culminating on 8 April 1270 in a treaty

by the terms of which Ferrante, for a monetary consideration,

pledged a corps of one hundred troops to fight for one year in

Sicily or the Greek Empire. Ferrante himself and his troops were

to appear in Trapani, Sicily, in August of 1270. 114

It seems, on tie other hand, that a proposal made by Michael

to King James I of Aragon in the previous year had not resulted

in the accord sought by the Emperor.
115

James himself informs

us that in 1269 envoys of Michael, together with those of Abagha,

Mongol ruler of Persia and son-in-law of Michael, appeared in

Valencia, offering aid ("supplies by sea") to the King for his

projected crusade to the Holy Land.116
Though the motives of

Michael were ostensibly to foster the crusade, it may well be that

his proposal was really a pretext for seeking an Aragonese al-

liance so as to forestall Aragonese inclusion in an anti-Byzantine

entente with Baldwin, Charles, and Castile.
117 A few years after

the Greek recovery of Constantinople, Baldwin had appeared in

Castile, and, as noted, the Latin Empress Marie of Brienne

journeyed to Castile as well as Aragon. These visits, according
to Canale and Aragonese sources, were for the purpose of secur-

ing aid against Palaeologus.
118

n4
Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti, 97 and 104-105, 110; Filangieri, III, 109; IV,

60, 130, where Charles refers to Ferrante endearingly and also becomes allied to

him. Cf. Dade, 40; Sternfeld, Ludwigs des Heiligen Kreuzzug, 203; and esp. R.

Rbhricht, "Der Kreuzzug Konig Jacobs I. von Aragomen," Mitt, aus d. oesterr.

Gesch., XI (1890) 372ft Evidently nothing of importance resulted. Similar im-

plication in Wolff, "Mortgage and Redemption," 80, note 90.
115
Which, however, did not hinder the establishment of Greco-Catalan com-

mercial relations in Constantinople. See below, Chapter 10, note 90.
119 See The Chronicle of James I King of Aragon, trans. J. Forster, II (London,

1883) 599-600.
117 Cf. Sternfeld, Ludwigs des Heiligen Kreuzzug, 174. In the outline for the

Greco-Venetian treaty of 1265, Michael had listed the "Rex Aragonum" among his

potential enemies with whom Venice was not to ally against him (T.-Th., Ill, 79).
^Canale, 502: "D'ileuc (Venise) s'en alerent (Li Empereor et Marc lustin-

iens) au Roi de Castele et il leur promist de doner chevaliers a plante." Sanudo,
Fragmentum, 172-173: "imperatrix uxor eius precesserat ad petendum auxilia

regum, . . . inter alios vero regis Aragoniam Jacobi ac etiam n'Anfossi generi sui

regis Castelle," On this see esp. Wolff, "Mortgage and Redemption," 46, 64; also

F. Soldevila, "Le voyage de Marie de Brienne en Espagne," Attt dello VIII con-

gresso internaziondle di studi bizantini di Palermo, 1951 (Rome, 1953) 476.
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In the fall of 1269 Charles made a resolute public bid to win
Venice to his cause. After dispatching as envoys to the Doge the

trusted Achaian knight Erard d'Aunoy and the Abbot of Monte-

cassino, Charles on September 7 and 15 issued two edicts, actually
declarations of war against Palaeologus, in which he appealed to

the solidarity of Latin Catholicism particularly Venetian

against the Greeks. The second and more important began:

We, Charles ... in view of the injury committed by Palaeologus and
other Greeks against the Holy Roman Church and the Christian faith,

and against the magnificent Princes, Baldwin, by the grace of God

Constantinopolitan Emperor of Romania, Lorenzo Tiepolo, our very
dear friend the Doge of the Venetians, and William, Prince of Achaia,
and against the men of Venice and other faithful Christians . . .

It went on to say that the purpose of the war was to restore to

the Holy Roman Church and to Venice "the rights which they had
and ought to have in the Constantinopolitan Empire.*'

119

For all these grandiloquent phrases, the extended pourparlers
between the Angevin envoys and the Doge failed to create an

alliance. Charles's policy in north Italy and the Balkans, especially
on the shores of the Adriatic, had stirred too many Venetian ap-

prehensions. Moreover, the Venetians, for the time being, had

recovered commercial privileges in the Byzantine Empire. Thus

in answer to Charles's exhortations the Doge diplomatically main-

tained the necessity of awaiting the expiration of his treaty with

Michael.120

Though Venice held aloof, Charles pushed ahead with his

preparations. Concentrating on Achaia, he expended much effort

to prepare it as his main base against Michael. He even forbade

merchants to cross between the Regno and Greek territories,
121

the reason for which, evidently, was to prevent the flow of in-

ue Del Giudice, Cod. dipl, I, 301, note, and cf. 300. See also the excerpts from
a manuscript quoted in Zalcythinos, Despotat, I, 48, note 1.

120 See M. Niccolini, "Sui rapporti diplomatici veneto-napoletani durante i regni
di Carlo I e Carlo II d'Angi6," Arch. st. prov. nap., LX (1935) 261.
m Del Giudice, Cod, dipl, III, 51-52, edict dated 5 April 1269. Merchants

could not travel "ad terram palogi." See also Carabellese, 35 and note 1.
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telligence from Sicily to Constantinople as well as to block the

export of provisions from Sicily to Greek territories.

Unable to secure Venetian naval support, Charles took meas-

ures to strengthen his own fleet. After Tagliacozzo there began an

intense, accelerated activity in the harbors and dockyards of

southern Italy, evidenced by the vast number of rescripts directed

by Charles to officials of that area. The continual use in the edicts

of phrases such as "pro quibusdam arduis . . . servitiis" and the

constant dispatch of secret royal agents to the area attest to an

increased activity that may well have been in preparation for an

attack on Byzantium.
122 Of particular importance in this con-

nection are directives ordering justiciars to accelerate prepara-
tions "for the expedition against Romania." But the wording of a

number of rescripts discloses that, however demanding the direc-

tives of Charles, Angevin preparations underwent considerable

difficulties and delays.
123

The importance of the Morea in Charles's plan is indicated

by the amount of provisions, money, and troops he sent there.124

As a result of almost constant warfare, Moreot agriculture had

been greatly neglected, and the resources of the principality,

normally insufficient for the needs of population and army, had

to be supplemented by the import of provisions from Apulia,

Already in 1268, to facilitate military operations, Charles had
sent to the Morea the first of a series of governors bearing the

title of bailli^ In March of 1270 a fleet of twenty-five ships under

the command of Ansel de Toucy was ordered to sail from Bari

for the Morea. In April a new directive was issued and still an-

other the following May, at which time the Angevin admiral was
instructed to go to the aid of William of Achaia against the

128
Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti, 86-87 (esp. of 17 December 1269); also Cara-

bellese, 15 and note 1.
128

E.g., Charles wrote to a justiciar of southern Italy that "negotium Achaye
. . . dilationem non patitur" ( Carabellese, 52, note 1).

*** On this see esp. Cerone, "La sovranita," 33-35ff. Cf. Zakythinos, Despotat,
I, 49.

325
First Galeran d'lvry, then Philip de Lagonessa. See Greek Chron., 11.

6536&; also Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 48-49. Cf. Ptolemy of Lucca, Historic, col.

1162, which probably refers to Angevin troops now sent to Achaia.
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Greeks of Mistra. 126 But if these ships actually sailed,
127

their

support was of little avail, a fact for which the involvement of

Charles in the crusade of his brother to Tunis and the diplomatic

activity of Michael Palaeologus were to be responsible.

MICHAEL'S APPEAL TO KING LOUIS ix OF FRANCE AND THE
CRUSADE OF LOUIS TO TUNIS (1269-1270)

With fewer military resources at his disposal, Michael had to

resort to diplomacy in order to check Charles before the latter

could launch his expedition against Byzantium. For this purpose
the Emperor dispatched several embassies to the West.128

Thus,
under the year 1269, the Annales lanuenses state that

legates of ... the Greek Emperor came to Genoa in order to speak
to the Pope and the Kings of France and Sicily. They remained for

many days, then, as is believed, departed for destinations to which they
were sent. What they did or proposed, however, was not known to all.

129

The purport of this cryptic passage, with its suggestive references

to the Curia, France, and Sicily, becomes clearer as we examine

the overall situation at this time.

The death of Clement IV (28 November 1268) and the suc-

cess of Charles in blocking the election of a new pontiff
13

had, as

we have seen, eliminated the last remaining restraint upon
Charles. But Michael, searching desperately for another counter-

130
Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti, 108, 117-118, 131, and esp. 128, of 31 July.

Cerone, "La sovranita," 51-52, and 48-50; and Carabellese, 14.
127 See G. del Giudice, Diplomi inediti di Re Carlo I su cose marittime (Naples,

1871) 10, according to which the fleet had not yet sailed by 26 September 1270:

"viginti quinque . . . vassellorum ad paries Achaye profecturorum." But cf. Stern-

feld, Ludwigs des Heiligen Rreuzzug, 297, who writes that it sailed in August of

1270.
128

Cf. Dolger, Rege$ten, nos. 1967, 1968, and 1971.
129 Ann. Jan., IV, 115, which also mention legates of "the sultan of Babylon and

the Tatars."
130 The election of a new pope, Gregory X, was finally forced by tiae podesta

of Viterbo, who locked up the cardinals in conclave until a choice was made! See

Berger de Xivrey, "Notice d'un manuscrit grec du 13 siecle," Bibl cole des

Chartes, sen V, IV (Paris, 1863) 97.
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poise, was able to make shrewd appeal to the leading ruler of

the West, King Lotus IX of France, the elder and universally re-

spected brother of Charles himself, whose vast prestige as arbiter

between monarchs was well known. 131 Louis by now had almost

completed preparations for a crusade to the Holy Land, and there-

fore a strong argument for French intervention in Greco-Sicilian

affairs would be the adverse effect of Charles's projected expedi-

tion on Louis's own cherished plans for a crusade. Not only would

Louis be deprived of Charles's support, with the Angevin troops

engaged against Byzantium, but Michael too would be unable to

offer military assistance. (It will be recalled that Pope Clement

himself had disclosed Louis's intended crusade to Michael, in a

letter discussing the Emperor's contribution to a joint Greco-Latin

expedition to the Holy Land.)
132

Louis responded to the imperial embassy
133

by dispatching

envoys, who reached the Bosporus early in the following year

(1270).
134 The French ruler had been deeply stirred by Michael's

reference to a crusade, for, as has been astutely observed, where

the question of a crusade was concerned, Louis ceased to exercise

really clear judgment.
135 In the early months of 1270 Michael sent

a second and more urgent message to the King of France, de-

claring himself, his clergy, and people ready, for the sake of union,

to submit unconditionally to Louis's personal decision in the con-

flict with Charles. An immediate response was requested, since,

m Louis was asked, for example, to arbitrate between King John (Lackland) of

England and his nobles.
183 See Jordan, Reg. Cttm., no. 1201, 404 (= Tautu, Acta, no. 25, 71).
138 On the date of the embassy see L. Br&rier, "Une ambassade Byzantine au

camp de St. Louis devant Tunis,' Melanges lorga (Paris, 1933) 140, note 1, who
(basing his opinion on Cod. Coislianus, no. 200, in Berger de Xivrey, "Notice,"

100), sets it kter than do Chapman, 86, and Norden, 464, who fix it at the be-

ginning of 1269. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, nos. 1967-1968. Pachymeres, incidentally,
fails to mention this embassy to Louis. The famous Greek Franciscan John Para-
stron was an imperial envoy to Louis about this time, as indicated in a Greek New
Testament presented to Louis. See Berger de Xivrey, "Notice," 97ff. On Parastron
see below, Chapter 11, text and notes 39-42.m See Angevin diploma of 17 December 1269 ordering horses to be prepared
for the transportation of Louis's envoys to Romania "pro quibusdam servitiis"

(Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti, 86). On the texts, see Dolger, Regesten, no. 1968.
135 C. Petit-Dutaillis, in Cambr. Med. Hist., VI, 360.
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Michael wrote pointedly, not all of his embassies to the Curia

were reaching their destination.136

Louis was impressed by Michael's unreserved submission to

his judgment, but he felt that he could not act for the church with-

out the sanction of the Curia.137
Accordingly, he informed the Em-

peror that he would advise the Cardinals of the request for union,

recommending immediate consideration and the dispatch of the

high-ranking Bishop of Albano to Constantinople. The reaction of

the Cardinals is worthy of note: while accepting the proposals of

Louis, they warned him to beware of the "insincerity and pro-
crastination of the Greeks." 13S Before his departure for the East,

the Bishop of Albano was carefully instructed by the Curia as to

demands to be made of the Emperor in order to guarantee con-

version of the Greek clergy. Most important was a directive for

the convocation of a preliminary council in the East, at which the

Emperor, his ecclesiastics, and people openly had to profess the

confession of faith and Roman primacy as enclosed in the previous
letter of Clement IV. Written records of these professions of faith,

publicly circulated in Greek churches and monasteries, were then

to be dispatched to the Holy See.139

Whether or not another Greek embassy reached Paris before

Louis's departure on his ill-fated Tunisian crusade has been a

subject of dispute.
140 We know from Pachymeres, at any rate, that

136 See Raynaldus, a. 1270, 3 (quoted in full in Tautu, Acta, no. 29, 79). The
embassies exchanged by Louis and Michael are difficult to disentangle because, as

Dolger points out in Regesten, no. 1971, we have to deal with at least three em-
bassies for which some of the documentary evidence is lost. On these embassies

see Br6hier, "Une ambassade," 139fL For texts of the correspondence between
Louis and the Curia see Tautu, Acta, nos. 29 and 29a, 78 and esp. 84-85.

137 "Suum non erat tale in eodem neeotio" (Tautu, Ada, 79).
188 "Frustrata longae deductionis ambagibus saepefatae Sedis intentio" (Tautu,

Acta, 84).
189 "In Concilio de Graecis generaliter congregando . . . explicite, ac aperte

. . . profiteantur, praestito juramento. . . De hujusmodi autem professionibus fient

pubhca instrumenta . . . (et) in cathedralibus et aliis solemnibus ecclesiis et

monasteriis . . . redigantur . . ." (Tautu, Acta, 84, 82-83, and Raynaldus, a.

1270, ^5.
^On this see Dolger, Regesten, no. 1971, and Brhier, "Une ambassade,"

141 and note 2. Evidence for existence of the embassy is a passage written by a

later hand in the Greek New Testament ("venit alius") mentioned above. On this

specifically see Berger de Xivrey, "Notice," 98-99.
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about the month of June, 1270, the Emperor dispatched to Louis

an impressive embassy consisting of John Bekkos, Chartophylax
of Hagia Sophia, and Constantine Meliteniotes, Archdeacon of

the imperial clergy, bearing many splendid gifts.
141 The Greek

envoys, together with the French ambassadors still at the Greek

capital,
142

journeyed from the Golden Horn to Avlona, embarked

from there by boat, and then touched at Cape Passaro in Sicily.

There, however, they learned that Louis had already departed for

Tunis.143 Fearful of capture, the legates crossed during a violent

storm to Carthage, arriving sometime after August 3. Immediately
the Greek ambassadors presented their letter to Louis, but the

King, gravely ill and involved in a desperate battle with the Mus-

lims, delayed his response. Only on the very eve of his death (24

August) could he muster sufficient strength to receive the envoys.

Expressing a profound desire for peace between his brother and

Michael, he promised to promote that end should he live. But his

death immediately thereafter caused Michael's hopes once more

to founder. And so Bekkos and Meliteniotes, "their hands empty

except for promises," departed for the Bosporus at almost the

very moment that Charles and his troops were debarking at Car-

thage to aid Louis.144

141 The purpose of which was to persuade Louis to curb Charles. See Pach., 361,
11. 5-22, and 362, 11. 1-9. This is corroborated by the Primate, a contemporary
French monk of the convent of Saint-Denis, who wrote that the embassy was sent

"pour empetrer pais avec le roy de Secile" (M. Bouquet, Recueil des historians des

Gaules et de la France, XXIII, 73e). R. Souarn, "Tentatives d'union avec Rome:
Un patriarche grec . . . ," Echos d'Orient, III (1899) 233, notes that Pachymeres
does not state if the envoys were charged to renew unionist negotiations with Louis.

Souarn maintains that had they been, they would have been sent instead to the

Curia.
142 See Primate, in Bouquet, Recueil, XXIII, 73d: "les messages de Temperere

des Griex vindrent, avec les messages du roy de France, de Grice." Cf. Br6hier,
"Une ambassade," 143.^

It is not proposed here to enter into the controversy over whether or not
Charles diverted Louis's crusade from the Holy Land to Tunis in order to serve his

own ends. On this see Lavisse, Histoire de France, III, 2, 101-102; Stemfeld, Lud-

wigs des Heiligen Krettzzug, 206-207 and 234r-235; Norden, 468; G. Monti,
"Tunisia, Italia meridionale e Sicilia nel Medioevo," Nuova antologia ( 1939 ) ; and,

recently, Leonard, Les Angevins de Naples, 106. It is difficult, however, to escape
the conclusion that if Charles's great objective was Constantinople, he would have
avoided his brother's crusade to Tunis were it at all possible.

144 On the entire incident see Pach., 362-364. Also Primate, in Bouquet, Recueil,
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After the death of his brother, Charles assumed command of

all the French forces in place of Louis's severely ill son, Philip III,

who, with the Emperor Baldwin, had accompanied his father to

Tunis. 145
It is difficult to believe that with powerful French as well

as Sicilian forces now at his disposal Charles did not consider the

advisability of soon launching an expedition against Constanti-

nople.
146 But whatever his intent, for the present at least he di-

rected his attention to the achievement of a brilliant victory over

the Emir of Tunis, and in November he sailed with his troops to

the port of Trapani in Sicily, where, it may be recalled, Prince

Ferrante of Aragon and his troops were to have arrived a few
months before for service against Byzantium.

147

With the deaths of Clement IV, then Louis, and even of the

Curial representative, the Bishop of Albano (who had likewise

accompanied Louis to Tunis ) ,

148 no power remained in the West

XXIII, 73, who records that the death of Louis was so meaningful to the Greek

envoys that they wept, "car il doubtoient . . . que le roy de Secille quant son

frere . . . fu mort, ne meist agues pour eulz prendre." Cf. Norden, 468. On the

date of the embassy's arrival see Brehier, "Une ambassade," 142; and see the same
article especially for a comparison of the accounts of Pachymeres and the Primate,
who alone have described the Greek embassy at Tunis. The two versions differ

mainly with respect to the envoys' audience with Louis, Pachymeres recording it in

detail, and the Primate not mentioning it. Br6hier, 145-146, believes in the greater

reliability of Pachymeres' account, as that author drew his information from

Bekkos, a protagonist in the event. The account of the Primate, on the other hand,
was secured indirectly and contains contradictions.

145 On the apparent presence of Baldwin see the peace terms made by Charles's

nephew Philip with the Muslims, in Side
Sacy,

"M&noire sur le traite" fait entre le

roi de Tunis et Philippe," M6moires de I'academie des inscriptions et belles-lettres,

N.S , IX (1831) 466. Cf. Stemfeld, op. tit., 268ff.
140 See Sternfeld, Ludwigs des Heiligen Kreuzzug, 203-204; Dade, 41; and

Previt-Orton, Cambr. Med. Hist., VI, 191. Norden, 464 (based on William de

Nangis, Chronique latine, ed. H. G&aud [Paris, 1843] in Soci&e de Vhistoire

de France, I, 480) believes that Charles aimed to begin a campaign in Greece in

1270. Cf. Minieri-Riccio, II regno di Carlo, I, 92, on a complaint of one Ruggiero
Maramonte of Otranto that he had been stripped by Toucy of his possessions
because he had not participated in the expedition to Achaia "in the year of the

elapsed thirteenth indiction," which, according to Minieri-Riccio, would extend

from 1 September 1269 to 31 August 1270, i.e., at the time of the Tunisian ex-

pedition.
U7 See treaty between Ferrante and Charles in Minieri-Riccio, Alcuni fatti,

110. Cf. above, text and note 114. As mentioned, nothing seems to have come of

this treaty.
148

Primate, in Bouquet, Recuett, XXIH, 73d.
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able to block Charles. Matters were becoming desperate for the

Greeks when suddenly fate itself seemed to intervene. On the ar-

rival of the Latin ships in Trapani, on November 22, so violent a

storm arose that practically the entire fleet was demolished: eight-
een great warships, countless smaller vessels, thousands of men
and horses, and huge stocks of provisions all went to the bottom.149

With the preparations of years destroyed, an Angevin expedition

against Constantinople was now manifestly impossible. To the

Greeks of Byzantium it must have seemed as if the Virgin, their

protector, had saved them from disaster.
150

149 William of Nangis, "Gesta Philippi Tertii Francorum Regis," in Bouquet,
Recueil, XX, 480: "perierunt . . . circa quatuor millia personarum utriusque sexus

. . . et decem et octo naves fortes et magnae, cum multis minoribus, et cum equis
multis et rebus infinitis." Many of these probably were Sicilian troops, since the

French army had been decimated in Tunis. Also see Bartolomeo of Neocastro,
Historia Simla, HISS, XIII (1921) 10: "vasa periclitantur, naves franguntur,
thesauri merguntur,"

160 Yet the Greek sources are surprisingly silent regarding Trapani (nor is the
disaster even mentioned by Chapman). We may be sure, however, that Palae-

ologus, alarmed by Charles s rapid successes against Manfred, Conradin, and now
the Tunisian Emir, was quickly made aware of it by his agents. On the attitude of

Western chroniclers that the disaster was God's judgment, cf. Saba Malaspina,
Historia, ed. Del Re, II, 295: "quod excessu exigente culparum," and esp. An-
nates Placentini Gibellini, in UGH SS, XVIII, 549: "Deus qui vindex est . . .

circa 60 ligna cum omnibus . . . perierunt, et fuerunt numero plus quindecim
millibus."
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(1270-1274)

ANGEVIN MIIJTARY AND DIPLOMATIC PENETRATION OF THE BALKANS:

ACHAIA, EPIRUS, ALBANIA, BULGARIA, AND SERBIA

While Charles was occupied with the Tunisian

crusade, Michael took advantage of his rival's

involvement to resume attacks on Achaia. His aim was to take

the entire peninsula. Accordingly, in the same year (1270) he

sent to Monemvasia a large army of Asiatic Greeks, Cumans, and
Turks under a new commander, very possibly his nephew, the

Protostrator Alexios Philanthropenos.
1 The attack of the imperial

forces was met by the Frankish barons, led by William of Achaia

himself. Prince William had only recently returned from Italy,

where he had conferred with Charles about the defense of the

Morea and presumably about the approaching marriage of his

daughter, Isabella, to the second son of Charles, Philip of Anjou.
2

For almost two years the Greek troops devastated Moreot ter-

ritory, but in spite of Achaian inferiority in numbers and re-

sources,
8 no important engagement took place.

4
It was not until

1 Commander's name suggested by Hopf, Geschichte, 292. Cf. Greek Chron.

Morea, 11. 6487-6488, and French, par. 456.
3 The wedding took place at Trani (Apulia) in May of 1271. See Greek Chron.,

1. 6476, and French Chron., pars. 439-455. Cf. Cerone, "La sovranita," 199.
8 See Carabellese, 18fL, for Angevin documents regarding the shipment of

grain and other provisions to Achaia.
*
According to Chapman, 88, who cites no source, the Greeks retook all parts of

the Peloponnese lost after the defeat of Philes.
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February of 1272 that the imperial troops were challenged by an

additional force of seven hundred cavalry and infantrymen dis-

patched to the Morea by Charles under the command of his bail-

li, Dreux de Beaumont.5 Such aid would undoubtedly have been

provided sooner had it not been for Charles's losses at Trapani and,

as eloquently attested by Sicilian diplomas, the expenses and de-

lays that arose in preparing the troops for embarkation.6

Assuming control of military operations, Beaumont established

his base at Nikli, near the center of the Morea and not far from the

Byzantine headquarters at Mistra. He intended to engage the

Greek troops in open battle and then to advance to the strongly-

fortified Mistra, but the Greek commander, on direct orders from

Palaeologus (who remembered the disaster at Prinitza), took

care to avoid an encounter on the plains. Beaumont's inability

to meet the Greek forces in pitched battle, plus the difficulty of

terrain between Nikli and Mistra, persuaded him to await the

enemy at his base at Nikli.
7 Meanwhile his troops engaged in pil-

laging Greek territory as far as the port of Monemvasia. At last,

however, unable to accomplish anything of importance, both

Beaumont and William departed, entrusting the security of the

area to a detachment of troops under John de Nivelet.8

During the following two year period, from 1272 to 1274, the

struggle over the Morea became progressively less violent, and

the focus of the Greco-Latin conflict, diplomatic as well as mili-

tary, shifted to other areas to the Aegean islands, the central

Balkans, and especially to Albania.

6
Cerone, "La sovranita," 207. Cf. Longnon, L'Empire Latin, 241, who dates

the dispatch of aid in 1271. The Greek Chron. Mor.9 1. 6533, and French Chron.,

pars. 468-469, both mistakenly call the commander Galeran dlvry. Cf. Sanudo,
Istoria, 128: "Marescalco in Romania . . . seco 700 Huomini." Also Zakythinos,

Despotat, I, 53, note 4, who emphasizes the inaccuracies in this part of the Chron-
icle of Morea.

8 See Carabellese, 20 and esp. 21, an angry letter of Charles, dated 22 August
1271, to the justiciar of Ban, notifying him to punish Philip of Santacroce for not

having the troops and transports ready to sail to Achaia on the date prescribed, a

delay causing him great expense: "longam moram propter quod incurrimus magna
dampna in expensis dictorum militum."

7 Greek Chron., 11. 6662-6665 and 6685ff.

8
Nivelet had lost his fief of Gueraki to PaJaeologus by the treaty of Constan-
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In 1271 the designs of Charles in Greece seemed favored by
the death of Michael II Angelos, Despot of Epirus. The Despot's
considerable possessions, extending, it will be recalled, along the

western coast of Greece and much of modern Albania, were di-

vided between two of his sons. The eldest, Nikephoros, inherited

old Epirus with its capital at Arta, while his half-brother, John
the Bastard, secured Thessaly, of which the capital was Neopatras.

Palaeologus, fearing lest both Angeloi be drawn into the Angevin
orbit, formed an alliance with Nikephoros by giving him a niece

in marriage. The Emperor likewise arranged another union be-

tween his nephew, Andronikos Tarchaneiotes, and the daughter
of the more able Bastard, to whom he granted the title of Sebas-

tokrator.
9 Tarchaneiotes was then appointed imperial Grand Con-

stable and governor of Adrianople and the surrounding territory,

contiguous to the Bastard's principality of Thessaly. Thus, through
these two diplomatic marriages, peace was for a time preserved
between the Emperor and the sons of Michael of Epirus,

10

But ambition and perhaps dissatisfaction with his inheritance

soon drove the Bastard to assume his father's role as principal
Greek adversary of Palaeologus. John's pretext for taking arms

was the desire to aid his son-in-law, Andronikos Tarchaneiotes,

who had fled to his court, angered it seems by imperial preference
for Andronikos' brother. As the Emperor prepared to punish An-

dronikos, the latter enlisted the aid of the Tatars, who thereupon
entered the pillaged imperial territory.

11
It is at this time that we

have the first evidence of contact between John the Bastard and

Charles, as attested by an Angevin rescript dated 13 April 1273,

in which Charles refers to John as "our very dear friend . . . the

Duke of Patera/*
12

Although it seems clear that a commercial

agreement was then entered into, it is likely that progress was

tinople. See Greek Chron., 1. 6713. Cf. Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 52-53, and Long-
non, UEmpire Latin, 241, Chapman is inadequate here.

9
Pach., 308, 11 18-19, and Greg., 130, U. 17-18. Nikephoros had already been

named Despot by Theodore II Lascaris. See Acrop., 134, 1. 5.

10 On relations between Palaeologus and the sons of Michael II see Pach., 307-

309 and 322, U. 5-11. Also Greg., HQff.
n
Pach.,322ff.

ia
Carabellese, 38 and esp. 36, note 3: "Ducis Patere Karissimi amici nostri" (c.
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made towards the creation of a political alliance against Palaeolo-

gus as well.

The unexpected calamity at Trapani had forced Charles to

postpone his expedition against Constantinople, but the setback

was only temporary, for he immediately began to rebuild his

shattered fleet and refurbish his alliances. His diplomacy was now
aimed at completely encircling the Greek Empire in the Balkans

so as to render feasible a land expedition against the capital. While

therefore taking care to strengthen his Achaian and Thessalian

connections, Charles also sought closer relations with the Bulgars,

Serbs, Hungarians, Albanians, and even the distant Mongols.
12*

The Bulgars at first seemed drawn to the side of the Emperor.
The latter had tried to win them from Charles by promising to the

Bulgar Tsar, Constantine Tich, the Black Sea ports of Anchialos

and Mesembria, on condition that Tich marry Maria, daughter of

Michael's sister Eulogia. The Tsar, fearing a new invasion of the

Mongol Golden Horde, allies of Palaeologus, accepted, and in

1272 the marriage was performed. However, the promised cities

were never transferred, which embittered the Bulgars and induced

them to remain faithful to Charles.13

Charles's relations with the Serbs were even more satisfactory.

It was to his advantage that Michael's plan for a marriage between

his second son, Constantine, and a daughter'of the Krai, Stephen
Uro I, was not realized. The Serbs instead remained receptive to

Angevin advances. So cordial did Serbo-Sicilian relations subse-

quently become that many Serbs enrolled in Angevin service, some
even establishing colonies in southern Italy.

14

The case of the Hungarians was somewhat more complex. Al-

Arch. st it., XXII, 16-17, and 19). The Bastard was permitted the free export of

silk to Apulia, and the import of twenty horses from there.
124 On relations with the Mongols see esp. Minieri-Riccio, ALcuni fatti, 53,

dated 10 June 1269, and 15 January and 3 December 1270.
33
Pach., 342-549.

" On their relations see Minieri-Riccio, Saggio di codice diplomatico, I ( Naples,
1878) 114, no. 133, Carabellese, 38-40; and V. Makusev, 'The Italian Archives

and the Materials They Contain on the History of the Slavs" (in Russian), II (St.

Petersburg, 1871) 67-68 (supplement to vol. XIX of "Review of the Academy of
Sciences, no. 3).
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though, as noted, they were already allied to the King of Sicily,
15

the Emperor through careful negotiations also managed to estab-

lish close relations with them. Thus in November of 1272 a Greco-

Hungarian alliance was created through the marriage of Androni-

kos, Michael's eldest son and heir, to Anna, daughter of King Ste-

phen V.16 Besides the averting of the menace of an Angevin-Serb-

Hungarian coalition, another consideration prompting this accord

may have been the danger of an understanding between Hungary
and the disaffected Lascarid party in the Byzantine Empire. Such

an assumption may perhaps be made from a statement of Pachy-
meres that the Hungarian union was contracted by the Emperor
"because of Lascarid blood in the veins of the Hungarian royal

family."
17

It is interesting to note also in connection with Androni-

kos and his bride that when, in November of 1272, Michael con-

ferred on his son the title of co-Emperor, he bestowed upon him
and Anna privileges never before granted to a junior emperor,

18

Charles's unceasing efforts to penetrate the Balkans resulted

in the creation of a new kingdom, that of Albania. Long the pawns
of the rulers of Epirus, Nicaea, and Hohenstaufen Sicily, the Al-

banian nobles and townsmen (especially those of Dyrrachium)
had on the death of Michael II in 1271 reasserted their desire for

independence. This was all the encouragement Charles needed.

Taking advantage of the weakness of the new Epirot ruler, Nike-

phoros, and justifying his claim to parts of Albania by the conven-

tion of Viterbo (which had transferred Manfred's dowry to him

by right of conquest), Charles on 21 February 1272 signed a

treaty with the Albanians. In exchange for Angevin protection

against the Greeks and a promise to respect Albanian "priv-

15 See Chapter 9, notes 98-99.
M
Pach., 317-318, and Greg., 109, 11. 7ff. Cf. also Pach., 317, 11. 6-8: "and when

it became necessary to match him [Andronikos] with a proper wife, it was not easy
to send embassies to the Italians [i.e., the Latins] since Charles's territory of

Apulia lay between."
17
Pach., 318, 11. 5-7, The mother of the Hungarian long, Stephen V, was a

daughter of Theodore I Lascaris. On the Lascarid malcontents see above, esp.

Chapter 5, note 8.

Pach., 318E, and Greg., 109, 11. 9ff. Cf. A. Heisenberg, "Aus der Geschichte

und Literatur der Palaiologenzeit/' Sttzungsber. d. bayr. Akad., Phil-Hist. Kl,

(1920) 50.
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lieges,"
19 the latter elected Charles and his successors Kings of

Albania.20
Thus, with the establishment of this new kingdom, a

powerful Angevin wedge was driven into the Byzantine sphere
of influence in the Balkans*21

The gravity of this new development of course alarmed the

Emperor, who had observed with growing concern the rapidity

with which Charles had successively disposed of Manfred, Con-

radin, and the Emir of Tunis. With a resourcefulness typical of

his diplomacy Michael immediately attempted to foment a revolt

of the Albanians against their new ruler. This is revealed by a

letter of Charles dated 1 September 1272, in which he thanked

the Albanian nobles for transmitting to him letters sent them by

Palaeologus. Instructing the Albanians "vigorously and powerfully
to wage war against our enemy," Charles further warned them "to

beware of the machinations of Palaeologus by means of which he

has already deceived you in other respects/'
22 Charles at once be-

gan to develop his Albanian kingdom as a northern base against

Constantinople. As early as 1272 he appointed a vicar ( or captain-

general) for Albania with headquarters at Dyrrachium. The post
19 In 1273, for example, Charles invested the Albanian Paul Kropa with various

territories (Acta et diplomata res Albaniae mediae aetatis iUustrantia [Vienna,
1913-1918] I, no. 300, 86). Not all the Albanian population was pro-Angevin,
however. Many Albanian nobles were probably drawn to Charles because of their

Catholicism and especially their desire to rid themselves of the Greeks, but others

were either independent or partial to the Greeks. See Carabellese, 47ff. Cf. Norden,
479, and Hopf, Geschichte, 299-300.

20 For the document see Acta Albaniae, I, 77, no. 269. Charles wrote that "pre-
lati, comites, barones, mihtes, burgenses, universitates ac etiam singulares homines
Albanie" elected him. The fact, however, that Avlona and Dyrrachium had already
fallen to Charles by force of arms was doubtless important. P. Durrieu, Les archives

angevines de Naples, I, 191, cites Charles's new title: "Dei gratia rex Sicilie et

Albanie, etc/* For further information on Albano-Angevin relations, see Acta Al-

baniae, nos. 269ff.; Carabellese, chs. Ill and IV; G. Monti, La espansione Mediter-
ranea del Mezzogiorno d'ltalia e delta Sicilia (Bologna, 1942) 141ff.; and the same
author's "La dominazione napoletana in Albania: Carlo I d'Angi6, primo re degli
Albanesi," Rivteta d'Albania, I (1940) Iff.

21 Avlona was taken before 4 July 1271 (del Giudice, La famiglia di Re Man-
fredi, pp. Ixxiv-lxxv, note 1). Dyrrachium fell before 20 February 1272 (Acta
Albaniae, I, 77, no. 268), that is, in February of 1271. On the boundaries of
Charles's new kingdom (which are difficult exactly to define) see Carabellese, 44-
45; and M. von Sufflay, "Die Grenzen Albaniens im Mittelalter," in L. de Thal-

loczy, lllyrisch-albanische Forschungen, I (Munich-Leipzig, 1916) 288ff.
28 Acta Albaniae, 1, 80, no. 282.
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was first filled by Gazo Chinardo, followed in 1273 by Anselm de

Cayeux.
23

Of the various Angevin activities in the Balkans the acquisi-
tion of Albania was most fraught with danger for Palaeologus.
Hitherto Achaia had been Charles's most important base. But the

difficulty of land communications with Constantinople rendered

it less valuable than Albania, whose strategic port of Dyrrachium
marked the western terminus of the Via Egnatia, the vital trans-

Balkan highway extending through Thessalonica directly to Con-

stantinople.

LICARIO AND THE FIRST IMPERIAL CAMPAIGN IN NEGROPONT

The Latin insular possession in Greece most coveted by Mi-

chael Palaeologus was Negropont. Governed more or less jointly

by three Lombard nobles (termed "triarchs") and the Venetians,

and subject to the suzerainty of the Prince of Achaia, the island

had considerable strategic and commercial importance. A bridge
to continental Greece, it possessed at least three strong fortresses

(Oreos, Negropont, and Karystos, located in the north, central,

and southern parts of the island respectively). It was, since the

loss of Constantinople, the seat of a Venetian bailli and the chief

Venetian naval station in Greece.24 And it seems to have been the

principal refuge for the notorious Latin corsairs infesting the Ae-

gean Sea.25 In short, together with Achaia it was the main center

in Greece of Latin resistance to Palaeologan designs for recon-

quest of the Balkans.

Greek naval forces under Alexios Philanthropenos had fre-

quently attacked Negropont in the past,
26 but real progress to-

28
Ibid., I, 77, no. 270 and 86, no. 299.

34 On die island's importance and history from 1205 on, see J. Bury, "The
Lombards and Venetians in Euboia," Jl. of Hellenic Studies, VII (1886) 309ff.

Each triarch had his own town center with the capital city of Negropont common
to all.

55
See, e.g., Sanudo, Istoria, 127 and esp. 120: "Quelli di Negroponte . . .

erano potenti e givano per Mar con loro Navilij, . . . ed inferivano moltt danni

alle parte dell' impero."*
E.g., during 1270 Palaeologus, in retaliation for raids by the triarchs on the
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wards subjugating the island was not made until about 1273, when
the Latin adventurer Licario was entrusted with the campaign.

27

Licario, ambitious son of a humble Veronese family established

in Negropont, had incurred the enmity of the Dalle Carceri, most

important of the island's triarchs, because of his secret liaison or

marriage to Felisa, the widow of one of them. Fleeing their wrath,

he seized the castle of Anemopylae, near Karystos, from which he

terrorized the surrounding area.
28

Soon, however, because of in-

security before the triarchs* superior forces or, as Sanudo remarks,

in order to acquire glory for himself,
29 Licario approached the

Greek admiral Alexios Philanthropenos and requested to enter

Greek service. Philanthropenos led him to the Emperor, who, im-

pressed doubtless by Licario's capabilities, his eagerness for re-

venge, and the possibility through him of attracting other Latins

to imperial service, came to an agreement with him. Palaeologus

promised imperial aid in defending his fortress, and Licario, in

Western feudal style, declared himself the vassal of the Emperor.
30

coasts of Asia Minor, attacked Oreos and captured many Latin nobles. Andrea

Dandolo, 317: "Palealogus indignatus, cum potenti stolo castrum Orey obsidet,

. . . et multos nobiles feudatarios captives conduxit.*'
27 Called Icarios by Pach., 410, 1. 19, and Greg., 195.
28 See Greg., 95. Sanudo, Istoria, 120: "detta Termopile." Cf. Pach., 410, who

terms Anemopylae a great island: Karapxcvra 5$ ical rfffov peyio-Tijs %v 'A^e/wTrrfXas

g0os TOLS l/cei Xc7p. On this passage see G. Zolotas, "TewypafiKk eh Hoxv^pW
'E7TTi7pis $iXoXo7i/eou 2v\\6yov ILapvaffffos, IX (Athens, 1906) 5ff. Also R. Guilland,
"Etudes de titulature et de prosopographie byzantines. Les chefs de la marine by-
zantine," Festschrift Dolger, (Byz. Zeit.) XLIV (1951) 231: "Licario, archonte de
la grande ile Anemopyle." Cf. J. Buchon, Nouvelles recherches historiques sur la

principaute fran^aise de Moree, II, p. Ixxviii, who believes that Pachymeres* "great
isle" refers to Thasos.

29
Sanudo, Istoria, 120: 'Xicario, che non si tenesse sicuro ivi [Anemopylae] 6

che non potesse patir il viver nascosamente e senza gloria." Cf. Greg., 95, and
Pach., 410.

30 See Ostrogorsky, Pour . . . la ftodaUtt byzantine, 238, note 3, citing an arti-

cle of Charanis, who in turn quotes Sanudo. The chronology of Licario's exploits
is difficult to establish. Chapman, 90, dates his rapprochement with the Emperor
between 1270 and 1274. However, K. Hopf,

<<

Veneto-byzantinische Analekten,"

Sitzungsber. d. Wiener Akad., Phil-hist. KL, XXXH (1859) 431, 463, 497-498
(an article unknown to Chapman) fixes on 1269 for his first capture of Greek is-

lands, i.e., Kos, Seriphos, and Stampaha (see next note). But Hopf, 463, seems mis-
taken when he spealcs of Licario as Grand Duke already in 1269, for Licario could
not have received this title until after the death of Alexios Philanthropenos, who,
according to Guilland, "Etudes de titulature, etc.," 231, was himself named Grand
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For both, the immediate aim was the capture of Negropont from
the Latins.

Guerilla warfare now began in earnest on the island. In a rapid

campaign Licario seized the castles of Larmena, Cuppa,
31

Clisura,

and Manducho.32 Alarmed at this success, the triarchs appealed
for assistance to their liege-lord, William of Achaia, and to Dreux
de Beaumont, the Sicilian commander in the area, both of whom
were compelled to abandon their campaign in the Morea and
march to the defense of Negropont. William was able to retake

the fortress of Cuppa, but the boastful Beaumont was beaten and

had to flee before Licario and the imperial troops.
33 While Beau-

mont was removed as bailli in Achaia,
34

Licario retained what he

had conquered as he waited to strike the next blow with reinforce-

ments from the Emperor.
35

UNIONIST NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN POPE GREGORY X AND
MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

In September of 1271, after a prolonged interregnum of three

years (the longest in the entire history of the papacy),
36

during
which Charles vainly attempted to sway the papal election, an

Duke only ca. 1271. Cf. Greg., 95. Pach., 41, 11. 7-9, says that Michael retained

Licario at first as a private citizen, entrusting him with infantry troops for the con-

quest of Negropont. Cf. also Sanudo, Istoria, 120 "[Licario] li [i.e., to Palaeologus]
diede quel loco."

31

Cuppa, with Oreos and perhaps Schiros, Zia, and Stalimene (Lemnos) had
been captured by Palaeologus navy in 1269, according to Estratti degli Annali

Veneti di Stefano Magno (ed. Hopf), in Chroniques grtco-rornanes, 182. Magno,
a sixteenth century Venetian, had access to Venetian documents subsequently de-

stroyed.
82
Sanudo, Istoria, 123.

38
Ibid., 128, esp.: "il Principe prese il Castello della Cuppa . . . ed il Mares-

calco fu rotto sotto Rio [Oreos] della Gente dell* Imperatore e se ne fugi . . . e

ne ebbe gran vergogna e disonore benche nel principle . . . facesse gran bravata."
84

Replaced apparently by William of Barre; see Arch. $t. it, XXII, 19.
88 The veracity of Sanudo's account of Licario's successful Negropontine cam-

paign in 1273 is
possibly

contradicted by an Angevin edict of 6 February 1274

(Arch. $t. it., XXIII, 39;, in which Charles speaks of the success of his arms the

preceding summer in Achaia: "arma . . . que fuerunt felicis estolii vassellorum

nostrorum armatorum estate proxhna preterita que ad partes Achaye navigarunt"

(cf. Norden, 477, note 1 ).
* A. Fliche and V, Martin, Histoire de T6gtise9

X (1950) 456,
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Italian assumed the tiara under the name of Gregory X. Vitally

interested in problems of the Holy Land, where he had hitherto

been papal legate, Gregory adopted a policy of which the principal
aim was the recovery of Jerusalem. To this end his ecclesiastical

negotiations with Byzantium, culminating in the celebrated union

of Lyons, were of central importance, not only because he saw a

religious entente as genuinely beneficial to all Christendom but

because he believed that only with Greek support could the Holy
Land be taken and successfully maintained.37

A prognostication of Gregory's policy toward Constantinople
was his dispatch from the Holy Land, even before his enthrone-

ment, of a systatic letter to Michael in which he announced his

election and made clear his disposition for union.38
Michael, how-

ever, did not promptly respond to this overture, a fact which

seems surprising in view of his growing anxiety over the prep-
arations of Charles. But the Emperor's conduct may have been

owing to internal difficulties within his Empire. Or, aware of

Gregory's advocacy of a crusade, he may have feared that Greek

participation in such an expedition would compromise his own

friendly relations with Baibars, the Mameluke ruler of Egypt,
whose power was the chief obstacle to recovery of the Holy
Land. 39 At any rate, when Gregory, in March of 1272, formally

proclaimed the convocation of a general council for the year 1274,

37 On relations between Gregory X and the Greeks, besides the works of Norden
and Hefele-Leclercq, Histoire des conciles, VI, pt. 1 (Paris, 1914) 153-218, see the

recent, careful studies of V. Laurent, "La croisade et la question d'Orient sous le

pontificat de Gr^goire X," Revue historique dtt sud-est europeen, XXII (1945)
105E; and "Gregoire X (1271-1276) et le profet d'une ligue antiturque," Echos

d'Orient, XXXVII (1938) 257-273 For a study exclusively on the exchange of

embassies, see J. Muller, "Die Legationen unter Papst Gregor X (1271-1276),"
Romische Quartalschrift, XXXVII (1929) 57ff.

^Pach., 369, 11, 9-17, and 370, 11. 1-2, alone reports this. See also mention of

Gregory's divinely-inspired dream regarding the crusade and the Greek union in

"Cronica S. Petri Erfordensis moderna," MGH SS, XXX, a. 1274, 407: "ecclesia

per te [Gregory] recuperat Terrain Sanctam atque Grecos."
88 See M. Canard, *Un traite entre Byzance et ITEgypte au XIII6

siecle et les

relations diplomatiques de Michel VIII Pal^ologue avec les sultans mamluks Bai-

bars et Quala'un," Melanges Gaudefroy-Demombynes (Cairo, 1937) 197-224.
Canard shows that the dates of 1266 and 1263, assigned respectively by Chapman
(149) and Bratianu (Rercherches, 206-207) for Michael's first treaty with Baibars,
should be corrected to 1262.
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to which Palaeologus as well as Western princes were to be in-

vited for the purpose of organizing a crusade, the Angevin party
in the Curia prevailed upon the Pope to withhold the invitation

to Michael until he had responded to Gregory's original com-

munication.40

Somewhat later, in the summer of 1272, John Parastron, a

Constantinople-born Franciscan, brought an imperial letter to

the Pope in which Michael, expressing regret that Gregory had
not stopped in Constantinople on his way to Italy, assured the

Pope of continued imperial solicitude for union.41 Militating

against acceptance of Michael's sentiment was the hostility of

the Angevin party in the Curia, which repeatedly emphasized
to Gregory that a speedier and more reliable union could be

achieved through re-establishment of the Latin Empire by force.
42

In disregard of Angevin protestations, however, Gregory, on 24

October 1272, sent an embassy back to the Bosporus headed by
Parastron and four Minorites, with instructions to announce to

the Emperor the convocation of the forthcoming council at Lyons,

to which ... it shall behoove you, and for which we desire and re-

quest you, to come personally if possible. ... so that regarding the

rest of the matters which are involved, we may proceed more securely
with your upright counsel.

Requesting an early reply from the Emperor, Gregory en-

closed the confession of faith already transmitted by Pope Clement

IV. Gregory further indicated his desire to begin negotiations on

40 See Gregory's letter to Michael dated 24 October 1272, in Registres de

GrSgoire X, ed. J. Guiraud (Paris, 1892) no. 194, 68B: "ipsorum tamen con-

sultu suspendimus missionem arixii expectantes ut a te, etc." Charles was in Rome
at this time, according to Durrieu, Les archives angevines, II, 174. Chapman's
remark, 92, note 4, that in March of 1272 Gregory dispatched to Michael an
invitation to the council, should therefore refer instead to October of that year." From Gregory's reply in Guiraud, Reg. Greg., no. 194, 68B, On Parastron

see below, Chapter 11, text and notes 39-42. Also see 0. van der Vat, Die Anfdnge
der Franztekanermissionen und ihre Weiterentwicklung im nahen Orient (Werl
in Westf., 1934) 107fL; and, recently, in M. Roncaglia, Les freres mineurs et

I'eglise grecque orthodoxe au XIII' siecle (Cairo, 1954) 149J3F.
** Reconstructed from a later letter of Gregory to Michael. See Guiraud, Reg.

Gr^g., no, 315, 123, dated 21 November 1273. Gregory mentions the pressure of

persons "magne condicionis et status."
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secular questions immediately, so that at the council the work

of peace could be made easier. The epistle ended with the admoni-

tion that if union were not quickly carried out the Pope would

be forced to yield to Angevin pressure.
43
Though the final state-

ment is reminiscent of the threat at the close of Clement's last

letter, the general tenor of Gregory's epistle was more concili-

atory, stressing, in contrast to that of Clement, the importance
of a voluntary desire for union.44 But the most striking difference

in the attitude of the two popes lay in the degree of implementa-
tion of union to be required before the convocation of the

council. Whereas Clement had demanded from the Greek clergy
and also people throughout the Empire unequivocal submission

to papal primacy, Gregory, as a precondition to union, seemed

willing to accept from the Greek prelates alone a synodical letter

containing a profession of faith and recognition of Roman pri-

macy. Gregory, moreover, offered Michael the option of sending

representatives to the council, in which case the Emperor, Pa-

triarch, and Greek prelates had to provide written guarantees
that authorized envoys would soon follow to take the oath of

union.45 Worth quoting at this point is the last part of Gregory's
instructions to his Minorite apocrisiarii,

in which three formulas

are proposed, any one of which could be adopted by the Emperor
and his clergy in making their submission to Rome:

. . . "We, coming voluntarily to obedience of this church, will rec-

ognize and accept the Roman primacy, and shortly afterwards, . . .

we ourselves will repeat it personally together with the clergy and

people, and we will send apocrisiarii to you as soon as possible . . . ";

or if the words "we recognize" can not be secured, there may be ac-

cepted in their place the following words or their equivalent: "We
therefore, the Emperor, agree with the truth of the Catholic faith. . .

*

But if the words "we agree** also cannot be secured, in their place may
be substituted the following words or their equivalent: "We desire to

recognize this faith, to assume it, profess it, and to be united with . . .

the Holy Roman Church, our mother ... in the profession of faith,

* For the entire letter see Guiraud, Reg. Gr6g., no. 194, 67-73, esp. 73.

"Ibid., 73: "fidei puritas concensum purum ac libenun exigat."
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and to come to obedience of this Roman church, [and] to recognize its

primacy . . />46

The importance of this passage lies in its revelation that Gregory,
in contrast to his predecessors, had assumed a more sensitive ap-

proach to the difficulties of union, and a tolerance of the time

that would be required for its consummation. In brief, Gregory
had broken with the policy that insisted that a completed union

precede the establishment of secular peace.
It was, of course, Gregory's ultimate aim, after achieving a

cessation of Greco-Angevin hostilities, to attack the Muslims of

the Holy Land, supported by a united Christendom of East and
West. But though suzerain of Charles for Sicily, Gregory was
reluctant peremptorily to command the King to desist from mili-

tary preparations against the Greeks. The Pope realized that

Charles's support of the titular Latin Emperor Philip (who had
succeeded to the claims of his father Baldwin after the latter's

death in 1273) for the restoration of the Latin Empire was

legitimate so long as Michael was schismatic and not a Catholic

prince. And Gregory understood equally well that a premature

strengthening of Michael's position by removal of the threat of

Sicilian attack would render Michael less eager for union. While

desisting therefore from an outright demand for Angevin dis-

armament, and, in particular, permitting Charles to maintain his

offensive positions in Epirus and Achaia, Gregory nonetheless in-

sisted to Charles on the absolute pre-eminence of negotiations

for union.47

Meanwhile, Michael, fearing that delay in effecting union

might enable Charles to win over the papacy, remanded to

Gregory two of the four papal legates, who, along with imperial

envoys, could attest to the sincerity of his efforts for union. In

his letter entrusted to the nuncios Michael emphasized that on

46
Ibid., no. 195, 73-74, dated 25 October 1272.

47 On papal intentions, see Martene, Ampl coll., VII, pars. 229-230, a letter

of Gregory informing Charles of his resolution to open negotiations with Palae-

ologus and of the truce to be arranged. Norden, 500-501, believes that it was a

diplomatic victory for Charles that Gregory did not insist on a reduction of Angevin
r preparations.
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behalf of union he was neglecting even pressing military and

state affairs. In explanation of the delay he wrote that it was

wiser not to hurry unduly, because "for the permanent establish-

ment of union . . . much labor and time must be expended,
. . . [and] in the aim of closing the old schism care should be

exercised not to produce a new one." 48
Addressing Gregory in

terms of the greatest filial devotion and piety
49 and at the same

time requesting that his presumption be excused, Michael accused

the Angevin adherents "of following their own desires, of un-

justly preventing the achievement of peace . . . and of intro-

ducing enmity to the common detriment of all."
50 Michael then

promised that the remaining papal nuncios, together with imperial

representatives, would soon appear at the council, where they
would announce the accomplishment of union. In conclusion, the

Emperor asked the Pope to provide for the security of their

journey,

for we greatly fear that while the envoys are bringing the fruit of such

a great undertaking, perhaps that old warrior [Charles], moved by
hatred of peace, may try to nullify this divine work, so that it may re-

main unfinished. May your divinity, however, with his great foresight

repel the crafty devices of an assiduous enemy by preparing a safe way
for the nuncios and brothers so that this prince may fear your ill-will;

and thus their scheme [of Charles and Philip] will be annulled and the

foresight of your holiness will lead to a happy conclusion.51

In another letter borne by Theodore and Goffridus, imperial
court official and interpreter respectively accompanying the

papal envoys, Michael sketched the route to be followed by his

ambassadors to the council and repeated his request for safe-

48
Guiraud, Reg. Grig , no. 313, 120B.

49
Ibid., 119; "Sanctissimo et beatissimo domino pape veteris Rome ac univer-

salis ecclesie summo pontifici, et sedis apostolice successor!, reverendissimo patri
suo, Michael . . . sue sanctitatis obediens films, debitam paternitati sue reveren-
tiam et orationum petitionem."

^Ibid; 121B, esp.: "Hujusmodi autem presumptuose quodam modo scribere

moti sumus . . . aliquos sequentes proprias voluntates et injuste pacis executionem

prohibentes, . . . inimicitiam ad communem interitum omnium introduxemnt. . ."

122B.
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conducts. He asked, moreover, that a trusted representative of

the Pope, armed with an authorization, meet his envoys on their

arrival in Italy.
52 Such safeguards were necessary for Michael

because failure of the imperial ambassadors to appear at the

council would play directly into the hands of the Angevin sup-

porters.

Overjoyed at Michael's letter, Gregory on 21 November 1273

dispatched a new epistle to the Emperor.
53

Though assuring
Michael of his confidence in imperial intentions, Gregory never-

theless requested that the Emperor hasten the acceptance of

union on the part of his clergy and people in order to disprove
those critics (Charles and Philip were both personally at the

papal court at this time)
54 who accused the Greek ruler of pro-

crastination and hypocrisy and pressed for the adoption of force.

Gregory directed, in addition, that the Byzantine ambassadors

to the Council be granted plenary power and complete instruc-

tions. In return, he promised to provide the safe-conducts re-

quested.
55

Instrumental in securing safe-conducts were the Archbishop
of Palermo and the papal chaplain, Nicholas Boucel, both of

whom impressed upon Charles his guilt before God and man if

63
Ibid., no. 314, 122 (undated), esp.: "Theodorum curie nostre valetum et de

interpretibus cune nostre Goffndum." Goffridus was probably a Latin or Gasmule
in imperial service, while Theodore was doubtless the person mentioned in a later

letter of Innocent V as being an envoy to Gregory: "Theodoras magnus tuae curiae

dispensator" (Martene, Ampl. coll VII, col. 244). Dolger (Regesten, no. 2002)
terms Theodore Grand Constable. It is to be noted that the embassy in question
carried its own interpreter, a general practice of the Greek envoys as no college
of interpreters seems as yet to have existed at the papal curia.

58 Over a year had elapsed since Gregory's first letter to Michael.
w
Norden, 511. The previous year Gregory had left Viterbo and entered Rome,

the first Pope to do so in over a decade. It is noteworthy that at Gregory's entrance

the Emperor Baldwin and King Charles both acted as attendants, leading the ani-

mal he rode and holding its bridle On the overlooked passage describing this inci-

dent see Nicholas Glassberger, "Chronica," Andecta Franciscana, II (Quaracchi,
1887) 84. Cf. above, Chapter 2, note 61.

85
Guiraud, Reg. Gr6g., no. 315, 123, esp.: "quamplures magne condicionis et

status asserunt unionis predicte tractatum ex Grecorurn parte diutius in figmentis
verborum et simultate deductum . . . viam aliam que se videbatur offerre pre
manibus potius suadentes . . . quasi non in sinceritate debita hoc tarn salubre

negotium prosequaris/' Also, "cum potestate plenoria . . . plene . . . instructos,

etc."
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because of him Michael should withdraw from negotiations.
56

Gregory also directed another high ecclesiastic, Bernard, Abbot

of Montecassino, to meet the Greek envoys on their landing in

the Regno and to escort them to the Curia.57

With respect to the approaching general council, it should

be observed that Gregory was able to secure from the reluctant

Charles 58 a notable political concession. As will be recalled, the

Treaty of Viterbo for the conquest of the Greek Empire was to

expire in May of 1274. By repeatedly stressing to Charles the

spiritual importance of the council, Gregory was finally able to

induce both Charles and Baldwin to postpone the execution of

their pact for one year, until 1 May 1275.59

Nor was this all. For the sake of union and the crusade,

Gregory, just before the convocation of the council at Lyons,
seems even to have pushed Charles into a truce with Palaeo-

logus.
60

Indeed, it would appear that now, for the first and only

time, the two enemies negotiated directly with each other. Un-

fortunately, the precise circumstances of the negotiations are un-

50
Martene, Ampl coll., VII, col. 238 (Guiraud, Reg. Gr6g., no. 318, 124, does

not quote the entire document), dated 25 November, 1273 (cf. also Guiraud,

Reg. Greg., no. 198, 75). Gregory likewise requested safe-conducts from the Em-
peror Philip, other nohles, and from the Italian communes through which the im-

perial envoys would pass on their way to Lyons. Most of the requests are dated

25 Novemher 1273, from Lyons (Guiraud, 124).

^Ibid.y 124, same date. The Abbot was directed to excommunicate anyone of

whatever rank, who might impede the envoys (quoted in full in Martene, Ampl.
cott., VII, col. 236-237). On the Abbot's career see D. A. Saba, Bernardo I

Ayglerio Abate di Montecassino (Miscellanea Cassinense VIII) (Montecassino,

1931)esp.95ff.
68
Charles's attitude is revealed in a circular letter to his officials dated 7 Janu-

ary 1274, in which he scoffs at the negotiations and states that the safe-conduct

(which he limits to one month) was issued against his wishes ("contrariis mente
nostre"). See Arch. st. it., XXIII, 35, and del Giudice, La famiglia di re Manfredi,
232, note 1,

88 Assumed from a papal letter to the Abbot of Montecassino in Guiraud, Reg.
Gfg.9 no. 491, 209, dated 28 July 1274: "terminos eosdem usque ad kalendas

primo venturi mensis maii voluntate unanimi prorogarunt." See Norden, 517-520,
for details of the extension, which was signed by Philip, his father, Baldwin, having
died in 1273.

w
Reconstructed from a letter of Gregory to Charles (see Martene, Ampl coll.,

VII, 229). Dade, 47, note 262, favors dating this one month before the Council
of Lyons, i.e., in the spring of 1274.
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known.61
It may be surmised, however, that they involved a truce

to hostilities in the Morea and Albania, for they seem to have

had a quieting effect on the war in Romania during the first half

of 1274.62

It is necessary at this point to stress the authority of Pope
Gregory which was potent enough to exercise such a remarkable

influence on Charles and Michael alike. For with the moral force

of union constantly emphasized by the Pope, Charles was unable

to act decisively. And as for Michael, there seems little doubt that

his willingness to incur the risk of civil war by imposing union

on his Empire was based on his confidence in Gregory's motives

and, equally, on knowledge of the effectiveness of papal control

over Charles.63

MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS, THE GHIBELUNES OF LOMBARDY, AND
THE GENOESE OF ITALY AND GALATA

Of direct bearing upon the struggle being waged between

Michael and Charles was the political situation in northern Italy.

There matters were complicated not only by the rivalry between

Guelph and Ghibelline, but by the existence of opposing Genoese,

Angevin, Byzantine, and Castilian interests as well. While Sicily

and Genoa, in particular, had recently been on friendly terms ( as

evidenced by Charles's utilization of Genoese vessels for his

Tunisian crusade), relations became severely strained as a result

of Charles's barbaric seizure of Genoese ships and property after

the destruction of his fleet at Trapani in 1270.64 Another event

which mobilized Genoese sentiment against Charles was the

61 See Martene, op. tit., VH, 231B: "quaedam tractata dicuntur . . . quod inter

mem. regem et Palaeologum hactenus sit tractatum." Cf. Norden, 518, and Haller,

Historische Zeitschrift, XCIX (1907) 25. Also Dolger, Regesten, no. 2003.
62 See Norden, 520.
68

George Metochites, Michael's envoy to Gregory, characterizes the latter's

motives as els KQLvu<pe\ri xpiffTtavti/Atav (nrovSdo-fjLara. See M. Laurent, Le Bienheureux

Innocent V (Vatican, 1947) 440. Gregory, of course, was suzerain of Charles for

Sicily.
64 See Ann. Ian., IV, 115 and W. Cohn, "Storia della flotta siciliana di Carlo I

d'Angi&," Arch. stor. sicilia orien., XXV (1929) 369 and 383-384.
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Genoese revolution of the same year, which brought to power in

the Commune an anti-Angevin Ghibelline government.
65

The area of most sharply conflicting interests in northern

Italy was Lombardy, to the hegemony of which both Charles and

King Alfonso X of Castile had personal aspirations. For Charles,

control of Lombardy was an important step in his aim of domi-

nating all Italy, whereas for Alfonso, control of Lombardy was

vital for his claim to the Western imperial throne, to which he

had been named in a disputed German election some years be-

fore.
68

Charles, at the instigation of Genoese Guelph exiles who

sought his aid against their home government, arrested all Gen-

oese merchants in his kingdom and confiscated their property.
67

This unprovoked act, for which Charles was censured by the

Pope,
68 drove Genoa into the arms of the anti-Angevins the

Marquis of Montferrat, vicar of Alfonso for north Italy, and the

Ghibellines of Lombardy, withwhom Genoa concluded an alliance

on SO October 1273.69
Hostilities against Charles on the part of

Genoa and the Ghibellines now actively broke out.

In the interim, Michael Palaeologus, perhaps uneasy over

Charles's alliance with the Genoese Guelphs, made efforts to

strengthen his ties with the new Ghibelline government of Genoa.

65 Under the regime of the Captains of the People Oberto d'Oria and Oberto

Spinola (1270-1285), Genoa was now to experience her golden age.
06 Charles had been appointed by the papacy vicar of Tuscany and senator of

Rome. As for Alfonso, called the Wise, see Marques de Mondjar, Memorias his-

toricas del Rei D. Alonso el Sabio (Madrid, 1777), and, on his election, A. Bus-

son, Die Doppelwahl des Jahres 1257 und das romische Konigthum Alfons X. von
Castilien (Munster, 1866). For fuller references see R. L. Wolff, "Mortgage and

Redemption of an Emperor's Son, etc.," 59, note 27.
07 Ann. Ian, IV, 148-149; and Ferretto, "Codice diplomatico," Atti soc. lig.,

XXXI, 279. That Charles's anger may have stemmed partially from the Genoese
association with Palaeologus is perhaps revealed by an Angevin letter addressed
to a justiciar of Abruzzi, in which Charles ordered that Genoese ships, together
with those from territories of Palaeologus, be seized by surprise so that no property
could be hidden. See Minieri-Riccio, II Regno di Carlo I ai Angid negli anni 1271

01272,106-107.
68 Ann. Ian., IV, p. xcvi, note 2.
69

Ibid., 167, note 1. Actually the Marquis was accorded admission to the alliance

within three months. Besides furnishing a fleet Genoa provided a port of entry for

Castilian troops. See also Annales Placentini Gibellini, UGH SS, XVIII, 553.
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From three documents that have remained,
70

it appears that in

about June o 1272 Michael took the initiative by dispatching
to Genoa the notary Ogerius with an outline for a treaty. Accord-

ing to this memorandum, certain preliminary responses favorable

to the imperial proposals were made by Lanfranco of Saint

George, chancellor of the Commune.71
Shortly thereafter, on

August 29, Lanfranco, as plenipotentiary of the Commune, de-

parted for the Bosporus,
72 and in the same year a treaty was con-

cluded between the two powers. In essence a defensive-offensive

alliance, the convention provided Michael with security against
attack by Charles of Anjou and regulated Greek relations with the

Genoese colony at Galata. The principal stipulations were the

following:

(1) The Treaty of Nymphaeum would continue in effect73

(2) The Genoese pledged to make no alliance with enemies of

Palaeologus, Any Genoese colonist disobeying this injunction
and favoring the enemy by word, act, or counsel would be pun-
ished by the Genoese podesta at Pera.74 In the event that such a

person could not be apprehended he would be considered as

having conspired against the Commune itself.
75

(3) The govern-
ment of Genoa would be held responsible for damages committed

70 The first document ( G. Bertolotto, "Nuova serie di document! sulle relazioni

di Genova colTimpero bizantino," Atti soc. lig.
st. pat., XXVIII [1897] no. 19,

505-509) consists o the proposals of the Greek envoy with the preliminary re-

sponses of Lanfranco, the Genoese representative. The second (ibid., no. 18, 500-

504, which rightfully should follow the first) is actually the minutes of the stipula-
tions agreed upon by Palaeobgus and Lanfranco, drawn up by the latter for his

own use. The third (see L. Sauli, Delia colonia dei Genovesi in Galata, II [Turin,

1831] no. 8, 204ff.) is the treaty in its final form.
71
Bertolotto, no. 19, 505 and 500: "ego Lanfranchus de Sancto Georgio canzel-

larius comunis . . . ambaxator ... ad respondendum peticionibus sive requisi-
tionibus ipsius domini Imperatoris." Ogerius is undoubtedly the same person as the

Protonotarius of the Latin interpreters mentioned in an imperial letter to the

Curia in 1278. See J. Gay, Les registres de Nicolas III (Paris, 1898) no. 384, 134.
72
Bertolotto, no. 18, 500.

74

Evidently referring to this clause is the passage in Pach., 366, 11. 3-6, saying
that Palaeologus insured the fidelity of the Genoese at Pera through treaties, so

that they would not ally with other Latins in case Constantinople were attacked.
75
Bertolotto, no. 18, 501-502. This clause evidently referred to Genoese corsairs

or possibly to Genoese in Angevin service. In the final redaction of the treaty in

1275 (Sauli, H, 204) there was added to this clause the stipulation that if the
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by corsairs who were Genoese subjects. (4) At Palaeologus* re-

quest the Genoese agreed to appoint as podesta in Galata only a

person who would do honor to the Emperor as well as to the

Commune.76
(5) Genoese merchants were warned against de-

claring as their own the merchandise of other Latins in order

that the latter might benefit from Genoese exemption from duties.

Anyone guilty of such fraud would be punished by the podesta
and the merchandise surrendered to the Emperor.

77
(6) To main-

tain secrecy with respect to movements of the Greek navy, the

Emperor was permitted to hold Genoese ships in port until the

sailing of his fleet.
78

(7) Severe punishments would be meted
out to Genoese acting as intermediaries for enemies of the Em-

peror.
79

(8) Reaffirmed was the right granted to Palaeologus to

commandeer Genoese merchant ships in his harbors during war-

time. The fees, however, to be paid by Palaeologus for such use

would be subject to arbitration if exorbitant.
80

Despite the opinion of certain scholars,
804 the pact was not

merely a restatement of the Treaty of Nymphaeum. The most im-

portant clauses of Nymphaeum provided for war against Venice

and the aid of Genoese warships for the reconquest of Constanti-

nople. At the time of the new treaty a Greco-Venetian alliance

podest^i had not prescribed a proper penalty, the Emperor could do so "secundum

jura legum."
70

Bertolotto, no. 18, 502: "homo tails juxta temporis qualitatem tails qui sit

honor domini Imperatoris et comunis lanue." This very likely alluded to the treason

of the podest^ Guercio.
77
Ibid. See also Heyd, Histoire, I, 437-438.

78 The definitive convention sets a maximum period of twenty days for re-

tention of Genoese vessels (Bertolotto, no. 18, 503), and the final ratification

amends it still further to apply only to cases where the ships would sail in the

same direction as the fleet (Sauli, II, 207).
79

Bertolotto, no. 18, 503, and no. 19, 509. An obvious allusion to Charles of

Anjou, the Latin barons of Greece, and perhaps to the Angeloi princes.
80

Ibid., 503. Cf. the document of ratification in Sauli, II, 208, where it is stated

that such Genoese ships would not have to participate in a war against powers

friendly to Genoa. In the first document of the negotiations Michael is called "pater
communis lanue" (Bertolotto, no. 19, 508). The Emperors often referred to them-

selves as "father" when addressing inferiors. See Breliier, Institutions, 295, and

recently, A. Grabar, "God and the Family of Princes* Presided over by the Byzan-
tine Emperor," Harvard Slavic Studies, II (Festschrift; Dvornik) (Cambridge,
1954) 117ff.

Wa G. Caro, Genua und die Machte am MitteTmeer, I (Halle, 1895) 302.
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was already in existence, and nothing was said about Genoese

naval support, only merchantmen being mentioned.81 Thus the

new agreement is actually a revealing commentary on the shift

in the diplomatic situation: Angevin Sicily has replaced Venice

as the power against which the treaty is directed.

Though carefully negotiated, the treaty was not ratified by
the Genoese government until 25 October 1275.82 The reason

for the delay may partly have been the improved relations of

Michael and the Venetians, and the unionist negotiations between

Constantinople and the Curia, a segment of which was out-

spokenly supporting the papal vassal Charles of Anjou.
83 But

probably of equal or even greater importance were two events

which had served in the meantime to inflame Greco-Genoese

relations.

A Genoese of Galata, evidently mindful of the threat to Con-

stantinople posed by Charles and his allies, boasted to a Greek

that the capital would soon again become Latin. Stung by the

taunt, the Greek struck the Genoese, who in return slew the

former with his sword. When news of the killing was brought
to the Emperor, he became very indignant at the Genoese colo-

nists, and, in the words of Pachymeres, ordered an imperial offi-

cial, Manuel Muzalon, "to expel the entire race and to spare
none." 84

Accompanied by troops, Muzalon crossed over to Galata

and surrounded their houses. The Genoese, however, pleaded with

the Emperor against expulsion, promising to do whatever he

directed, Michael's anger was finally mollified and the Genoese

permitted to remain only after an apology and the payment of a

large indemnity a compensation, according to Pachymeres, "far

more effectual than their snivelling."
85

81 Michael now depended on his own naval strength.
82 See Sauh, II, 204ff. and esp. Manfrom, "Relazioni," 678-679.
88 See above, note 42. Chapman, 93, note 3, says that the treaty was ratified

at Genoa in 1272 and therefore cites no reasons for delay. Cf. Caro, Genoa, I,

302, note 1, who is of the opinion that the treaty, though ratified in 1275, may
actually have heen in effect since 1272.

^Pach., 426: 7r/}o<rr<cr<rei rb y&os &a,va,ffTarovv S.TTCLV fjiTjdkv /teXXiJtrapra.

^Ibid. 1

TroXXy TT)J ff<j>&v /copies eKetvqv dwffifjiUT^pav. For the entire incident

see Pach., 425, 11. 12ff. and Greg., 134, 11. Iff.
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For Michael to threaten the ejection of the entire Genoese

colony because of the crime of one individual may seem exces-

sive.
86 But the reason for his harshness may well have been a

desire to impress upon the Genoese that severe penalties would
be immediately meted out to anyone giving comfort or support of

any land to the enemy.
87

The second incident was even more serious. At this time the

Zaccaria brothers, disturbed by competition from their Genoese

countrymen, had secured from the Emperor the exclusive priv-

ilege of exporting alum from the Black Sea.88 Although the decree

was damaging to their trade, the Genoese colonists of Pera, pos-

sibly still smarting under the threat of expulsion, dared not pro-
test. But the Genoese of the home city did not resign themselves

to the edict, and a number of them, manning two galleys, sailed

past the imperial palace of Blachernae on the Golden Horn with-

out rendering the proper salute. Arriving in the Black Sea, the

corsairs then seized a large ship laden with alum.89
Meanwhile,

Michael, little desirous of an imbroglio with Genoa, sought to

persuade the citizens of Pera to induce the privateers to accord

the appropriate imperial honors on their return. The latter, how-

ever, encouraged by a favorable wind, repeated the affront In-

censed, the Emperor sent in pursuit a flotilla manned by Gasmuloi

of the marine under the Vestiarios Alexios Alyattes. The Greek

sailors were able to overtake the Genoese only with the help of a

huge Catalan merchant ship lying in the harbor.90 Whereupon
80 See Bertolotto, no. 18, 501, where, according to the treaty with Lanfranco,

any Genoese committing a personal injury against a Greek subject could be punished

by the Emperor if not already properly punished by the podesta. Cf. Greg., 134,

who does not mention Michael's order for expulsion of the Genoese.
87
Pach., 419: roi/s Tevovtras irapaKtifovn&Qvs 3% dv&tdeias rairetvovy otf\ero. Also

Greg., 134: &s 8X17$ ir6\ea>s Ka,Ta<rTpa<pet<rii$ t

^Pach., 420, 11. 10-12. This privilege was apparently later abolished, as is

shown indirectly by an act of 1281 in G. Bratianu, Actes des notaires gtnois de
Pera et de Caffa de la fin du treizitme siecle (1281-1290) (Bucharest, 1927) 88,

no. 25. See also Heyd, Histoire, I, 438.
89
Pach., 421, 11. 12ff. See also Bertolotto, no. 21, 511, where the name of the

ship's captain is given in a list of indemnities to be paid to Genoa: "Manueli de

Marino . . . pro dampnis datis eisdem in nave eorum que exibat de mare majori
cum alumine per Galeas . . . domini Imperatoris . . ."

90 There was, it seems, considerable Catalan merchant activity in Constantinople.
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Michael, who had been encouraging his men from the shore,

ordered the guilty Genoese, in accordance with Byzantine cus-

tom, to be blinded for the insult to his honor and disobedience

to his authority.
91

PALAEOLOGUS AND KING ALFONSO X OF CASTILE

In view of the anti-Angevin alliance between Genoa and the

Lombard Ghibellines on die one hand, and Genoa and Palaeo

logus on the other, diplomatic relations between the Ghibellines,

especially their patron Alfonso X of Castile, and Michael would

seem only natural. Yet so far as I have been able to discover, only
a single source, the contemporary Annales Placentini Gibellini,

explicitly couples the names of the two rulers at this time. Under

the year 1271 it states that Alfonso contemplated a Byzantine
alliance through the marriage of one of his daughters to a son

of Michael.92 Possible corroboration for this statement may be a

Akeady in 1268 the King of Aragon had permitted the councillors of Barcelona to

designate consuls in Romania. On this see C. Marinesco, "Notes sur les Catalans

dans rempire byzantin," Melanges d'histoire du mot/en age offerts & M. Ferdinand
Lot (Paris, 1925) 502.

81
Pach., 425; he does not stress Michael's reaction to the capture of the alum-

laden ship. For the entire incident cf. Greg., 133ff. Also cf. Lopez, Benedetto

Zaccaria, 35-37 (following E. Muralt, Essai de chronographie byzantine [Basle,

1871] 432, he dates the event ca. 1276), and Bratianu, Recherches, 138ff. The
incident, potentially so serious for Palaeologus, must, from the Genoese point of

view, have been less important, since no Genoese literary source mentions it. But
see an undated letter of Michael to Genoa, published in L. Belgrano, "Cinque
document! genovesi-orientali," Atti soc.

lig.,
XVII (1885) 236-239, in which

Michael may well be complaining of both incidents described above. Belgrano
originally assigned the letter to ca. 1280, but Manfroni, "Relazioni," 679-680, has

apparently correctly redated it within the period 1273-1275. Cf. Dolger, Regesten,
no. 1991, Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 36; and Bratianu, Recherches, 140. Chapman
overlooks this letter.

82 "Alteram vero filiam dare debet filio Palialoghi imperatoris Grecorum inimico
dicti regis Karoli propter quod dictus domnus rex Karolus cambium fecit cum
domno Balduino condam imperatore Grecorum qui expulsus est per dictum Palia-

logum de Constantinopoli et vult dictus Karolus dictum impenum Grecorum occu-

pare" (UGH SS, XVIII, 553). Norden, 487, and Chapman, 96, note 6, miscon-
strue this passage to read that Michael Palaeologus himself was to marry Alfonso's

daughter (cf. Wolff, "Mortgage," 80, note 89). The possibility that the Annales
Placentini Gibellini have confused Palaeologus with the Latin Emperor Baldwin,
whose son Philip already before 1266 (and apparently again in 1281; see above,
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rather ambiguous passage in Pachymeres regarding Michael's

desire to marry his son Andronikos to a Latin wife, a project not

realized "because of the difficulty of exchanging embassies with

the Italians [i.e., Latins], as Charles's territory of Apulia blocked

the way/'
93 Somewhat more satisfactory, though still not conclu-

sive, evidence with reference to a Greco-Castilian connection is

the fact that one of the two envoys dispatched by Alfonso in 1271

to negotiate with the north Italian Ghibellines was William, Count
of Ventimiglia,

94 This is the same person to whom Michael had

previously given in marriage a daughter of the Emperor Theo-

dore II Lascaris, and whom Michael sent to Genoa in 1273 or 1274

as his personal envoy.
95 That a Greco-Castilian royal marriage

( with Andronikos in all probability as one of the principals ) failed

to materialize may well have been the result of a decision of

Palaeologus, by whose calculations the marriage alliance entered

into with the King of Hungary was probably of greater value.
96

Not only was Castile less strategically situated than Hungary with

respect to Byzantium, but the north Italian Ghibellines would

Chapter 9, note 113) had been under consideration as son-in-law of Alfonso, is

apparently to be discarded, since the above passage would indicate that the writer

of the work was clearly able to differentiate between them.
93
Pach., 317: teat %8et crvvap^rreiv aitrbv 7-77 irpeirotiffy crvgvyq, r& [*v irpbs robs

*IraXoi>s irpttfieiieaOcLi eft65us oti/c eZx roO KapouXou ju,era|& Ket^vov /cara rrjv ILov\iav.

Pachymeres often uses the word "Italian" to refer to Latins in general. See Pach.,

21, 1. 5 and 329, 11. 3-4: "the Italians who were with John [Duke John de la Roche
of Athens!/' whose men undoubtedly consisted more of Frenchmen and Burgun-
dians than Italians.

94 "Rex Castelle eius ambaxatores, scilicet comitem Guillelmum de Vinctimilliis

. . . transmisit in Lombardia" (Ann. Plac. Gib., 553). Cf. also Mondejar, Memories

historicas, 99, who quotes a Spanish chronicle saying that in 1273 the Count of

Ventimiglia with other Lombards went to Castile to hasten Alfonso's military aid.
85 See Pach., 181, 11. 1-4, and Greg., 93, 11. 2-5. Abo on the embassy see Bel-

grano, "Cinque documenti," 227: "Guilielmum de Vintimilia karissimum generum
imperil mei [i.e., of Michael], qui . . . venit ad illas partes."

96 For Andronikos' marriage see above, note 16. That Constantine, Michael's

second son, was also under consideration as a prospective husband for a Castilian

princess is of course another possibility. Pach., 318, tells the story of Michael's

negotiations for a diplomatic marriage between one of his sons and a daughter of

Stephen tiros' I in order to draw the Serbs away from Charles's orbit. The Serb

ruler insisted on Michael's eldest son, Andronikos, but was persuaded to accept
Constantine until he learned that Andronikos, whom Michael falsely described to

him as on the point of death, had recovered. Angry at the deception, Uros broke

off negotiations.
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oppose Charles whether a Greek prince married a Castilian prin-

cess or not.

Significant, finally, in the question of the relations between

Alfonso and Palaeologus is the fact that toward the middle of

the year 1273 Alfonso offered his services to Pope Gregory X for

convoking the Council of Lyons "in behalf of the recovery of

the Holy Land and the return of the Greeks" to the church.

Alfonso's precise intentions can only be surmised, since his pro-

posal, which apparently was not accepted, is known to us solely

from an uninformative letter addressed to him in reply by the

Pope.
97

Nevertheless, it is not at all unlikely that Alfonso's offer

was motivated by a wish to ingratiate himself with Michael as

well as by his growing hostility to Charles and, most important,
his desire to gain papal support for his cherished claim to the

Western imperial throne.98

PALAEOLOGUS AND VENICE. ANGEVIN MILITARY

PREPARATIONS IN THE REGNO AGAINST BYZANTIUM

In his desire to launch an expedition against Byzantium before

the implementation of union, Charles sought above all to draw
Venice to his side. With Venetian support it might be possible,
even without papal sanction, to repeat the success of the Fourth

Crusade, Particular impetus for such an accord was the fact

that on 4 April 1273 the Greco-Venetian truce, signed in 1268,

would expire." Charles knew that Palaeologus would then at-

tempt to secure a new treaty with Venice or an extension of the

old one. In fact, Angevin and imperial envoys, both seeking an

accord with the Doge, now simultaneously appeared in Venice.100

87

Raynaldus, a. 1273, 38: "pro husmodi [sic] Terrae sanctae recuperatione,
ac Graecorum reditu nobis (revelare proponebas ) ." See also A. Busson, Die

Doppelwahl des Jahres 1257, etc., 101-102.
88 See Villani, Cronica, I, 374, who says that Gregory was at this time angry

at Charles because the latter was instrumental in breaking the peace finally effected

by the Pope between the Guelphs and GhibelHnes of Florence. On Alfonso's claim
to the Western imperial throne see again Busson, Die Doppelwahl, 102.

"For the treaty see T.-TL, III, 92-100. Cf. Canale, 584: "iusque a V ans";
and Andrea Dandolo, 313.

300
Canale, 648: "vint en Venise mesage de Mesire Bauduin, li Enperere de

Costantinople; et mesage de Mesire Charle, li Rois de Sesile; que distrent . . .
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With the Greek ambassadors came five hundred Venetian pris-

soners, returned by Michael to the Doge in the hope of inclining
him favorably toward imperial proposals.

101

Pope Gregory X was also interested in the contest for Vene-

tian favor. He was opposed to an extension of the Greco-Venetian

treaty because he believed that it would create dissension among
the Latins, lessen the pressure on the Emperor, and thereby
diminish the latter's desire for union. Therefore Gregory warned
Venice no less than five times in the course of 1272 "to abstain

completely from making any new treaties with Palaeologus . . .

and not to extend the present one; [otherwise] you will gravely

provoke all Christendom against you."
102 But the Doge Lorenzo

Tiepolo preferred to disregard the papal admonitions and to

leave his decision open. Subsequently, however, he sent an em-

bassy to the Pope and advised the Angevin and Greek envoys
that the question would be handled by Venetian ambassadors

he would dispatch to their countries.103

Whether or not Venice actually renewed the treaty with

Palaeologus has been a matter of discussion. While a passage in

a subsequent Greco-Venetian pact, dated 19 March 1277, has been

cited as evidence for an extension of the treaty,
104 the more ten-

able assumption would seem to be that the treaty remained

tacitly in force though not officially renewed. This view is based

mainly on a still later agreement, of 1278, in which Palaeologus

promised to indemnify Venice for acts of piracy committed by
Greek subjects. The latter agreement, comprising a huge list of

apareillast sa navie por entrer en sasine de Tenpire de Romanic. , . Et a celui

tens . . . estoient venu mesage de Palialog." Cf. Dandolo, 320. The date is prob-

ably the last part of 1272.
101 The prisoners apparently had been captured at Negropont. See Dandolo,

320: "VC homines Venetos, quos in galeis feudatorum Nigropontis ceperant, duci

oiremnt
108 See Guiraud, Reg. Greg., nos. 845, 846, 928, 929, and esp. 927, p. 364.
103

Canale, 650: "il feroit respundre a lor seignor par ses mesages. . ." Note

that Canale, 648, says the Doge transported the Greek envoys home on Venetian

galleys. Cf. Dandolo, 320.
104 In 1275, says Norden, 540, based on text in T.-Th., Ill, 134: "evenit fieri et

antea treuga, que conservata est Dei gratia et completa secundum pacti tempus,
postea exlensa fuit usque ad hodiernum diem." Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State

(1956) 410, note 1, agrees, but evidently did not consider Dade (see next note)-
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Venetian complaints, includes about thirty-five cases which ap-

parently occurred in the period 1273-1277, at the time of the

supposed extension of the treaty under discussion. These Venetian

claims for damages must have had some legal basis, quite probably
a tacit truce. For had the piratical acts been committed in time

of war, Venice could not justifiably have claimed damages.
105

Reference to such a tacit treaty (a modus vivendi offering consid-

erable freedom of action to both Venice and Michael) may well be

found in the following overlooked passage of the fourteenth

century Emperor-historian John Cantacuzene: "The Venetians

and Greeks do not have permanent treaties but only arrange-
ments from year to year, and this dates from the time of Michael

Palaeologus."
105a

A striking fact about the Angevin documents for this period
is the large number concerned with Charles's preparations for

his Greek expedition. Since the destruction of his fleet at Trapani,
Charles had striven energetically to build ships in Apulian ports
in order to be able to fulfill his treaty obligations by 1 May 1274.

And Charles now demanded that the warships and provisions
be ready for sailing by 4 May 1274, under the supreme command
of Philip de Toucy.

106 The diplomas in question, more numerous

and imperious with the beginning of 1273, all reflect Charles's

insistence on industry, security, and rigid discipline, his obsession

with small details, and above all a mania for speed. Typical
statements affirmed that severe penalties would be imposed and

property confiscated if all were not in readiness on the date

fixed, and that deserters and even high-ranking officials guilty of

negligence would be punished by the loss of a foot.
107

To secure funds for paying his mercenaries, among whom
105 On this argument see Dade, 45, note 253, where the piratical acts are enu-

merated. Dade fixes on the years 1273-1277 from references in the text of the

treaty, for example, T.-Th., Ill, 215, no. 2: "iam sunt quatuor anni et ultra"

[i.e., before 1278].
"*

(Bonn) III, 188, 11. 4-6.
106 See Arch. st. it., XXII, 13, dated 5 April; 15, dated 11 April; and esp. 24,

dated 28 April, 1273. Also cf . ibid., 13, of 5 April, and 21, of 20 April, 1273, order-

ing Riccardo, Saracen captain of Lucera, without fail to be at Brindisi with his

men in order to sail for Romania on the date fixed.
107

Ibid., 12, of 2 April, 1273; and 20, of 19 April, 1273,
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were Saracen archers and French, Provenal, and Neapolitan

knights, Charles made provisions for the securing of loans. 108

Finally, to insure that all orders were faithfully carried out,

Charles dispatched special inspectors to the ApuKan harbors. 109

Though all these preparations "ad partes Romaniae" were inten-

sive, they were not yet meant, it would seem, for a direct assault

on Constantinople, as Charles still lacked a really strong fleet.

Very probably they were directed instead to his forward bases

in Achaia and Albania, where the Angevin forces, augmenting
their strength in cooperation with the Latins of Greece, could

await the arrival of other troops for a later attack in force.

In spite of the resolution of Charles and his massing of arms

and provisions in Apulia, it appears that the expedition did not

sail to the Morea at the established time.110 No source mentions

the arrival of the fleet in Achaia, nor apparently did Toucy par-

ticipate in any Moreot campaign during the year. Instead he ap-

pears at this time as admiral of the Angevin naval forces operating
off the Ligurian coast.

111

The postponement of the fleet's sailing can very probably be

attributed to political factors: papal pressure for an extension of

the Treaty of Viterbo and a truce between Byzantium and Sicily

in order to prepare the way for a union of the churches; Castilian-

Ghibelline opposition to Angevin predominance in northern Italy;

and especially Charles's inability to conclude a treaty with Venice

so that the combination of Venetian and Sicilian fleets could

assure the success of a naval expedition against Constantinople.
108 The cost of these preparations was enormous. See, e.g., in Carabellese, 28,

mention of loans, esp. one secured by Drogo de Beaumont, vicar in Achaia, from

a Venetian merchant with which to pay his troops. Also Carabellese, 13, and
Arch. st. it., XXII, 22, under 22 April; and 25, under 30 April, 1273.

109 Arch. st. it., XXII, 23, of 27 April; cf. 28, of 5 Mav 1273.
110

Carabellese, 12 and note 1, says that evidently unforeseen circumstances

prevented the expedition's departure. Chapman, 97, citing for his statement only

Hopf, Griechenland9 292 (which cites no source), affirms that "in May Charles

sent to the Morea, under the command of Philip de Toucy, an army more numerous

than those which had preceded it."m
lmperiale, Jacopo d'Oria, 209-210. That William of Achaia was shortly

afterward named commander-in-chief of Angevin forces in Achaia (see Carabellese,

24, dated 4 April 1274, and note 4) may be further evidence that the expedition
did not sail at this time.
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THE ECCLESIASTICAL UNION OF LYONS

THE COUNCIL OF LYONS (1274)

he Greek envoys to the Council of Lyons
*

left the

Golden Horn in March of 1274. As his representatives
the Emperor had selected two ecclesiastics, the former Patri-

arch Germanos and the Metropolitan of Nicaea Theophanes,

together with three imperial officials, the Grand Logothete George

Acropolites, the Prokathemenos ton Bestiariou Nicholas Panaretos,

and the Grand Interpreter George Berrhoiotes.
2 For presentation

to the Pope the envoys carried lavish gifts, including gold ikons,

stoles, wrought censers, and even the magnificent altar cloth of

gold and pearls which had been removed from Hagia Sophia.
3

1 The purpose of the council was not limited to union. Pope Gregory also pro-

posed to reform clerical morals and, above all, to make preparations for the cru-

sade. It is of interest that Michael himself did not appear at the Council, though
certain writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries affirm that at papal invita-

tion he himself went to Lyons. On this see Vasiliev, History ( 1952 ) 658 and note
244.

3 The Grand Logothete corresponds to a modern Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister (see Brbier, Institutions, 145). The Prokathemenos tou Bestiariou

(though subordinate to the protovestiarites) was chief of the financial administra-

tion (on which see Br6hier, 149; J. Ebersolt, "Sur les fonctions et les dignites
du Vestiarium byzantin," Melanges Diehl, I [1930] 87 and note 5; and cf. M.
Laurent, Le Bienheureux Innocent V et son temps [Vatican, 1947] 152, note 87,
who calls Panaretos protovestiarites ) . The Grand Interpreter headed the corps of

interpreters (see Br^hier, 303; and E. Stein, "Untersuchungen zur spatbyzan-
tinischen Verfassungs- und Wirtschaftgeschichte," Mitt, zur osmanischen Gesch.,
H [1923-1925] 36-37).

8 On the envoys and gifts see Pach., 384, 11. IQff. and 385, 11. 1-8. The Em-
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Unfortunately, the journey of the legates, undertaken at a

time of inclement weather, was attended by disaster. At Cape
Malea oflF the southern coast of Greece, their two ships were

caught in a violent storm and the one bearing two of the nobles

and all the gifts aboard was lost. The other, however, with

Acropolites, Germanos, and Theophanes, along with the Fran-

ciscan John Parastron and the papal envoys Jerome of Ascoli and

Bonagratia, was able to reach the port of Modon in the western

Peloponnese. Upon subsequent arrival at the island of Leukas,
the papal nuncios sent a communication to the Pope apprizing
him of the accomplishment of union and the approaching arrival

of the Greek embassy.
4 From there the envoys sailed to Italy,

5

through which, armed with papal safe-conducts and personally
escorted by the Abbot Bernard of Montecassino, they travelled on

to Lyons.
6

In the meantime, in the Cathedral of St. John at Lyons, the

Council was already in session. A brilliant assemblage was in

attendance, including representatives of the Western rulers as

well as the cardinals, the last incumbent Latin Patriarch of Con-

stantinople Pantaleone Giustiniani, and a great number of lesser

clerics. One king, James I of Aragon, came personally.
7 But con-

spicuously absent was the papal vassal Charles of Anjou, although

peror, according to Pachymeres, had originally presented the altar cloth to Hagia
Sophia at the time o the withdrawal of the anathema pronounced against Mm
for the blinding of John Lascans; he now removed it because there was no time

to have a similar one made.
* For the letter see Od. van der Vat, Die Anfange der Franziskanermissionen

und ihre Weiterentwicklung im nahen Orient . . . wahrend des 13. Jahrhunderts

(Werl in Westf., 1934), 251-252, and recently M. Roncagha, Le$ freres mineurs

et Yeglise grecque orthodoxe au XIII' siecle (Cairo, 1954) 168-170.
B On the entire journey see Pach., 396-397. Neither Pachymeres nor Gregoras

mentions Lyons by name. They were apparently unaware that the council was
not held at Rome and that the Popes had for some time been residing in Viterbo.

6 See Guiraud, Reg. Greg., nos. 317 and 319, p. 124, for papal letters to the

Abbot of Montecassino and to north Italian prelates and officials requesting safe-

conducts for the Greek envoys. Also see Saba, Bernardo I Ayglerio, 101.
7
He'fete-Leclercq, Histoire des condles, VP (Paris, 1914) 168 (hereafter

He*fel4 Condles). Also see The Chronicle of James I King of Aragon, ed. J.

Forster, II (London, 1883) 642-644. Envoys of the Kings of France, Germany,
England, and Sicily were also present (see FlicHe and Martin, Histoire de ?glise9

X [1950] 494).
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he had only recently been with Gregory in Florence where the

latter had stopped on his way to Lyons.
8

Of particular interest in regard to the relations of the Greek

and Latin churches is the second session of the council. It was at

this time that the letter of the papal nuncios announcing the

approach of the Greek embassy was received and read before the

assemblage. On June 24 the Greek legates themselves appeared
and were solemnly escorted by the entire body of ecclesiastics to

the papal palace, where Gregory and the cardinals gave them
the kiss of peace. The envoys presented to the Pope a letter from

the Emperor, sealed with the imperial golden bull, and two others

from his son Andronikos and the Byzantine clergy. Five days

later, it should be noted, without any official discussion of the

dogmatic or liturgical points at issue, ceremonies preliminary to

the act of union began. While Gregory himself celebrated mass

before the convocation of some 1500 persons, the Epistle was read

and the Evangelium chanted, first in Latin, then in Greek by a

Greek deacon dressed in vestments of the Eastern church. There-

upon the famous Cardinal Bonaventura (whose prestige and

learning probably kept him most frequently in touch with the

Greek envoys )
8a

preached a sermon exalting the union of the

churches, after which the symbol was chanted in Latin by the

Western bishops, then again in Greek by the ex-Patriarch Ger-

manossb
together with the Greek prelates of Calabria and two

Greek-speaking papal penitentiaries. These were the Constanti-

nopolitan Franciscan John Parastron, evidently the council's chief

8
Villani,I,372.

8&

Significant as to the importance of the Council for the West is the fact that

the great Dominican Thomas Aquinas had been commissioned by the Pope to

write a work setting forth the errors of the Greek church. See A. Dondaine,
**

Con-
tra Graecos/ Premiers ecrits polemiques des dominicains d'Orient," Archivum fra-
trum praedicatorum, XXI (1951) 387fF. Thomas died on his way to Lyons and
Bonaventura himself died during the closing sessions of the Council. On Bona-
ventura see bibliographical references in Roncaglia, Les frdres mineurs, 175-178.

8b Germanos III, patriarch only for a brief tune, had been displaced from his

office mainly because of his inability to revoke the excommunication pronounced
against Michael for the latter's blinding of young John Lascaris. See Pach., 29 Iff.

One is struck by the fact that the highest-ranking prelate Michael could prevail

upon to journey to Lyons was an ex-patriarch.
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interpreter, and the Dominican William of Moerbecke, who as

Bishop of Corinth was later to become noted for his translations

of Aristotle. Three times the filioque was repeated, after which

the Byzantine envoys chanted praises to Gregory in Greek and

the Pope completed the celebration of mass.9

It was not until the fourth session, on July 6, that the formal

act of union was performed. The seating arrangement of the as-

sembly placed the Greek envoys (as at the famous Council of

Florence two centuries later) at the right but behind the cardi-

nals.
10 After a sermon delivered by the Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia

(later Pope Innocent V), Gregory expressed joy at the "return

of the Greeks to the obedience of the Roman church/' an act,

he said, "accomplished voluntarily and without temporal com-

pensation/*
u
Thereupon a Latin translation was read of the three

letters brought by the Greek envoys. In the first, Michael, re-

peating the symbol prescribed by Pope Clement IV,
12 declared his

acceptance of the Roman faith and primacy. He urged, however,
that the Greek church be permitted to retain its symbol as recited

before the schism and also its own rites, "provided they did not

conflict with the ecumenical councils and patristic writings rec-

ognized by the councils." 13

8 On the proceedings see Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum nova et amplissirna coir

lectio, XXIV (Venice) cols. 61ff. (hereafter Mansi, Concilia), and Hefele, Con-

ciles, 173 Also M. Laurent, Innocent V, 155; and, in Russian, V. Nikolsky, "The
Union of Lyons, An Episode from Medieval Church History, 1261-1293," Pravo-

slavnoe Obozrenie, XXIII (1867) 5-23, and later issues (unavailable to me). It

might be noted that at Ban (in 1098) the south Italian Greeks had heen per-
mitted to retain their ntes, although with acceptance of the filioque. See P. Jaff6,

Reg. pont. rom., I, 694, and B. Leib, Rome, Kiev et Byzanz dlaftndu XV siecle

(Paris, 1924) 287ff.
10 On the seating at Lyons see Mansi, Concilia, col. 65: "a latere dextro post

cardinales" (cf. also col. 66). On that of Florence see D. Geanakoplos, "The Coun-
cil of Florence (1438-1439) and the Problem of Union between the Greek and
Latin Churches," Church History, XXIV (1955) 330 and note 57.

11
Mansi, Concilia, col. 65: "libere veniebant ad obedientaam Romanae ecclesiae,

profitendo fidem, et recognoscendo pnmatum ipsms, nihilque temporale petendo,"
to which is added in Mansi, "de quo multum dubitabatur"!

12
Including the flioque ("ex Patre Filioque procedentem"). For Michael's

letter see Mansi, Concilia, cols. 67ff. Cf. Hefele, Condles, 175 and note 1.
13 The Emperor had instructed his legates to make these declarations and re-

quests publicly before the council (Hfel, Condles, 176).
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After the reading of Andronikos' letter, probably couched in

the same manner as that of his father,
14 the message of the Greek

clergy was read. While testifying to imperial efforts to gain the

anti-unionists, the Greek bishops
15 declared their adherence to

union and informed the Pope that, if the present council were

successful, the incumbent Patriarch Joseph would resign his office.

The letter closed with the statement that, with papal approval of

the declarations of the Greek ambassadors, the bishops would

accord to the Holy See "all rights to which it had been entitled

before the schism" 16 a rather dubious concession, since papal
claims had in the main burgeoned only after the conflict in 1054

between Pope Leo IX and Patriarch Michael Kerularios.17

At length the supreme moment arrived. As imperial plenipo-

tentiary, George Acropolites took an oath in the name of the Em-

peror to abjure the schism, to profess the true, holy, and orthodox

faith as expressed in the imperial letter, and, lastly, to recognize
the primacy of the Roman church "to which the Emperor re-

turned of his own volition/
7 18

This solemn act completed, the Pope intoned the Te Deum,

"ibid., 116.
15 Whose number included (titular?) Greek bishops of Latin-held cities such

as Athens.

"Letter in Mansi, Concilia, cols. 74ff., esp. 77: "nihil eorum denegamus quae
ante schisma praestabant patres nostri." See Pach., 392-396, who describes

Michael's measures to coerce his clergy to sign this letter,
17 See D. Geanakoplos, "The Council of Florence," 330 and note 53.
18

"Ego Georgius Acropokta et magnus logotheta, nuncius domini imperatoris
Graecorum Michaelis Ducae Angeli Comneni Palaeologi ... ad ipsius Ecclesiae

obedientiam . . . spontaneus vemens, etc." (Mansi, Concilia, cot 73). He"fele",

177, is apparently wrong in saying that when Acropolites was asked for an authori-

zation empowering him to take an oath in the Emperor's name, he could produce
none. L. Delisle, "Notice sur cinq manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Nationale et

sur un de Bordeaux contenant des recueils 6pistolaires de Berard de Naples,"
Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Rationale, XXVII 2

(1879)
159, prints what is evidently a Latin translation or the authorization (cf. Dolger,

Regesten, no. 2008). On the matter of the filioque, M. Jugie, Le schisme byzantin
(Paris, 1941) 254, believes, probably correctly, that Gregory, while asking the
Greeks to recognize the dogmatic truth of the filioque, did not oblige them actually
to chant the symbol with these words. Yet die Greek envoys at Lyons (except
perhaps the Archbishop of Nicaea at one point [H6fel6, Conciles, 173]) did
chant the filioque (Mansi, 65-66). Also see Roncaglia, Les freres mineurs, 182,
who says without explanation: *l/union 6tait faite . . . sans aucune modifica-
tion ni dans le symbole, ni dans le rite byzantin."
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and preached a sermon expressing his jubilation on the occasion,

after which the entire assemblage chanted the symbol in Latin.

It was immediately repeated in Greek with the filioque by the

ecclesiastical representatives of the Emperor, joined by the Greek

bishops and abbots of the Kingdom of Sicily,
19

who, though
Greek in ritual, had been united to Rome since the Council of

Bari (1098). With the formal recitation of the creed the session

devoted to union came to an end. It was an historic occasion, as

for the first time in more than two centuries the great Eastern

and Western branches of Christendom were once more in reli-

gious communion. Yet the success achieved at Lyons was more

apparent than real, for though the Emperor had made personal
submission to Rome, his clergy and people had not, and thus the

council's significance was for centuries to remain a subject of

violent controversy.
20

A few days after the ceremony of union the Greek envoys de-

parted from Lyons, having been presented with tiaras, mitres, and

rings, "the customary ornaments of Latin prelates," as we are

rather ironically informed by Pachymeres.
21 The ambassadors,

according to the same author, did not immediately return to the

East, but spent the summer with the Pope, possibly in Rome or

at the papal palace of Viterbo.
22

It was not until the end of autumn
in 1274 that, together with papal nuncios, they arrived once more

in Constantinople with new letters from the Pope addressed to

the Emperor, his son, and the Byzantine clergy.
28 What reception

19
Mansi, Concilia, col. 66; Hfel<, Conciles, 178. Despite the absence of Charles,

his clergy, including the Greeks of the Regno, was well represented.
20 The Latins, considering it ecumenical, believed the union binding. To the

Greek people, however, it was a "robber synod," because only representatives of

die Emperor and not of all the Eastern patriarchs had participated. On the non-

ecumenicity of Lyons for the Greeks see a letter of Pope Benedict XII to King
Robert of Naples in 1339 (text in Raynaldus, a. 1339, 21) and esp. a letter of

Barlaam in 1339 to the pope (quoted in Geanakoplos, "The Council of Florence,"

327-328).
a
Pach., 398, 11. 1-2. Also J. Sbaralea, Bullarium Franciscanum (Rome, 1759)

III, 215.

^Pach., 398, 11, 2-5. Cf. H6fele", Conciles, 208-209, who states that the Greek

envoys returned to Constantinople a few days after the closing of the Council.
33
Pach., 398. For the letters see Mansi, Concilia, cols. 78-80 and now Tautu,

Acta, nos. 51-53, 138-141.
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they would be accorded, however, by the Greek population of

the capital remained to be seen.

INTERNAL POLICY OF THE EMPEROR TOWARD UNION.

ATTITUDE OF THE BYZANTINE PEOPLE AND CLERGY

The establishment of union was, as already emphasized,

primarily the result of Michael's conviction that only through
such an accord could the menace of Charles of Anjou's invasion

of the Empire be averted.
24 This sentiment of political expediency

the Emperor did not attempt to conceal from his people nor par-

ticularly from his higher clergy. Indeed, the clearest expression
of his views he gave in a speech to an ecclesiastical synod con-

voked in the imperial palace shortly before the Council of Lyons.
At that time, as Pachymeres informs us, Michael stressed to his

prelates that his efforts to effect union were due "only to his

desire to spare the Greeks the terrible wars and effusion of blood

that were threatening the Empire/' Union, he declared, required
concessions on only three points: (1) recognition of Roman

primacy, (2) the right of appeal to Rome, and (3) commemo-
ration of the Pope in the public prayers ( diptychs )

,

25 None of

these, he insisted, had any real importance. "For when," he ex-

claimed, "would the Pope appear in Constantinople to take pre-

cedence over the Greek bishops, and when would anyone trav-

24
Pack., 370, 11 2-4. "It was clear that the Emperor sought the union only

from fear of Charles; otherwise it would never have entered his mind." Also 367,
11. 10-11. Similarly Greg., 123, 11. 3-8, and 125, 11. 2-6: "Therefore, beset by so

many difficulties which drove him to desperation, the Emperor now sends an

embassy to the Pope [promising] to bring about the reconciliation and union of

the churches of old and new Rome, if only the Pope would avert the expedition
of Charles." Cf. the Western chronicler, the Primate, in Bouquet, Recueil des
historiens des Gaules et de la France, XXIII (Paris, 1876) 91: "aucuns furent

qui crurent mieux que paour les eust plus contrainz de venir & cell concille." Also
G. Villani, I, 374: Per lo quale riconciliamento de' Greci, il detto papa conferm6
il detto Paglialoco imperadore dello 'mperio di Costantinopoli." See, finally, ex-

plicit mention of Michael's fear of the Latins by the Templar of Tyre in Gestes
des Chiprois, in Rec. hist, des croisades, Doc. Armeniens, IL (Paris, 1906) 789

(ed. Raynaud in Societ6 de I"orient latin [Geneva, 1887] 213).
*Pach., 386, IL 16-18 and 20ff. (also 395). Cf. Gregoras' version of the same

speech, 125, 11. 11-16, and 126, 11. 23ff.
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erse so vast a sea to carry an appeal to Rome? 26 What is there

contrary to the purity of the faith in patriarchal commemoration

of the Pope in the liturgical prayers?"
27 He went on to show that

oikonomia ("considerations of self-interest" is here perhaps the

best translation for this difficult word )
had honorably been made

use of by Greeks in the past for securing their aims.

Far from being blamed for skillfully averting the danger threatening
us ... we shall instead be praised by all wise and prudent men.

Only one thing impels me to seek union, and that is the absolute neces-

sity of averting the peril that threatens us. . . Except for that I would
never have begun this affair.28

Though Palaeologus* aim of saving the Empire through union

is clear, the tactics he employed seem at first glance inconsistent.

Actually he pursued two conscious lines of action: one in his

relations with the papacy, and another with his prelates. On the

one hand, he emphasized the importance of religious union, at-

tempting faithfully to carry out every demand of the papal

legates.
29

(In this he was seeking particularly to silence his

Angevin opponents in Italy who accused him of insincerity.)
80

On the other, he sought to minimize to his clergy the significance

20 See a papal letter dated 21 July, 1266, in Registres de CUment IV, ed. Jor-

dan, I, no. 346, 93, complaining that no one would make the crossing from Durazzo
to Italy "propter inconstantiam marls et viarum discrimina."

37
Pach., 387, 11. 7-8. V. Laurent, "Le serment anti-Latin du Patriarche Joseph

I
er

," Echos d'Orient, XXVII (1927) 405, rightly believes that mention of the Pope
in the public prayers was of crucial importance, as to the people it denoted com-
munion between Latin and Greek churches (cf. Pach., 390, 11. 3-4).

28
Pach., 387, 11. 8ff. Cf. the same sentiment in Greg., 127, 11. 9-12: "My con-

duct is the part of wise administration, since necessity demands that a slight dam-

age be suffered for the sake of greater advantage." The problem of oikonomia
involved two opposing points of view: the rigorist, which maintained that the

church should be practically independent of the state, and the liberal, which in-

sisted that when required by political necessity the church should subordinate

itself to the needs of the state. On this see F. Dvomik, The Photian Schism, His-

tory and Legend (Cambridge, 1948) 8, 24, etc.
20
Sanudo, Istoria, 135: "Tent6 con ogni modo possibile aver la grazia e favor

della Iclesia Romana."
30 See the letter of Pope Gregory X to Palaeologus in Guiraud, Reg. Greg., no.

315, 123, dated 21 November 1273, referring to the pressure of Angevin sup-

porters: "qui . . . notarent quasi non in sinceritate debita hoc tarn salubre nego-
tium prosequaris."
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of union, mollifying them as much as possible by insisting that

union would entail no change in the symbol and only minor con-

cessions of an insignificant nature. While to the papacy, there-

fore, he stressed spiritual considerations, to his clergy and people
he emphasized political benefits.

81

Michael's dual policy toward papacy and Greek clergy was in

large part made possible by the sincere and tolerant attitude of

Pope Gregory,
32

as well as by the distance and poor communica-

tions between Constantinople and Rome. The relatively infre-

quent exchange of embassies between the Holy See and the

imperial court
( generally at least three to four months were re-

quired for the journey) plus the extreme deference and glowing

language with which Palaeologus wrote to the Curia of his zeal

for union,
33

seem, at least for a time, to have limited papal aware-

ness of Michael's real motives.34
And, as we shall see, it was only

in 1279, during the pontificate of the more realistic Pope Nicholas

III, that Michael's policy threatened to break down.34a

Before the achievement of union at Lyons, Michael had pur-
sued a mild policy toward his clergy,

85
striving to accustom them

gradually to the idea of union. To impress upon them that noth-

ing was to be feared from a religious accord (and especially that

the Greek symbol and rites would be preserved), he encouraged
the common association of Greek and Latin clerics in the divine

services. Particularly welcome in the capital were Latin friars,
36

81
Cf.Norden,504,

82 Cf. even Pachymeres' praise of Gregory's motives, 369, 11. &-10 and 370,
11. 1-6; ako that of Palaeologus himself, 458, 1. 18.

^Pach., 359, L 8, emphasizes Palaeologus* flattery of the Popes. Cf. the ex-

travagant terms of an imperial letter addressed to Gregory, published in Reg. Gr6g.9

no, 313, 11. Also see the important article of M. Viller, La question de Tunion
des eglises entre Grecs et Latins," Revue d'histoire eccUstostique, XVI (1921)
263, who believes that Palaeologus was a complete hypocrite regarding union.

84

Gregory's successors were not free of suspicion of imperial motives, since

twice within a few years after Lyons they required Michael to reiterate his oath
of fidelity to Rome. See V. Grumel, "Les ambassades pontificates a Byzance apres
le IP Concile de Lyon," Echos (TOrient, XXHI (1924) 442, note 2.

** See Chapter 13, text and notes 58-60.
88 In contrast to his severity after Lyons. See H. Evert-Kapessova, "La socie'td

byzantine et Tunion de Lyon/ Byzantinoslavica, X (1949) 28ff.
86
Pach., 360, 11. 5-7 and 17-18. Also 368, 1. 12.
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including Greeks of southern Italy who were of the Latin faith.
37

In the words of Pachymeres, the Emperor sought

to establish and preinsure the union, which was still in a state of ne-

gotiation, by receiving and sending to the bishops and patriarch at

Hagia Sophia a great number of friars, with a view to their participating
with the Greek clergy in the psalms, in the entrance to the sanctuaries

and the stations, in common partaking of the blessed bread called

antidoron, and indeed in all other Greek usages except the Holy Com-
munion (which they did not request).

38

Among the Greco-Latin clergy who came to Constantinople
was the bilingual Bishop of Croton, from whom Michael himself,

as we have seen, learned the essentials of the Latin faith. He was

permitted by the patriarch to dress in the fashion of the Greek

clergy and it was even arranged to give him a church.38a More

important was the Constantinople-born Franciscan, John Para-

stron., who had been sent to the Emperor as a papal legate.
39 He

was a zealous advocate of union and it was owing in no small

degree to his efforts that union was finally pronounced at Lyons.
Favorable to the Greek rites, Parastron minimized the contro-

versy over the double procession of the Holy Spirit. He was in the

habit of entering into the sanctuary of Constantinopolitan

churches, and, standing at the side of the Greek celebrants, he

would join in the reading of the offices,
40 Of modest demeanor and

conciliatory attitude, he was popular among the Greek clergy,

87 The subsequent influence of these events on the south Italian Greeks is men-
tioned by Sanudo, Istoria, 143. Referring presumably to the early fourteenth cen-

tury, he says: "Sonovi anco molti Greci in Calabria ed in Terra d'Otranto che

ubbidiscono alia Santa Chiesa Rornana, ma forse non cosi devotamente come

farianno, se Timperatore Sior Michele Paleologo e il Patriarca . . . fossera . . .

ubbidienti."
38
Pach., 360, 1, 19 and 361, 11. 1-4. Doubtless there is reference here to he

difference between Greek and Latin practices of communion in one or two kinds.

Partaking of the Greek communion would probably have indicated premature

acceptance of union on the part of the Latin friars.
8811 On the Bishop see Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, I, no. 748, 357, and no. 848, 406.

Also Pach., 360, 11. 8-16. For reasons not entirely clear, but which Pach. attributes

to ill-feeling, the Bishop was kter exiled to Heraclea in Pontus.
89
Guiraud, Reg. Greg., no, 194, 68B. According to the same letter Palaeologus

had previously dispatched Parastron to the Pope as his envoy,
*
Pach,, 371-372.
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who, at his death shortly after the Council of Lyons, sought his

canonization from the Pope.
41 His tolerance and understanding

of the Greek mentality thus played an important part in persuad-

ing certain of the Greek clergy that communion with Rome was

not reprehensible and might even be beneficial.
42

Despite the frank appeals of the Emperor, only a section of

the high clergy was convinced that the political situation de-

manded union with Rome.43 The remainder of the prelates,

practically all the lower clergy, the monks, and the vast majority
of the people remained firm in their opposition, believing that

union would bring not only imposition of the hated filioque but

adoption of Latin usages as well.
44

There seems little doubt, to judge from the accounts of the

contemporary historians, that had Charles of Anjou been per-
mitted by the papacy to launch a full-scale expedition, Constanti-

nople would almost surely have fallen.
45 How then to explain the

intransigence of the anti-unionist Greek clergy, the people, and

even of many state officials
46 an attitude apparently oblivious

of political realities?

It is possible, of course, that the peril may have seemed more

threatening to Palaeologus than to some of his subjects, who may
not have been so acutely aware of the political situation. More-

over, the adherents of the young Emperor, John IV Lascaris, were

understandably less concerned than Michael over the possible

41 See Nicholas Glassberger, Chronica, in Analecta Franciscana, II ( Quaracchi,
1887) 88: "pro eius canonizations Imperator Graecorum et Praelati Graeciae in-

stanter apud dominum Papam laborabant." Cf. G. Golubovich, "Cenni storici su

Fra Giovanni Parastron," Bessarione, X (1906) 295ff.

^Pach., 372, 1L 7ff. Viller, "La question de Turnon," 282, believes that the

chief cause for the failure of union was lack of understanding on both sides. Cf.

A. Fliche, "Le probleme oriental au second concile oecumemque de Lyon," Orien-

tal Christiana periodica (Miscellanea Jerphanion), XIII (1947) 483, who em-

phasizes that at Lyons the papacy and Emperor alone reached an understanding.
43
Pach., 386, 11. 12-13; 387, 11. 17-18.

44 See e.g., Pach., 389, 11. 13-14: "We must maintain for our descendants
what [i.e., the practices] we have received from our fathers."

45
Pach., 358, 11. 16-17. Greg., 123, 11. 3-8 Cf. Villani, I, 389: "Paglialoco non

avea podere n& in mare n& in terra di risistere alia potenzia e apparecchiamento
del re Carlo."

a
Pach., 390, 11. 8-9; 391; 399; 484; and 505, II. 14-15. Also see note 44, above.
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loss of the latter's throne.47 But these observations would have

been applicable only to a small minority of Greeks; the wide-

spread opposition to union was rooted rather in certain basic atti-

tudes and fears of the Greek people.
From the viewpoint of the Byzantine clergy the opposition

was based mainly on a conflict between two basic conceptions of

the church. To the monarchical claims of the papacy was opposed
the Byzantine concept of the pentarchy, according to which the

Eastern patriarchs, while acknowledging the honorary primacy
of Rome, rejected papal assertions of universal disciplinary

jurisdiction which would have made of the Eastern bishops mere

satellites of the Holy See.48 While for the West, in accordance

with Latin canonistic development, supreme ecclesiastical juris-

diction was vested in the Pope alone, for the Eastern church the

highest religious authority resided in the ecumenical councils

representing all the patriarchs.
49

As for the attitude of the Byzantine populace, they, like other

peoples in history, had a mystical view of their Empire. They
believed that its territories were held together by the person of

47 See Pach., 393, 11. 12-16, and 485, 11. 19-20, for mention of pro-Lascarid,

anti-Palaeologan sentiment. Cf. J. Troitsku, Arsenius and the Arsenites (in Rus-

sian) (St. Petersburg, 1873) 99-101.
48 On pentarchic theory see esp. F. Dvornik, The Photian Schism, History and

Legend (Cambridge, 1948) 150 and note 2; M. Jugie, Le schisme byzantin, 37-

38; 222-223, 232.
J. Karmires, "The Schism of the Roman Church," 0eoXo7t,

XXI (1950) 30-31, 65-66; and more recently D. Geanakoplos, "The Council of

Florence," 325 and notes 8-10.

^Complicating the difference in ecclesiastical polity on the Byzantine side

was the traditional authority of the Emperor over the Greek church the so-

called Caesaropapism according to which the Emperor in time of political

stress (as in the case of the efforts of Palaeologus) would seek to accommodate
the Greek church to the needs of the state. The role of Caesaropapism (a not alto-

gether satisfactory term) has been the cause of sharp controversy: e.g., the

Roman Catholic M. Jugie, Le schisme byzantin, 3-9, esp. 10, believes that it was

chiefly responsible for preparing the schism, while, on the other hand, the typically
modern Greek attitude (see Ch. Papadopoulos, The Primacy of the Bishop of
Rome [in Greek] [Athens, 1930], esp. 207ff.) ascribes the basic cause of the

schism to papal attempts to impose Roman primacy of jurisdiction over the Greek
church. It is significant in connection with Caesaropapism that the papacy in

general believed that Michael had practically absolute authority over the Greek

church and thus refused to accept his protestations of the difficulties involved in

persuading his clergy and people to accept union. See especially Chapter 9, text

and note 49, on Clement I v s letter to Michael.
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the Emperor but that the efficacy of his office depended on his

adherence to the purity of the Orthodox faith. He was the living

symbol of the continuity and fortune (tyche) of the Empire, and

to the Greek mentality an attack on the faith was therefore an

attack on the destiny of the Empire itself.
50

Since the foundation of the capital, the Byzantines had be-

lieved that the city was under the special protection of the

Virgin. Indeed, her protection had often saved the city in the

past.
51

Constantinople had fallen to the Latins in 1204, but that

event, as the Greek historians repeatedly affirm, had been owing
to the loss of God's grace as a result of the sins of the Greek

people. By the same token, the reconquest of the capital in 1261

by Michael Palaeologus was due to the recovery of Divine favor.52

The Greek people must have reasoned, therefore, that the Empire
would certainly crumble if the purity of the faith were altered

through adoption of the Latin confession. To the great mass of

the people, oikonomia had no application where the safety of

Constantinople, "the city guarded by God," was concerned. Di-

vine power would save the city even from the Angevin peril.

This, it would seem, is the meaning of a prelate's reply to Michael

at a synod in which the Emperor had stressed political considera-

tions: "If danger threatens, the bishops' duty is only to pray; it

is the task of the Emperor to find a way to repel the enemy/'
63

Probably a more conscious explanation for the resistance to

union was the popular sentiment that it was the prelude to Latin-

60 See Previale, "Un panegyrico inedito per Michele VIII Paleologo," 10, note
4. Also H. Gelzer, Byzantinische Kulturgeschichte (Tubingen, 1909) 29; and O,

Treitinger, Die ostromische Kaiser- und Reichsidee nach ihrer Gestaltung im

hofischen Zeremoniell (Jena, 1938) 159.
51

E.g., in 626 during the reign of Heraclius. On the Virgin-protector see A.

Grabar, "Un graffite slave sur la fagade d'une 6elise de Bukovme," Revue des
etudes slaves, XXIII (1947) 89E; R. L. Wolff, 'Tootnote to an Incident of the
Latin Occupation of Constantinople: The Church and the Icon of the Hodegetria/'
Traditio, VI (1948) 319ff,; and A. Frolow, "La d&licace dc Constantinople dans
la tradition byzantine," Revue de Vhistoire des religions (1944) 61ff,

68 See Chapter 6, text and note 5.
58
Pach,, 389, 11. 14r-17. Cf. the anti-Latin polemic of the contemporary George

Moschabar, in A. Demetracopoulos, Graeeia orthodoxa (Leipzig* 1872) 62: "The
true Orthodox are by Him [Christ] preserved from every visible and invisible

attack of the enemy/'
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ization of the Greek church and people.
54
Though the existence

of a Greek ethnic consciousness at this time may not always be

explicit, it cannot be denied that the Greeks, as a people, re-

garded themselves as very distinct from the Westerners. In gen-

eral, the Latins were considered not only heretical
55 but smugly

supercilious
56 and culturally inferior.

57 This antagonism had been

deepened by the crusades and, above all, by the fifty-seven years
of subjugation to, and enforced union with, the Latin church

resulting directly from the Fourth Crusade. 58
It is no wonder,

then, that a Greek supporter of the union was looked upon with

horror as a traitor. No more striking corroboration for this feel-

ing is possible than the taunt flung at the imperial envoy, Arch-

deacon George Metochites, who had espoused the union: "Fraggos
kathestekas!" ("You have become a Frank!").

59 In this vein wrote

the unionist Patriarch Bekkos: "Men, women, the old and young
. . . consider the peace a war and the union a separation/'

G0

In the light of this explanation it would appear that the ques-
tion of the filioque, so bitterly resented by the Greeks, actually
masked the vital underlying problem of the hostility between

Greeks and Latins. Thus, to the anti-unionist Orthodox, union

with submission to papal authority meant not only ecclesiastical

apostasy but betrayal of the Greek sense of national pride.
These powerful anti-Latin sentiments were propagated among

** See the remarkable speech of Palaeologus in Greg., 127, 11. 1-7, warning his

subjects that conquest of Constantinople by Charles would completely Latinize

them. For a more extended treatment of the Greek fear of Latinization see esp. my
article, "The Council of Florence," 10-12.

w
Dcmetracopoulos, Qraecia orthodoxa, 47-48, and Pach., 376, 11. 9-10.

w On this see the orations of Michael's court orator, Holobolos (Manitelis Ho?o-

boliOratione$,39).
07 See Typikon for St. Michael, 771, for Palaeologus' description of the Latins

as a "half-barbarian people."
88 Note Holobolos* excoriation of the Latin oppressors in his orations (ed. Treu)

44 and 70, Also Typikon for St. Michael, 790, where Michael writes of "the haughty
Latins who tyrannized over Constantinople."w From the report of Metochites as printed in M, Laurent, Innocent V, 424, note

23* To the Greeks of the period the term "Frank" was synonymous with "Latin/'

Cf. the disparaging modern Greek term &<f>p&jKe\l/s ("You have become a Frank/*

i.e., "a Catholic."). Cf. also Pach., 401, 11. 15-16: "They avoided their own brothers

[the unionists] as execrable/*
60

Migne, PC, vol. 141, col 952D.
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the people by monks, always the most fervent supporters of

Orthodoxy the nucleus of whom were the Arsenites,
61 adherents

of the deposed Patriarch Arsenios, who had originally opposed
Michael's usurpation of the throne.62 And to the people who only
too easily recalled the days of the Latin occupation, the words

of the monks fell on fertile soil.
63

Palaeologus has been contemptuously termed Latinophron

("pro-Latin") by Greek writers.
64 His relations with the Latins

were, to be sure, closer than were those of his predecessors, yet
in each instance what may have appeared to anti-Latin Greek

contemporaries and to Orthodox scholars of more recent times as

softness toward the hated enemy, now appears rather to be part
of a shrewdly calculated, pro-Greek policy, which cannot

properly, or at least without qualification, be called Latinophron.
Even in the face of the severe punishments Palaeologus inflicted

on anti-unionist Greek prelates and monks in order to enforce

union, it would seem unwarranted to say that he was more partial

to the Latin faith than to the Greek.65
Questions of dogma were

of less concern to him than was survival of the Empire.
01 On the Arsenites see Pach., 277 and 382. The most recent study is that of

V. Laurent, "Les grandes crises religieuses a Byzance: la fin du schisme Arsenite,"
AcadSmie Roumaine Bulletin de la section historique, XXVI, 2 (1945) Iff. See
further

J. Sykoutres, "Itepi rb a^JLv^ rw 'Aptrwarwy," 'EXXijyiK<, II (1929) 257ff.

and later issues.
62
Arsenios had been deposed by a Byzantine synod in 1267 when Michael

threatened to appeal to Rome for absolution from patriarchal excommunication,

previously imposed for his blinding of John Lascans.
68 On this see H. Evert-Kapessova, "La socie*t6 byzantine et Tunion de Lyon,"

Byzantinoslavica, X ( 1949 ) 29-31 and 33-34.
M For example, by the Greek historian of the Council of Florence (1438-

1439), S. Syropoulos, Historic, vera unionis non verae . . . Concilii Florentini

(Hague, 1660) 238. Regarding Michael's unionist Patriarch, John Beldcos, who
was also called Latinophron by his contemporaries, see the interesting article of
G. Hofmann, "Patriarch Johann Bekkos und die lateinische Kultur, Orientalia

Christiana periodica, XI (1945), esp, 140 and 161, who shows that for one stigma-
tized as Latinophron Bekkos had surprisingly little knowledge of Latin culture
and Latin theological writings none, for example, of the works of his great
contemporary Thomas Aquinas.

65 On Michael's treatment of the monks see Pach., 488-491 and Greg., 127ff,

For an argument that Michael was "far from practicing a general policy of hos-

tility to the monasteries," see G. Rouillard, "La politique de Michel VIII Pale"-

ologue a l^gard des monasteres," Etudes byzantines, I (1943) 83E As to the
false legends regarding Michael's personal chastisement of monks on Mount Athos,
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It seems improbable that Michael underestimated the popular
Greek antipathy to the Latins. An Emperor who had reached the

throne primarily through demagoguery, and through artful

manipulation of the Greek army, nobility, people, and particularly
the clergy,

06 would hardly have lost touch with public feeling

sufficiently to misconstrue the reaction to so important an issue.

Negotiations almost culminating in union had in fact been con-

ducted some years before by the Emperor John III Vatatzes, and
Michael had then had ample opportunity to observe popular
sentiment. 67

It is much more probable that Michael's policy was
a calculated risk, the difficulties of which, with respect both to

the papacy and to his own clergy and people, he thought he
could surmount through skillful diplomacy. From this standpoint,

therefore, his unionist program may be considered simply an

extension on the religious plane of his diplomatic policy toward
the Latins for the preservation of his throne and Empire.

FERMENT IN CONSTANTINOPLE AFTER THE COUNCIL OF LYONS

While the Greek envoys to Lyons were in the West the op-

ponents of union, though quietly gaining strength in Constanti-

nople,
08 bided their time, and with the return of the ambassadors

and ratification of the union by the Emperor, anti-unionist agita-

tion began to assume major proportions. On 16 January 1275, in

the imperial palace, before the Emperor, papal nuncios, and

sec S. Binon, Lcs origines Ugendaires et Fhistoire de Xeropotamou et de Saint-

Paul, do I'Athos (Louvain, 1942) llOff. In addition to what has been said about
Michael's policy toward the Greek church, there should also be mentioned his

extreme solicitude for rebuilding churches and monasteries immediately after the

recoxiquost of Constantinople (see above, Chapter 6, section 2) as well as his

numerous rescripts in favor of Greek monasteries, for two of which he himself

wrote rcgulac (his Autobiography and the Typikon for St, Michael).
00 See above, Chapter 2, text and notes 59-64.
07 Sec Pack, 366, 11. ISflf. Also Greg., 129, 11 13-19, who relates that during

Valatzos' reign, the famous scholar N. Blemmydes was forced to write his pro-
unionist works in secret because of popular feeling. On the negotiations between
Vatat'/es and the papacy with a view to restoring to the Greeks Constantinople,
then in Latin possession, see F. Schillman, "Zur byzantinischen Politik Alexanders

IV," RomtecheQuartal$chrift,XXll (1908) 108E
"Pack, 386, 11 5-6.
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imperial envoys, the ceremony of Lyons was repeated with the

chanting of the epistle in Greek and Latin and commemoration

of Gregory in the diptychs as "highest pontiff of the apostolic

church and ecumenical Pope/*
69

Despite this ceremony, however,

the people and most of the clergy did not at this time make their

submission to Rome. Such indeed was the eruption of anti-unionist

feeling following these rites that the Emperor was forced to

postpone for over two years the official ceremony of acceptance
on the part of the Greek populace.

70

When Michael elevated the unionist John Bekkos to the Pa-

triarchal throne, schism within the Greek church became as acute

as that separating Rome and Byzantium.
71 Anti-unionist senti-

ment now penetrated all classes of Byzantine society, involving
members of the imperial family itself. One of the chief anti-

unionist leaders was Eulogia, Michael's own sister,
72 who in the

past had strongly encouraged her brother's ambitions. With such

fanaticism did she oppose his policy that she is reported to have

preferred the destruction of her brother's reign to any alteration

in the purity of the faith.
73

Together with her daughter Maria,

Tsarina of the Bulgars, to whom she soon fled for refuge, Eulogia
conceived the daring plan of creating an alliance between the

Bulgars and the Mamelukes of Egypt in order to crush Michael

between them.74 But the scheme produced no important results.

00
Pach., 399, 11. 7-17.

70 See below, Chapter 13, sections 1 and 2. Greg., 130, 11. 11-15, notes that

the liturgy with the papists present was performed only once in the Blachernae

palace.
71
Pach., 401, 11. 12-16, esp,: &ir6<rov %v x^* r& irpbs robs 'IraXotfs . . . roffovrcv

teal Trpds rote Idtovs, On Bekkos, at first an anti-unionist, see Pach., 374-382; Greg.,
123, 11. 5-8; also cf. R. Souarn, "Tentatives d'union avec Rome: Un patriarche grec
catholique au XHP siecle," Echo$ d'Orient, III (1900) 229-237; and the inade-

quate work of A. Zotos, 'Iwdv^s d B6c/cos Harptdpxyf
<

K.<av<rTavTwovir6\c(i)$ N^as

'P^Ms 6 A.a,Tw6<f>pt>)v (Munich, 1920).
72 On Eulogia see PacL, 379, 11. 15-18. Because of her anti-unionist activities

(it will be recalled that she was a nun) Michael exiled her to the fortress of St.

George (Pach., vol. II, p. 15). Apparently, however, she escaped from there to

Bulgaria.

George Metochites, Historia dogmatica, in A. Mai, Patrum nova bibliotheca,
VIII (Rome, 1871) 38.

74
Pach., 427-429. Also G. Vernadsky, "Relations between the Golden Horde,
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More serious was the opposition of the Angeloi princes,

Nikephoros of Epirus and his brother, John the Bastard of

Thessaly. Posing as pious defenders of Orthodoxy against the

heretic Latins (they were at the same time in contact with

Charles of Anjou! ) , the Angeloi made their territories a refuge for

anti-unionist malcontents fleeing Constantinople. On 1 May 1277,

at Neopatras, the Bastard even convoked a synod, composed
mainly of refugee monks, which anathematized Emperor, Pope,
and Patriarch as heretics. 75

With the monks constantly haranguing the people, libelli

openly being published against the Emperor,
70 and even state

officials in opposition, Michael was extremely hard put to main-

tain his policy. At first he was comparatively lenient toward the

foes of union, hoping to win them by persuasion, but the intransi-

gence of his opponents induced him, after Lyons, to resort to

sheer force. Thus he cruelly exiled or blinded many anti-unionists

and confiscated their property.
77

Turning harshly on the monks,
whom he considered the chief instigators of the opposition, the

Emperor meted out particularly severe punishments to two,

Meletios and Ignatios, removing the tongue of the first and blind-

ing the latter. (Ignatios' only crime apparently consisted in re-

porting to friends that he had seen Michael conforming to Latin

ecclesiastical usages I)
78 A number of imperial officials were

similarly treated, and, finally, the death penalty was decreed even

for such acts as reading or possessing libelli directed against the

Emperor.
79

Egypt, and Byzantium under . . Michael Palaeologus" (in Russian), Semina-
rium Kondakovianum, I (1927) 73ff.

75 On this see below Chapter 13, text and notes 17-20.
70 See A. Vassilief, Anecdota graeco-byzantina, pt 1 (Moscow, 1893) 179-188,

for a libelltts entitled "Panagiotae cum azymita disputatio." Holding the Latin

beliefs, especially that of the azymes, up to ridicule, the libellus reproduces a

(hypothetical) discussion between the patriarch and an "azymite." Cf. Pach.,
491-492.

77
Pach.,482ff.

78 On these two monks who were sent to Rome in 1279 to be chastened by
the Pope and who were benevolently returned only to be punished by Michael
see Pach,, 489ff. On the torture of Holobolos, see also Pach., 192-193.

70
Pach., 459 and 483ff, Also cf. Sanudo, Istoria, 135: "E fece battar, ferir e
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Particularly disquieting to the Basileus were the plots that

were, or that he believed were, being organized against the

regime. Goaded by his suspicions, Michael permitted his old

friend Kotys, accused perhaps falsely of treason, to die of torture

after being handed over to the imperial Latin troops (evidently

the Varangians) in order that a confession might be extracted

from him.80
Makarios, a man universally admired for his piety,

was also put to death on the report that he had conspired with

"the states of the west," a phrase referring apparently to the

rulers of Epirus and Thessaly.
81 Once before, in 1267, Michael

had been justifiably aroused by discovering a serious plot organ-
ized against him by a certain Frangopoulos

82 and twelve others.

(That conspiracy, it is interesting to observe, had been betrayed
to the Emperor by the Latin Charles, whose murder of the Proto-

vestiarios Muzalon in 1258 had paved the way for Michael's ac-

cession to the throne.)
83

From the intensity of these disorders, tantamount almost to

civil war, it might appear that too great a price had been paid
for the sake of union. But the ruthless persistence of the Emperor
in his policy leaves little doubt that in his eyes the political ad-

vantages derived from union compensated for all the internal

turmoil, however severe.
84

_ molti suoi Calogeri Grechi e Prelati." Other important officials punished
were the Logothetes ton Genikon Theodore Muzalon and even the son of Acro-

polites. On this see Pach., 495f.
80 On Kotys see Pach., 485 and 486, esp. 1. 17. He is the same person who,

years before, had warned Michael that his life was endangered. See above, Chap-
ter 1, text for note 51.

81 On Makarios see Pach., 489, 11. 9-11. On the use of the term "west"

(meaning Epirus) see L Sevcenko, "Imprisonment of Manuel Moschopulos in the

year 1305 or 1306," Speculum, XXVII (1952) 156, note 95.
83 On Frangopoulos (literally "son of Franks"), a not uncommon name in

Byzantium and one which was often used derisively by the Greeks, see V. Laurent,

"L^gendes sigillographiques et families byzantines," Echos d'Orient, XXX (1931)
469.

88 On the Frangopoulos plot (in which the Patriarch Arsenics was also impli-
cated), see Pach., 284, 11 16ff. Also cf. Sykoutres, op. tit., II, 292; and Troitskii,
Arsenios and the Arsenites (in Russian) 940ff.

84 See Pach
, 390, 11. 5-9, who recounts that the Grand Oikonomos, Xiphilin,

just before Lyons, had implored the Emperor not to incite a civil war for the
sake of avoiding a foreign conflict.
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THE AFTERMATH OF LYONS

(1274-1277)

IMMEDIATE POLITICAL RESULTS OF UNION

r
'or Michael Palaeologus the proclamation of union at

Lyons was a veritable diplomatic triumph. It saved

his capital from the danger of an imminent Latin invasion and

gained him the support not only of the Pope but of a general
council as well. Henceforth, an expedition by Charles, theoret-

ically at least, would be regarded by Western Christendom not

as a crusade but as a fratricidal war between two Catholic

princes,
1
Union, in effect, had made Byzantium a kind of papal

protectorate.

Beyond this, it would seem that through religious accord

Michael had even obtained tacit papal approval for his attempt
to recover the remainder of Latin Romania.2 Restoration of the

1
Pach., 410, 11. 14-16, quotes the Pope as saying, '*We cannot permit Christians

to fight Christians lest we provoke the wrath of God against us," See also 384, 11.

12-13. Cf. Delisle, "Notice, no. 8, 164, a letter of Michael to Gregory, dated July
or August of 1274, expressing the policy he hoped the papacy would adopt in

Byzantine affairs: "Debet autem in Grecorum impeno dominari ille quern elegerunt
Greci regnare super eos, et ipse debet reddere ad apostolicam sedem honorem
debitum; non enim vult noster imperator propter parentelam suam effusionem

fieri sanguinis Christianorum,"
* For such tacit approval the best evidence is the lack of any real papal oppo-

sition to the violent new offensive of Palaeologus in Romania. It may be significant
also that Michael's letters alluded to the surrender of Romania as the

4<

peac6
between Greeks and Latins/' See, e.g., Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no. 295, 135. Cf.

also an important tract of Humbert de Romans, Opus Tripartitum, in Mansi, Con-

dlia, XXIV, cols. 109-136 (which was written for the Council of Lyons and may
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old imperial frontiers in Greece3
was, of course, a difficult mat-

ter, and a tolerant papal attitude in this connection might prove
of no little value. But the price demanded for such sanction was

still to be paid personal submission of the Greek clergy and

people to the Holy See, and imperial cooperation with the West
in a crusade to the Holy Land.

As for King Charles and the titular Latin Emperor, Philip of

Courtenay, though outmaneuvered by Michael, they now pro-
claimed that, union notwithstanding, Palaeologus could not be

excused for usurping Romania from its rightful Latin rulers.
4

Sharing their view was Venice, whose representatives at Lyons
had solemnly declared that she did not intend to renounce her

claims to Romania. 5 In spite of this attitude, however, the con-

viction seems to have prevailed in the West that by effecting

union with the Greeks Pope Gregory had recognized the legit-

imacy of Michael's possession of Constantinople.
6

Probably indicative of the determination of Philip to persist

in his claims was his cession, on 10 March 1274, of the Kingdom
of Thessalonica to his brother-in-law, Philip of Anjou, second son

of King Charles, on the occasion of Philip of Anjou's marriage to

Isabella, daughter of Prince William of Achaia.7 The grant of this

well reflect the sentiments of Pope Gregory), which suggests specific, peaceful

ways for Michael to secure Latm Romania: "quod vel per pecuniam a Latino

principe acquiratur . . . vel . . . per pacta aut matnmoma."
3 See in Delisle, "Notice," 164. "ad recuperandum imperiale dominium." That

Michael intended to restore even Bulgaria and Serbia to the Empire seems revealed

by his bull of August 1272, renewing the old Patriarchate of Ochrida with juris-
diction over Serbia and Bulgaria. See H. Gelzer, "Ungedruckte und wenig bekannte
Bistumerverzeichnisse der orientalischen Kirche," Byz. Zeit,, II (1893) 42-46.

*
Pach., 410, L 9. Also see below, note 72, for what are doubtless Charles's views

as expressed in a letter of Pope Innocent V to Michael,
5
Canale, 678; and Dandolo, 321: "ibi ambaxatores Veneti, pro conservacione

suorum iurium in impeno Romanic . . . publice protestati sunt."
8
See, e.g., Villani, I, 374: "Per lo quale riconciliamento de' Greci, il detto

papa conferm6 al detto Paglialoco imperadore dello 'mperio di Costantinopoli."
Also the epistle of Urban IV to Michael, in Guiraud, Reg. Urbain, II, no, 295,
138A, expressing readiness to recognize Michael as legitimate Emperor and even
to protect his heirs, if he accepted union and thus became a Catholic prince (ed.
Tautu, Acta, 21). Cf. also Delisle, "Notice," no. 8, 164, as quoted in the first

note of this chapter.
7 The old edition of Ducange, Histoire de Constantinople (Venice, 1729) 17,

has printed more of this document than have later editions,
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empty title (for which the Emperor Philip had not even awaited

the renunciation of Duke Hugh of Burgundy!)
8
may well have

been motivated by the aim of maintaining and further stimulating
the interest of King Charles.9 For through the cession of Thessa-

lonica the encirclement of Constantinople, in theory at least,

would be practically complete.
10 And to Charles the moral balm of

legality was always of vital concern in justifying any offensive

action to be undertaken.

IMPERIAL OFFENSIVES AGAINST CHARLES IN ALBANIA AND JOHN THE

BASTARD IN THESSALY; THE BATTLES OF NEOPATRAS AND DEMETRIAS

Religious peace between East and West was officially estab-

lished, but the military conflict between Greeks and Latins re-

mained as pronounced as ever. It was not coincidental that

Michael made his most determined effort to drive the Latins from

Romania at almost the very moment that union was being solem-

nized at Lyons. Having restrained his attacks in Achaia during the

period preceding the Council, now in 1274 and 1275 he launched

against Albania and Thessaly powerful new offensives.

In the spring of 1274 Michael's troops had occupied two

important Albanian towns, the port of Butrinto and the fortress

of Berat, which was strategically situated in the center of the

country. The defending Angevin forces, suffering great losses,

were thrown back to Dyrrachium and Avlona on the Adriatic.
11

Greek troops, joined by sympathetic Albanians from the interior,

now assailed Dyrrachium, besieging it several times during the

same year. Occupied as Charles was with Genoa and the Ghibel-

lines throughout 1274 and the first part of 1275, he nevertheless

8 See Chapter 9, note 111.
6
Cf, Chapman, 126, who believes Philip's action was motivated by discourage-

ment. Shortly before this, Philip had offered Thessalonica also to the Prince of

Achaia. See G. Monti, "Da Carlo I a Roberto di Angi6," Arch. stor. prov. nap.,

LX(1935) 161-162.
10

Ibid., 162. Monti's opinion disagrees with that of Cerone, "La sovranita

napoletana," Arch. star. prov. nap., XLI (1916) 235, who believes that Charles

did not take the grant seriously.
11 Arch. St. it., XXIII, 240, letter of Charles dated 24 August 1274.
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dispatched reinforcements, provisions, and munitions to succor

the two towns.12 His anxiety over their fate is revealed by two

letters addressed to his officials in Albania. In the first Charles

disclosed that the Greek fleet, aided by pirates in imperial serv-

ice, had almost succeeded in cutting Angevin communications

between Italy and Greece. Charles censured one of his officials

because he did not "on the approach of Palaeologus' ships, order

his vessels and others of our subjects to be drawn on to land for

security/'
13 In the other communication, dated 29 September

1275, Charles wrote of hearing that "the army of Palaeologus has

penetrated to the vineyards of the city of Dyrrachium." The situa-

tion became so threatening that Charles had to issue special

orders to his commander Narjot de Toucy, whom he was replac-

ing, not to leave the city and thus further stimulate enemy at-

tacks.
14

Despite his concern, Charles could only remain on the

defensive, since he was still preoccupied with difficulties in Italy.

During this period the Genoese were sacking Sicilian coastal

areas,
15 while Ghibellines, fleeing in large numbers to Corfu or

elsewhere in Romania, added strength to the anti-Angevin cause.10

Meanwhile, though the Greek threat to the two Albanian ports
continued throughout 1275 and 1276, the Angevin forces were

able to retain a precarious hold upon them.17

33
Ibid., 433-438, and Carabellese, 67-68.

13 "Per vasa Paliologi quinque Barce hominum Durrachii et una de Ydronto
more piratico capta fuerunt . . . adventu galeanim Paliologi debueris Barcas et

alia vasa fidelium nostrorum in terrain duci facere" (Arch. st. it., XXIV, 381-

382, dated 30 September 1275), From 1274 to 1279 the entire coastline of the

Regno, from Otranto to Croton, remained in a state of war, with an Angevin fleet

patrolling continually between Albania and Italy. See Carabellese, 31 and note 1.
" Acta Albaniae, I, no. 348, 101. Possibly revealing Charles's need for attracting

the favor of Greeks and Albanians of Albania (and perhaps also of southern Italy;
is a rescript dated 6 December 1274 to the justiciar of Bari, ordering that all

Albanian and Greek slaves must be freed immediately or severe penalties would
be incurred. See Acta Albaniae, no. 334, 97.

15 Ann. Ian., IV, 167-168, and Arch. st. it., XXIII, 228. Cf. Caro, Genua, I, 357-
359. Charles so feared Genoese and Greek piratical attacks that in 1277 he ordered
a steel chain to be stretched across the harbor of Brindisi. See W. Cohn, "Storia

della flotta siciliana sotto Carlo I d'Angid," Arch. st. sic. orientate, XXVHI (1932)
59.

16 See Carabellese, 58 and esp. note 2, Angevin rescript referring to "rnani-

fcstis prodiloribus regni nostri" now in Corfu.
17 Acta Albaniae, nos. 356-359, 103-104. At this time, Charles, on the de-
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Palaeologus* ablest Greek opponent was John the Bastard of

Thessaly, much of whose strength lay in his appeal to dissenters

within imperial territories as well as in his connections with

Michael's Latin enemies. In order to deprive the Bastard of the

aid of Charles and the Latin lords of Romania, Michael asked the

Pope to excommunicate him. Such a request was certainly justi-

fiable in Michael's eyes, as the Bastard was, after all, a disloyal

subject whose territory had formerly constituted part of the

Byzantine Empire. It was Michael, in fact, who had granted him

the rank of Sebastokrator. And was not the Bastard in the eyes

of Rome a schismatic? Though Michael emphasized these points,
18

Pope Gregory did not grant his request. The reason for the re-

fusal is not stated, but it may be ascribed to Gregory's desire to

maintain the balance between Charles and Michael until the

latter had made it clear by more than words that the Greek people
would fully accept the union and join in the crusade to the Holy
Land.19

Despite the papal rebuff, Michael made a vigorous effort to

crush the Bastard by military means. In 1275, concurrent with

his Albanian offensive, he dispatched to Thessaly a great army
of more than thirty thousand mercenaries under the joint com-

mand of his brother, the Despot John Palaeologus, and Alexios

Kaballarios. 20 In addition, the Emperor ordered a fleet of seventy-
three vessels under the Protostrator Alexios Philanthropenos to

attack the Latin lords of Greece, thereby preventing the dispatch
of aid to the Bastard.21

fensive in Albania, dispatched an embassy to the Bulgar Constantine Tich. See M.
Laurent, Innocent V, 260.

18 See the memorandum presented to Gregory at Lyons by Michael's envoys,
esp.: "Non recipiat . . . papa hominem qui fuerit infidelis imperio Grecorum et

haoeat terras et castra, et quod non permittat dominus papa aliquem Latinorum

principum suscipere eum" (Delisle, "Notice/' no. 8, 163). In the report of Ogerius,
Protonotarius ofthe Emperor (see below, Chapter 13, text and notes 72-73), dated
1279, the Bastard and Nikephoros are referred to as "servi, et submanuales Impern*
[qui] sacramentum. . . Imperatori fidelitatis et ligii homagii multotiens presti-
tenant."

19 See Norden, 550, note 1,
80
Of. Sanudo, Istoria, 121: "Trenta mila a Cavallo." Pach., 324, 11. 9-10, lists

40,000 men including naval forces.
81
Pach., 325, 11. 4-8. Since the nominal head of the fleet, the Grand Duke
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So swift was the advance of the imperial army that the

Bastard was caught off guard and besieged in his lofty fortress

of Neopatras. But in spite of the fewness of troops at his disposal
and the gravity of his situation, the Bastard was able to save him-

self by resourcefulness and daring. Descending the city walls by
rope, he successfully traversed the entire enemy camp, posing as

a lowly groom seeking a stray horse. Three days later he appeared
at Thebes,

22 where he made an alliance with the Megas Kyr, Sire

John de la Roche, from whom he secured three hundred horse-

men.23
Returning quickly to Neopatras at the head of his new

troops, the Bastard attacked the Greek army still surrounding his

capital.
24 Taken completely by surprise at the onslaught of the

disciplined Latin troops, the imperial forces (whose unity was

already impaired by a heterogeneity of races) became demoral-

ized and took to flight despite efforts of the Despot to restrain

them.25

At the news of this remarkable victory the Latin lords of the

Archipelago became greatly encouraged
26 and sent a fleet of

ships, largely Venetian ones from Crete and Negropont, to attack

the imperial fleet anchored at Demetrias on the Gulf of Volos.
27

The assault of the large Latin ships, upon whose prows wooden

Michael Lascans, was too old, Philanthropenos, though only Protostrator, exercised

the effective naval command. On this R. Guilland, "Le Protostrator,*' Revue des

etudes byzantines, VII (1950) 165, who, however, appears to date this event as

"ca. 1271."
38

Strictly speaking, in Attica, according to Greg., 114, 11. 5-6, but the court*s

main residence was at Thebes.
33
Pach,, 328, 11. 5-16; according to Greg., 114, 1. 9, 500 horsemen.

24
Sanudo, Istvria, 121, relates that when Duke John de la Roche saw the im-

perial army, he said in Greek: "Poli laos oligo atropi [sic]
99

("many people but few

menl").
35
Pach,, 329, 11. 7-18. Greg., 115, 11. 17-19, attributes the Greek debacle to

divine punishment for the sacrilegious conduct of their Cuman mercenaries.

*Pach., 332, 11. 1-4, and Sanudo, Istoria, 121: "andorono prcsuntuosamente/'* As to the relative strength of the Greek and Latin fleets in the following naval

battle (referred to as that of Volo by L Bury, "The Lombards and Venetians in

Euboia," Jl of Hellenic Studies, VII [1886] 336), Pach., 332, 1. 4, speaks of the

Latins as having only half or a third as many ships as the Greeks. Greg., 117, 11.

18-19, writes of over 50 Greek vessels, and (11. 20-24) more than 30 Cretan and
Euboian ( Negropontine ) ships. Sanudo, Istoria, 121, reports 62 Latin and 80 Greek

ships: "XII tra Galee e Tarrette e 50 altri Legni da Remo . . incontrando

TArmata dell' Imperatore ch'era di 80 Gallee,"
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towers had been erected,
28 was so violent that many Greeks on

the more numerous imperial vessels were thrown into the sea

or wounded. But as the battle reached its climax and defeat

seemed imminent for the Greeks, the Despot John Palaeologus

suddenly appeared with reinforcements. While escaping from

Neopatras, he had heard rumors of the naval battle raging

nearby,
29 and with men gathered from the surrounding area he

rode in one night the forty mile distance to Demetrias. As John

appeared and caught sight of his desperate countrymen, he cried

out to them in a loud voice not to surrender. Enheartened, the

Greeks began to rally, the more so as the Despot began to re-

place the tired and wounded with his own men who had found

boats on shore. The conflict raged throughout the day until at last

the Latins were utterly defeated.30 All but two of their ships were

captured; Guglielmo II dalle Carceri, triarch of Negropont, was

killed and many Latin nobles taken prisoner, including Gugli-
elmo's brother, Francesco, and Fillippo Sanudo, possibly captain
of the entire Latin forces.

31
It is to be noted that the Venetians

of Negropont, perhaps in observance of their truce with Michael,

took no official part in the battle, the Venetian Sanudo apparently

participating only as a private citizen.

The Emperor's concern over the collapse of his army at

38

Greg., 117, 11. 24-25. His description of the battle (which he terms "a wall

[i.e., land] not a sea battle," 118, 11. 18-19) is especially dramatic.

^Pach., 332, 11. lOff. According to Greg., 119, 11. 11-12, when the Despot, on
arrival, saw how the battle was going, he knelt on the shore, crying aloud to God
for aid as he poured sand on his head. A description of such conduct may have
been a commonplace in Byzantine historical writing. Cf. a similar passage on the

Emperor Theodosius I in Rufimis, Historia Ecclesiastica (in Eusebius Werke, ed.

Schwartz-Mommsen, II [Leipzig, 1908] Bk. XI, 33).
30

Greg., 120, 11. 12-14, whose account, with that of Sanudo, provides the key
to the remarkable victory: Kal del rovs rpav/^arlas dvaXafAp&vwv &\\ovs dfiotfiaSbv

elffyye veapoiis Kal &KfJt,dovras Sanudo, 122: "Facea montar sopra dette delli suoi
soldati ben armati . . . contra Nemici, li quali stanchi ed assaltati de Gente perita
di Guerra, e frescha, facilmente furono vinti/* Cf. Pach,, 333-535.

81 See Sanudo, 122, who lists the Latin prisoners: Gaetano, Sestier of Negropont,
Butarello (who was blinded by the Emperor), Francesco da Verona, Filippo
Sanudo Capitano, Zuan Sanudo, and his son and son-in-law, Guglielmo de Scora,
and others. The triarch Giberto of Verona escaped to the city of Negropont, which
he would have lost to Greek troops who then came to attack, had it not been for
the aid of the Venetian bail and the Duke of Athens.
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Neopatras was exceeded only by his joy at the news of the victory
at Demetrias. So encouraged was Michael by the latter that, in

the words of Sanudo, "he believed he was about to expel the

Latins completely from Greece either by war or through pacts, and

for this purpose he neglected every other care."
32 As we shall

see, Demetrias was, in truth, to mark the beginning of a great
new campaign for the restoration of Negropont and the islands

of the Archipelago to the Empire.

RELATIONS OF POPES GREGORY X AND INNOCENT V WITH PALAEOLOGUS

(1274-1277): GRECO-ANGEVIN TRUCES, THE EMBASSY OF GEORGE

METOCHITES FOR A CRUSADE THROUGH ASIA MINOR,
AND THE NEW DEMANDS OF INNOCENT V

In a memorandum delivered to Pope Gregory probably im-

mediately after the Council of Lyons, die Greek envoys stated:

Inasmuch as our lord, the holy Emperor, should with all his resources

render service to the Holy Land, we seek that he may have peace with

all Latin princes and kings as shall seem best to our most holy lord,

the Pope.
33

In response to this appeal, and more especially because of the

papal aim for the pacification of Christendom prior to the crusade,

Pope Gregory set about to arrange a truce between Charles and

Michael.

Accordingly, sometime before September or October of

1274,
84
Gregory sent the Abbot Bernard of Montecassino to Con-

stantinople in company with the imperial envoys who had ap-

., 336-337 and esp. Sanudo, 122: "scazzar al tutto li Latini dalla Grecia

6 con Guerra 6 con patti, e rimmesso ogn* altro trattato, ch'avesse, e ogn' altra

cura, si mise a questa sola/* Cf. above, note 3, Bury, in "Lombards and Venetians,

etc.," 337, states (plausibly) that Licario was probably present at this battle.
33

Delisle, "Notice," no. 8, 163, dated July or August.
** The date is known from a donation of 20 September 1274, made by Bernard

(who mentions his forthcoming departure from Italy) to his personal doctor

Stephen of Montezario. See A. Caplet, Regesti Bernardi I Abbatis Ca$inen$i$

(Rome, 1890) 191 and 193, nos. 437 and 439. On Bernard consult (with caution)
D. Saba, Bernardo I Ayglerio (Montecassino, 1931) 98ff.
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peared at Lyons.
35 The letters carried by Bernard expressed the

joy of Gregory and the West over the achievement of union 36 and

contained instructions for a Greco-Angevin truce to extend to 1

May 1276. 37 Such an agreement was impossible for Charles, how-

ever, because of the Treaty of Viterbo, the execution of which

had already been extended for a year, as we have seen, to 1 May
1275, To remove this difficulty Gregory now directed the Abbot

on his way to the Greek capital to stop first in Naples and to

obtain from Charles and Philip a second extension on the grounds
that it was necessary "for a more complete consummation of

union." 38 With the success of his negotiations in Naples, Bernard

was subsequently able to complete his mission to Constantinople,
and thus a Greco-Angevin truce was arranged to last until 1 May
1276.39

It must be noted, however, that acceptance of the armistice

was dictated on both sides by expediency: Charles, still on the

defensive in Italy, needed a respite in the East, while Michael,

about to undertake his offensive against John the Bastard, was

only too glad to deprive the Prince of Angevin support.
On his return to Italy Bernard announced to the Pope that an

imperial embassy would soon follow to discuss the crusade,40 To
this Greek embassy we must direct particular attention because

35
Delisle, "Notice," no. 8, 163. Cf. letter of Pope Innocent V, dated 23 May

1276 (in Martene, Ampl. coll., VII, no. 28, 244). Also see M. Laurent, Innocent

V, 263 and esp. 268.

^Of the papal letters (all dated 28 July 1274 in Guiraud, Reg. Greg., 207-

209), that to Palaeologus (207B) expresses the wish that he could personally have
come to Lyons, thereby clearly disproving the statements of certain sources that

Michael had appeared at the Council (see above, Chapter 11, note Z). Others are

addressed to Andronikos and the Greek clergy, urging them to eradicate the rem-
nants of schism and support the Emperor.*

Guiraud, Reg. Gr6g., no. 490, 208: "ut inter te ac carissimos in Christo filios

nostros Phihppum . . . et Carolum . . . treuge sufficients temporis incantur,"
88

Ibid., no. 491, 209, same date, instructions to Abbot Bernard: "ad pleniorcm
consummationem ipsius treuge . . . taliter prorogationem ulteriorem,"

30 This date of termination (cf. Potthast, Regesta, no, 20949) has been estab-

lished by Delisle, "Notice," 134. That a truce existed in 1276 is proved also by a

passage in T.-Th., Ill, 182, which records that in January of 1276 a Greek captain
debarked at Corfu "quia erant in treugua dominus Imperator. . . Rege Karolo."
Cf. also on the treaty E. Leonard, Les Angevins de Naples, 532, note to p. 117*

*Caplet, Regesti, p. ciii Cf. M. Laurent, Inn. V, 269 and note 62. Also

Leonard, Les Angevins, 116.
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of its extraordinary proposal that Latin crusaders be used to re-

conquer Anatolia from the Turks for the Greek Empire. The two

imperial ambassadors, George Metochites, pro-unionist Arch-

deacon of Constantinople, and the Grand Intendant Theodore,

who served as interpreter,
41 met with Gregory in the summer of

1276, probably in the town of Beaucaire in southern France. But

the Pope absorbed with the problems attendant upon the elec-

tion of Rudolf of Hapsburg to the Western imperial throne and

the rejection of the claim of Alfonso X of Castile 42 was at first

unable to devote much attention to the envoys. The latter ac-

companied him, therefore, to Lausanne, where the numerous

matters relating to the crusade were discussed.
43

Already at the

Council of Lyons Gregory had declared that the arms of both

Eastern and Western Emperors would crush resurgent Islam,
44

while Michael in his epistle read at the Council had promised

troops, money, provisions, and whatever else was necessary for

the passage to the Holy Land.45 But now at Lausanne Metochites,

in the name of the Emperor, made a striking proposal: namely,
that the Latin crusaders, instead of making the crossing by sea,

41 See M Laurent, Inn. V, 269, who includes C. Gianelli's ed. (419ff.) of the

report of Metochites himself; for another edition see V. Laurent, "Le rapport de

Georges le Metochite, Apocrisaaire de Michel VIII Pal6ologue aupres du Pape
Gregoire X," Revue historique du sud-e$t europten, XXIII (1946) 240ff. On
Metochites (for whom safe-conducts were again obtained from Charles) see V.

Grumel in Diet. ih6ol. cath., VI, col. 1238. On the Grand Intendant (juyas

Stoi/cTp-ifc) , who acted as interpreter, see M. Laurent, Inn. V, 270, note 69. On the

Roman Cuna's apparent lack of a college of interpreters at this time see B.

Altaner, "Sprachkenntnisse u. Dolmetscherwesen . . . im 13. u. 14. Jahrh.,"
Zeitsch. f. Kirchengesch., LV (1936) 85fL, and cf. E. van Moe\ "L'envoi de
nonces a Constantinople par les papes Innocent V et Jean XII," U6L d'arch. et

d'histoire, XLVII (1930) 53,
43 On the imperial election see M. Laurent, Inn. V, 270 and A. Zisterer, Gregor

X. und Rudolf von Hapsburg ( Fribourg-en-Bnsgau, 1891) (unavailable to me),
43 This is known from Innocent's first letter to Palaeolcgus, dated 23 May 1276

(in Martene, Ampl coll, VII, col. 244, no. 28; cf. M. Laurent, Inn. V, 478). At
Lausanne Metochites saw the Western Emperor, Rudolf of Hapsburg, take the

cross. See Annaks Ba$ileen$e$9 in UGH SS, XVII, 198.
** Statement repeated in report of Metochites, in Laurent, Inn, V, 440.

"Delisle, "Notice," no. 7, 162: "per exercitum, et per pecuniam, et per
victualia, et per omnimodam aliam providenciam." Michael promised this on con-

dition that there would be peace with his Latin neighbors: "solum modo si

habuerit pacem cum vicinis suis Latinis."
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proceed on land across the Balkans to Constantinople, march

through Asia Minor, and, finally, before invading Syria, rest in the

territory of Michael's son-in-law Abagha, the Mongol Khan of

Persia. Such a land route (actually the classic passage of the first

crusades) would, of course, necessitate the reconquest from the

Turks of former Byzantine territory in Asia Minor.46

According to a report left us by Metochites, Pope Gregory
was favorable to the plan. Impressed especially by Metochites' plea
for recovery of the ancient and glorious Christian cities of Ana-

tolia, Gregory was persuaded as well that the land route would

avoid the hardships of a long sea voyage.
47

It was also believed

that Anatolia would provide an excellent base of operations from

which to conquer and maintain possession of Jerusalem. Most im-

portant, such a route would obviate the difficulty of finding suf-

ficient ships to transport the Western armies.48

The advantages of the plan for Michael were compelling. No
doubt he thought that thereby an otherwise unavoidable and

dangerous crusade which would bring powerful Latin armies to

Greek soil could in the end be turned to the profit of the Greeks.

Had not his predecessor Alexios I Comnenos in similar fashion

*
6s u>' ^ dtoSos vevqTaL r&v KWiqdTio'OfJLevtap Sia fypas 4) irpbs rbv &ytov r6irov

dirdyovca, ical
fjt>7j

SICL GaXdwqs . . Kal &s ofooyo/tijcrei /3a<rt\ers dLaflirjviKrevi rats irpbs

rbv olKelov 7a/tj8/)<Ji>, rbv rQv 'Arrapluv 5e<rir6ovTa, did Toup/cfas viroKeLft&Tjs . , . els

T^IV irporepav eiravadpaflLew Seffiroretav Kal T$V dpx&lav diroKaraffracrw r^jv xpt,(rT<&vv(jLov.

From Metochites' report m M. Laurent, Inn. V, 436-437. The occupation of Asia

Minor was to take place either before or after the conquest of Jerusalem (ibid.,

437: etre irpb TTJS dj/ct/5/5ucrewj 7775 aytas eiVe fjt.eri-jret.ra. ) . Cf. V. Laurent, "Gr6gOire
X et le projet dune ligue antiturque," Echos d'Orient, XXXVII (1938) 272. On
the political situation in Asia Minor at this time see P. Wittek, Das Ftirstcntum

Mentesche: Studien zur Geschichte Westkleinasiens im 13.-15. Jh. (Istanbul, 1934)
1-31, and Arnakis, Ql n/>rot 'O^wAtavo/, 37F.; Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State (1956)
438.

*7
Metochites, 436-437, esp.:

Kal rols d\6yois r$ Toaotirq ^KCL roO
48 On the attitude of the Pope and his theoreticians regarding the land route,

see V. Laurent, "La croisade et la question d'orient sous le pontificat de Gr^goire
X," Revue historique du sud-est europ6en, XXII (1945) 133; and esp. the same
author's "Gregoire X," 265-267. Cf. also the work of the 14th century theoretician
Fidence of Padua, Liber recuperationis Terrae Sanctae, in G, Golubovich, Biblio-
teca bio-bibliografica delta Terra Santa e deW Oriente Francescano, II (1913) 51
and 57. M. Laurent, Inn. V, 273, does not think that Gregory was well-informed as
to the risks involved.
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utilized the Latin armies of the First Crusade to help reconquer
much of Asia Minor for Byzantium?

49 Execution of Michael's

plan would at the same time thwart the menace to the Greek

Empire of Mameluke Egypt, whose forces had already penetrated
Armenia.50

To insure complete accord on the proposal, the Pope and the

imperial envoys agreed that a cardinal should be sent to the

Bosporus. Of greater interest is the fact that Gregory was to meet

personally with Michael in Brindisi, shortly after Easter of 1276,

or, if this rendezvous in the Regno were considered unsafe, the

Pope would instead cross over to Avlona. 61
Unfortunately, the

meeting was prevented by the death of Gregory, in January of

1276. 52 Had the conference in Brindisi materialized, it would
have anticipated by almost a century the famous journey to the

West in 1369 of the Emperor John V Palaeologus.
53

With the death of Gregory there disappeared a real oppor-

tunity for a united Christendom to oppose the Turkish advance

in Asia Minor. That a restoration of Anatolia to the Greeks

through Latin arms could have been successfully accomplished
is, however, questionable: the mutual distrust of Latins and

Greeks, the probable unwillingness of the Latin leaders (as in

the First Crusade) to relinquish territory conquered by their

arms, the opposition of the Seldjuks, of independent Turkish

Emirs, and possibly of recalcitrant Mongols,
54

and, not least, the

temptation for the Latins to seize Constantinople during the

"Alexiade (ed. Leib) II, 231. Cf. P. Charanis, "Byzantium, the West, and the

Origin of the First Crusade," Byzantion, XIX (1949) 17ff,
60 On this see Guilland, in VEurope orientate, 212.
61 See Metochites' report, in Inn. V, 440. Also %bid. 9 439: orf-rds 8k perk rfy

\anTrpo<p6pQV Ji/Jitpw rrjs ffWTTjpMovs KvpiaKrjs d^acrracrewj e\6uj> eXeucrercu ?rp6s

, 6 re /JcurtXeus d0/ercu irpbs AvXoDya . . . ^ r6 irap&iray V7r6void rts el

* M. Laurent, Inn. V, 271.
58 See 0. Halecki, Un empereur de Byzance A Rome (Warsaw, 1930).
54

Abagha, Mongol Khan of Persia, with possessions in Anatolia, had sanctioned

the passage through Asia Minor at the request of his father-in-law, Michael. He had
also sent a representative to the Council of Lyons. But it seems difficult to believe

that Abagha really would have approved a Greco-Latin military occupation of

Anatolia and a Latin feudal regime in Syria. Cf. V. Laurent, "Grdgoire X/' 271.
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campaign all these were serious drawbacks.55
Nevertheless, it

is a fact of capital importance for the diplomacy of Michael (and
one often overlooked when he is condemned for the neglect of

his Turkish borders) that, though fully occupied by the Angevin
menace in the West, he was able to take advantage of the situa-

tion and to propose measures for repelling the Turkish danger in

the East.

The new Pope, Innocent V,
56 continued negotiations with

Metochites, but the specific plan for a land expedition through
Anatolia was apparently abandoned. 57 The Basileus, it seems, had

confidence only in Gregory, or perhaps Innocent himself may
have refused to undertake a campaign which would mainly have

benefited the Greeks. At any rate, the crusade was still the prin-

cipal matter for discussion, and through his envoys Michael

emphasized his continuing desire to cooperate. The Greek am-

bassadors pressed questions about the participation of the

Western rulers in, and their attitude toward, the crusade, and

also about plans for the capitulation of Egypt. In addition they
insisted on papal excommunication of the Bastard and dissolution

of the latter's alliance with Charles and Philip,
68 both of whom,

despite their recent truce with the Emperor, continued to send

troops and arms to the Albanian coast.

The projected crusade to Egypt posed an acute problem for

"As V. Laurent, "Gregoire X," 264, emphasizes, the Greek population itself

probably opposed a crusade through the Byzantine Empire (Pachymeres and

Gregoras, in fact, make no mention of Michael's plan for the land crusade) because

they feared a repetition of 1204. After all, Charles's son had taken the cross (see

below, note 69), and Charles himself might come. Michael* however, as Laurent

(268 and note 3) points out, probably based his confidence on the influence of

Pope Gregory, who planned personally to lead the crusade. On this see Andrea
Dandolo, 320, and a letter of Gregory to Philip III of France dated 3 July 1274,
in C, Langlois, Le rigne de Philippe 111, Le Hardi (Paris, 1887) 419-420, no. 3.

Cf. Norden, 472.
60 On relations of Innocent V and Palaeologus see M. Laurent, Inn. V, 256-286,

esp. pertinent letters listed in the catalogue in the appendix.
57 There is no mention of the plan in Innocent's first letter to Michael, in which

the Pope replies to the Emperor's questions about a crusade. See M. Laurent, Inn.

V, 274 and 478, no. 146.
58 See Innocent's letter in Martene, Ampl. coll., VII, no. 28, par. 244: "Quos

apostates appelkrunt, excommunicationis sententia per sedem proferretur earn*
dem."
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Michael. Already allied by treaty to Baibars, the Mameluke ruler

of Egypt, he was now committing himself to a crusade against
him.59 If the expedition failed, as had often happened to such

Western campaigns in the past, Constantinople would remain

alone against a strong Egypt.

During the negotiations between Innocent and Metochites,
60

Charles seems to have been almost continuously at the papal
court, pressing the Pope to reply unfavorably to Michael's pro-

posals and insisting on an Angevin expedition against Byzantium.
The conduct of Charles has been vividly described by Pachymeres,
who records that

every day the Greek envoys saw Charles throw himself at the feet of

the Pope. Indeed, to such a rage was he driven that he furiously bit the

sceptre which he held in his hands and which Italian princes are in the

habit of carrying.
01

Pachymeres might be suspected of exaggeration were it not for a

similar passage in the chronicle of the contemporary Sicilian

Bartolomeo of Neocastro.62
Charles, of course, had reason to be

angry when he saw his careful and elaborate plans repeatedly

postponed and himself constantly thwarted in his greatest ambi-

tion. Outmaneuvered by Michael at Lyons, he undoubtedly

thought that with Innocent V, a fellow Frenchman, now elected

to the papal throne, he would at long last achieve his aim. But

success was again to elude him.
50 Their treaty dated from 1261. A period of coolness followed in 1264, then a

renewal of the treaty in 1267, See M. Canard, "Un trait6 entre
Byzance et ITEgypte

au XIII* siecle," M61. Gaudefroy-Demombynes (Cairo, 1937) 220-222, where
Canard also voices suspicions of an anti-Latin conspiracy between Michael and
Baibars. See also his Le traite* de 1281 entre Michel Pateologue et le Sultan

Quala'un," Byzantion, X (1935) 669-670. According to Pach., 427-429, Maria,

Palacologus* anti-unionist niece and wife of the Bulgar Tsar, informed the Egyptian
ruler Baibars of Michael's dealings with the Latins. But it should be noted that the

West had also made advances to Baibars. See M. Laurent, Inn. V> 276.
00 See M, Laurent, Inn, V, catalog of letters, nos. 146ff.
01
Pach., 410: ^(bptav ovv IK&VOV 6<ri7/^pu TUP iroSwv ToO ir<7ra irpoKv\wMjJLevotft

Kal 4? roffoOroy rats /JLttvlais ffDVLffx'n^vov utare teal rb fob. xe^Pas cnojirrpoj', 3 crtivijOes

Kparelv rots r&v *IraA<3v fteyurratftv, <J5oO<rtv IK. pavta* /cara0a7etj>. This passage sug-

gests that in dealing with Charles Innocent lacked the quiet firmness of Gregory.w
Historic Sicula, HISS, XIII, pt. 3 (1921) 22; "iracnindia fervidus, dentibus

frendet, rodens robur, quod in manu tenebat/* Cf. Villani, I, 374: "per lo riconcili-

amento col Paglialoco. . . He Carlo fu molto cruccioso."
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It was Innocent himself who wrote to Michael of Charles's

attitude. Using Angevin aspirations as a threat, he informed the

Emperor of Charles's insistence that this was a favorable oppor-

tunity for an expedition against Constantinople.
63

(Evidently
this was a reference to the recent conclusion of Charles's war

with Genoa, in the spring of 1276, for which Innocent himself

had mediated the peace.)
64

Unlike Gregory, Innocent did not favor a personal meeting
with Michael to discuss the crusade and the completion of

union.64* Instead he prepared to send to the Greek capital an

embassy of three Franciscans and their Greek-speaking Minister-

General, Jerome of Ascoli.65 Metochites and Theodore were to

accompany the Franciscans, together with four members of an-

other Greek embassy more recently arrived from the East, the

Metropolitan of Serres, Theodore Monomachos, Calada, and

John Pagano.
66 We can only speculate upon the purpose of this

last imperial embassy to the Curia. Very probably it sought to

hasten the return of Metochites and to secure another extension

of Michael's truce with Charles, which was to end on 1 May
1276.67

63
Martene, Ampl. coll., VII, col. 248, second letter of Innocent to Michael.

84 See A. Ferretto, "Codice diplomatico delle relazioni fra la Liguria la Toscana
e la Ltmigiana ai tempi di Dante," Atti soc. tig. $t. pat., XXXI, pt. 2 (1901) 80,

no. 178. Cf. Caro, Genua, I, 371ff.
8la Cf. Metochites' impression of Innocent, in M. Laurent, Inn. V, 441: "He

was eager for union but not in the same manner as Gregory." Also Norden, 563.
M
Martene, Ampl coll, VII, no, 30, col. 248, and Delisle, "Notice," no. 9, 165.

M. Laurent, Inn. V, 280 and note 102, lists the Franciscan chronicles mentioning
the embassy. The usual safe-conducts were granted by Charles (Arch. St. it., XXV,
38). It is of interest that the party seems to have included an Italian doctor,

Stephen (friend to Abbot Bernard), who, at papal request, was to minister to a
sick son of Palaeologus (Arch. st. it., XXV, 37). Cf. M. Laurent, Inn. V, 478, no.

144, who says that Andronilcos is here referred to. The Byzantine court had its

own physicians, the chief medical officer from the thirteenth century on being
called aktouarios ( Br6hier, Institutions, 150).

60 The Archbishop is known only from the initial "L" listed in a safe-conduct
issued by Charles. For the entire document see M. Laurent, Inn. V, 411; also on
the Archbishop, 281, note 106 (cf. Arch. st. it., XXV, 37). Pagano was probably a
Latin in Greek service, while "Calada" may be a corruption of the Greelc KXo$a$.

67 See Arch. st. it,, XXV, 38, document mentioning negotiations for a further

one-year truce. Cf. M. Laurent, Inn. V, 281.
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Innocent's attitude at this time is known from a dossier of

letters emanating from the Curia between 23 and 26 May 1276.68

One epistle to Michael lists the Western participants in the forth-

coming crusade (including, significantly, the eldest son of King
Charles) and, in typical papal fashion, conveniently releases

Michael from his treaty obligations to Baibars of Egypt.
69 With

respect to Michael's demand for excommunication of the Bas-

tard, however, Innocent wrote suggestively that it was not ad-

visable "because of the opposition of certain Latin princes."
70 A

large number of other letters regarding union and politico-military
affairs were also dispatched to Michael as well as to Andronikos

and the Greek clergy.
71

Particularly worthy of note is one letter

in which Innocent informed Michael that Philip claimed no

longer merely the title of Emperor but possession of Constanti-

nople, "the city of which Baldwin had been violently despoiled."
Also mentioning Charles's claims on the Empire, the Pope empha-
sized the intention of both princes to take the city by force.

72

The tone of Innocent's letter is at first glance surprising.

Hardly two years after the Council of Lyons a Pope was discussing
the legitimacy of Latin claims on the Greek capital! Objectively,

however, these statements of Innocent should be regarded in the

context of papal insistence on complete implementation of union.

Thus Innocent stressed two points: Michael and the Greek clergy,

in the presence of papal envoys, were to take personal oral oaths

accepting the Latin confession and papal primacy. The symbol,

moreover, was to be chanted with the addition of the filioque.

This demand for personal oaths was, from the point of view of

the Curia, justifiable, since, as Innocent wrote to Michael,

09 On these letters, formerly attributed to Pope John XXI, see Delisle, "Notice,"

136-138; and Van Mo6, "L'envoi de nonces," 43-48 and 57.
00
Martene, Ampl. coll., VII, no. 28, col. 244, esp.: "Primogenitus regis Siciliae

. . . non obstante juramento." Also see M. Laurent, Inn. V> 282.
70 See Norden, 552, note 1. Michael's forces were then still menacing Angevin

Albania (Acta Albaniae, I, no. 359, 104).
7X For a summary of these letters (ten in all), which are printed in Martene,

VII, sec M. Laurent, Inn. V, 282-283.
M
Martene, VII, cols. 247-248, dated 23 May 1276, where Innocent also insists

that Michael conform to the terms of a truce (probably for Albania and Greece).
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Acropolites at Lyons had presented no written authorization from

the Emperor, nor had the Greek clergy's letter contained a pro-
fession of faith but only vague mention of papal primacy.

73 It

was logical therefore to demand assurances. But to the Greek

clergy, who had heen solemnly promised by the Emperor that

under no circumstances would insertion of the filioque into the

symbol be permitted,
74 the demand would come as a severe

humiliation and indication of bad faith. Evidently foreseeing such

a reaction, Innocent in another letter modified his demands, de-

claring that retention of the Greek rites would be permitted

provided there was no infringement of papal beliefs and canons.

Moreover, Innocent instructed his legates "if absolutely necessary,

and then under protest, to accept whatever concessions you are

able to secure from the Greek clergy." Finally, to insure execu-

tion of his instructions by the Greek prelates, the Pope directed

his envoys to visit the principal cities of the Empire and to ex-

communicate anyone interfering with the union.75

Fortified with this detailed mandate, the embassy left Rome
at the end of May 1276. Apparently to avoid traversing the

Regno, the nuncios embarked at Ancona in northern Italy. There,

however, before sailing, they learned of the death of the Pope.
The Franciscans returned to the Curia while the Greek envoys
continued on to the Golden Horn.76 Innocent's death had inter-

vened at a moment when the union signed at Lyons might have

been seriously jeopardized by pointed papal references to Western

claims on Constantinople.

^Martene, VII, col. 254. But cf. the letter (Latin translation from Greek orig-

inal) in Delisle, "Notice," 159, which certainly seems to be a blanket imperial
authorization to Acropolites and the Greek envoys to Lyons. Possibly the papacy
wanted an authorization referring specifically to tie signing of union. On this mat-
ter of imperial authorization see Hefele*, Condles, 210; Grumel, in Diet, th6oL

cath., IX, col. 1394; and Dolger, Regetfen, no. 2008.
74

Shortly before Lyons Michael had issued golden bulls in favor of his clergy,

stating that not one iota of the creed would be changed. See Pach., 395, 11. 8ff.
75 From letters of Innocent to Michael (in Martene, VII, 248-249); to the

Greek clerics (249-251); to Andronikos (251-252); and from instructions to the

papal envoys (253-256). See especially 257, the letter modifying these instruc-

tions. Cf. Grumel, loc. cit.> col. 1394.
76
See M. Laurent, Inn, V, 285, esp. note 129.
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SECOND PHASE OF THE CAMPAIGN IN NEGROPONT
AND THE ARCHIPELAGO: THE TRIUMPH OF LICARIO

Inspired by the imperial victory at Demetrias where the

finest of the Latin nobility had been captured or slain, Michael

Palaeologus embarked on an offensive to expel the Latins en-

tirely from the Greek islands.77 The campaign was entrusted to

the Latin Licario, John Palaeologus having retired to private life

disappointed over his failure at Neopatras.
78 At the head of Greek

and Latin troops, including Negropontine islanders who flocked

to his standard,
79 Licario first attacked Karystos, capital of the

southern triarchy of Negropont, which he won after a long siege
on land and sea. For this victory Michael invested Licario with

the entire island as an imperial fief (Sanudo attributes the gesture
to Michael's desire to insure Licario's loyalty), in return for which

Licario was to serve the Emperor with two hundred knights.
At the same time Palaeologus bestowed upon Licario a noble

Greek wife and a rich dowry.
80

These marks of imperial favor spurred Licario to futher con-

quests. Gradually the Latin made himself master of almost the

entire island of Negropont, seizing the fortresses of Cuppa,
Larmena, Clisura, and Manducho. Only the capital city of Negro-

pont remained to the triarchs.

Nor did Licario overlook the other Latin-held islands of the

Archipelago. Investing neighboring Skopelos, whose inhabitants

believed it impregnable, he forced its capitulation when its supply
77 See above, note 32.
78
Philanthropenos, appointed Grand Admiral, was apparently recovering from

his wounds at this time. Pach., 337, 11. 1-13.
TO
Sanudo, Istotia, 122: "fatto un Grande essercito de le Genti sue de Levante e

de Ponente, fece suo Mega Duca Miser Licario [Sanudo is probably mistaken in

attributing this title to Licario so early] . . . il quale avea presso di se molti dell'

isola di Negroponte." The Latin Rosso Matafora and his sons supported Licario

(ibid.), as, evidently, did discontented Greeks (Greg,, 95, 1. 23).
60
Sanudo, Istoria, 123, esp.: 'Tlmperator, acci6 il detto Mega Duca li fusse

piu leal e lo servisse piti fedeknente, li fece dono di tutta 1'isola di Negroponte pi-

gliandosi . . . con oobligazion di servirlo con 200 Cavallieri; li diede ancora per

Moglie una Nobile dell' Imperio con Grandi entrate [presumably, rich revenues]
e ricchezza/'
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of water became exhausted. The Venetian lord of Skopelos,

Filippo Ghisi, whose other island possessions of Skyros, Skiathos,

and Amorgos were also taken, was sent to Constantinople in

chains. Continuing his campaign, Licario seized Cerigo and

Cerigotto off the southern coast of the Morea, as well as Keos,

Seriphos, Astypalos, Santorin, and Therasia. He had greater dif-

ficulty with Stalimene (Lemnos), one of whose feudal lords,

Paolo Navagaioso, and his wife between them withstood a three

year siege before surrendering.
81 Thus most of the islands of the

Archipelago, with the notable exception of Naxos, returned to

Greek possession.

Encouraged by his success, Licario at last determined to take

the capital city of Negropont. Assembling his forces, which in-

cluded Spanish and Catalan mercenaries and even former Sicilian

partisans of Manfred,
82 he landed (ca. 1275) at Oreos in the

northern part of the island.
83
Moving against the capital, he pre-

pared an ambuscade outside its walls. Sure enough, the proud
Latins, among them the gouty Duke John I de la Roche of Athens-

Thebes and the triarch Giberto da Verona, brother of Felisa, rode

disdainfully through the town gate to meet the Greek forces. In

the battle that followed both triarch and Duke were captured

along with the brother of Licario.
84
Negropont now seemed to be

at the mercy of Licario, but he did not advance to take it. His

decision was the result of other developments.
85

81 On Licario's campaign in Negropont and the Archipelago see Sanudo, Istoria,

123-124 and 127; also Greg., 98, 11. 15-17, and Hopf, Geschichte, 304fL Cf. J.

Rennell Rodd, The Princes of Achaia and the Chronicles of Morea (London, 1907)
I, 293-294.

88
Sanudo, Istoria, 125: "Gente d'Armi Spagnola e Catalana e del Reame di

Scicilia, ch'era stata del Re Manfredi." This is evidently the first appearance of the
Catalans in Greece. Noteworthy also is the presence o adherents of Manfred, some
of whom had already fled to Corfu (see above, text and note 16).

88 For date see R. Guilland, "Etudes de titulature et de pro.sopographie byzan-
tines: Les chefs de la marine byzantine," Byz. Zeit., XLIV (1951) 231. On Orcos
see Pach., 411, 1. 10.

*
Sanudo, Istoria, 125 and esp. 126: "Miser Gilberto fu morto e Miser Giovanni

dalla Rozia preso." (Sanudo states wrongly that Giberto was killed.) On Licario's
brother see Pach., 411, 1. 18.

85
Sanudo, lstoriat 126: "dices! da alcuni, che Miser Licario Mega Duca non

volse proceder piu oltre."
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At the same time that Michael had dispatched a fleet to

Negropont, he also had sent to Thessaly against the Bastard an

army under John Synadenos, Grand Stratopedarch, and Michael

Kaballarios,
86 Grand Constable. On the famous plain of Pharsalos,

the imperial forces, deceived by the Bastard's strategy of am-

bushes and daunted by the impetuous attack of the Prince's

Italian mercenaries, suffered a crushing defeat. Synadenos was

captured, while Kaballarios, though able to escape, died soon

afterwards of his wounds.87

In the meantime, news of the imperiled capital of Negropont
reached Jacques de la Roche, governor of Nauplia in the Morea.

By forced marches de la Roche quickly reached the city though
Sanudo's statement that he made it in one day is to be doubted.

The capital was saved. Faced with new troops and with the defeat

of the imperial army, and opposed by a determined Venetian

bailli, Licario lifted the siege. But before leaving the island he

established garrisons in various fortresses.
88 Then he set out for

Constantinople with his Latin prisoners. There he was accorded

another honor by the Emperor, who elevated him to the Byzan-
tine nobility as Grand Constable, commander of the Empire's
Latin mercenaries, a post formerly held by Michael himself and

now fallen vacant with the death of Kaballarios. Shortly after-

wards, at the death of Alexios Philanthropenos, Licario was again

advanced, acquiring the title of Grand Duke (Megas Dukas),
commander of the Greek fleet.

88a

80 On the derivation of the word "Kaballarios" from the Western term "cheval-

ier," see E. Stein, "Untersuchungen zur spStbyzantinischen Verfassungs- und

Wirtschaftgeschichte," Mitteil zur osmanischen Gesch., II (1923-1925) 31 and
note 5. (On the Kaballarios family see Pach., 65, L 9, and 324, L 13.) As "Kabal-

larios" is a proper name, it is possible that it is not necessarily derived from
"chevalier,"

w
Pach, 411 and 412, csp. L 5: 6 vir' helvy Xa6s 'IraX<5s, Also Greg., 145, 11.

23-24. The Bastard's Latin auxiliaries were probably secured from Duke John of

Athens or possibly even from Charles, both of whom were allied with him,
88
Sanudo, Itforia, 126-127.

**
Pach., 413, 11. 7 and 15-18 and II, 546. K. Hopf, "Veneto-byzantinische

Analekten," in Sitzunsb. der Akademie der Wi$$., Phil.-hist, KL, XXXII (Vienna,

1859) 479, says that the Genoese pirate, Giovanni de lo Cavo, succeeded Licaiio as

Grand Admiral. According to an unused passage in T.-Th., Ill, 273, however, lo

Cavo is listed as comes ("derobatis . . . per Johannem de lo Cavo, comitum un-
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The scene of Licario's triumph before the Emperor and the

humiliation of the captive Giberto, who had spurned Licario as

brother-in-law, has been dramatically described by Gregoras.
When the haughty Giberto was led into the imperial presence,
he was horrified to see Licario, the former humble knight, splen-

didly dressed in official robes ("he who only yesterday had been

his servant!") not only consorting familiarly with the Emperor
but even whispering in the imperial ear. It was too much for

Giberto's Latin pride to bear, and, already weakened by his

wound, he fell dead to the ground.
89

After this revenge Licario returned to Negropont, presumably
to await a suitable opportunity for seizing the capital city. Estab-

lishing headquarters at the castle of Filla nearby, he continued

his depredations against the Latins, maintaining such a reign of

terror that travel in the area became hazardous. During this time

he also carried on attacks against the islands of the Archipelago,

ravaging and capturing Seriphos and Syphnos and making raids

with the imperial fleet on the Duchy of Athens-Thebes.90

At the height of his romantic career, however, Licario sud-

denly and inexplicably vanishes from history. There seems to be

no mention of his death or even of the children reportedly born

to him by his Greek wife.91 Had Licario been disgraced by the

Emperor or captured or killed by the Latins of Romania, the

circumstances doubtless would have been recorded by the his-

torians. In view of their silence it is possible that he may have
died quietly in Constantinople in imperial service. This theory
is at least suggested by an overlooked remark of Pachymeres,
isolated and completely out of context, that during the struggle
over religious union in Constantinople, Licario was entrusted by
Palaeologus with the arrest of a high Byzantine official.

92

decim lignorum armatorum"), i.e., a subordinate official in the Greek navy (cf.

Codinus, De officiis, 28). See also Guilland, "Etudes de titulature et de prosopo-
graphie byzantines: Les chefs de la marine," 212ff., who does not list lo Cavo
among the Grand Dukes. But again cf. Sanudo, Istoria, 132 and note 4.

89

Greg., 97, 11. 1-10.
90
Sanudo, Istoria, 127 and Pack, 413, 11. 15-18.

91
Sanudo, Istoria, 123: "della qual Miser Licario ebbe figli."M
Pach., 489: faayyelXas r$ 'iKapty rfyv rot) pey&Kov Sovicbs
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The story of Licario's activities fills an important and illumi-

nating page in the record of Byzantine-Latin relations. Indeed, his

campaigns caused greater damage to the Latins of Romania than

those of any other commander in imperial service except for

Michael's own brother, John Palaeologus. Thus Licario's career

provides additional proof that Michael's policy of utilizing Latins

in Greek service and granting them high office yielded not incon-

siderable returns.

With respect to Duke John I de la Roche of Athens-Thebes,

whom Licario had brought a prisoner to Constantinople, the Em-

peror did not, as in the case of William of Achaia in 1262, extort

territory as the price of freedom. In the present instance Michael

at first considered the advantage of allying with the Duke by

giving him one of his daughters in marriage.
93 But instead he

released de la Roche for a ransom of thirty thousand solidi?*

That the marriage did not materialize was probably due to

Michael's fear of opposition on the part of the Duke's Theban

vassals as well as to the severity of the Duke's gout.
95 Further-

more, as had happened with respect to William of Achaia, it was

els x/>a* irotetrat. Another possible clue to his end may be found in Sanudo, Istoria,

144, which mentions a victory achieved by Licario in Paphlagonia, evidently

against the Turks: "Ivi gia Miser Licario Mega Duca detto avea avuto ima gran
Vittona. . . Elevato d'indi Miser Licario 16 mand6 . . . contra li Latini ch'erano

in le parti de Romania." But this event, it seems indicated, may have occurred

before his Archipelago campaigns. The correlation of dates and events in Licario's

short but remarkable career is difficult because of the differences and inexactitudes

of the sources. Probable references to Licario (hitherto apparently overlooked) are

also to be found in T.-Th., Ill, 190 ("detentos a Menga Ducha de Stalimine");

220; 237 ("Lichan"), 259 ("dominus exercitus Lemenga comestabele. . . Delo-

chari et Amiragius" ) , and possibly 277. On Licario cf., finally, L. de Mas Latrie,

"Les Seigneurs Tierciers de N^gropont," Revue de VOrient latin, I (1893) 413ff,
03
Sanudo, Istoria, 136: "tentd il detto Imperator dar sua Figlia per Moglie a

Miser Giovanni dalla Roccia per retaggio legitimo." The last words suggest that

Michael had hopes of eventually securing the Duchy. Also Pach., 413: SoKi/JLdffat

\anp&veiv *yafj,pp6v. Pachymeres adds that oaths were exchanged at the Duke's re-

lease: ty tfp/cois d<r<t>a\t<ruf. According to Miller, Latins in Levant, 140, it would
have been logical for Michael to demand the Athenian possessions of Argos and

Nauplia in order to round out the Byzantine province of the Morea.
**
Sanudo, htoria, 136: "lo fece libero per trenta raila soldi di grossi, ed insieme

con un Pisano" (note mention of a Pisan). Cf, Pach., 413. Also see Arch. $t. it.>

ser. IV, III (1879) 162,
w
Sanudo, Istoria, 136: "vedendolo tanto aggravate di indisposizione del corpo,

che parea fuori di se e ch'avesse a vivere poco, non volse far le nozze."
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too easy for an unfriendly pope and at this time pontiffs were

succeeding each other rapidly to declare the alliance dissolved.

As if to corroborate Michael's judgment, John did not long survive

his captivity, dying in 1280, only one year after his release.
96 He

was succeeded by his brother William, son-in-law of John the

Bastard and a declared enemy of Palaeologus.
97

As a result of the imperial campaigns in Romania Michael had

achieved a signal triumph. Indeed, he had succeeded in cap-

turing the rulers of the three strongest states of Latin Greece:

William, Prince of Achaia, Giberto dalle Carceri, triarch of Negro-

pont, and Duke John of Athens-Thebes. Despite this success,

however, Michael knew that he could not hope to recover all of

Latin Greece or even to insure his present position until he had

smashed the power of Charles of Anjou, the real force behind

the Latin princes of Romania.98

THE GRECO-VENETIAN TREATY OF 19 MARCH 1277

The grand expedition of Charles to restore Constantinople
to the Latins, so long in preparation and so long postponed,
seemed after Lyons more distant than ever. This the always

practical-minded government of Venice was not slow to recognize.
Further dismayed by the spectacular success of Licario in the

Aegean and the severe damage to Venetian trade in Greek waters

at the hands of corsairs,
09 the Commune resolved to come to an

00
Ibid.i "II detto Duca ritornato alia patria sua Attene, morse poco dappoi."

See also ibid., note 1, where the date of 1280 is cited by the editor, Hopf.
c7

According to Pach., 413, 11. 15-18, Licario ravaged the Duchy's coasts dur-

ing William's reign: rov /u,eyd\ov 5ou/cAy diav rov 'Iicaptov Kal rbv trr6\ov Ayovros.m See C. De Lellis, Gli atti perduti delta cancelleria angioina, B. Mazzoleni ed.,

in Regesta chartarum itdiae, I
1
(Rome, 1939) no. 216, 400, dated 1278, order of

Charles to William de la Roche of Athens-Thebes to look after the territory of the
latter's brother "qui per Paleologum detinetur in carcere." Shortly before this, on
26 August 1278 (a few months after the death of William of Achaia on 1 May
1278), Charles ordered his Vicar General for Achaia to inform the Latin barons of

Romania, including John de la Roche, to take an oath of fealty (Arch. st. it., ser.

IV, I [1878] 433). This was in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty of
Viterbo. All the Achaian feudatories, both Latin and Greek, including women,
were to swear homage and fealty. Cf. Longnon, Lf

Empire Latin, 249-250.
90 See below, text and notes 108-112.
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agreement with the Emperor. Several embassies were exchanged,
but it was not until 2 September 1276 that Marco Bembo and
Matteo Gradenigo, envoys of the Doge Jacob Contarini, were
authorized to reach a settlement. During the ensuing negotiations
which took place in the Greek capital, Gradenigo died and the

pact was concluded, on 19 March 1277,
100

by Bembo alone. In

essence the accord was a two year truce to hostilities. Provision

was made for an automatic six months extension at the time of

expiration, on condition that during the two year period neither

party gave notice of intention to terminate the agreement.
101

Other significant clauses were as follows:

( 1 ) The Venetians would be granted a quarter in Constanti-

nople but within well-restricted limits. Permanent houses and

two churches would be provided at the Emperor's expense for

the use of the Venetian bailli, councillors, and merchants. Similar

provision would be made for the Communed merchants in Thessa-

lonica and other areas of the Empire.
102

(2) Venetians could

trade in any part of the Empire without the payment of duties.

(3) The validity of the convention signed in 1268 between Genoa
and the Emperor would be recognized. Thus the Genoese would

not be expelled from the Empire, and the Venetians in addition

agreed to maintain peace with Genoa in the Black Sea and the

Sea of Marmora. Any quarrels between the two Italian powers
would be adjudicated by the Emperor, who would impose what-

ever damages were necessary for payment to the injured party.

(4) Venice agreed neither to make alliances with, nor to transport
100

Acording to Norden, 540, note 1, a new Greco-Venetian treaty had been

signed in 1275. There seems, however, to be no trace of it in the sources. Dade, 50,

on the basis of certain words in this treaty of 1277 (T.-Th., Ill, 134: "ex alio

principio renovaretur"), believes it to be a new agreement rather than an extension

of a previous treaty.
301 On the circumstances leading to the signing of the treaty see the Latin text in

T.-Th., Ill, 135-137, esp.: "usque ad complementum duorum annonun [et] volun-

tate utriusque partis . . . ultra dictum terminum teneatur per sex menses." Cf.

Andrea Dandolo, 324.
aoa

T.-Th., Ill, 139-141. Cf. Heyd, Histoire, I, 435. (For the limits of the

Venetian quarter in Constantinople see T.-Th., 139, Cf. H. Brown, "The Venetians

and the Venetian Quarter in Constantinople to the Close of the 12th Century,"
Jl of Hett. Studies, XL (1920) 75ff.; and C, Diehl, "La colonie V^nitienne a Con-

stantinople," Etudes byzantines (1905) 245ff,
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the troops of, Michael's enemies for the duration of the treaty.
103

(5) Both Venice and the Emperor were guaranteed a free hand

in Negropont, even to the extent of conquering it. (6) The Em-

peror confirmed the remaining territorial possessions of the

Venetian Lords Marco II Sanudo, Duke of the Archipelago (i.e.,

of Naxos ) and Bartolomeo Ghisi, ruler of several Aegean islands.

In return, the two nobles promised not to support enemies of the

Emperor, particularly corsairs unfriendly to him. 104
(7) The Em-

peror agreed to respect the Venetian possession of Coron, Modon,
and Crete and to withdraw from the latter island "the men whom
he had there." 105

(8) Palaeologus pledged restitution to Vene-

tians who had suffered loss of property at the hands of imperial

subjects, while Venice was to indemnify citizens of the Empire

plundered by Venetian pirates. This stipulation was made retro-

active to 1265, the year of the first Greco-Venetian treaty. (9)

If either signatory committed an act contrary to the terms of the

treaty, the other pledged not to begin hostilities but to renego-
tiate.

106

**
T.-Th., Ill, 142 and 148.

1M
T.-Th., Ill, 138. On Sanudo and Ghisi see Miller, Latins in Levant, 578. The

Ghisi family (vassals and at the same time rivals of the Sanudi) were lords of

Skiathos, Skopelos, Skyros, Keos, Senphos, and Amorgos, which had been seized

by Licario (see above, text and note 81). Cf. Andrea Dandolo, 324; also Dolger,

Regesten, no. 2026.
105

T.-Th., Ill, 137-138, esp.: "homines, quos habet Imperium nostrum ad ipsam
insulam extranet eos inde." Crete had been stirred by uprisings of the Greek popu-
lation. The very next year (1278) the Cretan brothers Chortatzes, during a re-

bellion resulting in the death of the Venetian Duke of Crete (see Canale, 664ff.),
fled to Constantinople, where they were cordially received by the Emperor and

given lands in Asia Minor. (In this connection it is to be noted that according to

a clause in the treaty of 1277 under consideration, all Venetian and Greek pris-
oners, including those of Crete, were to be released. See T.-Th,, III, 145.) This

fact, plus the clause cited in the text regarding imperial agents in Crete, clearly
reveals Michael's encouragement of the Cretan revolts unofficial, of course, so
as not unduly to provoke Venice. For a summary of these events see S. Xanthou-
dides, *H 'E^TW/rar/a h K/^Tfl Kal ot /carA rQy 'Eye-raw dy&ves T&V JZpijr&v (Athens,
1939) 49-55.

106
T,-Th., Ill, 143 and 146, esp.: "ymo pocius significant . . . ut emendetur,

quicquid contra ipsam treugam fuerit attemptatum." Additional clauses, similar to

those in previous Greco-Venetian treaties, concerned the punishment of malefactors
in Constantinople, piracy, the export of money and grain, and, interestingly enough,
the trade of Greek merchants in Venice (ibid., 146). For the Greek text of the

treaty see Miklosich and Muller, Acta et diplomata, III, 84-96* George Acropolites
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Although the treaty incorporated many earlier Greco-Venetian

compromises and agreements, Venice was not content a fact

revealed by her termination of it after the passing of only two

years.
107

Evidently the Venetians still could not forget that the

development of events in particular the election of a sympa-
thetic pontiff might someday permit the long-awaited crusade

against Constantinople with restoration of Venetian supremacy
in the East.

From the Greek point of view the treaty was much more

satisfactory. Though finally forced to grant the Venetians a

quarter in the capital and immunity from duties, the Emperor,
for the time being at least, had achieved his objective of de-

cisively splitting Venice from Sicily as well as finding a counter-

poise to the Genoese in Constantinople. Moreover, he had even

managed to include in the truce favorable reference to Negropont
and the Venetian princes of the Greek islands. Despite this con-

siderable diplomatic achievement, Michael, too, realized that his

success was only temporary and that once Charles secured papal

blessing for a Greek crusade, Venice would hardly hesitate to

rejoin the ranks of his enemies.

To be considered in connection with this treaty is an illumi-

nating and suggestive Venetian document dated the following

March, 1278. Actually it is a proces-verbal of claims for damages
suffered by Venetian merchants at the hands of corsairs many
in the service of Michael during the period preceding the treaty

of 1277. 108 The list, which was submitted by the Doge to the Em-

signed both Greek and Latin copies for the Emperor, while Ogerius, the imperial

notary (perhaps a Gasmule or Genoese), signed only the Latin copy (T.-Th., Ill,

149 and Miklosich and Muller, III, 96). Specifically on the question of Venetian

export of Greek grain and its connection with Michael's depreciation of the hyper-

pyron, see F. Dolger, Byz. Zeit., XLIX (1956) 429, criticism of R. Lopez and
I. Raymond, Medieval Trade in the Mediterranean World: Illustrative Documents

(New York, 1955)429,
107 See Chapter 14, section 1.

^T.-Th., Ill, 159-281. (Note that the list occupies over 120 pages!) The
document was apparently justified by an article in the treaty of 1277 (see the

last of the nine clauses mentioned above). On piracy at this time see P. Charanis,

"Piracy in the Aegean during the reign of Michael VIII Palaeologus," Annuaire de
Yinstitut de phikkgie et d'histoire orientals et slaves, X (1950) 127E
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peror, is huge and enumerates in detail no less than two hundred

and seventy-one individual cases of piracy. Besides providing an

occasional bit of information on chronology and the identifica-

tion of various little-known persons
109

(especially non-Venetian

and non-Genoese merchants in Romania),
110 the document en-

ables us to observe the remarkable extent to which Michael

utilized Latins as freebooters in his service.
111

Indeed, the large
number of such cases, especially those in which Venetian goods
were seized expressly by imperial command,

112
strongly sub-

stantiates the thesis that piracy was purposely encouraged by the

Emperor in order to force the Venetians to reach an accord with

him.

100 For example, the words "quia erant in treugua" (T.-Th., 182) indicate that

a treaty may have existed in 1267 between Charles and Palaeologus. Note also

useful references to the battle of Demetrias (200) and to either Philanthropenos
or to Licario (190, 220, and 277).

110 See references to Pisan merchants (ibid., 228, 264) and to Catalans (225).m As Latin corsairs in Greek service, the document lists, among others, Giovanni
de le Cavo (179, 252, 273, etc.); John Senzaraxon (216, 273, etc.); and the

Genoese Andrea Gaforus (241, 265, etc.) Cf. K. Hopf, "Urkunden und Zusatze
zur Geschichte von Andros," Sitz. Wiener Akad. phil-hist. KL, XXI (1856)
246ff. Also Hopf, Griechenland, LXXXV, 310, note 73.

133 Note the names of Greek officials even of Michael himself listed as re-

sponsible for damaging Venetian property (170, 174, 190, 200, and esp. 172:
*

dampnificaverit ipsum dictus dominus Imperator de ipso frumento" ) . See also

231, where it is noted that Greeks looted Venetian houses in Constantinople. The

possibility should not be overlooked, however, that the list may have been padded
by the Venetian authorities.
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PAPAL DEMANDS AND ANGEVIN OFFENSIVES

(1277-1281)

RELATIONS BETWEEN PALAEOLOGUS AND POPE JOHN XXI

s might be expected, the popes succeeding Innocent

V became increasingly insistent toward the Emperor
in their demands for the consummation of union. After the brief

pontificate of Hadrian V, a Portuguese under the name of John
XXI put on the triple crown (20 September 1276). One of John's
first acts was to dispatch to Constantinople letters already pre-

pared by Innocent V. 1 The personnel of Innocent's embassy was

now changed, however, the original legates being replaced by
two Bishops, Jacob Ferentino and Godfried of Turin, and two

Dominicans. Worthy of note is the substitution of prelates for

priests in the delicate task of insuring implementation of union.2

Among the letters entrusted to the nuncios was one drawn up

by John XXI, which included a request to the Emperor for a fresh

profession of faith, to be subscribed to orally, and for renewed

x On John's pontificate and the identification of letters in this embassy see

E. Van Mo, "L'envoi de nonces a Constantinople par les papes Innocent V et

Jean XXI," Mel d'arch. et d'hist., XLVII (1930) 48ff.
* See Van Mo6, "L'envoi," 49. The substitution was in part also due to the in-

ability of the Greek-speaking Franciscan Jerome of Ascoli, leader of the previous

embassy, to return to Constantinople. Cf. Ptolemy of Lucca, Historia ecclesiastica,

RISS, XI (1727) cols. 1176-1177. On this embassy also see Chapman, 131, whose

occasionally false chronology (following Pachymeres) has been corrected by V.

Grumel, "Les ambassades pontificales a Byzance," 437ff. E. Cadier, Le regtetre
de Jean XXI (Paris, 1898), omits letters relating to Greek affairs.
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recognition of Roman primacy.
3 Another document, in effect the

passport of the nuncios, was addressed to all civil and ecclesi-

astical authorities to be encountered en route, and, in the name
of the Pope, requested safe passage for the envoys and their

party.
4 On their journey to the Bosporus the papal ambassadors

were to be accompanied by the Greek envoys then at the Curia,

for whom Charles once again had to issue safe conducts.
5

Events transpiring in Constantinople after the arrival of the

papal embassy are known from letters subsequently dispatched
to the Curia by the Greek authorities. In one epistle the Emperor,
after the most extravagant phrases in praise of mutual efforts to

achieve union, declared that the Greek clerics in synod had af-

fixed their signatures and seals to newly-made confessions.
6 These

documents were being brought to the Curia by a mission con-

sisting of the Metropolitan of Cyzicus Theodore Scutariotes, the

Chartophylax and Archdeacon Constantine Meliteniotes, and the

Archdeacon and Epi ton deeseon George Metochites.7

Probably most important to the Pope was the information

transmitted by the Emperor and Patriarch regarding the cere-

monies in the capital, which publicly confirmed the Union of

Lyons in accordance with the demands of Popes Innocent V and

John XXI.8 At the Blachernae palace in April of 1277, almost
8 Van Moe, "I/envoi," 52 and 59. Worth noting is the fact (60.) that the

envoys were authorized by the Pope to select any available interpreters for both
Greek and Latin further proof of the lack of official Curial interpreters at this

tune.

'Ibid., 61-62.
B
Arch. st. it., XXV (1877) 411-412, dated 26 November 1276. Also edict of

28 November listing as the imperial envoys Andronikos Margida (Masgodos?),
the cleric George Aulinus, and two men named John.

6

J. Gay, Les registres de Nicolas III (Paris, 1898) 76B, no. 220 (undated):
"que in ipsis apertius contanentur sunt vallata et etiam roborata propriis sub-

scriptionibus et sigilhs." Cf. Dolger, Regesten, nos. 2028-2029.
7

Gay, Reg. Nic., 77A. Angelos Johannes and Andronikos Masgodos, the Em-
peror's personal secretaries, also accompanied the envoys (possibly as interpreters).

They are probably to be identified, at least in part, with those mentioned in note
5, above. In another letter Andronikos stressed Michael's preoccupation with in-

cursions of Turks and even Chnstians ( probably John the Bastard and his brother

Nikephoros ) . See Gay, Reg. Nic., 77, no. 221.

*Ibid., 83, no. 228, esp.: "papa . . . Johannes XXP" petiit . . . ut affirmet,
ratificet per corporale sacramentum imperium nostrum ea que dictus magnus
Logotheta juravit"
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three full years after Lyons, Michael and Andronikos, before a

large gathering of Greek clergy, officials, and the papal nuncios,
took oral oaths recognizing Roman primacy and the Latin pro-
fession of faith, thus publicly ratifying the oath taken by
Acropolites at Lyons. Documents were then drawn up in Latin,

signed by the Emperors in Greek, and sealed with a golden bull.
9

In his profession of faith enclosed with these documents,

Michael, conforming to papal instructions, accepted the filioque,

the Roman doctrine of purgatory, the seven sacraments as held by
Rome, the Latin teaching on the azymes, and, once again, papal

primacy with the right of appeal to the Holy See and submission

of all churches to Rome.10
Though Michael's declarations seem to

have added nothing really new to previous imperial avowals, his

statements were now more explicit than ever before. The demands
of Innocent V and John XXI had produced at least this effect!

But protestations of obedience notwithstanding, the Emperor
once more beseeched the Pope to permit the Greek church to

retain its own rites and symbol "as it was recited before the

schism until now." "For your holiness," he added, "this is neither

an important nor unusual request, but for us it is a difficult matter

because of the vast number of people involved." n

Even more significant was the synodical letter addressed to

the Pope at this time by the Patriarch John Bekkos and his

Ibid., 83. Cf. Raynaldus, a. 1277, 27ff. Also see the short monograph of

R. Stapper, Papst Johannes XXL (Minister, 1898) 86. That the matter of an
oral oath was a real stumbling block is attested in a letter from a papal envoy
in Constantinople to Pope Gregory just before the Council of Lyons- *Iuramentum
autem noluit tacere imperator, asserens hoc non esse consuetudinis apud eos et

subscriptio habetur pro flrmitate etiam iuramentT (quoted in O. Van der Vat,
Die Anfange der Franziskanermissionen . . . im nahen Orient . , . w&hrend des

13. Jahrhunderts [Werl in Westf., 1934] 252). An oral oath, of course, necessi-

tated some sort of public ceremony.
10

Gay, Keg. Nic., 82, esp,: "Spiritum Sanctum ... ex Patre et Filio pro-
cedentem" and "septem esse . . . sacramenta . . . Sacramentum Eucharistie ex

azimo."

**-Ibid., 83: "ut nostra ecclesia dicat secundum symbolum prout dicebat hos

ante sysma et usque ad hodiernum diem, et quod pennaneamus in nostris ritibus. . .

Hoc ante igitur non grave est vestre sanctitati et non inconsuetum et nobis nunc
difficile propter popuu immensam multitudmexn." Note also the similar tenor of

Andronikos' letter, 84, no. 229.
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clergy.
12

It appears that at the public ceremony at Blachernae the

Greek clerics had refused to take the personal oral oath demanded

by the papal legates. Yet meeting in synod they authorized

Bekkos to draw up a document recognizing Roman primacy and

enclosing a profession of faith. But while in effect recognizing
the filioque, the profession avoided specific reference to the

Greek equivalent, ekporeuesthai, so desired by the papacy.
13

Furthermore, in the letter Bekkos tried to reconcile the Greek

and Latin positions on the filioque by emphasizing the absence

of any real difference between the two beliefs. In still another

passage Bekkos, discussing the Greek and Roman attitudes toward

the sacraments and the question of azymes, accepted the posi-

tions of both churches as equally admissible. Like the Emperor,
Bekkos also pleaded for retention of the Greek rites on the ground
that they had "prevailed in the Greek church from the very

beginning/*
14 Included in the letter, lastly, was an elaborately

worded statement of obedience to the Pope, with a promise to

render to Rome all prerogatives possessed before the schism 15

and with recognition of the right of appeal to Rome. With these

promises, declared the Greek prelates, the work of union was now

fully completed. As Bekkos wrote in conclusion, obviously to

soften the papal demand for individual oral oaths, the Greek

clergy had confirmed the act of union by affixing to the documents

their signatures, "which among us have the strength of an oath/' 16

13 See Greek text in Stapper, Papst Johannes XXL, 115ff., and Latin version
in Gay, Reg. Nic., 84, no. 230. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, no. 2028, and S. Lampros,
"A.$roKpar6pwv roO Rvgavrlov x.pv<r6pov\\a Kal xPvff& yp&ftfHiTa" N^oy 'EXX^vo/xp^/xow,
XI (1914) 120.

18

Gay, Reg. Nic., 86, no. 230. On this see V. Grumel, Diet, theol cath., IX,

pt 1, col. 1395. Cf. A. Demski, Papst Nikolaus III,, 216, who says that their state-

ment of the filioque was precise.

"Gay, Reg. Nic., 86: "a fonte Deo et Patre, profunditur autem et ab ipso
Filio quemadmodum a fonte . . . non tamen duo fontes Spiritus sunt Pater ct

Filius/ Also "credentes . . . azimum panem ... ex fermentato confectum pane,
sanctum etiam illud cognoscimus." Also, 87: "sic debemus nos permanere incom-
mutabiliter in ritibus qui a principio obtenti sunt in ecclesia nostra."

^Ibid., 85B: "omnes prerogativas et privilegia que ante schisma."

Ibid., 85A: "ab universitate magne synodi, que apud nos paulo ante fuerat
celebrata . . . unionis . . . consumata est." Also 'humilitas nostra cum toto sacro

ipsius convenru firmavit et roboravit subscriptionibus manualibus, que apud nos

vigorern obtinent juramenti." On other papal letters to the Roman nuncios, seem-
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The acts of the Council of Blachernae publicly proclaiming
the union to the Byzantine population were sent by the Emperor
to Nikephoros of Epirus and John the Bastard of Thessaly, with

an order that they conform to the council's decisions. The two

refused, however, and this necessitated the convocation of an-

other synod at Hagia Sophia on 16 July 1277, at which time

both Princes, at imperial insistence, were anathematized. (It is

notable that the papal nuncios, despite the discretionary au-

thority with which they were empowered, refused to join in this

act.)
17 Five months later, in December of 1277, the Bastard in

retaliation convoked at Neopatras an anti-unionist council 18
of

eight bishops, a few abbots, and one hundred monks mainly

refugees from imperial territory which proceeded to anathe-

matize Pope, Emperor, and Patriarch as enemies of Orthodoxy.
19

In an effort to check the growth of organized opposition, the

Emperor thereupon dispatched an army against the Bastard, but

a number of Michael's own generals, themselves antipathetic to

union, deserted to the enemy. Victory, nevertheless, fell to the

imperial forces, the renegades being returned to Constantinople
in chains.20

THE PONTIFICATE OF NICHOLAS m AND THE NEW
DEMANDS ON MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

When the ambassadors of Palaeologus bearing the results of

the Blachernae council arrived in Italy, they found that Pope

ingly mitigating the papal demands with respect to the Greek rites and the filioque,
see Grumel, "Les ambassades," 438; Van Mo6, **I/envoi," 53; and cf. also Grumel,
Diet. tUol cath., IX, pt. 1, cols. 1401-1402.

w See letter of Nicholas III to the Emperor (in Martene, Ampl. coll., VII,

col. 260) mentioning his refusal and that of his predecessors to excommunicate the

Angeloi. Cf. Stapper, Papst Johannes XXI., 88.
18 On the place and date of this council see V, Grumel, "En Orient apres le

II* Concile de Lyon," Echos d'Orient, XXIV (1925) 322-323. Chapman, 122,

wrongly dates it in May of 1277.
19 See Raynaldus, a. 1278, 13-14, for details of tortures inflicted on pro-

unionist Greek bishops during the council A second anti-unionist council met
in 1278 with the main objective, however, of supporting the Arsenite party at

Constantinople; see Grumel, "En Orient," 322.
** See below, text and notes 72-74. Also Pach,, Bk. 6, ch, 24, and Raynaldus,

a. 1277, 42.
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John XXI had already died.
21 Once again the fate of religious

union depended on the election of a new pontiff. Immediately a

severe struggle broke out in the Curia. More determined than

ever, Charles redoubled his efforts to secure the election of a

favorable candidate, and the danger increased that control of

the papacy would fall into his hands. But the anti-Angevin party

eventually triumphed, and six months later, on 25 November 1277,

Nicholas III, an Italian of the Orsini family, was elevated to the

throne.22

With the election of Nicholas the series of pontiffs in some

degree sympathetic to the Angevin cause came to an end. Only
a short time after his accession, in fact, Nicholas induced Charles

to renounce both the imperial vicariate of Tuscany and the

senatorship of Rome.23 Thus the power of Charles was, tempo-

rarily, curtailed, and for the first time he was relegated to the

role in Italian politics that had originally been intended when the

Sicilian crown had been bestowed upon him.

Not only did Nicholas curb Charles's ambitions in Italy, he

absolutely forbade an Angevin attack on Constantinople. In this

way, of course, Nicholas performed a valuable service for Michael.

But such was not the Pope's ultimate aim. What Nicholas en-

visaged was no less than papal world hegemony in which the Holy
See, acting as arbiter between Charles and Michael, would itself

hold the balance between East and West.24 At the same time,

while seeking to favor neither Charles nor Michael, Nicholas in-

sisted upon a more rigorous consummation of religious union than

had any of his predecessors. Unfortunately, however, he did not

reveal the sage tolerance and patience of Gregory X, instead

21 Known from the first letter of John's successor, Nicholas, to Michael, in

Gay, Reg. Nic., 124, no. 367: "moram apocrisariorum tuonim apud sedem eandem,
quam ipsius Sedis vacatio."

22 On Charles's presence at the Curia see R. Sternfeld, Der Kardinal Johann
Gaetan Orsini (Berlin, 1905) 283.

38

Ptolemy of Lucca, Hist, ecd., HISS, XI (1727) col. 1183. Nicholas also per-
suaded the Emperor Rudolph of Hapsburg to renounce the Romagna in favor of
the Holy See,

84 On the policy of Nicholas see A. Demslci, Papst Nikolaus HI. (Munster,
1903) 212-226; also Greg., 144, 11. 18ff., for his statement on the balance between
Charles and Michael. Cf. Dante's opinion of Nicholas, Inferno, canto 19, 52ff.
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demanding complete unity of dogmatic beliefs and liturgical
custom.

In the meantime Michael, as usual fully informed by his

agents of Charles's manipulations in the Curia, had awaited the

election with apprehension. Accordingly, his response to an em-

bassy officially announcing the enthronement of the new pontiff
was even more enthusiastic than usual.25

On the papal side, it was not until October of 1278, almost

a whole year after Nicholas* election, that a new embassy was

organized in answer to the elaborate mission headed by the

Metropolitan (historian) Theodore Scutariotes.25a The refusal

of the Greek clergy to take personal oaths, and especially Mi-

chael's failure to authorize or even to mention in his last com-

munications a political settlement with Charles, must have

rendered Nicholas wary and not a little suspicious of imperial
motives.26

Consequently, Nicholas took care to prepare very full

and explicit directives for his plenipotentiaries.

Four letters were sent to Constantinople. In the first the Pope,
after the usual expressions of praise for the Emperor's decision

openly to repudiate the schism, enjoined even greater zeal so

that "what was begun by you may easily be finished by the Greek

clergy/' Nicholas stressed pointedly that implementation of union

and papal requests depended entirely on the Emperor.
27 But to

help Michael in his task, he wrote that he was sending to Con-

stantinople the Bishop of Grosseto, Bartholomew, and three

Minorites, Bartholomew of Sens, Philip of Perugia, and Angelo of

Urbino. Nicholas closed with a refusal to accede to Michael's re-

quest for excommunication of Charles's Greek allies, explaining

38 See Gay, Reg. Ma, 132-134, nos. 382-383. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, no. 2038.
***

It is notable that in an imperial document concerning Theodore's ecclesias-

tical rank (see Zacharia von Lingenthal, Jus Graecoromanum, ed. Zepos, I

[Athens, 1931] 503), Michael makes reference to the Donation of Constantino

(see F. Dolger, Byzanz und die europftteche Staatenwelt [Speyer am Rhein, 1953]

109, note 64).
*

Cf. Demski, Papst Nikolaus, 218.

"Gay, Reg. Nic,, 123-124, no. 367: "quod totaliter a te hujusmodi negotium

eiusque dependet consummata perfectio/' In affairs of union the popes were

always inclined to attribute too much coercive power to the Emperors.
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that no change in policy was warranted since the previous deci-

sion of Innocent V.28

In a second letter to the Emperor, papal suspicions were

more clearly revealed. Touching directly on the dissension be-

tween Michael and "our dearest sons in Christ, the illustrious

Emperor (Philip) of Constantinople and Charles, King of Sicily,"

Nicholas rebuked Michael for sending to him envoys unauthorized

to discuss the "temporalia" (i.e., peace with Charles), and for

stressing the "spiritualia" so much as to seem to be hoping thereby
to gloss over the "temporalia."

29
( Strange indeed for a Pope to

complain that a ruler was sacrificing temporal for spiritual con-

siderations! ) Nicholas then directed Michael within five months

after receipt of his letter to send plenipotentiaries to the Curia,

fully authorized to negotiate a settlement with Charles. Michael,

in the meantime, was to conduct preliminary discussions with

papal envoys regarding a truce.30

In another letter, directed to Andronikos, little of importance
was added, but in that addressed to the Patriarch and Greek

clergy Nicholas expressed dissatisfaction "that those things re-

quested by this church ... for the further consummation . . .

of union were not fulfilled/'
31 He was referring obviously to the

Greek clerics' equivocation regarding the filioque and to the

omission of a personal oral oath.

Important as these letters are, they do not reveal all aspects
of Nicholas* policy. Much more informative is a long and elab-

orate confidential memorandum in which Nicholas directed his

nuncios specifically as to their conduct and the demands to be
made on the Greeks. For its view of the internal workings of

124: "quia nulla postmodum novltas immutavit nee nos ad eas re-

sponsionem putavimus immutandam/'
29

Ibid., no. 368, 124B, esp.: "nee ad ilhid scripto seu verbo respondens , . .

licet ejusdem ecclesie circumspecta provisio non indigne a spiritualibus elegerit
initium assumendum," and ma instans et repetita petitio, quod ad Latinos et

Grecos in caritate mutue solidandos tractatus erat temporalium premittendus."
30

1lid., 125A, esp.: "infra quinque menses . . . circa treugas certi temporis
cum dictis principibus ineundas eorundem nuntiorum nostrorum persuasionibus
acquiescas."

**Ibid., no. 370, 126: "ilk que ad ipsum consumandum plenius ... ex ejus-
dem ecclesie parte requisita, nee adimpleta fuerunt."
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papal diplomacy, this document is perhaps one of the most il-

luminating in the entire history of the schism, and as such de-

serves careful attention.

The directive begins:

Upon arrival you may bless benignly and lovingly on our part our

very dear son in Christ, our Michael Palaeologus, illustrious Emperor
of the Greeks and his dear son, noble Andronikos. Likewise, you may
carefully inform them how joyfully, how sympathetically we and our
brothers received their letters containing their professions of faith,

recognition of Roman primacy, and voluntary obedience to Rome.32

In a succeeding passage, however, Nicholas, despite his remark

upon the reception of the imperial confessions, directs that an-

other profession of faith and statement of adherence to Rome
be secured from the Emperor and his son, and especially from

the patriarch and prelates, inasmuch as the original professions
were not composed according to the exact form prescribed by
the papacy.

33

The memorandum continues by instructing the envoys to say,

in reply to the Emperor's request for preservation of the Greek

rites, that "unity of faith does not permit diversity in its confessors

or in confession . . . especially in the chanting of the symbol."
s*

Referred to in particular here, of course, is the Greek refusal to

accept the addition of the filioque to the creed. Expatiating on

this matter, the document declares explicitly that "the Roman
church, after due deliberation, desires that the symbol be chanted

uniformly with addition of the filioque by both Latins and

Greeks." As for the rest of the Greek rites, the Pope, like his

predecessors, would permit the Greeks to retain "only those which

seem to the Apostolic See . . . not to impair the integrity of the

Catholic faith or ... of the sacred canons." 35

**Ibid., 127B.

**Ibid., 128, esp.: "nondum . . . juxta formam ab eadem ecclesia traditam."
u
lbid. t 128B: unitas fidei non patitur diversitatem in professoribus suis sive

in professione . . . maxime in decantatione symboli."

**Ibid., 128B. Most important of the rites involved was the Greek use of

leavened instead of the Latin unleavened bread (azymes). At this point reference

is made by Nicholas to a truce to be entered into between Palaeologus and Charles
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Turning to the important matter of papal supremacy, the

Pope instructs that "the patriarch and rest of the clergy of every

fortress, village, or any other place, all and each singly, recog-

nize, accept, and confess with a sworn oath the truth of the faith

and primacy of the Roman church . . . without any condition or

addition." Nicholas then prescribes for his legates the oath to be

taken by the clerics, emphasizing at the same time that none of

the Greek ecclesiastics must be permitted to evade this personal
oath.36 The Greek clergy had previously objected to the practice
on the grounds that such oath-taking was contrary to their cus-

tom.37

Mindful that in the last analysis it was the Greek populace
that had to be won over to union, Nicholas directed his envoys
to make sure that "those who exercise the office of preachers

publicly and carefully instruct their congregations in the true

faith and chant the creed with addition of the filioque"
38 More-

over, the Pope prescribed that his legates personally visit all the

principal centers of the Empire and, in cathedrals, churches, and

monasteries, collect from the people duly witnessed, individual

professions of faith and attestations to papal primacy. Of these

statements signed copies were to be sent to Rome. It was only
after deposition of these guarantees as well as an admission of

schism on the part of the Greek clergy that the patriarch and his

(129A). And in a subsequent passage Nicholas, though requested by Palaeologus,
refuses to excommunicate the Angeloi princes of Epirus and Neopatras (131A).

38
Ibid.y 129A, esp.: "que petenda sunt a patriarcha, prelatis, et clero civitatis,

cujushbet castri, via seu loci . . . prestito juramento." The oath was evidently
similar to that taken in 1274 at Lyons by the imperial envoy George Acropolites.
See 129A, and cf. He"fele\ Conciles, 177, note 2.

37

Reg. Nic., 129A: "nullam decet patriarcham, prelatos predictos aut clerum
consuetudinem quod jurare non consueverint allegare. . ." Compare this refusal

of the Greek ecclesiastics to take an oath to the pope with similar conduct on
their part during the Latin occupation. At that time the oath required for the

acceptance of papal authority included the clasping of their hands within those
of a papal legate according to Western feudal custom. On this see L. Bre*hier,

"Attempts at Reunion of the Greek and Latin Churches," ch. XIX, Camb. Med.
Hist., IV, 606.

88

Reg. Nic., 129B: "illi qui officium predicationis exercent publice predicent et

exponant fideliter suis populis eandem fidei veritatem et cantent etiam simbolum
cum additione ilia . , . filioque/'
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prelates could request from the papal envoys confirmation of

their clerical offices.
39 Nicholas* insistence on papal sanction of

Greek clerical offices, though particularly inadmissible to the

Greeks, was, from the papal point of view, perhaps only to be

expected, since all appointments made by a "schismatic" clergy
would be considered ipso facto uncanonical.

Severe as were these demands, a further directive was at this

point inserted which was certain to anger and humiliate the

Greeks. This was in regard to the dispatch of a permanent

cardinal-legate to the Greek capital Anticipating strong opposi-
tion to such a proposal, the Pope, in a revealing passage, charged
his envoys "cautiously and diligently to study a way to prepare
his [the legated] arrival, planting the seed in colloquies with the

Emperor by affirming that the presence in Constantinople of a

cardinal with full authority would be very useful . . . and sug-

gesting that the Emperor himself make the request for a cardinal-

legate."
40

To expedite matters the nuncios were to inquire if the Em-

peror possessed a record of such a legate in the past, or if anyone
could recall the kind of reception previously accorded resident

legates, or had information regarding their place of residence,

size of retinue, and especially the nature of their jurisdiction.
41

Doubtless Nicholas here had in mind the residence of a cardinal-

legate in Constantinople for a period during the Latin occupa-
tion,

42
for in the years between 1054 and the conquest (1204)

30
Ibid., 129B, esp,: "in cathedralibus et aliis sollempmbus ecclesiis et monas-

teriis locorum, in qtdbus professiones et recognitiones hujusmodi facte fuerint et

. . . redigantur in scriptis." Also "super confirmatione status sui . . . petere cura-

verunt"
*

Ibid*, 130A, esp.: "caute et diligenter studeatis viam ejus adventum preparare
. , . et suggerendo eidem imperatorem quod ipse legatum peteret cardinalem."

"Ibid., 130A: "qualiter ibi legati sedis apostolice sunt admissi, qualiter honorati,

qualiter exhibit!, ubi specialius consueverant conservari, quomooVo prelati et alii

veniebant ad vocationem ipsorum, qualiter parebatur eis in judiciis contentiosis et

aliis etiam. . /'
42 In the early years of the Latin Empire, die Pope, in order to keep the Latin

patriarch of Constantinople weak, had maintained a cardinal-legate in the capital.
But in later years, with the Empire's decline, the

patriarch himself had assumed
the function of legate. See Wolff, "Latin Empire/*" 818, and his "Politics in the

Latin Patriarchate, 288.
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Turning to the important matter of papal supremacy, the

Pope instructs that "the patriarch and rest of the clergy of every

fortress, village, or any other place, all and each singly, recog-

nize, accept, and confess with a sworn oath the truth of the faith

and primacy of the Roman church . , . without any condition or

addition." Nicholas then prescribes for his legates the oath to be

taken by the clerics, emphasizing at the same time that none of

the Greek ecclesiastics must be permitted to evade this personal
oath.

36 The Greek clergy had previously objected to the practice
on the grounds that such oath-taking was contrary to their cus-

tom.37

Mindful that in the last analysis it was the Greek populace
that had to be won over to union, Nicholas directed his envoys
to make sure that "those who exercise the office of preachers

publicly and carefully instruct their congregations in the true

faith and chant the creed with addition of the filioque"
38 More-

over, the Pope prescribed that his legates personally visit all the

principal centers of the Empire and, in cathedrals, churches, and

monasteries, collect from the people duly witnessed, individual

professions of faith and attestations to papal primacy. Of these

statements signed copies were to be sent to Rome. It was only
after deposition of these guarantees as well as an admission of

schism on the part of the Greek clergy that the patriarch and his

(129A). And in a subsequent passage Nicholas, though requested by Palaeologus,
refuses to excommunicate the Angeloi princes of Epirus and Neopatras (131A),

M
Ibid. 9 129A, esp.: "que petenda sunt a patriarcha, prelatis, et clero civitatis,

cujuskbet castri, vici seu loci . . . prestito juramento." The oath was evidently
similar to that taken in 1274 at Lyons by the imperial envoy George Acropohtes,
See 129A, and cf. H6fele", Candles, 177, note 2.

Q7
Reg* Nic., 129A: "nullam decet patriarcham, prelates predictos aut clerum

consuetudinem quod jurare non consueverint allegare, , ." Compare this refusal

of the Greek ecclesiastics to take an oath to the pope with similar conduct on
their part during the Latin occupation. At that time the oath required for the

acceptance of papal authority included the clasping of their hands within those

of a papal legate according to Western feudal custom. On this see L, Breliier,

"Attempts at Reunion of the Greek and Latin Churches," ch. XIX, Camb. Ued.

38
Reg. Nic., 129B: "illi qui officium predicationis exercent publice predicent et

exponant fideliter suis populis eandem fidei veritatem et cantent etiam simbolum
cum additione ilia . , . fuioque/*
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prelates could request from the papal envoys confirmation of

their clerical offices.
39 Nicholas' insistence on papal sanction of

Greek clerical offices, though particularly inadmissible to the

Greeks, was, from the papal point of view, perhaps only to be

expected, since all appointments made by a "schismatic" clergy
would be considered ipso facto uncanonical.

Severe as were these demands, a further directive was at this

point inserted which was certain to anger and humiliate the

Greeks. This was in regard to the dispatch of a permanent

cardinal-legate to the Greek capital. Anticipating strong opposi-
tion to such a proposal, the Pope, in a revealing passage, charged
his envoys "cautiously and diligently to study a way to prepare
his [the legate's] arrival, planting the seed in colloquies with the

Emperor by affirming that the presence in Constantinople of a

cardinal with full authority would be very useful . . . and sug-

gesting that the Emperor himself make the request for a cardinal-

legate."
40

To expedite matters the nuncios were to inquire if the Em-

peror possessed a record of such a legate in the past, or if anyone
could recall the kind of reception previously accorded resident

legates, or had information regarding their place of residence,

size of retinue, and especially the nature of their jurisdiction.
41

Doubtless Nicholas here had in mind the residence of a cardinal-

legate in Constantinople for a period during the Latin occupa-

tion,
42

for in the years between 1054 and the conquest (1204)

129B, esp.: "in cathedrahbus et aliis sollempnibus ecclesiis et monas-
teriis loconun, in quibus jDrofessiones et recognitiones hujusmodi facte fuerint et

. . . redigantur in scriptis." Also "super confirmatione status sui , . . pctere cura-

verunt."
M

Ibid., 130A, esp.: "caute et diligenter sludeatis viam cjus adventum preparare
. . . et suggerendo eidem imperatorem quod ipse legatum peteret cardinalem."

*l
lbid., 130A: "qualiter ibi legati sedis aposlolice sunt admissi, qualiter honorati,

qualiter exhibiti, ubi specialius consueverant conservari, quomooVo prelati et alii

veniebant ad vocationem ipsorum, qualiter parebatur eis in judiciis contentiosis et

aliis etiam. . ."
** In the early years of the Latin Empire, the Pope, in order to keep the Latin

patriarch of Constantinople weak, had maintained a cardinal-legate in the capital.
But in later years, with the Empire's decline, the patriarch himself had assumed
the function of legate. See Wolff, "Latin Empire/ 818, and his "Politics in the

Latin Patriarchate, 288.
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there seems to have been no permanent papal legate in the capital.

This directive regarding the dispatch of a legate is probably
the most striking part of the entire document, and indeed con-

stituted a new and more severe demand on the Greek church.

To Nicholas, accustomed as the papacy had become to the ap-

pointment of legates to the Latin nations, such a procedure would

be more or less normal 43 and would at the same time be a real

test of Michael's sincerity. But to the Greeks, unwilling to recog-
nize the remarkable development of papal claims during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries, this could mean only that their

church had now lost its independence of action and had in fact

fallen to the same level as a subservient church of the West 44

a circumstance all too reminiscent of Latin domination. Finally,

the admission of a legate would directly contravene Michael's

assurances to his clergy that no pope or permanent papal repre-
sentatives would set foot in the capital.

45

Nicholas, despite the general firmness of his tone, seems to

have felt a certain insecurity about the Greek reaction to his

demands, as is evidenced by his issuance of supplementary mem-
oranda in which he instructed his envoys to be prudent and

cautious, to gloss over the oral clerical oath if it could not im-

mediately be secured, and, in his own words, "to progress cir-

cumspectly lest something be said or done by you whereby the

union might be broken/' 40
Nevertheless, in order not to inhibit

the efforts of his legates unduly, Nicholas drew up yet another

18 The practice of sending legates with full authority began early in the Roman
church, and by the thirteenth century was standard practice. See Catholic Ency-
clopedia, IX (1910) 118-119.

l* In line with this reasoning, the patriarchal title of olKov^viK^^ to which the

papacy had in the past often objected, would now become meaningless and per-

haps have to be discarded. For the significance of this title, especially from the

Western point of view, see V. Laurent, "Le titre de Patriarche Occumdnique ct

Michel Cerulaire a propos de deux de ses sceaux in&lits," Miscellanea G. Mercati,
III (Vatican, 1946) esp. 385-386.

Pach.,387,11.2ff.
* Also in Reg, NIC., no. 377, 131: "si id omnino haberi non possit, dimictatur

sub cauta et colorata dilatione." Also no. 376, 131: "ne per vos aliquid dicatur vel

fiat, per quod negotium rumpatur." Cf. Demski, Papst Nikolaus, 220, who does
not think that Nicholas mitigated his demands.
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directive in which he ordered his instructions to be carried out

completely, "lest through some crafty astuteness the union might
suffer damage."

4T The Pope, it appears, wanted all of his demands
fulfilled if at all possible, but without at the same time so alien-

ating the Greek people that further attempts at union would be

futile.473

To summarize our analysis of the significance of this docu-

ment: in explicitly demanding acceptance of the filioque, per-

mitting at best only a partial retention of Greek rites, imposing
a personal oath on all Greek clerics together even with a demand
for confirmation of their offices, and proposing, finally, the ap-

pointment of a permanent legate to the Golden Horn, the directive

reveals that what Pope Nicholas sought through union was nothing
less than complete submission of the Greek church to Rome. In

addition, the memorandum provides insight into the diplomacy
as well as the mentality of a pope significant in the history of the

schism, thus helping us to understand, from the confidential words

of Pope Nicholas himself, to what extent the underlying Greek

distrust of papal motivations and fear of the possible consequences
of Michael's unionist policy were justifiable.

Armed with the papal directives and accompanied by the im-

perial envoys still at the Curia, the papal legates left for Con-

stantinople in the first part of 1279.48 In the meantime, however,
the situation in the Greek capital had deteriorated as a result of

the public ceremony of union at Blachernae and a new incident

involving the Patriarch John Bekkos. Surprisingly enough, Bekkos,

Michael's chief supporter in his conflict with the clergy, had in-

curred imperial displeasure, as a result, it seems, of too active

intervention in behalf of anti-unionist Greek exiles.
49 Conse-

47

Reg. Nic., no. 372, 127: "ne per alicujus dolosam astutiam dispendia tur-

bationis incurrat." This document, incidentally, is attributed by Martene, Ampl.
coll., VII, col. 257, to Pope Innocent V.

*7* In another accompanying memorandum, Reg. Nic., no. 371, 126, the legates
were given authority to hear confessions, excommunicate, and impose the interdict

on the Greeks.
48 The date is known from an Angevin safe-conduct issued to them on 7 Janu-

ary (Arch. $t. ft., ser, IV [1878] II, 193).

Ktefete, Conciles, VI, 213; and Chapman, 123.
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quently, at an inquest in which accusations were made against

him, Bekkos offered his resignation and on 2 March 1279 retired

to a monastery.
50 But his withdrawal served only to provide the

masses with a new martyr and thus to increase still further the

hatred against the Emperor. Such was the situation when the

papal embassy met the Emperor near Adrianople, some distance

from Constantinople, where Michael had been called by state

affairs.
51

Michael's position was, to say the least, difficult. The disgrace
of the Patriarch and the expected violent opposition of his prelates
to the new papal demands would not be easy to explain to the

envoys. This was another instance in Michael's career in which
the challenge before him demanded the exercise of all his re-

sourcefulness.

First of all, with regard to the Patriarch's retirement, Michael

declared to the envoys that the prelate was in need of a short

rest. Instructing Bekkos to remain silent about the incident,

Michael then prevailed upon him to receive the envoys at his

retreat in the monastery of the Mangana.
52 The trouble with the

Patriarch was thus for the moment satisfactorily concealed; but

it would be more difficult to justify to the Greek clergy the fresh

papal demands.53

Realizing that the explosion of indignation
which would result must at any cost be prevented or at least

concealed from the legates, Michael, before permitting a meet-

ing of the ambassadors and his prelates, convoked the latter in

Pach.,449ff.
51
Pach., 455,1. 14.

., 456, 11. 4-17. Pachymeres' passage is significant because he describes

the Greek attitude to union and to this embassy in particular, saying that the papal

envoys came to declare that "not by words but by acts is peace to be achieved, and
that if we sincerely desire union with them, we ought to make public confession

of the same faith. What caused them to be more demanding was the railleries of

the schismatics (as they called us), who, conversing with many of their friars

[in Pera], affirmed that the union was only a farce and that the real test would
be reciting the symbol with the filioque. They [the anti-unionists] thought thereby

to, embarrass the Emperor and to force him to break the peace or openly to re-

nounce the ancient doctrine, and thus to authorize their resistance to the separa-
tion/'
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synod. In a frank speech before them he completely cast aside

any remaining pretence at moral justification for union and, more

openly than ever before, exposed his policy of pure expediency.

According to Pachymeres, he said:

You know very well with how much difficulty the present accord was
achieved ... I realize that I have used force against many of you
and have given offense to many friends, even grieving my own family
... I thought that the affair would now be ended and that the

Latins would demand nothing more, as I promised you in my golden
bulls in the church. But some of us, who, I am convinced, are attempt-

ing to create differences (I do not know why unless they spoke thus

in order to test us and to stir up trouble), when conversing with friars

in Pera, called the union a farce and a fraud. They declared that

further proof of union should be demanded. This then is the purpose
of the present embassy. I wished to speak to you first and to inform

you of this so that upon hearing them [the papal envoys] you will not

suddenly become disturbed and accuse me of bad faith when you ob-

serve my conduct towards them. God is my witness that I will not

alter one accent or one iota of the faith. I promise to hold aloft as a

standard this divine symbol of our fathers and to combat not only the

Latins but any people that would dispute this matter. If I receive the

envoys warmly it will do you no harm. It is my belief that we should

receive them cordially and treat them kindly, lest ... we stir up new

game, since there is now a new Pope who is not so well-disposed to

us as was Gregory.
54

As a result of this masterful speech the sting was removed
in advance from the papal demands, and all went as the Emperor
desired: the synod listened calmly to the envoys and no manifesta-

tion of discontent was provoked. To convince the envoys com-

pletely of his sincerity, the Basileus had them conducted to the

imperial prisons, where they could see with their own eyes anti-

unionist clerics and even close relatives of the Emperor in irons.
55

It was at this time that Palaeologus handed over to the nuncios for

punishment by the Pope the anti-unionist monks, Ignatios and

w
Pach., 457-459. The words "stir up new game" in the last sentence refer

undoubtedly to Charles of Anjou. This speech as reported by Pachymeres, like

others in his work, is probably stylized and influenced by the tradition of Greek
historical writing*

*Padi.,459,ILlOff.
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Meletios. (But they were received benevolently by Nicholas, who
returned them to Michael with a request for clemency.)

56

Though Palaeologus had reason to be satisfied with his han-

dling of a difficult situation, the task of executing the demands

of Pope Nicholas still remained. After the subsequent return of

Bekkos to the patriarchal throne on 6 August 1279 57
(doubtless

the presence of the nuncios and public opinion helped to force

his recall), a council, as directed by the Pope, was convoked.

There the clergy were again asked to take an individual oral

oath with the filioque as prescribed by Nicholas, but once more

they remained firm in their refusal.
58 Unable to induce his prel-

ates to comply,
59 Michael could secure only another declaration

in writing similar to that of April 1277. This time, however, few

prelates would sign. If we can believe Pachymeres, the Emperor,
in his desperate need to impress the Pope with a long list of

signatures, even had a notary forge the signatures of non-existent

bishops.
60

The clerical declaration contained a fresh profession of faith

including the teaching of the filioque. But instead of the unequiv-
ocal Latin confession demanded by Nicholas, the prelates'

declaration again carefully avoided the Greek expression

(ekporeuesthai) for the filioque, employing ambiguous circum-

locutions in its place.
61

462, 11. 15ft.; also 463, II. 7-9, noting that the imperial as well as

the papal action was intended as flattery.
G7
Pach.,461, 11. 8-10.

58 On this see the letter of Andromkos to the Pope in Raynaldus, a. 1280,

19-22; also reference to it in George Metochites, Historic, dogmatica (ed. Mai)
Patrvm nova bibl, VIII, Bk. I, no. 79, p. 104. Cf, Grumel, Diet. th6ol cath., IX, pt.

1, col. 1398.
BS At this point Pach., 461, 1. 11, mistakenly calls the pope Urban. Possinus, who

did the glossary section for the Bonn ed. of Pachymeres, believes (764) that

Pachymeres has confused "Urban" with "Orsim," the family name of Nicholas.
00
Pach,, 461, esp.: iroXXaty p&v viroypenpals /Jr' foruv &Te<r/c<$7rwv /Aijr* faiffKOtrwy

ofo&v, tu$ Kal rfl atfrfl xpi TOV ypa<j>fas. Pachymeres says that Michael hoped his

list would not appear inferior to that of a Latin synod, which generally contained
more than 100 episcopal signatures; he is uncertain of Bekkos* involvement in

the forgery.
61
Pach., 462, 11. 4ff. See also a letter of Andronikos sent to the Pope as a re-

sult of the papal embassy, in Raynaldus, a. 1280, 19-22. The letter, devoted
almost exclusively to repeating professions of faith, has been omitted in Gay,
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In conformity with Nicholas' demands, and for the second

time since Lyons,
62 Michael and Andronikos, on 1 September

1279, at the Blachernae palace in Constantinople, renewed their

oaths to the Holy See before the papal legates.
63 A signed copy of

the imperial oaths with the letter and signatures of the clergy
was then sent to the Pope.

64 These two documents, it should be

noted, were the sole accomplishment of the elaborate embassy of

the Bishop of Grosseto and his companions. At the departure of

the embassy, the anti-unionist agitation in the capital reached

its climax.
64* To combat the increasing opposition to his policy

the Emperor was forced to mete out graver punishments. Im-

prisonment, torture, and exile became commonplace, and it was

at this time that the penalty of death was decreed for the read-

ing or possession of libelli against the regime.
65

While the papal legates were in the East, Pope Nicholas in-

formed Charles of his wish to begin negotiations for a truce and

eventual peace between Sicily and Byzantium. Thus on 18 Octo-

ber 1278 Nicholas wrote to Charles that he would renew political

negotiations with the Emperor, while, simultaneously, Charles

and Philip should prepare envoys properly empowered to open

negotiations with Palaeologus at the Angevin court.66
Evidently

the Pope was prepared, if necessary, to have the pourparlers
carried on in Rome before the papal Curia itself.

67

Reg. Nic. Cf. also George Metochites, Historia dogmatica, VIII, 104 and Bekkos,

Apologia, no. 2, in Migne, FG, vol. CXLI, col. 1011.
02

Contrary to general opinion (e.g., Viller, "La question de Tunion," Rev. d'hist.

6ccl t> XVII, 264), it was not three times but twice after Lyons that Michael was

required to take an oath to Rome, first under John XXI (April 1277) and now
under Nichoks III. On this sec Grumel, "Les ambassades," 442, note 2.

08 See Raynaldus, a. 1280, 19-22, where the date is wrongly given as Sep-
tember of 1280. Cf. Dolger, Regesten, no. 2041, and Grumel, "Les ambassades/'
447.

64 For the letter see A. Theiner and F. Miklosich, Monumenta spectantia ad
unionem ecclesiarum Graecae et Romance (Vienna, 1872) 14, 1. 18. Also cf.

Dblger, Regcsten, no. 2041.
ota See V. Grumel, "Le II* concile de Lyon et la r6union de l*6glise grecque/'

Diet, theol cath., IX, col. 1391. Also Evert-Kapessova, "La socie'te" byzantine,
etc./' 39, note 97.

00 See above, Chapter 11, text and notes 79-84.
00

Gay, Reg. Nic., 131, no. 378: "inibi opportune tempore."
**
tb(d,f 132; "vel si ipsi irnperatori et tibi non videtur hoc posse in partibus
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It was probably in the first part of 1280 that the Bishop of

Grosseto and his companions returned to Italy with the imperial
documents and the synodical letter of the Greek clergy. No
doubt from a political standpoint Nicholas was far from pleased
with the results accomplished, since Michael made no reply to

his suggestions for a Greco-Angevin peace. Manifestly the Em-

peror did not desire this, as success in the continuing undeclared

war in Romania favored his designs. Cognizant of this fact,

Charles meanwhile redoubled his efforts to alter papal policy by

emphasizing Michael's use of union as a cover for war on the

Latins of Romania. Yet, though Charles personally remained for

long periods at the Curia,
68

his efforts were in vain. Nicholas was

determined to establish a firm union, but not at the price of an

Angevin Constantinople.

Nicholas now sent a new mission to the Greek capital, in-

quiring severely why his demands had not .been fulfilled. The
bearers of the letters, Marchus and Marchetus,

69 were granted a

lengthy audience by the Emperor, who ordered that a detailed

summary of their discussion be drawn up in Latin by the

protonotarios of the imperial Latin interpreters, Ogerius.
70 This

document was then delivered to the papal messengers as an aide-

m6moire in reporting to the Pope.
In the report composed by Ogerius, it is explained that the

illis de facili fieri, aut securitatibus debitis roborari, cum apocrisarios ejusdem
Paleologi ... ad hoc concurrentibus coram nobis, etc." Printed thus also in

Wadding, Ann. Min.t V, 51. This passage does not appear in Chapman, who
instead (135 and note 4) quotes another passage from Martene (Ampl. coll., VII,
cols. 275-276 ) which does not

appear
in the letter as published by Gay. Chap-

man's passage includes the phrase
*

ita quod ei vel tibi sedationis ipsius impedimen-
tum non valeat imputari," which Chapman translates as "the present occupation
[Greek] of Constantinople was not an obstacle to negotiations/' It should be
rendered "[Carry out our request] so that you or he may not be accused of im-

peding a settlement of this matter." An important difference in meaning! See also

Potthast, Regesta, no. 21478.
68
Sternfeld, Der Kardinal Johann Gaetan Orsini, 283. Also see Chapman, 134,

note 2, who refers to Pope Nicholas a quotation of Sanudo that applies instead to

Charles.
09 On the ambassadors see Norden, 593, note 1, and Grumel, "Les ambassades,"

444. Cf. D6lger, Rege$tent no. 2044.
70 For document (the only surviving record of the embassy) see Gay, Beg.
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Emperor is "unable at present to fulfill his business as he has

done before" n because of grave external and internal difficulties

in the Empire. As evidence Ogerius declares that immediately
after the imperial pledge of fidelity to the Pope, two subjects
of the Empire, the Bastard John and his brother Nikephoros,

began to create disturbances.
72 When the Basileus requested the

two Princes' adherence to the union, they refused, whereupon
the Emperor had them excommunicated by nuncios of the Holy
See ( I ) and the Greek church.73 The Emperor, continues Ogerius,
then sent an army against the

<c

heretics," but its commanders,

among them close relatives of the Emperor, deserted to the

enemy. Another disturber of the union, the report complains, is

the Greek ruler of Trebizond (situated on the southeast coast of

the Black Sea). Seeking to replace the "heretical" Michael, this

ruler has even usurped the imperial title,
74 an act to which he

was pushed by anti-unionist Greeks and Latins from Constanti-

nople.
76

Nic., 134, no. 384, undated. Raynaldus evidently wrongly lists it tinder a. 1278,
13. C Grumel, "Les ambassades," 442, who places it during the first three

months of 1280.
71

Gay, Reg. Nic., 135, no. 384: "quod non potest , . . sanctus imperator

complere ad presens negotia sua, etc."
78

Ibid., 135A, esp. : "Send et submanuales imperil sacramentum . . . fidelitatis

et
ligii homagii." Note the mention of the Western concept of liege homage in

this imperial letter, written originally in Latin.
73

Ibid., 135A, esp : "expositam excommunicationem a nuntiis sancte apostolice
sedis, etc." This assertion of excommunication by papal nuncios seems directly

contrary to Nicholas' statement of refusal
n

Ibid., 136A. Cf. Pach., 519-520. Also J. Fallmerayer, Geschichte des Kaiser-

thums von Trapezunt (Munich, 1827) 139ff.; W. Miller, Trebizond, the Last Greek

Empire (London, 1926) 28-29; and esp. A. Vasiliev, "The Foundation of the

Empire of Trebizond," Speculum, XI (1936) 32-34, who shows that (contrary
to the meaning implied in Ogenus' report) the Trapezuntine rulers had assumed
the imperial title already before this time. Michael justifiably looked upon the

orthodox "Emperor" of Trebizond, who himself had aspirations to Constantinople
(see Vasiliev, 33), as a potential rival for the allegiance of ConstantinopoBtan
anti-unionists. Moreover, it was even possible that Trebizond might join Charles's

grand coalition against him. (See del Giudice, Cod. dipl, I, 219, mentioning the

appearance of Provengal merchants with letters from Charles at the Trapezuntine
court in 1266 and 1267.) In 1282 Michael finally succeeded in arranging an alli-

ance with John, ruler of Trebizond, by giving him one of his daughters in marriage.
75

Gay, Reg. Nic., 136, no. 384: "ad eundem principem Trapesunde homines
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As disrupters of union Ogerius also lists female relatives of

the Emperor, in particular Michael's sisters and their families,

who, however, have been imprisoned and their property con-

fiscated. He expatiates once more on the threat to union of the

Bastard of Thessaly, who has given refuge to anti-unionist Greeks.

And he complains also of the unremitting aid provided by the

Latin lords of Thebes, Athens, Negropont, and the Morea to the

Bastard and Nikephoros against the Emperor. The report con-

cludes with the claim that in a recent battle against the Negro-

pontine Latins, an inferior imperial fleet and army was able to

emerge victorious only with Divine aid.
76

This detailed account with its mass of evidence was, of course,

an eloquent plea for greater papal understanding of the com-

plexities of the imperial position, and in particular another, but

more subtle, request for excommunication of the Angeloi princes
and their Latin allies. Above all, Michael's enumeration of in-

ternal and external pressures even his mention of the divinely

inspired victory against the Latins was an attempt to emphasize
the precariousness of the imperial position in the face of the

combined force of Charles and his Latin coalition, the Angeloi,

Trebizond, and Greek traitors within the Empire. The inevitable

result of this formidable opposition, it is implied, would be com-

plete destruction of union and the fall of Constantinople to

Charles unless Nicholas would mitigate his demands and continue

to oppose an Angevin attack on Byzantium.
About this time Michael dispatched another envoy to the

Curia, Mandas (also called Merkurios), Domestic of Hagia

Sophia. Although the precise purpose of this embassy is obscure,

we do know that while traversing the Regno (perhaps in the

company of Marchus and Marchetus), Mandas was seized by
Angevin agents and subsequently released only at papal inter-

vention. Significantly, this marked the first occasion that Charles

cum ipsis intimationibus, erant et Latini simul cum eisdem transmissis, cooperantes

ipsam legataonem ipsonun."
"Ibid., 134 and 136B.
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had actually dared to seize an imperial ambassador to the Holy
See.77

Whether Marchus and Marchetus reached the Curia before or

after Nicholas* death on 22 August 1280 is not certain. In any

event, the death of the Pope before he could frame a reply to

Palaeologus permits us only to speculate on Nicholas' reaction

to the report of Ogerius.
77a

THE WAB IN ACHAIA AND ALBANIA

On 1 May 1278 Prince William Villehardouin of Achaia died,

one year after the decease of his son-in-law and heir-designate,

Philip of Anjou.
78 At William's death Philip's father Charles, in

accordance with the treaty of Viterbo signed in 1267 by William,

Baldwin, and Charles, became direct seigneur of Achaia and

liege-lord of all Romania.79 This development seemed menacing
for Michael Palaeologus, but in reality it was to prove favorable.

For in place of a native-born prince solicitous of Achaia's welfare,

the territory now acquired a foreign, absentee ruler, already
burdened by the administration of numerous realms and deeply
absorbed in his projected conquest of the Greek Empire.

77
Pach., 475, 11. 16ff., esp.: irepnrwbv rots row faybs AX&r/eercu . . . Kal

a#Tt/ca Trapcfc rou fl-d^ra, <vXa/c7)s aTroMercu. Cf. Dolger Regestetl, nos. 2044-2045.
77a In the opinion of Grumel, "Les ambassades," 447, and Diet. th4ol. cath.,

IX, pt. 1, cols. 1401-1402, Michael "formally disobeyed" a papal warning carried

by Marchus and Marchetus, and this "disobedience" suffices to explain Michael's

subsequent excommunication and the end of the union. (But cf. L. Brehier, ch.

XIX, Cambridge Med. Hist., IV, 613: "Palaeologus struggled to the end to uphold
the union." Even Pack, 476, 11 3-4, says, "The Emperor did all he could to uphold
the superficial union.") The thesis of Michael's disobedience, however, besides

being uncorroborated (titiere is, unfortunately, a dearth of documents for these

particular years), must also be considered as it has not been in the light of

the important diplomatic activity being carried on at this time in Constantinople,

Aragon, Sicily, and the Curia. On this see Chapter 14, esp. section 3, and text and
note 67.

78 On William's death see Greek Chron. Uorea, 11. 7753E and French Chron.,

par. 534* On Philip see Longnon, L
f

Empire Latin, 249.
7* On 26 and 27 August 1278 Charles sent to Achaia as his vicar-general Galeran

dlvry (not Rosso de Sully as stated in the French Chron,, par. 539) to receive

oaths of fidelity from the lords of Romania, "tarn Latinis tarn Grrcis." See Arch, $t.

#.,ser.i:V(1878)I,433.
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The inadequacy of the Angevin administration of Achaia is

attested by the frequency with which the baillis whom Charles

appointed to govern the principality replaced each other.
80

Still

more revealing is the fact that the Greek population and even

the Prankish feudatories (
the former possibly affected by Charles's

exactions for a war against fellow-Greeks) resisted the rapacity

of the royal officials and not infrequently rose in rebellion.
81

The internal disorders which pervaded the principality after

the death of William enabled the imperial troops of Mistra and

Monemvasia successfully to wage almost continuous war against

the baillis of Achaia.82
Indeed, after the failure of the last im-

portant Achaian expedition against the Greeks at Scorta in 1276 83

and the disastrous defeat later in Arcadia of the Latins under the

command of Gautier de Sumeroso,
84 the baillis had to remain al-

most entirely on the defensive. Palaeologus' forces, accordingly,
were able to extend their conquests along the coasts of the

Peloponnese and into Arcadia. As a consequence, Charles was

forced to maintain troops in Achaia and deprive himself of

strength he was massing for the campaign against Constanti-

nople.
85

It was probably this lack of success against the Greeks of

Mistra and Monemvasia, together with the costly flow of troops
and money to Achaia after 1278,

86 that convinced Charles how
80 For their names see Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 57.
a
Cerone, "La sovranita napoletana," Arch. st. prov. nap., XLH (1917) 60-61,

67.
83

Except for a short truce in 1281 for the exchange of prisoners. See Rennell

Rodd, The Princes of Achaia and the Chronicles of Morea (London, 1907) I,

267 and Zakythinos, Despotat, I, 57-59.
88 Greek Chron., 11. 7165-7243, and French Chron., par. 497.
w See Historiae Sabae Malaspinae continuatio in R. Gregorio, Bibliotheca $crip-

torum qui res in Sicttia gestas sub Aragonum impeno retulere, II (Palermo, 1792)
336: "Gualterius de Sumeroso per Graecos interemptus in conflictu extitit, et gens
tota periit." On a putative relative of Sumeroso, held prisoner by the Greeks,
see Mazzoleni ed. of De Lellis, Gli atti perduti, I

1
, 573, no. 57.

85
Historiae Sabae Malaspinae continuatio, etc., II, 336-337: "Erat enim Regis

intentio, ut terra . . . manuteneri tantum, et defendi valeret [et] milites tantum
... ad defensionem . . . destinabat."

86
It was probably an aim of Charles's reorganization of the Achaian mint at

Clarenza in 1279 to produce coins with which to pay his troops in Achaia and
Albania. See G. Monti, "La Zecca di Clarenza sotto Carlo I," Nuovi tfudi angioini
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little could be accomplished against Constantinople in an expedi-

tion via the Morea. Moreover, a direct naval attack on the metrop-
olis was still not feasible because of papal opposition and espe-

cially the failure of his attempts to conclude an alliance with

Venice. Abandoning Achaia, therefore, as his main base, Charles

directed his attention to strengthening his positions in Albania

and Epirus. From there he could easily move against nearby

Macedonia, whence, with the aid of his Balkan allies, he could

launch a land expedition directly against the capital.
87

Charles's concentration on Albania and Epirus was further

necessitated by Palaeologus' penetration of this area, a fact also

of concern to the Despot Nikephoros, who particularly feared

imperial corsairs operating off the Epirot coast.88 There is a record

of negotiations for a treaty between Charles and Nikephoros as

early as 1276-1277,
89 and we may believe that in 1278, at Clarentza

in the Morea, Ludovico de Roheriis, a knight of Charles, received

the homage of Nikephoros for his sovereign.
00 But it was ap-

parently not until 10 April 1279 that Charles was able to make
a formal alliance with Nikephoros, whereby, presumably in ex-

change for military aid against Palaeologus, the Greek prince
declared himself the vassal of Charles, evidently gave up his son

as security, and even ceded to the King important areas of Epirus.
These consisted of the castles of Panormum, Butrinto, Syboto,
and Vonitza, all of which had formerly constituted part of the

(Trani, 1937) 597ff. To maintain such mercenaries Charles often had products of

Apulia sold in the Orient, especially m Negropont and Clarenza (see Caiabellese,

41).
87 On Charles's policy see also Saba Malaspina, "Rerum Sicularum historia,"

in Cronisti e scrittori sincroni napoletani, ed. Del Re, II (Naples, 1868) 314.
88 On these Greek pirates see Arch. st. it., ser. IV, I, 247. Also ibid., 12, Ange-

vin order of 19 March 1278 regarding a chain to protect the harbor of Brindisi,

possibly from Greek corsairs.
89 Arch. st. it., ser. Ill, XXV, 181, Angevin rescript dated 12 June 1276 con-

cerning an oath of Nikephoros to William of Achaia, in behalf of Uharles, regard-
ing certain Achaian territory to be received. See also Carabellese, 43 and note 2,

Angevin safe-conduct for 'Stomatos et Focinos nuncios magnifici viri Nichifori

despoti." Cf. 105, note 4. On the relations between the Bastard John and Charles
at this time, cf. Carabellese, 43 and note 1, and 36, mentioning a concession of
Charles to Thessalian silk dealers.

90 See Carabellese, 42. Cf. Hopf, Geschichte, 301A, according to whom Nike-

phoros had sworn homage to Charles in July of 1276.
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dowry of Nikephoros* sister, Helen, at the time of her marriage
to Manfred.91 Most significant of these concessions was Butrinto,

a port for the imperial-held fortress of Berat, which, strategically

situated in the mountain fastness of central Albania, was the

gateway to Macedonia.

THE ANGEVIN LAND OFFENSIVE AGAINST PALAEOLOGUS:

THE BATTLE OF BERAT ( 1280-1281 )

In conformity with his strategy of attacking the Emperor by
land via Albania and Epirus,

92 Charles sent to those areas on 13

August 1279 a new vicar-general, the famous Hugo le Rousseau

de Sully.
93

Sully, an energetic, headstrong, haughty Frenchman,
94

received a steady influx of troops and supplies from the Regno

throughout 1279 and the first part of 1280 with which to fortify

the Angevin fortresses in Albania.95 Provisions and siege engines,
artisans and Saracen archers were all sent across the Adriatic.96

And in the latter part of 1280 an increasing number of ships laden

with technical specialists masons, engineers, and carpenters
in addition to money and horses were also dispatched.

97 All this

91 See Acta Albaniae, 113, no. 390, letter of Charles concerning "magnifico viro

domino Nichiforo despoto Comnino duce castrum Bothroton [$ic] et alia omnia

castra, casalia et terras, que de terns . . . quas tenuerunt olim Manfredus . . .

et Philippus Chinardus, ad manus ipsius despoti devenerunt, etc/' Cf. Arch. st. it.,

sen IV, II, 199; ibid., IV, 17; and a suggestive passage of Pach., 508, esp.: r fayl
81 KapotiX<p . . , 0tX/ws el^ov ical KCLT& ffuy^/cas etptivevov. On the complicated history
of this dowry, parts of which at one time belonged to Michael II, Manfred, Philip
Chinardo, Charles of Anjou, Palaeologus, and Nikephoros, see especially Chapters
3 and 9 above,

02 See Greg., 146, 11. 4-5: "Having equipped many naval forces, he prepared
more land forces/*

* Arch. st. it., ser. IV, II, 355.
w See Pach., 509, 11. 14-19, who calls him "Ros Solymas" and attributes the

name "Ros" to the resemblance of Sully's red hair to that of the (Varangian)
Russians! On Sully $ee also Greg., 146, L 6 and Sanudo, htoria, 129 ("Rosso do

Solino"). Cf. further Buchon, Nouvelles recherches, II, 231, and G. Typaldos,
"*0 T&$ 2JoXv/*aj rwv "Bvgavrw&v, etc/', ^ireTfjply 'Eratpefas Bufamy&y 2irQV$Qv, II

(1925) 316E
*
Carabellese, 103-104 and Acta Albanian, 123, no. 410.

86 Acta Albaniae, 125, no. 413. Cf. Cohn, "Storia della flotta," Arch. st. sic.

orien., XXIX, 40.

"See Arch. st. it., sen IV, III, 20 and esp, Acta Albania^ 125-133. Even
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was in preparation for an expedition, which, according to the

threefold testimony of Pachymeres, Gregoras, and Sanudo, was to

move across Greece to Thessalonica and ultimately against Con-

stantinople itself.
98

During the last part of 1280 " an army of about two thousand

Angevin knights and Saracen archers together with six thousand

infantrymen,
100

all under the command of Sully, suddenly moved

across Albania, seized Kanina, and laid siege to the strongly

fortified imperial town of Berat, the key to the Via Egnatia and

all of Macedonia.101 As Sully moved up his siege machines to in-

vest the mountain fortress, its Greek governor relayed an urgent

request to Constantinople for reinforcements. The Emperor, ap-

materials for making Greek fire ("de igne greco") were sent to Sully, ibid,, 127,

no. 422.

^Pach., 509: ^XP1 Ka^ v6\etay 0e<r<raXoj/^s, rt $ /cai inSXews atfrjjs Treffl <rvjuj3a\tj>.

Greg., 146, 11. 7-9: "And he planned nothing else than to take the fortiess of

Bellegrada and the principal fortresses of Macedonia and then to march unhindered
to Byzantium." Sanudo, Istoria, 129: "[Charles] intendendo acquistar rimperio di

Romania mand6 Miser Rosso de Solino"; and 131, where Sanudo records that after

his defeat at Berat Charles "rimase molto fallito del suo disegno, ch'exa d'andar

con I'essercito suo in sin in Costantinopoli." Cf. Norden, 622, according to whom
Charles hoped to establish at Berat a hase of operations for a land expedition

against Constantinople.w The exact date of the beginning of the siege is uncertain. Hopf, Geschichte,

324, and Chapman, 140, refer to what must be the start of the siege as August
and September, respectively, of 1280; Longnon, UEmpire Latin, 259, also speaks
of the summer of that year (cf. Norden, 622). One of the chief sources, Sanudo,
Istoria, 132, writes thus of the defeat itself: "la rotta di Belgrade fu nel prm-
cipio dell' anno secondo del Ducato de Miser Zuan Dandolo da S. Moise"
which would be at the beginning of 1281. Since we know that the

siege of Berat
was of considerable duration (see Sanudo, Istoria, 129: "andando Tossidione in

longo") and that the Greek army probably approached Berat in March of 3283

(see below, note 111), the final defeat of Sully would therefore seem to have taken

place in early April of 1281 (Hopf, 325).^
Sanudo, Istoria, 129: "circa due mila e piu Uomini d'arme e circa sei mila

Pedoni, tra quali eran molti SaracenL" Cf. Pach., 509, who records that 3,000
men crossed the Adriatic. According to him Sully and his commanders were so

confident of victory that already in advance they divided up the Greek territories

to be conquered. See above, Chapter 3, text of note 54, for a similar passage re-

garding the battle of Pelagonia.m Berat (Greek, Bellegrada) had been recovered by Palaeologus from Charles
in 1274. With Avlona and Kanina it formed the southern belt of fortresses in

Albania. On this see P. Alexander, "A Chrysobull of Emperor Andronicus II,"

Byzantion, XV (1940-1941) 189. Chapman, 140, note 4, refers to Berat as "the

capital of Albania."
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patently surprised at the speed with which troops and siege en-

gines had been transported across the Adriatic, now became appre-
hensive lest the possible fall of Berat permit the army to cross

as easily to Thessalonica and even to the capital.
102

For, as already

mentioned, Constantinople's defenses had been prepared mainly
for an attack by sea rather than a land assault.

103 To add to the Em-

peror's alarm, the unionist struggle was now at its very height,
and he had reason to fear that Charles's coalition with the Latins

of Romania and the Angeloi princes might attract anti-Palaeologan
Greeks as well as Venetians of the capital. In this connection we

may note that the Greco-Venetian treaty had already expired in

March of 1279. It was thus for the Emperor an extremely critical

situation.

Quickly assembling an army of his best troops, Palaeologus

put in charge his most trusted and capable generals: as com-

mander the Grand Domestic Michael Tarchaneiotes, with sub-

ordinates the Emperor's son-in-law Michael Angelos,
104 the Grand

Stratopedarch John Synadenos, and the Tatas of the Court, the

eunuch Andronikos Enopolites.
105 In order to encourage his troops

and subjects (to all of whom Charles's ultimate objective and his

intense hatred of the Greeks were by now, of course, well

known)
106 the Emperor ordered the recitation of public prayers

for the security of the Empire. There is a striking passage in

Pachymeres relating that after a night-long supplication to God
for victory and performance of the euchelaion ( annotating with

holy oil), the Patriarch and all the prelates of the capital blessed

and distributed to the troops pieces of papyrus sprinkled with

holy oil (phakelloi), which, it would seem, were to be carried

into battle as a kind of phylaktery.
107

It is a curious irony that in

m
Pach. 510, 11. 15ff.

109 See above, Chapter 6, section 4
**
Though brother to Nikephoros and John the Bastard, Michael Angelos had

become pro-imperial through marriage to a daughter of Palaeologus. See Pach.

510, 11 1-2; 439, L 19; and 440, 11, 9-10. Of. Ddlger, Regesten, no. 2032.

10d See Autobiography of Palaeologus, IX, 7: "Charles had declared that no
one hated anyone as he hated us/* Cf, also Pach., 512, L 7.

^Pach., 511-512, esp. 511: 0a/c4X\ov$ 8

*Xafy j3<7rriv. Also Greg., 147, L 1,
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this moment of grave external peril, Michael, like so many of his

predecessors, turned to what alone could provide unity and moral

support for his people the Byzantine church!

The siege of Berat continued. Along with heavy reinforce-

ments and provisions,
108 Charles took care to send letters to Sully

directing the conduct of the siege and emphasizing his intense

personal interest in the campaign.
109 On 6 December 1280, while

joyously commending Sully for his capture of the suburbs sur-

rounding Berat, Charles ordered him to take the town by storm.110

This was doubtless in anticipation of the arrival of Greek rein-

forcements.

It was probably in March of 1281 that the Greek army ap-

proached Berat.111
Advancing cautiously in obedience to imperial

instructions to avoid an open battle and to rely instead on am-

bushes and raids, the Grand Domestic Tarchaneiotes sought first

to provide provisions for the town's starving people. This he did

by loading rafts during the night on the Asounes River which ran

by the citadel and floating them down to the besieged inhab-

itants.
112 But the maneuver was soon discovered by the Latin

leaders, who determined to prevent further provisioning of the

fortress.

At this juncture it appears that Sully decided to survey the

situation personally.
113

Accompanied by a small party of twenty-
five picked men, the audacious commander approached the im-

perial troops on guard at the river. But suddenly imperial Turkish

auxiliaries, waiting in ambush nearby ( evidently they had warn-
108 Acta Albaniae, 129, no. 431; and 131, nos. 438 and 440, esp, mention of 300

slingers; 128, no. 425, reference to carpenters, engineers, and petraroli (should
be petraboU, rock throwers?).m Acta Albaniae, 131, letter no. 438. Charles wrote to Sully "ad captionem
castri Belligradi, que ultra quam dici valeat cordi nostro residet." Cf. 129, no. 431.

These are perhaps additional evidence that Berat was the prelude to greater con-

quests.
*"

Ibid., 131, no. 441. In a letter of 26 December 1280 (132, no. 443), Achillas

Straquagatus (I), apparently a Greek in Angevin service, is mentioned*m See Pach., 512. Greg., 147; also Leonard, Les Angevins de Naples, 134,
who says it was April.

^Pach., 512, 11. llff. Cf. Sanudo, Istoria, 129: "con ingenio fornissero quel
luogo di Vittuarie/* The Ascnines (modern Lioum) is not to be confused with the
Booses River which was situated on the other side of Berat; see Pach. 510.

***
Sanudo, loc. dt.: 'Volea andar a soraveder Tessercito de Nemici."
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ing of Sull/s approach), wheeled out, isolated the Latins, and

seized Sully, whose horse was shot from under him.114 While

Sully's entourage tried to escape, the rest of the Angevin troops
became so panic-stricken by the capture of their leader that they
too took to flight. Encouraged by this success, the entire imperial

army including even troops from within the besieged town

followed in hot pursuit, with the Greek archers, as formerly at

Pelagonia, aiming at the horses of the heavily-armed Latin

knights. Most of the Latin troops and generals together with an

enormous booty fell into Greek hands. Only those Latins escaped
who were able to cross the river Booses on the other side of the

town and outride their pursuers to Kanina.115

The prisoners, among them Sully,
116 were taken to Constanti-

nople, where they had to take part in an imperial triumph. In

chains, on foot or on horseback, they were paraded through the

streets of the capital to the taunts and jeers of the Greeks, whose

emotions, already inflamed against the Latins by the enforced

union, were now raised to an even higher pitch of excitement by
this manifest attempt to begin the conquest of the Greek Em-

pire.
117

114
Sanudo, loc. cit.: Vincontro con 1'imboscata, die Turchi, ch'eran con li Greci,

aveano fatto, e fu preso da loro." Cf. Greg., 147, 1. 17, who wntes of "ambushes
and machinations" on the part of the Greeks; and Pach., 513, 1. 14.

U5
Pach., 515, and Sanudo, Istoria, 129: 'Tessercito s'impaurl talmente, dhe si

mise in fuga, fuggendo il giorno e la notte sequente continuamente, etc." The de-

scription presented here has been drawn mainly from Sanudo and partly from

Pachymeies and Gregoras. Actually Pachymeres offers a few additional details,

for instance, that the capture of the huge Sully
was made possible by the stumbling

of his horse. According to Pachymeres, 514, 11. 11-12, at dawn of the next morning
the Greek soldiers attacked the Latin army, "holding their shields together, each
one grasping the piece of papyrus" which had been blessed by tihe Greek clergy
Also, Pachymeres notes that the onslaught of the Greeks created such panic
among the enemy that the Latin cavalry in its precipitous flight cut down many of

its own men (Pach., 513-514).
110 On the fate of Sully see esp. Pach., 519, L 9, who records that he was in-

carcerated with the others in the prison of Zeuxippos. Sanudo, htoria, 129, states

that after many years he was released and returned to Apulia. Cf* Buchon, Nou-
velles recherches, II, 231j and Typaldos,

"
'0 T&s SoXv^taj,'* 316, note 2. Andronikos

II, Michael's successor, probably exchanged Sully in 1284 or 1285 for Creek pris-
oners held in Sicily.

UT See the very long and dramatic description of the triumph in Paoh., 515-
519,
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For Palaeologus Berat was a spectacular victory.
118 Such was

his personal satisfaction that to commemorate the battle he

ordered scenes from it, together with other victories "with which

God had favored him," to be painted on the walls of the imperial

palace of Blachernae.119

Despite its importance, the significance of the battle of Berat

has not been fully appreciated by most scholars. This is not sur-

prising, as it was overshadowed by the more dramatic Sicilian

Vespers which soon followed. In reality, however, after Pelagonia
and the reconquest of Constantinople, Berat was probably the

most important military encounter of Palaeologus with the Latins

during his entire reign. Not only were the vast Angevin prepara-
tions of twenty months destroyed and Berat saved, but all of

Epirus dominated by Berat and loannina soon again fell into

imperial hands, a circumstance which enabled Michael's troops
to advance on Dyrrachium and Avlona.120 More important, the

victory marked the complete failure of the attempt to launch a

land expedition against the capital. Thus, as a result of his defeat

at Berat, Charles had to shift his strategy to a sea attack against

Constantinople,
121 a fact which now made indispensable the sup-

port of the Venetian fleet.

133
See, e.g., Greg., 148, 11. 6-9: "The Greeks achieved a very great victory

without great effort, one which easily surpassed all their hopes." The battle of

Berat is, incidentally, not mentioned in Guilland, UEurope orientate, or Vasiliev,

History of the Byzantine Empire (1952). But the amount of attention and em-

phasis given to it by all the principal sources, including Palaeologus' own Auto-

biography, IX, 9, attests unquestionably to its importance.n
*Pach., 517, 11 2-5. Cf. Cinnamus, Historia (Bonn, 1836) 267, who tells of

paintings similarly made for the Emperor Manuel I Comnenos (12th century).
140 See Sanudo, Istoria, 129: "alia fine il detto Castello della Gianina, chc e in

la Vallona, e Duraccio & restituito all' Imperator dc Greci predetto." Actually
Dyrrachium remained Angevin to 1284, though the victory at Berat enabled im-

perial troops to advance to the town. On this see Alexander, "Chrysobull of An-
dronicus II," 195-196. Also Acta Albaniae, 135, no. 457; 137, no. 460; and 138,
nos. 461-462, the last, dated January of 1282, being one in which Charles makes

provision for the defense of Dyrrachium at the approach of Palaeologus* son, Cf.

Dade, 56.
121

Cf, Greg., 148, 11 9-12.
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MICHAEL'S TRIUMPH: THE SICILIAN

VESPERS

(1282)

THE ANGEVIN-VENETIAN TREATY OF ORVIETO (1281)

owever disastrous for Charles, the debacle of the

Angevin forces at Berat was not displeasing to

Venice, whose lifeline through the Adriatic was seriously
threatened by Angevin control of the Straits of Otranto. Thus,
while Charles more than ever realized the necessity of securing
Venetian aid against Constantinople,

1 there remained the task of

allaying the deep-rooted apprehensions of the Commune.
In the meantime, however, conditions in the East had them-

selves gradually been effecting a change in the Venetian attitude.

More than a decade of unsatisfactory truces and accords with

Palaeologus had taught the citizens of the Serenissima that not

they but the Emperor usually profited from such arrangements.
Venetian trade in the Greek Empire had been crippled, Venetian

merchants shabbily treated and their privileges all too frequently
curtailed. In spite of claims of the Doge for damages, Greek

pirates did not cease predatory attacks on the Commune's ship-

ping, and, as time went on, Venice's Aegean island possessions

1
Sanudo, Istoria, 132: "per questo (la rotta di Belgrade) il R6 invitd Veneziani

a confederazione."
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one by one were being stripped from her. Worst of all, Venetian

jealousy rankled the more as the prosperity of the rival Genoese

continued to increase. Disillusioned therefore in so many respects,

Venice at last was ready to disregard traditional anxieties and

enter into an alliance with Charles for a joint expedition against

Palaeologus.
2

Preliminary negotiations between the two powers had already

commenced, it appears, with the expiration of the Greco-Venetian

accord on 19 March 1279. (Indeed, if we are to believe Sanudo,

Venetian agents had been in Apulia for four years prior to 1281

conducting pourparlers. )

3
Perhaps as a result, Venice and Charles

undertook joint naval operations in the waters of Romania, the

main purpose of which was to protect Negropont from Greek

corsairs. But their efforts produced few beneficial results. For, as

Sanudo reports, on three occasions when Charles dispatched ships

to the East, quarrels broke out between the allied forces, a fact

which enabled the Greeks to advance upon and devastate the

capital city of Negropont.
4

Eloquent testimony to the inadequacy of Angevin naval

strength at this time is provided by an incident in July of 1281,

when eight warships were boldly dispatched by the Emperor
against the Regno itself: the unexpected appearance of Greek

fl

See, e.g., Deliberazioni del Maggior Consiglio di Venezia, ed. R. Cessi, II

(Bologna, 1931) 134, no. XXX, dated 7 February 1281, order of the Venetian

Grand Council to its consul in Apulia to report carefully on Charles's preparations

against Palaeologus and to await further instructions.

*Istoria, 131: "per questo li Abitatori nostri Veneziani e trattatori stettero in

Puglia ben circa quatro anni trattenuti in Pugha con parole dal ReY'
*
Ibid., 129-130: "Mand6 il R& Carlo trenta Gallee ... Ma questa Armata

non fece danno alcuno all' Imperatore . . . Indi mand6 . . . un* altra fiata quin-
dici Gallee, gli Uomini delle quali vennero in controversia con Veneziani et per
questo volsero danneggiar e devastar la Campagna di Negroponte. E un aftra

fiata ne mand6 sei . . . li Esserciti e le Armate del Re Carlo non giovorono punto
alia Romania." Actually this passage of Sanudo may come in the wrong place

chronologically and could perhaps refer to the supplementary pact signed at

Orvieto between Venice and Charles (see below, text for note 14, and cf. Dade,
54). The passage must refer to Michael's reign, however, since succeeding pas-

sages of Sanudo doubtless refer to that of Andronflcos. On these events in general
cf. Bury, "Lombards and Venetians in Euboia," Jl Hell Studies, VII (1886) 342,
who believes that the Negropontine fortresses of Clisura and Argalia were taken

by the Latins in ca. 1281 and 1282 respectively.
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vessels and their harrying of the Apulian coast near Otranto 5 seem

to have provoked near-panic among the Sicilian officials.
6 A more

decisive development conducing to the conclusion of a Veneto-

Angevin accord was the death on 22 August 1280 of Pope Nicholas

III, whose powerful influence had restrained Charles from attack-

ing Constantinople. With his passing and the election to the papal
throne of an Angevin adherent (Martin IV), the last remaining

political and moral obstacle to a expedition against the Greek

capital was removed.

Negotiations now led quickly to a formal alliance, which was

signed on 3 July 1281 at the papal city of Orvieto, by Venice,

Charles, and the latter's son-in-law, the titular Latin Emperor

Philip of Courtenay. The principal articles of this important treaty

are the following:
7

(1) The alliance was to be directed against those powers
whose hostility to the Emperor Philip, King Charles, or Venice

dated from the period of the Latin occupation of Constantinople.
8

(2) All earlier agreements, rights, and privileges drawn up or

possessed in the past by the parties concerned were recognized
as valid.

9

Specifically guaranteed was the former Venetian posi-

tion on the Golden Horn. (3) The Doge, Philip, and Charles, or

the latter's eldest son (likewise named Charles), were to partic-

5 See Arch. st. it,, ser. IV, IV, 14, order of Charles, dated 25 July 1281, to

justiciar of Capitanata to attend personally to the defense of the coastline because

"Paleologo mandava quattro grosse navi e quattro galere per infestare quelle
marine" (summary of Minieri-Riccio ) . Cf. also ibid., IV, 9, edict of 30 May 1281,
in which Charles speaks of "galee inimicorum per maritimas Apulie discurrunt." Cf.

W. Cohn, "Storia della flotta siciliana sotto if governo di Carlo I d'Angi6," Arch,
st. per sic. or., XXIX ( 1933 ) 46.

"See Cohn, loc. cit.: "non nisi Galee quatuor piratarura Ydronti venerant et

nulla ibi mora protracta ad partes alias diverterunt.
' On the reaction of the offi-

cials, ibid., 47.
7 For the entire treaty see T,-Th., Ill, 287-295* For a summary of its terms cf.

N. Nicollini, "Sui rapporti diplomatic! veneto-napoletani," Arch. st. prov. nap, 9

LX (1935) 264 ff. Leonard, Les Angevins, 134, wrongly cites 1282 as the treaty
date*

8
T.-Th., 111,290.

T.~Th., Ill, 289-290. By this stipulation, the Viterbo treaties, the investiture

of territories on the part of Baldwin II, and the rights of the papacy in Constanti-

nople were all recognised ("nee non et pacta omnia, facta cum Imperatoribus
precedentibus, tarn in spixitualibus, quam in temporalibus'*).
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ipate personally in the expedition to Romania. 10
(4) Approxi-

mately eight thousand cavalrymen and horses would be provided
for the campaign by Charles and Philip. The Doge on his part
would supply forty or more armed galleys "to secure control of

the sea/' while Charles and Philip would furnish the transports

for carrying men, horses, and provisions.
11

(5) The date for the

passagium to Constantinople was fixed as not later than April of

1283.12 The Venetians promised to dispatch their fleet from home

by the first of April in order to make contact with the forces of

Charles and Philip at Brindisi by the 15th of that month, at which

time joint operations would begin against Byzantium.
13

10
T.-Th., Ill, 290: "in proprijs personis in Romaniam, . . . aut films suus

primogemtus." That the Doge wished to go personally (to insure the Venetian

share in the conquest) is also observed by Sanudo, Istoria, 132: "Miser Zuan
Dandolo Doge di Vmegia, che volesse andar seco in persona a questa espedizione
del riaquisto di Costantinopoli."n

T.-Th., Ill, 290: "circa octo milia equorum . . . quadraginta galeas, etc."
u And not 1282 as a number of scholars believe (e.g., Hopf, Gesckichte, 326B;

and Heyd, Histoire, I, 435). Since the date of this main expedition is vital, I insert

here a translation of the pertinent passage (T.-Th., 290): "the terminus for in-

itiating the passagium should be the month of April in the second year (sit mensis

Aprilis secundo venturus), in manner that the Doge with his maritime army or

fleet should set sail from Venice on the first day of the said month of April at the

latest. The Emperor and the King, or his son, with their army should sail from
the port of Brindisi at the latest in the middle of the said month of April, in order

that in the middle of that month all ships may make contact in the sea at Brindisi/'

If this passage is read in the light of another, supplementary treaty signed on the

same day (see below, text and notes 14-15), the date of the main expedition to

Constantinople must be 1283 and not 1282. For according to the supplementary
pact a campaign was to be earned on in the East for seven months a year "until

such time as the passagium to Romania shall be made by them against Palae-

ologus" ("usque ad illud tempus, quo fiet per ipsos passagium in Romaniam
contra Paleologum" ) clear reference to a preliminary campaign, to begin in

May of 1282, a fact which would therefore render impossible the sailing of the
main expedition in April of 1282. For further proof of 1283 for the main expedi-
tion see also Arch. st. it, ser. IV, IV, 174, an edict of Charles dated 5 April 1282,

ordering that 4,000 iron stakes being constructed in Venice for the expedition
against Michael (ibid., note 7) be transported to Trani (southern Italy) by 30

September next. The date prescribed is obviously too late for the preliminary
campaign and must therefore refer to the main expedition of April 1283. ( Nicollini,
"Sui rapporti ven.-nap.," 265; Dade, 56; Norden, 626, note 2; and O. Cartellieri,
Peter von Aragon und die sizilianische Vesper [Heidelberg, 1904] 71 Iff,, accept
1283 but with little explanation). The dating of the main expedition against Con-

stantinople as 1283 rather than 1282 is of considerable significance, as will be
noted below, for determining the role of Michael in the conspiracy leading up to
the outbreak of the anti-Angevin revolution of the Vespers in Sicily.M

T.-Th., Ill, 290.
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On the same day that this treaty was signed, a shorter sup-

plementary pact was also drawn up and approved by the allies.

Its purpose, evidently, was to set in motion a preliminary cam-

paign, or at least to maintain the Latin positions in Romania until

the launching of the principal attack. For these subordinate opera-
tions the Doge, for seven months of the year until departure of the

main expedition, was to provide fifteen galleys, while Charles and

Philip would supply an equal number of ships plus ten cargo
vessels (teride), die latter to carry about three hundred armed

cavalrymen.
14 These forces were to assemble at the island of Corfu

not later than 1 May 1282 for the opening of preliminary hostilities

against Palaeologus.
15

Whether the three principals were joined in their coalition

by Charles's Greek allies is not clear from the sources. While the

Despot Nikephoros of Epirus was not actually a signatory to the

treaties in question, he does appear to have entered into another,

possibly secret, accord with the three parties. This fact is disclosed

by a communication of Charles, dated 25 September 1281, to the

marshal of the Regno and vicar of Achaia, Philip of Lagonessa,

informing the latter of a treaty concluded on his part with "the

Despot Nikephoros Comnenos . . .
,
the Emperor [Philip] of

Constantinople, and the Doge, for the purpose of combating
Michael Palaeologus/'

16 As for the participation, formal or other-

wise, of John the Bastard in the Orvieto agreements, evidence is

M
T.-Th,, III, 296-297: "in mari per septem menses in anno usque ad illud

tempus, quo fiet per ipsos passagium in Romanian* contra Paleologum et alios. . ."

It is possible that one or even all of the joint Angevin-Venetian expeditions to Negro-
pont mentioned by Sanudo (see above, note 4, and cf. also Sanudo, Istoria, 132)

may instead have oeen a result of this agreement.
15
T.-Th., Ill, 296-297: "apud insulam Corphou in Kalendis mensis Maii primo

futuri." See note 12 above. Final official ratification of the pacts by the Doge,
Philip's chancellor, and Charles's ambassador took place in Venice on 2 August
1281. See ibid., 298-308. Cf. Sanudo, Istoria, 132.

** Arch. st. it, ser. IV, IV, 17, where an Italian translation is printed: "Re
Carlo avendo conchiuso un trattato col despota Nichiforo Comneno Duca, coir

imperadore di Costantinopoli e col Doge . . . per combattere il Paleologo, etc."

Dade, 58, believes that this document refers instead to John the Bastard (cf.

Norden, 628). However, the letter seems clearly to indicate Nikephoros, because
Charles at the same time also ordered that Michael, son of the "same Despot
Nikephoros," then held a hostage by Charles's battti, Philip of Lagonessa, be re-

leased and that Philip prepare for the expedition against the Emperor.
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lacking, His cooperation, however, may have been considered less

important than that of Nikephoros, whose territory could offer

several ports of debarkation to the allied fleets in an advance on

the Greek capital.
17

THE ANTI-BYZANTINE POLICY OF POPE MARTIN IV

AND THE DISRUPTION OF UNION

At the death of Pope Nicholas III (22 August 1280) a bitter

struggle had broken out between the Orsini and pro-Angevin
cardinals over the election of a successor. The issue, in effect, was

freedom of the papacy from Angevin control. Charles, prevented

by illness from appearing personally at Viterbo, was nevertheless

in constant communication with his supporters in the Curia. Six

months later the intrigues of Charles were finally successful, and

on 22 February 1281 a Frenchman, Martin IV, was elected Pope.
18

Blindly subservient to Charles, Martin proceeded to submit the

church to Angevin domination, thereby nullifying his predeces-
sors* careful work of maintaining the papacy independent of

Sicily.
19

Under Charles's influence Martin now altered papal policy
with respect to Michael, lending the church's prestige to the

forthcoming expedition against Constantinople by sanctioning it

as a pious crusade against schismatics and usurpers. In the words

of the Orvieto treaty, the expedition was intended for

17
Charles, of course, was already friendly, if nojt formally allied, to the Bastard.

See above, Chapter 10, text and note 12.
18 On this important conclave, one of the longest in the medieval period, see

R. Slernfeld, "Das Konklav von 1280 und die Wahl Martins IV. (1281)," Hit-

teilungen fur osterreichische Geschichtsforschung, XXXI (1910) Iff. (an article

overlooked by Chapman and Dade and appearing after the publication of Nor-
den's book). Sternfeld, 14, shows in particular that contrary to Villani, I, 391,
Charles, after the death of Nicholas III, could not have appeared personally at the
conclave because he was at the time sick at Lagopesole in the Regno. Never-
theless, as Sternfeld emphasizes, Charles was in constant communication with the

pro-Angevin cardinals, and their efforts, together with pressure from the anti-

Orsini government of Viterbo, overcame the influence of tne numerous Orsini car-
dinals and thus secured the election of Martin.

w Martin restored to Charles the senatorship of Rome, previously removed by
Nicholas III. On this see Saba Malaspina, Historia (ed. Del Re), 329.
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the exaltation of the Orthodox [i.e., Catholic] faith and the reintegra-
tion of the Apostolic power, which, through the loss of the Empire of

Romania (removed from obedience by the now ancient schism), has

experienced severe maiming in the mystic body of church unity . . .

[and, also,] for the recovery of the Empire of Romania, which is held

by Palaeologus and other occupiers and possessors of the Empire.
20

Martin's name does not appear in the document as a signatory.

Yet the facts that the signing took place in the Curia at the papal
residence of Orvieto,

21 that one of the witnesses was the faithful

Abbot of Montecassino, Bernard Ayglier,
22

and, lastly, that John
of Capua (probably a papal notary) drew up the document,

23

indicate unmistakably that Pope Martin had at the very least

assumed an approving and protective attitude toward the entire

proceedings.
On 18 October 1281, only a few weeks after final Venetian

ratification of the Orvieto pact and without any preliminary

warning, the Pope took the extreme step of excommunicating the

Emperor,
24 thus disrupting the union signed at Lyons. The bull

reads:

20
T,-Th., Ill, 289. This same sentiment of a crusade is reflected by the Gesta

Philippi Tertii Francorum Regis of die contemporary Guillaume de Nangis, in

Bouquet Rec. hist, des Gaules, XX, 516, which speaks of "Christianissimus Rex
Siciliae Karolus cruce signatus." But cf. the Historia Sicula of the Sicilian Barlolo-

meo of Neocastro JfUSS, XIII, pt. 3 (1921) 11, which describes Charles as as-

suming "latronis crucem."
31 Both the Curia and Orvieto are explicitly mentioned in the Venetian docu-

ment of confirmation. See T.-Th., Ill, 298, no. 375: "in Romana curia apud Urbem
Veterem." Shortly after the election o Martin IV the Curia had abandoned Vitcrbo

as its place of residence and moved to Orvieto. See Encicl. ital, XXXV (1937)
489.

**
T.-Th., Ill, 295. Bernard, like Martin, was French. On Bernard see Chapter

12, section 3. Note that another witness was Bernard (Be"rard) of Naples, whose

important collection of papal documents is cited as "Notice" in Chapters 11 and
12.

**
T.-Th,, 295: "et ego Johannes de Capua, publicus Apostolica auctoritate

notarius, etc," On this point see J. Haller's review of Norden's work in Hist. Zeit.,

XCIX (1907) 10. Also cf. Norden, 625.

**On the date of this first excommunication (overlooked by most scholars) see

Chapman, 142, and esp. G. La Mantia, "Studi sulla rivoluzione siciliana del 1282,"
Arch. st. $lc., VI (1940) 99-100. Cf. R. Sternfeld, "Der Vertrag zwischen dcm
PalSologen Michael VIII. trad Peter von Aragon im Jahre 1281, Arfcfo fttr l/r-

kundenforschung, VI (1918) 277, who dates it 17 April 1281, on the basis of

Ann, Ion. ? V, 16. However, the Ann, Ian. list only the year ( 1281 ) but no month.
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We declare that Michael Palaeologus, who is called Emperor of the

Greeks, has incurred sentence of excommunication as supporter of the

ancient Greek schismatics and therefore heretics . . . Moreover, we

absolutely forbid all individual kings, princes, dukes, marquises,

counts, barons, and all others of whatever pre-eminence, condition, or

status, all cities, fortresses, and other places from contracting with this

Michael Palaeologus any alliance or association of any sort or nature

that may be proposed while he is excommunicate ... If anyone
contravenes this order, that person . . . ipso facto shall be excom-

municated. Moreover, his lands . . . shall undergo ecclesiastical inter-

dict, and he shall be deprived of all property he holds from any
churches whatever, and he shall suffer other spiritual penalties as we
think best; and any such alliances contracted . . . we declare to be

null and void.25

That the excommunication renewed by Martin on 7 May
and again on 18 November 1282 2e was an unprovoked political

act in behalf of Charles is well attested by numerous sources in-

cluding the Venetian Marino Sanudo and the Annales lanuenses.

While Sanudo writes, "I affirm as reverently as I am able [that

the excommunication] was ill-advised, because this affair of King
Charles completely upset the union of Greek and Roman churches

which was on the way to being completed," the Annales note

even more critically that through his act Martin showed himself

"remarkably partial to Charles/' 27

Cf. Dade, 55. It should be noted that Norden's treatment of the Vespers and the

role of Palaeologus therein is entirely inadequate.
28 Text printed in Raynaldus, a. 1281, 25, but omitted from M. Olivier-

Martin, Les registres de Martin IV (Paris, 1901). See also Annales Altahenses

(Continuatio) UGH SS, XVII, 409, the editor of which seems wrongly to date
the first excommunication of Michael as 18 November 1281.

* See Olivier-Martin, Reg. Martin, 100, no. 269; and 115, no. 278. The bull

of 7 May forbids Western powers to send military aid or provisions to Palaeologus.
(This bull was issued after the outbreak of the Sicilian revolt. ) The second bull,
of 18 November, declares Michael deposed from his throne if he does not return to

the church and render full satisfaction to Charles by 1 May 1283. A similar demand
was made for the submission of Peter of Aragon (Olivier-Martin, Reg. Martin,
107, no. 276). For complete texts see also Raynaldus, a. 1282, 8-10. Cf. Dade,
58, and Grumel, Diet, thfol. cath., col. 1402, who wrongly gives as the dates
26 March and 18 October. See also Potthast, Regesta, no*. 21896 and 21948*

87
Sanudo, Istoria, 188: "(II che dico tuttavia con emendassione e riverenza

quanto posso esser stato mal fatto), perche essendosi in Via d'unir la Chiesa Greca
con la Romana, questa cosa di Re Carlo la disturb6 del tutto." Also Ann. Jan.,

V, 16: "favorabilis dicto regi mirabiliter existens."
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As for Michael Palaeologus, one can well imagine his reac-

tion to the excommunication.28 After striving to the very end to

fulfill papal demands,
29 even to the point of risking civil war in

his Empire, Michael, in one brief moment, found the work of

twenty years destroyed and himself left practically alone to face

the massed power of Charles, Venice, and now the papacy!
In his anger at the papal action, Michael seriously considered

measures to destroy all traces of the union among his people. But,

realistic even in this terrible crisis, he decided that such a course,

by condemning all previous accomplishments, would irrevocably

deprive him of Rome's support in the event of future need.30

(Martin, after all, might soon be succeeded by an anti-Angevin

pope!) Fortifying Michael's decision was the recent severe defeat

of the Greeks at the hands of the Turks on the Sangarios River,

with its grave implications for Byzantine control of Asia Minor.81

Thus the Emperor did not formally denounce the union. Never-

theless, he expressed his resentment by forbidding the mention of

Martin's name in the public prayers recited during the liturgy

(diptychs), and by attempting to reconcile himself with the

28

According to Pach., 505, 11. 18ff,, Michael was informed of the excommunica-
tion by his envoy to the Curia, the Bishop of Nicaea, whose colleague of Heraclea
had died on the trip home.

^Sanudo, Istoria, 137, affirms (in an unnoticed passage) that Michael did
more than any other Greek Emperor for the Roman church and even built a
tower in Acre (the Holy Land) at his own expense: "alcun' Imperator Greco non
ha fatto tanto per la Chiesa, e per ben della Cristiamta, quanto . . . Sior Michieli,
il qual anco fece fabricar in Acri una bella e Gran Torre a sue proprie spesc."
Note the following words, which show Sanudo's sympathy for Michael: 'per il

ch& a mio giudicio il Signor Iddio li fu in ajuto suo e di suo Fiol e de suoi Eredi
fin' ora." See even the opinion of the 14th century papal supporter, the Dominican

missionary to the East, Guillaume d'Adam, De modo Satracenos extirpandi, in

Rec. des hist, des crote., Doc. Arm6n.f II (Paris, 1906) 545, that Michael, though
a usiirper, defended the Roman church to the end of his life: "licet imperium
violenti et infideli usurpacione habuerit, tamcn Romane Ecclesie humilis et cevotus

efus suscepit obedienciam et fidem, quam et tenuit viriliter et defendit usque ad
terminum vite sue/* On Michael's fidelity to the union see also Norden, 631; Dade,
58; and esp. Br6hier, Camb. Med. Hist., IV, 613: "Michael Palaeologus struggled
to the end to uphold the union."

80
Pach,, 506, 11. 1-14, esp.: tirwT&vTOS Kal a$6w /catpoO rov raflra ^T^ffovro^

81
Pach., 506, 11. 14-17. Cf. Sanudo, Istoria, 144, who comments thus on the

same sequence of events: "Paleologo . , . come disperato Iass6 k Custodia d'un

sua Provincia ottima . . . Paflagonia, tolta da Turchi."
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Greek church, the support of which was so necessary in the ap-

proaching climax of his struggle against the West.32

THE ALLIANCE BETWEEN MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

AND KING PETER IH OF ARAGON

Events from the siege of Berat, beginning in the latter half

of 1280, to the celebrated revolt of the Sicilians against Charles

(30 March 1282) in which Angevin plans against the Greeks

were completely disrupted, are recounted in fragmentary, even

conflicting,, fashion by the various chroniclers of East and West.

Nevertheless, in order to indicate what role, if any, Michael

played in the preparation of this catastrophe for Charles, an at-

tempt must be made to examine the evidence, often circumstantial

to be sure, and thus to reconstruct the pattern of Byzantine diplo-

macy during this crucial period.

Though angered at the development of events, Michael could

not have been unduly surprised at the formation of the Angevin-
Venetian alliance. Reports on the Italian situation from his agents,
the failure of the offensive at Berat, and especially the election

of Martin IV to the papal throne were clear indications of the

direction of Angevin policy. Martin's attitude to Michael was in

fact revealed at the very outset of his pontificate by his disdainful

reception of two imperial envoys, Leo and Theophanes, Bishops
of Heraclea and Nicaea. These prelates, apparently dispatched
to the Curia before the death of Nicholas to explain the situation

in Constantinople and assure Nicholas of Michael's undimimshed
desire for union,

38 had been captured by Angevin agents and
were now conducted to the new Pope at Charles's command.34

83
Pach,, 506, esp. 11. 1-3, and 507, L 5.

88 See Pach., 505, 11. 9ff., who attributes the rude reception of the envoys to

the growing Latin awareness that the union was a fraud for all except the Emperor,
the Patriarch, and those around them: xXe^p rb yeyovbs Kal Q\>K dX-fiduav AvrtKpvs.

Cf. Grumel, Diet, thtol cath., IX, pt. 1, col. 1402, who believes that Michael had
sent Leo and Theophanes to the Curia immediately after hearing of Martin's

election.

"Arch, tf. it., ser. IV, IV, 3, dated 9 January 1281. On the identification of
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Shortly after the conclusion of the Orvieto pact, Michael was

explicitly warned of danger by the Genoese, who had already
been approached by Angevin envoys seeking their participation
in the projected expedition. It was evidently Charles's aim to in-

vite a refusal on the part of the Genoese (who, of course, had

everything to lose and nothing to gain by the venture), and thus

to justify their exclusion from Constantinople after the seizure of

the capital. Protesting engrossment in other matters, the Genoese

immediately dispatched an envoy to the Bosporus.
35

Whatever Michael's immediate reaction to Charles's diplo-
matic coup, he must meanwhile, following the usual pattern of

his diplomacy, have been seeking other alliances with which to

neutralize the mortal danger of a successful Angevin-Venetian-

papal coalition. But in the face of such a combination, what pos-
sibilities of alliance in the West remained? The German Emperor
Rudolph of Hapsburg seemed aloof; France was under the rule

of Charles's faithful nephew Philip III; and Pisa, with its still

powerful fleet, was too bitter an enemy of Genoa actively to

support the latter's Greek ally.
36 Thus the only remaining states

of importance, besides friendly Genoa, were distant Aragon and

Castile.

The ruler of Aragon at this time was King Peter III, who,

fortunately for Michael, had his own reasons for hatred of Charles.

Constance, his wife, was the daughter of Manfred, and for this

reason Peter considered the Angevin a usurper and Sicily the

rightful inheritance of Constance. Therefore, while eagerly wel-

coming pro-Hohenstaufen refugees from Sicily (the famous John
of Procida, for example, became his trusted adviser and secre-

this embassy (in Arch. $t. it the names Philip and Constantine are listed) with
that of Leo and Theophanes, see Ddlger, Regesten, no. 2049. Possibly referring
to the same embassy is a passage in Salimbene, Cronica (Bernini ed.) II, 214,
but listed under the date 1282: "coram papa et cardinalibus in consistorio lecte

fuerunt littere, quod Falialogus in Constantinopolitana urbe ex Grecis papam
fecerat et cardiaales."

* Ann. Ian., V, 16-17. Cf, Imperiale, Jacopo cTOria, 231.

**On Pisan policy see below, text and notes 81 and 82. Sanudo's remark in

Istoria, 137, "(Carlo) fattosi tributario . . . il Commun di Pisa/* thus seems to

refer to the period immediately before the Vespers.
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tary), Peter as early, it appears, as 1269 began to nourish designs

against Sicily
37 and in 1280 even began the construction of a

fleet, presumably to invade the island.
38

Peter's resentment and probable intentions against Charles

may well have been disclosed to Michael by Sicilian Ghibellines

fleeing Angevin tyranny or by Catalan merchants who were voy-

aging in increasing numbers to the Bosporus.
39 But the precise

time at which negotiations for a secret understanding were

actually entered into by the two rulers is not clear from the

sources.
40

According to the contemporary Dominican chronicler,

Ptolemy of Lucca (later secretary to the papal curia), a Greco

Aragonese treaty of alliance was concluded after Martin's ex-

communication of Palaeologus. And this treaty, of which Ptolemy
claims to have seen documentary proof, was contracted for the

express purpose of "stripping the Regno from King Charles." 41

Ptolemy's affirmation of a GrecoAragonese alliance is cor-

roborated more or less emphatically by several important con-

temporary sources of opposing political sympathies. First, the

87 On this see O. Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon und die sfailianische Vesper
(Heidelberg, 1904) 14-15.

M Saba Malaspina, Rerum Sicularum historia (ed, Del Re) 320ff,, a generally
accurate contemporary writer and later member of the papal court, says Peters

preparations began before the death of Nicholas, i.e,, already in 1280. Cf. Stern-

feld, "Der Vertrag," 282, The policy of Peter of Aragon is revealed by documents

published by I. Carini, Gli archivi e le biblioteche di Spagna in rapporto alia

storia tfltalia, II (Palermo, 1884-1897); and by the already cited book of Car-

tellieri, Peter von Aragon. Cartellien's work, supported by an article of H. Wierus-

zowski, "Conjuraciones y ahanzas politicas del rey Pedro dc Arag6n contra

Carlos de Anjou antes de la Visperas Sicilianas," Boletin de la Academia de la

Historia, 107 (Madrid, 1935) 549-560, removes any doubt that Peter had relations

with the Sicilian Ghibellines before the outbreak of the Sicilian Vespers (end of

March, 1282). M. Amari, of course, in his celebrated La guerra del Vespro Siciliano

(Milan, 1886), insisted on interpreting the Vespers principally as a nationalist

Sicilian uprising.
** See C. Marinesco, "Notes sur les Catalans dans Fempire byzantin," Melanges

F.Lot (Paris, 1925 ) 501ff.
* On this cf . Sternfeld, "Der Vertrag," 283. Dade, 61, believes that Palaeologus

probably first approached Peter. Legend has it, however, that John of Procida be-

gan the negotiations on his own initiative. On Procida see below, text and notes
62-66.

"Historia ecclesiastica, HISS, XI (1727) cols. 1186-1187: "inter Palacologum,
et Regem Aragonum qui vocabatur Petrus . . , de aufcrendo Regnum Regi
Carolo : quern tractatum ego vidi,

w
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Gestes des Chiprois, written by the Templar of Tyre, a generally

reliable, well-informed observer of the period, reports that when
Michael heard of the armament under preparation by King Peter

"he sent to him as messenger ... a citizen of Genoa named
Benedetto Zaccaria, who negotiated and brought about an ac-

cord between them for an amount of money that the Emperor
had sent to the King of Aragon."

42
Secondly, the Ghibelline

Annales Placentini of north Italy state, under the month of April

1282, that "it is believed that Peter constructed a great fleet with

the aid and counsel of the Kings of Castile and England [!] and

with the aid and money of Palaeologus, King and Emperor of the

Greeks/' 43 A third contemporary chronicle, that of the Guelph
Franciscan, Salimbene of Parma, records that when Peter landed

in Sicily shortly after the Vespers, "he had as confederates the

King of Castile and Palaeologus."
44

Doubtless of greater significance is the often neglected testi-

mony of Pope Martin himself as quoted in his bull of excom-

munication (18 November 1282) against Michael and Peter. In

the document Martin explicitly mentions "counsel, aid, and favor,

together with pacts and confederations entered into [by Peter]

with him [Michael] against us, the church, and King Charles." 45

** Les gestes des Chiprois, ed. G. Raynaud, in Soc. de Tor. latin (Geneva,
1887) 213: "si manda de par luy.j. mesage au roy d'Aragon . . .

j. bourgois de

Jene quy ot nom s[ire] Benet Zaquerie, et traita et pourchasa Tacort entr'iaus

pour une cantit6 d'aver que le dit empereor manda au roy d*Aragon." On Zaccaria

see below, section 4.
48 Ann. Plac. Gib., UGH SS, XVIII, 574: "De mense Aprilis rex Aragonis fecit

magnum apparatum navigii, et creditur quod ipse fecit tarn magnum appaiatum
cum auxilio et conscilio regis Castelle et regis Anglie et cum auxilio et avere

Palialoghi regis et imperatoris Grecorum," No specific treaty is mentioned here,

but a close connection is certainly implied. For relations between Peter and Eng-
land see F. Kern, "Eduard I. von England u. Peter von Aragon,*' Mitteil. d. Inst.

fur oesterr. Geschichtsfor., XXX (1909) 412ff., and esp. 421, a letter from Edward
to Peter, dated 23 January 1282, regarding many negotiations for a marriage be-

tween the two houses, which never was realized. Also see C Langlois, Le rcgne
de Philippe III le Hardi (Paris, 1887) 142. Finally, see A. Bozzola, "Guglielmo
VII Marchese di Monferrato e Carlo I," Arch. st. prov. nap., XXXVII, 12, note 5,

who believes that Castile was allied to Michael before the Sicilian Vespers.
"Cronica, ed Bernini, II (Bari, 1942) 213: "Petrus rex Aragonie . . . qui

adiutores habebat regem Castelle et Palialogum/' On Castile see preceding note

and below, text and notes 78-80; also Appendix A.
48 G. La Mantia, "Studi sulla rivolwrfono siciliana del 1282," Arch, st, per la
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Asserting that popular opinion regarded Michael as an author of

the secret Sicilian conspiracy preceding the Vespers, Martin lists

the names of a large number of men involved, including, besides

Michael, Peter of Aragon, John of Procida, and Benedetto Zac-

caria.
46 This document, termed by several important modern

scholars as of such capital significance that it should end all con-

troversy about a conspiracy anterior to the Vespers, reveals that

before the Vespers so widespread a conspiratorial movement had

been organized against Angevin rule in Sicily that not only the

Greek and Aragonese rulers but Italian Ghibellines and various

Sicilian nobles, including John of Procida, were involved.47

Most important of all, however, is the testimony of an almost

entirely overlooked document emanating from the chancery of

Peter of Aragon himself, which emphatically affirms a close con-

nection between Peter and Michael. In a letter of January 1282

(i.e., before the Vespers) addressed to Pisa and requesting the

Commune's aid against Charles, Peter writes:

You know, of course, that that wicked and impious Charles intends

shortly to attack the Emperor of Constantinople, united to me by a

bond of recent friendship (nove amicitie linea nobis unitum). I have

decided in my heart of hearts to oppose the presumptuous daring of

this King with firm disposition and with all my power. For I intend

... to enter the Kingdom of Sicily and there to establish myself . . .

with a large force of my men. And thus, while that King will believe

fictitiously (subfabula) that he has conquered the Greeks, the Sicilians

will find themselves irrevocably subject to my rule.48

sic., VI (1940) 104 and note 1: "contra nos et praefatam Ecclesiam ac rcgcm
Carolum consilio, auxilio vel favore, nee non pactis et confederationibus initis cum
eodem ex tune argumenta verisimilia deferebantur; vox praeterca publica et corn-

munis accusationis quasi continue incessabat." Cf. Olivier-Martin, Reg. Martin, no.

276, 112.
40 La Mantia, loc. dt.
47

Ibid., 106-114, esp. Ill, and note 2. La Mantia quotes the opinion of Carini,
Gli archM e le bibl, II (1884) 46. La Mantia's carefully documented article seems

conclusively to prove the vastness of the conspiracy against Charles.
<* See F. Kem, Acta Imperii Angliae et Franciae 1267-1313 (Tubingen, 1911 ),

no. 28, 17; "Intellecto siquidem, quod ipse Karolus Constantinopolitanum impcra-
torem nove amicitie linea nobis unitum velud nequam et inpius presentialiter in-

tendit invadere, in armario cordis nostri firma dispositione concepimus eiusdem
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The phrase "united to me by a bond of recent friendship*' may,
of course, signify nothing more than a vague understanding with

no specific commitments, but in view of the separate involvement

of each of the two rulers in plans against their common enemy,
Charles, it seems quite unlikely that this was anything less than

a genuine alliance for mutual aid.

Despite the evidence adduced some of which, as noted, has

hitherto not been taken into consideration certain scholars have

doubted the existence of a Greco-Aragonese alliance on the

grounds that both Pachymeres and Gregoras fail to mention such

an accord.49 But it is not at all unusual for Pachymeres to omit

events which occurred outside the Byzantine orbit or which might

seriously detract from Greek prestige. Thus even more glaring

examples of such omissions are his silence on the site of the

Council of Lyons and especially on the existence of the Treaty of

Nymphaeum (1261), so vital, as we have seen, for Palaeologus'
retention of Constantinople.

50 As for Gregoras, it is necessary only
to cite a passage of his, again hardly appreciated, which certainly

suggests at least close Greco-Aragonese cooperation before the

Vespers:

First of all [the Emperor] ,
after sending riches of all kinds, incited to

war against Charles, King Frederick [1] of Sicily so that he [Michael]

might at least prevent the departure of his [Charles's] fleet and turn

Charles's main attention to cares within his own territories, so to speak,
rather than to foreign areas. And the Emperor considered this his

greatest and most effective accomplishment, more remarkable in fact

than any of his others. Thus the shrewdness of the Emperor rendered

regis ad posse presumptuosis ausibus obviare. Intendimus namque . . . rengnum
mtroire Sicilie ibique residentiam facere . . . cum exfortio gentis nostre, Itaque
cum rex ipsc creaet sub fabula sibi subdidisse Romcos, invenient SicuH nostro

dominio infallibiliter se subiectos," This extremely important document has ap-
parently escaped the notice of almost all modern scholars including Chapman,
Lopez (see Appendix A), Wieruszowski, Cartellieri, Leonard, and, finally,

V.

Laurent (see his communication, "Les Ve*pres Siciliennes et les dessous de la

politique byzantine," Atti dello V11I congresso bizantino di Palermo, I [Rome,
1953] 409-412). Only Dade, 59, cites it. Cf, with this document the testimony of

Michael below, text and note 112.
*

E.g., Lopez, Benedetto Zaccarta, 71-73.
80 See Chapter 4, text and note 44.
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the naval forces of Charles ineffectual, since he had diverted them to

wars in Charles's own neighborhood.
51

Those denying the existence of a Greco-Aragonese alliance

point likewise to the silence of the Catalan chroniclers, Bernat

DTEsclot and Ramon Muntaner.52
But, as with Pachymeres, it

must be recognized that it was to the interest of both men, patri-

otic chroniclers writing in the critical period after the Vespers, to

deny any credit for the Aragonese conquest of Sicily to an ex-

communicated Greek Emperor. For it would certainly prejudice
the claim of Aragon to Sicily were it publicly known that the

Aragonese occupation was the result of partnership with heretical

enemies of the Papacy,
If only as a gesture to tradition, we should finally mention

an anonymous but controversial Sicilian chronicle, the famous

Rebellamentu de Sichilia. Supporting in considerable detail the

existence of a Greco-Aragonese accord, it deals mainly with the

Sicilian patriot John of Procida (actually by birth a Salernitan

from the mainland) and his alleged series of voyages to Con-

stantinople, Sicily, Aragon, and the papal court before the Vespers
to organize a huge anti-Angevin conspiracy involving not only

61
Greg., 146, 11. 16-24: irpwroy ptv o$v xpfaara irfafas Trayrodaira rbv 2Jt/ceX/cty

7roX^fc#<re pvjya $epdtpixov Kara rov Ka/>otfXov, tv* el ydi rt #XXo, rwv yovv vavrt/cwy

ttcetvov KwXtffl rbv %Ktr\ovv KG! dvrLirepiffiry. ras KatpLtartpas QpovrtSas Trpos robs

/c TrXevjoaj cby elirelv irbvovs /ifiXXoy ) rovs virepoptovs' B $7] Kv.1 fAeyicrrov $8oev %pyov Kal

re\O~iovpry6v y eiVep n r&v K&VTWV trepov. ras fj^v otiv yauri/cds roO KapoiSXov
otirus airpdicrovs air^L^ev i} rov paarL\^u$ <rbveffi$) rrp&s ro/s tyYtiOt

dvriireptffTrdffas atfrds The mention here of Frederick's name, it is true, set'ins at first

glance contradictory. But it may well be explained as an anachronism: Gregoras,

writing in the fourteenth century, very likely simply confused the name of Peter's

son as ruler of Sicily with that of Peter (cf. Greg., 124, 11. 16-17, where the same
kind of mistake seems to be made ) . It is clear, moreover, that the context of events

described, while unquestionably referring to Michael, could hardly relate to Fred-

erick, since Michael died at the end of 1282, Peter and Charles of Anfou both in

1285 (at which time the latter's son Charles II the Lame succeeded Charles), and
Frederick did not come to the throne until much later, in 1295-1298. Charles the
Lame (d. 1309), fully involved in war with Aragon over the island of Sicily, had
no time for ambitious designs against Constantinople. See A. De Stcfano, Federico
III d'Aragona re di Sidlia (Palermo, 1937) passim,M

Again Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 73. For these chronicles see Bernat

D'Esclot, Crdnica del Rey en Pere, in Chroniques Strangles (Buchott ed.) 565ff.,

esp, 612. Also Ramon Muntaner, Chronik des edlen en Ramon Mvntaner, ed. K.
Lanz (Stuttgart, 1844) Iff.
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Michael and Peter but discontented Sicilian nobles and other

parties as well. Though the work may well preserve certain char-

acteristics of Sicilian tradition, a great many discrepancies (not
to mention the impossible portrayal of Michael as a spineless,

snivelling ruler easily manipulated by Procida) have been pointed
out in it by such scholars as O. Cartellieri, R. Lopez, and the

famous Michele Amari. Hence, despite the valiant attempt of its

most recent editor, Sicardi, to re-establish the chronicle's authen-

ticity, until more solid evidence of its veracity has been adduced
to balance its many obviously fanciful elements, we must continue

to look upon it as a later, pro-Sicilian fabrication.
53

THE ROLE OF POPE NICHOLAS m AMD THE

MISSIONS OF BENEDETTO ZACCARIA

Certain contemporary sources affirm that not only was there

an alliance between Peter and Michael but that even Pope
Nicholas III himself was involved. Now at first glance one would

expect that Peter would not have dared to prepare war against
the papal vassal, Charles, while this strong-willed Pope was

alive.
54

Nonetheless, there is some reason to suspect that not only

58 For the chronicle and Sicardi's analysis see Lu Rebellamentu di Sichilia,

RISS, XXXIV, pt. 1 (1917) and introduction. Also the strong remarks of Cartel-

lieri, Peter von Aragon, 235; Amari, La guerra del Vespro Siciliano, I, 52; and

Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 69-70, all believing it spurious. Among those favoring
its authenticity besides Sicardi are Chapman (who gives no arguments whatever)
and La Mantia, "Studi sulla rivoluzione," 117. Cf. also N. Buscemi, La vita di

Giovanni da Procida (Palermo, 1836) (inaccessible to me); and the perceptive
work of L Sanesi, "Giovanni da Procida e il Vespro Sicihano," Rivista storica

italiana, VII (1890) 489-519. Two other later anonymous chronicles, Liber Jani
do Procida et Palioloco, and Leggenda di messer Gianni di Procida (also in RISS,

XXXIV), which support the central role of Procida before the Vespers, are very

probably based on the Rebellamentu, or possibly all three may stem from a com-
mon source now lost.

54
It is the opinion of Sternfeld, "Der Vertrag," 281, and Wieruszowski, "Con-

juraciones," 560, that negotiations between Peter and Michael began before
Nicholas' death on 22 August 1280. Michael may well have suspected a Veneto-

Angevin alliance from the joint dispatch of ships to Negropont in March of 1280.

See Sanudo, Istoria, 129-130* Cf, statement of Rebellamentu (Sicardi ed.) 5, that

it was 1279 when Procida sailed to Constantinople and Aragon to arrange the

conspiracy (Buchon ed,, 737). But cf. Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon, 76ff. and

Bozzola, "Guglielmo VII di Monferrato e Carlo I," 26.
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was Nicholas aware of Peter's aims and preparations, but that he

may even have actively encouraged him.

In the first place, as is well-known, the Orsini cardinals in

the Curia Pope Nicholas, it will be recalled, was an Orsini

were violently anti-Angevin and openly favorable to Peter.

Dreaming of establishing a kingdom for themselves in north

Italy, they knew that Aagevin hegemony over Constantinople
as well as Rome and most of Italy meant abandonment of their

schemes and relegation of the papacy to a role of dependence

upon Angevin wishes.55
Through the conquest of Constantinople

a preponderance of power would fall into the hands of Charles,

thus producing a politico-diplomatic revolution not only in the

East but also in Italy. Such a situation, in effect the attainment

of the grand Mediterranean monarchy to which Charles aspired,
50

would have been impossible for the Papacy as well as other

Italian states to tolerate.

On this basis it would not seem unreasonable for Nicholas

to oppose the schemes of Charles and even seek his expulsion
from Sicily, It was the papacy that had summoned Charles to

Italy to oust Manfred: why should Pope Nicholas not replace his

recalcitrant vassal with Aragon? This, in substance, is stated by the

contemporary Franciscan Minister-general, Salimbene of Parma,
who avers hat "Pope Nicholas had given it [Sicily] to him

[Peter] in hatred of King Charles with the consent of certain

cardinals then in the Curia." 67

05 On the Orsini cardinals see Sternfeld, "Das Konklav von 1280," 20, and the
same author's Der Kardinal Johann Qaetan Orsini (Berlin, 1905), passim. Cf,

Previt<-Orton, ch. VI, Cambridge Med. Hist., V, 194. It may be significant that

the Roman Orsini, in 1283, after the outbreak of the Vespers, actually supported
the excommunicated Peter against Charles.

00 See below, text and note 100.
57
Salimbene, II, 225: "papa Nicholaus III dederat earn sibi in odiurn regis

Karuli cum consensu aliquorum cardinahum, qui tune erant in curia/* On this

action of Nicholas see Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon, 56ff., who has collected the
sources mentioning it. Also cf. Sternfeld, "Der Vertrag," 282 and note 2, who be-
lieves that Salimbene's statement is more than mere rumor. (It is to be noted that

here Sternfeld changed the opinion he expressed in a previous article, "Das Kon-
klav von 1280," in which he had denied Nicholas' involvement in the conspiracy.
In "Der Vertrag" Sternfeld suggests that this transfer of Sicily to Peter was one
reason for the extreme bitterness of the conclave of 1280 following Nicholas'
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The divergence of interests between Nicholas and his vassal

Charles had been evident almost from the beginning. As previ-

ously noted, Nicholas, shortly after his enthronement, had re-

moved Charles from the senatorship of Rome and vicariate of

Tuscany that is, from virtual control of these important areas 58

and seems to have taken an unfavorable view of his ambitions

in the Balkans. But with Charles chafing at such restrictions,

guilty of subverting papal policy in his attack on Berat and,

finally, if we may believe Sanudo, negotiating with Venice for an

expedition against Constantinople itself,
58a

it would appear that

the energetic Nicholas could not but have taken measures to

protect papal interests and especially the union with Michael.59

Confirmation of the thesis of Nicholas' involvement in secret

Greco-Aragonese negotiations may or may not be provided by
several documents recently discovered by H. Wieruszowski bear-

ing the signature of John of Procida, secretary of the Aragonese

chancery. According to one, dated 4 August 1278 and worded in

the guarded language befitting a conspirator, King Peter sent

as his envoy "to the Roman Curia and to the Lord Emperor re-

garding certain of our affairs" Taberner, judge of the Aragonese
court. A similar document, dated 31 August 1279, refers, once

more in cryptic terms, to the mission of Taberner. In the latter

document in particular, Peter commends Taberner for his work
in the business at hand negotiations over the crusading tithe

death.) Cf. F. Savio, Arch. $t. sic., XXVI, 358ff. Norden, 643, believes, however,
that Nicholas would not have dared to strike at Charles.

58 See Chapter 13, text and notes 23-24 and cf. below, note 62.
684

Nicholas* death occurred on 22 August 1280, but Charles had acutely
threatened Greco-Albanian territory since 1279, with the siege of Berat beginning
probably in summer or early fall of 1280 (immediately after Nicholas' death?). In

any case, as shown, it was certainly against papal policy for Charles to attack Con-

stantinople. See also Stemfeld, "Das Konklav von 1280," 18-19. For Sanudo's

statement see Istoria, 131.
w Further evidence ostensibly supporting Nicholas' involvement is given in the

next few pages. (It should be noted that the question here is not Nicholas* pos-
sible role in instigating the revolt of the Sicilian people, but his involvement in the

secret negotiations between Peter and Michael, j Another indication of the bad
relations between Nicholas and Charles is provided by a passage in Villani, I, 384,
who attributes Nicholas' enmity to Charles to the refusal of the latter to permit the

marriage of his nephew to a niece of the Pope.
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and directs him to proceed diligently "in other matters with which

we have instructed you."
60 The Emperor here referred to, ac-

cording to Wieruszowski, is not the Western Rudolph of Haps-

burg but the Byzantine Michael Palaeologus.
60a That Taberner's

mission is not mentioned in the papal registers on Aragonese
tithes is for Wieruszowski proof that Taberner must have been

charged with a mission different from that of the tithe prob-

ably therefore the conquest of Sicily.
61

Details of the supposed negotiations between Peter, Michael,

and Pope Nicholas are provided by the famous but controversial

fourteenth century chronicle of the Florentine Guelph, Giovanni

Villani. Villani writes that Nicholas

was greatly opposed to all of Charles's enterprises, and with money it

is said he had from Palaeologus, agreed and gave aid and favor to the

treaty and rebellion that was being organized against King Charles in

the island of Sicily.
62

Then Procida (whom Villani evidently following the customary

simplification effected by tradition portrays as the master or-

ganizer of the negotiations) showed Nicholas a document from

Michael, in which the Emperor recommended him to the Pope
and gave to Procida and "messer Orso" (Pope Nicholas Orsini)

freely of his treasure, "thus pushing him [Nicholas] with this

money secretly against King Charles/* 63
Having secured papal

00 "In aliis que vobis commissimus." Quoted in Wieruszowski, "Conjuraciones/'
591, document no. 5, addressed to a Pistoian merchant and friend of Peter, asking
for aid for Taberner on his mission "pro quibusdam nostris negociis ad Curiam
Romanam et ad dominum imperatorem

'

( see also document no. 5, and ibid., 562,
for discussion),

^Wieruszowski also refers to Michael in "Der Anteil Johanns von Procida an
der Verschworung gegen Karl von Anjou," Gesammelte Auf&totze zur Rulturge-
schichte Spaniens, V (1935) 237. Wolff, "Mortgage of an Emperor's son," 75,
note 72, suggests a possible reference to Philip of Courtenay.

61
Wieruszowski, "Conjuraciones," 562. Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon, 235,

demonstrates that tie anonymous chronicles which remain concerning Procida (see
K/SS, XXXIV, pt. I, ed. Sicardi) are "novellistische Bearbeitungen der Erz&ilung,
wie sie Villanis Chronik bietet," and, for the historian, are "vollig wertlos." On the

reliability of Cartelheri's work see Sternfeld, "Der Vertrag/' 276.
08

Villani, I, 384: "fugli molto contra in tutte sue imprese, e per moneta che si

disse ch'ebbe dal Paglialoco, acconsentl e diede aiuto e favore al trattato e rubel-

lazione ch'al re Carlo fu fatto dell' isola di Cicilia."
w
I&dL, 390: "presento a lui e a messer Orso * . . commovendolo scgretamente
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support for his plan, Procida, continues Villani, sailed to Catalonia

where he prevailed upon King Peter to join in the conspiracy
with Michael, Nicholas, and the Sicilian barons. Peter then sent

Procida to Constantinople to secure subsidies for constructing his

fleet. In the meantime, Nicholas died, but the conspiracy, accord-

ing to Villani, continued without him.64

In the light of documents recently discovered by Wieruszow-

ski and of others already known from the earlier work of Saint-

Priest,
65

it seems likely, however, that Procida did not play the

central role of negotiator attributed to him by Villani. For the

documents bearing Procida's signature disclose that at the time

that he was purportedly at Constantinople, Sicily, and the papal
Curia, he was actually signing official papers in Aragon. Wierus-

zowski, to be sure, allows that Procida might have made a voyage
or two during this period, but she concludes, probably correctly,

that his role in the preparation of the Sicilian Vespers was more
limited and consisted primarily in negotiations with the Sicilian

nobles.66
Thus, though we may accept with a reasonable degree

of assurance the existence of an alliance between Michael and

Peter prior to the Vespers, until more persuasive evidence is

forthcoming, the adhesion of Nicholas to this accord must be

looked upon as only a tantalizing hypothesis and considerably
less than established fact.

That Michael Palaeologus did, however, provide "Greek gold"
to Peter and the anti-Angevin cardinals of the Curia (if not to

colla detta moneta contro al re Carlo." It has been suggested that Villani's source

of information is also the Rebelhmentu de Sichilia; see KISS, XXXIV, 45.
04

Villani, I, 390.
w See Saint-Priest's appendices in his Histoire de la- ConquSte de Naples, IV

(Paris, 1849) 197ff. On their importance see Wieraszowski, "Conjuraciones," 562,
and also her "Der Anteil Johanns von Procida an der Verschworung gegen Karl

von Anfou," 230ff,
**
Wieruszowski, "Conjuraciones," 560 and 563, suggests that the treaty be-

tween Peter and Michael was probably concluded with the Greek envoys at Peter's

court, and in Procida's presence. Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon, 229, enumerates
and shows the impossibility of the eight voyages of Procida as listed by the Rebel*

lamentu, A brother of John of Procida, it may be noted, acted as negotiator for

William of Montferrat between Aragon and the Ghibellines of northern Italy;
see Cartellieri, 90.
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Pope Nicholas III) is attested by several Greek and Latin sources.

According to Pachymeres, Michael was constantly sending gold
to the Italians, "especially to the cardinals/'

67
and, in the supple-

mentary, more specific expression of Gregoras already quoted in

full above, "first of all, by sending great amounts of money
Michael incited King Frederick [sic] to war against Charles." f)8

As for Western sources, besides the evidence of the contem-

porary Gestes des Chiprois previously mentioned, there is the

statement of Sanudo (for which he cites as his source Roger
Loria, the famous Sicilian admiral commanding the Aragonese

navy) that "the Emperor [Michael] had promised to give each

year to the King of Aragon 60,000 hyperpyra until the end of the

war." G8a We may add to this also the less important testimony of

the Dominican Brocardus, an early fourteenth century French

crusader theorist (the provenience of whose information is ob-

scure), who records that "with great subsidies of money and

promises [Palaeologus] persuaded Lord Peter, then King of

Aragon ... to occupy Sicily so that he might in this manner

prevent Charles from invading his Empire. And this was done/* ou

360. ravrd re trvxvaKis Sie/t^we, Kal %pv<rbv irtfjwbjv KaddTjvaKlois [$ic].

This seems to refer to 1269 or 1270, but Michael undoubtedly continued this

tactic. On Nicholas* reputed avariciousness, see Dante, Divine Comedy, Inferno,

canto 29, 11. 69-72.
08

Greg., 146: irpiarov psv ovv x/o^yttara Tre^as iravrobaira rbv St/ceXtas

fiyya &p$pixQJ> Kara rov Ka/>oi5Xov, and 1. 13: dv$tffraff&at. Kal forXois Kal

On the mention of Frederick see above, note 51. Again in regard to subsidies it

should be noted that Ptolemy of Lucca, XI, col. 1187, in his mention of the

Greco-Aragonese treaty (which he claims to have seen) makes no explicit men-
tion of money given to Peter by Michael. Yet since Ptolemy docs not quote
verbatim from the treaty, he could well be referring to Greek subsidies with the

words "cum suo adjutono (Petrus) facit armatam in man/* On this see Siernfeld,

"DerVcrtrag,"278.
4684

Istoria, 133: "il detto imperatore (Michael) avea promesso dar al He d'Ara-

gona ogn' anno 60 mila Lipperi insino a guerra fimta." This subsidy, to judge from

Sanudo, was evidently not continued after the Vespers.
60
Brocardus, Directorium ad passagium faciendum, in Rec. des htet, des crate**

Doc. Armfo., II (1906) 433 (a work perhaps rather to be attributed to Guillaume

d'Adam; see Bibliography): "dominum Petrum, regcm tune Aragonie, FPalc-

ologus] induxit magnis exhibitis pecuniis et promissis quod, predicto Karolo rebcl-

lante, Siciliam occuparet, ut sic ipsum Karolum ab invasione imperil removeret;

quod et factum est." Cf, Villani, I, 393, who mentions 30,000 ounces of gold given
Peter by Michael.
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Granted, then, the probability of an alliance between Michael

and Peter before the Vespers and the dispatch of gold from

Byzantium to Aragon, it may fairly be asked who was entrusted

with the delicate matter of negotiations between the two powers,
if we set aside Procida's voyages to Constantinople as historically

unsubstantiated. The function of intermediary or at least of

principal Greek ambassador was fulfilled by Michael's faithful

friend, the Genoese noble Benedetto Zaccaria. Witness the passage

quoted earlier from the Gestes des Chiprois:

When Michael heard of the armament under preparation by King
Peter he sent a messenger to him, ... a citizen of Genoa named
Benedetto Zaccaria, who negotiated and brought about an accord

between them for an amount of money that the Emperor had sent to

the King of Aragon.
70

There is also the passage, already cited in part, from Ptolemy of

Lucca, which states that among the mediators between Michael

and Peter was "Lord Benedetto Zaccaria of Genoa with certain

other Genoese who were lords in the territory of Palaeologus."
71

Even Martin IV's bull of excommunication, it will be recalled,

explicitly names Zaccaria among the conspirators engaged in the

Sicilian sedition.
72

Collateral evidence of Zaccaria's activity is a

letter subsequently sent by King Peter, then in Sicily, to Con-

stance, widow of the Emperor John III Vatatzes and sister of

Manfred (she was living at the time in Catalonia), revealing that

she had entrusted to Zaccaria money to be given to Peter for the

Aragonese expedition against Sicily.
73 In conclusion, and by no

means least in importance, there is the personal interest of Zac-

70 Gestes des Chiprois (ed. Raynaud) V> 5 415.
n
H/SS, XI, col 1186: "Donrinus Benediclus Zacharias dc Janua cum quibus*

dam aliis Janucnsibus, qui Domini orunt in terra Palacologi." Of. Sanudo, Istorfa,

172-173. Note also mention in Rebellamentu, 15ff,, of one "Aecardu Latitm" ( *

Zaccaria? cf. Dolgcr, Regesten, no* 2059). Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State (1956)
413, also stresses Genoese mediation.

See above, text and note 46.
w For the document see Ricordi e documenti del Vespro Siciliano, II, 33. Also

see Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 90; and esp, below, Appendix A, where Zaccaria
is mentioned as Palacologus' ambassador to Aragon just after the Vespers (May
1282)*
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caria himself. With his family the vassals of Michael and lords

of the rich alum-producing territory of Phocaea in Asia Minor,

Zaccaria must have realized that an Angevin-Venetian victory
in the approaching struggle would pose a grave danger to their

territories. His efforts to aid Palaeologus are therefore under-

standable.

MICHAEL S RELATIONS WITH GENOA, CASTILE,

MONTFERRAT, AND PISA

A successful Angevin-Venetian invasion of Constantinople
would not only threaten the Zaccarian possessions in the East

but no doubt entail the economic ruin of Genoa. In the interest

of survival, therefore, the Commune sought to maintain close

rapport with Michael during this period. Thus in 1278, accord-

ing to the Annales lanuenses, the Genoese emissary, Guglielmo
da Savignone, was dispatched to the Greek capital; in 1280,

Manuele di Negro with four ships; and, in February of the same

year, Pietro Arcanto.74 There is reason to believe, moreover, that

it was the Genoese who in August of 1280 sent to Michael a ship
laden with troops from the West a vessel which Charles, it

seems, tried vainly to intercept.
75

Though it is clear that Genoa, with vital interests of her own
at stake, was of no little aid to Michael, she did not, it appears,

officially and openly offer assistance.
76 This reticence is doubtless

attributable to fear of strong Angevin and Venetian reprisals in

Italy as well as of papal excommunication. ( One may recall the

previous Genoese experience with papal censure after the Treaty
of Nymphaeum. )

Close ties also seem to have existed at this time between

w On Savignone, esp. see Bratianu, Recherches, 307; on di Negro see Ann. Ian.,

V, 9; and for Arcanto see Ferretto, Codice diplomatic^ XXXI *, 346, note.
75 See Charles's rescript in Arch. st. it., ser. IV, III, 165: "quedam vassella oner-

ata gente, que vadit in auxilium Paliologi." Cf. Norden, 624.
Te On this see Manfroni, "Relazioni," 681. Also Belgrano, "Cinque document!/*

Atti soc. lig,, XVII, 241, a letter, dated 1283, of Andronikos to the Genoese notify-

ing them of his father's death and promising to preserve their traditional friendship.

Apparently, therefore, Greco-Genoese relations had not been broken,
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Genoa, King Alfonso X of Castile, and the latter's chief ally in

northern Italy, the Marquis William VII of Montferrat.77 While

the marriages of William and his son to daughters of Alfonso

served to bring together Castile and Montferrat,
78 William in

1281 prevailed upon Genoa to send two galleys to Catalonia.
79

Material for the relations of Alfonso of Castile, Aragon, and

northern Italy during this period has not, it is true, been ex-

haustively studied. But what is already known seems to indicate

that Alfonso, Peter of Aragon, William of Montferrat and Genoa

were each, in various degrees, diplomatically involved with

Palaeologus.
80

Before leaving this discussion of events prior to the Vespers,
mention must be made, though briefly, of Pisa, the third great
Italian naval power. Documents inform us that Pisa, traditionally

Ghibelline, was thanked by Palaeologus at the end of 1281 or

beginning of 1282 for refusing to put at Charles's disposal ten

galleys requested by the Angevin for his Greek expedition.
81 As

a result, however, of pressures exerted by Pope Martin IV and

probably the Venetians (with whom Pisa was then allied), the

Pisans were compelled to associate themselves, however reluc-

tantly, with the Angevin coalition and thus to refuse an invitation

of Peter of Aragon to join in an anti-Angevin alliance.
82

77 For a good summary of their relations see Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 78ff.

and A. Bozzola, "Un capitano di guerra e signore subalpino/' Miscellanea di storia

italiana, R, Dep. di $t. patria perle antiche prov., ser, 3, XIX (Turin, 1922) 386-
394.

78

Lopez, Zaccaria, 82.
w See Ann. lan.t V, 14-15. Cf. Imperiale, Jacopo d'Oria, 232, and Amarl, La

guerra del Vespro Siciliano, I, 155-162, Finally, cf. Salimbene's mention of Michael,

Peter, and Castile, above, note 44. In 1285, Andronikos married a daughter of the

Marquis of Montferrat. See Pach, vol. II, 87, and Ann, Ian., V, 6L
*On relations of Castile and Aragon see Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon, 65;

Bozzola, "Un capitano di guerra," 386fL, and his "Guglielmo VII Marchese di

Monferrato e Carlo I," 26* Cf, above, Chapter 10, text and notes 66, 92-98; and
see Appendix A, text and note 3*

^See F. Kern, Ada Imperil AngUae et Frandae, no* 25, 15, Charles's letter

asking Pope Martin to forbid Pisa to give help to Palaeologus and instead to pro-
vide him with aid. Also no. 26, 16, Palaeologus' thanks to Pisa for refusing aid to

Charles ( "postulata navigia denegastis" ) ,

Ibid., no. 27, Pisa declares to Pope Martin she will support Charles only at

the wish of the Pope. (Note Pisa's friendly words here for Palaeologxis* ) Also no.
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FINAL ANGEVIN PREPARATIONS AGAINST CONSTANTINOPLE

While Michael was engrossed with plans to protect himself

from the expected Latin assault, Charles in Italy was assiduously

organizing the expedition against Constantinople. His prepara-
tions were on a grand scale.

In order to raise money he levied crushing imposts on his

subjects, ordering his justiciars in particular to collect a great tax

for the Greek war. 83 Added to this, was the collection of the tithe

for the crusade, authorized by Pope Martin in the Treaty of

Orvieto.84 Such fiscal abuses exploiting Charles's subjects for a

foreign war were, of course, extremely unpopular among the

Regnicoli and further increased their hatred for their French

masters, who had displaced the popular Hohenstaufen dynasty.

The attitude of the Sicilians toward a conflict with Byzantium is

vividly described by the contemporary chronicler Bartolomeo of

Neocastro, who writes that the Sicilians opposed a war with "our

friends the Danaeans [i.e., the Greeks] of Romania, against whom
he [Charles] assumed the cross of a robber, under the guise of

which he was accustomed to shed innocent blood." 8r> Bartolomeo's

observation is of particular interest because it may well reflect the

28, dated 18 January (?), 1282, Peter's letter to Pisa and the reply of the Com-
mune; "nolentes sancte matris ecclesie et ipsius regis indmgnationem mctirrore,

respondere petition!, quani facitis, non audemus" On the role of Pisa in these

events, there is an inadequate account in D. Winter, Die Politik Pisas wahrcnd dcr

Jahre 1268-1282 (Halle, 1906) esp. 67 and 70. But see now S, Borsari, "I rapporti
tra Pisa e gli stati di Romania nel duecento," Riv. stor. ital, LXVII (1955) 486-
488.

83 Arch. $t. it., ser. IV, IV, 3 and 174ff. Regarding financial exploitation on the

part of Angevin officials, see Bartolomeo of Neocastro, HISS (1921) XIII, 10, and
Saba Malaspina (ed. Del Re) 330-331. Cf. E. Sthamcr, "Aus der Vorgeschichte
der sizilischen vesper," Quellen vnd Forsch. aus italien Archiven und ftibL, XIX
(1927) esp. 266J6F. and 306flf.; G, La Mantia, "Sludi sulla riv./' 132.

**
Potthast, Regesta, no. 21873; text in Raynaldus, a. 1282, 5-6.

85 Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 10: "jam hebet condilio intolerabilis servitutis;

quidquid enim laboriosis studiis popularis cura satagebat acquirere, apphcari flsco

suo censuerat insatiabilis ingluvies Galli hujus. Ista sibi satis non tuerant; jam
contra amicos nostros Danaos, videlicet Romaniae, contra quos latronis crucom as*

sumpsit, sub cujus specie consuevit effundere sanguinem innoccntum."
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influence of the still numerous population of Greek descent in

southern Italy and Sicily.
86

Charles's naval and military preparations exceeded even those

specified by the Orvieto treaty. According to Sanudo, Charles

equipped one hundred ships on the island of Sicily and three

hundred others in Naples, Provence, and Romania, which were

to carry a total of eight thousand or more cavalrymen.
87 Sanudo

also gives some indication of the tactics to be employed in the

investment of Constantinople, Evidently Charles intended to

range his ships in a solid line ''extending from one sea to the

other" (probably from the Bosporus to the Golden Horn) and

thus to prevent the arrival by sea of reinforcements, especially
of the much-feared Tatars, Michael's most faithful allies.

88
Sanudo,

in addition, mentions huge iron stakes, perhaps to be used in

storming the seaward walls of the capital. Supplementing
Sanudc/s remarks 89

is an Angevin rescript dated 28 October 1281

listing a huge collection of tools to be gathered for the expedition,

including two thousand iron mattocks, three thousand iron stakes,

80 On these Italo-Grceks see Chapter 11, note 37; and csp. R. Weiss, "The
Greek Culture of South Italy in the Later Middle Ages," Proceedings of British

Academij, XXXVII (1951) 25-29, who shows thai the sentimental ties of these

Greeks to Byzantium were still strong, and that this attitude was heightened by the

policy of Charles, who, in contrast to the Hohcnstaufens, "now regarded the

Basilian [Greek] monks with suspicion as heretics and as subjects of the Greek

patriarchate" hence the many attempts in the Angevin period to suppress the

Greek rite.

^Istoria, 138. Cf. Villani, I, 388, who wiites of more than 100 galleys, 20 gieat

cargo ships, 200 others for transporting horses, and other (presumably smaller)
vessels. The same figures are quoted in Rehellamentu, 738. Cf. also Saba Malas-

pina (ed. Del Re) 329-330 and 314 for Charles's naval preparations in the Hegno.
It is to be noted also that on 7 April 1282 Charles ordered the preparation of a
fleet of 22 galleys and 8 transports to fight Michael under John Chaucleron. Sec
Arch. st. it., scr, IV, IV, 174. That these ships were ready to sail on short noticr

is indicated by a passage in Ann. Ian., V, 18, recording that right after the Vespers
Charles sailed to besiege rebellious Messina with 90 ships and iwccriav, 22,000

cavalry, and 60,000 footmen,

^Sanudo, Istoria, 138: "disegnava andar ad assediar k Citt& di Costantinopoli
da parte da Mar, e da un Mar all' altro , . . e massime Tartari, do quali piu
temeva, che di altri."

**
Ibid.: "e fortificarsi talmente ivi con stecadi e altri modi." Sarwdo'.s state-

ment that the stakes were to be used to ward off Greek darts ("die Costantmopoli*
tani non potessero offender la sua Gentc pur con Veretoni 6 dardf ) is unclear. It
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sledges for smashing rocks, ropes, iron shovels, axes, and kettles

for boiling pitch. In still another document Charles directs the

transportation to Trani of the "four thousand iron stakes that are

under construction in Venice." 90

Charles issued explicit orders, even to the smallest details,

for the armament of his ships. With the same meticulous care

he provided for the armor of his knights, as attested by directives

to a Pisan merchant for the manufacture of 2,500 shields of dif-

ferent sizes, all of white, covered with leather, and having em-

blazoned in the center of each the royal emblem of lilies.
91

Charles anticipated, no doubt, that Michael would seek to

create dissension among his Sicilian subjects as he himself was

doing in Epirus, Thessaly, Trebizond, and very probably among
Lascarid malcontents in Constantinople. Possibly in fear of a

Sicilian revolt, therefore, Charles as early as 1278 proscribed the

carrying of arms by his subjects and forbade the exportation of

provisions to Greek territories.
02 Doubtless his apprehensions were

aggravated by incursions of Greco-Genoese pirates, whose daring
led them to ravage even the coasts of Sicily.

93
Finally, as additional

evidence of his suspicions, there may be cited his rigorous in-

structions for holding Greek prisoners incommunicado.94

But most disturbing to Charles must have been the discontent

of the numerous noble supporters of the Hohenstaufen on the

island of Sicily. Whatever may be the accuracy of certain chron-

icles making the Regno noble Giovanni Procida the principal
architect of revolt, it seems clear from the recent, careful in-

vestigations of La Mantia, Wieruszowski, and Pontieri that the

Sicilian barons, in contact with anti-Angevin elements in other

parts of Italy, and in particular with Michael Palaeologus, had

will "be recalled that Palaeologus had already heightened the seaward walls. See

above, Chapter 6, section 4.
* Arch. $t. it., ser. IV, IV, 17-18 and Sanudo, Istoria, 174.
91

Ibid., 174-175, dated 7 April 1282 (but explicitly "for the expedition against

Palaeologus"); and 174, of 26 March 1282,
M La Mantia, "Studi sulla riv,," 133-134. Cf. Carabellese> 128-131.
* See Cohn, "Storia della flotta siciliana," Arch. $t. sic. orien., XXIX, 46,

"Arch. tf. #., ser, IV, IV, 13.
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cooperated to organize a great conspiracy against Charles.95 And
to the arguments of these scholars may be added a neglected but

significant statement of the generally well-informed Sanudo that

the Sicilians revolted "as the result of a treaty with the Emperor
Sir Michael and his followers." 95a

With the completion of his vast web of alliances, Charles had

now succeeded almost entirely in encircling Constantinople, and

his prestige, if not actual authority, was unrivaled in Europe.
90

The mere enumeration of his titles is impressive: he was King of

Sicily, Aries, and Albania,
97

and, at least in name, of Jerusalem.
He was ruler of Provence, Anjou, Forcalquier, and the Morea,

and had the Emir of Tunis and, if we are to believe Sanudo, even

the Commune of Pisa as tributaries.
98

Moreover, besides having
ties of kinship with the Kings of France and Hungary, he was

allied to the rulers of the Serbs and Bulgars
99 as well as the Greek

princes of Epirus and dissidents of the Byzantine Empire. His

newest and most powerful ally was Venice, the leading naval

power of Europe, and, most important of all, he had at last se-

cured the sanction of the papacy to lead a crusade against Byzan-
tium. Against this enormous coalition Michael stood almost alone.

So desperate was his position that it may well have been more

critical than that of any other ruler in the entire period of the

Middle Ages. It is no wonder that the destruction of the Greek

Empire seemed imminent and that the Venetian Sanudo, the

Byzantine Gregoras, and a distant troubadour of Provence could

05 La Mantia, "Studi sulla riv.," 133-134,

***Istoriat 147; "I/isola di Scicilia ribell6 al Rfe Carlo, come ho detto, e fu per
trattato dell' fcnperator Sior Michiel e suoi seguaci." Cf. Villani, I, 389 and Amari,
La guerra del Vespro Sidliano, I, 13L The principal Sicilian conspirators were
Palmiero Abbate, Alaimo da Lentino, and Gualtieri di Caltagirone.*

Villani, I, 388; "era il piu possente re ... die nullo re de' cristiani/*
97
Albania, it is true, was almost lost since 1274, On Aries see Leonard, Le$

Angevins de Naples, 133.

"Itforia, 137: "(Carlo) fece il detto Regno di Tunisi tributario , . . (e) il

Commun di Pisa" (passage hitherto overlooked). But see above, notes 81-82;

Dolger, 489-490, Regesten, no. 2054; and esp. Borsari, "Rapporti tra Pisa, etc.,"

which collectively seem rather to indicate Pisas neutrality just before the Vespers."
Already the Serbian King Stephen UroS II, by agreement with Charles, had

opened the attack against Michael. The new Bulgar Tsar, George I Tertcr, had
taken steps in 1281 to conclude an Angevin alliance. See Arch, **. it, ser. IV, IV, 10.
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all record that Charles at this moment stood on the threshold of

world hegemony!
10

THE REVOLUTION OF THE SICILIAN VESPERS AND

THE ROLE OF MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

But before Charles's grandiose project could be set in motion

an event took place which completely ruined his carefully laid

plans the outbreak of the celebrated Sicilian Vespers. In the

capital city of Palermo on Easter Monday, 30 March 1282,
101

during a religious festival, a French soldier molested a young
Sicilian married woman before the church of Santo Spirito.

At-

tacked by her outraged relatives and friends, he was at once

struck down and the cry "death to the French" quickly arose on

all sides. In the massacre that followed some two to three thou-

sand Frenchmen (80,000 according to one source!) were put to

death and the remainder expelled from Sicily,
102 Exiled Sicilian

barons, supporters of the Hohenstaufen, at once returned to

Palermo and the uprising soon became a revolution which spread

rapidly throughout the island.

When Charles first heard of the Palermitan uprising he be-

^Sanudo, Istoria, 138: "aspirava alia Monarchia del Mondo." Greg., 123, 11.

10-12: "He dreamed of the entire Empire of Julius Caesar and Augustus, it only
he could become master of Constantinople/' For the remarks of the troubadour,
Peire de Chastelnau, see G. Monti, Nuovi studi angioini, 415: "il re Carlo sara

signore . . . della maggior partc del mondo." It should be noted that Charles ap-

parently intended, after taking Constantinople, to continue on to Jerusalem, of

which he was already titular ruler (on which see Villani, I, 388). Leonard, Lcs

Angevins de Naples, 74, says that Charles's adherents suggested to him that he fol-

low the great example of Charlemagnel
101 Date (Monday, 30 March) cited by Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 11, who is

probably our principal contemporary source and an eyewitness to the event. The

leading modem Italian scholar of the Vespers, E. Pontieri, has come to the con-

clusion (as he graciously wrote this author recently) that Bartolomeo's date (fol-

lowed also by Cartellien, Peter von Aragont especially 210) is the most accurate

"because he is best informed and closest to the events." Previously Pontiori, in the

older edition of his important Ricerche sulla crisi della monarchic* siciliana nel

secolo XIII (Naples, 1950) 178 (in company with Amari, La guma del Vespro
Siciliano, I, 193, note 1; Chapman, 144; and Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State [19561

413) had leaned toward 31 March.

^D'Esclot, Cronica (ed. Buchon), 629, says 80,000, Cf, also Sanudo* htoria,

147-149, esp. 148; Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 17; Amari, Vespro Siciliano, 1 9 172.
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came infuriated at the disturbance to his plans and immediately
ordered ships to set out for Sicily.

103 But with the graver news

that the key port of Messina was also disloyal, Charles (biting his

sceptre in wrath, to quote the chronicler), ordered the entire

armament prepared for the Greek expedition diverted to besiege
Messina. 104

It is of no little significance that just before the city's

investment (in which its inhabitants valiantly opposed two hun-

dred ships and twenty-seven thousand cavalry),
105 the people

bethought themselves of aid from Byzantium and for this purpose

dispatched to Palaeologus a Genoese named Alafrancus Cas-

sanus. loc Meanwhile seventy Angevin ships lying in the arsenal

of Messina were burned 107 an action in which agents of the

allies and the Greek colony of Messina may possibly have had

a hand. 108
Ultimately the siege failed, and in August of 1282 Peter

of Aragon (who meantime sailed with his fleet to Tunis, there

ostensibly to engage in battle with the Muslims
)
landed in Sicily.

Before his arrival, however, he had prudently awaited a sum-

mons from the Sicilians.
100 Thus Charles's forces were completely

expelled from the island and the Hohenstaufen avenged,

103 Four ships according to Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 22 Cf. D'Esclot, 629.
104 Bartolomeo of Ncocaslro, 22: "Iracundia fervidus dentibus frcndet, rodens

robur, quod in marm tenobat." Charles ordered his men: "Ite . . . classes puratas
cum toto exfortio quas in Graecos paraveram, vobiscum ducite."

JM
Figures found in Sanudo, lstoriat 148-149; this now included all the strength

Charles could muster from throughout all of Italy. Cf Ann. Ian., V, 18, which says
22,000 cavalry and 60,000 footmen.

3fw Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 36-37: "Qportcbat populum Pharium in principio

guerrae hujus ad notitiam Palacologi Romaeorum Imperatons notes faocie motus
suos, etc." Note that Bartolomeo terms Palaeologus Emperor of the "Romans."

10T
D'Esclot, 632; Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 36-37. Cf. Saba Malaspina (<*d.

Del Re) 352.
aott

Dade, 63, suggests that Michael's agents may have participated in the

burning of the ships.
1W Bartolomeo of Neocastro, 42; D'Esclot, 632; Villain, It 402-403. It may

seem strange, in the light of the evidence of collusion before the Vespers, that

Peter delayed so long before moving to Sicily. But several important reasons may be
adduced in explanation: first, Peter was himself probably taken by surprise at the
suddenness of the Vespers revolt, and thus may well have desired to see how
successful the uprising would prove before taking action. Second, rather than com-

pletely prejudicing his claim to Sicily in the eyes of Catholic Europe, especially
the papacy, by overtly helping to foment rebellion against the Sicilian high
suzerain, the pope, he may nave preferred to await an appeal from the Sicilians.
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The insult of the French soldier to the girl of Palermo, which

resulted in the immediate slaughter of her offender, was, of course,

only a fortuitous incident.110 But it was the occasion for an explo-
sion of popular Sicilian resentment against the foreign oppressor
sufficient to bring to a head the probably still incomplete con-

spiratorial preparations and, in a remarkably short time, to in-

flame the entire island into rebellion. The speed of this develop-
ment serves as a measure not only of the intensity of national

feeling against the French, but also, it would appear, of the

progress that had already been made in the conspiratorial plans.

That Michael Palaeologus, on his part, had nothing whatever

to do with the incident at the church of Santo Spirito is beyond

question. Yet it seems justifiable to assume that, had he not al-

ready actively been supporting the conspiratorial movement with

liberal financial aid and encouragement, its intrigues would have

been less effective, and, at the supreme moment, would have

lacked the capacity to grasp the opportunity that presented itself

and to transform anti-Angevin sentiment into an overt revolu-

tion.
111

Thus, through his role in the preparations leading to the

Vespers as well as his crushing victory over Charles at Berat,

Michael could celebrate the crowning diplomatic and military

triumph of his career. For with Charles's own Kingdom of Sicily

More concretely, we know that he feared an attack from the King of France, the

nephew of Charles of Anjou, Philip III, who already in May of 1282 had warned
Peter ( Cartellieri, Peter von Aragon, 169, 187, cites the sources) that any attack

on Angevin Sicily by Peter's fleet, then being massed in Aragon, would be fol-

lowed by a French invasion of Peter's realm. Not to be discounted, finally, is the

attitude of the Sicilians themselves. Having overthrown one foreign master, they
did not immediately desire a second, and it was only after an unsuccessful appeal
to the Pope and realization of their inability to combat Charles alone that they for-

mally summoned Peter to become their ruler.
u On this see E. Pontieri, "Un capitano della guerre delT vespro Pietro II

RuflFo di Calabria," Arch. st. Calabria e Lucania, I (1931) 471, and the same
author's article on the Vespers in Endcl it., XXXV (1937) 224.
m In this connection see also the work, in Greek, of the fourteenth century

Byzantine writer, Nikephoros Chumnos, "Encomium to the Emperor Andronikos

Palaeologus" (J. Boissonade, Anecdote graeca, II [Paris, 1830] 31), in which he

says that the Byzantines believed that their military success at Berat in 1281 was
a contributory cause of the Sicilian uprising.
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in the throes of revolution, an Angevin expedition against Con-

stantinople was now manifestly impossible. Having saved both

throne and Empire, shortly afterwards Michael himself could

write in his Autobiography, with a considerable degree of truth

if not complete modesty:

The Sicilians, who had only scorn for the forces remaining to the

barbarian King [Charles], dared to take arms and deliver themselves

from servitude, and, in fact, if I dare to say that God prepared their

liberty and that he did it by my own hands, I would be telling only
the truth.112

*
Autobiography, 9, IX: cruceXai dk rfjs \OITTTJS to^os iKclvov &s otidtv

T$j atpew &r<5X^Mj<rai> tfirXa Kal -H}$ 5ovXela$ &XUTO&S dvet^at" WOT* el

/cat TTJV vvv ^Kelvuv tXevOeptav Qe&v fjiky Trapacr/ceudurat, 5t' j)fL<Stv e irapa<rK6ud<rat, rf}
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THE END OF ANGEVIN DESIGNS ON

BYZANTIUM AND THE DEATH OF

MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

6espite
the revolt of the Sicilians, Charles does not

seem at once to have abandoned his plans to con-

quer Byzantium. Angevin chancery documents, in fact, reveal

that on 4 May 1282 he sent military reinforcements and money
to Avlona in Albania. 1 But the complete occupation of Sicily by
the Aragonese forced Charles to realize that reconquest of the

island would require his undivided attention.
2
Thus, on 3 Novem-

ber 1282, he sent an embassy to the Doge requesting for use

against Sicily what were doubtless the forty Venetian ships

promised at Orvieto for the Greek campaign.
3

Venice, however, did not desire to be drawn into an un-

profitable Angevin-Aragonese conflict. On the contrary, the Grand
Council ordered all Venetian citizens to quit Sicily within one

. st. it., ser. IV, IV, 176; also 174, edict of 7 April 1282. Cf. Cartollieri,

Peter von Amgon, 149.
a On Charles's attitude note esp. Sanudo, Istoria* 133: "R& Carlo precletto ebbe

assai da far' a ricuperar la Scicilia." Also Ann. Ian., V, 18: "Karolus . . . graviter

perturbatus et motus, dimisso proposito quod erat contra Grecos in eadem estate

proficisci, ornnino cum toto dicto apparatu ad obsidionem Mossanc celeriter prop-
eravit." Also see Arch. $t. ft,, ser. IV, IV, 350 (9 September 1282), and V, 361

(3 December 1283), documents mentioning exchanges of prisoners with Michael
and his son Andromkos respectively further evidence, probably, of Charles's re-

nunciation of his designs*
* Arch. st. prov. nap., I (1876) 96, and cf. Nicollini, "Sui rapporti Veneto-

napoletani," Arch. stor. prov. nap., n.s., LX (1935) 266. See also letter (cited

ibid.) of Charles's son to the Doge, dated 7 January 1283, seeking the same ships.
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month. 4
Moreover, as the Sicilian war progressed adversely for

Charles (the conflict was to continue for twenty years!) and

Angevin plans to conquer Byzantium began to appear completely

illusory, Venice instead entered into negotiations with Constanti-

nople, and in 1285 concluded a ten-year truce with Michael's son

and successor, Andronikos.5
Consequently, any aggressive designs

Charles still entertained against the Greek capital were finally

dissipated, and in the few years before his death in 1285, he oc-

cupied himself exclusively with unsuccessful diplomatic and

military endeavors to recover Sicily and to protect his territorial

possessions in Romania. 6

Charles's reign extended three years beyond that of Michael,
7

who himself lived only some nine months after the outbreak of

the Vespers. During the last months of his reign, the Emperor,
freed at last from the menace of the Latins, was able to direct

his attention to the grave Turkish threat on his Asiatic frontiers.
8

His endeavors in this respect, important as they were for sub-

sequent Byzantine history, are outside the scope of this book.

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that his failure adequately
to protect his Anatolian borders was essentially due to his pre-

occupation with his deadly rival in the West.

Having no more than returned to Constantinople from his

Anatolian campaigns, the Emperor in November of 1282 was

obliged once more to march against the rebellious John the

Bastard of Thessaly. With the death of his best generals (par-

ticularly his brother John), Michael, though exhausted from his

1 Deliberazioni del Uaggior Consiglio di Vcnezia, ed. R. Cessi, II (Bologna,
1931 ) 139, nos. XLVIII and XLIX.

c For the truce see T,Th., Ill, 322E
6 See a letter of Charles, dated 5 December 1283, to Nikephoros of Epirus re-

garding aid from Angevin Achaia for the latter against Andronikos Palaeologus,
In C. De Lellis, Gli atti perduti delta cancdleria Angioina, Mazssolcni ed., in

Regesta chartarum italiae (Borne, 1939) I, pt I, no, 58, 573.
7
Charles died m 1285, Miehael in 1282.

8 See Pach., 502E and Greg., 142&
*For modern works on the Turkish problem sec csp. G, Arnafcis, 01 Upwrot

'00w/iaW (Athens, 1947) 37, and the meagre treatment of Chapman, 146ff* It

was after publication of these works that material was made available revealing
Michael's aim to use Western crusading armies to recover Anatolia for the Empire.
See Chapter 12, text and notes 46-55.
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labors and suffering from an acute disease of the intestines, took

personal command of his troops. Against the wishes of the Empress
he crossed the Sea of Marmora during a violent storm, debarking
at Rodosto, from which he rode with difficulty to the village of

Pachomios in Thrace. There, unable to rise from his bed, he re-

ceived the auxiliary Tatar troops sent by his faithful ally, Nogai.
10

Michael's malady rapidly became worse, and on Friday, 11

December 1282, at the age of fifty-eight, he died. Present during
his last moments was his son and successor Andronikos. More
orthodox than pious, and fearful lest his father's body be muti-

lated by wild beasts or desecrated by Latins or fanatical anti-

unionist Greeks, Andronikos immediately had the corpse carried

under cover of night to the nearby town of Selymbria.
11

There,

without ceremony of any kind, the body was later placed in a

coffin in the obscure monastery of Christ the Saviour. 12

Thus, after an eventful reign of twenty-four years, during
which Constantinople was restored to the Greeks and the Empire
once more played an influential, if less decisive, role in European
affairs, Michael VIII Palaeologus was laid to rest, without im-

perial ceremony or, evidently, even the rites of the church.18

Nevertheless, he could die with the satisfaction that his diplo-

10 On all this see Pack, 524-528.
n
Pach., 528-532; II, 107 (where he says Andronikos feared that Tatars would

seize the corpse). Greg., 149-155 (esp, 153, 11. 1-14) and 159, 11. 21-22.
19
Pach., II, 107. Also Greg., 159. Cf. Sphrantzes, 24. Cf. next note.

13 The Western sources even more than the Greek have stressed the lack of

ecclesiastical rites, because of his unionist activities. See, for example, the re-

markable, doubtless exaggerated statement in Ann, Ian., V, 16, that he was not

buried by 1300! ("non fuit traditus sepulture, immo in ... 1300"). There is a

14th century Greek source unused in this respect which gives what purports to

be the exact date of his burial Sunday, 17 April 1283, at the monastery of the

Saviour in Selymbria, Text recently published in Vizantiskil Vremennik, II

(XXVII) (1949) 281-282, ed. B. Goryanov, and reading; tcvl Mfa r/* rfr

ffv\TifJLpptav h rfl nov% rofl XpioroC drpcXX^ if ^/t^pp KvptaKJj. Cf, the testimony of

Pachymeres, II, 55, 107, indicating that Michael's body was placed in a coffin

(h atfry TV va-v tor# X</wa/a) in the Selymbrian monastery evidently much
later, in what seems to have been the month of April. On the typical attitude to

Michael of the anti-unionists who triumphed in Byzantium with the accession of

Michael's son, Andronikos, see M. Calecas, Adversus Graecos, in
Migne, PG, vol

152, col. 211, which says (reminiscent of the Anndes lanuenses) that Michael's
cadaver remained intact as proof of his soul's perversity!
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macy and arms had saved Byzantium from the peril of a new
Latin invasion and that he had securely established a dynasty
on the imperial throne. At the same time his arch-enemy Charles

of Anjou, in his determination to restore the island of Sicily to

the dismembered Regno, was doomed to spend the remaining

years of his life in a bitter, fruitless struggle against opponents

encouraged by Palaeologus.
14

No more fitting tribute to the arduous labors of Michael

against the Latins has been pronounced than these succinct words

of Gregoras: "The Empire would easily have fallen under the

domination of Charles, King of Italy [sic] had such an Emperor
not then been at the helm of Greek affairs."

15 But it must not be

overlooked that his undeniable successes were dearly bought.
For in the long and difficult process of saving the Empire from the

West, Michael so weakened its religious unity and drained its

financial and military strength that, by a remarkable irony of

history, he helped to pave the way for Byzantium's ultimate con-

quest by the Turks.

"See Greg., 148, 11. 16-18: "Soon afterwards Charles died, unable to the end
to bear his sorrow [over the loss of Sicily and failure of his Greek expedition]
which was deep and hard to endure."

18

Greg., 144: el ^ Tijitucafira rotouros j3acri\eifs rots 'Pw/x,a/y nre<rr<rei irp<*yj.a<ri,

foSlus &y {ftri> r# ptjyl rys 'IraX/ay KapouXw -^ 'Pwjualcw tyye/toWa &yey6vt. The fact

that Gregoras calls Charles King of Italy is a sure indication of the great impres-
sion Charles's power had made on the Greeks.
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Appendix A

FURTHER ARGUMENTS ON THE EXISTENCE OF A
GRECO-ARAGONESE ALLIANCE PREVIOUS

TO THE SICILIAN VESPERS

In a valuable study on the career of Benedetto Zaccaria, R. Lopez
maintains that no alliance existed between Michael and Peter of

Aragon prior to the outbreak of the Sicilian Vespers (30 March 1282).
His proof rests primarily on the conduct of a Greek embassy which
reached Catalonia at the end of May 1282. The imperial envoys,
Benedetto Zaccaria and the Archbishop of Sardis, told Peter upon
arrival at his court that they would inform him of their mission after

returning from Castile, to which they were about to journey. Owing to

the existence of a Castilian civil war, however, the envoys returned

to Aragon apparently without meeting King Alfonso. Nor did they see

Peter, as he had already sailed with his fleet to Africa and then Sicily.
Thus the envoys were not able to meet with the Aragonese ruler until

September of 1282 in Palermo. At that time discussions took place over
a projected marriage between Michael's son Andronikos (whose
Hungarian wife, Anna, had recently died) and a daughter of Peter.

But the Greek envoys, complaining of the advanced age of the

Aragonese princess as well as the inadequacy of their own authority,

suggested instead that Aragonese envoys be sent to Constantinople for

further discussion.1

The evidence cited by Lopez is, in the first place, ex post -facto. He
argues that there could have been no alliance before the Vespers be-

cause two, then six months after the Vespers Zaccaria and the Arch-

bishop of Sardis treated Peter as "an occasional ally/* not as one with
whom an alliance had previously been formed. The supposed reticence

of the envoys to reveal the purpose of their embassy until they had
seen Alfonso, and moreover, their hesitancy over a marriage between
the Greek and Aragonese ruling families are for Lopez convincing

1 On Lopez' arguments see his "Benedetto Zaccaria, 66-69 and 78, For the docu-
ment in question see Lopez, 256-257; Ricordi e documenti del Vespro Siciliano, II

(Palermo, 1882) 4; and A. de Saint-Priest, Histoire de la conquete de Naples, IV,
213-214*
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disproof of the previous formation of an accord.2 It is possible, how-

ever, to interpret these data in a different manner.

When the envoys subsequently encountered Peter in Palermo con-

ditions had completely changed. With the outbreak of the Vespers and
the expulsion of Angevin forces from Sicily, the danger of an Angevin
invasion of Constantinople had practically disappeared. Thus the

Greek envoys were in a far better bargaining position regarding mar-

riage proposals between the two royal houses, a fact presumably mani-

fested by their allusion to the age of the Aragonese princess and by
the suggestion for further negotiations in Constantinople.

Nor does the unwillingness of the Greek envoys to divulge the

purpose of their embassy until their return from Castile necessarily

indicate, as Lopez maintains, that no alliance existed. It may well be
that Michael, quite possibly already allied to both King Alfonso of

Castile and Peter of Aragon, had instructed his envoys to give con-

sideration to the daughter of Alfonso as well as to Peter's before com-

mitting him to so important a matter as the marriage of his eldest son

and heir. It is noteworthy that Lopez himself strongly supports the

existence at this time of close Greco-Castilian relations, if not of an
actual alliance,

3 and the testimony of the Annales Placentini may be
recalled to the effect that already in 1273 Alfonso had proposed a

union between one of his daughters and a son of Michael.4

In further support of his thesis Lopez adduces a letter of King Peter

to his minister John of Procida dated 29 July 1283 (again after the

Vespers), in which Peter emphasizes his refusal of a marriage with the

Greeks and, moreover, his lack of confidence in a plan to secure Greek
subsidies for the continuing war with Charles over Sicily. Peter's at-

titude may very well have stemmed from a desire to appear dissociated

from the "Greek schismatics" in order not to damage his claim to the

possession of Sicily vis4-vis the Papacy and Catholic Europe. If this

interpretation is correct, it would be only natural for Peter to write

(as he did) disapprovingly of a dynastic union, "especially at this time,

with the Greeks who are in open rupture with the church/' 6 As for

2

Lopez, Benedetto Zaccana, 78.
3
Zfo&. Cf. Chapter 10, section 5, above, and Chapter 14, note 43. The seven-

teenth century historian G. Zurita, Los dnco libros, etc. (Saragossa, 1610) Bk, HI,
ch. 13, records that in 1281 a marriage was proposed between a Castilian princess
and the titular Latin Emperor, Philip of Courtenay. Lopez (91, note 52) suggests
that as Philip was already married, his name may well have been mistaken for that

of Andronikos, son of Michael But, actually, Philip's wife had already died. See

Chapter 9, note 113, and Chapter 10, note 92.

*Ann. Plac. Gib., MGH S$, XVUI, 553. See Chapter 10, text and notes 92-96.
5
Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 71-72. For the letter see Saint-Priest, Htetoire de
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Peter's phrase regarding Greek subsidies, this may instead reflect

Peter's realization that, with the end of the Angevin threat to Constanti-

nople as a result of the Vespers, the Byzantine Emperor (now Michael's

son Andronikos) would feel there was no need for further financial aid

to Aragon.
5a

Lopez* final argument is to demonstrate, on the basis of two Genoese
documents indicating Zaccaria's residence in Pera (Galata) during

July and August of 1281, that Zaccaria could not possibly have been in

Catalonia during this period.
6 One must question, however, why nego-

tiations with Peter necessarily had to be confined to these two months
of 1281. Evidence, on the contrary, indicates that negotiations between
the two rulers may have taken place in the period before 1281 that

is, in 1278-1279 if we are to believe Wieruszowski 7 or in any case

at the end of 1280 or early 1281, at which time any doubts Michael

might have had about the timing of an Angevin attack and the neces-

sity of securing aid apart from the papacy were erased by Charles's

siege of Berat and certainly by news of the ominous conflict in the

Curia following the death of Pope Nicholas III. The arguments delin-

eated here, together with the documentary evidence contained in

Chapter 14 (especially the testimony of Peter himself),
8 would seem,

therefore, to corroborate the existence of a Greco-Aragonese alliance

before the Vespers.

la conquSte de Naples, IV, 232ff., and C. Carucci, La guerra del Vespro, II (Subi-

aco, 1931) 123, esp.: "xnaxime isto tempore quo Greci sunt taliter cum Ecclesia."
5a See Chapter 14, text and note 68a, statement of Sanudo on Greek subsidies to

Aragon.
Documents in G. Bratianu, Acte$ des notaire$ gnois de Pera ct de Caffa

(1927) 80 and 126. See Lopez, Benedetto Zaccaria, 84.
7 See Chapter 14, text and notes 60-61.
" See Chapter 14, text and note 48.
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SIX UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENTS ILLUSTRATING
BYZANTINE-LATIN RELATIONS DURING THE

REIGN OF MICHAEL PALAEOLOGUS

1.

The following document should be considered in connection with

a similar one printed in Tafel and Thomas, Urkunden, III, 24, no, 338,

by the terms of which Venetian officials of Constantinople were, in

1259, authorized to raise loans for the needs, especially defensive, of

the Latin Empire of Constantinople, According to the present docu-

ment, the Venetian Podest of Constantinople, Marco Gradenigo (on
whom see Chapter 5, note 22), and his councillors, Gerardino Longo
and Ermolao Giusto, in 1260 borrowed 200 hyperpyra from Giovanni

Gussoni (doubtless a Venetian) for "servicio nella guerra/' a phrase

evidently referring to the Greek threat to Constantinople posed by
Michael Palaeologus. (On this see Chapter 4, section 1, and esp. text

and notes 22-26. ) The document describes the difficulties experienced

by the same Gussoni, some thirty years later, in attempting to collect

his original loan from the Venetian government, in view of the fact

that he had, so it appears, already sold the articles of merchandise

granted to him by the government as security.

Apart from its historical value, the document may be of interest

to the economist as an example of Venetian commercial practice.
Written in Italian, it was certainly drawn up after 1301, the latest date
cited in the text. But to judge from the absence of official Venetian

seals, etc., it may be a copy of an earlier document.

1260, 5 Agosto Indizione terza, Marco Gradenigo Podestd in Constant!-

nopoli e despota dell' impero de Romania Gerardino Longo e Ermolao Giusto

Consiglieri
Avendo havuto facolta dal Doge Render Zen per lettere de 1259 indizione

seconda 4 Decembre di poter pigliare sopra il nome suo et del comun di

Venezia yperperi doro 3000 per negotii del Comun et havendone essl presi
200 da Giovanni Gussoni quali furono impiegarsi nel servicio della guerra,
fano al dicto Gussoni una carta d'obligazione acci6 essi yperperi gli siino

restituiti in Venezia et gli consignano due sacci bollati Tuno con sette catine

compre per 1G yperperi la dozena et un altro con opere de varii compre per
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SIX UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENTS

yperperi 140 da esser portati in Venezia et vendute per cavarne il tasso di

essi 200 yperperi per la soddisfazione d'esso Gussoni da esser fatto il paga-
mento in due ratte obligando il doge et il commun al pagamento del doppio

quando non cosi facessero. Hora essendo del 1290 del mese 6 di luglio

comparse esse Giovanni Gussoni et havendo presentata essa carta al Doge
Pietro Gradenigo ricercando di poter far procedere essa carta perche s'ap-

prossimavanno la preterizione delli 30 anni, il Doge prese in mano, vide che

il debito era stato sodisfatto, riprese il Gussoni del tentative, et non sapendo

rispondere abasso il capo, et parti lasciando la carta in mano al Doge, et

conferita la cosa con li consiglerii consultamente risalsero di farla togliar
della quarantia. Doppo del 1301 ser Joanne Contarini conseglier disse al

Doge presente gli altri suoi collegi, et il Gussoni sudetto si era doluto con

esso lui che dal Doge gli fosse stata levata essa carta asserendo esso Doge
esser il debitore perche gli avea prestati li yperperi a suo Padre di falsificando

la cosa dalla verita il Doge perd fatta ritrovar essa carta, la fece veder et

leger al sudetto Contarini et al alcuno altro delli consiglieri et conosciuta

la verita fatto chiamar avanti il Doge et consiglieri il Gussoni dimandatogli
se la carta, che havea presentata a sua Serenita per esser proclamata era

quella che allora si gli mostrava, et legeva havendo risposto che si fu

interogato perche havesse detto ad uno delli consigleri che il debito fosse

particolare del Doge mentre era del Comun, et rispose quod fuisset rnagna
rusticitas et magnum malum disse et non se haver recordato il tenor della

carta, et che havea creduto dir il vero, allora li fu fatta qualche repre-
zenzione.

Biblioteca Marciana, Venice;
Lot. class. 14, no. 37, fol
20r-v.

2,

This document, drawn up in Negropont, 11 February 1262, is a

record of a business transaction between two former Latin inhabitants

of Constantinople, Stephanus de Niola and Petro de La Calcina, both
of whom had probably fled Constantinople seven months earlier when

troops of Michael Palaeologus had captured the city (see above,

Chapter 5, text and note 75). I am grateful to the Archivist Morozzo
della Rocca for pointing out this document to me in Venice,

In nomine Dei eterni amen. Anno ab incarnacione Domini Ihesu Christi

millesimo ducentesimo sexagesimo primo, mense februarii, die undecimo

intrante, indicione quinta, Nigroponte, Manifestum facio ego quidem
Stephanus de Niola olim habitator in

Constantinopoli, nunc habitator in

Nigroponte cum meis heredibus tibi namque Petro de La Calcina quondam
habitatori in Constantinopoli, nunc habitatore Nigroponte et tuis heredibus,

quoniam de omnibus commendacionibus quas feci aput , , , Bernardum
Garra et eius fratrem Arnaldum de Civitate Argense que fuerunt de libre
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denarorum Arnaldensium centum sexaginta quattuor et solidos qui[ndecim

atque aput] Gyrardum Fornerium habitatorem Castri Penneque fuerunt

libre [sexa]ginta quinque [dictoruin denarione?] et aput Bernardum
Fornerium habitatorem dicti castri que fuerunt [libre per omnia?] viginti

quinque predictorum denariorum et de omni proficiio quod de ipsis tempore

aliquo abebitur medietatem habes cum michi soli de dictis denariis cartule

facte fuerint. Quam quidem medietatem tuam suprascriptorum omnium de-

nariorum et lucri quod habebitur a modo tibi sit licitum disponere, commit-

tere et facere quicquid tibi placuerit et melius videbitur nuUo tibi contradi-

cente. Quod si unquam contra hanc manifestationis cartulam ire temptavero,
tune emendare debeam cum meis heredibus tibi et tuis heredibus totam pre-
dictam tuam medietatem in duplum et hec manifestationis cartula in sua

permaneat firmitate. Signum suprascripti Stephani de Niola qui hec rogavit

fieri.f Ego lacobus de Niola testis subscripsi. Ego Arnaudus de Niolas testis

subscripsi. S. T. Ego Johannes Beltraymo presbiter et notarius complevi et

roboravi.

Arch, di Stato, Venice; Manimorti

Pergamene del convento di San

Stefano, Venice.

3.

(Documents 3, 4, and 5 illustrate Greco-Venetian-Jewish relations

in Crete during the reign of Michael VIII.)
Document drawn up in Candia, Crete, 8 February 1282. Samba-

thinus, a Jew, promises to indemnify Constantino Curocha for losses

the latter might suffer under certain conditions.

Die octavo intrante. Promictens promicto ego Sambathinus iudeus habitator

in Candida eum meis heredibus vobis Constantino Curocha villano lohannis

Cornaro lo Sclavo et lacobine eius uxori ambobus habitatoribus in casali

nomine Cudeci et vestris heredibus et successoribus, quod si aliquod

dampnum vobis accideret de aliqua carta seu cartis, quarn vel quas habuerit

Helyas Allamannus iudeus socer meus ab initio usque modo, totum illud

dampnum vobis debeam de meis bonis propriis emendare, sub pena totius

illius daxnpni in duplum, et insuper auri libras quinque. Testes lacobus
Dandulo et Bartholomew Grimaldi, Dominicus Poppo vicedominus. Com-
plere et dare.

Arch, di Stato, Venice; Notai del

Regno di Candia, Notarial documents

of Crescenzio of Alexandria, fol. 13r.

Drawn up in Candia, Crete, 22 May 1282. Alexios Kallerges, pre-

sumably a Greek, promises to repay grain borrowed from the Vene-
tian lohannes Gradonico. (On the famous Kallerges family, which was
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involved with Michael Palaeologus in anti-Venetian revolutionary

activities, see Chapter 8, text and esp. note 96. )

Mamfestum facio ego Alexius Kalergius habitator in Candida quia recepi

cum meis heredibus alte lohanne Gradonico olim de confinio Sancti Pauli

de Veneciis nunc habitatori Chanee mensuras boni frumenti Cretensis

trecentas quod michi prestitisti causa amoris. Et debeo tibi ipsum reddere

hie in Candida de frumento Milipote, conductum ad domum tuam meis

expensis, salvum in terra, sub pena dupli. Et inde in antea. Testes Bartholo-

meus Grimaldi notarius et Nicolaus Belli. Complere et dare.

Arch, di Stato, Venice; Notai

del Regno di Candia, Crescenzio

of Alexandria, fol. 31 v.

5.

Drawn up in Candia, Crete, 11 January 1282. Business transaction.

lacobus Albertus et Clemens Lando rogavit me ut facerem commissionem
nomine eorum Marco Barastro, generalem et spetialem super omnibus
eorum negotiis, unam vel plures, quot oportuerint. Presbiter Michael et

lacobellus Grimaldi. Testis. Complere et dare.

Arch, di Stato, Venice; Notai

del Regno di Candia, Crescenzio

of Alexandria, fol. 8v.

Three anonymous epigrams in political verse (Venice, Bibl. Mar-

ciana, greco 464, fol. Ir), eulogizing Michael VIII Palaeologus, or,

very possibly, his grandson, Michael IX (d. 1320). Written presumably
in Constantinople during the late 13th or first quarter of the 14th cen-

tury, these verses are cited by Chapman (182) and others as referring
to Michael VIII and as being an autograph of the famous Byzantine
scholar, Demetrios Triklinios. But I am informed by my good friend,

the learned scholar Professor A. Turyn, that on palaeographical grounds
this attribution to Triklinios is erroneous, since the leaf containing the

epigrams is written in an entirely different hand and is actually only
an extraneous insert bound with the Triklinian ms, of Hesiod (Venice,

Marciana, greco 464), the latter of which is subscribed in 1316 and
1319.

The verses, of conventional panegyric style and wording, offer no
new material of particular historical importance. It is of possible in-

terest, however (since Michael VIII, among the late 13th and 14th
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century Byzantines, was generally execrated as Latinophile and a

heretic), that the Michael here referred to is called "the great leader

of the Ausones, the pride of the Romans" (11. 27-28, rov piyav Avcrovap-

xyv, TO raiv Tojuuuav Kau'xTjjaa). (Such terms are, on the other hand,
common to Byzantine encomia.) In view of the fact that K. Krum-
bacher years ago recorded the existence of these verses, along with an

announcement of imminent publication by M. Treu a publication
which never materialized, possibly because of the poor legibility of

the leaf the verses deserve to be published. (A few wrong spell-

ings and accents have been corrected below. ) See Krumbacher, Gesch.

der byz. Lift. 780, 555; and S. Lampros, Nco? 'BAA^o/m^v, XIII

(1916) 30, who discusses one Manuel Phakrases, to whom several

other epigrams in the same leaf are dedicated. ( Both Krumbacher and

Lampros wrongly believe all the epigrams to be an organic part of the

Triklinian Hesiod volume.) Lastly, see esp. the recent book The By-
zantine Manuscript Tradition of the Tragedies of Euripides (Urbana,

1957) 26, note 43 by A. Turyn, to whom I am indebted for helping
me to read these epigrams.

The above remarks, it is hoped, by removing the confusion re-

sulting from the wrong association of the leaf in question with Trikli-

nios, may help to clarify the circumstances of the composition of the

epigrams and thus lead to a positive identification of the person re-

ferred to therein.

(Each epigram is marked by a large initial capital projected to

the left of the page column, with the text of each epigram written

continuously in the MS. )

Ets rov Ocivarov TOV /JacnAoos Kvp(ov)

i

AoJre <vAat Tracnys r^ 777$ ap^ai re wacrat Scvrc,

/cat yew] ra iro\vcriropa TTCLVTWV cwOptoirtoV a^ia,

Xopbv Gvorqo-acrfa K.OWQV icat /cAavcrarc <rwrovw9.

*8ov yap /caraAe'Aowrci/ a>? ovap o/tov Travra

5 TravTw JHJU&V o /facnAeus, o foftepos rots cpyots,

6 r&v 7TK7Jro>v TrAovTtorroy?, vn-o/iov^s 6 orvAos*

TO <rr<^o ?
ro Sta5^/jui ;

ow aAovpytSt Jt<^o,

Kal Tracrav aAA^v app(clcV Bopv<j>optav xpdrovs,

/cat Trpis TOV ra<^ov e^pa^ev, & arvfjufiopas, & TrdOovs*. ttf

ii

10 *HAw, Kpfyov mv TO <j>&t KOU. ov<rrtiA.w dm-ivos"

, oiryKaAv^arc r& wXaroe TO TOV atJAov,
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KTLCTt,<S

6 M!t^ct7)A "ycLp o <f>CLtSposy o /xcycts

H<zAa.fcoAoya>v o ySAoxTTO^, a.vSptKwraL.T'tj <f>v<ri.<Sy

15 OV </>pt^<XV Ot /3cipj3dLpOL

/cctt

III fTou ctwoi):

<S>cva,T, TC5 17 fuxx7? o'O'

2O
tccu, OVK alScZ TOV?

OV OVTC T

crov XTys ct/c>X''7s ^7 Spct/covrtcz. ptfa,

25 cr xov Setvov, crc TOF icaicov, cr^ TOV
ere TOV a,pTra.frafVTfi, /cat vOv -rjfji&v CK /JLCCTOU

TOV Mt^a^A TOV <f>o/3cp6v y TOV
TO TCaV *P<O/JtOlt<t>V KCLlJ-fJfMJLy TO T<O
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An attempt has been made to provide a complete bibliography of the sub-

ject treated in this book. However, works of a popular nature and those

cited in the footnotes only in passing have been omitted.

PRIMARY SOURCES

I. Documentary Sources

A. Greek

Cotelier, J. Ecclesiae graecae monumenta, 3 vols, (Paris, 1677-1686).
Dmitrievskij, A. "TVTTIKOV T??? ev TO> TTC/OKOVU/AO) fiovvQ rov Av^evriov , .

rov 'ApxLcrTparijyov Mt^^JX, in Opisanie liturgiceskih rukopisej, vol. I,

pt. 1, IWi/ca (Kiev, 1895) 769-794. Important, apologetic work by
Michael. Cited here as Typikon for St. Michael; see Ch. 1, note 1.

Dolger, F. Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des ostrbmischen Reiches, pt. 3

(1204-1282) in Corpus der griechischen Urkunden des Mittelalters

und der neueren Zeit (Munich-Berlin, 1932). Indispensable bibliograph-
ical aid.

Drinov, M. "O nekotorych trudach Demetriya Chomatiana kak istoriches-

kom materialye," Vizantiiski Vremennik, II (1895) 1-23.

Festa, N. "Lettera inedita dell' imperatore Michele VIII Paleologo al Cle-

mente IV," Bessarione, VI (1899) 42J8F. Also "Ancora la lettera di

Michele Paleologo," ibid., 529ff.

Theodori Ducae Lascaris Epistulae CCXVII (Florence, 1898)*
Gedeon, M. Tim/cov r?^ lirl rov ftovvov rov A^vrtov <r/3a,<yfjifia<: powj? Mc-xcn/A

rov
'ApxicrTpQ.Ty'yov (Constantinople, 1895). Same typikon as Dmitriev-

skij's but from another MS.

Heisenberg, A. "Aus der Geschichte und Literatur der Palaiologenzeit,"

Sitzungsb. d. bayer. Akad. Wtesen. (1920) 10. Abh.> 33F. Contains
Michael's prostagma of Nov., 1272; cf, Dolger, Regesten, no. 1994.

Meyer, Ph, Die Haupturkunde fur die Geschichte der Athos-Kl&ster (Leip-

zig, 1894).
Miklosich, F. and J. Muller. Acta et diplomata res graecas italasque illus-

trantia (Vienna, 1860-1890) esp. vols. 1-3. Fundamental documents.

1 While this volume was in press S. Rundman's The Sicilian Vespers (Cam-
bridge, 1958) was published in England. This well-written book focusing on the

political history of Sicily and Charles of Anjou appeared too late to be consulted

for this work. The reader is referred to it for differences in the use of sources and
in points of interpretation on the episode of the Vespers, which figures prominently
in Both works,
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Papageorgiu, P. "Zum Typikon des Michael Palaiologos," in Byz. Zeit. y X
(1901) 530-539. On typikon published by M, Gedeon; see also Papa-
georgiu's "Zwei iambiscne Gedichte saec. XIV-XIII," Byz. Zeit., VIII

(1899) 674ff.

Pitra, J.
Analecta sacra et dassica Spicilegio solesmensi parata, VI (Paris-

Rome, 1891 ) . For letters of Demetrios Chomatianos.

Sathas, C.[or K.] Mv^/x-eia 'EAA^vwofc 'loropi'as, Documents inedits relatifs a
Fhistoire de la Grece, 9 vols. (Paris, 1880-1890) .

Spata, G. Le pergamene greche (Palermo, 1862). Also Le pergamene greche
existenti nel grande archivio di Palermo (Palermo, 1864).

Troitskii, J. Imperatoris Michaelis Palaeologi de vita sua opusculum necnon

regufae quam ipse monasterio S. Demetrii praescripsit fragmentum (St.

Petersburg, 1885). Important source on Michael's life, by himself; cited

as Autobiography: see Ch, 1, note 1 and, for additional information,

Dolger, Regesten, no. 2061.

Vasilevskij, V. "Epirotica saeculi XIII," Viz. Vremennik, III (1896) 233-299.

B. Latin

Belgrano, L. "Cinque document! genovesi-orientali," Atti della societd ligure
di storia patria, XVII (1885) 223ff. Documents unused by Chapman.

Documenti inediti riguardanti le due crociate di san Ludovico IX

(Genoa, 1859).
"Prima serie di documenti riguardanti la colonia di Pera," Atti soc.

lig.
stor. patria, XIII (1877-1884) 97-336. Useful.

Bertolotto, G. "Nuova serie di documenti sulle relazioni di Genova col im-

pero bizantino," Atti soc.
lig.

stor. patria, XXVIII (1898) 339-573.

Important: single edition of some texts.

Borgo, F. dal. Raccolta di scelti diplomi pisani (Pisa, 1765) .

Bourel de la Ronciere, C. Le$ registres aAlexandre IV, 2 vols. (Paris, 1902) .

Bratianu, G. Actes des notaires genois de ?era et de Caffa de la fin du
treizieme siecle (Bucharest, 1927). Contains several important docu-
ments.

Cadier, E. Le registre de Jean XXI (Paris, 1898) .

Capasso, B. Le fonti deUa storia delle provincie napolitane dal S6S al 1SOO

(Naples, 1902), Basic.

Historia diplomatica Regni Siciliae 1250-1266 (Naples, 1874).

Important.
Monumenta ad Neapolitani ducatus hi$toriam pertinentia>

2 vols.

(Naples, 1881-1892).

Caplet, A. Regesti Bemardi I Abbatis Casinensis (Rome, 1890) .

Carini, I. Gli archivi e le biblioteche di Spagna in rapporto alia storia

df

Italia, 2 vols. (Palermo, 1884ff.). Important for Vespers,
Carucci, C. Codice diplomatico Salernitano del secolo XIII\ 2 vols. (Subiaco,

1931-1934). Useful for Vespers.
Cessi, R. Deliberazioni del Maggior Consiglio di Venezia, II (Bologna,

1931).
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Ciampi, I. Chronache e statuti della cittti di Viterbo ( 1872 ) .

Delisle, L, Notice stir cinq manuscrits de la Biblioth&que Nationale et sur

un manuscrit de la Bibliothdque de Bordeaux contenant les recuetls

6pistolaires de B&rard de Naples, in Notices et extraits de la Biblio-

th&que Nationale, XXVII2

(Paris, 1879) 87-167. Important; contains

documentary texts.

Durrieu, P. Les archives angevines de Naples, 2 vols. (Paris, 1886-1887).
Ferretto, A. "Codice diplomatico delle relazioni fra la Liguria la Toscana

e la Lunigiana ai tempi di Dante," Atti della soc.
lig.

st. patria, XXXI,
pts. 1-2 (1901-1903). Basic documents.

Festa, N. "Le lettere greche di Federigo II," Archivio stor. ital , XIII (1894)
1-34.

Filangieri, R, I registri della cancelleria angioina, in Testi e documenti di

storia napoletana (Naples, 1950S.) vols. I-VIIff. Basic; vast project to

republish Angevin archives almost entirely destroyed in Second World
War. Cited as Registri; see Introduction.

Gay, J.
Les registres de Nicolas III (Paris, 1898-1938). Basic.

Ghetti, B. I patti tra Venezia e Ferrara dall* 1191 al ISIS (Rome, 1907).

Giudice, G. del. Codice diplomatico del regno di Carlo 1 e II d'Angid, 3 vols.

(Naples, 1863-1902). Indispensable.

Diplomi inediti di Re Carlo I d'Angid su cose marittime (Naples,
1871). Brief.

"La famiglia di re Manfredi," Archivio storico per le province napole-
tane, III-IV (1878-1880). New ed. (1896) unavailable to me. Im-

portant.
Golubovich, G. Biblioteca bio-bibliografica della Terra Santa e delC Oriente

francescano, II (Quaracchi, 1913). Important for Franciscans and the

East.

Guiraud, J.
Les registres de GrSgoire X (Paris, 1892-1906). Basic.

Les registres tfUrbain IV (Paris, 1901-1929) . Basic.

H6fel6, G Histoire des con&les, ed. H. Leclercq, VI, pt. 1 (Paris, 1914).
Standard work.

Hopf, K. "Urkunden und Zusatze zur geschichte dcr Insel Andres," Sitz-

nngsb. der Wiener Akademie der Wissens., XXI (1856) 221-262.

Huillard-Br^holles, J. Historic diplomatica Friderici Secundi, 6 vols, (Paris,

1859-1861). Fundamental.

Jamison, E. "Documents from the Angevin Registers of Naples: Charles I/"

Papers of the British School at Rome, XVII (1949) 87-180. Useful.

Jordan, E. Les registres de CUment IV (Paris, 1893-1945). Basic,

Kern, F. Acta Imperil Angliae et Franciae, 1267-1313 (Tubingen, 1911).
With several documents important for Vespers*

Lombardo, A. Documenti delta colonia veneziana di Creta, I: Imbreviature
di Pietro Scardon (1271), Documenti e Studi per la Storia del Com-
mercio e del Diritto Commerciale Italiano, XXI (Turin, 1942).

Lombardo, A, and R. M. Delia Rocca. Documenti del commercio Veneziano
nei seooli XI-XIZT^ 2 vols- (Turin, 1940). Contains several documents
of interest.
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Nuovi documenti del commercio Veneto del sec. XI-XIII (Venice,

1953) . Useful new documents esp. for period of Latin Empire.
Manfroni, C. "Le relazioni fra Geneva 1'impero bizantino e i Turchi," Atti

della societd ligure di storia patria, XXVIII (Genoa, 1896) Iff. Con-

tains basic documents, esp. best ed. of Treaty of Nymphaeum.
Mansi, J.

Sacrorum conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio (Venice,

1770) . Standard work for councils.

Martene, E. and U. Durand. Thesaurus novus anecdotorum (Paris, 1717)

esp. vols. I-IL Contains important texts.

Veterum scriptorum . . . amplissima collectio, esp. vol. VII (Paris,

1733) . Important texts.

Mazzoleni, B. Gli atti perduti della cancelleria angioina transuntati da Carlo

De Lettis, pt. 1, 11 Regno di Carlo I, 2 vols. (Rome, 1939-1943) in

Regesta chartarum italiae. Summaries made by De Lellis ca. 1701, after

which some documents were destroyed; contains documents unused

by Norden, Chapman, or Dade.

Minieri-Riccio, C. Mcuni fatti riguardanti Carlo L di Angid, 1252-1270

(Naples, 1874). Important documents; the editions of Minieri-Riccio, a

book collector with little knowledge of Latin and Greek, are very valu-

able, drawn as they are from Angevin archives, but they are not always

truly critical, the Latin texts being sometimes paraphrased incorrectly
in Italian.

ALcuni studii storici intorno a Manfredi e Corradino della imperiale
casa di Hohenstaufen (Naples, 1850).

Brevi notizie intorno au archivio angioino di Napoli (Naples, 1862) .

Cenni storici intorno i grandi uffizii del regno di Sicilia durante il

regno di Carlo L Angid (Naples, 1872) .

Diario angioino dd 4 gennaio 1284 al 7 gennaio 128$ (Naples,
1873).

Della dominazione angioina nel reame di Sicilia (Naples, 1878).

Genealogia di Carlo L di Angid (Naples, 1857) .

Genealogia di Carlo IL di Angid (Naples, 1882) .

Itinerario di Carlo L di Angid (Naples, 1872) .

1 notamenti di Matteo Spinelli da Giovenazzo difesi ed ithistrati

(Naples, 1870). Also I notamenti di Matteo SpinelH novettamcnte difesi

(Naples, 1874).
Notizie storiche tratte da 62 registri angioini (Naples, 1877).
Nuovi studii riguardanti la dominazione angioina ncl regno di Sicilia

(Naples, 1876).
fl regno di Carlo 1. di Angid negli anni 1271 e 1272 (Naples, 1875).

Fundamental; cited as Regno.
"II regno di Carlo I. d'Angid dal 2 gennaio 1273 al SI clicembre

1283," Arch. stor. ital, ser. Ill, vol. XXII (1875) 3-32, 235-283). Also

subsequent issues, cited passim as Arch. st. it.

"fl regno di Carlo I. d'Angid dal 4 gennaio 1284 al 7 dScombre

1285," Arch. st. it., ser. IV, VII (1881) 3-24; 304-312.

Saggfo di codice diplomatico (Naples, 1878-1883),
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Studii storici fatti sopra 84 registri angioini (Naples, 1876).
Ultima confutazione agli oppositori di Matteo Spinelli (Naples,

1875).

Muller, G. Documenti sutte relazioni delle citta toscane coif oriente cristiano

e coi turchi (Florence, 1879) . Basic.

Nitti di Vito, F. Le pergamene di S. Nicola di Bari (1266-1309) (Trani,

1936) in Codice diplomatico barese, XIII.

Noiret, H. Documents inSdits pour servir d Fhistoire de la domination venir

tienne en Crete (Paris, 1892) .

Olivier-Martin, M. Les registres de Martin IV (Paris, 1901) .

Potthast, A. Regesta pontificum romanorum . , . MCXCVIH ad a.

MCCCIV, 2 vols. (Berlin, 1873-1875).

Raynaldus, O. Caesaris Baronii O. Raynaldi . . . Annales ecclesiastici

denuo excusi . . . ab A. Theiner (Barri-Ducis, 1870) esp. vol. XXII.

Cited as Raynaldus. Originally published in Rome, 1646-1727. Gives

important letters on unionist negotiations, largely reprinted elsewhere.

Riant, P. Exuviae sacrae Constantinopolitanae, 3 vols. (Geneva, 1877-1878;
also Paris, 1904).

Ricotti, E. Liber jurium reipublicae genuensis, I (Turin, 1854) in Historiae

patriae monumenta, VII. Basic.

Ripoll, T. Bullarium Ordinis Fratrum Praedicatorum, I (Rome, 1729).
Rubi6 I Lluch, A. Diplomatari de ?orient catala (1301-1409) (Barcelona,

1947). With several documents on Constance of Hohenstaufen.

Saint-Priest, A. de. Histoire de la conqudte de Naples, 4 vols. (Paris, 1847-

1849). Old but valuable for appended documents.

Sanudo, Marino (Torsello). Eptetutae, in J. Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos

(Hanover, 1611). Unused letters of Sanudo to Andronikos II.

Sbaralea, J. Bullarium Franciscanum (Rome, 1759) vol. I.

Schillman, F. "Zur byzantinischen Politik Alexanders IV," Rdmische Quartal-

schrift, XXII (1908) 108-131. Contains letters omitted from published

papal registers.
Societa Siciliana per la storia patria, Ricordi e documenti del Vespro Sicili*

ano, 2 vols. (Palermo, 1882). Contains documents and accounts of

importance.
Tafel, G. and G. Thomas. Urkunden zur dlteren Handels- und Staat$-

geschichte der Republik Venedig, pts. 2 and 3 (Vienna, 1856-1857),
in Fontes rerum austriacarum, II, Diplomataria et acta, XIII-XIV.

Fundamental collection of Venetian documents; cited as T.-Th.

Tautu, A. Acta Urbani TV, dementis IV, Gregorii X (1261-1276) e registri
Vaticani (* . . juris canonids orientalis, Fontes) Ser. Ill, vol. V, 1

(Vatican, 1953). Reliable new ed, of texts regarding Union of Lyons;
see G. Hofmann's review in Orient, chr. per, (1954) 203-204.

Terlizzi, S. Documenti delle relazioni tra Carlo I cFAngid e la To$cana> in

Documenti di tforia italiana, XII (Florence-Rome, 1914). Unimportant
for this book,

Teulet, A. Layettes du tremor de$ chartes (Paris, 1866) II, III, Archives

de Tempire inventaires et documents. Important
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Thall6czy, L. de, C. Jirecek, and E. de Sufflay. Acta et diplomata res Albaniae
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GLOSSARY OF BYZANTINE TITLES

Certain ot the titles below are simply honorary and entail the performance
of no specific duties. Moreover, some titles in this peiiod were undergoing
transformation, with a corresponding shift of position in the hierarchy of

ranks. Hence the difficulty of establishing precise meanings for the terms in

Michael's leign. For further information see Diehl, Guilland, et al, UEurope
onentale de 1081 & 1453, esp. 379-392; Brehier, Les institutions de I'empire

byzantin, esp* 136-153; and E. Stein, "Untersuchungen zur spatbyzanti-
nischcn Vciiassungs- uncl Wirtschaftsgeschichte," Mitt, zur osmanischen

Gesch., II (1924) 1-62. Also see (Pseudo) Codinus, De officialibus palatii

Cpolitani et de officiis magnae ecdesiae Liber (Bonn, 1839).

Basileus

The Emperor, title often coupled with Autokrator.

Caesar

Title ranking below Sebastokrator. Reserved usually for imperial family
or granted to outsiders for important services to the state.

Chartopliylax

Secretary of the episcopal chancery. The Grand Chartophylax was an

important dignitary of me patriarch*

Despot

Highest-ranking official after the Emperor, Title sometimes implying a

limited kind ot sovereignly or even right of succession to the throne.

Usually grunted to prinees-of-the-bloocl but on rare occasions to for-

eigners.
Domestic of Hagia Sophia

Ecclesiastical official ranking immediately after the two heads of the

antiphonal
choirs in Hagia Sophia,

Epi ton aee&eon

Receiver of petitions addressed to tlie Emperor, Important because of

his proximity to the throne.

Grand Constable

Commander of the Latin mercenaries of the Empire, ranking next to

the Protontrator and Grand Stratopedarch* Title created in imitation of

the Norman Constable,

Grand Domestic

Commander-in-chief of the imperial army* High-ranking title generally
reserved for closer relatives of the Emperor.

Highest-ranking minister of the Empire. Handled various aspects of

administration, notably foreign affairs*

Grand Primfkctios

Master of ceremonies in the imperial palace.
Grand Stratopedarch

High official in charge of armaments and provisions for the troops.
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GLOSSABY

Megas Dukas (Grand Duke)
Commander of the imperial fleet, sometimes with only nominal com-
mand.

Megas Kyr (The Great Lord)
Title by which the Burgundian Duke of Athens-Thebes was known to

his Greek subjects.
Pansevastos

Title of honor, highest of a hierarchy of such titles.

Parakoimomenos

Originally the chief eunuch of the imperial chamber. In Michael's

period this official also performed other important duties of state.

Prokathemenos tou Vestiariou

Minister of finance who had replaced the Logothete of the Treasury.

Protokynegos
Court official who held the imperial stirrup while the Emperor mounted
and was in charge of the hunt.

Protostrator

Commander of the vanguard and light-cavalry troops.
Protovestiarites

Official originally connected with the imperial chamber, now an im-

portant personage exercising military command.
Protovestiarios

In this period head of the treasury administration. One of the highest

Byzantine titles, ranking above the Grand Domestic.

Sebastokrator

High official ranking just below the Despot. Title reserved for imperial

family.
Tatas of the Court

Tutor of the heir-apparent.
Vestiarios

Tide of honor, in this period usually connected with the treasury admin-
istration. Originally, official in charge of the imperial wardrobe.
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mC>ex

Abagha, Khan of Mongols, lOln,
220, 288, 289n

Abbatc, Palmicro, 363n

Abydos, Bay of, 198

Achaia, Principality of, 14, 41, 55,
64, 80, 140, 154, 157, 166, 169, 176,
195, 221, 232, 235, 237, 241, 257,
279, 325, 326, 328, 339; Michael's

campaigns in, 1263-66, 171-75; in

treaties of Viterbo, 197, 198, 199,
20U 221; Michael's campaigns in,

2270 -72, 220 30. Sec also Moroa
Awe, 82; Michael's tower at, 343n

Acropolites, George, Guind Logothete
and historian, 8, 10, 28, 30n, 37-
38, 42, 71, 76, 77, 79, 85, 93, 107,
112, 276n, 302n; at Michael's trea-

son trial 24; character of, 28; hatred
of MuKulons, 35n, 37-38; mission to

Bulgurs, 81; reads prayers of thanks-

giving, 121; at Lyons, 258, 259, 262,

294, 307, $14n
d'Adam Guillaume, 343n, 356n

Adrainyttion, 88

Adrianoplr, 2*11, 318
Aenos, H8

A^rkli Kounoupitxa, 159

Albania, 47, 51, 53, 198, 230* 231,
2.'*S, 245, 257* 270, 280, 290, 326n,m 330, 353n, 363, 368; Cliarlc*

wade King of, 23 34

Allttftiko, Bwhop of, 225, 227
Aleittamto, Oarnerio, 194

Alexander III, Pope, 44
Alexander IV, Pope, 61, 1ST
Alexios I Cwwu'uos, By/antitu* Em-

pt^ror, 43n, 2HH
Ale.xioH HI Angelas, Byxantine Em*

pitror, 18, 28n f 34
Al<rxk>s Pulacologiis* i#

Alt3i<> Stmtfgopoula^ 02 08, 92-94,

145; recovers G(5tantinopk*f 97-

115, 119; prepare* capital, 120-21,

Alfonso X, King of Castile, 193, 219,

246, 252, 254, 287, 359, 375-76
Allatius, Leo, 94

Alubardes, 132, 140-41

Alum, 210, 251, 358

Alyattes, Alevios, 251

Alyattcs, Nikcphoros, 60

Ainalfi, 82; merchants of, 133

Aniari, M,, 346n, 351

Ainorgos, 296, 302n
Anatolia (Asia Minor), 81, 90, 126,

210, 217, 219, 236n, 302n, 343,

358, 369; Greek proposal to use

Latin crusading armies in, 287-90
Anehialos, 181, 232

Ancona, 133, 183, 294

Anclravida, 158, 173
Anclromkos II Pala(ologns, Emperor
and son of Michael, 121, 175 T 260,
262, 263/292n, 293, 307, 312, 313,

320n, 321, 336n, 358n, 359n, 368n,
369, 375-77; and John Lascaris,
217 18; marriage of, 233, 253; and
burial of Michael, 370

Andronikos Palacologus, father of

Michael 18, 21

Anemopylae, 236

Angela of Urbino> 311

Angeloi, 17n, 314n, 331

AngeloK, Michael 331

Ati}ou County of, 363
Anna, daught<?r o.f Frederick II. Set

Constance

Anna, daughter of Michael II of

Kpiru, 57
Anna, Htmgarian wife of Andronikos

II, 233 f 375
Annal&t Inurrwr*, 84 85, 148, 152,

153, 162^^, 208, 342, 358
Awidte Placcntini Cihc.lHni, 252, 347,
376

Anonymous of Tranf, SOn

Anonymous Poem, 1,07* 108n
Analdo d'Oria, 148
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INDEX

Ansel de Toucy, 68, 76 esp. n7, 103n,

173, 222, 227n

Aphameia, 76, 96

Apulia, 222, 253, 257, 328n, 333n,
336

Aquinas, Thomas, 202n, 260n, 272n

Aragon, 142, 143, 183, 190, 220, 252n,

345, 347, 350, 352, 355, 359n,

366n, 375-77

Arcadia, 326
Arcanto, Pietro, 358

Argos, 299n
Anstotle, 261

Aries, 363
Armenia, 204, 217n
Arsenics, Patriarch, 33n, 36n, 42, 44-

46, 122n, 145, 202n, 272, 276n

Arsenites, 272, 309n

Arta, 72, 231

"Asel," 76, 77, 79, 104. See also

Ansel de Toucy
Asia Minor. See Anatolia

Asounes (Lioum) River, 332

Assizes of Jerusalem, 22n

Astypalos, 296

Athens-Thebes, Duchy of, 14, 64, 72,

80, 141, 152, 156, 262n, 296, 298,
324

Athos, Mount, 272n

Attitudes, of Greeks and Latins to each

other, 13, 66, 74, 113n, 126, 127,

131, 132, 137, 153, 162ff, 179, 191,

196, 208, 250, 314n; during Latin

occupation, 124-25; of Venetians to

Byzantine imperial title, 124n; re-

garding Council of Lyons, 263;
Greek attitude to Latin church

ornaments, 263; of Greek people to

union, 269-272, 274, 318n; on fili-

oque, 308; toward synods, 320n; in

Morea, 326; Greek hatred of

Charles, 331, 333; Western and
Greek views of Michael's burial,

370n; Peter of Aragon's attitude to

Greeks, 376-77

Aulinus, George, 306n

Autobiography, of Michael, 16, 1&-20,
367

Avlona (Valona), 49, 51n, 63, 226,
234n, 279, 289, 330n, 334, 368

Azyma (azymes), 202, 275n, 307, 313

Baibars, Mameluke ruler of Egypt,
38, 291, 293

Bailh, Angevin governor of Morea,

222, 326
Bailli (Bajulus): Venetian, in Con-

stantinople, 134, 182, 215, 301; of

Cyprus, 165; of Negropont, 235,
007Jill? I

Baldwin I, Latin Emperor of Con-

stantinople, 13

Baldwin II, Latin Emperor of Con-

stantinople, 56, 57, 58, 61, 72, 74,

75, 77, 78, 79, 97, 101, 110-11,

114, 132, 135, 141, 143, 144, 148,

149n, 156, 169n, 176n, 193, 194,

195, 217, 218-20, 221, 227, 241,

243n, 293, 325, 337n, and treaty of

Viterbo, 197-99

Baptismal ceremony, 155
Bar Hebraeus, 101-102

Ban, 141, 222, 261n, 263

Barlaam, 263n

Bartholomew, Bishop of Grossoto,

311, 321, 322
Bartholomew of Sens, 311
Bartolomeo of Neoca.stro, 291, 360,

364n, 365n

Basilians, 361n
Beatrice of Anjou, daughter of

Charles of Anjou, 199, 21 9n

Beaucaire, French town, 287
Beaumont, Dreux de, Angevin baitti,

230, 237

Bekkos, John, Chartophylax of Hagia
Sophia, 226; as Patriarch. 271, 274,

307-8, 317, 318, 320
Bela IV, King of Hungary, 216

Bcllegrada (Berat), 49n, 63n. Sec
also Berat

Bembo, Marco, 214, 301

Bencvento, Battle of, 189* 102, 1D4,
200

B6rard de Naples, 262n, 341n

Berat, 279, 329, 330-33, 344, B5S,

366, 377* See ako Bcllegrada
Bernard Ayglicr, Abbot of Montmw-

sino, 221, 244, 259, 285-88, 041

Bcrrhoiotes, George, 258
Berroia, 14

Bithynia, 28, 20

Bithynian archers, 77
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INDEX

Blachernae, palace, 110, 122, 130,

208, 273, 306, 334; Council of,

306, 308, 309, 317, 321

Black Sea, 88, 89, 95, 99, 103, 152,

215, 232, 251, 301, 323

Boccanegra, Guglielmo, 85, 90, 150,
169n

Boccanegia, Marino, 86

Bonagratia, 259

Bonaventura, 166; at Lyons, 260
Boniface of Montfrirat, 13, 176n

Booses River, 332n, 333
Boucel, Nicholas, 243
Boudomtza, 64

Brindisi, 289, 328n, 338
Brocardus, 356
Bukoleon, 111, 114

Bulgars, 14, 15, 22, 26-27, 65, 93,

96, 181, 232, 274, 278n, 363

Burial, of Michael, 37(>n

Butrinto, 279, 329

Caesuropapisni, 269n

Calabria, Crooks of, at Lyons, 260.

Srt* alto Southern Italy

Caladtt. 292
Caleeas, M., 37()n

Caltagircme, Gualtiori cli, 363n

Camilla, Franoeschino de, 206

Camilla* Symoneto dc, 170

Canale, Martina da, 85, 103, 153,

ia% 220

Camlia, 380, 381

Catttu<'u?.rue, John, Byzantine Em-
peror, 256

Cuntucuxene* Miehael* 157, 173

Cape Pojftaro* 228

Cardinal-legate, in Constanthmple,
31547

Cartelltori, O. t MOn, fttfl

Carthage, 226

Cawunus, Abtfrancus, 365

Castito, 142, 183, 100? 19S, 220, 245,

253, 257, 84S, 347, 339, 375, 376
C&gtrActtni, CItwtniccio, Win
Catttloniu, 357, 359, 375; mtTctont*

of, 133, 5l 252nf 304n, 346; mer-
canaries of, 296

tei 07

Cavo, Giovanni de lo, 211, 297n,
298n, 304n

Cayeux, Anselm de, 76n, 235

Congo, 296

Cengotto, 296

Chadcnos, 31, 32n, 102n
Chain: across Golden Horn, 130, 208;

across straits between Euiope and
Asia, 130n; at Biindisi, 328n

Chaxles of Anjou, 129, 164, 168, 178,

182, 183, 184, 189, 213, 214, 216,

219-21, 224, 238, 242, 243, 248,

250, 254, 268, 275, 278, 280, 282,

285, 300, 303, 306, 312, 328, 329,

371; character of, and of Michael,

190-91; first advances toward By-
zantium, 192-93; occupies Corfu,

194, 196; and Baldwin, 194-95; and
William of Achaia, 194-95; and
txeaties of Viterbo > 197-99; vic-

torious al Tiigliaco2/.o, 205; involve-

ment in papal negotiations with

Michael, 203; and John IV Lasea-

ris, 217-18; and the Morea, 221-

23; and election of Clement IV's

successor, 223; in Tunis, 22$-27,

220; loss of fleet at Tiapani, 228,

230; and John the Bastard, 231;
and Bulgars and Serbs, 232; and

Hungary, 232-33; and Albania,

233-34; holds bridle of pupal
mount, 243n; and Union of Lyons,
259, 264; emphasis on legality, 270;
truce with Michael, 286, S&Q; at

papal court, 291-92, 293, attempts
to block union, 310, 3l9n, 321-22,

325; and Venice, 035-38? uad Or-
victo Treaty* 337-38; and supple-

mentary Orvieto pact, 330; ana ex-

communication of Michael, 342

343; and prelude to Sicilian Ves-

pers, 344, 340, 348> 350-51, 358,

359; final preparations against Con-

stantinople, 300-64; titles of, 363;
reaction to Vespers, 365, 367, 368;
death of, 369

Charles II, King of Sicily, 350n> 368n
Charles, Latin mercenary, 40, 276
Chastclnau, Pcire de, 364n
Chaudcron, John, 36In
Chinardo, GAZO, 194, 235

Chinardo, Philip, 102-03, 104, 329n
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Chios, 15, 88, 198
Chortatzes brothers, 302n
Christ the Saviour, Monastery of, 370
Chronicle of Morea, 9, 70, 71, 113

Chumnos, Nikephoros, 366n
Churches of Constantinople: Latins

strip roofs of, 124; Michael's res-

toration of, 124fF. See also Union;
Schism; Liturgy; individual Patri-

archs and Popes
Clarenza, 326n, 328n
Clement IV, Pope, 180, 193-94, 197,

199, 200, 224, 239; unionist nego-
tiations, 200-205, 225; death of,

216, 223, 227

Clisura, 237, 295

Comnenoi, 14, 17n

Conrad, King of Germany, son of

Frederick II, 48, 49
Conradin of Hohenstaufen, 192n, 200,

213, 216, 228n, 234
Constance (Anna), daughter of Fred-

erick II, 48, 60, 144-45, 146, 357

Constance, wife of Peter III of Ara-

gon, 345

Constantine, ambassador, 345n
Constantine Palaeologus, brother of

Michael, 18, 158, 159, 171-72

Constantine, son of Michael, 232, 253n
"Constantine, New," title adopted by

Michael, 121

Constantinople, 46, 52ff, 75, 88, 198-

99, 270, 288-89, 291-92, 300, 338;
Latin conquest of, 13, 54, 95; Latin

stripping of Greek churches and
secular ouildings, 124; Greek aims
to recover, 14; Niccnc-Bulgar as-

sault on, 15; as possible birthplace
of Michael, 17n; Michael's early

forays against, 20-21, 27n; Latin
sack of, 1204, 40n; Michael's at-

tempt to seize, 76ff; fortifications

of, 82; Greek reconqucst of, 92-

115, 119-20; Michael's entrance
into the restored capital, 121ff;
Greek jubilation at recovery of, 122;
state of, 123ff; land walls of, 129ff;
sea walls of, 129-30, 362n; as great
entrep6t, 131; Latin population of,

131, 139; appearance of in 1261,
135-36; Western claims on, 294

Consul, of Pisans, 134

Contarini, Jacob, Doge, 301

Corfu, 192, 193, 194, 196, 214, 280,

339

Corinth, 158

Coron, 148, 183, 215, 302
Coronation of Michael, 45-46, 59,

61n, 97n, 121

Corsairs (Pirates): Latin, 210-11,

213n, 215n, 248n, 249, 251, 302,

303, 304, 362; Greek, 255, 300,

328, 336, 337n, 362

Cos, 15, 158

Council, general church, 201-203,

238, 242, 243, 244, 261; Greek and
Latin attitudes to Lyons, 263n, 264,

269, 277

Crete, IS, 80, 88, 148, 165, 183 -SJ,

215, 283, 302, 380-81
Crusade: to Holy Land, 142, 143,

176, 178, 184n, 204, 220, 224, 238-

39, 241, 244, 254, 278, 282, 285,

286; to Tunis, 223, 225, 226, 229,

245; Greek proposal for, 287-93,
369n, against Constantinople, 303,

338, 340, 341, 356> 359, 360, 303,

364n, date of expedition, 338u

Cumans, 42, 65, 67, 69, 92, 229, 283n

Cuppa, 237, 295

Curocha, Constantino, 380

Cyprus, 22n, 148, 165

Darnietta, 56

Danaeans, 360

Dandolo, Andrea, 9, 152

Dandolo, Guiberto, 153

Dandolo, Zuan, Doge, 338n
Dante, 356n

Daphnusia, 97, 90 102, 104, 105

Daughters, of Michael, 14Sn 299;

Despqina Maria, lOln
Doavolte, 63

Delphino, Jacopo, 182

D(>metrias, 383, 284, 285, 295, 304**

D'Esclot, Bcmat, 193n, 350
Despot, office of, 45

Diptychs, 264, 265n, 274, 343
Dolfin, Giacopo, 151

Dominicans, 202n, 260u, 201
Donation of Constantine, and Mi*

chad, 31 In

Ducas, Michael's descent from, I7n
Ducas, Isaac, 25
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Durazro. Sec Dyrrachium
Dyrrachium (Durazzo), 14, 28, 31,

49, 51n, 233, 234, 235, 279, 280,
334

Ecumenical patriarch, 316ii

Edwaid I, King of England, 347

Egypt, 89, 190, 204, 274, 289, 290,
293

Emir of Tunis, 227, 228n, 234, 363

England, 142, 143, 156, 183, 259n,
347n

Enopolite*, Andronikos, 331

Epinis, Despotate of, 14, 20, 26, 27,

41, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 55, 63, 74,

180, 392, 198, 214, 231, 233, 241,

276, 314n, 328, 329, 362, 363
Eraul d'Aunoy, 221

Euboea, Bee Negropont

Eudoria, daughter of Theodore II

Lascaris, 174n

Kulogia, sister of Michael, 19, 119,

232* 274

Felisa dalle Career!, 230, 296
Ferentino, Jacob, 305
Ferrante Sanchn, bastard son of James

I of Aragon, 2H) 20, 227
Feudalism, (Jreek and Latin: practices

of, 0, 88n, 89, 155, 170n; Greelc

troops in Italy, 189n; Latins and
Latin feudalism and Byzantium,
210 M, .'U4u; and Lieario, 2.%,

295; and liege-homage, 32ftn, 328n
w, 202, 2W, 2W> 2fi. 267t 2fl8>

271, 203 M, 3<)7 30?), tt!2 t 314,
,117, ft I8n, ,120

Hflln, 298
First Cnuadi*, 280
Fhvt, Creek, 82, 1S5-S7* 2.^5, 249,

280, 283, .Sw ^o Philuxithrorxfnos;

A/r/ttf* Dukttv

Fioretux% agent of W9; dty of SCO;
Cotindl of, 2(U

Fotuttatti, Motm'iterv and Church of,

J05 1<H? HMm Cittte f. 112
Fourth Cnuuide, I ft, 254 270, 271

, attributed to

Marine Sanudo, 95n, 99-100, 124n

France, 142, 154, 156, 183, 204, 223,

259n, 287, 363
Francesco dalle Carccri, 284
Franciscans, as papal ambassadors to

Constantinople, 165-66, 179, 239,

267, 26Sn, 292, 294, 305n, 311

Frangopoulos, 276
Franks, 52, 55, 72, 73, 80, 158, 229,

257, 271

Frederick, Aragonese King of Sicily,

349, 350n, 356
Frederick Barbarossa, Western Em-

peior, 44
Fiederick II Hohenstaufen, Western

Emperor, 26, 48, 50, 54, 84, 164

168n

Cafforo (Gaforus), Andrea, 21 In, 304n
Calata (Pera), 171, 318n, 319, 377;

Michael's assault on, 20, 76, 77, 78,

79, 82; chain across Golden Horn,
130, 139; Genoese settlement at,

2(K^9, 248 50
Caleum cVIvry, BaiUi of Morea, 222n,

Callipoh, 33

CunoiJ mountains, 18 ! -82

Casmnloi (Gu&nwles), 127, 132, 251,

303n; etymology of, 127n
(<>noa; rivalry with Venice, 76, 82,

83, 301; and Nymphaetnn treaty,

84-91; pallium granted hy Michael
to Archnishop of, ^9; and papacy,
142; position of, after Greek recov-

ery of Constantinople, 147 -54; re-

lations with Byzantium in I2tf3- frfc

161 68, K38-7I; in ISM7 6\9, 214,

215, 218; relations with (Charles,

245f, 279, 202; treaty of 1575 with

Michael 24tf~52? Micharl as
44
father

of," 240n; Venetian jealousy of,

336; aid to Michael, 857 t 358, 359

Gencxws 140, 182, 184, 185, 280,
365s merchants, 87; of Ocmsttinti*

noplc, 112, 133^34; fleet of, 125,

152; excommunication of, 140, 148-

40; fleet at Sc*ttepox7J, 153 54; and

Popo Urhan IV> 167-68; settlement

at Cttkta, 206-9; treatment of Gen-
oese Pqcteti in Constantinople*
208; sw Greek subjects, 209; in

Michael's service, 209-J3; as cor-
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sairs, 210-11; disobedience to

Michael, 251-52; approached by
Charles, 345; and Andronikos II,

358n

Geoffrey of Karitana, 68

George I Terter, Bulgar ruler, 363n

Geraki, 155
Gerard of Prato, 179

Gerrnanos, Patriarch, 202n; at Lyons,
258-60

Germans: troops of, 54, 62n, 63, 65,

66, 68, 71; merchants, 133

Germany, 142; representative at Lyons,
259n

Gestes des Chiprois, 264n, 347n, 356

Ghibellines, 76, 90, 150, 164, 165,

169n, 213n, 245-46, 252-53, 254n,

257, 279, 280, 346, 347, 348, 355n,
359

Ghisi, Bartolomeo, 302

Ghisi, Fihppo, Venetian lord of

Skopelos, 296

Giberto dalle Careen of Verona,
triarch of Negropqnt, 284n, 296,

298, 300
Giudicc, Guamerio, 86

Giustiniani, Pantaleone, Latin Patri-

arch, 114n, 149n, 259

Giusto, Ermolao, 378

Glassberger, Nicholas, 268n
Godfried of Turin, 305
Goffndus, 242
Golden Gate, 76, 121

Golden Horn, 77, 78, 111, 112, 129,

171, 206, 226, 258, 294, 317, 337,
361

Gradenigo, Marco, 97n, 99f, lOOn,
112n, 114, 149n, 378

Gradenigo, Matteo, 301

Gradonico, lohannes, 380-81
Grand Constable, 211, 231, 243n,

297; Michael as, 24n, 26, 30n, 38,

41,46
Grand Inlendant, 287
Grand Logothcte, 58n. See also

Acropolites
Great Palace, 111, 122

Greek merchants: in Venice, 302n; in

Genoa, 88

Gregoras, Nikephoros, historian, 8, 10,

03, 71, 77, 79, 93, 105, 107, 108,

110, 113, 123, 135, 145, 217, 298,

330, 349, 356, 363, 371

Gregory X, Pope, 205n, 255, 274, 278,

307n, 310, 319, election, 223n;
unionist negotiations with Michael,

237-45, 254, at Lyons, 260-64;

reception of Greek envoys, 260,

sincerity of, 266, refusal to excom-
municate John the Bastaid, 282;

attempts to mediate between Charles

and Michael, 285-86, 292; and
Greek proposal of Crusade, 287-
289

Gregory (George) of Cyprus, Patri-

arch, on Michael's birthplace, 17n,
136

Grillone, Benedetto, 182

Guelphs (Guelfs), 54n, 64, 150, 164,

201, 245-46, 254n, 347, 354

Guercio, Guglielmo, 209n; plot to

seize Constantinople, 168-71, 178,
249n

Guglielmo II dalle Caicori, triarch of

Negropont, 284

Guiscard, Robert, 217n
Gussoni, Giovanni, 378-79

Hadrian V, Pope, 305

Hagia (St.) Sophia, Cathedral, 13,

114-15, 121, 124, 132, 226, 258,
267, 309

Helen, daughter of Michael II of Epi-
rus, 50, 51, 53, 57, 192-93; dowry
of, 50, 51, 54, 192, 198, 199, 233,
329

Henry, Prince of Castile, )83f)4

Heraclea, Pcmtic, 99, 19tt; Thravinn,

170, 206/208, 210n; Bishop of,

343n, 344

Hodegetria, ikon of Virgin, 121, 270tt

Holobolos, Manuel, 08n, #7n, (1$, 70,

85, 89n, 93n 94n> 118, 201, 271n,
275n

Holy Apostles, Church of, 125

Hopf, K., 2100, 21 l~12n, 236n t 804n
Hugh IV, Duke of Burgundy, 176n,

219, 279
Humbert do Romans, 277n

Hungary, 253, 363; troops of, 62n #

64n, 65, 93n; and Charfes of Anjou
232-3$
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Hypcrpyron, 356, 378; Michael's

coinage and inflation, 136, 303n

Iconium, 29, 30, 81

Ignatios, 275, 319
Innocent IV, Pope, 61, 157
Innocent V, Pope: at Lyons, 261,

278n, 2S6n, and Crusade proposal
of Michael, 290-93; and implemen-
tation of union, 293-94, 305-7, 312,

fU7n, death ot, 291

Irene* Bulgai Tjaxina, 181

Iiene, giaiulmother of Michael, 38

Isabella, daughtez of William of

Achaiu, 173, 195, 197, 229, 278
1storfa del jRr#m> di Romania, of Ma-

rino Saniulo* 70, 1 00- 1

'I'M al-Dzn Kaika'us II, Seldjnk Sultan,

29-30,81, 181

James I, King of Aragcm, 219-20, 259

Jerome of Ascoh, Minister-general of

Franciscans, 259, 292, 3Q5n

Jerusalem, 22n, 142, 2S8 -S9, 288,

ttflft, tt(Mn. S<r aka Crusades

Jews, in Constantinople, 207n

Johannes, Angelos, 300n

John II Comnenos* By/imtine Em-
peror, 84

John III Vatat7.es> Nieenc Emperor,
15, 19, 20, 29n, 34, 35, 47, 48, 49,

50, 01, 84, 87, 124, 13ft, 144, 157,

I77n, I89n, 273; and Michael's* trial

for treason, 17n, 21-26, 31 5 appoints
Michael Grand Constable, 26; cam-

paigns, 2fl; death of, 27

John IV Lasrum, Nie(ne Emperor,
50, 32, 33, 39, 41, 42, 45, 87n. 81,
121 212, 217, 250n, 26()n, 268; com-
nation of. 46; blinding of, 145, 181,

19$, 272n; Charles of Anjou and,
217- 18

John V PuJaeoIogus, Byzantine Em-
jxror, 28F)

John XX3f Tope, 305, 506, 307, 310,
32ln

John A<*n, 20, 82

John the Bustard, son of Michael H,
<M, CW-W, 71-72, 275, 328n, tt*.

:W9; lnh*rlt Thes^aly, 231; awcl

Michael 2a2-% 286, 2K>, 203,

2?)6, 300, 306, 300, 883, 369

John of Capua, 341

John Palaeologus, brother of Michael,

41, 62, 67, 69, 92, 180, 282-84,
299, 369

Joseph, Patriarch of Constantinople,
262, 265n

Kaballarios, term, 297n
Kaballarios, Alexios, Greek general,

156n, 174, 282
Kaballarios, Michael, Ciand Constable,

297

Kallerges, Alexios, 184n, 380-81

Kaloclukas, George, 216

Kalomanos, 22

Kanina, 330, 333

Kaiystos, 358, 235, 236, 295
Kustoria, 63, 68

Katavas, John, 159, 171

Keos, 296, 302n

Kephalonia, 72, 80
Kemlarxos, Michael, Patiiurch, 262
Kinsterna, 155

Kontoscalion, 130

Kos, 198

Kotys, 29, 276
Koutrixalccs, Alexiou, 106, 107n
Krivi'/iotcs, Theodore, 86

Kropa, Paul, 234n

Lacedaemon, 158

Liioonia, 126, 157, 158

Lagopcsole, 340n
Lak<Ta,sv , 107
La MantiA, CM 362

Lampsukos, 68
Lanrranco of St. Goorgc, 248, 251n

Lannenn, 237, 295
Lnscnrid supporters, 45, 95n, 108,

217n, 233, 268, 269n, 362
Latin agents of Miclmol, 6, 139, 148,

213, 236, 253, 298-99, 304, 346n,
357, 365

Latin Empire of Constantinople; and
Latin occupation, J3, 15, 27, 41, 47,

74, 75, 80, 81, 129, ISO, 138, 144,

168-69, 183, 184, 10ft, 195, 196,

197~09> 208, 219, 221, 239, 270,

272, 314n, 337; and Cardinal-

legate, 315
Latin mercenaries) 42, 65; in Nlcaea,

22, 24, 26, 35-38; at Iconium, 29,
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role in murder of Muzalon, 38-40;
of Constantinople under Michael,

209-13, 236, 276, 296; in army of

John the Bastard, 297
Latmization of Greeks, and penetra-

tion of Latin influence in Byzan-
tium, 3-4, 6; trial by battle, 22-25;
Theodore II's attitude to Latin mer-

cenaries, 36; Michael leads patri-
archal mule, and Latin custom, 44;
Latin and Greek feudal practice at

Smyrna, 88; Latins and feudalism in

Byzantium, 209-13 (see also Va-

rangians, and Latin mercenaries);
collaboration of Greeks under Latin

Empire, 96, Michael's use of Latins

after 1261, 135ff; baptismal cere-

mony and vassalage, 55; Latin fric-

tion in Constantinople, 170, 207;

intermarriage of Greeks and Latins,

209-10; Latins as Greek subjects
and nobles, 209, 213; Greek fear of

union as Latinization, 270-72; Mi-
chael as Latinophron, 272; Latin

feudal ecclesiastical custom, 314n;
attitude to Cardinal-legate, 315-16

Latins: antagonism toward Greeks, 13;

conspiracy within Greek Constanti-

nople, 168. See also Latinization of

Greeks

Lausanne, 287

Lcmnos, 80, 237n, 296

Lentino, Alaimo da, 363n
Leo IX, Pope, 202n, 262

Leo, Archdeacon of Hagia Sophia, 86
Leo, Bishop of Ilcraclea, 344, 345n
Leonard of Veroli, chancellor of Wil-

liam of Achaia, 197n

Lesbos, 88

Lcukas, 72, 259

Licario, Grand Duke, 211, 212, 285n,
302n, 304n; first campaign in Ne-

gropont, 235-37; second campaign
in Negropont, 295-98, 299, 300

Liege-homage, 212n, 323n

Liege-men, 209n
Lioum River. See Asouncs

Liturgy (including rites), Greek and
Latin, 125, 155, 201, 263, 265, 266,
267, 268, 294, 307, 308, 809n, 314,
317, 361n, 370

Lombardy, 246

Longo, Gerardino, 378

Lopez, R., 210, 351, 375-77

Lorenzo the Magnificent, 40

Loria, Rogei, 356

Louis IX (St.), King of France, 142,

144, 206n, 218, 223, 227; and Mi*

chael, 224-26; death of, 226

Lucca, 62n

Lyons, Council of, 239, 258-76, 277ff,

287, 291, 293, 294, 306-9, 349,

preparations for, 240-42, 244, 254;
Greek delegates to, 258-64; purpose
of, 258n; in session, 259; second

session, 260, fourth session and act

of union, 261-63, seating of Greeks
and Latins, 261; Greek" and Latin

attitude toward, 263; return of

Greek delegates from, 286; Mi-
chael's absence fioxn, 286n; Mongol
representative at, 289n. Sec also

Union, Liturgy, Filioquc

Macedonia, 20, 27, 31, 32, 49, 62, 63,

65, 67, 196, 329, 330

Magnesia, 43

Magno, Stefano, 114n, 237n
Maina, 155

Makarios, 276

Makrenos, Parakoimomcnos, 158, 173,
174

Makryplagi, 174, 175

Malea, Cape, 259
Maloeello, Frexone, 18.%, 206n
Mamelukes, 274, 289
Manclas (Merkurios)* 324
Manducho, 237, 295

Manfred, King of Sidlv, 47, 48, 40,

50, 51, 53-54, 57, 58, 5<)n, 0, ft%

64, 68, 70, 71, 72, 84, 143, M.|,

145, 146, 36-1, 165, 108 69, 171.

178, 182, 184, 189, H)2, UM, 195,

196, 200, 201, 228, 233, 2JM, 20,
329n> 345, 352, 357

Mangana, Monastery, 318

Manglabitcs, 22

Mangu, Tatar Khun, 181

Manuel I Comnenos, By/antiw* Km*
pcror, 84, 334n; and chain

Europe and Asia, IftOn

Marchetus, 322, 324, S

Marchus, 322, 324,
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Margida (Masgodos?), Andromkos,
306n

Mana, Bulgar Tsaima and nioce of

Michael, 232, 274, 291 n

Maria Lascaus, 27
Mario of Biienne, Latin Empress of

Constantinople, 219, 220
Marmora, Sea of, 111, 182, 301, 370
Martha, sister of Michael, 19, 3 In

Martin IV, Pope, 337, 344, 347, 357,

359, excommunication of Michael,

340-43; and date of Michael's fust

excommunication, 34 In; second ex-

eonmnmk'ution, 342

Matafqru, Rosso, 205a

Mcgutt'Dukas (Grand Duke), 43, 211,

236, 297, 298n

A/fgttv Kyr, 2.S3

Moletios/ 275, 320
Melik, 173

MoHt fcuiott*s, Gonstantiuc, 220, 306
MoHleniote*. Theodore, 200, 201 n

Molnik, 21 22, 2(i

M<wmlui, 181, &*2

Mcsothyni:*, 27n
Messina, rtftln, W>5, ,'WHn

Motc'orion, 1 1 9

Metoehites. Gcor#\ 271, 274n, 287-

88, 200 01. 292, ,'Wtt, Jteln

Michael IX, Hy/untme Kmprior, 381

82
Michael I, Despot of Epinis, 14

Michael II Angelos, Despot of Kpirus,
15. 2fln, 27, 28, SO 31, 47, 48, 49,

51 52, 54, 55, 57, 08, 5()n, 00, 02,

(M, #7, 08. ftf), 7,1, *)2. 145, 154,

Hlfi, 180, H)2, l$Jn, KM, 23,1, 29uj
death of, 2.'*1

Michael Lascaris, Grand Duk<\ 28-ln

Mic'hclc, Maw-o, M9
Muiqrxtc$, S<*ir Kranc^cans

i, 155, 157, 159, 171, 2&% 280,

Modem, H8, I8.1 215, 250, ^02
Moiu'nivaK2a 120, Ml, 155, I57 r 158,

i2, 175, 220, 2.10, 320
9 ^0, 4i, 81, 190, 217n,

. 289

, Cr<*ffc, 72, 275, 270, 309,
&v? alto Union, Schism, Liturgy

MonomtK'hou, Theodore, 202
.\f0rxm, Priricipttlity of, 14, 74, 128,

156, 167, 171, 174, 176, 195, 196,

197, 211, 212, 222, 229, 230, 237,

245, 257, 296, 297, 324, 363. See
also Achilla, Peloponnesus

Moschcibar, George, 270n
Muntaner, Ramon, 350

Murtzuphlos, Isaac Dukas, 86

Muslims, of Tunis, 226, 365
Muzalon, George, 27, 120, 276; as

guaidian and icgent for young John,
33, 34; and brotheis, 34, 35, 36;
Michael's speech to, 37, 40; plot

against, 38-11
Mu/ulon, Manuel, 250
Muzalon, Theodore, 276n

Mytilene, 198
'

Narifio, 211

Naples, 195, 286, 361

Nauplia, 297, 299n

Navagaioso, Puolo, 296
Kaxos, 64, 158, 296

Nogio, NJanuelo di, 358

N<*gropont (Kulx>ea), Venetian pos-
session of, 18, 55, 64, 88, 100, 114,

140, 141, 148, 158, 156, 183, 184n,

SiOn, 2Un, 212, 215, 255n t 283-
85, 295, 298, 302, 303, 324, 828n,
886, 339n, 85ln, 379 80; baitti of,

80; lords of, and piracy, 151; im-

portanet* of, 352; first campaign of

Licario in, 235-37; city of, 290-97

Ncoputriut, capital of Thessaly, 231,

275, 283 84, 285, 295, 309, 814n
Nunim, Bishop of, 202n, 848n, 844.

Nitwa, Kinplrc of, 14, 17, 29, 41, 43,

45. 47, 49, 50, 52, 50, 57, 62, 72, 73,

74, 233; carries on Byzantine tradi-

tion, 15; at death of Vatatzes, 27,
Michael's governorship of, 27; clergy
of, 35; alliance with Frederick II, 48

Nicholas HI, Pwv, 200, SOttn. 340,

344, !V*(ta; <nirb Cliarlc^ 310; do-

ttmiuls for tiuioii. 310 17, $20-25;
dt*atli of, 337; role in Sicilian Ves-

pers, 351-57, 377
Nicholas, Bishop of Cretan (.southern

Italy), 177-78, 196, 267
Nicholas, St., of M<*sik!i, 171

Nigro> EgidJq det 170

Nik<phorit*x-s, 132, 140
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Nikephoros, son of Michael II, 27, 64,

68, 69, 72, 328, 329, 331n, 339,

369n; inherits Epirus, 231, 233, 275,
282n; and Michael Palaeologus,
306n, 309, 323

Nikli, 173, 175, 230
Nivelet, John de, 230

Nogai, 181, 370

Normans, 26, 48, 49, 50, 53, 192

Nymphaeum, 17n, 31, 112, 125, 147,

154, 161, 183, 207, 209n, 248, 249,

349, 358; negotiations for treaty

of, 85-87; provisions of Nym-
phaeum treaty, 87-S9

Ochrida, 63

Ogerius, 248, 303n, 322-25

Oikonomia, 265, 270
Ordeal by fire: at Michael's trial,

23-25; in sorcery cases, 31n
Oreos, 158, 235, 236n, 296

d'Oria, Oberto, 246n

Orsini, 72, 310, 320n, 340, 352

Orvieto, alliances of, 337-40, 341,

345, 360, 361, 368; date of expedi-
tion to Constantinople, 338n

Otranto, Straits of, 335, 337

Ottomans, 211. See also Turks

Pachymeres, George, historian and ec-

clesiastical official, 8, 10, 37, 43,

44, 68, 79, 85, 93, 95, 96, 105,

107-9, 110, 113, 122, 126, 131, 133,

144, 196, 217, 225, 233, 250, 291,
298, 320, 330, 349, 356

Pagano, John, 292

Palermo, 3, 364, 366, 376; Archbishop
of, 243

Panaretos, Nicholas, 258

Panormum, 328

Paphlagonia, 299n, 343a

Parastron, John, 224n, 239, 267-68;
at Lyons, 259-60

Paris, 225
Paros, 158
Partitto Romanie, 95

Pelagonia, battle of, 47, 48, 55, 61n,

63-74, 75, 76, 92, 144, 173, 333,
334

Peloponnesus, Bee Mores

Pentarchy, 269
Pera. See Galata

Peter III, King of Aragon, 342n, 345-

46, 348, 351, 356, 357, 359, 365,

375-77; actions after Vespers, 365n
Petro de La Calcina, 379-80

Phakelloi, 331, 333n

Pharsalos, 297

Phidias, 23

Philanthropenos, Alexios, 158, 229,

235, 236, 282, 295n, 297, 304u

Philes, Alexios, 158, 173-75

Philip III, King of France, 227, 290n,

345, 366n

Philip, ambassador, 345n

Philip de Lagonessa, bailU of Morea,

222n, 339

Philip of Anjou, son of Charles, 195,

197, 229, 278, 325

Philip of Courtenay, titular Latin Em-
peror of Constantinople, 70, 194,

198, 199, 219, 241, 242, 243, 278,

279, 286, 290, 293, 321, 337-39,
354n, 376n

Philip of Perugia, 311

Philip of Santacroce, 230n

Philip de Toucy, 174n t 256, 257
Phocaca, 210, 212, 213, 358
Pholcas, Metropolitan of Philadelphia,

24

Phylax, John, 111
Pirates. See Corsairs

Pisa, 80, 84, 88, 89, 133, 134, 18ft,

208, 299n, 304n t 345, 359, 3Khi,
363; Peter's letter to, 348

Pistoia, merchant of, 354n

Podcsta, Venetian: in Constantinople,
80, 114, 378 (we atw Gradwifgo);
Genoese, in Constantinople* iJM,

208, 248-49, 251n; Genoese, Oner-

cio, 168-71; Venetian title of,

changed to bailli (balulw)> 134ft,

182n

Poland, 142

Polyaenus, 109

Pontieri, E., 362; on date of Sicilian

Vespers, 364n
Pontus, 196

Posslnus, 320n
Praxiteles, 23

Prilap, 67

Primacy, papal, 202, 203. 204,

240, 61, 262, 264, 269,

306, 307, 308, 314, 315
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Primate, chronicler, 226n, 264n
Pnnitza, 159, 171, 230
Procida, John of, 345, S46n, 348, 350,

351, 353-55, 362, 376-77

Procopios, 109
Prokathcmcnos tou Bcstiarioti, 258n

Pronoia, 212-13
Protovcstiarios, his shoes as symbol of

office, 39n
Protovcstiarttcs, 258u

Piovon^al merchants, 133, 323n
Provence, SOI, 363

Ptolemy of Lucca, 346, 357

Piugatory> 307 Sec also Liturgy

Pyrenaea (Pinchis) mountains, 63

Kavnerius of Sens, 179
Reixrtfamcntu dc Sichilia, 350, 351n,
36 In

Rhegium, J)6, 105

Rhodes, 15, 2ln, 82, 211

Rites, ecclesiastical. Sec Liturgy,

Axyma, FiUoquc
Roche, Jacques do la, 207

Hoohc, John <1 la, 253n, 283, 296,
207n, 299, 300

Roche, William do la, 800n
Rodosto, 370
Rohorris, Ludovico do, 328
Roman law, 23*24
Romania, M2, 152, 163 64, 174, 195,

198, 214, 210, 222, 245, 252n,
256n, 257, 277, 278, 279, 280, 282,

298, 299, 300, 304, 322, 325, Ml,m 338, 389. 341, 360, 361, 369
Romans (Byzantine**), 52

Rome, jwnatonshlp of, 310, 340n, 353

Hount, 29

Rudolph of Hamburg, Western Em-
p<*ror, 287, 31 On, 345, 354

f, 140n

St. John, Cathedral of, at Lyons, 250

Sft!ntPrto#t, A. tk, 355
SsiUk, 173

SttUmbon^s Franciscan chronicler,

34&t, 347t 352, 350n
Salona* 64

Sambathtnw, a Jwf 380
Samps* 15t 198

Sangarios River, 29, 34$
San Lorenzo, 86

Santa Maria, church of, 88
Santo Spirito, church of, 3, 364, 366
Santonn, 296
Sanndo, Filhppo, 284

Samido, Marco II, Duke of Naxos,
302

Sanudo, Marino, 9, 55, 70, 156, 159,

175, 209-11, 285, 295, 297n, 322n,
330, 336, 342, 353, 361, 363, 377n

Sapikos, 171

Sardis, 30
Sardis, Archbishop of, 375

Savignono, Gughelmo da, 358

Scahi, 183n

Schiros, 237n

Schism, 269n, 307, 308, 341, 342, 376;
within Greek church, 195, 274; be-

tween Byzantium and Rome, 13; at

Lyons, 261-64; document of Nich-
olas III relating to, 313-17. Sec
alw Union, Council of Lyons,
Liturgy, Filioquc

Scoria, 326
Scutariotos, Theodore, Metropolitan
and historian, 8, 85, 107, 124, 306

Sebastokrator, 282

Seldjuks, 15, 29-30, 81, 181, 289. Sec
alw Turks, Anatolia, Icomum

Selymbria, 76, 96> 370
Senate, Michael's popularity with, 24,

32, 36

Senxaraxon, John, 304n
Serbia, 198, 278n
Serbs, troops of, 62n, 65, 181, 232

363

Sergiuna, 171

Seriphos, 296, 207

Scrres, 14; governed by Michael, 21,

26, 57; Metropolitan of, 292

Scrvfe, 28

Sestos, 109

SetteposMd, battle of, 15S-54, 159, 161,
163

Sicilian Vespers, 3, SlOn, 334, 338n,

344, 346n, 347, 348, 350, 351n, 352,

355, 356n, 357, 359, 361n, 363j
<sv<jnt of rcvohition of, 364-67;
date of, 364n, 369, 375, 377

Sicily (Regno), 28, 41, 49, 51, 73, 84,

143, 165, ia% 185, 189, 191, 192,

193, 194, 195, 199, 218, 220, 221,

222, 223, 226, 227, 233, 289, 294,
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303, 321, 337, 339, 346, 347, 348,

350, 352n, 354, 356, 357, 361, 362,

363, 368, 369, 371; Sicilian ships,

99, 112n, 113; fleet of, 218, 250,

257, 362n; and church union, 259n,

263, revolution in, 364-67

Skiathos, 296, 302n

Skopelos, 295, 296

Skyros, 296, 302n

Smyrna, 88, 89, 210
Southern Italy: Greeks of, 218, 280n,

361n; Greek rites in, 261n; and
Union of Lyons, 263n, 267; Trani,

338n, Saracens of, 218; Serbs in,

232

Spanish, in Licario's army, 296

Sphinariza mountains, 49

Sphrantzes, George, 107

Spmelli (Spinello), Mattco, 63-64

Spmola, Oberto, 246n
Stalimene. See Lemnos

Stengos, 184n

Stephanus de Niola, 379-80

Stephen V, King of Hungary, 233

Stephen UroS I, Krai of Serbia, 181,

216, 232, 253n

Stephen UroS II, of Serbia, 363n

Stephen of Montezano, 285n, 292n

Sully, Hugo le Rousseau (Rosso) de,

325, 329-33

Sumcroso, Gautier de, 326

Syboto, 328

Synadenos, John, Grand Stratopo-
clarch, 297, 331

Syphnos, 298

Syria, 82, 83, 89, 90, 288, 289n

Syropoulos, Sylvester, 272n

Taberner, 353-54

Tagliacozzo, battle of, 189n, 194n, 216,
999A4fit

Tarchaneiotcs, Andronikos, Grand
Constable, 231

Tarchaneiotcs, Michael, Grand Do-
mestic, 331, 332

Tarchanciotes, Nikephoros, 19

Taron, 64

Tatars, 381-82, 217, 231, 361, 370.
See also Mongols

Taygctos, Mount, 158

Templar of Tyro, 264n, 347

Thebes, 283. See also Athens-Thebes,

Duchy of

Theobald, Count of Champagne, 219

Theodora, wife of Michael, 25, 46,

121, 144-45, 370

Theodora Palacologus, mother of Mi-

chael, 18

Theodore I, Despot of Epirus, 14

Theodore I Lascans, Empeior of Ni-

caea, 14, 233n
Theodore II Lascans, Empeior oi Ni-

caea, 19, 25, 26n, 28-32, 34 -35, 39,

44n, 47, 49, 60n, 87, 136, 177n,

253, accession of, 27; military policy

of, 35-36

Theodore Dukas Angelos, Emperor of

Thcssalomca, 52

Theodore, Grand Intendaut, 287, 292

Theodore, son of Michael II of Kpi-
nis, 31

Theodosius I, Byzantine Emperoi,
284n

Thcophanes, historian, 109

Theophanes, Metropolitan of Nuwa,
345n; tit Lyons, 258, 259

TheophylaeU 3J)

Therasia, 2f)0

Thessalonica, 13, 14, 15, 21, 27, 28,

31, 49, 52, 56, 57, 50, 60, 7() f 88,

151, 176n, 182, 108, 21 On, 235, 278,

279, 301, 330, 331; bishop of, 46

Tlu8saly, 64, 231-32, 276, 279, 282,

297, 328n, 362, 369

Thrace, 62, 65, 76, 181, 370

Tich, Constantino, Bulgar Tsar, 181,

216, 232, 282n

Tiepolo, Lorenzo, Doge, 216, 221,
255

Tornikcs, Donu'fin'cis', 21

Toney, Ansel do. Set* Ansel *h Toury
Toxicy, Narjot d<\ 280

Toucy, Philip de. See Philip <1<* Totuy
Trani, 338n, 382

Trapani, 220, 227; cU*stnu ktinH i)f

Angevin fWt at, 228, 230, 2:12, 245,
256; battle of 206

Tn^ason: Michael^ trial for, 21 20;
new accusation against Mirlwi, 31

32, 37j collusion between Miclmrl
and Constantinople*^ Cnik inhabi-

tants, 110
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Trebizond, Empire of, 14, 323, 362
Trcvisano, Arngo, 182
Trial by battle, at trial of Michael,

22, 25
Tnarchs of Ncgiopont, 235-37, 284,

295
Tnklinios, Deinetxios, 381-82

Trikoryphos, 73n
Tunis, 363, 365, ciusadc to, 223, 225,

226, 227, 228n, 229, 245
Tuicomam, 29n

Turks, 217n, ;306n, 371; penl oi, to

Clock Einpizo, 4, 343, 369; Mi-
chael's flight to, 26, 30, 31; tioops,

65, 67, 69, 158, 173; threat to Greek
islands, 210; in unpenal army, 229,

332, Greek proposal for Crusade

against, in Anatolia, 287-90
Tuxxitano, Axehbislum of Genoa, 167

Tuscany, vieariute of, 310, 353
Tuseus' Thomas, 78n, U)3n

Tycln\ 270
Tzakones, 123> 126; etymology of

word, 120n, 130, 136

IV.imiskes, George, 216

Union, ecclesiastical 01 f, 83, 14041,
146, 157, 106, 200, 264; unionist

negotiations of Urban IV and Mi-

chael, 104 66, 175 80; of Clement
IV and Michael, 200 6; of Michael
and Louis IX, 224 20; of Michael
und Giegory X, 238 45, 254, 255,

257; Council of Lyons, 25H 64; Mi-
chael's internal policy toward union,
24 % 272 7.'*; attitude* of Groek

people, 25U 82; ferment in Constan-

tinople after Lvcms, 272-7ft, 277,

278, 279, 22. JjHO, $00, ftftl; Mi-
ehael and hmoeent V, 293 94;
Mi<'haol and John XXI, tt()& 8;

Miehad und Nicholas III, 309-25;

rs fidelity to union,
Latin view of Creek attitude to

union* 3-l4n, 370
Urlmn IV, Popts 152, ISO, 157, 164,

m. ItlH W> 171, 1W, 200, 204,

278nj unlonbt nc'yjotintipns, 130 -42,

H".47, 175-80

Usurpation* of Mirhft<*l 39*40; and

problem of legitunization, 94, 108,

115, 147

Utrecht, Bishop of, 176

Valencia, 220

Varangians, 43, 44n, 46, 65n, 276,
329n. See also Latin mercenaries

Veligosti, 174
Venetians, 79-80, 85, 99, 111, 113,

114, 133, 134, 148, 162; as cor-

sairs, 210-11; of Negropont, 284;
colonists ol Constantinople, 304n,
331; attitude to Michael and

Charles, 335-36, 359
Venice, 76, 80, 82-84, 89, 91, 102-3,

125, 141, 147, 154, 156, 206, 218,

219, 220n, 249, 250, 257, 283, 343,

344, 353, 362, 363, 368-69; and
Fourth Crusade, 13; fleet of, 54;
Greco-Venetian tieaty of 1265, 182-

<S5; treaty of Viteibo, 197-98; treaty
of 1268 with Michael, 213-16; and
Charles, 221, 328, 334; truce with

Michael, 254-56; envoys of, at

Lyons, 278; tieaty of )j277 with

Michael, 3(XM; und Orvieto treaty,
337 41

Ventimiglia, William, Count of, 196n,
253

Via Kgnatia, 51n, 63, 235, 330
Villani, Giqvannl, 9, 268n, 278n, 354,

355, 35fin

Villehardouin family, 14

Virgin, Protector of Constantinople,
228, 270

Visconti, Guglielmo, 86

Viterho, City of, MS). 156, 195, 197,

203, 340; and Michael's ancestry,
17n; podest& of, und election of

Gregory X at, 223n
Viterho, Treaties of, i07 200, 2l9n,

233, 244, 257, 280, 325, &37n

Vbohs, 64, 71

Vl<inmyde.s (Blemmyde0t Nifcepho-
ros, 19, 273

Vodwm, 83

Voleros, 57

Volo(ft), Battb of, 283-84
Volos, Gulf of, 2#5
Voluntaries, 05-98, 105, 107, 109,

110; awarded property after Con-

stantinople's recovery, 124
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Vonitza, 328
Vorilla Longos, 67

Walincourt, Mathieu de, 174n, 196n
Wieruszowski, H., 346n, 351n, 353-

54, 355, 362, 377
William VII, Maiquis of Montferrat,

246, 355n, 359
William of Barre, 237n
William, Count of Ventimiglia. See

Ventimiglia
William of Moerbecke, at Lyons, 261
William Villehardouin, Prince of

Achaia, 47, 48, 52, 53, 54-59, 60,

64, 68-69, 71-72, 123, 126, 154-57,

166, 171-75, 180, 183, 189, 194-

95, 197, 212, 215, 216n, 221, 222,

229-30, 237, 257n, 299, 300, 325,

326, 328n

Xiphilin, Grand Oilconomos, 276n

Zaccaria, Benedetto, 170, 251, 347,

348, 377; and Manuele, 209n; in

Michael's service, 210 13; as Greek

envoy in Vespers, 357-58, 375

Zeno, Pietro, 214

Zeno, Raynerio, Doge, 182, 214, 215

Zeuxippos prison, 333n

Zia, 237n

Zorzi, Bcrtolome, Ven<tian tio\iba-

dour, 163n

Zuiita, G., 376n
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